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Debatrl of the Eurolran Parliament
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERIIOUWER
(The sitting uas openeil at 3.50 p.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of
the European Parliament adjour,ned on 13
December 1974.
I call Mr Broeksz for a procedural motion.
Mr Broeks z. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we had
expected the sitting to begin at half past three
and it is now almost five minutes to four. If
the Bureau finds that its meeting is lasting a
long time could it not allow one of the Viee-
Presidents to oper the sitting, provided that the
first item on the agenda is not an extremely
important political matter?
President. 
- 
I am very sorry that we were
delayed when making the arrangements for
speaking times for the particularly important
reports by Mr Patijn and Mr De Koning; this
took longer than envisaged. You are aware that
I always do everything in my power to start
on time. This was really an exception and I
want to ensure that it remains an exception. I
had already considered what you suggest, but
then most of the group chairmen would have
left the Bureau meeting and that was the reason
I did not do so.
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I just wanted
to say that in a sense I agree with Mr Broeksz
in principle, but on the other hand, as chair-
man of a political group, I feel that I share the
responsibility for the delay caused by the
Bureau meeting.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gerlach for a procedural
motion.
Mr Gerlach. (D) Mr' President, I have
already twice asked representatives of the
Administration to take steps to reduce the
volume of that shrieking signal now being
sounded in this building, since I feel that it
exceeds the maximum admissible noise level.
In addition, somebody here seems to set great
store by allowing it to continue for a terribly
long time. I would therefore request that it at
last be switched off, particularly as I have asked
the Administration to do so before.
President. 
- 
Mr Gerlach, I shall make errquiries
to see whether the warning signal cannot be
given at a lower decibel level.
2. Aildress by the Prenilent
President. 
- 
Members of the European Parlia-
ment, I would first of all like to make the
following statement: I am not one of those who
believe that the beginning and end of a calendar
year ought to be accompanied by long speehes
merely stating what has happened or what is
to happen. Nevertheless, at this, the first
plenary sitting of the European Parliament in
1975, I wish to say that in my opinion this will
be the second year of a difficult period of adap-
tation and change for our European Community.
The changed situation in the energy sector has
not helped us in taking appropriate measures
to overcome tJ:e inflation which has been
already in existence,for some time. In addition,
for some months unemploymerrt in the various
Member States has begun to assume alarming
proportions. The classical economists have long
thought that the fight against inflation and the
fight against unemployment were two con-
flicting processes which could not therefore go
hand-in-hand. For that reason in the coming
year we will have to use our ingenuity to devise
new methods of protecting our European parlia-
mentary democracy and its achievements.
The Conference of Heads of State or of Govern-
ment which took place in December in Paris
represented the first steps in the solution of a
number of problems. As a result, the end of the
year was better for the Community than the
beginning.
Moreover, the Conference of Heads of State or
of Government, which in future will take place
within the framework of the Council of Min-
.isters, also prodlrced some results in regard to
the Community institutions. The decision-
making machinery of the European Com-
munities is to be strengthened. The Council will
endeavour to improve its decision-making func-
tion, on the one hand by a greater delegation
of duties and on the other by taking majority
decisions.
For the Parliament, the dialogue with the Coun-
cil can be more fruitful than it has been in the
past. From'now on we will be able to question
the Council on political cooperation. Last weekI had a preliminary discussion about this in
Dublin with the President-in-Office of the
Council. The draft convention on direct elections
to the European Parliament to be debated
tomorrow is in principle to come into effect in
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1978. Next Friday I shall be having a preli-
minary discussion with the rapporteur for
European Union appointed by the Summit Con-
ference, the Belgian Prime-Minister Mr Tinde-
mans, on the ways in which we can best co-
ordinate our activities.
The last sentence of paragraph 12 of the com-
muniqu6 from the Paris Summit Conference
acknowledges that our European Parliament has
a role to play in the Communities' legislative
programme. I hope that we can begin a dialogue
on this as quickly as possible with the other
European institutions.
Ladies and gentlemen, Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament, I wish you strength in the
coming year for all the tasks we are called upon
to fulfil.
3. Designation of Members
oJ the European Parliament
President. 
- 
By letter of 28 December 1974
the Senate of the French Republic informed
me that Mr F. Duval and Mr E. Didier had
been designated as representatives to the Euro-
pean Parliament to replace Mr Bousch and Mr
Berthoin.
The Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies has also
designated Mr C. Ney and Mr J. Santer with
effect from 18 December 1974 to replace Mr
Glesener and Mr Lucius.
Pending verification of their credentials, these
new representatives will take their seats with
the same rights as other Members.
I heartily welcome the new Members to our
midst.
(Applause)
4. Apologies
President. 
- 
Apologies for absence have been
received from Mr Amendola, Mr Burgbacher and
Mr Kater who regret their inability to attend
the next sittings.
5. Appointment of the Presiilent
of the Cornmission
President. 
- 
The representatives of the govern-
ments of the Member States have notified me
that on 19 December 1974 Mr Ortoli was
appointed President of the Commission of the
European Communities for the period from
6 January 1975 to 5 January 1977 inclusive.
6. Texts of treaties forusarded, bg the Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council
of the European Communities certified true
copies of the following documents:
- 
Agreeme4t between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Afghanistan
on the supply of butteroil as food aid;
- 
Agreement in the form of an exchange of
letters extending the trade agreement
between the European Economic Community
and the Argentine Republic;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Peru on.the
supply of butteroil as food aid;
- 
Agreemeni between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of Peru on the
supply of common wheat as food aid;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Republic of the Philip.
pines on the supply of flour of comAron
wheat as food aid;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the Yemen Arab Republic
on the supply of common wheat as food aid;
- 
Agreement between the European Economic
Community and the office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for refugees on
the supply of butteroil, skimmed-milk
powder, flour of common wheat and rice as
emergency food aid for the populations
affected by the recent events in Cyprus.
These treaties will be placed in the archives of
the European Parliament.
7. Documents submitted,
President. 
- 
Since the session was adjourned I
have received the following documents:
(a) from the Council of the European Com-
munities, requests for an opinion on:
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation concerning support to
common projects for hydrocarbon explo-
ration (Doc. 415174);
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Budgets for
an opinion;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
Debates of the European Parllament
Presldent
for a regulation amending Council
Regulation (EEC) No 90il73 of 3 April
1973 establishing a European Monetary
Cooperation Fund @oc. a28174);
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary
Alfairs as the committee responsible and
to the Committee on Budgets for an
opinion;
- 
the Communication from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to
the Council: Development Aid-'Fresco'
of Community action tomorrow-(Doc.
a30l7g;
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Development and Coope-
ration;
- 
the proposals from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for
- 
a regulation extending the treatment
applicable to certain agricultural
products originating in the Asso-
ciated African States, Madagascar
and Mauritius, in the Overseas Coun-
tries and Territories and in the
United Republic of Tanzania, the
Republic of Uganda and the Bepublic
of Kenya
- 
a draft decision on the transitional
measures ti, be applied after 3l
January 19?5 to the Associated
Overseas Countries and Territories
- 
a draft decision maintaining the pro-
visions of Title III, Chapter II, and of
Title IV of Part IV of the Act con-
cerning the conditions of accession
and the adjtistments to the Treaties
(Doc. 433/74).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Development and Coope-
ration;
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a directive on the coordination of
laws, regulations and administrative
provisions governing the commencement
and carrying on of the business of credit
institutions (Doc. 435/74);
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs as the committee responsible
and to the Legal Affairs Committee and
the Committee on Budgets for their
opinions;
- 
the proposals from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for
L a directive completing the provisions
under Title V of the Directive on
mountain and hill farming and farm-
ing in certain less favoured areas
adopted by the Council on 21 January
lg,l4
II. eight directives concerning the Com-
munity list of less favoured farming
areas within the meaning of the
Directive on mountain and hill farm-
ing and farrning in certain less
favoured areas adopted by the Coun-
cil on 2l January 1974
(Doc. 438/74).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Agriculture as the com-
mittee responsible and to the Committee
on Budgets for an opinion;
(b) from the European Communities a letter
on the draft joint declaration by the Euro-
pean Parliament, the Council and the Com-
mission on the establishment of a ooncer-
tation procedure (Doc. a3il74).
This document has been referred to the
Committee on Budgets as the comrnittee'
responsible and to the Political Affairs
Committee for an opinion;
(c) the following oral questions:
- 
oral question with debate, put by the
Cbmmittee on Public Health and the
Environment to the Council, on the
working procedures of the Committees
on Implementing Provisions (Doc.
4t7174)i
- 
oral question with debate, put by Mr See-
feld on behaU of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Transport to ttre
Council, on the code of conduct for
maritime transport conferences @oc.
a$/74);
- 
oral question with debate, put by Mr
Della Briotta, Mr Walkhoff, Mr Concas.
Mr Bermani, Mr Corona and Mr Glinne
to the Commission, on the participation
by migrant workers in the Community
in regional or local elections in the coun-
tries of residence (Doc.419174);
- 
oral question with debate, put by Mrs
Carettoni Romagnoli, Mrs Goutmann
and Mrs Iotti on behalf of the Com-
. munist and Allies Group to the Coun-
cil, on the status of women @oe420174);
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- 
oral question with debate, put by Mr
Glinne, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Broeksz, Mr
Dondelinger, Mr Fldmig and Mr Seefeld
on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Commission, on the Community's atti-
tude to South Africa (Doc. 421h4);
- 
oral question with debate, put by Mr
Glinne, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Broeksz, Mr
Dondelinger, Mr Fldmig and Mr Seefeld
on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Council, on the Community's attitude
to South Africa @oc.422174);
- 
oral question with debate, put by Mr
Cipolla on behalf of the Communist and
Allies Group to the Commission, on the
supply of grain to Italy (Doc. 423/74)i
- 
oral questions put by Mr Hougardy, Sir
Douglas Dodds-Parker, Mr Brewis, Mr
Albertsen, Mr Johnston, Mr Cipolla, Mr
Coust6, Mr Nod. and Lord O'Hagan
pursuant to RuIe 47A of the Rules of
Procedure for Question Time on 15
January 19?5 (Doc. 434174);
(d) from the committees the following reports:
- 
report by Mrs Hanna l[alz on behalf of
the Committee on Cultural Affairs and
Youth on Community regulations for
home study courses (Doc. 416/74);
- 
report by Mr Jean-Pierre Glesener on
behalf of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology, on the pro-
posal from the Commission of the Euro-
. pean Communities to the Council for a
Council decision establishing a pro-
grarnme of technological research in the
textile sector @oc. 424174);
- 
report by Mr Egon Klepsch on behaU of
the Committee on External Economic
Relations on the European Community's
relations with the East European state-
trading countries and COMECON @oc.
4251741;
- 
report by Mr Paul de Keersmaeker on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
on the proposal from the Commission of
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for a regulation on the establishment
of a Community register of olive culti-
vation (Doc. 426174)i
- 
report by Mr Isidor E'riih on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture on the
proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation laying down, in respect
of hops, the amount of the aid to pro-
ducers for the 1973 harvest (Doc. +27174);
- 
report by Lord Gladwyn on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee on the
effects of a European foreign policy on
defence questions (Doc. 429174);
- 
report by Mr John Brewis on behaU of
the Legal Affairs Committee on the
proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a directive on the liberalization of
co-insurance operations and the coordina-
tion of laws, regulations and adminis-
trative provisions relating to co-
insurance (Doc. 432h4);
- 
report by Mr Lucien Radoux on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee on
tJle results of the Conference of Heads
of Government of the Member States
held in Paris on 9 and 10 December 1974
(Doc. 436/74);
- 
report by Mr Jan De Koning on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture on the
proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for regulations on the fixing of prices
for certain agricultural products and
connected measures for the 197511976
marketing year (Doc. a37174);
- 
report by Mr Libero Della Briotta on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
on the proposals from the Commission
of the European Communities to the
Council for
I. a directive completing the provisions
under Title V of the Directive on
mountain and hill farming and farm-
ing in certain less favoured areas
adopted by the Council on 21 January
1974
II. eight directives concerning the Com-
munity list of less favoured farming
areas within the meaning of the
Directive on mountain and hill farm-
ing in certain less favoured areas
adopted by the Council on 21 January
t974
(Doc. 439/74)
- 
report by Mr Jan Baas on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions on the proposd from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to
the Council for a regulation amending
Regulation (EEC) No 950/68 on the Com-
mon Customs Tariff as regards the
exchange rate to be applied in respect of
the tariff classiJication of certain
cheeses (Doc.440/74);
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- 
report by Mr Pierre Deschamps on
behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation on the communi-
cation from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council on the
transitional measures to be implemented
after 31 January 1975 in the context of
relations with the countries of Africa,
the Caribbean and the Pacific and the
Overseas Countries and Territories (Doc.
441/74).
8. Limit on speaking tine
President. 
- 
In accordance with the usual
practice I propose that speaking time be limited
as follows for all items on the agenda, with the
exception of the Patijn report on elections by
direct universal suffrage and the De Koning
report on agricultural prices for the L975/76
marketing year, the debate on which will be
organized in accordance with Rule 28 of the
Rules of Procedure, the details of which I will
notify to you later:
15 minutes for the rapporteur and for one
speaker on behalf of each group;
10 minutes for other speakers;
5 minutes for speakers on amendments.
I also propose that speaking time on all ques-
tions with debate be limited to:
10 minutes for the author of the question;
5 minutes for other speakers.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
9. Time-limit for tabling amend,ments
President. 
- 
I propose that we should set the
time-limit for tabling amendments on the
Patijn report on elections by direct universal
suffrage at 6 p.m. this afternoon.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I propose that we should set the time-limit for
tabling amendments on the De Koning report
on agricultural prices for 1975/1976 at 6 p.m.
on Wednesday 15 January 1975.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
10. Decision on urgent proceilure
President. 
- 
I propose that Parliament deal
by urgent procedure with reports not submitted
within the time-limits laid down in the rules
of 11 May 1967.
Are there any objections?
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.
ll. Ord,er of busiaess
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of
business. At its meeting of 11 December 1974
the enlarged Bureau prepared a draft agenda,
which has been distributed.
The report by Mr Aigner on the report of the
ECSC Auditor for 1973, the report by Mr Ger-
lach on the discharge to be given to the Com-
mission for the implementation of the 19?1
budget, the report by Mr Cipolla on the common
organization of the market in rice and the report
by Mr Liogier on the allocation of the funds of
the EAGGF for 1974 have been taken off the
agenda.
The statement by the Commission on action
taken on the opinions and proposals of the
European Parliament has been taken off the
agenda.
At the meeting which has just been held it was
also unanimously decided to consider Mr Della
Briotta's report on mountain and hill farming
on Thursday after Mr De Koning's report, fol-
lowed by Mr Terrenoire's oral question with
debate on oil companies.
Are there any objections?
I call Miss Flesch.
Miss Flesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
may I request you to include Mr Deschamps'
report on transitional measures in connection
with the new Convention of Association in the
agenda for our Friday sitting. I make this
request because of the urgency of the matter;
as you know, the Yaound6 Convention expires
on 31 January. The Council, which has for-
warded the document in the last few days, has
asked us to deliver our opinion at the January
part-session, and we know that theoretically the
Council is supposed to give a decision on the
whole question this week. This is why, Mr Presi-
dent, although I appreciate that this change will
cause difficulties, I am asking you to include
this item on Friday's agenda.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sp6nale.
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Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I wish to lend
my support to Miss Flesch's proposal, because
there is another consideration: Parliament must
define its position before the Parliamentary
Conference of the Association meets in Abidjan
at the end of this month.
President. 
- 
Since the request for urgent pro-
cedure also has the support of the Council, I
propose this report be placed on the agenda for
Friday.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Brewis.
Mr Brew,is. 
- 
Mr President, what I want to say
may well come as a corollary to what has been
said by our two colleagues. I refer to Item
No 313, the last item on the agenda for Friday,
which is a report on co-insurance. This is a very
important report and we are in some slight
difficulty because the rapporteur of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is
in some disagreement with the report of the
Legal Affairs Committee and there are bound
to be various amendments. It would seem to
me, Sir, that this is not a terribly suitable item
to be last on the agenda on a Friday. May I ask
whether you would postpone it until the
February part-session?
President. 
- 
I shall consult the Assembly on
the proposal to postpone consideration of this
report.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the Committee
on Agriculture is grateful to you for including
the report on hill farming in the agenda.
Am I right in assuming that you propose to
debate the report on agricultural prices first
and then take the report on hill farming separa-
tely before Mr Terrenoire's question on the oil
companies?
Then I am perfectly satisfied.
Prosident. 
- 
Are there any objections to the
amended agenda?
The agenda so amended is adopted.
12. Oral Questivru raith d,ebate: Steps to be taken
f ollouing the resolutions
ad.opted. by the Ministers of Ed,ucation.
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question
with debate by the Committee on Cultural
Affairs and Youth to the Commission of the
European Communities (Doc. 25117 4).
The question is worded as follows:
Subject: Steps to be taken following the resolu-
tions of the Council of Ministers of
Education of 6 and 7 June 19?4
Can the Commission state:
1. What steps it intends to take following the
resolution of the Council, with particular
regard to:
(a) mutual recognition of diplomas, referred
to in a whole series of proposals for
directives on freedom of establishment
for activities as self-employed persons,
having regard to the principles it put
forward which the Council has now
accepted; the granting of freedom of
establishment for activities as self-
employed persons in group practice;
(b) cooperation in the field of education on
the basis of the priorities fixed by the
Council on 6 and 7 June 1974;
(c) ttre development of European schools,
taking into account the positions already
adopted by the European Parliament?
2. Whether, in particular, it is contemplating
exercising its right of initiative on the co-
ordination of legislation on education, which
is currently under review in the Community
Member States?
3. Whether it does not consider it appropriate
to produce without delay a memorandum
containing a detailed timetable for future
proposals and a genuine Community action
programme for education and the mutual
recognition of diplomas?
4. What contacts it has with the Council of
Europe and its various bodies and in what
ways it feels these could be extended?
I call Mr Broeksz to present the oral question.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, you will recall that the Committee
on Cultural Affairs and Youth asked last year
for consideration of our questions to be post-
poned. We felt there was a cogent reason for
doing so.
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The Council of Ministers of Education had met
early in June 1974 for the first time for several
years. After the parliarnentary recess our com-
mittee wanted to ascertain what action the Com-
mission was taking on the Council's decisions.It had already been known for some time ttrat
the Commissioner concerned, Mr Dahrendorf,
would be leaving the Commission but the
German Governrnent found it difficult to decide
on a successor. When our question was due for
consideration in Parliament, Mr Brunner had
been appointed a member of the Commission
but had not yet taken up his duties. We thoughtit preferable to wait until Mr Brunner could
reply instead of listening at that time to the-
undoubtedly interesting-tmtament of the out-
going Commissioner.
Now that Mr Brunner-to whom we extend a
warrn welcome-has been able to familiarize
himself with his areas of responsibiliff, we
should like to hear his views on the points raised
in our oral question.
Your committee has decided to let three of its
members introduce this subject. I shall confine
my introductory remarks to the question of the
recognition e1 diplomas, certificates etc. and
the free movement of professional persons.
There is no need for me to stress how much
interest Parliament has taken over the years in
the recognition of diplomas and the question of
free movement. So far, however, too little has
been achieved. Sre gained the impression from
Mr Dahrendorf that some progress was being
made because he chose to concentrate on one
profession-namely the medical profession. He
organized a hearing with the doctors and put
forward proposals which were considered by the
Ministers of Education at their meeting last
June. Shortly after the June meeting it looked
as if recognition of the free movement of doetors
and recognition of diplomas would soon become
a reality.
Mr Dahrendorf was optimistic enough to think
that would happen before the end of last year.
Unfortunately he was wrong.
In the meantime the Commission has submitted
a proposal to the Council on an advisory com-
mittee for the medical profession. Parliament
has not been asked for its opinion on this pro-
posal. We did not protest about this because in
the debate on our prwious report we put a
number of questions on committees of this kind
to the Commission and expressed certain wishes
on the subject with which the Commission
complied.
Nevertheless we are rather disappointed now
because it is not clear who is to approve the
mutual recognition of diplomas and freedom of
movement.
We have just learnt the names of the ministerC
appointed by the frish Government to preside
over the Council in the next six months. Ttre
list includes the Ministers of Agriculture, Justice
and Finance, but unfortunately not the Minister
of Education. Who then is to approve the pro-
posal: the Council as normally constituted, in
other words the F'oreign Ministers?
I should also like to know whether recognition
of the free movement of doctors can now soon
be expected and whether there is any prospect
of the Commission's proposal concerning an
advisory committee for the medical profession
being accepted? If so will that committee be
able to set to work once freedom of movement
for doctors has been agreed? What does the
Commission intend to do once recognition of
doctors' diplomas becomes a reality?
Everyone knows that the Commission has sub-
mitted some forty proposals to the Council which
will have to be revised after the recent iuling
of the Court of Justice in Luxembourg. Is the
Commission already working on that review?
How much time will it take? ft seems to us that
the necessary adjustments can be made quite
easily. How far has the Commission progressed
in compiling, jointly with the Committee of
Permanent Representatives, the list of diplomas,
certificates and other evidence of formal quali-
fications decided on at the Council meeting last
June?.
'We hope that once freedom of movement has
been attained for doctors, as it should be in the
near future, Mr Dahrendorf's approach will be
continued by concentrating again on one or two
other professions.
Two possibilities would be the professions of
veterinary surgeon and lawyer for whom free
movement would not, in our view, present too
many difficultier-perhaps we are wrong but
that is what the Commission has told us. Con-
sultative committees would of course then have
to be set up for these professions.
We realize that there is no possibility of a
detailed discussion oi all these points with Mr
Brunner today. We .ourselves are working on
a report on the European schools which will
shortly be submitted to Parliament. We hope
that Mr Brunner has had sufficient time to
familiarize himself with his areas of respons-
ibility and that he can now give lui some inform-
ation on his work programme for the next six
montJrs or a year. 14re are particularly interested
in what he has to say, not only on the question
of the European schools and education fur
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general, but also on the matter of the mutual
recognition of diplomas and the free movement
of professional persons to which Parliament has
so often referred.
Perhaps the first results can now be seen.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner, whom we are
very pleased to welcome here for the first time
today.
Mr Brunneg mernber of the Commission of the
European Communities. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the
question put by the Committee on Cultural
Affairs and Youth gives me my first opportunity
to join your debates, and I find it very promis-
ing that this is happening on the 13th of a
mon{h.
(Loughter)
f am aware of the keen interest that you take
in the work on research, science and education,
and I am very much in favour of our intensifying
contacts in this field.
The first question put to me concerrs the free-
dom of establishment of self-employed persons,
and I should like to say this: let us agree on one
thing: there is already freedom of establishment
and freedom to provide services within the
Community. We must not allow these two prin-
ciples to be undermined. They have been estab-
lished in decisions of the European Court of
Justice of June and Deember 1974, in which
the Court said that the citizen in the Community
is directly granted rights under Articles 52, 59
and 60 of t-he EEC Treaty. Any self-employed
person in our nine states may resist any move
to place obstacles in his way due to his nation-
ality or place of residence. It is therefore not
admissible for a doctor from Denmark, for
example, to be told. in the Federal Republic of
Germany that although he meets requirements
as regards training, he cannot practise in the
Federal Republic because he is a Dane. That is
no longer allowed today.
And from this we are now in a position to take
another step forward. Ihis is a good thing,
because regulations on establishment and provi-
sion of services must at last be raised to the
level at which they generally ensure freedom
of movement within our Community. If we do
not do this, we will be reverting not only to
the situation as it was in the Middle Ages, but
even further back. It should be realized by all
of us that the liberal professions used to have
far more freedom of movement in Europe than
they have today. The famous physician Para-
celsus, for example, was born in Switzerland,
studied in Ferrara, practised in many countries
of Europe until he finally died in Sdzburg-and
that was in the sixteenth century. Are we to let
it be said today that we are more backward as
regards the medical professions, that we want
to stay as we are?
(Applatse)
I say no; we will now push ahead, and we are
now in a position in which doctors and the
other professions should have sufficient self-
confidence. They do not need the protection of
artificial barriers. There is no reason to think
that there will be mass migration in the profes-
sions in Europe because we are at last removing
these barriers. Nor is there any justification for
saying that quality will suffer as a result of
this freedom of movement. That will not be the
case. And because it will not be the case, we
now need Community directives to make it easier
to take advantage of these freedom. In practical
terms this means that we must make progress
in the question of recognition of diplomas and
that we must settle ihe question of lraining
conditions, i.e. we must jointly fix minimum
training periods. We are not seeking legislation
which is perfect to the last detail; we want to
be flexible so that any citizen belonging to one
of the liberal professions can take advantage of
his right under the law, since generally speaking
-and this was recognized by the Ministers forEducation on 6 June l9?4-diplomas and the
like are comparable in all Members States.
As Mr Broeksz has said, we have provided for
the setting up of an advisory committee for the
medical profession. We dso intend to apply
this method to the other professions. \4re are
doing this because the unification of Europe
should not come about without the benefit of the
expert knowledge of the various professions.
They should.be invotved, but they should fulfil
their task as Europeans and not in their own
limited interests.
The Commission's task is to draw the logical
conclusions from the two decisions of the Court
of Justice. The Commission submitted proposals
for the directives on the mutual recognition of
diplomas and the coordination of legislation to
the Council some tirne ago and, where doctors
are concerned, revised these proposals accord-
ingly; it witl adopt the same course of action
for the other professions. This will concern
lawyers, architects, civil engineers, nurseg and
midwives. \4re will have completed this work
very soon.
It is now for the Council of Ministers to adopt
those directives which are ready to be put into
practice, and I mean by this the directives on
doctors. The Council could adopt these directives
as early as February. We have in fact almost
reached our goal with respect to the doctors.
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Eight Member States have managed to adopt
a uniform position in the Committee of perma-
nent Representatives in this question. These
eight Member States have realized that granting
doctors freedom of establishment and freedom
to pursue their profession will be beneficial to
the whole population and also be in the much
appreciated interests of the doctors themselves.
I have spoken of eight Member States. I do not
want to mention any country here by name, but
please help us to persuade the government in
Brussels to realize at last that we must reach
a solution on this question now. This is a first
step in an important sphere of European Uni-
fication. The sooner we reach the goal, the betterit will be for this process of unification, about
which so much scepticism has been heard of
late. I know that we are breaking new ground
with the doctors. We will be gaining initial
experience in this field, Mr President, and this
experience will be useful when we come to deal
with the other professions. And I should like
to say here and now that we intend to set up
an advisory committee for architects. We want
to adopt a similar procedure for them as for the
doctors.
You, the European Parliament, have taken the
initiative in establishing frdedom of movement
in at least one field, and that is the idea of thegroup practice. Your intention with this pro-
posal has been to facilitate freedom of move-
ment, and I welcome this, although I do fear
that the group practice will not be of the same
standard as what we can now achierre in the
case of doctors, and I say this for the following
reasons: there are no restrictions on freedom of
establishment as a consequence of nationality;
that is already definite. But whether a lawyer
or an arcihtect who has completed his trainingin one country, will be fully recognized in
another Community country, is a question which
we still have to solve with the aid of clearly
worded directives; we cannot do without them
despite the introduction of community practices.
W'e intend now to take a step towards achieving
the whole objective, and let us take this step
together. We therefore intend to concentrate all
our efforts on the one goal. We want to apply
what is now within reach with the doctors to
the other professions as well. That is my answer
to that point.
As you know-and I now come to another
question-the Education Ministers drew up a list
of priorities for cooperation in the education
field on 6 June 1974. I would like to take up a
point here which should be near to all our hearts.It concerns the education and training of the
children of migrant workers. We all know that
we are faced with a new situation in this ques-
tion in Europe. We have migration in Europe
of a type unknown in the past.
People are leaving agriculture and going to the
congested industrial areas. There is migration
from one country of the Community to another.
There are also many nationals of countries out-
side the Community working and living in the
Community. They bring their children with
them. Other children are born in the new host
country. These children are faced with far
greater difficulties than those who are educated
in their home country. They have an identity
problem. To which environment do they belong,
to which culture, what is their language? If we
do not help these children to overcome these
added difficulties, we will have a group of
pariahs in Europe in a few years' time. We will
have groups which are cast out of society and
have to settle outside it. If we do not help tJlem
in time, the police and health authorities will
be dealing with them. We must not allow it to
come to this in Europe. That is why we have
singled out this item and decided that definite
progress must be made.
The children who are today growing up in
Europe should have the feeling that they are
the beneficiaries of European unification. Euro-
pean unification should mean something to them.
They should not one day have to look back with
resentment on the negative sides and imperfec-
tions of the Europe in which they have grown
up. The following must therefore be done:
Firstly, we must provide special reception classes
and intensive courses for children of migrant
workers. We must make it easier for them to
settle down in their new linguistic and school
community.
Secondly, normal lessons must be supplementd
by additional courses for children so that they
do not forget their mother tongue or the culture
of their home countries.
Thirdly, teachers from the countries of origin
must be employed. The teachers entrusted with
the education of these children must be espe-
cially trained for the specific task.
Fourthly, we must have social workers to take
an interest in these children after school hours
and to make it easier for them to settle into
their new environment.
And fifthly, we must take steps to ensure that
the children of aliens and non-aliens have an
equal chance to receive seholarships. There must
not be any privileges when it comes to encourag-
ing the gifted.
I am pleased to say that the Council of Ministers
took a decision in June which will enable us to
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use the European Social Fund for this purpose.
The Social Fund can also be used to help with
the training and advanced education of teachers
and social workers for these children.
The Commission will inform you as soon as pos-
sible what it intends to do in this field and how
it intends to take the next steps. I feel that in
this way we are meeting a fundamental obliga-
tion in respect of European unification as well
as a fundamental humanitarian obligation.
I now come to another section, Mr President:
the European Schools. They are not on the list
of priorities drawn up by the Education Min-
isters. And many Members of this House, f
know, regret this. The Commission will, I assure
you, draw up further proposals in the future
on how the European School system can be
improved. But we must realize one thing: the
European Schools are financed by the Member
States; they are financed by the Member States
under separate agreements; they are not in fact
the responsibility of the Commission. We are
represented on the Advisory Board of these
schools. From February onwards we will be
represented on the Pedagogical Committee of
this Board. What we are able to do in these
bodies we will do. W'e intend to ensure that the
existing European Schools and those set up in
the future work successfully. In this connection
I would make particular reference to the fact
that the setting up of a European School in
Munich, the seat of the European Patent Office,
is at present under discussion.
f now come to the question of the coordination
of legislation on education, which is not an easy
subject. We all know what the situation is in
Europe as regards education, how all the Mem-
ber States, all the institutions of the Community
and all Members of Parliament were surprised
by the new requirements. 'We are faced with a
completely new situation. Whereas it was usual
up until the fifties for school education to finish
at 14 to 16, we are now in a position-thank
God I would say-where further education up
to the age of 18 and 20 is taken for granted.
And the whole concept of school is undergoing
change. It used to mean a closed institution
having little to do with events outside, the
development of society. I would point out that as
recently as the fifties a commission in the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany stated that it was
quite sufficient for the education system to
remain broken down into primary schools,
secondary schools and grammar schools. Basic-
ally, this division into three was meant to cater
for people according to the stratum of society
to which they belonged. Let us not beat about
the bush; that's how it was. It was nothing less
than the perpetuation of a society in Europe
based on classes.
We are in the process of getting over this' But
it requires enormous effort. And now the ques-
tion arises, in this situation in which things
are in a state of flux in all Member States, how
do we achieve a convergence of education
systems? I believe that the novelty of the situa-
tion faced by all the Member States will in
itself contribute to this convergence. The com-
pulsion to comply will result from the novel
situation. But that is not enough. We as the
Commission intend to ensure that the exchange
of information and coordination are as intensive
as possible and that we overcome any unneces-
sary disparities that may exist.
However, it is not our intention to create uni-
form masses in Europe. The distinctions in edu-
cation, the distinctions in culture reveal the
many facets of Europe, the wealth of Europe.
We do not intend to throw this overboard. l,trhat
we can do is to ensure that there is at last gen-
eral recognition of diplomas and that there is
genuine freedom of movement of teachers and
students from now on. In our pragmatic
approach we have placed the emphasis on these
aspects. And we are confident that as education
undergoes further reform in each Member
State, convergence will be accelerated. Where
we find that this is not the case, we will take
action, we will consult you, take up your sug-
gestions so that things do not drift apart, so
that we have a range of education in Europe
that meets the requirements of the individual
citizen. The whote process of European unifica-
tion would be so many words if institutional
arrangements were made without regard to
these requirements; they would be nothing more
than simple theory.
You ask me about my action programme. I am
not so presumptuous as to say to you, 'I have
already decided on a concept with a fixed time-
table'. I am building on what my predecessor,
Professor Dahrendorf, Ieft behind. He submitted
to the Commission a programme of work, an
action programme, and the Commission adopted
it on 25 September 1974. It is a good programme.
lvVe will soon have a new basis from which to
work, since as you know, the Education Mini-
sters set up an Education Committee in June.
In December this committee discussed working
papers from the Commission and Member States
on all areas to which the Education Ministers
have given priority. By the end of June of this
year we will have a comprehensive report
drawn up by the committee. I feel that we should
wait until this report comes out. However, we
should exert pressure where something can
already be done, as is the case with the mutual
recognition of diplomas, so that the Council of
Ministers takes action.
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I would ask you to use your influence in the
national parliaments to have the Council take
decisions quickly in this sphere. This is an urgent
question; there will be no convergence of the
European education systems, there will be no
harmonization of structures in Europe if the
Council does not take decisions quickly.
The Commission cannot and will not shut itself
off in an ivory tower in its work on education
and science. 'We intend to cooperate closely
with other organizations, dtr IINESCO, the
OECD and the Council of Europe. Commission
officials attend all the committee meetings of
the Council of Europe that concern education
questions. We collect information on the mobility
of graduates together with the Council of
Europe. Ttris year we are drawing up jointly a
review of the sources of documentation in Euro-
pean education. fire 1976 annual programme of
the European Documentation and Information
System on Education @IIDISED) is the result
of joint preparatory work. We will intensify
our relations with the Council of Europe
wherever joint action is beneficial. We will not
allow there to be any unctrarted spots on the
map of Europe in this field.
Finally, the Committee on Cultural Affairs and
Youth has asked me to comment on the state
of preparations for ttre European University
Institute in Florence. I willingly do this becauseI have some good news to report. The treaty
has now been ratified by all six original signa-
tories. Denmark, Britain and Ireland intend to
ratify it by March of this year. Ttre provisional
Academic Council of the Institute will be
appointing the first professors at the end of
January. And the difficult problem of finding
premises for the Institute also appears to have
now been solved. The Italian Government
intends to complete the construction work in
Fiesole, the provisional seat, in a few months'
time, and we can now expect to see the first
members of the teaching staff and the library
staff working there in September of this year.
The first group of research workers witl be
working there in September 1976.
That is all that I can say at the moment in
reply to the questions put to me.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Walz.
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the ministers
have decided that seven activities should have
priority. Extensive funds will be required for
them. However, considering that only 400 000
u.a. have been approved, the funds available will
probably only be sufficient for the education
of the children of migrant workers, about which
we have just received so detailed and satisfact-
ory information from you, Mr Brunner, together
with information on cooperation between uni-
versities and the mobility of students. Larger
sums will undoubtedly be needed later, and I am
convineed that this Parliament is quite prepared
to approve them for you.
In the resolution adopted by the ministerr
and you also referred to this, Mr Brunner-there
is mention of making the education systems in
Europe more sirnilar. You call this the need for
the convergence of the education systems and
expressed hopeful promises, as it were, , as
regards the recognition of diplomas. We have
of course been frequently disappointed with
respect to diplomas, and I feel that education
systems vary so much that there will be red
diffigulfy, even as regards the mutual recog,-
nition of diplomas, although all of us here are
determined to suppog mutual recognition as far
as possible.
Nevertheless, there must be some doubt about
such improvements actually occurring until the
Education Ministers of the various countries
consult each other to a sulficient extent about
their reform plans, and in this context the para-
graph of the resolution adopted by fte Counqil
of Ministers on the mutual recognition of diplo-
mas would appe:rr to be a kind of stop sign since
if reads: 'emphasizes that such directives should
be so drawn up that they do not irnpede efforts
towards educational reform in the Member
States of the Community'.
If the principle of an optirnum level of education
is firmly anchored in the directives, I really
do not see how these directives could be an
obstacle to the reform of the educational system.In fact, this sentence probably conceals the
desire of one or more governments not to dlow
their complete autonomy to be restricted by
Community rules, and I feel that this is the
very reason why so little progress has been
made in this sector to date; every governrnent
initially places tradition rather than continued
development at the top of the list. The seardr
for a European identity must, however, begin in
the schools and universities. It cannot, however,
as yet be said that the governments in the Com-
munity have made any noteworthy contribution
to this end. This is redly only confirmed by
the results of the opinion poll-the European
barometer---organized by the Commission, which
have been distributed to us in the last few days.
Our fellow citizens continue to think at national
level, as do our governrnents, who are not
capable of finding Community solutions to the
present problems, above all those in the edu-
cational field.
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I should also like tb comment on another point,
the mobility of students, to which you havejust referred and which has dropped off con-
siderably, particularly because young graduates
in the various countries are more likely to find
themselves unemployed than was previously the
case.
It is cleer that such mobility can only be
encouraged in our society and our Community
by intensifying language tuition, since know-
ledge of a foreign language very often makes
it possible to spend time in another country.
In addition, knowledge of languages would give
us a better and more detailed picture of the
other European peoples, of their mentality and
civilization and eliminate quite a few prejudices.
If this results in the introduction of a European
dimension in education and tuition, as the Com-
mission puts it, the Commur,rity will have more
solid foundations, and nationalism can at least
to some extent be overcome, since young people
will then be aware of their common interests
in the field of politics, economics as well as
culture and intellectual life.
(Applatse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Meintz.
Mr Meintz. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like
first of all to thank Mr Brunner for his answers
to the question from our Committee on Cultural
Affairs and Youth.
I must say that this approach inspires confidence
and gives the impression that he will make every
effort to solve the problems the committee will
inevitably have to face in the educational field.
I must also express my satisfaction at his an-
swers on the education of migrant workers'
children, and his support for the European
schools and the University Institute in Florence.
Speaking on behalf of my committee I shall
confine myself to two topics: group practices
and cooperation in the educational field.
The Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth
was asked last year to consider the guidelines
for mutual recognition of diplomas, certificates
and other educational qualifications, pursuant
to Article 57 of the Treaty.
Parliament accepted the committee's proposd
that official recognition should be given to the
educational qualifications and freedom of estab-
lishment of the self-employed persons men-
tioned in the proposals for directives who settled
in one of the Member States other than their
country of origin to work in a group practice.
Mr Brunner has just said this was a somewhat
retrograde step and it seems to me therefore
that he feels that Parliament's proposal could
not be adopted.
As far as the Committee on Cultural Affairs
and Youth and its rapporteur, Mr Hougardy,
were concerned, the main purpose of the pro-
posal on group practices was to take an initial
step towards freedom of establishment for self-
employed persons. The committee was aware of
the limitations of such a p-roposal, but felt that
it would be an incentive to progress in a matter
that the Council had been considering for nearly
eight years.
Mr Brunner has told us that saiisfactory pro-
gress has been made in regard to freedom of
establishment for doctors and lawyers. 'We wel-
come this, but I doubt if the same applies in
the case of other groups such as engineers and
architects. I am all the more doubtful because,
as an official, I helped in the preparation of
these directives ten years ago, first in the Com-
mission, then with the same e:rperts in the
Council. I do not really see how, in view of the
nationalism Mrs Walz has just mentioned, a
directive on freedom of establishment for engi-
neers and architects can ever be implemented.
Indeed, as long as the fate of such directives
is in the hands of people who indulge in lengthy
arguments about the comparative value of one
year of study in a country, or the merits of a
school, which are often only historicd, a bold
political decision will be needed before they
can be acted upon. I was pleased to hear Mr
Brunner say that a positive decision would soon
be taken on the establishment of doctors. The
idea of setting up advisory committees with a
more flexible approach to the problems and
criteria is to be welcomed.
To return to group practices, it is certainly
better to find a solution that could be applied
to all members of professions rather than to a
category of people exercising these professions,
but the solution proposed for group practices
should not be made an excuse.for delaying the
adoption of proposals for a directive on freedom
of establishment.
This is why we are quite prepared to support
the Commissioner when he says that a general
directive must be adopted, but I urge him not to
forget the proposal that the comrnittee has made
if he finds that, for other reasons, the question
of freedom of establishment is further delayed
for many years.
As regards my second point, relations witJl tJ:e
Council of Europe and other international insti-
tutions particularly concerned with educational
matters, I was gratified at Mr Brunner's answer.
We are well aware that it is essential to avoid
confusion between the responsibilities of the
various institutions concerned.
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In fact, the scope and terms of reference of the
Community institutions are governed by dif-
ferent treaties. Ilowever, education is a field
in which cooperation between Member States
is to be promoted, and I feel therefore that
relations with other institutions are more justifi-
ed in this case than in other fields, especially
as, in education, cooperation cannot be confined
to the Community. For some time now, countries
butside the Community have been carrying out
experiments which could be of considerable
value to our members. But it should be remem-
bered that, with its European Schools, the Com-
munity alone has a real instrument in the field
of education. This is a further reason for pro-
moting cooperation in this sphere.
I am sure that it is necessity that makes the
Commission and the other Community bodies
take an interest in education, trailing and
youth questions and not, as has sometimes been
iaid, the fact that they are making very little
progress in other fields.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Walkhoff to speak on
behalf of the Socialist GrouP.
Mr Walkhoff. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Socialist Group I
should like to thank Mr Brunner for his state
ment, which leads us to hope that we can jointly
achieve success in important areas.
The Socialist Group sees in the realization of
freedom of establishment and the mutual recog-
nition of diplomas an important contribution in
making the individual aware of the progressive
construction of the Community of Europe. We
must not allow a situation to continue in which
-and I should like to give an example herethat I have just heard-a qualified Dutch nurse
marrying a citizen of the Federal Republic,
moving io that country is unable to pursue her
profession because her diploma is not recog-
iized there. We would ask ourselves how much
faith in Europe those citizens can have who
personally experience the 'progress' we have
made. For the nurse it meant a drop down the
ladder and for a[ of us unnecessary expense in
that the training she has already completed in
one Member State will have to repeated in
another.
As regards cooperation and coordination in the
educational field, I should like to ask on behalf
of my group if the Commission intends in future
to exert greater influence by having the Euro-
pean idea play a greater part in the textbooks
of our national educational institutes. At the
moment the glorious national hero still plays a
greater role than common European tradition. I
know how difficult this problem will be to solve,
especially when I think of the autonomy of the
Liinder in the Federal Republic in education. In
other countries there are other problems again.
Nevertheless, we should not lose sight of this
necessity and as regards the European idea, the
European Schools could really set a good exam-
ple. It is almost incredible, but it is a fact, that
graduates of the European Schools cannot distin-
guish between the European Community and
the Council of Europe, quite apart from knowing
little or nothing about the institutions of the
European Community. This is due to the fact
that nothing is taught about the Community or
European society in the European Schools.
I have thus come to the last of the problems
that I should like to mention, the problem of
the European Schools. Although the Commission
suggested that the European Schools should be
mentioned, the Council refused to include the
subject in its resolution of 6 and 7 June since it
felt, I understand, that the problem of the Euro-
pean Schools was not of general European
importance. This may be true of the European
Schools in their present form since they are
nothing more than schools for the sons and
daughters of European officials. But it is most
certiinly not true when you think that the
European industrial countries have brought to
theiicongested areas a large number of foreign
workers whose children cannot be guaranteed
a proper education. It is not true when you
think that the European Schools also bear at
least part of the responsibility and must not be
relievld of this responsibility. It will not be
enough to take more migrant workers' children
into the European Schools in future; there must
be a witlingness to carry out the necessary
pedagogical reform to give these children a
g"rrrrit e chance to complete their courses at
Ihese schools successfully. At this point I should
Iike to thank Mr Brunner for the willingness
he has expressed to attempt to push forward
with the divelopment of the European Schools'
Here again I am aware of the difficulties, but
I am airaid that we can only ask whether the
present school system should not perhaps be
ctranged to give it a Community character' This
*"y b" the goal after which we must strive in
order to achieve something in this field.
Our appeal is not least based on the statement
of the Council of Ministers following their meet-
ing of 6 and 7 JuIy, which attaches particular
importance to equal chances for all children
with unrestricted access to all forms of edu-
cation and calls for better opportunities for the
education and training of the nationals of other
Member States and of non-member states and
their children.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I am not speak-
ing on behalf of my group but in a personal
capacity, and I would like to stress two pointsin this oral question which seem to me to be
particularly significant and which it is important
to comment on today, when we have the oppor-
tunity of being heard by Mr Brunner, the Com-
missioner with responsibility for these problems.
I would like first of all to deal with point 4,
which mentions contacts with the Council of
Europe. It seems to me ihat not only logic but
also historical and political pe.specJiveq bothpast and future, must lead us to cooperate asfully as possible with that organization. It is no
less European than our own institutions, and it
covers a wider field of action, particularly in
cultural matters, involving extremely important
activities (the current European Architictural
Heritage Year, for example). It also brings
together European nations which, although not
being part of the Community of the Nine for
historical reasons, are nevertheless nations ofgreat importance in European civilization: suf-
fice it to mention Greece.
The other point which I wish to stress, Com-
missioner, is the one referred to briefly in point
2, which talks of the necessity of givini a Euro-pean dimension to education and, mlore gen-
erally, preparing peopte to become citizens ofEurope. I would like to say in this connection
that stress has just by been laid on the impor-
tance of the right of establishment and, as a
result on the mutual recognition of dipiomas,
which in particular helps to overcome oistacles
of self interest and sometimes- as you havepointed out-stupid and mediaeval, idiosyncratic
and inconsistent situations. Solving these prob_
lems has been made easier by the fact that they
are linked with the articles of the Treaty, bythe action of the Court of Justice, by concernfor practical interests (at European rather than
on a nationalistic and local level) while as I
say, there is all this in favour of the right of
establishment, as indeed there is for the -Euro_pean Schools, which are also helped by certain
social needs; however, as regaids this otherproblem which, if it were solved, would spread
awareness of a common culture ever wider
throughout Europe, we are on new ground, andthe Commission will have to exce.cise its right
of initiative, draw up plans, pay new attentionto this problem and make every effort possible
to ensure progress.
I believe, however, that in this context we must
speak not only of coordination of legislation on
teaching, but of giving a whole new direction to
this legislation.
It would take a long time to deal with this
subject fully and I have little time available,
but I would like to stress that what really mat-
ters to us is the awareness of a common Euro-pean culture, of what Montesquieu called
'l'Europe civile', which he already felt as a single
entity. Such an awareness is not only at fhe
root of the process of national unification which
we have witnessed, for example in my own
country, Italy, or in your country, Commissioner,
but is also the basis of our expectations, indeed
of the urgent necessity, of building a united
Europe, the European Union, the United States
of Europe.
fn every multinational union, the problems of
culture and education are usually the respons-
ibility of the individual members: the federated
states, the Ldnder and the regions. But we must
realize that in the frarnework of the Commun-ity in its practical phase, the duty of giving
effect to this policy must be entrusted to the
single overall authority of the Commission.
On this point permit me, Mr Brunner, to stress
two views. I am completely against the attitude
of considering our national histories as a series
of sins for which we must repent. A few days
ago in Rome we set up an association for friend-
ship between Italy and Austria, and on that
occasion I said that it was a happy coincidence
that it was founded sixty years from the day
when the Italian and Austrian armies fought
for the last time. We cannot change our histories:
there was the 100 years war, the result of bitter
rivalry between English and French, just as
there have been bloody wars on the Rhine. But
we cannot pretend that these 'civil wars, among
us Europeans did not happen, in an absurdly
nostalgic attempt to return to the state of
Europe as it was in Charlemagne's time. Nations
are born from a joint sharing of civilization and
freedom. Think of culture, think of art. I speak
the language of Dante, of Machiavelli, of Michel-
angelo, of Raphael, of Giambattista Vico and
Benedetto Croce; others speak languages of simi-
lar importance, from Shakespeare's to Goethe's
and they all demonstrate our common European
culture.
Let us then write this history in a modern way:
that is a worthwhile plan of action. Let us write
a history-and it must be a coherent one-of
art, of progress, of civilization. This can only
be appreciated on a European level, and should
not even be limited to Europe. How can one
understand Italian art without connecting it with
Flemish art, or the art of Burgundy without
linking it with German or British art?
And I would like to add another equally signi-
ficant example. When we consider the culture of
a people, Mr President, we realize that it inclu-
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des an awareness of its constitution, that is to
say the legd basis of its civilization and liberty.
Just as young people in Britain should know
the Magna Carta, the basis of their country's
freedom and civilization, just as young Italians
should know the constitution of the Italian
Republic, I think that we must encourage all
young people from London to Lecce to know
the Treaties of the Communities, their institu-
tions and their meaning and the history of the
present times, which certainly contains more
relevant events- and disputes, which are per-
haps unfortunate-but must be considered as a
step forward from the history of 30 years ago,
when our peoples were at war, our regions
devasted, and Europe seemed to despair of its
future.
So if we do not wish to become mere protecto-
rat€s-and let us not forget that we are running
a real risk of doing seit is in the field of
awareness of a common culture and a common
European civil?ation that we must make the
greatest efforts. This is what I am asking for,
planned, determined and long-term action, and
I hope that the Commissioner, Mr Brunner, the
Commission and the Council of the Communities,
who are listening, wiU heed the voice of a Mem-
ber of Parliament who cannot call himself a
demoerat without at the same time being a con-
vinced European federalist.
(Applouse)
Presidenl 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz for a brief reply.
Mr BrocLsz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have
already indicated that it was not tJle intention
of our committee to engage in a detailed debate
with the new Commissioner at this stage on all
the points which have been raised here. Our
time is too short for that.
What we did want to do was to draw Mr
Brunner's attention to a number of points. That
has now been done and we have heard from
him what action he proposes to take. We are
extremely pleased that he is to take over Mr
Dahrendorf's work programme' We hope that
he will soon be able to let us know the proposed
time-limits for implementation of the various
plans. I consider i tirire schedule particularly
important in this matter.
I am very grateful to Mr Brunner for what he
said about Florence. Here at least progress has
been made. Perhaps he will also be able to let
us know in committee what his decision is
about the Bruges Institute for which Parliament
has in the meantime requested an additional
12 000 units of account.
As to the mutual recognition of diplomas, we
are rather less optimistic than Mr Brunner. It
is perfectly true that a Dane who has studied in
Germany can settle in that country. But a Dane
who has studied in his own country certainly
cannot do so. The Commission's proposals must
also be adapted to a ruling of the Court of
Justice eoncerning a Dutch lawyer who had
studied in Belgium but was not allowed to
practise in Belgium despite his Belgian diploma.
We particularly welcome the fact that Mr Brun-
ner, like Mr Dahrendorf, is still optimistic. Mr
Dahrendorf had expected recognition of the
diplomas of medical practitioners to be decided
by the end of the year and Mr Brunner tells
us that he now expects the decision in February.
I hope mo'st sincerely that he will be proved
right. We should make a point of asking our
Belgian friends to urge their government to
review its position and not remain isolated in
this matter. I realize that there is some disap-
pointment in Belgium about the Court's rultng
but this matter is far more importa.nt. Sre
should urge tJle Belgian members of our com-
mittee to exert all possible pressure on their
government to ensure that thb right decision is
taken in February.
Mr Brunner has spoken of the need to fix
identical lengths of study; I had hoped that
would no longer be necessary after the decisions
of the Ministers of Education. The intention was
to formulate the fewest possible specific training
requirements and to recognize the training con-
ditions as they exist at present in the different
countries.
I think this is a realistic approach because if
we try to' prescribe to each other specific
training criteria we shall never reach rgsults.
I am pleased that Mr Brunner now intends to
work on the professions of lawyer, architect,
engineer and midwife. I hope that an early start
can be made and that mutual recognition will
even be achieved by the end of this year.
I am glad that we have had this opportunity
to Iisten to Mr Brunner. Our eommittee must
now continue the exchange of views with him
on the matters raised today.
President. 
- 
Does anyone else wish to speak?
Thank you, Mr Brunner.
I have no motion for a resolution on this debate.
The debate is closed.
13- Allocation of speaking time in the ilebates
on troo reports
Presldent. 
- 
I will now inform you of the
decisions taken today at the meeting of the
l0
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Mr Patijn's report:
- 
rapporteur (presentation and
answer)
- 
rapporteur of the Legal Affairs
Committee, asked for its opinion
- 
spokesman and members of the
Christian-Democratic Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
Socialist Group
- 
spokesman and metnbers of the
Liberal and Allies Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
European Conservative Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
Group of European Progressive
Democrats
- 
spokesman and members of the
Communist and Allies Group
- 
non-attached members
Mr De Koning's report:
- 
rapporteur (presentation and
answer)
- 
rapporteur of the Committee on
Budgets, asked for its opinion
- 
spokesman and members of the
Christian-Democratic Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
Socialist Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
Liberal and Allies Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
. European Conservative Group
- 
spokesman and members of the
Group of European Progressive
Democrats
- 
spokesman and members of the
Communist and Allies Group
- 
non-attached members
Prestdent
Bureau on the allocation of speaking time
pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of procedure:
14, Decisian on a plan of oction regdriling
scientific anil technological intormation
and ilocumentati,on-Decision on o progtarnrne
of research in the textile sectot.
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on
- 
the report by Mr Helveg Petersen on behalf
of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology, on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the
Council for a decision adopting a first three-
year plan of action in the field of infor-
mation and documentation in sclence and
technology
- 
the report by Mr Jean-Pierre Glesener on
behalJ of the Committee on Energy, Research
and Technology, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities
. to the Council for a Council decision estab-
lishing a programme of technological re-
search in the textile sector.
I call Mr Helveg Petersen, who has asked to
present his report.
llflr Petersen, ropporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President,
the prolrcsal from the Commission to the Coun-
cil for a three-year plan of action in the field
of information and documerrtation, on which
Parliament is to give its opinion today, goes
back to a Council resolution of 24 June, 1971,
in which the Council emphasized that the key
to a policy worthy of Europe was the setting
up of an effective information and documen-
tation network. The Commission expands on
this idea in its proposal and stresses that one
of the principal assets of Europe lies in the
traditionally high intellectual ability and
inventiveness of its peoples, reflected in a con-
tinuing high level of investment in the future
through research. However, it goes on, the
proper exploitation of this considerfule asset in
technological innovation requires that tJ,.e ever
increasing volume of scientific and technical
information available be correctly, promptly
and economically channelled through appro-
priate information transfer systems to those in
the community who need it. It is clear that this
is an undertaking which is appropriate to the
European Community. If this task really can be
carried out in the Community, there will be
economic and other benefits.
The Commission document containing the pro-
posal for a Council decision is not easily com-
prehensible. It is of course difficult to present
complicated problems clearly and simply, but
it is the view of the Committee on Energy,
Research and Technology that it could hive
been done more clearly and more intelligibly.
60 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
60 minutes
40 minutes
35 minutes
35 minutes
35 minutes
15 minutes
60 minutes
10 minutes
50 minutes
50 minutes
35 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
10 minutes
In order that voting can begin on time, I would
obviously ask speakers not to use up the whole
of their speaking time, especially since I must
point out that the Socialist Group intends to
ask for a vote by roll call.
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This is the reason why on page 9 of the Report,
in the explanatory statement, we say that it
would be useful if future documents were so
drafted by the Commission that the points of
essential importance to political decision-
making bodies were brought out with greater
clarity. It should be borne in mind that Parlia-
ment in fact often gives opiniorui on matters
which involve technically very obscure points,
which we must know about in order to be able
to give a qualified opinion. It is also clear that
we must have the necessary tirne, which was not
the case with this docurnent. This is an aspect
the Committee very much wishes to protest at.
If we are really to solve problems of this nature,
we must have the necessarJr time to deal with
the problem, and we have not had that.
The proposal for a Council decision itself is
made up of four articles. Article 1 proposes that
the plan of action be adopted for a period of
three years. Article 2 describes the two com-
mittees to deal with the problems, namely the
Committee for Information and Documentation
in Science and Technology and the Scientific
and Technical Research Committee. These two
committees, according to Article 2, are to be
kept informed of progress by the Commission.
Furthermore, the Commission is to submit a
report to the Council each year.
Our committee has proposed an amendment to
the effect that a report shall also be submitted
to Parliament. We think that it is very impor-
tant for us to have an optrDrunity to follow up
the work.
Articles 3 and 4 deal with the economic aspect,
and the Comrnittee on Budgets has made some
critical remarks on the way this aspect has been
treated. In the opinion of the Committee on
Budgets, too little information is given, in parti-
cular about why cuts were made in the original
appropriatign for the Committee for Information
and Documentation on Science and Technoloiy;
the wish is also expressed to have current cost
estimates for 1976 and 1977. I would note in this
connection that the planned appropriations,
according to the Commission, rise from l.M mil-
lion u.a. for 1975 to 2.3 million u.a. for 1976 and
2.5 million u.a. for 1977, on the basis of. 1974
pnices. The rise is explained by the progressive
development of the action plan.
I should now, Mr President like to make some
observations on the actual content of the plan.
This involves three areas: the first area has to
do with sectoral information systems, the
second with the creation of an information
network and the third with the development of
information technology and methodology. It
should be emphasized that these mainly involve
-but this is not a bad thing-so-called indirectprojects, that is, work contracted out largely to
private, specialized institutes, mainly in the
Member States.
The first area is sectoral information systems.
Here work is already in progress, in some cases
under construction and in others still in the
planning stage. firis involves documentation on,
for instance, atomic research, metallurgy, agri-
culture, environment protection, veterinary
medicine and general medical training, data
banks, studies of future systems, etc.
These are only examples, and the document
emphasizes that the goal is for aII scientific and
technical fields eventually to be covered by
information systems within the European
network.
Examples ar,e given of problems to be dealt
with, suoh as research and development in
energy production, support for selected indus-
trial information systems, modern tranqrort
, technology, food technology, water resiources,
information and library activities, science policy,
etc. These are problems we continually deal with
in Parliament, and we very much need to have
as much up-todate knowledge as possible for
our deliberations.
The second area concerns tJre creation of an
information network. The aim of this network is
to help to put all the information resources
available at the disposal of the totality of
potential users in the countries of the Commun-
ity, and this is a difficult task.
In particular, when setting up the information
network, one must constantly bear in mind the
many and varied users who m'ay benefit from
an effective network of this kind.
These include private users, but also to a very
large extent the educational sector, as well as
public administration in the Member States.
All parties will be able to draw benefit from
the project if it is properly set up.
It is very clear that in working,on something
like this there must be research in progress,
there must be investigations into the various
geographical areas and various categories of
users. In other words, market research must be
carried out, to allow the identification of network
users, their needs and t,Le way their needs can
be met.
Studies must be carried out in the individual
countries and their needs taken into account in
the work, and it is obvious that users must be
offered information via several systems.
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Mr Presiderit in this connection the committee
emphasizes in its report that we attach
importance to securing a unified language from
system to system, a standardized computer
language. At present, the terms used in the
various information sectors vary from system
to system, which is obviously awkward for the
user, who does not wish to change language
every time he changes system. For practical
reasons, therefore, we must develop a common
system of terminology with the same meaning
from system to system. o
The third major area is information methodology
and technology. The five aspects mentioned
here, enumerated on pages 39-43 of the docu-
ment, in fact presuppose the creation of the
information network, while at the same time
they are themselves prerequisites for the crea-
tion of the network. In particular, multilingual
tools are to be studied, the information network
is to be standardized and information specialists
are to be trained.
Altogether there are a number of technical
matters which we parliamentarians can with
difficulty envisage being worked out in practice,
especially because we have had so little time to
deal with the problems. This is why we so
strongly emphasize the necessity for the com-
mittee to be kept informed of progress from
year to year, so that we are always in a position
to follow developments and can get to grips with
the technical details we have to understand if
we are to evaluate this whole arrangement.
Mr President, the committee can approve the
Commission's proposal to the Council. We can-
not ,have any advance opinion on the extent to
which it will be possible for the whole system
to function, but there cannot be the slightest
doubt that the actual idea underlying the pro-
poJat is correct. We ,welcome the fact that it is
the Commission which will lead in implement-
ing this action, in which third countries can also
participate. We think in fact that it is important
for third countries to get a chance to join in,
but we also emphasize in the last section of our
report, 'Assessment of the proposals', that, in the
implementation of the information and docu-
mentation service, every effort should be made
to give users the greatest possible service, and
here we on the committee have sma1l users very
much in the forefront of our minds. Big users,
big organizations will get by all right, they will
be able to come by information, but small users,
small industrialists, craftsmen etc. can find that
very difficult, and such activities must there-
fore be guaranteed priority, precisely to help
aII these small and medium-sized undertakings.
It is certainly correct to say that it is precisely
this category of undertaking that is being
squeezed by development, but they do have an
extremely central role to play in future develop-
ment in the Communrty. I think trtrat an expand-
ing information and documentation service can
be of very great value for just this category of
undertaking.
Let me add a general observation. This proposal
opens a way to give users---and that in fact
means the public-a picture of what is going on
in the various sectors and also something about
the collateral consequences, and this is some-
thing we have very great need of. We are too
inclined to work with things separated from
each other into sectors, and to forget the inter-
connections between the various sectors. But
one cannot, for example, discuss-at any ratein depth-developments in transport systems
without also being faced with environment prob-
lems. There is a connection, and we must always
keep our eyes open for it, and it is here that an
information system like this can help us. Many
other examples of the necessity for more con-
sistent evaluation of the consequences of action
in various areas could be given. We therefore,
Mr President, attach very great importance to
the proposals submitted by the Commission, and
in the motion for a resolution the committee has
brought out some of the essential points we
particularly wished to emphasize, and I hope
that Parliament will agree witJr the committee,s
attitude.
(Applause)
IN TIIE CHAIR: MT MARTENS
Vice-Presiilent
President. 
- 
I call Mr Springorum, deputizing
for Mr Glesener, who has asked to present the
report.
Mr Springontm, ileputg rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, in presenting
the report of the Committee on Energy, Research
and Technology I am merely deputizing for the
rapporteur, Mr Glesener, who submitted this
report to and discussed it with the committee,
which then unanimously adopted it.
I should like at this juncture to thank the rap-
porteur,. Mr Glesener, not only for this report
but also for his activities in our committee and
this Parliament, in which he has always helped
us to rnake progress in European questions, and
we can but wish him every success in his future
parliamentary career.
(Applause)
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The Cornmission's proposal for a Council decision
in the research sector differs from earlier pro-
posels to the extent tlrat it is based on Article 235
and the Commission has not attempted, as it did
tur the past with the COST proposalg to apply
another article by some devious means, but has
here quite simply and clearly selected an article
which makes dlorrance for exceptions, so that
some real progress can be made tn the field of
textile research. And research in the textile
industry is, the corrmittee feels, particularly
important because the European textile industry
must be proteeted against the pressure of imports
f,mm third countries and because many small
and medinm-sized textile undertakings are
frequentty unable to participate'in research
projects of their large counterparts.
-We are in favour of Community research andf[ank the Commission for proposing that joint
research also be conducted in a non-nuclear
field. The activities concerned here are indirect,
i,e. the research will be carried out by the
industry with financial support from the Com-
munity. The Community will finance one third
of these research projects. But I should like to
s(press some criticism. TLre financial effects of
this are far from adequately described in the
Commission's proposal firis has nothing to do
with the retatively small amount of money. A
better explanatory mernoraadunr would have
made it much easier to analyse the proposal.
Ttre proposal concerns the following: firstly, the
heat treatment of man-made fibres; secondly,
the treatment of textiles in organic solvents;
and thirdly, research into the fireproofing of
textile fibres, all proposals which we very much
welcome because for bne thing they make for
savings of energy and for another, protection
of the environrnent. The low flammability of
carpets, upholstery and so on is undoubtedly
a field of research which we can only approve.
I would like to underline the criticism already
made by Mr Petersen. Article 235 is basically
an article which makes allowance for exceptions.
It does not prescribe any parliamentary control,
even by the national parliaments. The European
Parliament is the only instrument exercising
parliamentary control insofar as it is consulted.
This means that the European Parliament should
be allowed enough time to discuss these pro-
posals. The report I am now presenting was
referred to us on 1 October; the translations
were ready by mid-November, and we were
supposed to have adopted this proposal at the
November part-session. The same has happ-ened
in our committee with a Commission proposal
which was forwarded to us on 11 December.
The Council and Commission requested that we
discuss it at this part-session. This is simply
impossible. Particularly where the subjects and
proposals are so important, I feel that Parlia-
ment must be allowed sufficient time to disctlss
them with the Commission's assistance. Ttris
request that we be granted sufficient time for
our consultation here is prompted in this parti-
cular case by these two reports by Mr Petersen
and Mr Glesener.
Otherwise, I should like to express my heartfelt
thanks to the Commission for taking the first
and courageous step on a path that will lead
to benefits fo? the Community. The committee
unanimously adopted the report drawn up by
Mr Glesener, and on his behalf I would recom-
mend the House to adopt the motion for a
resolution it csntains.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fliimig to speak on bebalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Fliipig. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I would merely
like to add a few brief words to what the chair-
man of the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology has just said.
Our group has discussed both proposals. What
objections should we have to such things as fire
prevention, consumer protection, environmental
protection and also the welcome application of
Article 235, and to the fact that, to refer to the
first re1rcrt, that by Mr Petersen, a 3-year plan
of action is being worked out for the field of
information and documentation in science and
technology? We approve both aspects, and
should like to expressi our pleasure at seeing a
courageous step being made into another field
of research and development beyond the original
intention of considering only nuclear.energy.
We, too, have some criticism to make. It should
be the exception that we have to rush over our
work; if something is really urgent, then we
will treat it as a matter of urgency. But some-
times we cannot escape the impression that at
the Council, where enorrnous piles of proposals
for regulations and directives lie around, things
get slightly out of hand from time to time and
work schedules upset. The consultation of Par-
liament must not be allowed to become a mere
formality. The impression must not be allowed
to arise that Parliament's work is disregarded.
Much as we welcome these two proposals, we
would therefore like to ask the Council to refer
p-roposals to us in good time, and we will also
request the Commission, if it can be done
quickly, to set out the financial implications in
such d way that we parliamentarians can obtain
a clear picture. We would also appeal to both
institutions once again to take the procedure
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for consulting Parliament seriously since this is
the only way that emphasis can be given in
practice to the theoretical call at the Summit
Conference for the strengthening of the powers
of Parliament.
As I have said, we approve both the plan of
action and the programme of technological
research in the textile sector and the motions
for resolutions contained in the reports.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs tr/alz to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mrs Walz. 
- 
(D) I should like to comment on the
Glesener and Petersen reports on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group. BotJl reports are
based on Article 235-and as a group we, too,
welcome the application of this article to the
non-nuclear research sector, which should of
course be extended. Both reports were
unanimously adopted by the committee respon-
sible and the committees asked for their
opinions.
The Glesener report had as its objective the
maintenance of the technical and technological
lead enjoyed by the textile industry in the Com-
munity, since the market is being opened up to
an increasing number of third countries able to
supply cheaper goods. The programme on which
a decision has to be reached would help in parti-
cular the smaller and medium-sized undertak-
ings to rnaintain their lead as regards quality so
as to remain competitive, and in view above all
of the increasing unemptroyment, we can but
applaud the fact that the Commission is con-
tinuing its work in this sector.
I should now like to turn to the Petersen report
and congratulate Mr Petersen on his expert
work. He andyses the essential points of an
extremely complicated subject matter, informa-
tion and documentation in science and
technology, points to certain deficiencies and
eriticizes in particular the reduction of funds
for CREST by about a third. Ttris reduction, for
which no detailed reasons have been given-and
we regret this very muclr-are dl the more
surprising as the cornmittees concerned, and in
particular the draftsman of the opinion of the
Committee on Budgets, Mr Boaneand it is
always a great adrrantage to have tJle Committee
on Br.ldgets on your side-agree that the
humanities and sciences, techpology and above
all industry and the social sector are in urgent
need of such sources of information, from which
a European communication network, called the
Euronetwork, is to be dweloped.
We also feel that Parliament should receive an
annual report on the development of the Euro-
network. If the goal is cooperation in the
scientific and technological sphere, if the inten-
tion is to harmonize economic life and ensure
balanced economic expansion, as the Treaties
state, and if education systems are to become
more similar, a subject we have just discussed,
then we are in urgent need of a source of infor-
mation and documentation of this kind; it is,
as it wefg the basis of all joint work. As long
ago as 1971 the Council adopted a resolution on
the coordination of the activities of the Com-
munity countries in this field of scientific and
technical information, and in January 19?4 it
approved an action prografirme for the scientific
and technological field. the proposal now before
us is merely the outcome of the resolution and
action programme. Its adoption is alI the more
a matter of urgency as Europe has fallen far
behind in the last 10 years in the development
of advanced methods and work proce$es in the
information field. Japan and the USA have made
particularly rapid progress. If we do not today
decide to take concerted action to bring back
together developments in the information sector
in the Community countries, it wiU probably be
too late since it wiII no longer be possible to
make systems cornpatible. Thought shotrld above
all be given in this eonnection to the sources
built up by COST, otherwise a great opportun-
ity for increasing the number of scientific and
technical advances made a$ a result of coopera-
tion at an early stage and furthermore making
this work eheaper-and that is a very important
point-as well as jointly guiding social and
economic developments, will be lost.
Ttre decisive question, ladies and gentlemen, is
whether we can in fact afford further fragmen-
tation in this sector. If there is to be some kind
of balance between the industrial countries and
the developing countries, if the latter take over
conventional technologies from us and we have
to manufacture the more sophisticated technical
products to safeguard jobs and maintain our
standard of living, the only way will be for us
to manufacture these sophisticated products in
as rational a manner as possible. We must
always apply the latest technological findings;
we must avoid duplication of effort; and we
must put innovations on the market as coon as
possible, and this in a world in which the
volume of scientific knowledge doubles approx-
imately every 8 years. $re simply must not allw
what has happened in the past to recur, for
example, in space technology-and partieularly
as regards information satellites<r on the com-
puter market. These are key technologies in
which we have fallen far behfurd, not as regards.
the theory involved, but as regards putting pro-
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ducts on the market, and that of course means
in job security. The need for cooperation has
become the greater as a result of the necessity
to pay for energy with know-how, which meail;
to all intents and purposes that we are educat-
ing our future cornpetitors ourselves.
I have nothing to add as regards the three stages
of the plan of action, since Mr Petersen has
already discussed them. Of particular importance
is, however, that new fields are to be included,
such as research and development in the
energy sector, foodstuffs technology, transport
technology, economic policy, scientific policy
and education policy.
Eduoation policy is of interest above all in view
of the debate we have just had, and it is
extremely important for the freedom of estab-
lishment and the mutual recognition of diplomas.
A necessarily highly developed and thus highly
complicated inforrnration and documentation
network must be developed, which will, how-
ever, make the language barriers between us
even higher and for which a uniform instruction
language must therefore be found. The network
must combine all the Member States' sources of
scientific information and it should be capable
of achieving very considerable savings in the
economic and scientific sectors. In this I am far
more optimistic than Mr Petersen and feel that
from a purely finansial point of vieur, this
network will be extremely beneficial. The
national authorities, the managers, the educators
and the public will then be able to profit from
this system, although the funds earmarked for
the educators and users are clearly far too low.
Finally, there must be an improvement in'the
methodology of the systems, and data banks and
information analysis centres must be improved
or constructed, with the already existing, and
very expensive, data banks being used where
possible. This is undoubtedly an ambitious pro-
gratnme, ladies and gentlemen, but it is one
which we should study,in detail and give every
support in the interests of science, the economy
and jobs in the Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak
on behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I too would
like to congratulate Mr Petersen on his report
and also Mr Glesener, through Mr Springorum
who presented that particular report very effec-
tively. I am going to concentrate entirely, in the
very few words that I am going to say, on Mr
Petersen's report. I think my colleague Mr Nor-
manton will be spealaing on the textile sector.
I would like to say at the outset how much I
agree with what Mrs W'alz has said about our
lagging behind the United States and Japan in
the development of information systems and I
hope that Europe will catch up as soon as trxls-
sible. My group supports the Commission's pro-
posal referred to in Mr Petersen's report. SI'e
helieve that there should be standardization and
rationalization in certain fields- although we
certainly do not agree to excessive harmoniza-
tion in others-and particularly in education
which was discussed earlier this afternoon.'We
also agree that we should try to develop a
standard language for computer control, but f
know that this will take some time. I understand
that the actual expenditure which Mr Petersen
mentioned of 1.85 million u.a. in 1975 and 2.3
and 2.5 million u.a. in the next two years will
have to be decided by the EEC Council in the
context of its budgetary didcussions. f ako under-
stand that the plan of action is developed from
an existing Community programme in this field
which has been supported, I am glad to say, by
Her Majesty's Government in the United King-
dom. I would like to stress this point. The main
responsibility in the UK lies, of course, with the
Secretary of State for Education and Science,
but it is also secondarily the responsibility of
the Secretary of State for Industry, Mr
Wedgwood Benn. I was very glad to learn that
Her Majesty's Governrnent, including Mr Benn,
had been able to agree to this Commission pro-
posal, despite the fact Mr Benn's views generally
about the EEC and our entry into the EEC are
well-known. But if Mr Benn can agree to the
proposals with alacrity I hope that the Council
will be able to do so too, and that other govern-
ments will be able to agree with the United
Kingdom that the proposd is highly desirable.
I would like to support Mr Springorum in the
protest which he made about the short time
Iimits given to Parliament to deliver its opinion
on these two reports. And I think we must direct
these protests as much to the Council as to the
Com-rnission. There is general support in our
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology
that we were given insufficient time to consider
these very important matters.
The concept of coordinated Community activity
in this field arises, Mr President, because infor-
mation systems are developing on an interna-
tional scale. The proposal aims at rationalizlng
systems in Member States, facilitating access to
each other's systems and plomoting a more
economic use of resources whieh, I think, is very
important. I am very glad that Mr Petersen has
put in a reference to third countries, because
undoubtedly there should be this safeguard
against the proposed system developing in isola-
tion from significant developments outside the
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Community. The Commission and the Council
will have to negotiate separate agreements with
third countries one by one, and I hope that they
will start on this work as soon as the overall
Commission proposal has been adopted.
I support Mr Petersen's amendment and I am
very glad to see that Sir Brandon Rhys-
'Williams, on behalf of the Committee on Econo-
mic and Monetary Affairs, also gives a very
favourable opinion on the two proposals. Again
I would like to thank Mr Petersen.
(Applause)
President, I call Mr Cointat, to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I speak
in a dual' capacity, both as draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Fublic Health and
the Environment and on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats.
The Comm,ittee on Public Health and the
Environment has been asked for its opinion on
the report on research in the textile sector. The
opinion it delivered was, of course, favourable,
since the aim of the research programme was to
reduce pollution and protect the consumer.
Speaking personally, I must say that, although
this programme is indeed important and useful,it is essentially technical; so technical in fact
that in some parts it is completely incom-
prehensible. Who for instance, understands
what 'the fireproofing of textile fibres by radia-
tion grafting' means? I know tha.t members of
parliament are suptrDsed to be 'al1-rounders' but
they don't know what it is, and nor do I, as
draftsman of the opinion.
The experts, too, are so confused that they are
asking for appropriations just so that they can
clarify their own ideas.
This is why, Mr President, I am reminding you
that RuIe 27 of our Rules of Procedure makes
provision for votes without debate, and that the
Bureau, and the Assembly, decided to adopt the
simplified procedure last year. I would urge you
to ensure that reports as technical as this one,
however important they may be, are not al-
Iowed to hamper the progress of our work,
since in my view they are purely a question of
regulations. It would be much better if our Par-
liament was given real legistrative powers, rather
than having the chance to debate matters of
this nature. As far f am concerned-and this is
only a personal view-I think it would be more
useful for Parliament to have legislative powers,
than to discuss the election of representatives by
direct universal suffrage-although this may
shock sotne people.
As for the other report, my group supports this
fully: indeed, the rate of technical and com-
mercial development is such that there is an
urgent need to introduce practical measures in
the fields of information and documentation.
May I, on behalf of my group, extend my thanks
and congratulations to the rapporteur, Mr
Petersen. I have only one regret, which is
endorsed by Mr Petersen and by other col-
Ieagues, notably Mr Springorum, and whiclt
relates both to this point and the programme of
research in the textile sector: the time allowed
to Parliament to consider the terms was so short
that the whole idea of consulting Parliament is
Iikely to become ridiculous. Ttrat is why I
express the hope, on behalf of my group, that
the Oouncil will take note of the successive
protests by the European Parliament, mentioned
in paragraphs 5, I and 9 of Mr Petersen's report
and paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of Mr Glesener's
report.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Nonmanton. 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful
to my honourable friend Lord.Bessborough for
mentioning the fact that he was leaving com-
ments on the Glesener report to me to cover.
Before I do this may I first of all take this
opportunity to extend a verywarm welcome to
Commissioner Brunner, and to wish him every
success in his new appointment and earnestly
hope that he will build up the same sort of
relationship of closest confidence and coopera-
tion which we, as members of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology, in particular,
enjoyed with his predecessor
I would like to make a second point before I
move on to the Glesener report. I wish to add a
small caveat to the report by Mr Petersen. Lord
Bessborough has covered all the comments
relevant to this report, but I must place on the
record a conditional welcome to the proposal of
the Commission, because I hav+and I must
qonfess this-a natural long-standing instinctive
reluctance to any expansion of administrative
infra-structures, whether these be in industry
or, worst of all, in governmental circles. They
cannot be assessed, unfortunately, on a cost
effestiveness basis and I would therefore ask
the Commissioner, when he comes to reply to
this debate, to give an undertaking to bring
before this House, as Mr Petersen himself
requested, not only to the Council but to this
Parliarnent, say once a year, a full detailed
statement on the implementation of the pro-
posals contained in this document, the ways in
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which and the extent to which customer
acceptance has been won and whether he has
found it possible to establish closer cooperation
with many similar institutions which exist
throughout Europe, both inside and outside the
Community.
And now briefly to the Glesener report. Eirst of
all I am sure, all of us would like to place on
record our very great debt to our former friend
and colleague, Mr Glesener, for the contribu-
tions which he made to the working of the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology,
and hope that he will have very many happy
memories of the friends he has made now that
he has retired from this Parliament.
f don't think it would be right for us to lose a
sense of perspective when we are discussing the
proposals contained in the decision of the
Commission to establish. a programme of
technologioal research in the textile industry.
This is not a massive proposition. It is a very
small one. But nevertheless, whether it is large
or small it has a very special significance, and
I think this Parliament should note it, and wel-
come it. The significance is that it represents an
initiative by the Comnission, at least in docu-
mentary form, in establishing an exercise in col-
laboration between a significant sector of
industry and the Commission. fire Community
has had long-standing institutionally established
nelations with the iron and steel and the atomic
sectors of European industry, but this is the
first time that the cotrsumer section of industry,
the textile industry, has in fact been the subject
of decisions on industrial research policy and I
hope this point will be noted and recorded,
because it is important.
The second point I would like to make is that
we should congratulate COMITEXTIL which is
the institution accredited to the Communit5r, and
is responsible for coordinating all the activities
of all the many sectors of the European textile
industry.
Although the Commission is to be congratulated
for its initiativg the origins of this initiative
almost certainly came from COMIIEXTIL itself
several yeers ago. And so here we have the
successful outcome of representations channeled
through a recognized institution, representing a
major sector of European industry, being con-
sidered and evaluated very carefully and at last
a significant part of those representations win-
ning the support of the Commission. I would
earnestly hope that COMIIEXTIL which has
been chosen by the Commission to be the agent
for the implernentation of these trhree research
projects will be equally successful in promoting
their evaluation and their further consideration
in the many industrial research institutions
which exist in the private or non-state sector of
industry in Europe.
The next point is that I would certainly support
the programme contained in the Commission
proposal and the financing arrangements which
are of course a fundamental part of this pro-
gramme. It is a very smdl sum of public money
which is being made available and the fact that
industry is making two units of account
available from its own funds to complement
each individual unit of account provided by
the Community is extremely significant and
is to be encouraged. It also shows that the Com-
mission has recognized the irnportance of the
research associations which exist in Europe.
Their pre-eminence in certain specialized fields
makes it desirable to utilize them for Commun-
ity projects as opposed to repeating the kind of
mistake which, for political reasons I believe,
has been made in the past and establishing new
Community research establishments such as
Ispra. I am not faulting Ispra. I am pointing to
it as an example of the way a political decision
was wrongly taken. When that happens it is
extremely difficult to correct. But the political
decision in the context of the Glesener proposal
was rightly taken. fire proposal will undoubt-
edly concern institutions with a massive
capability and their further development will be
encouraged. Lastly, I would ask the Commis-
sioner whether he is at this moment considering
studying further proposals similar to this one
and whether he is prepared to negotiate further
proposals for development project ffurancing
simitrar to this one in the textile industry.
I hope this will be the first of many Commun-
ity research and development financing opera-
tions, all of which must be based upon the closest
possible collaboration between industry itself,
bearing the main weight of the cost of this
exercise, and the Community as a politicd
entity. I am delighted, therefore, to give such
support as I can as a Member of this Parliament
and hope Parliament will approve the two
reports which are on the agenda at this moment.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner to state the
position of the Commission of the European
Comrnunities.
}lr Bnrnner, manber of the Commission of the
European Cornmunitic,s. 
- 
(D) I should first of
all like to thank the House for the keen interegt
taken in this debate. It has provided consider-
able stimulus, and it is therefore a gteat
advantage that so many Members have taken
part.
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The- Commission would also like to thank Mr
Petersen for his report. W'e accept the proposal
that an addition be made to Article 2, and we
will submit an annual report to Parliament on
the progress of work forming part of the plan
of action. We will also endeavour to take account
of the hopes expressed in the motion for a resolu-
tion. We believe that a standard language must
be developed for the information network. On
this point I would refer you to page 32 of the
Commission proposal. In addition, we intend to
have these questions studied at Ispra.
You have also raised the question of data pro-
tection. We must realize that there is one dif-
ficulty here: if our information network is to
have a purpose, it must extend beyond the states
of the Community. This means that it must be
possible for third countries to have access to
data we store, and we will therefore coordinate
data protection measures with countries outside
the Community as well as with the Member
States.
During the debate the question of financing was
mentioned, and I should like to give a brief
explanation on this. Originally, we assessed
financial estimates that had been drawn up by
experts. These estimates were of course high.
They were revised later; it was established by
the agencies concerned that lower expenditure
would be sufficient. We did not then cut back
on the programmes; we decided to place some
of the burden on nationd shoulders and to make
a start with the feeling that the money might
perhaps be spent more slowly here and there.
We had the feeling that the most important
thing was to make a start. And I believe that
this decision was correct. The high costs
involved in this decision are justified only if
useful results are achieved; in other words, we
must see to it that research findings are quickly
passed on to where they are needed. We must
also-and this was said several times during
the debate-+nsure that results of research in
the world outside the Community are also
obtained. We live at a time when there is
constant talk of exchange of information. The
time has long since passed when the individual
scientist or a single industrial undertaking could
hope to obtain the necessary information with-
out outside help. It is simply no longer enough
to consult a catalogue or to glean some informa-
tion from conversations with fellow experts.
Today we need something completely new asl
well; the relevant titles, subjects, where pos-
sible a sunmary of the contents of 
.scientific
publications must be recorded and collected in
such a way that they can be stored. We need
such information stored in computers, and we
need data banks which we can construct with
the aid of these computers. This is the only way
we can accumulate the wealth of knowledge we
need, and for this purpose there must also be
constant improvement of communications
between the various storage centres.
What we want to do now is to build an informa-
tion network of this kind in selected sectors. \[Ie
want progressively to develop comprehensive
European information and documentation
machinery, an information and documentation
network.
At this point I should also like to thank Mr
Glesener for the preparatory work he has done
on the programme of technological researctr in
the textile sector. The reports we have received
on this from the parliamentarSr committees and
today's discussion have hetped us a great deal
tb make a political appraisal of this programme.
And here I should like to join in what was said
during the debate: it is very important that we
re-phrase these things in a simple language so
that the citizen finds them plausible. Much of
what is happening in Europe today is simply no
longer noted, and that is our fault. 'We have
ourselves to blame because we have slipped
into a kind of bureaucratic Chinese, making
everything sound technical so that the citizen
simply cannot understand, and if we do not
ourselves provide a remedy, if we do not come
to our senses in good time, we need not wonder
why the doubts about the programme for Euro-
pean unification continue to grow.
I feel that you have said, on the textile research
sector, a number of things that make it clear
what we want. We want to encourage col-
lective research in the textile industry, and we
want the combined assistance of the staff,
materials and finances of the undertakings in
this branctr of industry. We believe that this is a
particularly rational type of research, since the
medium-sized and smaller undertakings will
also benefit. These undertakings cannot affdrd
to conduct researeh independbntly. lVe must
ensure that they'are able to participate directly
in joint research projects, and in this connec-
tion I regard as very positive the suggestion
made by Mr Normanton that we should report
on the reaction of customers in this sector and
maintain contact with other institutions.
Customers' reactions will of sourse be the acid
test of what we want to do in this sector,
I should like to comment'on a second point
here. The Commission is not so presumptuous
as to believe that lt knows more than anyone
else and can do everything better. The technical
management and administration of researctr
should therefore be placed in the hands of the
professional organization of tfre textile industry
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in the Community. This organization will also
provide two thirds of the costs. I believe that
this procedure is new and will be beneficial
since it has the advantage of shortening the
path from research to practical utilization. W'e
shall also adopt similar methods in other bran-
ches of industry.
I feel that I should add in conclusion that
financing has raised a number of problems. The
Commission originally assumed that it could
use the reserves under Chapter 98 of the 1974
budget, which had not yet been spent. This
has not been possible. We will now make avail-
able the required 70 000 u.a. from Chapter 99
of the 1975 budget. An application to this effect
was made by the Commission to the Council's
Budget Committee in December, and we have
every reason to believe that this method of
financing can be adopted. For 1976 and 197?
appropriations for the research will be entered
in the draft budget.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, to concludeI should like to promise that I will do every-
thing in my power to ensure that you'do not
have to work under pressure in the future, that
you will have enough time to examine our
proposals thoroughly. I hope that this promise
has not been maile to you by every member
of the Commission in the past; if it has, I will
try to be original by keeping it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraud.
llflr Giraud. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I make a
short observation contesting Mr Normanton's
remarks.
fle seems to be calling the Community research
institutes into question. I am not doctrinaire
and I feel that one should not always be criti-
cizing the Community institutes, and other insti-
tutes, especially those which may be boun:d up
with a particular group or branch of i'ndustry.
But what I wanted to say to Mr Normanton
was that the worst possible thing is to set up
Community institutions, to make them ineffec-
tual and then to condemn them. Let us be
honest with ourselves; if we want Community
institutions, we must make them work. They
should not be set up on a mere whim, but
when they have been set up, they should not
be sabotaged.
That is all I wanted to say. I should add thatI am not criticizing the British Government.
President. 
- 
We shall now consider the motions
for resolutions contained in the reports by Mr
Helveg Petersen and Mr Glesener.
I call Mr Cifarelli for an explanation of vote.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) I personally wilI abstain from
voting, not because of the content of the two
reports, but because I am worried about a trend
which is'becoming apparent in the method of
submitting matters to Parliament.
We have here in both cases Commission decisions
laying down multi-annual plans. The decision is
a provision which once adopted permits the
Commission to take direct measures without
further consultation of Parliament; the Commis-
sion merely has to draw up annual reports,
which become a routine matter.
It is my opinion that the spirit of the Treaties
sees decisions as a political way of formulating
policy. The binding instruments which the
Treaty provides for are not decisions but regula-
tions or directives. Therefore the use of the
decision, even if in some cases it is a way of
allowing certain measures to be taken, tends to
deprive the instructions-and especially the
Parliament-of the power to supervisg to cri-
ticize and to make suggestions.
For this reason, and with reference not only to
the present proposalq but to the problem as a
whole, I intend to abstain.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a
resolution contained in the report by Mr Helveg
Petersen.
The resolution is adopted.l
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution
contained in the report by Mr Glesener.
The resolution is adoptedJ
firank you, MrBrunner.
15. Directit:e onthe harmnnization of eccise
iluties on mineral oils,
President. 
- 
The next item is a debate on the
report drawn up by Mr P6tre on behalf of the
Committee on budgets, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Commrrnities to
the Council for a directive concerning the
harmonization of excise duties on mineral oils
@oc. 401/74).
I call Mr P6tre who has asked to present his
report.
Mr PGtre, raporteur. 
- 
(tr'r IVIr President, ladies
and gentlemen: as its title indicates, the purpose
I OJ No C 82 ol 11. 3. 19?5.
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of this directive is to harmonize excise duties
on mineral oils. At the meetings at which they
discussed this proposal, the members of the
Committee on Budgets had the opportunity of
putting questions to the Commission and sub-
hitting criticisms on the content and technical
aspects of this plan, and also on its basie prin-
ciples.
I must say straight away that as far as the basic
principle was concerned the members of the
comnittee were extremely sympathetic. Like
the Commission, we feel that it is important to
eliminate the distortions of competition that
often result from the differences in taxation
between one country and another. We also feel
that this proposal is justified by Article 3 of
the Rome Treaty, which expressly provides that
the activities of the Community shall include
the institution of a system ensuring that com-
petition in the common market is not distorted'
bn this point, you will recall that in an invest-
igation cirried out in 1962 into the differences
b-etween the structure of public finance in the
Member States, the committee on tax and Public
Finance in the Member States stressed the
importance of the harmonization of excise duties
in creating a common market with similar
characteristics to the internal market. The Com-
mission, too, emphasizes this point whenever it
submits proposals for directives on excise duties
and related taxes.
I should also add that the reason the proposal
for a directive on mineral oils seems important
to the Committee on Budgets is not only that the
yield from these excise duties is, in most Member
States, greater than the yield from all the other
excise duties put together, but also that the
excise duties on mineral oils are a fundamental
aspect of the budget, which in addition are
linked to the basic problems of the common
energy policy, as well as the courmon transport
policy and its specific problems, the equitable
iaxation of energy products and the competi-
tiveness of modes of transPort.
We feel we should also point out, if only as a
reminder, that it is not the first time Parliament
has been asked to consider and pronounce on
a proposal from the Commission for a directive
conceining excise duties on mineral oils. There
has already been a proposal for a directive on
the harmonization of specific taxes on the con-
sumption of liquid hydrocarbons for use as fuels;
I reier to document 244170, the rapporteur for
which was Mr De Broglie.
Remember also the Commission's proposal to the
Council on the introduction of a common system
of rates to be charged for the use of transport
infrastructures and Mr Kollwelter's report on
the subject in 1971. I should mention, too, Mr
Burgbacher's report on the possibility of ensur-
ing adequate energy supplies for the whole of
the Community at all times.
At this point in the presentation of my report,
I should tell you that the members of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, like your rapporteur, gave
their special attention to the general considera-
tions I have just mentioned and they all agreed
on the need to harmonize excise duties on
mineral oils.
They believe that the Commission's new proposal
is a further step towards fiscal harmonization
in the Community. It represents further progress
in a difficult field in which as we are all aware,
much remains to be done. Taking advantage of
this opportunity, your Committee on Budgets
once again deplored the fact that insufficient
progress had been made in the field of tax
harmonization and wished that the Community
Institutions and the Member States would be
more forceful and more determined in this
matter. In view of the time, Mr President, I shall
not dwell on this point any more, but I must
stress that trade cannot be effectively liberalized
in the Comumnity unless import taxes and the
remission of tax on exports are abolished, and
also border checks; to achieve this, the excise
duty rates must first be harmonized, and this
in its turn required prior harmonization of the
tax structures. This is what is involved in this
case, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.
Having made these few general observations I
do not intend to revert to the technical aspects
and procedures for implementation of the pro-
posal, which are dealt with fully in the Com-
mission's document to which our report refers
extensively; in order not to exceed the time
allowed me, I shall merely make a few brief
comments on Aritcles 2, 10 and 11 of the pro-
posal.
Mr President, Article 2 defines the field of
application of the harmonized excise duty. It
lists the products which are hydrocarbons and
can be used as motor fuel or fuel. It also covers
products used solely as lubrificants. But although
it includes these products in the field of applica-
tion of the proposed directive, the Commission
expressly exempts them from excise duty in
Article 9, paragraph 2(a). We asked the Commis-
sion about this point, which seemed to be an
anomaly. It appears from the Commission's
€ulswer that t,l.is article should be taken to mean
that in theory the Commission considers these
products exempt, although it permits excise dut;r
to be charged on them on a temporary basis.
The Commission also proposed that these transi-
tional arrangements should be terminated at
Ieast by the time import taxes and tax remissions
on exports in trade between Member States are
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abolished. We agreed with the Commission's
arguments and after this explanation we are
convinced that a complete list of dutiable pro-
ducts will make it easier to exercise effective
control. We also feel that this taxation should
be allowed only until tax barriers are abolished,
as the Commission has proposed.
But as far as the possibility of varying rates is
concerned, I must point out, on behalJ of the
Committee on Budgets, that pursuant to Article
10, Member States have the option of maintain-
ing exemptions or reductions in the rates they
apply, on the date this directive enters into force,
to mineral oils used under fiscal control for air
llansportl internal or coastal navigation, coastal
fishing or agriculture.
Mr President, your Committee on Budgets recog-
nizes the validity of the arguments in favour
of this provision, but takes the view that it
should be reconsidered within five years of the
entry into force of this directive, in case any
ctranges have occurred in the interim. This seems
fairly logical, since the Commission, which has
told us that research is already being tarried
out in the sectors mentioned in Article 10, might
consider the advisability of granting further
exemptions in this field after trhis period, in the
light of the results obtained (we are suggesting
five years).
May I also comment on the procedures for fixing
excise duty rates, as laid down in Article 11.
This article makes provision for the variation
of rates. Your rapporteur thinks that it also
provides for the possibility of introducing zero
rates. Srhen considering this article, we found
that the Commission had another, much more
restrictive, interpretation, claiming that the
article covered only the reduction of rates and
exemption. But some of my colleagues in the
Committee on Budgets agreed with me that the
distinction the Commission makes between zero
rates and exemption is a purely legal one. How-
ever, from the practical and economic points of
view the effects are exactly the same. Apart
from the question of whether one'should use the
term exemption or zer.o rate, the effect of a
drastic modification of rates would be identical.
Irrespective of this remark, Mr President, the
Committee on Budgets proposed a slight amend-
ment to the second paragraph of Article 11. This
amendment serves to clarify the text of the
directive, and specifies that these provisions
apply not to private or individual users but to
categories of users, whidr is quite different.
After this, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,I have only to say that your Comrnittee on
Budgets is strongly in favour of the proposal
for a directive, as it emerged frotu these discus-
sions. ViIe wish to thank the Cornmission onee
again for its willingness to answer our questions
on a matter which we fully appreeiate is diffi-
cult and complex. The motion for a resolution
which we are submitting to you, and our written
report, have been unanirnously approved by the
Committee on Budgets. It is on the eornmittee's
behalf that I urge you to vote in favour of the
report and I thank you in advance.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scholtcn to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
llfir Scholten. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalI of
my group I wish to make a number of marginal
comments on this draft proposal for a directive
on the harmonization of excise duties on mineral
oils and on Mr P6tre's report. The proposal
has two aspects: it is part of a general
process of tax harmonization in Europe but it
also has a number of special features because
of the clear links with other policy areas; I am
thinking in particular of energy policy and
transport policy-a point to whictt I shall return
in a moment.
May I begin with a few remarks on the general
process of harmonization of which this proposal
forms part. In paragraph 2 of the motion for a
re$olution the Committee on Budgets has quite
rightly expressed its disappointment at the slow-
ness of progress towards tax harmonization.
When your committee, whose rapporteur I must
congratulate on his outstanding and expert
report on this complex subject, produced this
report, it did not yet know that the Council was
to hold a meeting shortly before Christmas to
consider tax problems-a meeting which gave
scant results. No decision whatever was taken
on the subject of excise duty harmonization-
everything was postponed again.
No decision was reached 6n any of the important
points contained'in the sixth directive on turn-
over tax and, as it later transpired, there was
no more than a political declaration of intent
on the subject of tax fraud.
I therefore wish to ask Mr Brunner-and it is
a great pleasure to have him with us today for
the first tim+what importance he attadres to
this proposal in the context of general progress
towards harmonization, including that of excise
duties. What are his expectations regarding the
rate of further progress in this area?
My second general observation follows on from
the text of page 1 of the proposal which states,
in respect of excise duties, that this form of
taxation in the Member States must be harmon-
ized in such a way that there is no distortion of
competition. What do the words 'in such a way'
mean?
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It seems that the airq of this harmonization is
not total unification of these taxes but optimal
harmonization to avoid any distortion of com-
petition. Ttris means that the Commission also
admits that a measure of national freedom can
be maintained in this area. I consider this a
correct principle because if we wish to make
headway with tax harmonization in Europe we
must recognize that we cannot bring everything
in all the Member States to a common denom-
inator; on the contrary it is important for the
Member States to retain a measure of freedom
of action, precisely for the benefit of the harmon-
ization we wish to bring about.
This proposal reflects that principle. I would
draw your attention in particular to the exemp-
tions of which Mr P6tre has spoken in connection
with Article 10. The Commission wishes to main-
tain a broad measure of freedom.
On the other hand I agree completely that har-
monization of the main aspects of the structure
of these taxes on mineral oils is necessary to
create neutral conditions of competition. The
documents show the extent to which structures
in Europe still differ on many important points.
Mr P6tre's report rightly mentions that harmon-
ization of excise duties on mineral oils is rather
different in its nature to, for instance, harmon-
ization of excise duties on tobacco or beer. Firstly
because of the much greater budgetary import-
ance of this taxation in practically all the
Member States and secondly because of the links
with-for example-energy policy and transport
policy. In this connection I am sorry that the
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology
alone was asked for its opinion and that the
Committee on Regional Policy and Transport
was not consulted on this proposal. I would
emphasize the statement in the documents that
levies on fuels and excise duties on mineral oils
are of very great importance to the Community's
transport policy. Excise duties on motor fuels
are an essential instrument of a Community-
wide system of payment for tlte use of transport
infrastructures. There is therefore a clear link.
I should like Mr Brunner to tell us how he
envisages the development of and relationship
between these basic principles'of policy. How
do you expect to achieve parallel progress? Do
you consider completely parallel progress neces-
sary here or can tax harmonization proceed
rather more quickly than harmonization in the
area of transport and can there be differences
in certain areas? To take a concrete example: we
discussed not so long ago the question of a 50
or 100 litre fuel allowance in vehicle tanks and
verification of this quantity at the frontiers. Why
has this matter still not been settled? Must a
decision on this matter now really wait until the
entire system of tax harmonization has been
completed? I should very much like to hear
Mr Brunner's views on this.
It is also quite clear that we have a long way
to go still. Article 10 leaves much to be done;
when it comes to exemptions, quite a few sectors
-aviation, inland waterway navigation andcoastal shipping as well as agriculture-are still
not harmonized for the time being.
The question of the railways has come in for
some discussion. The Commission maintains that
the exemption can be retained because the public
rail services generally determine and pay for
the infrastructure themselves. Ttre Committee
on Budgets has pointed out, however, that large
subsidies are paid to keep the rail services
moving.
Mr President, in my view both parties are right.
The Commission's argument is a redity and it
is not to my mind countered fully by the views
of the Committee on Budgets. I can therefore
agree to the conclusion of both parties, namely
that the existing situation should not be changed
for the present.
I want finally to put two questions, the first of
which arises from Article 12 concerning the
colouring of mineral oils to prerrent misuse. I
was struck by the fact that page 7 of the Com-
mission's document indicates the desirability of
the Member States agreeing as soon as possible
on the methods of colouring and colouring agents
to be used. This, it is felt, would facilitate con-
trols in the Community. Why then does the
Commission not take the initiative in this mat-
ter? I thought it was very important precisely
from the angle of tax fraud on which the Com-
mission has already taken action (as shown in
the last resolution) for the Commission itself to
take the lead in achieving this aim to which I
fully subscribe. Agreement is urgently necessary
on this point. I think it is wrong and unnecessary
to leave this to the Member States.
finally I want to comment on Article 18. With
reference t0 environmental charges this leaves
open the possibility of not introducing harmoniz-
ation. I consider this proposal essentially correct
also, but in the long run it will not be sufficient
because we must be fully aware of the fiscal
aspects of the environmental problem. Eventual-
ly there must not only be harmonization of tax
support measures in Europe but also harmoniz-
ation off,iscal charges in this area, partly because
the size of those charges might be greater than
expected. I am, however, sorry that the Commis-
sion has not expressly indicated that it will
accept the situation provisionally, while ultim-
ately aiming at harmonization of environmental
levies on mineral oils.
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My group willingly supports this proposal on
the assumption that a start is being made on
structural harmonization, after which the same
procedure followed in the case of turnover tax
will be applied to the tax rates. We are dso
grateful to the rapporteur and the Committee
on Budgets.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gerlach to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Il[r Gerlach. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to join Mr Scholten in
thanking Mr P6tre for his report which covers
all the aspects we discussed in the Committee
on Budgets.
Not completely without justice, the rapporteur
and Mr Scholten have pointed out that the
problem with the harmonization of excise duties
on mineral oils is essentially one of competition,
which specifically affects the transport sector.
I do not intend to repeat everything that has
already been said.
I should, however, Iike to draw your attention
to the fact that it is not only a question of trans-
port policy and transport policy in the motor
vehicle sector alone; basically, aspects of the
energy policy are dso concerned. This, I pre-
sume, was the reason why the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology did not for-
ward an opinion as such to the Committee on
Budgets, but instead stated that the Commission
should be called upon to draw up a completely
new proposal that took account of developments
in the petroleum sector generally speaking.
I find this is an interesting aspect which is not
reflected in Mr P6tre's report because we did
not receive the opinion of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology early enough.
But when you consider, Mr President, that it
is increasingly becoming the custom to base
energy costs on the cost of petroleum, then I feeil
that we are undergoing harmonization, but
harmonization in a frighteningly negative sense.
If the cost of the primary energy which we
ourselves have is coupled-and we are doing
this, and one Member State has done this in
such a way that we can but ask whether it is
in the spirit of the Community-to a product
over which we and the Member States have no
influence at all, we must in all seriousness ask,
as the Committee on Energy, Research and
Technology has done, whether this is right. I
feel the Commission should be called upon to
follow up this development, which I would des-
cribe as a negative tendency within the Com-
munity-in fact, for me it is a frightening one.
Even though we, the Socialist Group, generally
approve the report, we do so with reference to
the remarks made by Mr P6tre in the explana-
tory statement. He has included everything in
his report that was discussed in the committee,
whose members have sufficient knowledge of
the subject concerned. And on behalf of my
group I must also ask the House to adopt the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr P6tre. To
repeat, I would urge the Commission to compare
the part of energy costs made up by the price
of raw materials with the tendencies becoming
apparent in the Community to a greater extent
than in the past and to put a stop in good time
to the habit of basing our energy costs in the
Community on what others, namely the oil-
producing states, charge us. We should establish
our own cost rate and not succumb to the dictates
of the oil-producing countries.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Lothian to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lord Lothian. 
- 
Thank you, Mr President, f
shall be very brief. I would like, on behalf of
my group, to associate them with the general
welcome that has been given to this report which
was so ably and lucidly presented this afternoon
by Mr P6tre. We have for a long time considered
that the harmonization of duties on mineral oils
should be one of the most important priorities
of the Community, and therefore we are very
glad indeed that this report has now been finally
produced. I hope that, after the considerable
delay already referred to by Mr P6tre, quick
action will now be taken in this fie1d. The report
deals primarily, of course, with the structures
and not witJ: the rates of tax and there will no
doubt have to be a lot of further diseussion on
the question of rates when the time comes.
Now, Mr President, it is getting late and I do
not intend to delay the House by going into any
of the very complicated technical proposals con-
tained in the report. They have been referred
to by other speakers. They cover a wide field
of activity, particularly in the field of transport
and indeed of energy and we shall take note of
what Mr Gerlach has been saying in this respect.
Suffice it to say that, from the point of view
of my group, the proposals contained in the
report are in many respects broadly similar to
the arrangements existing in my own country.
Therefore I would like to repeat the welcome
that we give to them and to hope very much
that they will be accepted and put into effect
with all possible speed. Thank you, Mr President.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my main pur-
pose is to thank the rapporteur, Mr P6tre. I
endorse all the congratulations that have been
expressed to him for his remarkable and pains-
taking work oh a particularly difficult subject.
As far as my group is concerned, we shall
certainly vote in favour of this report, welcoming
this new step towards European cooperation and
tax harmonization in the Community.
I also agree with most of the comments made
by my colleagues.
I should merely like to draw the Commission,s
attention to a point which relates mainly to
Articles 10 and 11.
Article 10 provides that Member States can
maintain exemptions or reduced rates in a
number of sectors such as air transport, coastal
navigation, fishing and agriculture; Article 11
allows Member States to fix reduced rates or
even zero rates at thgil disgletion for aII pro-
ducts other than those mentioned in Article 10.
Thus, if a layman were to read these articles
he might regard this as a contradiction, since
Article 10 corroborates the existing system while
Article 11 allows complete freedom in regard to
the other products. This hardly seems conducive
to harmonization.
When I raised this question in committee, I was
told that one must have a flexible and progres-
sive approach; everything could not be decided
and harmonized all at once. But I should stiltlike reassurance from the Commission. If it
cannot reassure me on this point, I agree with
what Lord Lothian said just now-tJris document
will have no significance as regards the harmon-
ization of the rates themselves.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner to state theposition of the Commission of the European
Communities.
Mr Brunner, rnember of the Commission of the
European Communities. 
- 
(D) Mr president, the
report proposes 2 amendments. The first con-
cerns Article 10, paragraph I of which states that
Member States may maintain the exemptions
or reductions in the rate for air navigation,
internal navigation and coastal navigation,
coastal fishing and agriculture as long as these
sectors are not governed by Community provi-
sions. It is now proposed that the exemptions
and reductions in the rate should be reviewed
after 5 years at the latest. The Commission is
able to accept this amendment. There is a second,
a question of wording in Article 11. The term
'certain users' is to be replaced by 'certain groups
of users'. The Commission also accepts this
amendment.
(Applause)
Now, my notes tell me that there should not be
any further problems during the debate in
Parliament. I can only say this is a t5pical case
of optimism. There have of course been a number
of other questions, but again my notes say that
it is, however, possible that one or other Member
will raise the subject of the effect on prices of
excise duties on mineral oils and the question
of taxation of mineral oils as an energy policy
instrument. This is an example of considerable
foresight. It has in fact occurred, and I will try
to answer thme questions.
Firstly, it should be made clear in this connec-
tion that the question of taxation touches on
the Community's energy policy as a whole, as
well as environmental protection policy and
tax-harmonization in the Community, in other
words economic and monetary union. We must
therefore view the questions that have been put
in this context and try to work out an answer
from that context.
I can assure you that the Commission wants
, every aspect of this question of tax policy, andin particular the question of excise duties and
the change in value added taxes, to be discussed
by the Council of Ministers in detail in the next
few months. The Commission would like to see
clear, political decisions taken on this point,
which is essential to the continued development
of Europe. At the beginning of this year the
Commission had a discussion on the general
policy to be pursued in 19?5 and came to the
conclusion that we must not let things ride, but
must attempt to make progress towards economic
and monetary union. It came to the conclusion
in this connection that we should attach a special
importance to tax questions.
You may therefore rest assured that the subject
will be discussed, and we will endeavour to
draw up proposals.
A second point that was mentioned concerned.
the freedom of the Member States to decide on
tax structure and tax rates. There has already
been an exchange of correspondence on this, and
the relevant member of the Commission, Mr Simo-
net, has pointed out that the Commission,s pro-
posals leave a great deal of room for manoeuvre.
On that occasion, he said that we were working
on various energy policy initiatives and looking
into the effect on prices of excise duties on
mineral oils and the problems connected with
using these excise duties as an energy policy
instrument.
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l\s you know, the Cor.rncil hes not yet made up
its mind on this question of a Comrnunity energy
stategy. Sre cannot therefore at this stage
bracket off tax policy aspects and give you a
final answer. At this stage all we can say is that
our proposals are flexible and leave room for
manoeuvre, and that we do not want to prejudice
anything.
The third point that was raised was the question
of the connection between tax questions and the
Commission's policy; I can only stress what I
said at the beginning: we must see to it that we
develop a tax policy concept which is a com-
ponent of our energy strategy and at the same
time smooths the path to economic and monetary
'' union. Where economic and monetary union is
concerned, this is no longer the time for phased
plans with very idealistic notions and a grand
objective; now is the time for ensuring that
pritical steps are taken towards economic and
honetary union, and in this, tax policy-which'
of course, also covers excise duties on mineral
oils-plays a special role.
Another question raised concerned the connec-
tion with transport policy. Here again the Coun-
cil must reach clear decisions. In particular, we
must take account of the question of wear and
tear on transport routes and charging for this
wear and tear, and again decisions must be
taken. Only then will we be able to pursue an
effective policy of tax harmonization. So the
problem here is also the connection with trans-
port policy on the one hand, what still needs
to be done by the Council on the other, and the
urgent question of speeding up the procedure'
For this reason it is a good thing that you have
raised these questions, since it shows that the
Council must not allow these matters to rest
any longer, otherwise we will have a consider-
able backlog and in the end what Mr Gerlach
said he found frightening in his remarks.
We have a situation in which we cannot develop
our own concept as regards what we should base
costs on. It is quite natural that there should
be a common initial reaction in this first stage,
in which we have been confronted with the
petroleum prices. But we should not leave it at
that, but ensure that our own energy concept
allows for any eventuality so that we are able
to act as the guiding force. Mr Gerlach was quite
right to say that we must not allow the situation
to dictate to us in his question. We must make
sure that further progress is made in the field
of alternative sources of energy. We must
achieve clear results in the research into altern-
ative sources and the economic shaping of such
research. In the last few days I have forwarded
to the Council a, progratnme for the energy
research sector and hope that it will take a
decision by March at the latest in this question,
which is closely connected which the Com-
munity's energy strategy as a whole. A decision
of this kind would give us a breathing space
again. But let us not deceive ourselves; tJrese
are long-term questions. In the first stage, in
which we now find ourselves, the automatic
reaction is of course predominant, and the auto- '
matic reaction is not always the best advlser
in politics.
A question was raised on dyes, which are men-
tioned in Article 12, and my answer is that the
Excise Committee provided for in Article 16 will
be discussing this problem. This committee must
firstly reach a. definite conclusion on the basic
question of the structure of excise duties, and
then it can discuss technical questions such as
dyes on the basis of its conclusion,
The last question was whether the Commisiion
had any ideas for using tax policy as an instru- -
ment of environmental protection policy. The
Commission is familiar with this problem. It is
at present looking into it, and I do not exclude
the possibility of some of the thoughts expressed
by Mr Scholten today playing a part in the very
near future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Brunner.
Does anyone else wish to speak?
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
16. Agendo for nect ntting.
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomor-
row, Tuesday 14 January 1975, at 10 a.m. and
3 p.m. with the following agenda:
- 
Report by Mr Patijn on elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament by direct universal suffrage.
I would draw to your attention the fact that in
view of the importance of this debate, the list
of speakers will be closed at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting utos closeil ot 7.20 p.rn.)
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IN TIIE CIIAIR: MR BERKHOIIWER
Presiilent
(The ntting utas openeil at 70.75 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open. At the request
of the Christian-Democratic Group the sitting
is beginning a little later than planned.
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are tltere any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Conuention introilucing elections
to the European Parliament by ilirect uniuerfil
suftrage
President. 
- 
The next item is the report drawn
up by Mr Patijn on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee on the adoption of a Draft Conven-
tion introducing elections to the European Par-
liament by direct universal suffrage. (Doc.
368/74)
I would remind the House that it was decided
yesterday to allot speaking time in this debate
according to certain rules which have been
brought to your attention and are recorded in
the minutes of proceedings of yesterday's sit-
ting.
On behalf of all those present, I am pleased to
welcome Mr Dehousse to the House this morning.
In 1960 he was rapporteur on the same subject.
(Applause)
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins for a procedural motion.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I have no
wish to hold up the proceedings, but may I ask
your guidance? I understand the importance of
this debate and I understand the necessity of
this debate to be as widely known throughout
our Community as possible, but is it really
necessary to have so mEmy of these gentlemen
in the middle of the Chamber? It makes this
not a debating chamber but something entirely
different, and I suggest that some form of com-
promise be arranged by yourself with all these
gentlemen of the press with their tights and so
on. Perhaps it can be done a little more dis-
creetly. Our constituents throughout the Com-
munity must know what we are saying on this
very important matter, but this is really going
too far.
President. 
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins, these gentlemen
will only be here for a short time. Furtherrnore
I shall ask then as far as possible to film the
whole Assembly, but for not more than 15
minutes at the most.
I call Mr Patijn, who has asked to present his
report.
Mr Patijn,.rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in
May 1960 the European Parliament met for three
days in order to estabHsh a draft convention
introducing direct elections of Members. Now,
almost 15 years later, we are devoting only one
day to this.
Has our interest in our own elections diminished
since them? By no means-indeed, quite the
reverse is true. The need for European elections
is greater today than ever before. I shall return
to this point shortly.
In 1975 we can build on the great amount of
work that has been done in recent yeaxs, and
can take up the thread where it was left off.
r0fithout delving too far into past history, I
would nevertheless like to recall a few narnes
to memory. First and foremost there is Mr
Dehousse, whom you have just mentioned, Mr
President, and who performed excellent work in
1960 as chairman of the Working Party on
European elections, and was also the Political
' Affairs Committee's rapporteur on this matter
until 1970.
As your rapporteur, therefore, I have great
pleasure in welcoming the 'father of European
elections', here today. Mr Dehousse, your pre-
sence is a source of stimulation to me as your
'son and heir' in this matter; you and I will
know by the end of the day whether I am
a prodigal son or not.
I should also like to mention the other members
of the 1960 Working Party and I would draw
your attention to the fact that three of them,
Mr Faure, Mr Poher and Mr Schuijt, are still
members of our Parliament.
Finally I strould remind you of the great amount
of work which my predecessor Mr Lauten-
schlager has done as rapporteur. I have profited
enormously from his experience, and he will
shortly present an extremely valuable opinion
in his capacity as rapporteur of the Legal Affairs
Committee.
AII that had already been written and said
about European elections thus greatly facilitated
my task as rapporteur of the political Affairs
Committee. On the other hand it also made it
more difficult. Firstly, three new Member States
have joined the European Communities and an
almost completely new generation of politicians
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has grown up. In addition, I knew that the
Council has hitherto never nranaged to reach any
decision on direct elections of Members of the
European. Parliament.
Thus, the political climate was somewhat
uncertain when I took on this task in autumn
1973. Was the European Parliament once more
going to draw up a detailed draft convention
which would find its way into the Council filing
cabinets, never to be seen again?
However, the Heads of State and Government
surprised us at the Paris Summit in December
with their statement that direct elections to,the
European Parliament should be introduced as
soon as possible. True, two delegations had
reservations, but the majority of governments
have now approved the principle of European
elections. The Council is waiting for our pro-
posals, and as far as your rapporteur is con-
cenred, the Council can start its work tomorrow
and complete it very swiftly. If the Council again
wants to take 15 years to reach agreement, it
can certainly spend a whole year on each indivi-
dual article proposed. But I would stress that
the proposals on which we shall vote today and
the political climate which emerged at the last
summit make a rapid decision possible.
The need for a rapid decision was constantly
in my mind when I was formulating my pro-
posals. Like the 1960 rapporteurs, I worked from
the premise that a speedy decision on European
elections was of vital importance. Consequently
I had to exercise considerable restraint with
regard to the evolution of a uniform procedure.
Anything which need not absolqtely be decided
today has been deferred for consideration in the
context of the uniform electoral system which
. the Eurgpean Parliament itself will have to
work out. I decided to work in this way for very
specific reasons. During my extraordinarily use-
ful and informative tour of the capitals of the
nine Member States, almost everyone I spoke
to recommended that we should first organize
the elections on the basis of national rules and
the rest would follow. The Political Affairs
Committee and the Legal Affairs Committee
share this view.
The real political significance of direct European
elections lies not in the extent to which they
are uniform, but in the fact that they are held
at all. Opponents of direct elections have been
telling us for long enough that the European
Parliament must have power before it can be
directly elected, while at the same time with-
holding these powers from Parliament on the
hypocritical grounds that we are not directly
elected.
The European Parliament must break this vicious
circle and make it quite clear that the one does
not depend on the other. Of course we must
continue to fight for increased powers-particu-
larly legislative powers-for the European Par-
liament, but that is a very different question
from whether we will meet shortly as repre-
sentatives of the people, with a mandate from
the peoples of Europe rather than from our
national parliaments. Once we have acquired
legitimacy by virtue of our direct Iink with the
European voters, we shall have an even more
legitimate right to demand that the governments
grant us powers.
There is an additional, very practical point.
Unless we are released from the burden of our
dual task, i.e. our duties to our individual coun-
tries and to Europe, we in the European Parlia-
ment will remain amateurs. W'e perform our
legislative and supervisory task in Europe only
when our duties to our national parliaments
or our constituencies allow. The major part of
our responsibilities is still at home, and we can
only carry out our task here by dint of excessive
efforts and at the expense of our families and
ourselves.
This must stop. The development of the Euro-
pean Community requires professional parlia-
mentary control. European elections are an aid
to this and no more.
If, with the vote on my report this evening, we
take a further step on the long and difficult
road to European elections, it will not be an
occasion for jubilation, since it will mean that
we are again submitting proposals to the Council
which, in 15 years, has done nothing about Euro-
pean election. We shall therefore have to makeit very clear to the Council that we are not
prepared to tolerate another delay of this kind.
Yffe shall insist that the Council adheres to the
terms of the communiqu6 issued by the Paris
Summit, i.e. a decision in 1976 and elections in
1978.
The European Parliament will therefore'begin
work tomorrow on a threefold task. Firstly, we
shall have to put pressure on the Council in the
immediate future to compel it to take a swift
decision on direct elections to the European Par-
liament. The European Parliament must not and
cannot tolerate another 15 years of unbroken
silence on the part of the Council.
Secondly, the European Parliament must con-
sider the uniform electoral procedure. I have
learned from my experience over the last year
that Parliament here faces an enormous task
which involvs a great deal of responsibility
and which tve must tackle without too much
delay.
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Thirdly, we must prepare for the first European
elections. Your rapporteur feels this is an excep-
tionally important task. V/e must make it clear
to our political parties that they have to think
seriously about what they want from tJ:e Euro-
pean elections and how they see the develop-
ment of European politics, since their views on
this can vary greatly in accordance with their
different principles. Above all, however, we
must prepare the peoples of Europe and explain
to tJlem the whys and wherefores of our work
in the European Parliament, not for our own
sakes, but for theirs.
To conclude, the report we are diseussing today
is only a beginning. We will be dealing for a
long time yet with the question of direct elec-
tions to the European Parliament and, of course,
with the related question of the powers of the
Parliament. \4re must have no illusions: no one
simply by virtue of European elections is going
to hand us powers, or legitirnacy on a plate. Ilre
ourselves must flght for them. But anyone who
hopes and believes, as I do, that the European
Community will be able to do something for
our peoples must be prepared to make great
efforts to achieve democratic control and, there
fore, the direct election of the Members of the
European Parliament.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager, drafts-
man of trhe opinion of the L€gal Affairs Com-
mittee.
Mr Lautenschlager. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Iadies
and genUemen, under Article 138(3) of the EEC
Treaty and the corresponding provisions of the
ECSC and Euratom Treaties, the European Par-
liament must zubmit to the Council of Ministers
a draft convention on direct elections to the
European Parliament. Parliament fulfilled this
condltion as early as 1962, and it is a modified
draft convention which is to be adopted today.It should be pointed out that Parliament cer-
tainly cannot be reproached for this twelve-
year delay. It must, howelrer, be said that in
spite of the great importance of the discussions
on a draft convention introducing direct elec-
tions to the European Parliament, the Bureau
was unahle to shake off the self-imposed restric-
tions of the division of responsibilities-for
instance, the Legal Affairs Committee should
have been asked to advise on a whole series of
Iqal matters. It was only after a suggestion to
tJlis effect from the Legal Affairs Committee
that the Bureau decide{ on 13 November 1974
-i.e. after the Patijn report had been adoptedby the Political Affairs Committee on 7 Novem-
ber 1974-to ask the L€gaI Affairs Committee
for its opinion as well. The result of this is that
the House is now faced with two reports, which
certainly does nothing to make our deliberations
simpler.
The Legal Affairs Committee first of all studied
the question of continuity, in other words it had
to see whether, after the Convention came into
forrce, the outgoing Parliament was automat-
ically dissolved under Article 138(3) of the EEC
Treaty, or whether it would remain in office
until the new Parliament-i.e. the directly
elected Parliament-met. The terms of refer-
ence of the outgoing Parliament in the Treaty
were so imperative that we came to the view
that it was essential to have an unintermpted
transition to the directly elected Parliament.
This requirement is satisfied by Article 15 in
conjunction with Article 10(3) of the Draft Con-
vention. It also means that the national parlia-
ments retain the right to fill the seats allocated
to the individual Member States in accordance
with the old procedure.
The next point studied was the seat distribution.
It must be pointed out in this context that the
seat distribution laid down in Article 138(2) of
the EEC Treaty in the version for the Treaties
of Accession is linked unequivocally and exclu-
sively to Article 138(1) of the Treaty, so that
any convention on direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament must also contain provisions
regarding the distribution of seats. The actual
number of seats will doubtless be discussed in
the context of the proposed amendments to the
Patijn report.
One of the greatest problems over the years has
been the uniform electoral system. It is under-
standable that each Member State felt its own
system was best and tried to have it accepted
by the others. To escape from this impasse, it
was essential to study whether the term 'uni-
form' necessarily referred to an entire system.
Since all Member States profess their allegiance
to democracy, in other words to a form of
government in which the people is the source
of power, there is a guarantee that by means
of elections the people can make its views
effectively known on political decisions. This,in turn, means that all the electoral laws in
the Member States satisfy the five minimum
requirements for democratic elections: they are
fre+as are all citizens-, they are equal-we
do not have an electoral system based on clas-
sF, they are secret, they are direct-no
electoral college is involved-and they are uni-
versal. These were the criteria on which the
Political Affairs Committee agreed as being
covered by the term'uniform'.
The harnonization of the national electoral laws
will then be undertaken by the directly elected
Parliament, as provided for in Article 7(1) of
f,n
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the Draft Convention. The national laws will
also apply to the other procedural aspects in the
first direct election. Only the timing of the
electio4 the period of the mandate and verifica-
tion are settled in the Convention. This last item
was necessary since the national electoral laws
are not zubject to supervision by the European
Court of Justice.
Almost the longest time was spent by the Legal
Affairs Committee on the combination of the
mandates in the national and European Parlia-
ments. After a thorough debate, it decided to
accept the proposal to allow the dual mandate
for a transitional period, while rejecting it in
principle. Mr President I myself and the
speakers for my group will be making further
comrnents on this aspect in connection with the
amendments tabled on this point.
The number of seats was also the subject of a
detailed debate in the Legal Affairs Committeg
and we finally decided to submit the amendment
which you have before you. Essentially, the
Legal Affairs Committee saw no need to base
the Parliament on principles of maximum repre-
sentation, in other words to lay down a represen-
tative sizg but felt that, as Parliament could
still be enlarged if need be, it was better to avoid
laying down a size which could not be changed
at a later date. T[r'e must also remember that we
have applications from potential member coun-
tries and that their representatives would have
to be added to this figure, with the result that
Parliament might become so large that its work
would be affected. That was all I wanted to say
as slrckesman of the Icgal Affairs Committee
for the time being-more when.we come to move
the amendments.
The transitional period proposed originally is
no longer contained in the Convention. There
have been so many political changes in the
meantime that there is really no further need
to discuss it.
The remaining paragraphs of the report by the
Legal Affairs Committee concern legal questions
dealing with the further processing of the Draft
Convention after its approval by Parliament. We
reached the conclusion that if the Council of
Ministers wishes to make any changes to the
Draft Convention in the form approved here
today, Parliament must always be consulted.
there must, in other words, be cooperation
between the Council of Ministerr and the Euro.
pean Parliament, since the right of initiative
for Parliament laid down explicitly in the Treaty
requires that Parliament must be consulted right
up to the very last minute, i.e. until approval
by the Council of Ministers.
We could also deal here with the action against
the Council for failure to act but this would
probably take too long today. Ladies and genfle-
men, you know that Parliament looked in to
this question a long time ago-it must be about
six or seven years-, but that it decided not to
bring an action against tJle Council of Ministers
before the European Court of Justice for failure
to act, since the then,current strict interpretation
of the provisions of the Treaty forced Parlia-
ment to drop the action it has planned. Since
then, there has been a change of attitude in all
the Community institutions, and we feel that an
action for failure to act would now have some
prospect of success-at least as regards its
admissibility. We hope, however-and I must
emphasize this as strongly as possibLe--that
the Council of Ministers does not allow things
to go so far that Parliarnent is obliged to bring
an action against it for failure to act.
Mr President, our debate today strould also be
used as an occasion to point out to the Council
of Ministers and the governments of the Member
States that the direct elections to a European
Parliament are not intended to represent the
final stage of development, but that, alongside
this"-although, as Mr Patijn has just pointed
out, not necessarily linked to it-there should
be an extension of Parliament's powers and
responsibilities. Budgetary powers stand at the
top of the list, along urith some form of involve.
ment of the European Parliament in legislation
and the gfanting to the European Parliament
of a right of initiative in the creation of Euro-
pean law. This is something which must not be
forgotten. If our interpretation i.s corr.ect, it is
one of the points contained in paragraph 12 of
the Summit Conference communiqu6, and it is
now up to the Council of Ministers to satisfy
this most pressing wish of the European Parlie-
ment. Mr President, it is the opinion of the Legal
Affairs Committee that the European Parlia-
ment is today,taking one of its most important
decisions, and it would be a good thing if this
decision were backed by a convincing, indeed
an overwhelming majority in the final vote this
evening.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, I think it
would be a good thing for this very important
debate to be publicized as fully as possible
throughout the Community; hence the presence
of television,
(Applause ftom the Socialist Group)
to whom I have given instructions that all ttre
institutions and all the parties should be given
the most objective possible coverage. This will
happen once or twice again later in the debate
when we get round to voting. I hope everyone
is satisfied with this arrangemert.
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I call Mr Ortoli, whom I contratulate on behalf
of us all on being reappointed President of the
Commission of the European Communities.
Mr Ortoli, President of the Commisnon of the
European Communities. 
- 
(tr') Mr President,
first of all I should like to thank you for your
kind words. I am pleased to be re-elected at a
time when we are debating a subject which is
of major importance for Europe. If we do indeed
succeed in implementing the Treaty to the full,
in other words investing Europe with real
power, we shall have effected a decisive change
in the coming years by moving from the first
preparatory phase of European construction to
the establishment of the real Europe. This is
why as a- European and as a democrat I find
this conjunctuion between the renewal of my
mandate as President and the prospect of direct
elections tb Parliament most felicitous.
Mr President, the fact that Parliament is today
deliberating on the direct election of its Mem-
bers reflects a positive and very significant
development. In spite of doubts, in spite of
persistent threats, Europe seems to be moving
in the right direction, at least as far as its
democratization is concerned. For thirteen years,
since 1960, when Mr Dehousse-whom I am glad
to see here today-produced his report, the
objective of election by universal suffrage has
been one of your and our constant preoacupa-
tions, but has disappeared from the priorities of
our governments. The work of your Political
Affairs Committee and the Draft Convention
presented by Mr Patijn on renewed bases, which
take account of the new factors involved in the
construction of Europe and in particular the
errlargement of the Community and the oppor-
tunities offered by European Union, thus reflect
a very substantial change of attitude. We know
-and the events of 1974 have only reinforcedthis conviction-that the difficulties and the
challenges facing Europe are leading, for reasons
both of principle and necessity, to prospects of
progress in the institutional field, in particular
in the direction of greater European democracy.
Indeed, in the period of confrontation with
world problems which is ahead of us I do not
believe that we shall succeed in convincing our
peoples that Europe is both a necessity and a
refuge unless they feel a greater sense of parti-
cipation in this great undertaking.
But it is particularly essential that we should
henceforth not be the only ones to share this
feeling. While for years the,govenrments of the
Member States have shown obvious reluctance
to take concrete steps towards direct elections
to your Assembly, the Heads of State and
Government at their recent Paris Summit have,
in a decision of major political significance,
fixed dates, laid down objectives and provided
a very profound and very powerful impetus.
Parliament's role in this must not be under-
estimated. I am convinced, for instance, that the
quality of the work done by your Political Af-
fairs Committee and in particular the logical
and realistic character of Mr Patijn's draft
played a great part in the developments leading
to the results of last December. This is also true
of the pressure which the Commission has
untiringly brought to bear, both in public and
in private, and the desires and preoccupations
which I myself expressed clearly at the Summit.
But we must also admit that the political leaders
of our countries have succeeded in giving con-
crete form to the general feeling that it is not
only possible but necessary to open up the way
to institutional progress in Europe. For me this
illustrates the usefulness of meetings between
Heads of Government-which I, like many of
us, sometimes have my doubts about, as you
know-when 
-they are properly prepared and
centred on a limited agenda.They are a way of
introducing major political initiatives without
the protracted debates and risk of bogging down
which characterize other gatherings. The prob-
lem of how to implement these policies remains.
Mr Patijn said this quite clearly. I do not under-
estimate the difficulties involved, nor am I
unaware 6f the reservations expressed by two
Member States as to the conclusidns of the
Heads of Government. But I believe nonetheless
that this is an important step forward.
Europe is advancing towards a new institutional
equilibrium on a democratic basis. There is a
logical link, which cannot be denied, between
the election of Parliament by universal suf-
frage and the whole question of the European
institutions. To envisage the direct election of
your Assembly amounts effectively to raising
the problem of Parliament's legislative powers,
given its added political weight and, ultimately,
to anticipating developmeurts towards European
Union and the general institutional equilibrium
it will bring about. From this point of view the
Paris communiqu6 represents the first brick in
the construction of European Union.
It is self-evident that the thinking and the work
which have been going on in recent months will
have to be continued and intensified if this
logical sequence of ideas is to be converted into
an overall strategy. This will be a difficult task,
we must not pretend it won't; I myself can
already see difficulties and dangers. The
greatest hazard is foolhardiness, and we can
avoid this only by maintaining maximum
flexibility in our overall strategy, in order to
avoid the creation of formal links between the
various aspects of institutional developmelt in
Europe, whieh could lead to political stalemate.
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In other words I hope tha,t, while keeping this
overall strategy in view, we shall be able to
achieve specific aims-and the direct election of
Parliament is one of the most important-
without seeking to lay down wery detail of the
construction beforehand. Otherwise in fifteen
years' time we shall find ourselves thanking
Mr Patijn and telling him that he did a very
good job and that now at last we can get down
to doing something concrete.
(Laughter)
I[Ie must also avoid the danger of over-bureau-
cratic preparation and thinking. The Commun-
ity's institutions are now faced with a series of
deadlines in respect of certain commitments. For
19?5, the approval by Parliament of a draft
convention, the submission of a report on Euro-
pean Union by each of the institutions, and the
preparation of a comprehensive report by Mr
Tindemans; for 19?6, action by the Council on
your proposals; and for 1978, the first direct
elections to Parliament. These different pro-
cedures form part of a whole; the development
of a new institutional system for Europe. This
must be part of a process of creation and
ongoing reflection, and cannot under any cir-
cumstances eliminate the powers of any of the
institutions, or remove their right to make pro-
posals and to intervene at any time. Procedures
make it possible for ideas and initiatives to be
channelled in a useful direction. They must not
become sterile straitjackets impeding the
spontaneity and popular enthusiasm which are
essential to the success of such an ambitious
enterprise. However, I can understand that the
closeness of the deadlines, in particular 1978,
rnay cause a certain amount of confusion and
anxiety. In my opinion such fears are legitimate,
for time is short, but we must not be paralyzed
by them.
Let us not be frightened by our own boldness,
for one thing is certain, the creation of a
cumulative process, a dynamic interlinking of
the institutions can only be beneficial for
Europe.
It is difficult at this stage to say Erny more
about the form and content of the final edifice
of which the election of your Assembly by
universal suffrage will be the fotrndation stone.
I myself believe-though this is at the moment
no more than a personal opinion-that a strong
executive with wide powers and adapted to t,Le
requirements of modern government is a natural
counterpart to a Parliament elected by the
citizens of Europe. This, however, is no more
than a preliminary judgment.
On the other hand, I am fully convinced that
the policies decided at the Paris Summit
symbolize the return, after the doubts of 19?4,
to a more constructive state of mind. The
somewhat absurd debate which took place for a
certain time between the advocates of progress
through institutional developments and those
who put economic and monetary recovery above
all else, seems to have been settled satisfactorily"
There has been a salutary awakening, as I said
a few moments ago. We have reached a point
today where the reality of Europe, the problems
it must face and the realization of our ambitions
require a step forward at the institutional level.
This is why I am pleased that, despite the pre-
sent crisis in Europe, despite the pressures of
external payments, inflation and unemploSrment,
those in the highest positions have shown ambi-
tion and real political courage, inspired by
forward-looking ideas on the institutions, and
have put Europe back on the right path, the
path of integration, by confirming and complet-
ing the European project born of the Treaty of
Rome and put into focus at the October 1972
Summit.
This does not dispose of all the problems, nor
does it remove all my doubts about European
initiatives which smack too much of inter-
governmental collaboration. But today we are
discussing a subject which allows room for hope
rather than doubt.
This path towards European integration has
been rediscovered by the Heads of State and
Government in another, and perhaps more
significant way, for their stimulus relates to the
democratic ideal itself, which is part of the
common inheritance of our nine countries.
For the first time, indeed, the goal of European
Union is being approached in a concrete manner
via the route of universal suffrage. This is not
only of 'symbolic but of considerable practic4l
significance, since it represents a commitment
to build the new European institutional system
in accordance with democratic principles. It
. seems obvious to me that this essential element
I cannot be ignored in the final construction.
This is an extremely significant step, since
excessive stress on the technical aspects of
building Europe could lead to the fundamental
requirements of democracy being disregarded or
at least undervalued.
The fact that democracy is the primary objec-
tive of the new Europe seems to me to have a
further significance. The fact which the Europe
of tomorrow will present to the world will be
that of democracy, which represents not only
its most precious asset, but perhaps its most
original one, too, and which, in a world in
upheaval where individual rights and liberties
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ane so often trodden under foot perhaps best
portrays its identity. In short, t,Le setting-up of
democratlc machinery is unarguably the best
way to start building Europe. It means setting
in motioar important dynamic forces, which must
play, and I believe will play, an extremely
positive role in the subsequent constnrction of
Europe by strengthening its legitimacy and
hehce the impact of the initi,atives taken in its
name.
You are right about this, Mr Patijn. You spoke
of Parliament's legitimacy, but it goes further
than thls; it is the legitimacy of Europe which
is involved vis-A-vis its peoples, insofar as its
peoples are democratic peoples. They will be
tomorrow, because direct elections to Parliament
will place the citizens at the very heart of
Europe and forge the strongest possible bonds
between their views and resolve and the
construction of Europe.
But already there are bound to be positive
aspects and positive effects, as the impending
prospect-l978 is tomorrow after all--of elec-
tions to the European Parliament by universal
suffrage must help to give a purpo.se and a more
specific direction to our present efforts to over-
come Europe's economic and social difficulties.
The policies deeided at the Peris Summit must
get things moving and convince our citizens that
the measures proposed or undertahen at Com-
munity lelrel are aimed at helping them to con-
trol a destiny which is their own, and in the
determination of which they will shortly be
very directly associated
I hope I have not been misunderstood and that
my words will not be thought over-optimistic
or over-trlumphant. On the contrar5r, this is a
time of struggle. I speak es a man who recog-
nizes the added responsibilities whictr hence-
forth are his and those of the Commission.
responsibilities which require us to do all we
can to give form to the forward-Iooking ideas
stated in Paris, and which also require us tojustify the confidence we have asked others to
have in us by performing the perticularly heavy
tasks which we have accepted in the Com-
munity in its present form.
The reassuring prospects for the future cannot
indeed absolve us from the often thankless and
always difficult work of the present. And the
present already consists in bringing about the
future, in other wonds in obtaining rapidly the
decision of the governments on the Draft Con-
vention which you are about to vote on, and
in setting in motion in the very near future the
process of democratization required by the
Treaty.
Although I have spoken lor longer than the
rapporteurs, which is unustral, I should like to
add a final comment. Ttre matter we are deal-
ing with today-the presence of television
carneras has shown this-has a prime virtue:
it has enabled us to turn to the peoples of
Europe and tell them e little more about the
type of future and the type of instltutions which
will be theirs. But I think that one of the things
--and this will be my conclusion-which we
must do straightaway is to bring the struggle
out into the open. Since we are going to have
elections, we hope, in three years' time, there
must be a greater effort to arouse public
interest, the impact of Europe must be mueh
more powerful. I think this idea of democraey,
this profoundly creative perspective must be
presented properly, for Europeans will have to
vote for Europe, and they must therefore be
encouraged to understand that the Europe they
are being offered will open the way to a neal
debate about democracy in Europe and about
Europe itself.
You may rest assured that the Commission is
absolutely determined, now that Europe seems
to be back on the rails again, to engage openly
in this struggle to win over public opinion and
to convince our peoples, confident in the belief
that the essence of Europe is that it is a
democracy.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsctr to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, let
me begin by saying that my Group is glad that
we have been able to readr a decision in Parlla-
ment and to submit this proposal so soon after
the Sutnmit gave us the green light. I should
like to extend my sincere thanks to all those
who worked on this Draft Conventlon, and
particularly to Mr Patijn for the expertise and
experience which he provided and for his efforts
to. produce a proposal which Parliament wil
be able to approve by the largest possible
m,ajority.
My Group is able to support all sections of the
report of the Political Affairs Committee. Ttrere
are two points on which my Group has slightly
differtng views, and I shall return to these later.
TLre main thing as far as we are concerne4
however, is that we have now found a starting
point and have been provided wtth defiirite
dates which give us'an opportunity to tate the
great step forwards towa^rds the creation of a
European Parliament elected directly by *re
peoples of the European Community.
We remember the continued efforts of Parlia-
rnent to accomplish this task. The rapportett:
referred to them in his introduction, and f
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strall therefore not dwell upon them. I should
Iike to state most emphatically that the occa-
sional criticism of this Parliament-levelled even
by people in the highest quarters-that it did
not recognize its duty and was not acting as a
driving force and initiator in the very field of
achieving greater influence for the peoples
through their parliamentary representatives was
always misplaced. This Parliament has tried to
press forward at all times and with all the
means placed at its disposal.
The old argument-powers or direct elections-
has, I feel, now fortunately receded into the
background. It is'the old question of which comes
first-the chicken or the egg. We at any rate
are convinced that, once the decision in favour
of direct elections to the European Parliament
has been taken, the question of Parliament's
powers will be the subject of more intensive
deliberation and that by the time the directly
elected Parliament meets for the first time con-
siderable progress will have been made in this
question.
Ladies and gentlemen, it is precisely in the
context of the process of democratization that
a directly elected European Parliament is a
dominant factor. In years past, we have rightly
been increasingly critical of the fact that there
is a widening gap as regards opportunities to
influence and supervise measures taken by the
Council of Ministers outside the provisions of
the Tbeaty, since the national parliaments have
relinquished more and more powers. They often
do not fully realize the extent to which they
no longer have a say in matters, but we here
.see very clearly that this lacuna in democratic
supervision, of representation of the will of the
peoples, must be eliminated. This, I believe, was
why the Summit realized that the step towards a
directly elected European Parliament had to be
taken. One of the aims of this Draft Convention
is in fact to ensure that the legitimacy of the
European Community is enhanced, so as to make
the path towards European Union smoother.
Ladies and gentlemen, there is no doubt that
this decision represents a departure which will
lead to a new quality for this House. When
approving this Draft Convention, it must there-
fore be pointed out that we are not aiming at
half meastrres, that we don't Just want to take
half a step forwards in order to achieve the
irnproved status of a more or less consultative
asoembly and work towards the find aim of a
genuine Parliament in easy stages. fn our debates
today and in the deliberations in.the tnonths to
come, we must bear in mind the aim of creating
a fully effective European Parliament. Direct
election of the Membere pmvides direct aceess.
Whereas our work of representation 'has
previously been determined by the national par-
liaments, there will now, after the first European
elections, be a direct relationship between
electors and elected, between the Members of
this House and the citizens of the European
Community, the individual members of the
peoples who form the basis of this Community.
Having stated this principle, I would add that in
my view the future, directly elected European
Parliament's main responsibility will be to
preserve an overall view, to focus attention on the
interests of the Community as such, and to
ensure adequate representation of our peoples
and th6 regions.
One of the features of this responsibility is that
questions which have to be left out of this Draft
Conveation are of particular importance. If we
envisage having European elections in l9?8, it
is clear that, in order to develop political resolve,
the political forces-and the Groups in this House
represent a starting point in this respect-should
be established at European level in such a way
that the electors of the European Parliament are
given an opportunity to choose between different
politicat credos and to determine the course of
European politics.
I therefore believe-and although this cannot be
incorporated in a draft of this kind, it is never-
theless important for future work-that we must
start coalescing European political forces and
give them clearer expression than before.
We have the job of electing a Parliament for this
Community. I stress this point because the ques-
tion of the future enlargement and growth of
, the Community is, of course, an intereeting one.
At present, nobody can say when and how this
will come about, apart from the case of the
Association agreements, which include provisions
for the attainment of full membership. I am
therefore somewhat disappointed that the Legal
Affairs Committee, when enumerating potential
member states, omitted to place the main
emphasis on associated countries and peoples
li4ked, to us with a view to full merrbership.
We must avoid entering the realm of speculation
and regarding even countries which have iust
declined membership, Norway for instance, as
being immediate candidates.
I should. like to say that it is difficult at present
to tell how large thB Commtmity will be. N$ur-
ally, we all hope that if possible, all democ*atie-
ally organized states and also those which rnay
become completely democratic, such as Spain,
may one day join the Eurpoean Community. At
tbe moment5 however, it irs the Community as
it is now for whicb. we al€ taking decisions and
it is to this Commtnity to whictr the ideas
embodicd in our deeisions must relate.
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There is something else I should like to say.
There are four major fields in which any par-
liament has to assume democratic responsibil-
ities.
First of all, there is the predominant right of
all parliaments, that of supervising the budget,
in our case the Community budget. As has been
announced, we can soon expect an extension of
our powers in this respect. Perhaps, however,
we are sometimes in danger of restricting our
aims to those of participating in the legislative
process and in budgetary matters. These things
are necessary, but we must not lose sight of
two major duties incumbent upon any demo-
cnatic parliament.
First of all there is the job of supervising the
exercise of power, something I touched upon
before. The predominant rights and duties of
any parliament include that of supervising those
who exercise power and, in doing so, of taking
account of the wishes of individual groups of
electors. This supervision must be exercised by
parliamentarians who have the time needed to
master the complexity and ramifications of the
questions involved, and it is in this light that
we must view the duties of a future European
Parliament. If the diverse structures of the
countries linked together in this Community are
te be harmonized, the parliamentary represent-
atives must have an extremely deep insight into
the problems of the other peoples and sectors
in the Community.
It must therefore be stated quite clearly right
from the start that a European Parliament must
make demands on its Members far beyond those
encountered at national level. If parliament is
to take decisions on behalf of the European Com-
munity and exercise a deeisive influence, it is
essential that it be aware of absolutely alt the
interests of the Community and tie them in
with the attitudes deriving from the various
national backgrounds.
Ladies and gentlemen, there is something else
which I think is of extreme importance for the
European Parliament. Precisely because it is
elected by the people and there is a direct
relationship between electors and elected, this
Parliament has the same basic duty as a national
parliament to cultivate the links with the electors,
to maintain the constant flow of information be-
tween electors and elected, and to ensure that zuf-
ficient account is taken of the different viewpoints
reflected in this continuous exchange of opinions.
Again, it must be admitted that the burden of
the dual mandate-I shall return to this pointin a minute-naturally puts the Members
under extreme pressure. If, however, we take
a closer look, I feel sure we will recognize that
the directly elected European Parliament which
we hope will be starting work in l9?8 will have
an enormous workload, for it will also have the
task of being the driving force behind further
moves towards European unity. We Christian-
Democrats are firmly convinced that our future
depends on the extent to which we succeed in
making progress towards the political unifieation
of Europe and in securing the principal object
ive of political European union. I am sure that
this Parliament will have to be a deciding forcein this field. Allow me to comment on some
questions which arise in this context.
I should first of all like to say something in
.recognition of Parliament's work. The wide range
of duties of this Parliament is not fully recog-
nized in many sectors of the public and even
in the national parliaments I should like to take
this opportunity of stressing that the work done
by this House in becoming,acquainted with the
problems of other Member States, in drawing up
compromise solutions and establishing a con-
sensus, in acquiring expert knowledge and in
obtaining an overall view of the complex and
ramified problems which face the Community
and which vary from country to country, is of
immeasureable value for further development.
The work which has been done over the last
few years in preparation for the activity of the
future directly elected European Parliament is
something with which we could not dispense.
Going by the number of proposed amendments
to Article 2, we can obviously expect a discus-
sion on the number of Members. For those in
my Group, the esssential question is as follows:
Is this going to be a genuinely democratie par-
liament which satisfies the criterion that each
citizen should, as far as possible, heve an equal
influence on its composition, i.e. that the vote
of each citizen should, as far as possible, have
equal weight? Should the Members sent to par-
liament by the electors each represent, as far
as possible, the same number of voters? This is
the principle behind the decision of the political
Affairs Committee, and it is also the basis for
one of the proposed amendments.
Alongside this, there are other questions which
can be viewed from different aspects depending
on the problems involved, and there is also the
attitude, which has some supporters in my own
Group, that the starting point should really be
the text of the Treaty of Rome, thereby more
or less following the Dehousse proposal-+ither
by retaining the present number, as proposed
by Mr Nyborg, or by multiplying it by two or
three, although this procedure is not suggestedin any of the proposed amendments. f must,
however, emphasize our view that Parliament,s
conception of its own r6le and the tasks which
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I have tried to describe mean that we must not
regard ourselves as a'conventicle of the chosen
few' at a level above that of the national par-
liaments and remote from the voters. It was
undoubtedly right for us in the Political Affairs
Committee, and I assume in all the bodies, to
discuss whether the number of seats allocated
to the smallest country should be taken as a
basis, but there was complete agreement that
Luxembourg would have to be regarded as a
special case within the Community, and that
its status would thus have to be dealt with
fully in our considerations. My Group agreed
with this view, and I therefore do not deny that
there has been a tiny departure from the
principle which I have just described.
I should like to comment briefly upon another
question under discussion here, that of the dual
mandate. Here again, I can state that my Group
agrees with the concept laid down by the
rapporteur in his report, since it ensures
maximum flexibility and leaves it largely to
Parliament to take the necessary decision. An
opinion also held in my Group, however, is that
we could adopt the revised version of Amend-
ment No 16, so as to lay down the incompatibil-
ity of the dual mandate. Speaking personally, I
feel sure in any case that, in a directly elected
European Parliament with the tasks which we
want it to have, the possibility of a dual mandate
is completely unrealistic. What parliamentarian
could, in the long term, bear this double work-
load?
I feel that there are some who view this question
from an angle which belongs more to the past
than to the future. When we come to vote on
this Draft Convention, we who have to decide
upon these amendments must fix our eyes on
the future. I am grateful to Mr Ortoli for the
remarks he has just made in this respect. For
us Christian Democrats, the essential thing is to
develop the democratic structure of Europe and
to ensure that political European union does
not remain a remote aim, but becomes tangible
and attainable, and that we have a means of
achieving this in a Parliament which is in
direct contact with the peoples of Europe. We
all know that every opinion poll taken in our
countries shows that more than two thirds of
the European citizens interviewed are in favour
of this European political cornmunity. This is
something which has often been expressed
unanimously in this House. I should therefore
like to stress particularly the fact that, in the
discussions on this Draft Convention, we consider
the decisive advance to be legitimation through
universal elections.
We are fully aware that there is still a lot to be
{one. It is naturally something of a blemish that
we have not yet reached any agreement on the
electoral procedure, but I am sure that we shall
achieve it in this House. I am glad that we
have at any rate managd to agree on having a
single date for the elections, and I share the
rapporteur's opinion, expressed in his report,
that it would be a good thing if this date did not
coincide with that of a national election. In this
way, the Members of the European Parliament
would be elected on the same day all over the
Community, and without there being any risk
of this election being confused with any other.
In conclusion, Iet me say that we support the
Patijn report. We realize that we still have a
lot of hard work before us if we are actually
to achieve by 1978 everything that appears to us
today to be not only desirable, but essentia,l.
The President of the Commission, who indicated
his readiness to give us his support, and the
Heads of State or Government, who also
indicated their support at the Paris Summit, must
be taken at their word. The European Parliament
will today be taking a decision which makes
clear its interpretation of its own r6le. Let us
take this step forwards towards a genuine, fully-
functioning and democratic Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, we have often
talked in this House about so-called 'institutional
equilibrium', and we have time and again rightly
complained that this equilibrium does not really
exist in view of the fact that the Commission's
position vis-d-vis the Council has been steadily
weakened and that this Parliament does not have
adequate powers. One thing we rarely
mentioned, however, was that there is one
extremely important person in the Community
who is completely excluded from participating
in European decisions, namely the European
citizen. His exclusion from these political deci-
sions is extremely unjust, and in my view has
hindered integration more than any other factor.
When this Community was first established,
there was great enthusiasism for Europe, and
politicians were prodded on by the citizens. Now
that the citizens have been excluded completely
from participation, the impetus flum that side
has declined. somewhat. When we talk today
about direct elections to a European Parliament,
it is not we ourselves who are the point at
issue, Iadies and gentlemen, but the participation
of the citizens of Europe in European decisions.
This appears to me to be one of the main
aspects of our present discussions on this ques-
tion.
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fire second point which I should like to bring
up is that the lengthy period of time between
the presentation of the report in 1960 and our
debate today is a clear indication of where the
European dilemma lieg that we have made no
progre$ over all these years in one of the
central factors in the construction of Europe.
We hope that today's debate will not mark
the beginning of another equally long period, but
that the Council will adhere to its own 1976
deadline for a decision on this matter. lVe in
the Socialist Group and, I essurne, Parliament
as a whole, will do everything in our povrer
to draw attention repeatedly to this deadline.
Now for the Draft Convgntion presented by Mr
Patijn on behalf of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee. We welcome above all the fact that this
Draft Convention restricts itself to the essentials.
The 1960 report-and this it probably under-
standable in the context of current attitudes at
that time-attempted to solve a number of ques-
tions which, in our view, need not necessarily
be settled immediately, e.g. the minimum voting
aB€, the admission of political parties, etc.
Although it was probably not the deciding factor,
this may have been one reasc,n why it was not
discussed further. The fact that the present
report restricts itself to statements on the elec-
tion date, the validity of the mandate and the
number of Members means, in our opinion, thatit has a considerably greater chance of being
implemented than Parliament's report of 1960.
Another point is this: We do not deny that the
Draft Convention has-as Mr Klepsch said-one
'blemish' in that it does not incorporate a uni-
form procedure. We Socidists would naturally
have much preferred a solution witlrout flaws
for the whole of Europe, but we believe that,
politically, this Draft Convention satisfies those
requirements which can realisticalty be made at
the present time, if we are to make any progress
in this direction. It is possible that some legal
probldms might arise in this connection, butI shall leave my colleague Mr Broeksz to deal
with that point later on.
A fourth point. We as a Group are in full agree-
ment with the three objectives of the Patijn
report: the adaptation of the 1960 Draft to meet
modern requirements and to take account of
the changes which have taken place in Europe
since then; secondly, an extension of the legitim-
acy of the Community, anil I must point out to
Mr Ortoli in this context tha! it is noJ purely
and simply a question of inereasing the legitim-
acy of Parliament. Of all the institutions, Par-
liament has the 'most' legitimacy, since each of
us here has been elected somewhere and sent
here by the national parliament.
(Scattereil applause)
Other institutions, es well, lack legitimacy, and
this legitimacy can be increased if we introduce
European elections.
Now let me turn to the connection between
powers and elections. There is one thing I must
emphasize strongly on behalf of the Socialist
Group: we will not let anybody take away the
legislative powers of this House in return for
giving us direct elections.
(Scottereil applouse)
There is no dividing line between powers and
elections. In the long term, there can be no
direct elections to a Parliament which has no
powers.'We are not involved in a package deal.
It should nevertheless be stressed that this Par-
liament must stand on two legs, that it must be
legitimitized directly by the citizens, but that it
also needs the powers to be able to tell the
citizens what they are voting for, what their
representatives in this llouse intend and are able
to do for the citizens of Europe.
It is for this reason that the questlon of the
deadline arises. We shall not really be able to say
that the democratization of this Community
is complete until the constant task af fighting
for increased budgetary and legislative powers
for this House has been ended, until these powers
are granted in full, and until Parliament is
elected by universal suffrage. It will be a
constant struggle until we have achieved this.
May I also draw attention to the Summit com-
muniqu6 and make it clear that, for us, the
two ideas expressed are of 'equal importance.
The statement from the Summit that Parlia-
ment's proposals 'are awaited with interest isjust as important as the statement that
additional legislative powers will have to be
granted to this Parliament.
Then there is one point on which we disagree
with the report from the Political Affairs Com-
mittee. f refer to the increase in the number of
Members to 550. Ladies and gentlemen, we know
how difficult it is, in a Community comlrcsed
of countries of such varying size, to implement
the principle which we basically support and
which Mr Klep'sctr has mentioned, tJlat is 'one
man, one vote', or 'each vote must carry the
same weight'. Even Mr Klepsch had to admit
that, if we look at the case of Luxembourg, his
proposal does not fully reflect this principle.
\llherever a principle is breached, there is a
danger spot, and we must ask ourselves how
we are to escape from this dilemma. I think
there are two things we need: representation
which is as fair and balanced as possible on
the one hand, and a Parliament which is capable
of working on the other. If, at a time when the
wave of accessions is probably not over, we
envisage a Parliament of nearly 600 Members,
A
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and'if we proceed on the probably justified
assumption that no parliament in the world has
ever managed to reduce its nurnbers--only to
grow larger-, we must expect a steady increase
in numbers if more countries join the Commun-
ity. This would mean, however, that Parliament
would become unworkable, and an unworkable
Parliament cannot fulfil its task, and this is not
the kind of Parliament we want. Let us therefore
stick to Mr Patijn's proposals, since increases
would then be possible if new countries joined.
We believe in any case that the interests of
small countries are better protected, and that
there is less immobility in this proposal than
in the proposal made by the Political Affairs
Committee.
One further point on which I should like to make
a clear statement. The Socialist Group is of the
opinion that, as far as the future is concerned,
the dual mandate is out of the question. We
know that the dual mandate is undoubtedly
necessary for the time being. None of us could
fulfil our duties if we did not also have an
opportunity to engage in national politics.
Ladies and gentlemen, let us be honest. Each
of us has already mone or less decided which
mandate is more important to us, the national
mandate or the European one. It is simply
impossible to exercise both of them simultane-
ously and to the same degree. I think most of us
have placed more emphasis on the European
mandate, and in future it wi,ll simply no longer
be possible to exercise a dual mandate. Let me
give an example. In the Federal Republic of
Germany it is legally possible to be a member
of both a Land parliament, and the Bundestag
but there is not one member of the German
Bundestag who is at the same time a member
of a Land parliament. In future, this will apply
equally to the case of the European Parliament,
no matter what decision we reach here today. I
feel we must be consistent and make it clear
from the beginning that dual mandates will be
impossible in future. We should therefore lay
down a regulation which, while not necessarily
definitive, allows this dual mandate until final
elections are held. From then on, we should
proceed on the assumption that it is no longer
possible.
On behalf of the Socialist Group, I should like,
in conclusion, above dl to express our thanks
to Mr Patijn; I feel it is impossible to be
appreciative enough of the work he has done,
travelling throughout Europe and establishing
what was feasible and what was impossible. If
this work had been done simply at a desk, it
would not have had nearly as much chance of
being accepted here today as the Patijn report.
Mr Patijn, may I extend to you the sincere
thanks of the Socialist Group.
(Applause)
And notv,
remark. are politicians in Europe who feel
that the Parliament will probably
arrsen . There are some who say that it
would be to let parliamentary sovereignty
Mr
ladies and gentlemen, one final
I should like to point out that
this has failed to recognize thewhoever
ments and'their replacement by unsupervised
actions, by an impenetrable jungle. Decisions
involving sums of thousands of millions are
taken without any democratic supervision. Any-
one who pleads for the retention of the
sovereignty of the national parliaments, even in
a European context, is esssentially attacking
parliamentary supervision. Th,is is something
which we Socialists cannot accept. What we need
is adequate democratic supervision, since the
only Europe which has a future is a Europe with
democratic structures. This is what we want.
(Loud opplouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jozeau-Marign6 to speak
on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Jozeau-Marign6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, this is certainly an oreeptiondly
important day for this Assembly. Indeed, I feel
we are turning a corner in the struggle and in
the procedures we have known for so many
years.
This first gaynpaign was led by Mr Dehousse to
whom rse are bound-I use the word advisedly
-by close ties of friendship forged during hisconstant leadership of what might be termed the
'good fight', particularly in our Legal Affairs
Committee.
(Applouse)
At that time we were intent on conducting this
action at two levels: at the political level-of
which the representative of the Socialist Group
has just been speaking-but also at the'legal
level. Indee{ though Mr Patijn's report relates
to an extremely important political matter, the
legal aspects it raises are nevertheless most
signiflcant.
Some Members, ladies and gentlemen, have just
raised the question of the legitirnacy of our As-
sembly. I shall not do so. I shall not do so, partly
because it was correct to stress the political
aspect, but also because when our committees
never havel sufficient powers for effective super-
vision of tfre enormous organization whlch has
tthe national parliaments. To echo
of democracy, the quiet
sapping of I the powers of the national parlia-
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were working along the lines of the report from
the Political Affairs Committee and the opinion
of the Legal Affairs Committee, we were acting
in full conformity with the 1957 Treaty, particu-
larly Articles 137 and 138.
The text of Article 137 expressly stated that the
Assembly should consist of representatives of
the peoples of the Statcs brought together in
the Community; moreover Members should be
designated by the respective parliaments from
among their members. This was necessary at
the time as we were still in our infancy. It is
the 1957 Treaty which, after stating this prin-
ciple and after specifying the number and distri-
bution of delegates, stipulates that the Assembly
shall draw up proposals for elections by direct
universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform
procedure in aII Member States.
It is this duty, laid on us by the 195? Treaty,
that we are in the proces.s of fulfilling today. It
has often been deplored-time and time again by
Professor Dehouss+that such a long time shoutd
elapse between the application of the first para-
graph and that of the third. It is therefore very
gratifying that the Paris Summit has permitted
rediscussion of this important matter and that
the national forces of each country must now
commit themselves on Europe, and consequently
draw up their strategies. We can say today that
the European Parliament is to progress from the
theory to the reality. How pleased I was, Mr
Ortoli, to hear you say just now that the existing
policies of our governrnents had not inctuded
these matters, and that we had to wait for the
Paris Summit to highlight them again. We must
therefore point out these lqgal aspects- against
the political background which Mr patijn sojustly stressed.
It is not for the Liberal Group, ladies and gentle-
men, to go into every aspect of the problem.
We are in agreement with the main principles.
However, I should like, in a few words, to in-
dicate our views on the text and on the amend-
ments to be discussed today.
The previous speakers have, quite rightly, stres-
sed their concern about the number of Members
of which Parliament is to consist. I must state
straightaway that the Liberal Group generally
shares the views expressed by the last speaker
from the Socialist Group. I therefore told Mr
Lautenschlager, whose work and whose opinion
on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee Igreatly admire, that it does not seem feasible to
me to accept the considerable figure of EbO
Members proposed by the political Affairs Com-
mittee as a basis for beginning a parliament.
Indeed, ladies and gentlemen, as the representa-
tive of the Christian-Democratic Group so right-
ly said just now, it is to be hoped that in the
future Europe's position will be such that a
number of countries, whether present or future
associatsfor we should not forget that tJris
Convention can establish the situation for many
years to come--will wish to join us. If we now
think in terms of at least 550 Members for the
nine countries currently making up Europe,
there might well be as many as 800 in the
Assembly in the future. What sort of useful work
could it then do? Let us first consider tJle As-
sembly's work and then tJlat of tJle Members.
What standard of work could we expect from the
committees? They would be so large that they
would be unable to produce any documents.
Even now this is too often true when dealing
with tricky problems. A number of us on the
comrnittees are unhappy with the long drawn-
out debates which make it impossible to present
conclusions to Parliament as rapidly as is re
quired.
Moreover committee work would be even more
difficult as, don't forget, we have to work in
several languages. The problem would become
almost impossible to solve, and work carried
out under such circumstances could prejudice
the political influence of the European Parlia-
ment. The work of an Assembly such as this
must be of a high standard if it is actually to
help build Europe.
So much for the Assemb1y. Now what about the
Members? Just now, Mr Schmidt rightly asked
how one man could carry out two mandates.It is a fact, I repeat, that it is the 1957 Treaty
which stipulates that Members should be de
signated from within our national parliaments.
There was no other possibitity at the time. Now,
however, if, as we all wholeheartedly hope;
Europe goes on to gain major economic and
political significance, the work will increase so
much that we may well ask, since we alreadyfind the dual mandate so burdensome, how
either mandate could be accomplished. Our very
electors, the citizens of Europe, will be entitled
to ask whether we are still capable of being
national citizens.
That then is the problem and heaven knows
what the solution to it is. Recently, regional
institutions were set up in France and the
members of the National Assembly were obliged
to become members of the regional assemblies.
To make this possible, the statute provides that
meetings of the regional assemblies may not be
held when the National Assembly is in session.
There's an impossible situation for you. Would
we here, at the European level, be able to ar-
range sessions of the European parliament whichdid not coincide with sessions of the national
parliaments? It certainly would not be easy,
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particularly as we are dealing with nine coun-
tries.
Without wanting to draw out the debate, I have
simply indicated a few difficulties which make
us feel that we should not unduly increase our
numbers and which, as far as the problem of
incompatibility is concerned, lead us to the con-
clusions which Mr Lautenschlager described so
well earlier.
However, ladies and gentlemen, we also have to
consider election dates. It goes without saying,
Mr Patijn, that in a text zuch as this, it is im-
possible to cover everything. Indeed, depending
on whether incompatibility is considered at the
present time or over the long term, various pos-
sibilities occur. Either, over a transitional period,
it is felt that the dual mandate is compatible but
not obligatory, or the principle of incompatibility
is accepted as irrevocable. At the same time, we
also have to consider the question-a most im-
portant on+of liaison between the European
Parliament and the national parliaments. All
of us here, ladies and gentlemen, must think
seriously about this problem. One of the
previous speakers spoke of the very tricky prob-
lem of liaison between the citizen and his re-
presentative. WiU it not be extremely difficult
to ensure liaison between the European parlia-
ment and the national parliaments? We shall
have to find a transitional solution and provide
for various situations. The rapporteurs or mem-
bers of the committees could remain in contact
with our national parliaments, rather as you
have done, Mr Patijn, by travelling extensively
to examine more closely and on the basis of the
facts what was possible, what was useful and
what was impossible. Allow me to point out,
without produciag a whole catalogug another
difficulty which could arise. rffill it not be neces-
sary to ensure that elections for the European
institutions do 4ot take place in any country
on the same daf as nationil electionsi It would
not do if those whom Mr Schmidt earlier
described as citizens of Europe were to lose
sight somewhat of European problems owing to
involvement with far more national problems,
particularly in some countries where, because
of the winner-takeall electoral system, domestic
problems gain more attention than problems of
a European character.
We all have a task to accomplish together and
during this debate today we must see whether,
on the basis of the amendments to be made, the
text under scrutiny-I am thinking particularly
of Articles 7, 9 and l3-should not, at a later
stage, form the basis of a coordinated effort.
But, of course, as national members of parlia-
ment you know all about that. Don,t we have to
do this every day of our working lives?
Mr Schmidt told us just now that our struggle
was not yet over and that we would still have
to solve the problem of powers. That is of course
quite true. However, it is equally true that today
our thinking, our determination and the new
dimension we can provide w'ill have enabled us
to accomplish an important task. And we shall
have done so fully respecting our European
convictions and the opinions oI each nation. I
should again like to congratulate Mr Lauten-
schlager who was concerned in his amendment
on the number of representatives with ensuring
adequate representation of the small countries
such as Luxembourg. There is no doubt that the
text itself-and this is, of course, the intention
of the basic Treaty-relates to a parliament
consisting of only one chamber. But if there is
only one chamber, while the citizens will na-
turally have to be represented, the smaller
states will also have to be given minimum re-
presentation. It would not be right for them to
have no voice, and thus to be at the mercy of
the larger states.
On this note I wish to conclude. However, I
should also like to join with Mr Ortoli in saying
that by taking this decision today, by taking thii
forward step, in full awareness that our workis not yet finished and that we have not yet
solved all the problems, we shall perhaps suc-
ceed, by mutual understanding and effectivejoint action, in bringing the governments face
to face with the reality and the political will
of Europe, and particularly of this Assembly.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
Mr President, like all those who
have preceded me, I should like to start by
complimenting Mr Patijn on the document that
he has laid before us todby. As one who has
had the privilege of working with his father in
a number of fields over very many years, I am
not sure whether I would agree with his descrip-
tion of himself as a prodigal son. On the con-
trary, I think this is a case where the son has
succeeded the father and, like a wise child, not
only knows but follows his father's example, and
the result is the very remarkable document that
we have before us. Like other members of the
Political Affairs Committee who have worked
with him on drawing up this docume4t, I know
the amount of effort that has gone into rit.
I should like also to add to the tributes that
have been paid to Fernand Dehousse. By curious
coincidence, the first day that f ever sat in the
European Assembly was the day that he,was
elected President of it, and that is going back
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some years. So, for me, this is almost old home
week. It is very nice to meet so many old friends
again, and one of tlrc old friends, of oourse, is
the question of direct elections.
This is something which has been very much
on the minds of Members of this Parliament
since long before we joined it and, as Members
rnay recall, it is something which the European
Conservative Group has supported from the
very first day that we joined. Unfortunately,
the governments of two countrles which our
grcup represents have placed a reservatioh on
this matter; nevertheless, all three of the parties
that we represent in'this group are convinced
that direct elections to the European Parlia:nent
ere an urgent necessity. I think it is imlrcrtant,
Sir, that I should make this clear from the start,
if only in the light of an article in The Times
yesterday which may have been read by the
rapporteur and peiheps by other Members
and which puzzled me considerably. It puzzled
me because it seemed totally to'fail to grasp
the significance of what we are doing here
today. It was puzzling because the comrnentator
who wrote it is a min wtro is very ernfurent,
has commented niuch'on politics over the years,
and indeed, has attended many part-sesbions of
the Europeaa Parliament. I th'lnk' it onght to
be made plain, in the light bf that erticle, that,
as Mr Jozeau-Marign6'said, 'there Fre, of course,political as well as legd' irirplicatlons hd're,
there are praetical implications as well, and
Mr Schmidt's very eloquent sireech uhderlined
what those practical implications were.
So far as the political prirrciples are coRcerned,I think the doubts reflected by the writer
inThe Times on the effect that this debate might
have on internal British poltitics in the immediatefutur+I have always beo very'careful not to
inflict British internal politics on this Parlia-
ment, but I think in thip particular case one
must mention them-were fully anewertd by
the remarkable speech we heard from the Pre-
sident of the Commission, which'ret tlre context
of what we are doing today in ttre framework
of the general development of Europe over the
next five or ten years. More t"han anything else,
we need to bring this home to people in all the
nine countries and, perhaps, fhst and foremost
to people in my own country, who, we under-
stand, will be called upo4 to vo'te on this matter
in the near future. It i$ important that they
should uriderstand precisely what it is they are
voting for or against, and it is irnportant too thet
they should understand that, in the Europe that
we are building, the courmon picture of the
Europe of bureaucracies is an untrue picture.
I[Ie are trying to build a Europe,in which every
citizen participates in the same way that they
participate in the national governments and
parliaments of their own countries.
(Applause trom the Conserootitte Groupl
I think it is essential that this misunderstanding
in The Times yesterday should be cleared up.
Today we may be taking a step towards a federal
Europe for those who want to go in that direc-
tion. It may be a step away from it for those who
do not, but the essential thing is that it is a
step towards the participation of the peoples of
our countries in the work of the Community as
a whole, bringing the Community closer to them
and therefore giving them a say in the way they
want the Community to go. It is absolutely
essential therefore that this step should be taken
today and that it should be taken clearly, so
that when the British pmple are called upon
to take a decision on this matter later this
year-if they are-they will know that they
will have a share in the Community on which
they are voting.
(Applause fton the Conseroatioe Group)
The practical reasons were made quite plain by
Mr Schmidt and, indeed, by Mr Patijn and
virtually everybody else.
This Parliament cannot continue to function for
very much longer on the basis of the dual
mandate. That is quite clear to all of us who
take part in it. It is quite clear, or should be
quite clear, to all of thce who observe it.
However, there is a point here which I think
has to be brought out because it is a rnatter
of some importance. In doing away with the
dual mandate-if we do-we must be careful not
to do away with the connection between what
we do here and what is done in the national par-
liaments. There is a distinction, I think, between
the two. I don't think there is any need for
Members to be members of both-indeed, I see
the difficulty in their being rriembers of both.
Nevertheles, it has become clear in the two
years that I have been a Member here that the
cooperation of national parliaments in our work
is going to be needed for a very long time ahead,
and some way must be foun4 whether through
the follow-up to this Convention or by some ottrer
merns, to ensure that this connection is kept.
To that extent I agree with the article tn The
Thnes yesterday. I do not think that the dual
mandate is aecessary. Itrowever, I would not go
so far as Mr Lautenschlager, or indeed M?
Jozeau-Marign6, and forbid it. If somewhere in
Europe there are supermen who feel that tlrcy
can carrJr both burdens at once, why should we
prevent tlem ? I think we should dlow them,
if they wish, to expose their tdents to us in this
way. There have been men who have indeed
in the recent past been members not only of
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their own national parliaments but of ttre North
Atlantic Assembly, the Council of Europe,
l4lestern European Union and the European
Parliament. I can think of one very eminent
member of the Christian-Democratic Group who
until a few months ago fulfilled all those
mandates and fulfilled them with great distinc-
tion and effect. Now, if Members wish to do it,
why sheuldn't they ? I think tlere is a lot to be
said for ,it, and that we should oppose the ban
Mr Lautenschlager would have us put upon the
dual mandate. Certainly it is the intention of
my group to vote against this ban.
There are a ma$ of other points, of course,
which arise from this document such as the date
of 1978, which arises really from the Summit
Communiqu6. I am quite prepared to agree
with it. I fear, however, that it will be
extremely difficult to keep to it. Not because
of any lack of good intentions, but because
of the mass of work which has to be done
-I think Parliament must be clear aboutthis-before these elections can take place.
The devlsing of a common electoral system
that shall be acceptable to all nine member
governments is not going to be easy. The crea-
tion, if I may put it like that, of European
political parties in order to ensure a proper
ideological debate when these elections take
place, the registration of the electorate through-
out the whole of the nine countries for the
European elections, the af,e of electi,on, matters
of this kind which differ to a considerable extent
between the member countries will not be easy
either. AII these may seem matters of detail,
but three years is not a very long time to clear
up all the problems that will face us when
we vote, as I am sure ure shall, by an over-
whelming majority for this document later
tonight. Ttrerefore, though I will certainly
cheerfully vote for Mr Patijn's amendment
for 1978, in the hope that this will hurry
things up, I myself shall not be greatly surprrised,
nor indeed overwhelmingly disappointed, if we
find that we are back at the original date of
1980 before this comes into effect.
Having said that, I merely wish once again to
repeat that I think this has been a magnificent
achievement on the part of the rapporteur. The
attendance at this debate today, the interest that
has been reflected fronr outside, shows the
irnportance of it not just to us but to the citizens
of Europe as a who1e, and I hope very much
that Parliament will vote for it by an over-
whelming majority.
(Applouse)
Prusldent. 
- 
I call Mr de la MaLdne b speak
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Iadies
and gentlemen, speaking on behalf of my friends,
I should like to group my comments under two
headings, firstly those dealing with the rel+
vance of discussing the text before us today,
and secondly those relating to the text itself.
It may be useful to explain briefly what we
expect and hope for from the construction of
Europe. We have spoken and still speak of a
European Europe and a Europe of States. LEu-
rope des potries is an apocryphal expression
which was never uttered, but European Europe
and a Europe of States are terms we still
employ. Why? Because we feel that to create
Europe must be our ambition, just as we feel
that Europe cannot be other than legitimate.
First the ambition. I[Ie are ambitious for our
country, as we believe you are, quite rightly,
for yours. And when we say we ere ambitious
for Europe, we mean that the Europe to which
we aspire, far from making inroads on the
independence of our countries which we feel it is
our duty to enhance and maintain in their own
interests, must, on the contrary, be strong and
independent in itself.
What kind of Europe would it be without its
own, independent foreign policy, one which dif-
fered from any other, rrot o priori of course
-that would be absurd-but potentially? Sinr-ply a powerless diplomacy.
What kind of Europe could maintain it had
a foreign policy without having the necessary
means to implement it, namely a common inde-
pendent defence system?
In the world as it is today, is it always neces-
sary to be on a par with the major powers,
to have one's own policy and defence sy5tem
and to be listened to in respect of one's inter-
ests? Of course not! We only need to look
around us.
Let me be quite clear. I am not making any
grandiose claim for power, Iet alone advocat-
ing any kind of imperialist attitudes-far from
it. What I am saying is that we must allow the
highly developed, industrialized peoples of Eu-
rope, rich in culture, gtrong in numbers, but
nevertheless weak in so many respects-as we
can see only too well today-to be masters
of their destiny, masters of their choice of
civilization and of society, to defend their legi-
timate interests and to play their part in improv-
ing the peaceful organizatiori of this planet
This is our ambition, for our individual coun-
tries and for Europe.
Next legitimaey. We are living in an era when,
in Europe more than anywhere eise, everythlng
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is being questioned and challenged, above all
authority and power. Power can no longer
simply be imposed. If it is, it is merely a semb-
lance, void of any real existence, and heaven
knows how many examples of this can be seen
throughout the world. There is nothing worse,
because you think you have built something
and in fact you have done nothing at all And
as you have done nothing about power, power
emerges or is exercised elsewhere-another
situation with which we are only too familiar.
In a world where everything is challenged,
power to be effective must be felt to be legitim-
ate, and if it is to be considered legitimate, it
must be based on maximum solidarity. Despite
the progress made, particularly among the
young with their sometimes naive but always
enthusiastic discussions-the meaning of fron-
tiers, progress or discussions which certainly
go far beyond the frontiers of the Europe of the
Nine-it is nonetheless true thatsolidarity within
our states is still by far the strongest and most
striking reality on which to build and advance.
Without solidarity, there can be no majority
rule. Without majority rule, there can be no
democracy, no legitimacy, and without legitim-
acy, no real authority, only a fagade, a mere
fagade, a pretence. We do not want fagades,
we do not want pretence; that is why we speak
not only of a European Europe but of a Europe
of States.
During my fifteen years in this Parliament,
I have seen many attempts to construct Europe,
and either successively or simultaneously, but
mostly successively, these attempts have been
concerned either with the uhg or with the hotp.
By the uhg, I mean the process of defining
or developing common policies or objectives
on the short term, as for example the common
agricultural policy, or more ambitious foreign
policy objectives, such as defining a common
policy with respect to the Middle East conflict.
The'uhy' consists of deciding, bit by bit, little
by little, ambitiously or not so ambitiously,
what the policy of tomorrow's Europe is to be
in every field.
The hoto, on the other hand, is the procedure,
the means of making progress, in other words
the institutions conceived in a dynamic pers-
pective.
The two aspect-the uthy and the horp-have
their craftsmen and their eras. On the one hand
we have seen the creation of suitable institu-
tions, on the other the definition of common
objectives. For instance, it was said, 'Let us
follow the institutional route, let us try to create
a new force in the world, Europe. To benefit
what policy? Whatever the people want.'
A little later, it was realized that owing to
lack of agreement on the objectives, no-one
was prepared to commit himpelf to the venture,
even if the refusals were often disguised. And
disagreement on the hoar was only a thinly
concealed pretext for disagreement on the basic
objectives. However, as Europe was the only
possibility, the uhg and hour cycle has been
repeated again and again.
Today, we are faced once more with a proposal
binging us back to the how. In order to assess
its present relevance, its va1ue, and its prospects,
experience has taught us that we should look
carefully at what went before it and at the
surrounding circumstances.
What has become of the uhg over the last few
years, the last few months, the last few days?
Has there been any gradual advance in foreign
policy, in the common policies, have there been
concrete results or rapprochements which justify
involving the hour? If we cast our minds back
and support this new, extremely important step
for a moment and take a brief look at recent
history and the present situation in Europe,
what do we see?
From Six, r*'e have now become Nine. We have
made progreqp, there is no doubt about it. But
what will become of it? The British claim to
'renegotiate' or even leave Europe is now having
an effect on all the plans and decisions of the -
Community.
No doubt we are now more numerous and more
representative of Europe. But while our
increased heterogeneity and size have made
action and decision-making more difficult, we
have had first the world monetary crisis and
then the current crisis of raw material and
energy prices. After a few attempts to meet tJre
challenge, via what is known as the Economic
and Monetary Union, the European front neither
resisted the difficulties nor the pressures from
the other side of the Atlantic. The lira, the
pound sterling and now the franc are floating.
Efforts have been made to reduce the conse-
quences by introducing safeguards and com-
pensatory measures, but now long can the Com-
munity policies now in force hold out?
Then came the energy crisis. AII our Member
States were in more or less the same boat. But
where is the common energy policy? What has
become of the common enriched uranium polipy?
What has happened to our common policy vis-
d-vis the oil-producing countries?
The monetary crisis and the energy crisis, and
their offspring inflation, or rather stagflation,
are becoming increasingly if irregularly wides-
pread. Serious emplo5rment problems are loom-
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ing on the horizon, and instead of there being a
coming together, instead of the emergence of
a common approach, we see here and there the
first signs of a 'devil take the hiadmost' attitude,
as if Europe were only a luxury to be enjoyed
in periods of calm.
Whether the crisis gets worse or simply con-
tinues, the infection will spread. Little by little
Europe will lose its substance until only an
empty institutional phell remains, bearing no
relationship either to reality or to authority.
Like the rest of the world, Europe is going
through a crisis.
But over and above this-and it is even more
worrying-is the reluctance, if not the down-
right refusal, experienced on every occasion, to
try to define a common foreign policy. It is as
if in this area, and even more so in the area
of defence, Europe did not come within the
competence of the Nine of the European Institu-
tions, indeed, as if this were not a European
responsibility at all. It is as if this area had been
set aside to be dealt with elsewhere within some
other much larger framework.
But of what value is a Europe restricted to milk
or steel prices?
What is Europe worth if it cannot organize its
own diplomacy and defence without the assis-
tance of its great transatlantic ally?
Acceptance of this argument, which has been
clearly stated-though thank heavens not in
Europe-whether explicit or as is more often
the case, implicit, is incompatible with any hope
of seeiag a political Europe come into being at
some time in the future. Unfortunately, how-
ever, that is our impression, I might even say
conviction, about the attitudes of most of the
Nine to foreign policy. Whether the issue is a
monetary cripis, the vital reform of the inter-
national monetary system, the r6le of reserve
currencies, the r6le of gold or of SDR's, whether
it is the energy crisis, or Europe's relationships
with the oil-producing countries, or the man-
ufacture of enriched uranium, whether it is a
matter of European policy in the Middle East
conflict, or lapt but not least, of any of our
defence problems, this is the conclusion we
unfortunately have to draw.
It is in this climate then, where despite succes-
sive summit conferences, despite proposals or
plans made here or there on the uhg of Europe,
nothing or precious little seems to have crystal-
lized that it is proposed that we rush enthusias-
tically to implement the results of another 'sum-
mit'.
On the one hand, we see an inability to define
objectives or the refusal to define objectives for
Europe, while at the same time we are asked to
take an important step in the institutional area.
No one can tell us where we're going, but
they're sure we're going to get there.
Well, ladies and gentlemen, my friends and I
have serious doubts about the value of a venture
of this kind at this juncture. We have often said,
and still say 'yes' to the election of the Euro-
pean Parliamentary Assembly by universal suf-
frage if that is to lead us to a strong, inde-
pendent Europe. But if this objective was not
wanted, what would such an insitutional step
be, other than an embarrapsment or an obstacle
for those who, if Europe failed them, would try
to remain masters of their destiny? These are
the main reasons which have led us to consider
whether this is the right time for such a move.
I shall now to on to consider the text itself.
But before doing io, I should like to express
my very sincere congratulations to Mr Patijn
for his work, his text and his report which
appear to me-to us all-to be models of intel-
lectual honesty and clarity. I should like him
to know that I speak both on my own behalf
and that of my Group.
As regards the text, I shall limit my comments
to what appear to me to be the three major
difficulties.
The first is to examine whether it is right for
our Assembly to be elected in an isolated
manner, without any accompanying modifica-
tions to the institutions or their powers. The
second relates to the electoral procedure and
the third to the number and distribution of
Members.
Firstly, isolated election seems to us to be ques-
tionable. What is the objective? The ostensible,
recognized objective is threefold: in one way or
another to establish a better equilibrium between
the institutions, to make this Parliament more
legitimate and to make its operations more
effective. I shall not dwell on the third objective.
A better equilibrium between the institutions:
in this connection a basic question ought to be
put. Is it necessary to improve the equilibrium?
It is only necessary to adjust the equilibrium
between the institutions after considerable pro-
gress has been made enabling a different
institutiond balance. I am not sure, bearing
in mind what I said earlier, that we have reached
this stage. But if, nevertheless, we answer the
question in the affirmative and say yes,
equilibrium has to be improved, I do not think
it is possible-and the diffieulty was seen in
1960-to consider election by universal suffrage
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without also considering the Assembly's powers
and the relationship of this elected Assembly,
equipped with powers, to dl the other institu-
tions. Simply to have the Parliament elected
by universal suffrage without changing its
trDwers and without changing its relationship
with the other institutions sRems to us to be
a most unfortunate development.
Now to the second argument, the second
objective: to acquire legitimacy through the
elections. Let me first say that I have always
considered this Assembly to be legitimate and
I am not ,aware that the Upper Houses in the
various countries where their members are
elected indirectly, are felt to be illegitimate
assemblies. Obviously, thereforg it's not legitim-
acy in this sense that we're after. What should
be said is that an effort is being made to ensure
greater participation. To enable people to take
part in choosing the Memberc of our Assembly
is certainly a praiseworthy objective.
However, in the present framework, if we simply
hold elections and forget, as I said earlier, about
our powers and relationship with other institu-
tions, are we entitled to feel that such elections
will provide the desired result-allowing the
people to participate? First of all, will people
be interested in an assembly with such limited
powers as ours? Secondly, if there are elections,
what issues will the candidates raise? Here, of
course, we are specialists in European matters.
We do have our diffsrenses but we often find
that they are only nuances. If I am compelled
to oppose a colleague from the Liberal Group
on a European issue, I shall have the greatest
difficulty in making clear where I stand vis-i-
vis him. The voters wiII find it rather difficult
to place me.
The electoral issues will in fact be based on
domestic policy, and the elections wiII thus not
depend on European policies, but on differences
of domestic policy. Another difficulty is that we
cannot set up a huge assembly. Yet the number
of electors will be extremely large. Will it then
be possible to encourage participation from our
peoples, who are already subjected to more than
enough elections, in an election where the repre-
sentatives are very distant figures and where
they cannot see any differences among the
various candidates?
Inevitably, the choices will be made by the
parties and thus the electors' votes will in fact
play a very small part. In other words, the
desired objective, participation of our peoples
in this election, seems unlikely to be achieved.
In fact, the real objective is to strengthen Par-
Iiament so that in the future it may become
a sort of European constituent assembly able
to promote future construction.
The second difficulty is the problem of the
electord system. According to the text, universd
suffrage is to be ensured by applyrng a uniform
procedure. This uniform procedure obviously
relates only to the electoral procedur+it cannot
relate to anything else. Indeed, our rapporteur
is so well aware of this that he proposes that
initially the difficulty should be avoided and
that only at a later stage should an attempt be
made to reach agreement on a uniform electqral
procedure.
However,,I should like to draw his attention, and
that of this House, to the fact that if we evade
this second difficulty, we may be providing the
Council with a loophole for delaying its decision
on the grounds that Parliament has not
succeeded in agreeing on an electoral procedure.
The third difficulty is probably the most
important and I should like to consider it for a
few moments before concluding. It concerns the
number and. distribution of seats. My Group's
position on this matter is quite clear. Indeed, we
have tabled an amendment to which we attach
great importance in the institutional context. It
seems to us quite impossible to aspire to one
thing and its opposite at one and the same
time. If we are trying to acquire legitimacy and
representativeness, if we want to have more
authority in our decision-ma"kirg, we cannot
adopt a system of weighting. That is illogical.
You cannot try to obtain one thing while
employing an approach which leads to something
else. Nor can you mix the methods. No-one is
more concerned than we are about defending
the interests of the smaller states. I would even
say that it is our basic aim. But we would point
out to all the representatives of the smaller
states that election of the European Parliament
by universal suffrage is not the way to defund
their interests. firis should be done by other
institutiond means. Once again we can see that
it is not enough to consider the question of the
eleetion of Parliament by universal suffrage on
its own.
T[Ie must, then, not make a pretence or a fagade
of our institutions. The basic rule of any parlia-
ment is that all the citizens represented in it are
represented on a uniforrn basis...
Mr Giraud. 
- 
(F) lt is not the case in the French
Senate...
Mr de la MalGrne. 
- 
(F) ...To agiree to break this
' principle simply on the grounds of orpediency
amounts to saying you don't really believe in it
and I find this most unfortunate.
It is on the basis of all these aspects, relating
to the relevance and the procedure, that we
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shall approach this debate. We make no secret
of the fact that we find the remarkable gulf
between the progress on the institutiond front
and the lack of it as regards the objectives
extrremely alarming. We do not wish to see the
development of new institutions being used as an
alibi vis-A-vis certain individuals and public
opinion. The institutions are a necessary tool, but
they are 
-useless without policy or will. If such
will were not to be shown, if such policies were
not to be implemented, the institutions ,would
merely become fagades and would certainly cause
more hqrm than good.
(Applause)
Presldent 
- 
I call Mr D'Angelosante to speak
on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr l)'Angelosante. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we have dways considered the
direct election of this Parliament a very
important step towards making the Comrnunity
more democratic and giving it a structure
sensitive to the social, economic and political
demands of the workers and democratic forces
in Europe.
Ever since we entered this House, we have
clearly and emphatically taken this stand, which
we also promote and defend wherever our party
is represented and whenever we have a chance
to do so. However, over the last few years we
have also realized that this objective can only
be achieved if we pursue a strong campaign not
only against the external forces bent on blocking
the path to democracy, but also against those
who ostensibly favour but in fact oppose the
process. There has never been a lack, nor is there
now, of fears, delays and obstacles either
consciously or subconsciously placed before us.
Thus we are faced with concepts which weaken
democracy and with attitudes which, though
expressed in democratic language, are actually
only a poor disguise for interests,'positions and
ideas in direct conflict with the stated principles.
We have always taken a firm stand against
attitudes such as these.
Ladies and gentlemen, we in the Communist
Group certainly make no pretence that the
objective of democratizing the Community as
a whole consists solely of increasing democracy
in the operations of one of its institutions, the
European Parliament, which in fact has almost
no power at all. Far more is necessary to
accomplish this, or even to reach a satisfactory
stage of development!
However, we feel that the direct election of ,the
European Parliament is an important step ior
the process. We feel that it is of value in itself
as similar steps have been in the past. W'e have
always considered a sound democratic system
to be a poaitive driving force even in the face
.of backward economic, social and political
structures. Indeed, it provides an important
means of combatting such structures. firus we
have always done our utmost to defend pro-
portional representation, decentralization and
strong, democratic local centres of power.
Let us not forget the limitations posed by this
objective.
The disparity between the Parliament and other
Community machinery, the tendency to make
outdated political choices, the absence of power,
the eontrast between the elected Parliament and
a Council based on negotiated rules, are factons
which have and+ven under the best possible
conditions-will contfurue to limit, obstruct and
delay the effective functioning of democracy in
this Parliament. However, it is an important
step and we are firmly convinced that by allow-
ing the people to deal with these problems, we
shall be helping to solve them.
Nonetheless, ladies and gentleme,n, we have
observed only too clearly that this Parliament,
which has always called for the decision before
us today, has not always shown the necessar5r
courage and necessary respect for the principles
we defend. Whenever, as today, we have had
before us a text claiirring to be a blueprint for
the attainment of what seems to be our greatest
aspiration, we have found limitations and short-
comings, making us doubt whether this Parlia-
ment is really anxious to tackle and solve this
important matter.
Like some of the earlier speakers, I wish to
consider iome of these shortcomings, in the hope
that the rapporteur will note our comments and
that Parliament itself will look more closely at
this draft, certain aspects of which, in our
opinion, raise serious difficulties for the processi
of institutional democratization which we all
support.
My first point concerns the stages in adopting
the uniform eleotoral procedure. Today, 14
January 19?5, we find ourselves in the same
position as Parliament was at the time of the
Dehousse draft.
Owing to his firm convictiron that the problem
is insoluble, the rapporteur has simply disguised
or avoided the difficulties in favour of a few
assertions aimed at causing a minimum of
distress and disagreement by being as neutral
as possible. Thus, once again, fifteen years later,
we are faced with a programme involving two
phases, one transitional, the other final.
Mr Patijn-whose report I have read with great
care-denies this. Yet I fail to understand how
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he can. You only have to read the text of the
Draft Convention to realize that at least half of
it is concerned with dividing the process of
electing the European Parliament into two
phases-one phase in which more or less every-
thing would be in the hands of the individual
States and a second phase which would see the
implementation of the uniform electoral proced-
ure, about which lVIr Patijn does not give us
enough information, not even in his comments
on the text.
We should not forget that we are speaking of
elections, and not discussing abstractions or
insignificant matters in a gentlemen's c1ub. But
if we are to have uniform European elections,
how can we accept that a variety of legal rules
should govern which parties are to be repre-
sented in the elections? Is it conceivable that
in certain countries parties which are already
represented in this House and which form a
legitimate group would not be permitted to
take part in the elections?
In comparison with Mr Dehousse's text, Mr
Patijn's current text is even more retrograde.
Although the Dehousse draft made the admis-
sion of parties to the elections subject to the
national rules it at least restricted this arrange-
ment to the transitional period. Mr Patijn, on
the other hand, has now decided once and for
all-that the question of which parties may
participate should be decided by the national
procedures, subject of counse to any future
reform of the system.
I am amazed that no-one, not even the rap-
porteur himself, has considered taking advan-
tage of the decisions of the recent Summit which,
by bringing forward the dates for elections to
Parliament, made possible the drafting of a text
aiming at genuinely European eleetions in 1978.
W'e must therefore assume that the obstacles do
not come from the Council of Ministers or from
the governments, and that it is here that objec-
tions and opposition have arisen.
The Lega1 Affairs Committee, having examined
this aspect of the problem, considers that a pro-
cess or a series of acts such as those leading
to the establishment and application of a
uniform electoral procedure for the Community,
can be divided into different phases. I have my
doubts about this. I would simply remind Mr
Patijn that Article 138(3) of the Treaty requires
the Council of Ministers to act unanimously,-
that is, to take one decision, not two or more.
I therefore wonder if, whe,n we reach the second
stage in our plan (as we claim to be able to do)-
or perhaps even the third-the Council of
Ministers will not have valid grounds for stat-
ing that it has already completed its task and
that the electoral procedure is that decided on
the basis of this draft.
Of course, Mr Patijn, Iike the clever lawyer he
is, has found the solution. Article 15(l) on the
Draft Convention repeals Article 138(3) of the
Treaty and, in so doing, removes the legal basis
provided'by the Treaty for a uniform electoral
procedure.
Another point I wish to raise is proportional
repres3ntation, a matter of great political
importance, and for us, absolutely essential. Not
only does he not refer to this in connectiqn with
the future uniform electoral procedure, but in his
notes to the text, Mr Patijn statm that a systern
of proportional representation is not necessary.
We are completely opposed to this approach to
the problem. We shall never accept discrimina-
tion, and consider proportional representation to
be absolutely essential in a democratic election.
Even from a conceptual point of view there can
be no uniform electoral procedure if both pro-
portional representation and the simple majority
system are used indiscriminately. This Parlia-
ment will thus have to be told how we can use
the term 'uniform electoral procedure' when in
some countries the election will be based on the
list system of proportional representation and
in other countries a constituency system will be
used on the basis of the majority vote. Even
Mr Patijn, with all his ingenuity, has not suc-
ceeded in reconciling this disparity, which in
our opinion is an outright contradiction in terms,
and as such, is quite unacceptable, particularly
as there can be no common electoral procedure
as long as the individual states are free to decide
on the form elections will take. Here again we
have contradictions. France, of course, will opt
for its own system. Yet this Convention will
make it impossible for France to go on using its
system as it specifies that elections must be held
on one day only, whereas in France, as we all
know, the two-ballot systern is customary.
On the other hand, I do not see why we should
worry about the so-called dangers inherent in
proportional representation, since all the criti-
cisms of this system relate to the instability of
those governments which use it. As we have no
government here, our only task is to see how
the peoples ean be better represented in this
Parliament.
Finally, Article 14 introduces a strange provision
on the basis of which in the future, by means
of a completely new procedure which is not
provided for in the Treaty, further measures
may be introduced and the electoral system may
be changed. An attempt has been made to draw
a comparison between this provision and Arti-
cle 236. However, I would ask Mr Patijn
whether such a comparison is possible.
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If it is possible, there is no need to include this
provision, as Article 236 already exists. How-
ever, to me it does not seem to be possible, as
the legal basis of Article 236 is that we have
no specific provisions in the Treaty for regulat-
ing this matter.
But Mr Patijn has thought of this too, as this
may perhaps be one of the purposes of the
repeal of Article 138(3), of the Treaty, whereby
he deprives us of the only real legal basis for
planning common elections and substitutes this
machinery which, in my opinion, has many
shortcomings.
These are the rather serious limitations in the
Draft Convention which certainly indicate
weakness of political purpose; the limitations
relate to basic aspects of politics, principle and
law, and affect the very substance of the solu-
tions put forward, causing grave doubts about
their ability to achieve the main objective.
In order not to complicate the debate-and also
because we are convinced we shall be unable to
settle this matter today-we have only proposed
one amendment. However, in view of what has
already emerged from the text and the speeches,
we can state now that owing to the conflict
between our full agreement with the basic prin-
ciple and our severe criticism of the way in
which the principles are expounded, we have
no choice but to abstain from voting.
(Applause from the Communtst anil Allies
Group)
President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be
suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting luros suspenileil at 12.50 p.m. and.
resumed at 3 p.rn.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
3. Welcome to the Turkish Delegation
to the Joint Parliamentarg Comtnittee
of the EEC-Turkeg Association
President. 
- 
I am pleased to welcome on behalf
of Parliament the Members of the Turkish
Delegation to the Joint Parliamentary Commit-
tee of the EEC-Turkey Association.
(Applause)
4. Conuention introduci,ng elections
to the European Parlicment bg di,rect unhtetsal
suflrage (continued)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continued
consideration of the report by Mr Patijn on
direct elections to the European Parliament (Doc.
368174\.
I call Mr Outers.
Mr Outers. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in spea}ing in today's debate it is
not my intention to sing the praises of the Draft
before us, or to draw attention to its merits;
others have spoken before me, and I shall not
repeat what has already been said extremely
well concerning the quality of Mr Patijn's
report and the opinion.presented by Mr Lauten-
schlager on behalf of the Lega1 Affairs Com-
mittee.
I am one of those who believe that, in view of
the fact that the Treaty of Rome was signed
17 years ago, it is about time that our Assembly
implemented one of the most important provi-
sions of that Treaty, namely Article 138. I also
believe-and here I echo Mr de la Maline-
that the people should obviously be consulted,
not only to determine who will sit in the future
Parliament, but above all to ask Europeans to
state their opinion on the political choices con-
cerning the kind of Europe they wish to see,
on both the economic and social levels; in other
words. the kind of society that Europe wa,nts
to build.
Mr President, I will merely touch on four points
which in my view are bound to give rise to
certain reservations as regards the Draft we
have before us.
The first concerns one of the most delicate
aspects of the Draft, of which much has been
said already; I mean, the number of delegates
to be sent to the Assembly. As I said when the
Legal Affairs Committee was discussing this
matter, the compromise offered to us today-
and I am speaking primarily of Mr Lauten-
schlager's proposd-is not entirely satisfactory.
It seems to me that this is because it attempts
to reconcile two ideas or objectives which are
apparently difficult to reconcile within the same
Assembly, where we are trying both to give the
nine Member States a proper system of repre-
sentation by taking into account the relative
numerical sizes of their populations, and at the
same time to ensure a system of proportional
representation for those populations. The two
principles- are at odds with each other and the
decision we have reached seems to me incom-
patible with either.
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Tttis is no new problem. All states throughout
the world which have adopted the federal or
confederal pattern have had exactly the sa,rne
difficulties. But I am obliged to point out that
they have solved them by a different method
from the one we are adopting today. Ttrey have
observed these principles by creating two
Chambers, one representing the populatio,ns,
which consequently takes account of the
numerical size of the populations in question,
the other representing the states and compris-
ing an equal number of representatives accord-
rng to the number of nationalities or states. In
the United States, for example, the State of
Nevada, which is a desert with a necessarily
small number of inhabitants, has exactly the
same number of representatives as the very
populous State of New York. To deal with such
a situation they have created two assemblies,
and one of them, the House of Representatives,
corresponds completely as regards what one
might call its'political geography'to the 'human
geography' it claims to represent. If I may, I
should like to reply to a;n interruption made
driring Mr de Ia Maldne's speech; reference was
made to the French Senate, but there again,
and f repeat, that is a second Assembly. Con-
sequently, that point did not seem particularly
relevant.
We are now trying to combine these two ideas,
but in my view the plan providing for 355 Mem-
bers conforms neither to the first principle nor
the second. I do not consider that the relatively
small States-and I am in a good position to
talk about them, since I come from one where
the population is not very larg+receive any
outstanding safeguards; I would have preferred
to see them represented in a second Chamber,
and in fact the report before us does refer to
the possibility that a second Chamber for
Member States will be created at some unspeci-
fied time in the future.
But what is the present situation? I have made
some calculations and I find that in certain
countries there will be three or foui representa-
tives for every million inhabitants, while in
others there will be only one. I have even found
that the proportion within one country may vary
between 1 and 17. And this is what you call
'rrepresentation of the peoples'. I doubt whether
the peoples are going to feel particularly well
iepresented so long as such blatant discrepancies
exist. I repeat, therefore, that the only satis-
factory solution to this problem is to set up
two Chambers.
May I now in a short aside comment on the
rather paradoxical attitude adopted by certain
persons. I find that it is the most ardent advoc-
ates of supranationality-whidr means a com-
pletely integrat+d Europe, where by definiti,on
the r6le of individual states will be gradually
whittled down and may even disappear one day
-who are now becoming the keenest srlp.porters of a solution which consists in further
sanctifying the existence of these states and
increasing their representation. Universal suf-
frage in an integrated systern usually means
'one man, one vote', wheleas the compromise
we have now, as can be seen from the statement
of the grounds on which it is based, tends to
favour certain Member States at the e:rpense of
others. Of course, I am not opposed to such a
solution but only to the way in which it has
been implemented.
The second problem I should like to deal with
briefly is.that of the uniform procedure. At this
point I should like to pay tribute to the mental
gymnastics of the lawyers who, since 1960, have
managed to convince us that the uniform pro-
cedure in all Member States, refened to ln
Paragraph 3 of Article 138, actually means that
the procedure may be different fur each of the
Member States. I personally see this as a
lqgalistic tour ile force, but f am not saylng
that the neat way in which this volte-face has
been given legal sanction is a bad thing in itself.
Nevertheless, I think that one day we shall have
to turn towards a solution that pays more regard'
to the texts. Of course, there is some mention
of this in the Draft we have before us, and in
Article 7, in particular, we are told that the
European Parliament will draw up a proposal
for a uniform electoral system by 1980. What
worries me is that we are not told what wil
happen if the work which has been going dn
since 1960, that is, the search for a unilorm
procedure, fails to produce results by lg80; orby 1978, since another date is nonr being men-
tioned. Does this mean that paragraph I of
Article 7 is no longer applicablg and that the
second paragraph is to be applied automatically?
The text is not very clear in this respect, andI think that, in view of thatihypothetical situa-
tion, we should be given mo]re preeise informa-
tion so that we do not end uf in a kind of legal
void. I
My third observation Article 5. I have
no criticism of it, in fact, f
Legal Affairs Committee. If
this article refers to the
national parliamentarian
mentarian. Fm the time
ate is permitted in
1980 and I think this is the
a good idea-to provide a
sitional solution, but I do
the explanation given in
for it in the
remind you,t may ne cl
dual mandate of
European panlia-
this dual mand-It should end in
solution. It is
, tran-quite understand
Lautenschlager's
report. He tells us that at point the r6le
of the states will be less rtant in the As-
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sembly, as there will then be a second Chamber
-a Chamber of States. But I see that Article ?of the Draft makes no mention of an institu-
tional reform, only a reform of the uniform
electoral system. The argument thus loses much
of its weight if one keeps strictly to the text
of Article 7 as worded at present.
One final observation, Mr President. The report
by the Lega1 Affairs Committee mentions the
complaint of failure to act referred to in Arti-
cle 175 of the Treaty for cases where proposals
made by our Assembly are not taken up by the
Council. There is, however, another situation
where a complaint of failure to act may arise,
and of which nothing has been said-I am
thinking particularly of cases where states fail
to act.
This is no academic theory. Suppose a state
were to fail to implement the electoral pro-
cedure to which it was normally bound. I repeat,
this is a possibility we must bear in mind, for
it cannot be totally excluded. For example, in
spite of the requirement of Article 138, repre-
sentation in this Assembly is not complete, since
one Member State has not yet sent its full com-
plement of representatives. One might even
question the eomposition of this Assembly on
the very grounds that one Member State has
not yet designated all its representatives. What
wquld happen if this state, or any other, were
to adopt the same attitude? What would be the
situation then? As far as I am concerned, these
states should be compelled to choose between
observing the Treaty and leaving the Com-
munity.
That concludes the observations I wanted to
make regarding the text which has been put to
us, Mr President. In spite of its shortcomings,
I shall vote for the Draft as a wholg because,
basieally, it is 
.a valid aspiration. I see it as a
useful and adequate method of achieving the
European revival we all desire. Furthermore, it
embodies by its very nature the democratic ideal
to which the peoples of Europe are so deeply
attached.
(Applause)
Plesident. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I am very
grateful to the colleagues in my Group for giv-
ing me the opportunity to speak on this import-
ant problem. This allows the voice to be heard
in a debate of such great significance of one
reared fur a democratic school of thought and
an Italian political tradition which is closely
tinked with the problem of European unifica-
tion.
Next to the monuments in memory of Churchill
and Adenauer at our seat in Strasbourg there is
another, presented to the European Parliament
by the Mayor of Genoa, in memory of Guiseppe
Mazzini, the apostle of Italian u,nification, which
even at that time was modelled on the unifica-
tion of Germany, the unification of Poland and
above all the democratic unification of Europe.
I want to stress this fact not because my concept
of democracy has any need for heroes, even if I
respect a great historical figure, but because
I believe that our judgement must always be
based on a historical awareness which must help
us set our aims realistically.
While thanking Mr Patijn for his work, I should
like to stress that, seen from this angle, this
very comparison, this juxtaposition of the young
parliamentarian, Mr Patijn, and a Nestor of the
European Parliament like Professor Dehousse,
means a lot to those who, like myself, are rather
older than Mr Patijn. In the early 1950's Mr
Dehousse's generation was moved to see poli-
ticians in the same European assembly debating
together in the languages of the peoples which
had been involved in two European civil wars,
i.e. the First and Second Tforld Wars which
had wrought such damage to our continent's
future. Mr Patijn's generation has grown up
with this reality of peace among Europeans and
hence might now be inclined towards maxim-
alism. However, I must give credit to Mr Patijn
for drafting his report in gradualist and concrete
terms which should now be given full approval.
Leaving apart the legal aspects of Mr Patijn's
draft, which have already been dealt with by
Mr Schmidt, and other considerations and
reasons behind our vote, which will be outlined
by Mr Broeksz, I should like to underline certain
points which I feel are most important. First
of all, this debate is taking place in a spirit
which excludes grandiose self-congratulation. We
do not feel that a decisive change is being made,
one that will transform the face of Europe, even
if it is a positive and highly significant step
forward. Mr Ortoli's arguments this monning
were, in my opinion, highly pertinent and lucid.
We are not making this advance, let it be noted,
in an attempt to implement what might be
termed the Kirk thesis. As you will no doubt
remember, when the United Kingdom repre-
sentatives entered this Assembly, their spokes-
man, Mr Kirk, quoted a British maxim: Parlia-
ment may assume to itself any powers which
are not absolutely forbidden to it.
We have to admit that in all these years we have
not applied this teaching, or statement of
experience, nor have Mr Kirk and his friends l,n
this Parliament. It was the recent Summit which
finally gave expression to the feelings of public
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opinion of the citizens of Europe, of the peoples
of Europe, and-as we all know-laid down in
paragraph 12 that Parliament is associated with
the achievement of European unity, that elec-
tions to Parliament by direct universal suffrage
must be held as soon as possible and that
Parliament will be given greater powers, includ-
ing legislative ones. This, I would say, is the
crux of the matter, and although it would be
foolish to be over-optimistic or to imagi,ne that
the battle is already won, we may fairly con-
sider the possibility of elections by direct
universal suffrage by 1978 as the point of no
return as regards the democratic future of the
Community institutions. Not because this will
give Parliament the democratic legitirnacy which
it has hitherto derived from the Treaty and the
fact that we are elected by the people to the
national parliaments which then appoint us here,
but because, faced with the growing tasks of the
Community and the increasing demands of
Europe ht a time when the future of the Com-
munity is particularly at stake, we can now
look forward to elections to the European Par-
liament by equal and direct universal suffrage
at the very moment when we have achieved
something else. Quite apart from the commit-
ment undertaken in paragraph 12 by the Heads
of State and Government in December last, we
have fought for and obtained something e1se,
namely substantial budgetary powers, the
acquisition of which represents a resounding
vindication of Parliament.
Against this background we can now reply to
certain questions which have arisen in today's
debate. You heard Mr Outers a moment ago say
that, in fact, this House (as elected by the
methods laid down in the Draft Convention) will
be an unsatisfactory cross between a parliament
of the people and a parliament of states. He
referred--we all agree that this is the model-
to the American constitution, which provides for
two Houses, a model which, moreover, exists not
only in the United States of America but also
in Switzerland and elsewhere. W'ell, I would like
to read the following section from the 1974
Summit communiqu6: 'the European Assembly
is composed of representatives of the peoples of
the States united within the Community'.
It might seem superfluous, but I think that the
European Parliament should include not only
the representatives of the peoples but also a
Chamber of States.
Ladies and gentlemen, in approving these pro-
posals. which are gradualist and concrete, we
must not forget that certain basic problems, such
as some consequences of the principles
incorporated which we may find troublesome,
are due to the present situation and its limita-
tions. But let us hope that the future offers
better prospects!
This morning Mr D'Angelosante advised us not
to abandon lightly the conditions laid down in
paragraph 3 of Article 138 of the Treaty.
Admittedly, if you want to look for hidden
meanings or if you fear that in the future there
will be a lack of political resolve to achieve
progress, it could be dangerous to scrap
paragraph 3 of Article 138 of the Tteaty of
Rome. And indeed, Mr D'Angelosante's comment
that the ideal electora,l system, at least as far
as representation of citizens is concerned, is the
proportional system, is perfectly true from a
democratic point of view. However, I would like
to say to Mr D'Angelosante that to think we
cannot strengthen the democratic roots of the
European Parliament before the electoral
system is in force is tantamount, in the words of
the ancient poet, to sitting on the bank of the
river and waiting for the water to stop flowing
before crossing to the other side. I should also
like to tell Mr D'Angeloaante, and I do not
think he will mind my doing so, that his
theoretically correct but basically maximalist
position reminds me that Lenin defined maxim-
alism as 'one of the teething troubles of Com-
munism'. As far as Mr D'Angelosante is con-
cerned, this judgement can be applied to his
Europeanism
Obviously, with this concrete outlook ahd
awareness of the past and of the future
prospects, I cannot accept the somewhat scepti-
cal approach of Mr de la Maline who, once more,
gave an airing to certain of his Group's familiar
clich6s. We are ready to do everything for
Europe, he says, but Europe needs to be inde-
pendent.
In actual fact, of course, Europe needs to be
created first; it needs to live. By the very fact
if its existence, inevitably, and yet with total
realism in its political expeetations, Europe will
want and be able to be independent, and will
accept an autonomous and decisive r6le in the
world vis-d-vis America, Russia, the sheikhs and
other forces and situations which may arise. But
if we do not create a united Europe our situation
will be impossible.
Looking back we recall with emotion the years
of the great illusions, the 50's, when the fathers
of the European Community maintained that it
was zufficient to convoke a parliament which
could declare itself sovereign and act as a Euro-
pean constituent assembly.
It was a time of courage and noble ideals, the time
of the ad hoc Parliament when basically every-
body had in mind the example of the French
Revolution and the Oath of the Tennis Court.
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However, there was no revolution in progress
but rather a painful struggle for moral and
material reconstruction in a world divided into
opposing blocs. Today's world is still divided
and possibly irreversibly so, but something was
achieved in yesterday's Community. In the 50's
there were too many illusions; in the 60's there
were too many obstacles, both hidden and open,
and too much scepticism. Maybe now we can
start to work on a more concrete and construc-
tive basis. I should like to finish by saying that
we must never forget how states are created:
they are created either by force of arms, or by
peaceful and democratic means, or by revolu-
tions, with the exploits of conquerors, as has
happened so often in the past, or they emerge
from the will of the people. I feel we must do
everything to allow this will to be expressed as
fully as possible. Commissioner Spinelli will
remember the great debates we federalists had
on the question of the European people. Let us
allow the European people to express itself, we
said: years ago we really thought it possible to
arouse civil disobedience in Europe as did
Gandhi when fighting to awaken his people and
gain independence for India.
Let us give this European people the opportun-
ity to speak and vote and let us make ourselves
heard by these citizens of Europe.
This morning I was astonished to hear a Mem-
ber protesting against the presence of radio and
television from various countries, with their
men and their equipment. We ought to be
rejoicing, since this is surely our objective: to
speak to the European people in the hope that
we shall in the very near future be the increas-
ingty effective representatives, not of nine
peoples, of nine States of the Community, but
of the sole protagonists of the free, just and
civilized Europe we seek, i.e. the European
people.
(Applarse)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Gladwyn.
Lord Gladwyn. 
- 
Mr President, I should like
first, if I may, to express a1l my adm'iration for
the way in which our rapporteur has succeeded
not so much in cutting as in actually untying
several Gordian knots. His scheme is, undoub-
tedly, the one most likely to gain general
support, morg especially, as the Liberal Group
believes, now that he has accepted this smaller
number of 355. It is also evidently the fruit,
if I may say so, of tremendous and patient
endeavours during the past year to reconcile aII
sorts of conflicting tendencies. In Mr Patijn, we
have the makings of a real statesman.
My dear colleagues, this is a great day for
Europe and more especially for the Liberals, who
have always been in the vanguard of progress
towards European unity. But there are still
many lions in the path. After all, the Ministers
will have to approve a draft convention-and it
is hoped they will do so after long and free
discussions with this Parliament-by unanimous
vote, and then all the national parliaments will
have to ratify it. Nor will the Ministers even
give preliminary consideration to the Convention
until the question of British membership is out
of the way, and when and if they do achieve
unanirnity-that will be no mean feat-it is by
no means certain that all the Nine national
parliaments will follow suit. After hearing Mr
de la Maldne this morning, we must, for instance,
be in some doubt whether the French parlia-
ment will do anything of the sort. Mr lozeau-
Marign6 has already, most eloquently, explained
the opposition, in general, of our group on
the main issues, so this afternoon I shall lin:iit
myself to som'e short remarks on ways and
means of getting round some of the still remain-
ing stumbling-blocks.
First, the question of the weighted representa-
tion in this Parliament of the smaller states. To
my mind, this proposal cannot possibly be
dissociated from the possibility, or otherwise, of
establishing a Chamber of States or Senate in
the Union which it is, after all, still the declared
intention of the Nine governments to achieve
in 1980. For, if such a proposal goes through, it
will be evident that, as under the American
system, the smaller members of the Co'mmunity
will by reason of that fact alone, by being
members of the Senate, possess power out of a1l
proportion to their size. If, in addition, the
Council, or the European Council, is going
increasingly to take its decisions by qualified
majority vote, as proposed by the French Pre-
sident himself, the smaller states, or some of
them, by combining with one larger state, would
also exercise a sort of collective veto, thus
rendering their power and influence pro tanto
even greater. It might well, therefore, be held
by some parliaments that the grant of special
representation to the smaller powers in this
Parliament is hardly compatible with a Cham-
ber of States. I only say that this is a view
ttrat may be held, and I hasten to add that
I do not say this because I am opposed to any
special representation of the smaller states in
this Parliament. On the contrary, I am all for it.
I am merely trying to draw attention to its
likely consequences.
Then there is the matter which is likely to be the
chief concern of the British parliament-namely,
the vexed question of what is called the dual
mandate. It is not that I believe that my coun-
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try-<nee it has decided to stay in the Comrnun-ity-is likely to be particularly suspicious or
nationalistic, or more suspicious or mone nation-
alistic than any other. But there is little doubt
that for many years it wiU wish itsetf to have,
if possible, what I might call a say in the proceed-
ings of the Community and that it would thus
greatly prefer some system providing for what
is known as iln 'organic link' between West-
minster and Strasbor.ug. And such a link carq
in practice, only be achieved by some form of
dtral membership, even if it is only of a limited
and temporar5r nature such as that proposed
by Mr Patijn, unless I have got him wronEl.
It is no doubt useless to say this-since the die
has now been cast, and after all cast by the
Ministers themselves-but I myself have always
thoughLthat the best way to arrive at a fully
European system of direct eleetions would be to
have a preliminary period of, say, l0 years
during which the existing (nominated) parlia-
mentary delegations-possi,bly doubled in num-
bers-were directly elected by means of each
nation's choice while remaining, technically at
least, members of their national parliaments.
That, of course, at the moment is out. But this
would at least have rezulted "in an organic
link, and at the same tiine put an end to the
prqsent system whereby-in the United King-
dom at least-a member of the House of Com-
mons, if he takes his European duties seriously,
is faced with the prospect of a nervous break-
down, or the disruption of his family, or the
loss of his seat, or possibly all three.
(Applause)
Is it therefore conceivable-I repeat, coneeiv-
abl*that it would still be compatible with
Article 5 of the proposed Convention for the
British Parliament, pending agreement on a uni-
form electoral procedure-which may well take
years, even after the new parliament has been
elected and is actually exercising its powers-
to introduce a system whereby the British elected
memberB of the European Parliament were also
deemed, in some way, to be members of the
British Parliament ? If the total membership of
the European Parliament is fixed at BbE, an
addition of 67 to the House of Commons-or less
if some were in the Lords-might perhaps be an
inconvenience that could at least be tolerated(Of course, if it were a question of accepting
an additional 116, it would be out of the ques-
tion.) So I would ask the rapporteur whether,
in his view, such a solution is possible. Of courseit would only be a provisional solution. In the
long run, no doubt, the principle of incompatibil-
ity would have to be accepted. f don't deny that.
But surely the great thing is to get the new
directly-elected parliament functioning as soon
as possible: a uniJorm electoral procedure,
agreement on which might well not be possible
for years, seerns to me at least to be a secondary
consideration.
Had time permitted, which it does not, I would
have also liked to refer to regional representa-
tion. However, Dy colleague Russell Johnston
will doubtless deal with that. For my part, I
would only just say this. My own hope would
be that a British delegation of 6? would prov,ide
sufficient representation, not to an independent
Scotland or Wales, or an independent Brittany
or Bavaria for that matter, but for an adequate
number of Scots, Welsh, Bretons and Bavarians,
who would largely accuunt for their actions to
some regional assembly with limited if real
powers.
Be that as it may, I repeat that our vote tonight
is likely to be a great day for Europe and that
no one more than myself wlll rejoice if Mr
Patijn's coneeption wins tonight an overwhelm-
ing vote.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scelba.
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(I) IvIr President, I should like to
make a few criticisms of the provisions laid
down in Mr Patijn's draft. I agree, of course,
with the basic principle and the urgency of
proceeding to the vote; I have been campaigning
for it for 15 years, so I need not stress ttre desir-
ability of speeding up the democratization of
Parliament.
My remarks are aimed at offering the rappor-
teur and Parliament reasons for certain imrove.
ments to the draft submitted to the Council of
Ministers, who will have the last word-certairi
alternatives on the assumption that the dif-
ferencies of opinion expressed in this Parliament
regarding cprtain provisions in Mr Patijn,s draft
will again arise in the Council.
For practical reasons I shall follow the text of
the draft as presented by the rapporteur.
Article 2 refers to the number of Members and
the breakdown by State.
As regards the number of Members, the 1g00draft provided for a threefold increase in the
current number. This was based, however, on
a Community comprising six States and a three-
fold increase would have resulted in a parlia-
ment of 426 Members. But taking the same
criterion for a Community of nine States, we
would now have a total of some 600 parlia-
mentarians.
Divergent views have already been expressed
in this House regarding the number of Members
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and I shall not opt for one solution rather than
another. Personally, I would be in favour of
doubling the current number of parliamenta-
rians, in line with a proposal made in view of
the enlargement of the Community by the
Bureau of Parliament when I was president.
Double the number of Members for nine coun-
tries would result in a Parliament of around
i00, which is a fairly reasonable figure even
allowing for the possible accession of other
countries. But if it is desired to increase our
numbers, the present figure could be multiplied
by 2.5 or 3.
The other problem regarding the breakdown, is
a more delicate one from the political viewpoint.
On this point Mr Patijn's draft differs clearly
from the Treaties of Rome and, in fact whereas
the Treaties of Rome had established a weighted
distribution of seats among Member States, Mr
Patijn's draft uses different criteria. I totally
disagree with the proposal made in Mr Patijns's
draft. The authors of the Treaties were great
democrats and knew full well the value of at-
taching more or less equal importance to each
vote while agreeing to more relaxation of this
rigid criterion. The proposal to attach the same
importance to the votes of all countries in the
Community came from the Gaullists for con-
troversial reasons as they were opposed to direct
elections to the European Parliament. Ttris draft,
however, would now reduce the number of
French representatives in the European Parlia-
ment. I am not speaking for Itdy, which would
benefit from Mr Patijn's draft, but I do think
that to break away from the criteria laid down
in the Treati,es of Rome is a political mistake;
these criteria were based on a great number of
considerations which are still valid. Further-
more, I cannot imagine trYance with fevrer
Members in the European Parliament than Italy,
the United Kingdom or Germany. Nor do I
think it possible, I\,[r President. We members of
this Parliament must avoid creating problems
for the Council of Ministers. There must be
special reasons for brealing away from the
system specified in the Treaties; I personally
fail to see them and am therefore in favour of
maintaining the system of distribution of seats
as laid down in the Treaties of Rome.
Ttre other point I should like to comment on is
paragraph 2 of Article { which reads: 'National
legislati,on shall enzure that the representatives
receive the same guarantees as to independenc€,
indemnity and immunity as their counterparts
in tlre national Parliaments'. This is an error,
Mr, Patijn; why assign these guaranteee to
national legislation? It is Community law that
establishes the criteria of independence for
European parliamentarians and these criteria
must also be accepted at the national level. Why
reduce a Community criterion to a purely
national level? I am thus opposed to paragraph
2 of Article 4.
Article 5 deals with the problem of compatibility
of the two mandates. Enough has already been
said on this score. I should like to remind every-
one, Mr President, that a transitional period, as
in the present draft, was also contained in the
1960 draft, but with completely different criteria.
In 1960 we had provided for a transitional period
in which one third of the Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament would be elected from national
parliaments and the other two thirds by univer-
sal suffrage. This was to ensure that qualified
parliamentarians would participate in the Euro-
pean Parliament, especially in its initial stages.
Now, in contrast, all the Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament are to be elected by universal
suffrage even if they have a national mandate.
I would now like to ask if there is a single
parliamentarian in this House who would be
prepared to stand as candidate for the European
Parliament after already fighting an election
campaign for his own national parliament and
risk being defeated. To my mind no parliamen-
tarian elected to his national parliament would
be prepared to fight a second election campaign
for the European Parliament when the issue
is doubtful; in any case, what would be the
advantage?
But this may only be a practical consideration.
The real gmunds for dispute ane on pages 23 and
25 of Mr Patijn's report which clearly rejects
compatibility of the two mandates. I therefore
support this position and believe the dual man-
date to be incompatible even for a transitional
period merely limited to the first legislative
period in 1978.
Mr President, I should now like to pass to
Article 6, paragraph 2, which statee that'subject
to the ehtry into force of special rules purzuant
to Article 7(1) of this Convention, the provisicins
of each Member State relating to incompatibility
with a national parliamentary mandate shall be
applied'.
Forgive me for saying so, Mr Patijn, but if you
had known more about the 1960 draft you would
not have suggested tJlis provision and the Poli-
tical Affairs Committee would not have ap-
proved it since there is an enormous difference
between incompatibility for election to national
parliaments and incompatibility for election to
the European Parliament. In Italy the mayors
of towns consisting of 40 000 inhabitants cannot
be elected to the national parliament. But why
should any such mayot not be allowed to be
elected as a Member of a European Parliament?
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The 1960 draft included a regulation which has
been completely invalidated, if I may say so,
by this new provision.
And now to Article 7 which states that a pro-
posal for a uniform electoral system will have
to be approved by 1978. Let us not deceive our-
selves, the draft we approve today will last
beyond 1980. It is easier to square the circle then
to create a uniform electoral system which
reconciles the proportional system with the
majority one.
We shall never find a solution acceptable to
the British, to the Germans, and to the coun-
tries governed on a strictly proportional system.
Thus, the current system which allows Member
States the choice of electoral system will cer-
tainly last beyond 1980. I would therefore not
take 1980 as the deadline but leave the task 
,of
deciding on a new electoral system to the future
Parliament elected by universal suffrage. To fix
a specific date for that decision seems to me
entirely unrealistic.
Article 14, Mr President, is particularly serious
in that it assigns the Council of Ministers the
task of rn:aking provisions for the implementa-
tion of direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. These are legislative and not substantive
provisions which are already contained in the
Draft Convention. \Me are continually protesting
against the Luxembourg Agreement which
provides for unanimity and demanding the
majority criterion provided for by the Treaties,
and then we go and oblige the Council, in our
Convention, to adopt by unanimous decision
simple provisions for the implementing of elec-
tions to the European Parliament by direct
universal suffrage. This is really too much, Mr
President. It would even enable each state to
prevent elections by universal suffrage. May I
ask who will foot the bill for elections to the
European Parliament? The European Commun-
ity or the individual Member States? In the
latter case, any one state finding itself in finan-
cial difficulties and unable to bear the cost of
a second election to the European Parliament
can make use of tJris provision of unanimity to
prevent elections.
This is really a step backward rather than a
democratic step forward.
My final remarks concern Article 15 which
provides for the repeal of Article 138 of the
EEC Treaty and the corresponding Articies 21
of the ECSC Treaty and 108 of the EAEC Treaty.
I am,against the provisions laid down in Article
15. The articles in question form the basis of
direct elections and I dci not see why we should
cancel them.
This is a debasement of Community values in
that the Treaty obligation would be merely
transferred to the Council of Ministers.
Mr President, as you can see, my remarks are
not dictated by any conservative attachment to
the past but by democratic consideration. The
European Parliament is an expression of real
and effective democracy and I cannot agree to
the Council's being assigned the task of estab-
Iishing, by unanimous decision, such important
provisions.
These are the comments I should Iike to bring
to the attention of the rapporteur and the House.
One final point, Mr President, regarding Article
8 which states that'the provisions governing the
admission of political parties to elections in each
Member State shall apply to elections to the
European Parliament'. The corresponding article
in the 1960 draft specified that the admission
of political parties to elections in each Member
State should be governed by constitutional pro-
visions. tr'or example, in Italy it is written in
the constitution that a fascist party has no right
of citizenship. But it would be inadmissible that
a government should limit by statute the parti-
cipation of political parties in elections to the
European Parliament. I consider the deletion
of the reference to the constitution to be an
undemocratic step and am thus opposed to this
change which is a step backward compared with
the 1960 position.
Mr President, it was not my intention to patron-
ize the 1960 draft, but I must say that the
persons who drafted it were closer to the spirit
of the Treaties than we perhaps are and were
more inspired by the ideal of a united Europe
than we can be said to be today.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek Walker-Smith.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. 
- 
As time is precious
this afternoon, I shall conJine within a single
sentence my respectful congratulations to Mr
Patijn on his devoted and conscientious labours
in producing this report.
There are, I think two reasons for the introduc-
tion of direct electioru. The first is, of course, a
reason of law. The Treaties require it. Article
138 (3) is mandatory and there is therefore an
obligation. Both states and individuals should
be astute to fulfil their obLigations. If is of course
an obligation which could only be removed by
a formal arnendment of the Treaty. As things
stand, there is in law a discretion only as to
the methods by which this result should be
achieved. The result itself of direct elections is
a clearly imposed obligation.
a2
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The second reason is rooted in the philosophy
of representative institutions in a democratic
society. It is axiomatic that the status and
significance, the strength and the authority of
any parliamentary assembly depend on the
closeness of its links with those it seeks to
represent. The more direct the link, the broader
the base on which the representative character
of parliament rests. In a democratic and politic-
ally sophisticated society, indirect elections,
representation by nomination, a delegated
authority, cannot in prinoiple be a wholly
effective substitute for those closer and more
intimate links between parliament and people,
between the represented and the representative.
Public participation is a basic ingredient in the
practice of democracy. These two considerations
of law and principle are in my view the real and
sufficient justification for instituting a system
of direct elections.
For myself, I would prefer to have the case put
solely on the firm ground of these considerations.
I would have preferred that in the preamble
it had not been found necessary to invoke
abstract terms such as the process of Euro-
pean unification and integration, which afe
generalized aspirations and mean different things
to different people. For the avoidance of doubt,
Mr Kirk mentioned the implications for federa-
tion and fairly said that direct elections might
bring it nearer or might take it further away.
In my view, direct elections neither need
nor phould be put forward as a means to
achieve and expedite full political federation.
Some within the Comm,unity want this. Others
do not. And the views of the citizens of the
Member States must await a clearer and more
defined expression until direct elections are in
operation. \[hat will happen in the long run,
I do not pretend to say. I do not court the risks
of prophecy in an uncertain and unpredictable
world. But the constitutional position is clear.
Federation is not part of the Treaties, neither
expressly nor by nesessary implication. To move
to a full political federation would require new
treaties, in turn requiring ratification by the
individual states. What cannot be done, orproperly done without amendment in due
constitutional form, is to extend the existing
Treaties beyond their prescribed and proper
compass. If that were done, then it would be
open to any Member State in the classic phrase
to say, non haec in toeilera uezi: these are not
the treaties to which we subscribed.
Against that general packground, Mr President,
may I make a brief {omment on three matters
arising under the rdport: the links with the
national parliaments, the uniform procedures,
and the number and distribution of repre-
sentatives. Eighteen rponths ago, in this House,
I stressed the necessity of close cooperation
between this Parliament and the national
parliaments, to ensure that each in his own
sphere achieved democratic supervision and
parliamentary scrutiny over the whole range
of executive activity and decision-making. I
believe that a directly-elected European Par-
liament must continue to respect the rights
and duties of national parliaments. I believe
that direct elections will actually increase
the need for this close cooperation and under-
standing between parliaments. It would certainly
be highly undesirable if direct elections resulted
in any tendency for these institutions and those
who comprise them to grow apart. But equa1ly,
it may be more difficult to achieve that coopera-
tion and understanding, and it may need a more
conscious effort to bring about and maintain
it when Members of the European Parliament
are no longer nominated by their national parlia-
ment and many or perhaps most are no longer
members of it. I believe that after the first few
years, at any rate, common membership will be
the exception. This does not mean that I disagree
with Article 5 and its acceptance of the principle
of compatibility. On the contrary, I think it right
in principle to allow it and right to leave ,it to
the discretion of the Member States. It will.
however, be a matter of logistics as well as law.
What is not forbidden in law will in many cases
be $rohibited by circumstance, or at any rate
severely limited. A directly-elected Member of
the European Parliament will serve perhaps
half a million people. The difficulties of the
dual mandate and doing justice to both are
too obvious to need recapitulation. There are, of
course, ingenious schemes to overcome the
difficulties, but some Member States may find
it difficult to accept them.
There may be a tendency to regard them as
fancy franchises, too far removed from the tradi-
tional conceptions of parliamentary institutions
with which they are familiar. I think, therefore,
we would be wise to recognize from the start
the likelihood that common membership may
well.be rare and might, indeed, become extinct.
It is better to recognize this now, because it
emphasizes the duty of planning to ensure the
necessary cooperation right from the start and
evolving the procedures for continuing contact
and coordination. The different parliamentary
traditions, the varying practices and divergent
procedures of the Member States, are likely to
create difficulties in evolving a satisfactory
and acceptable uniform pattern of election
procedures.
To solve them I think we must pursue the aim
of maximum flexibility. I welcome what is said
in the Patijn report on this matter, and welcome
what is said in the Legal Affairs Committee's
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report, that only certain basic requirements of
democratic elections should be declared
indispensablg and that European elections must
be free, qlud, secret and direct.
That brings me to the last matter, the riumber
and distribution of representatives. Idedly, I
would think, to the four requisites specified by
the Legal Affairs Committee should be added a
fifth. Elections should not only be free, equal,
secret and direct. They strould result as
nearly Cs possible in parity of represen-
tation. In a practical world this may well be
difficult to attain; but it is, after all, the
democratic ideal, and the suggested distribu-
tion falls a good way short of it. Indee{ it
will be possible for citizens in some parts of the
Community to say that they only command
perhaps one-tenth of the representation of others
elsewhere. That may be an extreme case, but
the citizens, for example, of Northern Ireland
with their representation based on the United
Kingdom formula will have a considerably lower
representation than that of their neighbours in
Eire. There are reasons for this, as we know; but
we should not disguise the fact that a high price
is exacted by way of derogation from the
principle of parity of representation. The price
is, of course, highest with the proposal for 335
seats. At least with 550 seats the disparity is
confined to the first 6 seats. \[ith the 355
formula there would be a continuing process
of discrimination and diminution: the larger the
population, the smaller the representation. What
is needed, I would think, is a Parliament, not
too unwieldy, in which inequality of represen-
tation is reduced to the minimum possible.
I conclude, Sir, by saying this: we are not likely
to get a perfect system in this imperfect world'
or one that is wholly aoceptable to everybody.
We are, however, under a duty to devise a system
which represents the highest common factor of
what is equitable in principle and practicd in
operation.
And we must bend our efforts to the discharge
of that duty and to the strengttrening of the
democratic workings of the Community, in
cooperation with our national parliamearts and
with those citizens whom together we seek to
represent.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bordu.
Mr Bordu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Paris Summit has decided' on the
election of Parliament by universal suffrage.
This decision impels us to make a certain num-
ber of observations.
As you are aware, we are keen supporters of
the principle of urriversal suffrage-true to the
traditions of the French labour movement and
the great names of Guesde and JaurCs. In our
own country we are striving to enzure a just
framework for universal puffrage so that a real
choiee may be offered to the electorate. Sre wish
to speak about proportional representation; the
only system capable of giving a moral content
to universal suffragg in particular by eliminat-
ing all forms of discrimination.
Therefore we feel that the election proposed
cannot be solely evaluated in its institutiond
context. Even from this point of view, we think
that to speak of a democratic process being set
in motion, to pretend that universal suffrage
will give Europe a democratic ftce'liIt, is to
show a gross disregard for the consequences
and the grave shortcomings of such a step.
Indeed, can anyone seriously claim that the
States and majorities, which are today strength-
ening their authoritarianism, will tomorrow
contrive by some sleight of hand to produce a
democratic structure for EuroPe?
One might be tempted to define tJte concept of
democracy, which is not inerely based on the
right to vote but takes into account the nature
of the policy carried out. The real truth of the
matter is that a handful of financial giants,
backed by their governments, are deciding the
fate of 250 million Europeans, the large majPr-
ity of whom are workers-victims of the accu-
mulation of thousands of millions of inflation-
ary dollars, victirns of austerity, victims of a
system in a state of crisis.
It would be rastr to assume that the legality. of
universal suffrage, solemnly confirmed on a
European level, can henceforth abolish inalien-
able national obligations and characteristics. To
ignore national sovereignties, even while paying
Iip-service to them, is to fly in the face of histor-
ical and social realities, to fight shy of the real
reas(xr for the troubles facing a capitalist Europe
where the profit motive reigns supreme.
Can anyone claim to have the power to {is-
rnantle nations built up by centuries of struggle,
pulfering and hope? Can anyone but a sorcerer's
apprentice attempt to meddle with the laws of
historical development? Some of this was saen
in the agricultural debates, and the process will
shortly be renewed. the conflict of interebts
which sets capital against labour, sets certain
multinational groupe against each other, sets
authoritarianisrn against democracy, shows t5st
the solution to the problem is essenttally a
democratic one-a solution which instead of
ignoring the masses brings tlrem togethcn.
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Hour can the peoples be brought together under
a single European concept when Europe itself
continues to be thei lad<ey of big business?
Indeed, what policy would be followed tomor-
row by a European Parliament elected by uni-
versal suffrage? What would be the policy of a
Europe whose desire for independence is broken
down time and again tby the crack of the Amer-
ican whip? Have notithe Heads of State of the
Member countries bben ".congretulating them-
selves on tJre faet thdt the meeting in the West
Indies made certain ,France would come back
to the Atlantic fold, erren though one of the
safeguardB enzuring both European and natio-
nal independence was destroyed in the process?
No doubt you wiII say that, in deciding on
universal suffrage, the Summit wanted to give
this Parliament, and a certain number of impa-
tient parliamentarians, a kind of gadget to keep
us happy for several part-sessions to come and
which has already helped to make today a kind
of grand historical event. But we ourselves do
not attach so much value to it.
Parliament is going to take a decision, but do
we hnow how many countries the European
Community will in future consist of? Was there
some desire to gratify France, whose term of
presidency was about to expire? As far as we
are concerned, there can be absolutely no ques-
tion of approving a procedure which will fly
in the face of the countries' desire to choose
tlreir own dgstiny, to decide their own future.
Many speakers have referred to an elected Par-
liament which, they say, ought to be granted
real powers in order to overcome the so-called
selfishness of the various nations.
So let us say, in advance, that we cannot accapt
that a European parliamentary majority, indeed,
any majority whatsoever, including an Amer-
ican one, should take France's decisions for her,
or should oppose our national policy as laid
down in the joint programme of government of
the Left.
In the present circumstances, universal suffrage,
far from being the solution to our problems,
merely dodges them.
Of coursg we do not doubt the honesty of those
who Eincerely believe that this action will take
us some way along the road to democracy.
Although we agree with the principle on which
it is based, we assert that as a political reality
it is devoid of meaning. It is for this reason,
following on the statement by our comrade and
colleague Mr D'Angelosante, that we shall
abstain from voting on this question.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lenihan.
lllr Lonihan. 
- 
Mr President, I think that this
is a very important debate and one which, I
am very glad to say, has been given greater
emphasis by the recent communiqu6 from the
Summit. I think it is important, in order to bring
a realistic element into our discussion here, that
we have regard to what the Heads of Govern-
ment said at the recent meeting. First of all,
I would refer to paragraph 12, in which they
'await with interest the proposals of the Euro-
pean Assembly, on which they wish the Council
to act in 1976'-that is, next year-and add:
'On this assumption, elections by direct uni-
versal suffrage could take place at any time
in or after 1978.' Now there is a request
to us to act immediately and in a practical
manner, and for that reason I welcome the
Patijn report which we are discussing here
and which has emerged now with the Political
Affairs Committee's recommendation at an
appropriate time after the Heads of Government
have made their point of view known. The most
fundamental matter befone us in the recom-
mended Convention is that we have dircct
universal elections on one day throughout the
Com,munity and heve them every 5 years. This is
fundamental in order to ensure the participation
of all European peoples in the election of this
Parliament. It has been the absence of that
participation, in my view, th*t has detracted
from the monal and legitimate authority of this
Parliament over the years. The proposal to hold
direct elections on a specific day every 5 years
will immediately draw the interest and invite
the direct participation of our peoples in the
European parliamentary system. I hope that,
again in accordance with what the Summit has
suggested, we shall now dispose of the sterile
argument on which should come first-direct
elections or increasing the powers of Parliament.
Let the two go hand in hand between now and
1980: gradually increasing powers for the Parlia-
ment, and achieving by 1980 a positive system
of direct elections. In my view, tJre two should
not be regarded as being in conflict: they should
evolve together in a complementary manner.
Indeed, I might say that the Heads of Goverrt-
ment have emphasized that fact in the fourth
paragraph from the top of page 5 by saying:
'The competence of the European Assembly will
be extended, in particular by granting it certain
powers in the Communities' legislative process'.
And they say that following on their guarantee
of support for direct universd elections within
the Community. In my view, it is also impor-
tant, having regard to the timetable that has
been set by the Heads of Government, to be
practical with regard to aiming at a universal
system of elections by 1980. In practice this is
not possible. .The electoral systems in the
different countries of the Community vary to
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aD extraordinary degree; In my vi,ew;.thes5rsten
of proportional represeotatioa, prefdrahly with
the list sysiem as openrtes in,the.Netherlands,
should be opeated unfuereal}y on eitlreq .a
national or e regional- basie. in ttne. .If we
Eo sfter that partioul,ar objeativg rnre ,shall,,bc
years getting agreementoe,it. That is a personalqlriDiqn. , , .
For the'time'being and, indeed I feel for somd
ctinsiderable time, *e must be realipticrand leave
the-system of elections to the nitiiontU system
obtaining in each Member State. Ttrat will have
to remain the case even troii$h we shall be
meking from this House ouf oiryn recommea:de.
tions about what we con3iider to'be the desirable
system of European electiods..In prectia€, it is
going to take sonte crnsiderable time to have
anything Iike that implemeirted
Another respect in which I rqard the report as
being very practical, because of tlre impor,tance
once again,of getting somettring done as quickly
as possible, concerns the vexed matter of t,Le
dual',mandate. I hlieve that Article 6 as
propooed in the Convention is very well worded
io this respect in that it merely states in a bald
fashion that membersbip of the European Parlia-
ment shall be compatible with memberstrip of
a parliament of a Member State. In other words,
the situation is open and completely flexible,
and while, as an earlierrcolleague hes stated, in
practice,most members corning to. the European
Parliament, developing as we hope it urill
develop, will be whole-tirne members of this
Parliarnent, at the same time it should not be
ruled out that in particular cases there may be
people who participate in both their national
parliamerrts and the European Parliarnent.
firerefore this should not be ruled ou! even
though in the ordinary oourse of events it will
not be the case. But I an very glad that it is
not regarded as being hsompatible. It is still
compatible, and that is a sensible approach to
take.
There is one matter on which I should like to
take issue with the Political Alfairs Committee
and agree with Mr Patijn's original proposal.
This concerns the question of natisral repnesen-
tation in this Parliament, to which Mr Scelba
has already referred. I feel that until we have
a uniform system of elections throughout the
Community it would be very unwise to insist
on the one-man-one-vote pringiple rigidly
throughout the Community, because the elec-
toral systems existing in various member coun-
tries already conllict in many respects with this
principle. If one were to decide, in advance of
having a universal syptem of elections, to adhere
rigidly to the one-man-one-vote principle, that,
in my view, would be a very unwise development
and'would mly entuanch electoral distortions thdt
exist'in'Member States; the logicof events mlls
for sone,continuation or adaptatiron of tls eilist-
ing natiOnd representetion in tte.p!6ent ParHa.
ment. Ttre.present representElion stahds'gt 198,
It cotdd be doubled.it,could be'trebled- I,donlt
think.,it shorfld be,trchledr I sa:t"agaiq'.thet the
number.whiolr..Mr Pa8iq. bae ptrt at 385. is ehrt
right.but. we should,sithcr maiBtrsti ttre propr-
tiwr of 
.natioual rBpresentatio,rhich existe ingur present tr98: aar*preserye thtt 10e on do[lttre
tlut figure ern altermfivqlyr, adopt ttre arrasge.
ment whioh, trfr,-,Pat$, reomrrroded in hi6
origlnal +port and' Ehich- was.subsequently
rejected by the Political Affairs Committee-that
is,.a qr.e[hted gepresentatiur in respect of otatcs
with a popUlation between 1 million and 2.5
million, of states betryeen 5 milliora and 10
million, of, states betweea 10 million e4d
60 million and in respect of states exceed-
ing 50 milfion. Mr Patijn adopted an ingen-
ious and, in my view, a , very appropriate
balance between national interests and popula-
tion ('one-man-one-vote') interests, as set out on
page 42 of the rqrort, and a valuable compromise
between the ultra-rigid one-man-one-vote prin-
ciple, which can be very antidemocratic when
combined with an electoral system that is not
fair and proportional, and the present nafi.onnl
divisions or pr"opositions. It gives rise to a total
of 335 which in my view is about right for a
Eurqrean Parliament. The pro*posal of the
Political Affairs Committee to increase the
membership of this Parliament to 550 would
not, in my view, be accepted by the Counoil
of Ministers and I appeal to this House to
be practical in what it suggests. nle must
show ourselves to the Council of Ministers to
be responsible people, and increasing the mem-
bership of this Parliament from 198 to 5b0 aud
all the consequent bureaucratic superstructure
that that would involve would just not be accep-
table to the Heads of State or Government or to
tJle Council of Ministers at the present tirne.
To bear out what I have just said, going back
to the request which we have received in the
comrnuniqu6 from the Heads of Government,I would refer to page 5, where the Heads
of Government state quite specifically: 'since
the European Assembly is composed of repre-
sentatives of the peoples of the States united
within the Community, each people must be
represented in an appropriate manner'. I
finish on,this note that we ttrere have a very
direct request fro,m the Heads of State or
Government to this Parliament to remember that
we are not just counting heads, that we must
in addition remember that each of the peoples
udthin the Communrfi must be represented in
an appropriate marurer. I think it can be done
either by continuing with our existing scheme
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of proportionality or else adopting the very
sensible balance which Mr Patijn has recom-
mended. I do not think that the Political Affairs
Committee's recommendation of 550 mernbers in
this Assembly, based on a head count through-
out the Member States with their varying
systems of election, is practicable by 1978 or by
1980.
We have made a great start in having this matter
ai:ed, but when making our final recommenda-
tion to the Council of Ministers we must ensure
that it must be practioal and above all else
remember that the Head.s of State or Govern-
ment want practical actiur on this question by
1978, and if we submit nidiculous proposals to
thern they will be treatpd in the appropriatg
manner. In my view, Mr Patijn in his original
report before it was changed and amended by
the committee, sent forvrard to the committee
and to this Parliament excellent proposals which
woutrd be worthy of acceptance by the Council
of Ministers and iy the Heads of State or
Government. Thank you, Mr President.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call IVIr Scholten.
Mr Scholten. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the adoption of Mr Patijn's report
should be an important step on the road to
further development of a Parliamentary demq-
cracy in Europe. I might say that the direct
election of this Parliament would be the fulfil-
ment of a wish cherished by myself and my
coll,eagues, and I am particularly gratified that
a compatriot of mine, Mr Patijn, has played such
an important part in ttre preparation of this
debate and in the debate itseU. As a Dutch
Christian Democrat, I should like to add my
congratulations to the many he has already
received.
It is not only an extremely important step, but
in view of its probable consequences, also a very
radical one. Mr Ortoli spoke this moraing of a
step of major importance. And this applies not
only to this Parliament, which, whatever the
result of our voting on the amendments tabled
with regard to its size, will inevitably be faced
with an increase in the number of Members and
an extended range of activities. It is a radical
step particularly for the political parties to
which we belong, since the national political
parties will be obliged to form definite group-
ings at European level in order to contest these
direct el,ections. New links will have to be con-
sidered and the existing cooperation perhaps
extended. The political parties will have to draw
up programmes at the European level, in which
first of all their political principles are clearly
expressd, but which also deal clearly and
unambiguously with the concrete questions cur-
rently facing the citizens of Europe.
Sre must bear in mind that the mere fact of
holding direct elections to this Parliament is not
in itself sufficient to involye the European citi-
zen actively in Eu'ropean democracy. We must
show the European citizen that his day-to-day
problems'and his direct interests age not only
discussed, but also promoted in this Parliament.
Mr Klepsch pointed out clearly this morning
that for tJris reason we as European Members
of Parlia:nent must strengthen the link between
voter and MP. That applies to us all collectively
and individually. If it proves possible to keep
to the proposed timetable before us.{eci.qions
in 1976 and elections in 1978--our parties will
have to have established European-Ievel politi-
cal programmes by 1977. I must say tJrat I per=
sonally share Mr Kirk's doubts as to whether
it witl be possible to keep to this schedule and
I shall be pleased if these proposals have be
come reality by f980.
With regard to the development of political pro-
grarnmes at European level it is encouraging to
note that my own Christian-Democratic Group,
for example, is already conducting detailed dis-
cussions on the drafting of a programme of this
kind. Just as, despite all the criticism and nega-
tive comrnentary of our political opponents, the
cooperation between the three Christian Demo-
cratic groupings in my country will lead shortly
to the formation of a single Christian-Demo-
cratic union, the CDA, cooperation between like-
minded parties at the European level must be.
developed further with a view to these direct
electlons. It would, alter all, be extremely detri-
mental to the growth of a parliarnentary demo-
cracy in Europe iI the vigour and effectiveness
of a direcUy elected Parliament were to be
paralysed or at leapt severely weakened by
excessive political fragmentation. ,We must
therefo,re recognize that political confrontations
in a directly elected Parliament will be much
sharper than we have been accustomed to in the
past. The present system whereby priority is'
given to reaching compromise and agreement
will, in my view disappear completely on the
introduc'tion of direct elections.
Finally I should like to comment briefly on two
central issues in today's debate, namely the num-
ber of Members in the future Parliament and
the question of the dual mandate. As regards
the number of Members, I and most of my fellow
Christian Democrats will give our support to
the prop6al for 550 Members contained in Mr
Patijn's report. We shall do so for the following
reasons. Given a totd population of 250 million.
parliamentary representation by 550 men and
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women is by no means excessive, particularly
in comparison with the existing national parlia-
ments. Secondly, I would point out that in my
view we should avoid being faced right from
the start wittr an underrepresentation of the
large Member States. This may sound a little
odd coming from a representative of one of the
smaller Member States, but I feel that the Euro-
pean cause would zuffer if the citizens of the
large Member States were to get the idea that
they were underrepresented in comparison with
the smaller Member States. Ihis would not
promote confidence in the representative charac-
ter of this Parliament. Ttrirdly, society in gen-
eral and thus political lifg too, has become and
continues to become much more complex. This
means that trfiembers of Parliament must be
better informed if they are to'be in a position to
make political judgments. In this light 550 is
not an excessive number of representatives for
the entire population of Europe.
Ttris last remark should leave no doubt as to
my firm conviction that the dual mandate must
be eliminated. Already it is a source of almost
insuperable problerng and in the future it will
certainly be impossible to fulfil both tasks effi-
ciently. The question is, however, whether we
should Ieave this decision to the national parlia-
ments and the national political pa,rties as pro-
posed in Mr Patijn'B report, or whether we must
arrive at a central binding decision, as pro-
posed by Mr Lautenschlager.
I feel that in general, we can serve Europe best
by not restricting national freedom of movement
any more than is necessary for the attainment
of our central objectives. I should like to apply
this principle here too. For this reason I zupport
the present version of the Patijn report. It will
be a red-letter day for Christian Democrats in
Europe when we reach the milestone of directly
elected representatives of the people in the
European Parliament. The fact that we can
begin to prepare for this today is a source of
great satisfaction to us.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Chapter 1
of Part Five of the EEC Tbeaty, relating to the
Institutions, does not give the impression at first
reading that the Treaty contains any major legal
obstacles to the implementation of Article 138
(3). The only provision is that elections by direct
univensal suffrage must be held in accordance
with a uniform procedure in all Member States.
Ttre fact that so many years have passed since
its proposals of 1960 before the European Par-
liament has again ventured to put forward pro-
posals in a serious attempt to apply Article 138,
shows, however, that the political and legal dif-
ficulties have in fact been very substantial.
Mr Patijn has produced very pragmatic and
extremely well drawn up proposals, and I strould
like to associate myself with the words of thanks
which my colleague Mr Schmidt has addreBsed
to him and to Mr Lautenschlager. I'he fact tJmt
we are optimistic about Mr Patijn's proposals
is attributable to the hopeful sounds which were
heard at the last Summit ConJerence in Paris;
these were so hopeful indeed that the rapporteur
righUy took ttre view that the date for the elec-
tions could be changed from 1980 to 1978. Ttre
Council, however, will unfortunately not be able
to deal with thee proposals before the referen-
dum has taken place in the United Kingdom,
and it is our hope that it will be able to do so
before the end of this yea,r.
The Draft Convention prepared by Mr Patijn is
eminently suitable for a transitional period. But
it is unfortunate that because the I-egal Affairs
Committee was consulted at such a late hour
its advice could no longer be incorporated in
the Patijn report. It is true that in 1960 also
a resolution was adopted which had emanated
solely from the Political Affairs Committee, but
that committee was also competent with respect
to institutional questions at the time, which is
no longer the case. I am bringing this matter
up because the Legal Affairs Committee has
scarcely had time to formulate its advice because
of the wish to discuss the Patijn report at an
early date in Parliament. Consequently the work
of the Legal Affairs Committee was too heavily
concentrated on the main points of the report
and the amendments. Nevertheless, there are
also other interesting questions.
TVhy, for example, is a separate Conventi,on
necessary witJ,. regard to the Assembly? Why not
a convention amending Article 138, for example?
Must the Convention relating to the Assembly
be based partially on .{rrticle 236, as it is in the
fourth paragraph of the Preamble to the Draft
Convention? I should not have thought so, be-
cause Article 138 surely represents a clear devia-
tion from Article 236. Why was an amendment
to the Treaty of Rome envisaged when our
budgetary powers were modified?
I should like to put another question. \trill the
European Parliament, acting in pursuance of
the Convention on the Assembly, and therefore
elected in a different way, and having a differ-
ent number of Members, be a new Parliament
or a continuation of the present one? The ans\rer
to this question has consequenc€s for the prac-
tical operation of Parliament as regards, for
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example, its rules of procedure, the opening of
session, etc.
It is very tempting to dwell for a long time on
thi*up to now, as far as the first question is
concernd, we have worked in the belief that
the European Parliament chose the correct path
in 1960. I would not say yes ap regards 1960,
but the Draft Convention of 1975 provides suf-
ficient grounds for saying that, in view of its
transitional nature, there are no objections to it.
When drafting a proposal for a uniform electoral
procedure in accordance with Article 7 the Legal
Affairs Commitee should take time to examine
this question. The same applies to the second
matter. There is no provision relating to the
Assembly in the EEC Treaty which would
prevent our regarding the Parliament as a
transitional parliament and as a direct continua-
tion of the present one. When we deal.with
the Convention in its final form we shall also
have to examine whether during revision of the
EEC Treaty the numbers of Members of Par-
Iiament per country have to be laid down, or
whether criteria have to be established for
the calculation of those numbers. According to
the Explanatory Statement contained in the
Patijn report, such criteria already exist. In
view of the possible enlargement of the Com-
munity in the future, it would be better, in my
view, to list the criteria in order not to have
to adapt this part of the Treaty of Rome every
time there is an enlargement.
I will now just touch on the question of whether
in due course there should be a bicameral
system. firis is very much interlinked with the
question of whether both the Commission and
the Council will remain in existence or whether
the Commission becomes a European govern-
ment and the Council is transformed into a kind
of senate or disappears altogether. Only when
that is known will it be possible to answer the
question about a bicameral system. Leaving
aside the fact that the Legal Affairs Committee
wishes to change Article 5 by introducing an
amendment, this Article is a somewhat strange
.provision in its present form as zurely a dual
mandate during the transitional period must be
made poFsible. Otherwise only the rich or those
with pensions, in short those with other sourees
of income, could become Members of the Euro-
p'ean Parliament.
The freedom of action of a Member of Parlia-
ment referred to under paragraph 11 in the
Lautenschlager opinion will therefore be illusory
if national legislation makes no material pro-
vision for membership of the European Parlia-
ment only. Article 5, in itp present form, serves
little purpose, and its amendment places this
Parliament before an unavoidable declaration
of principle. 'We are speaking now about a dual
mandate, but we should not forget that the man-
date for the European Parliament is not a
mandate from the people, but an indirect
mandate and more of a dual membership.
For a Parliament such as we now have, with
a task which is almost exchsively advisory, that
is no drawback. But each additional power
which this Parliament acquires will make it
more difficult to fulfil a dual mandate and could
cause more conflicts between the various duties.
The mandate of the European Parliament will
certainly entail more work.
I do not believe in the superman who could
carry out both tasks rsimultaneously, as depicted
by Mr Kirk. Apart from that, it is questionable
whether Members can really justify a dual
mandate to their electors; I do not believe they
can. Members are constantly complaining here
about the difficulties of dual membership, but
when the elections come up for discussion,
reference to the difficulties is avoided.
It was not my intention to discuss the Legal
Affairs Committeds proposal that Parliament
should have a smaller number of members than
is provided for in the report, but I should like
to point out that the suggestion by my fellow
countryman, Mr Scholten, that the large states
would be underrepresented if the Legal Affairs
Committee's proposal were adopted, is com-
pletely unfounded.
F\rrther, f wonder whether the list of functions
stated in Article 6 to be incompatible with the
office of representative should not in due time
also include that of paid adviser to the institu-
tions and bodies of the Community?
We do not antlcipate that the Council will have
many objections to the adoption of this Con-
vention. Should this view prove to be incorrect,
however, Parliament will really have to apply
Article 1?5 in a few years' time. It would in any
case be interesting to ascertain what the Cou,rt
understands by the gradual introduction of a
provision. Is it possible to postpone the intro-
duction of a provision for years and yet speak
of a gradual introduction? I doubt it very much.
'We are discussing today the direct election of
Members of this Parliament. But no-one will
have forgotten that the struggle for the rights
of Parliament will proceed without interruption;
we must continue to demand more powers for
Parliament. Whatever the case today will be an
important milestone on the long uphill road
towards direct elections and the rights of Par-
liament. We demand that the Council does not
block this step fonnard, because otherwise Par-
liament will have to have recourse to its rights.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
Mr Johnston. 
- 
Mr President, I would like
straight away not only ki eomplimerrt Mr Patijn
upon his excellent work, but at the same tirne
to, pay tribute to his countrSr, the Netherlands,
which, of all the states in our Community,
perhaps more than any other has been consist-
ently in the van of those who have worked to
shape a demoeratic European union. the fact
that I do not extend this tribute is not to be
taken as evidence either of a lack of enthusiasm
on my part or of any inability on the part
of the cold and nordic Scot to emulate the Latin
rhetorie of my French and Italian colleagues.
It is simply that I have not got any time.
First1y, it is worth reminding the world outside
which is now watching and reporting us that
the concept of direct elections is not an idea
thought up by the European Parliament to
improve its strength, but it is something built
into the Treaties to which every state in our
Community is committed. It is equally worth
reminding both the British and the Danish
governments of this fact. In joining the Com-
munity they committed themselves to playing
their part in building a democratic Europe, and
I do not think that their Paris reservations did
either of them any credit.
Secondly, I would like to refer briefly to two
matters, both of which are deeply irnportant if
we are indeed to evolve a sensitive and repre-
sentative European Parliament to which wide
powers can in time readily be given. I am
disappointed that Mr Patijn avoided the ques-
tion of unilorm electoral procedure. He said in
paragraph 29 that the rapporteur himself ,does
not feel that the time has come to prppose
standardization'; he felt that his discussions in
various Member States led him to the conclusion
that the time was not appropriate. And then
of course, in paragraph 53 of hisre,port, he refers
to, the fact that, according to the new Con-
vention, the electoral system should fall
within the competence of each Member State
while the European Parliament should draw
up by 1980 a proposal for a uniform electoral
system. I would have_ liked Mr Patijn to
have firmly asserted his commitrnent to propor-
tional representation now. Jn February last year,
Liberals in Britain polled nearfy 20 per cent of
the vote, which even with the,present representa-
tion in this Parliament, in which Great Britain
has 36 Members, should have given us G or T
Members here. We have 2.
Under the British system, it would certainly be
possible for Liberals or any othei minority party
to poll over 20 per cent and obtain no representa-
tion at all. I know that the British Conservative
Party has played its part in sustaining this crude,
divisive and fundamentally unjust system, but
I thought that they were turning away from it;I was therefore very disappointed to hear the
remarks made by Sir Derek Walker-Smith.
France, too, has a system which distorts the
democratic will. In my view, we should now,
,as a Parliament, make clear our commitment
to proportional representation.
In paragraph 48, Mr Patijn says that it was
argud by those whom he consulted 'that there
should be adequate representation of national
political interests and of regions in the European
Parliament', and he goes on at the end of para-
graph 49 to say that'while the concept of a second
Chamber is interesting, it does not in his view
fall within the scope of his rqrort'. I believe
that this Parliament must turn its attention very
soon to the question of whether or not there is
to be a second Chamber. I do not dissent from
the points made by the previous speaker about
the various repercussions this has, but I think
it is urgent that we turn our attention to think-
ing seriously about it. Personally I am a
federalist. If you like, I am a believer inl'Europe
des r6,gions. But apart from my beliefs, there
is no doubt at all in my mind that as time
pa$res the privileged position of freland or
Denmark, by comparison with Scotland or Wales
or Bavaria, cannot be easily sustained and will
come under criticism. If a second Chamber is
evolved, similar perhaps to the Bundesrat,
clearly this would remove the justification lor
a small nation weighting which is built into the
Patijn proposals, and I accept the remarks in
this regard made by my colleague Lord Glad-
wyn. Direct elections, Mr President, will change
this Parliament fundamentally. It will probably
become a much more divided, a much more
angumentative and perhaps a much Iees pleasant
place. But without them the necessity of a demo-
cratic Europe can neveE be achieved.
(Applause)
President 
-f cdl Mr Brewis.
Mr Brewis. 
- 
Mr President, I want to restr.ict
my remarks to two issues, the number of Mem-
bers and the joint mandate. Personally I prefer
the snaller number bf gSS because I believe thp
number should be related to f.unctions to be
carried out. At Westminster the House of
Commons has 635 members, but one ha's to bear
in mind that only some hundred members have
to form the Government and the nemainder
have to man the innummerable committees
which exist in our parliarnent. Now' in this
Parliament we do not have to form a governmerrt
and there is definitely an optimum mrmber of
members who should be on a committee. If we
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were to have no dual mandate, I believe that if
membership was limited to only one committee
we might very well be rather underemployed
in this Parliament, even at 355.
I want to turn, like my friend Mr Johnston' to
the representation of smaller countries. I think
it is rather amusing to see that under the larger
proposals of the Political Affairs Committee
some of the smaller countries get an Irishman's
rise: for example, Denmark goes down from 17
to 74 and Ireland from 13 to 10. Now I
appreciate the need for sovereign states to have
a possibility of being represented on each of our
committees, and the number of 6 accorded to
Luxembourg is perhaps the minimum which is
possible. But Mr President, we should also take
into account the representation of smaller coun-
tries on the other institutions of the EEC. I
refer to the Commission and also to the Council
of Ministers, where, of course, the represent-
atives of Luxembourg have always carried out
a very distinguished role. However, Luxembourg
is not the only small cotmtry in Europe. We
are all conscious of the historic fragmentation
of Europe. What about a country like Andora
for example ? If this csuntry decided to be
independent and to join the EEC I do not sup-
Ircse anyone would object. But should a country
like Andorra with a few thousand inhabitants
have not only 6 members of Parliament but
corresponding representation on the Commission
and the Council of Minieters, and the accom-
panying power of veto which would go with it ?
This is perhaps a hypothetical question, but the
over-representation of smaller states seems
grossly unfair to countries like Scotland, which
has its own traditions, its own legal system, its
own church and other institutions, and has con-
tributed a great deal to Europe in the past.
Although it has a bigger population than Den-
mark, we in Scotland can expect at the most
I Members, which may be compared with 17 for
Denmark under the present proposals. I think,
Sir, once we depart from constituencies of about
the same slze, we are putting a premitrm on
independence and therefore going in exactly the
wrong direction for a united Eumpe.
Turning now to the dual mandate, f am sure
that what we need here is interdrangeability
between the European Parliament' and the
national parliaments. There should, of course, be
facilities in the national parliaments for Euro-
pean Members to attend party meetings and
reunions, but I think in addition service.in the
European Parliament should be given preCit'
and counted as qualification for ministerial office
at home. I want to q.lrote here the wonds, of
Michael Stewart, a former British Socialist
foreign secretary., He said our aim should be to
ensure that an ahle and zealous politician with
Iegitirrrate hopes for his future can believe that
work in Strasbourg will neither damage these
hopes nor separate him from the main current
of British politics. Now the possibility of promo-
tion in the European Parliament is virtually nil
-not even to a Commissioner's bench. I thinkinterchangeability should therefore be encour-
aged a&d no one should look on service in the
European Parliament as being a career in itself.
For this reason, Mr President, I shall support
the compatibility of the dual mandate when the
amendment is proposed.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.
Mrs Carettoni Bomagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
my comments on this problem stem from the
position adopted by the group to which I belong
in the Italian Senate, i.e. the independent left,
a group greatly interested in Europe, very much
in favour of direct elections and whose leader
is Mr Parri, who presented a draft law in Italy
-but only in Italy-for the implementation ofdirect elections. Some of you will certainly
remember the presence here some years ago of
Senator Parri, a senior member of the European
Parliament. If my group thought it useful at the
tirne to cause a shock, to take this step for a
single country, atl the more reason why we
now believe that election to the European Par-
liament by direct universal suffrage-even if
this is far removed from that laid down in the
Treaties-should be considered in a favourable
light.
However, Mr President, we have been called
here today to vote on a document, our rappor-
teur's report. I find his a somewhat minimalist
approach and, in actual fact, although he is well
aware of the size and seriousness of the prob-
lems he does what is known in skiing circles
as a s1alom. In other words, when faced with
major issues he either fails to tackle them or
shelves them or'plays them down. I am not
blaming him for this. He is only too aware of
the importance of this issue, but he knorrs how
to proceed in an area strerrn with pitfalls. On
the other.hend one only needs to have followed
today'e debate to become aware of the infinite
nutnbe! of gradations between opponents, don't
knows and a&rerents
t So'we are on very thorrry ground and my criti-
cism rs not directed at the rapporteur. But these
flaws {o exist and to my mind create doubt as
to whet positions to adopt when. we come to
vote on election to the European Parliament by
. direct universal srffrage, which f consider, and
I repeat, to be an impmtant arid fundemental
issue. We ought to have gone much firrther and
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shown greater courage especially in this Euro-
pean Parliament, since tJris, I feel, would have
pushed the governments towards a point of no
return-and, on this point, might I say, Mr pre-
sident, that obligations undertaken at summits
have not always been automatically respected
-and would have allowed us to reach a trulypositive conelusion.
Having said this, let me add that we do appre-
ciate the fact that we are finally at the discus-
sion stage, for we are in favour of every step
forward that can be made. Mr president, we
consider it a positive step forward that we are
now discussing institutions. Unfortunately, how-
ever, progress is not being made in other fields
and this is why we have so to speak been
'guided' towards this sector though even here
the light is interspersed with gloom.
trre think that, even given these limitations to
achieve European elections still provides a very
beneficial shock, if I may use the term by whichI defined the draft law on direct elections pro-
posed in Italy. But we are convinced, Mr presi-
dent, and as Mr D'Angelosante said,before me,
that this will not be the end of the discussion.
After this evening's voting I believe that still
more time and discusions will be needed before
any definite 'conclusion is possible. Thus, Mr
President, my abstention will not be an expres-
sion of any doubt of the aims but of my dissatis-
faction with the limited natu,re of the proposal
made by the European Parliament, a parliament
which is to be elected by universal suffrage,
the party most affected and protagonist of this
process which is now beginning. If anything, I
hope my abstention will be an incentive to
greater and bolder things at the greatest possible
speed.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, I would like
first of all to compli,ment Mr Patijn on his work
on this report on the adoption of a draft Conven-
tion introducing elections to the European Parlia-
ment by direct univeral suffrage. I appieciate
the amount of dedicated work he has put into
this, and I think that it is very appropriate that
the report itself should be the subject of such
a very full and interesting debate here today.I believe that direct elections to the European
Parliament will be a significant step fonuard
towards greater democratization of the Commun-ity and, indeed, a significant contribution
towards European union.
I should like, Mr President, to confine myself
briefly to one or two points that I do not particu-
Iarly agree with in the document. I would like
to say at the outset that I think the document
as a whole is a remarkable one and it is one thatI can subscribe to and support practically in
toto. But I should like to avail myself of this
opportunity to point out that my people in a
referendum just two and a half years ago
expressed themselves overwhelmingly in favour
of entering Europe, in favour of joining this
Community, and we were influenced greatly in
that decision by the Treaty of Accession. Under
Article 138 of the EEC TteatSr, as you all know,
our country had 10 of the 198 seats in this Par-
liament. Ttrat is just two years ago, and in the
past two years our people have maintained
their devotion to Europe. I think that the vast
majority of people, despite the adverse economic
conditions, are more than happy and pleased,
and indeed extremely lucky, that they voted in
that way back in May 1972.
Ifowever, how will our population feel now,
Mr President, when they learn that it is proposed
under this document to reduce their representa-
tion from l0 seats in a Parliament of 198 to l0
seats in a Parliament of 550, particularly when
they note the great increases in the numbers to
be elected by other Member States? I know that
arguments have been put forward from all sides
of the House on this very topic. To my mird
this will be seen as an attempt to push a proud
and democratically-minded people into insignifi-
cant obscurity at parliamentary level. I was
surprised, and perhaps a little pained, to hear
my colleague from the European Conservative
benches, Sir Derek Walker-Smith, just a short
while ago bemoan the fact that under the
proposed system of representation the people
of Northern Ireland will be at a disadvantage
when compared with people in the southern part
of Ireland. I should also like to point out very
forcibly to the honourable Member that his
particular system is apparently rollirng along
quite happily at present, when those people are
not represented here at all. I think that is
something to be regretted and I would share the
views gxpressed by Mr Johnston when he
touched, perhaps in a different context, on that
same question.
We must, therefore, act not only in the interests
of Ireland but also in the interests of other small
countries, bearing in mind the desirability of
" 
further enlargement of the Community, at no
" remote date, Mr President, by the adhesion of
countries whose democratic conditions make
them desirable partners.
The importance of public opinion cannot be
overstressed. If the trDwers of national parlia-
ments are on the decline, they can only be
counterbalanced by a minimum effective repre-
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sentation in this Parliament; since we are talk-
ing about a single Chamber this is all the more
reason why Member States must be adequately
represented and must have a minimum number
to represent the various parties, groups anrd,
indeed, important political views in them.
In this regard, I perhaps share the views
expressed earlier this morning by Mr Kirk. It is
desirable to ensure that in a full-time and en-
larged directly-elected Parliament, a small
country such as ours has the minimum repre-
sentation necessary so that we can be repre-
sented on each parliamentary committee. The
proposal that is least satisfactory in this docu-
ment, as I see it, is the one that would give us
10 seats out of 550. T[Ie must not, I think-and
I should like to impress this on the rapporteur-
make the mistake of placing mathematical for-
mulas and mathematical scales above considera-
tions of history and geography. This, I think, is
particularly significant to those countries that
form the peripheral areas of our Community.
I know that Mr Patijn, while working on his
report, has travelled right across the Community
and has experienced at first hand the difficulties
and problems which affect the various Members
in the Community. After his detailed study, he
proposed in his original document a solution
and a formula which we would go along with;
but we very much regret the reduction to 10.
In the absence of a second Chamber which could
preserve the national presence more clearly-
most democracies have a weighting in the Upper
House designed to preserve the special interests
of the component parts of their democracies
marked by different traditions and diflerent
beginnings, different regions and, indeed, in some
countries, different ethnic groups-there is a
great danger of insufficient representation. Mr
President, as I see it, this could produce a very
negative result in that under-represented peoples
would be so frustrated and their powers so
reduced that their only hope of making them-
selves heard would be by obstructionist tactics.
This, I think, would be most regrettable and it
certainly would not be in the interests of a more
dynamic, or indeed, a more European Parlia-
ment bravely shouldering the responsibilities
that the European Parliament of the future must
have, with the courage and the capacity to
undertake them.
I am firmly convinced that through direct elec-
tions to a greater, developed European Par-
liament, we shall be able to give the institutions
of this Community the support-the impetus-
necessary to ensure that the people who directly
elect the Members of a larger European Parlia-
ment will feel justly proud and indeed get a
positive return for their irnterest and their
efforts.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Norgaard.
Mr Nergaard. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should
like to thank the Socialist Group for allowing
a representative of the small group of Danish
Social-Democrats to take up some of its speak-
ing time. T[e are all the more grateful as our
opinion of our colleague Mr Patijn's proposal is
completely diferent from that of the rest of the
Group and apparently from that of the great
majority of those here.
We also appreciate Mr Patijn's achievement in
drawing up the report and the Draft Convention.
Although we have acceded to the Treaty of
Rome, thereby accepting the principle of direct
elections to Parliament, we cannot recommend
the adoption of this proposal.
In the final vote, we shall vote against the Draft
Convention for two main reasons.
First of all, we do not think a proposal of this
kind should be adopted in this House before it
has been decided whether or not the United
Kingdom will be remaining within the Com-
munity. It is obvious that if the United Kingdom
withdraws the proposal will have to be modi-
fied. It is also our view, however, that if the
United Kingdom remains a member of the Com-
munity-which we very much hope will be the
cas+it would be unreasonable towards such a
relatively large group as the British Labour
Party if, just before it entered this Parliament,
we were to lay down the rules according to
which it would be elected without its having
had the least say in drafting them.
We shall also vote against Mr Patijn's proposal
because it does not give any guarantee of a dual
mandate.
It is perfectly true that the report states that
the dual mandate may be retained, but in
practice there will be very great difficulties
involved in retaining it if Mr Patijn's proposal
is adopted.
'V[re have just had elections in Denmark. One
Member of this Parliament only was re-elected
by a bare margin. He was the leader of a party
which was represented here in Parliament and
which very nearly had to leave the Danish Folke-
ting at the double-quick, as the margin vras
only 0.02 oio. If 0.02 o/o of the voters had decided
not to vote for his party, it would no longer
have been in the Folketing-it would no longer
have existed. If, therefore, we have a ruling that
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a Membe,r can remain in this Parliament for
up to 5 years, we run the risk that there will
be representatives in the House for 4 years and
11 months who are not represented at all in the
national partament and may have completely
different views on the decisions to be taken here
and at home on matters affecting the future of
Europp.
Sre feel there should be the greatest possible
agreement between the political views expressed
by Members here in this Parliament and those
expressed in the national parliaments. For the
time being, ure regarded the dual mandate
simply as a guarantee of this, and as long as
no practicable proposal is presented, we cannot
accept a,ruling which, in practice, makes impos-
sible the exercise of the dual mandate and,
hence, the agreement between the political
standpoints at home and in the European Par-
liament.
We think that Mr Patijn's proposal is consider-
ably better than the amendment tabled by the
Legal Affairs Committee, which states quite
clearly that the dual mandate is inadmissible.
Sre do not feel you need to be a superrnan to
exercise the dual mandate, as was said herb, but
we do feel there is a danger of 'super-Europeans'
being elected to this Parliament by a tiny minor-
ity of the national electorates. If universal elec-
tions to this consultative organ are held without
any relationship to the national elections, only
a very small group of people might take part
in the eleetions and the results could be extre-
mely arbitrary. For instance, there may be
people who are very enthusiastic about Europe,
and this is all right-but it is not all right if
it does not reflect the power structure in the
national parliament, which also chooses the
government.
The proposal we are dealing with today has to
be approved unanlmously by the Council of
Ministers. But the Council cannot start to con-
sider the proposal until it has been decided
whether the United Kingdom is to continue as
a Member of the Community. Why then do we
have to pass a proposal of this kind in Parlia-
ment now?
Why not give us extra time to see whether we
cannot modify this proposal so that there is some
hope of its being supported in the Council of
Ministers by the Danish and British Govern-
ments? We know it cannot be approved as it
now stands. Both the Danish and the British
Governments will oppose it. There is every
possibility that we can draw up a proposal which,
could be adopted unanimously here and which
the British and Danish Governments could also
accept. But if we adopt a proposal we know
to be unacceptable, I feel we are damaging the
concept of Europe as it will seem that Mr
Patijn's thorough and valuabl,e work will not
be dealt with as seriously as it deserves.
I therefore submit that this proposal be dealt
with in the same vyay as bills are dealt with in
all democratic national parliaments. It should
be given its first reading here and then sent
back to the committees, so that we can discuss
it further there and work out a better guarantee
of agreement between political standpoints at
home and here. We can then submit a proposal
when we know whether or not the United King
dom is to remain a Member of the Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Reay.
' Lord Bcay. Mr President, I hope the
rapporteur will appreciate that, confined as I amin my speaking-time, I must compress my
compliments to him as much as the substance
of my speech. I will only say that I think his
document is realistic, that it is sensitive to the
traditional needs and to the strengttr of the tra-
ditional factor in Member States and that it
is wise as much for what it leaves out as for
what it includes.
I think he wes right to treat the question of
. powers as if it were an unrelated subiect,
although of course it is not, and right to leave
discretion,to Member States on such matters as
voting-age and laws with respect to pottieal
parties, grving an opportunity, as he puts, it
lor a.ile facto standardizatlon to grow up spon-
taneously without being imposed.
Mr Presiddnt, I should like to raise two matters.
The first concerns something which is contained
in the note to Article 1 on page 13 of the report.
Article I provides that the representatives of the
peoples in the European Parliament shall be
elected by direct universal suffrage. In the note
to Article I it is stated, end I quote, that 'the
terms "unive;sd" and "direct" mean that the
elections shall take place throughout the
territory of the Communit5r and that the elec-
torate shall directly determine the composition
of the Parliament'. Now I have always under-
stood that the 'universal suffrage' had a much
broader meaning and that typically it meant the
suffrage which was not based on property quali-
fications and other qualifloations such as sex and
was limited only by dhqualif,ications on $ounds
of minority and some other grounds such as con-
victions for crimind offences. It therefore
seems to me that it might may be a source
of legal confusion in the future if this Parlia-
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ment gives to understand that when it employs
the term 'universal suffrage' it means something
different and far narrower than what the term
has traditionally meant. I should therefore like
to ask the rapporteur, if he has sufficient time,
whether he could clarify in his concluding
remarks his position and his intentions on that
matter,
For my second point, Mr President, I should
like to take up something which Mr Kirk touched
on earlier today and to say that as things are
now arranged we seem to be in danger of getting
behindhand with the plans to introduce a uni-
form electoral system for the Community. On the
one hand, each Member State as a result of this
Convention is going to have to draft a law
to enable elections to be held in 1978, or as
soon as possible thereafter and is to be free to do
so, as Mr Patijn points out on page 21 and I
quote him, in a manner 'which corresponds to
its political traditions and structures'. On the
other hand, under Article ? of the Convention,
the European Parliament would draw up by
1980--and the date is till to be 1980, as I under-
stand, not 1978-a uniform electoral system for
elections to be held after that date. In other
words, it is foreseen that the national solutions
which will be devised for the first direct elec-
tions will apply for only one legislative period.
In that case, surely, it would be desirable, before
Member States set about frarning their laws
for that first election, that at least a passive
agriement if not a formal agreement, a rough
outline of an agreement if not one with all
if5 flgfails pompleted, should have been reached
between Member States for tJre conunon system
that was to be introduced for later elections.
firere must therefore be discussion of the tradi-
tiorrs of Member States in,thiq matter. Speaking
for, myself, and taking up the point that Mr
Johnstou referred to, I should like to say that out
of consideration for what has been the practice
in the great majority of Member States, end out
of considerations of justice, the uniform system
wi,ll have to inelude et leest a very substantial
element of proportional representation.
Mr President, in conclucioa may I say that;
in view ttoth ,of the'irtherent ,importance .6f
this questi0n and of our authority in this. matten:
today's defiate on Mr PaQn's report isextnim-'
ely important.
I only hope th3t;this Pa$iament will shortly
demonstrate as much actirfity as it has today and.
express as strong a demarpfl'for an early decision
as it has today on that other outstanding ques-
tion, the question of a single seat for the institu-,
tions of the Communi$, on which our opinion
is of equal importance and where. the delivery
of an opinion by us in view of the waste and
the inconvenience of present arrangements is
Iong ovgrdue. Thank you, Mr President.
(Applatrce)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hill.
Mr Eill. 
- 
Mr President, I shall speak very
briefly.
First of all I thank Mr Patijn for the excellence
of his report, and seeondly may I say that this
is a historic occasion, whgn for the first time it
does seem that real progress is going to be made
towards direct elections for this Parliament. I
am very pleased that the matter of direct elec-
tions has been kept quite separate from the
evolution of the powers of this Assembly,
because, as was rightly said in an editorial in
yesterday's Tirnes, it has come at an extre-
mely awkward time for the United Kingdom.
It will perhaps give further ammunition to the
anti-Marketeers in my country, and it may in
some minor degree sway the views of the public
which in the future we hope to represent.
I fully, agree with my colleague, Sir Derek
Walker-Smith, when he refers to two points:
the reason of law which no renegotiations can
change, and the necessity for close of links bet-
ween this Parliament and the people. I think
we a1l know the state of this Parliament, inas-
much as I think it is impossible for a Member
to serve in his national parliament and in the
European Parliament for the simple reason
that he really is not the superman that certain
people try to pretend we are. He has not only a
double mandate: he has his-constituency work
4s well. A double mandate would be a double
mandate only of Members who have strong seats
-in other u'ords, Members with a good majority.In fact, many of us know that if we were fight-
ing critical seats during this period of change in
Europe, many of us would not be here for very
Iong. Indeed, without direct elections we should,
perhaps, dweys be the victims of unscrupulous
politieal opponents who made the most out of
our European Parliament work.
Certainly I think Lord Gladwyn, when he said
there should be an organic link between the
House of Commons and Europe, was quite right,
but I do. not- think the organic link is member-
ship of both Houses" I think the organic link
should be Eome honorary status which gave us
the facilities and the opportunity to mingle with
our paXliamentary colleagues in the United
Kingdom and at the same time get their views.
Mr Lenihan, I regret to say, has said that 550
Members would not be acceptable to the Council
of Ministers This I doubt, because if you look at
the figu,res for the larger states-and, gentle-
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men, you will be real working Members of Par-
liament if you are elected to Europe directly-
you will have a constituency of something like
half a million constituents if the figure of 550
is accepted. Consequently, you will not be able
to say that you will not be busy. The volume of
work in committee will increase. There will be
more committees, and indeed there will be more
lobbying from the outside world, and I think
by and large we shall be working four weeks
of each month rather than, as now, one full
week in the plenary part-session and perhaps
four other days in committee.
Mr Lenihan said we must be represented in an
appropriate manner. To my mind, this appro-
priate manner is direct election only to the
European Parliament. We should then take our
work extremely seriously, and this would
exclude all those who wish to shine in both
national and European chambers.
Mr President, I hope I have kept within my
time. Mr Patijn himself has agreed with me.
He says on page 11 that the continuously
increasing workload borne by representatives
has long since made it impossible for them
properly to carry out both national and Euro-
pean auties..This is a half-way house. We wint
to be as efficient and as good as we can at
our jobs.
Let us concentrate on Europe. Let us be directly
elected, but let us still retain some honorary
Iinks with our parliaments in our Member States.
Thank you.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Andreotti.
Mr Andreotti. 
- 
0 Mr President, I should like
to add my congratulations to Mr Patijn on his
report.
Although the present discussion has many legal
aspects the main issue is obviously a political
one. It means implementing without delay the
possibilities rezulting from the recent Paris
Summit and pressing for a decision for which
we have been waiting for many years.
It is well worth recalling that the present Euro-
pean Parliament has ihdisputable democratic
legitimacy, this being derived from the personal
appointment each of us has in our own countries.
However, direct elections to the European Par-
liament itself will mark a considerable step for-
ward in Europe's own history.
But, we must not forget that theie will be Iittle
use in having a European Parliament in 19?8
elected directly by the European peoples if by
then we have not taken many more sensible
steps forward in order to widen the effective
powers of Parliament and the Commission. We
must rededicate ourselves to this task with all
our hearts and minds.
I should just like to make two recommendations
on the problem under discussion today. Firstly,
there should not be too great an increase in the
number of Members. It is not at all true to say
that efficiency is linked to numbers; in fact, the
opposite is often the case.
A little while ago Mr McDonald bemoaned the
fact that the representatives of the smaller coun-
tries might be frustrated by massive dispropor-
tion; in the event of any enlargement of the
Community it would certainly be easier to
increase the total number of seats than to reduce
the present number of representatives.
Secondly, on the point of the link with national
parliaments, perhaps a compromise between the
political advantages of the present system and
the practical difficulties of, the dual mandates
could be found by creating a special status in
the separate national parliaments for members
who are also European parllamentarians. They
could, for example, be exempted from certain
duties, s'uch as attendance at committees, acting
as rapporteur, etc., and not be included in the
requisite quorum for voting on certain issues.
The calendars of the various parliaments could
also be brought into line with that of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
There are cogent arguments both for and against
compatibility of the dual mandate. Certain coun-
tries stressing the incompatibility of the dual
mandate at home have not in practice strength-
ened the real representativeness of the assem-
blies. By way of contrast, in France, where there
is no incompatibility between being a local ad-
ministrator and a parliamentarian, the combina-
tion has a two-way advantage.
The amendments allow for a transitional period,
and it may well be that a prolonged transitional
period will solve the problem de facto. When
an incompatibility arises it would zurely be pos-
sible to find a praetical way of avoiding a com-
plete break between European and nstional
parliamentariaus. In Italy, for e:ranrple, Euro-
pean parliamentarians would have to be called
upon at least to take part in the e:rtraordinary
assembly which 6lects the President of the
Republiq but these are matters which must be
studied in greater detail.
I would like to end by agreeing with Mr Patijn's
statement that there is a need to prepare the
peoples for the creation of the norr Community
Parliament. I would even go so far as to say that
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a method must be found which will enable the
various European peoples to follow satisfactorily,
via the press or other medium, the work done
by Parliament. This has rarely been the case up
to now, either for the European Parliament or
even the Council of Ministers.
Practically the only Community topics they have
heard about are economic decisions which had
specific consequences in certain national sectors.
We must make the Parliament elected by uni-
versal suffrage felt to be a living reality for
European citizens, not only in economic but in
political, social and cultural spheres.
For young persons in particular this will be an
education in itself and a guarantee of freedom
and effective democratic development.
(Applause from the centre)
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
Mr Patijn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
do not think that any of the 25 preceding
speakers today will expect me, as rapporteur,
to be able to answer everyone and to able to
take up all the comments made.
I did not keep my speech this morning down
to 10 or 15 minutes in order to come back now
and elaborate blithely for a further three quar-
ters of an hour. I intend to make only a few
general commnts, and to deal with matters of
detail when, as rapporteur, I come to speak
about the amendments to the various articles.
We can then close the debate at 6 p.m., as
arrangd, and proceed to the vote.
I should like to express my extremely warm
thanks to all speakers for the way in which
they received the report presented by me on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee. Their
attitude has been similar to my own attitude
to the problem: no castles in the air, no attempt
to attain paradise all at onee, but a sober assess-
ment of what is possible and necessary in the
political situation of 1975. That was my starting
point, which has been adopted both by the Poli-
tical Affairs Committee and the Legal Affairs
Committee and by the vast majority of the
speakers in this debate. For this I am grateful.
In making this general comment I do not wish
to do anyone an injusticg including those
speakers who find for whatever reasons that
they are unable to vote for this Convention. I
shall revert to that point later.
I should elso like by way of an introductory
remark to say something about the political
context in which this Convention is being drawn
up. Of course, the current interest in the subject
has been increased by the fact that a positive
decision was reached by a majority of votes at
the Summit Conference a month ago. Never-
theless, current interest would have been very
great even without the decision at the Summit
Conference, because we are wrestling with prob-
lems, which have been described by many Mem-
bers here in colourful terms, such as the lack
of legitimate authority on the part of representa-
tives in the European Parliament, the dual
mandate and the struggle to increase the powers
of this Parliament. I expressed by conviction
this morning that the powers will only come
when there is a full-time Parliament. I regard
elections as the only way, tJle only means of
exerting greater pressure in this direction from
within this Parliament. Mr Ortoli rightly said
this morning that there is a logical connection
between powers and elections. The connection
is not such that we cannot develop one without
the other. I am glad that the majority of Mem-
bers have taken the same view. Election by a
people is not solely dependent on whether or
not the powers are adequate. It is of course
gratifying and commendable if these powers
exist in large measure, but it is not an absolute
precondition.
I should just like to take up a number of points
which have been raised in this connection. Mr
Schmidt has rightly said that what concerns us
in this matter is not our pov/ers but the Euro-
peans citizen.
Reference was also made to the European citizen
by Mr Bordu, but in a somewhat different con-
text. Mr Bordu said that the Parliament had
obtained a gadget from the Summit Conference;
that is a nice American word, Mr Bordu, which
it does my heart good to hear you use. It could
perhaps indeed be called a gadget, something
with which we could pleasantly keep ourselves
occupied, if it were not that at the same time,
and this you know from recent years, we have
been occupying ourselves on all kinds of fronts
with the question of our F)wers. Parliamentary
elections are not a game in your country, nor
in mine, and European elections will not be one
either. I agree with you that inflation and
employment are much greater problems from
the social point of view. The one does not
exclude the other, however; we must advance
on both fronts ,and try to take measures on both
of them. If we had to tie parliamentary powers
and the control of inflation to the European
elections, then indeed we could give up trying
to make further progress.
In this connection I should also like to make
a comment to Mr Johnston. Mr Johnston spoke
in general about the regions of Europe. I am
interested in that problem; it is one for which
we shall have to find a solution. But the prob-
lem of your rapporteur was that he had to
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concern himself with nine Member States and
not with regions or countries within a Member
State. We all have our own problems in that
sector, and are all seeking solutions of our own.
For example, I know that in the United King-
dom original solutions are beirg sought for
regional representation, possibly via regional
parliaments. But you-must not blame your rap-
porteur for being constraihed'by the fact that
the Treaty establishing the EEC was signed by
states, and that it was with theee states that
hi hdd to concern himself. When the $ystem is
elaborated in detail at a later stage, firsUy
within the United Kingdom and secondly when
deciding on uniform procedurb, we strall of courre
have to''take into account the problems which
play an important r6le withire the regions. Brrt
you eould not expeet, and I do not believe that
you did expect, your rapporteur to find direct
solutions to this problem.
I shoud also like to sey a word in this connection
to Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, who finds my ap-
proach minimalistic and intends for that reason
to abstain from voting. I find her attitude more
positive than that of her colleague, Mr D'Ange-
losante, who is not going to vote for this Con-
vention for quite different reasons. I shell revert
to.that point in due course.
Ttre apBroaeh is perhaps minimalistli but in my
view and in the view of the majority of the
Members of this Parliament it 'is the correct
appioach at tJris point in the development of the
Eirropean Community. Of couise I could have
worked out a uniform procedurb; of course I
could have put fdrward'suggestions on that
point. Ttre prolrcsals would not'have appeared
until three years later, Iib#ever, and we should
only have reached agreement here after debates
lasttng many loirg weeks, if we had managed
to reach agreement at ell. But, as I said in my
introduction already, the important thing for
me was that the European electionF should come
soon. Ttre introduction of elections in the short
term, as envisaged by the Summit Conference,
entails a limited framework for tJle first elec-
tions. That was the choice I made and I admit
that it is minimalistic. Many Members have
spoken of a transitioiral'period in this connec-
tlon. We strall look into that question in more
detail when layrng down the uniform procedure.
At least, that was what I had in mind.
Mr Norgaard stated that he would vote against
the whole project for two neasons: the British
referendum and the obligatory retention of the
dual mandaie.
'With regard to the dual rnandete, f prefer to
comrnent in the context of the amendments to
Article 5. With regard to the British refelrendum,
I should just like to say a few words.
I sympathize with Mr Norgaard's problems; I
also see why, in view of the resenratibns
expressed during the Summit Conference, he
holds the views that he does at the present
time. I just hope that, whatever tJre result of
the British referendum, Mr Norgaard will not
allow Danish membership, and thus the further
development of the Community, to depend
exclusively upon it. I am in fac't optimistic abeut
this referendurn, and I look forqrard to it, I
would say straight away as an outsider, 
.with
confidence. This is intended as a general rernark.
Now I should like to proceed to a few general
remarks on the cohtents of this Convention,
about which I did not speak this morning and
to which I should now like to refer brieqy.
Much has'naturally been said about Article 2,
relating to the number of Members. May I just
summarize briefly how the Political Affairs
Committee arrived at its decision? Our first con-
sideration was that each Membei State dtrould
have a minimum number of Members. Secondly,
we took the view that the traditiond com-
promise incorporated in the Treaty would have
to be set aside in order to- arrive at a more
proportional system. I would stress 'a more pr(F
portional system', because I freely admit that
the 'one man, one vote' principle has not been
followed- I calculated, however, that on the
basis of f,uxembourg-and six seats for Luxem-
bourg is the miirimum-Parliament strould have
5 000 members. And, of course, nobody wants
that. In such'a situation every solution is a com-
promise. Even if Luxemlourg is left out of con-
sideration, any solution that would result in a
manageable Parliament will be a compromise.
You are already aware of my views on this
subject; the point has been raised often enough.
I adopted as a starting point the Parliament of
355 Members on the basis of a q,stem of calcula-
tion designed to arrive at a reasonably well
functioning Parliament in the present situation
with respect to .powera By that I mean that
there would be the possibility of increesing the
number of Members on the basis of increasing
Ircwers and the possible increase in the number
of Member States of the Community. Let us got
begin by being too bi!, because we shall never
revert to a smdler number. Ttrat is the first
point.
Ttre anendment proposed by Mr Klepsch and
adopted by the Political Affairs Committee has
substantial advantages. It puts a better basie
emphasis on the 'one,rnan, one vote' principle
than my original proposal. In addition, the le
gitirnate r'lghts of the large rtatee with large
populations are taken into account to a gEeater
extent by heving a large representation in the
European Parliament. In that reepeet the anend-
ment put forward by Mr Lautenschlager is a
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return to my original proposal, and you will
appreciate that your rapporteur now stands
before you with very mixed feelings. My heart
is with the Lautenschlager amendment, but as
rapporteur of the Political Affairs Committee I
am defending the text of my report. I have al-
ready mentioned the arguments in favour of it.
The principle of proportionality is best upheld in
the text of my report. The Lautenschlager
amendment very clearly favouns the smaller
states.
I now come to a comment whlch is intended for
those who maintain: 'It is not up to us to deter-
mine what the number of Members shall be;
leave that to the Couneil., In my view parlia-
ment is not worth very much if it does not put
a proposal before the Council. We must do the
same in 1975 as Mr Dehousse did in 1960. In the
present situation we must not leave it to the
Council. Of course, the Council decides, but we
must let it know what our conception is and
why. It would be wrong to obscure it and hideit away, thereby passing on our task to the
Council of Ministers.
Another point that has, of course, caused a
considerable stir is the question of the dual
mandate. I shall speak about the details when
dealing with the amendments. But there is one
thing which I should like to say in the presentgelelal cbntext, and that is that we really ought
to hold a survey among the 1g8 Memberj of this
Partament to establish who at the present time
and with the present powers of the European
Parliament would be prepared to relinquisli his
national mandate. Should the survey show that
the vast majority is prepared to do so at the
present time and would like to restrict itself to
a European mandate, then my proposal is incor-
rect. During my tour of the European capitals
the unanimous advice was: do not forbid it, makeit 
-possible. In my report I have quite elearlysubjected the possibility of a dual mandate to
limitations, two of which I referred to in myintroduction to the article concerned. First of
all, the European mandate is not terrrinated if
the national mandate ends because the Member
concernd has not been re-elected to the nationalparliament. If, for example, someone is elected
on 1 March 19?8 to the European parliament
and on I November 19ZB he loses his national
mandate, he remains a Member of the European
Parliament. I would also draw Mr Norgaird,s
attention to this, as he apparently has other
ideas. That is the basis, as otherwise European
elections would have no value because it would
not be the European election which would be
the deciding factor, but the national election.
The European election is primary. Secondly,
MP's will have to be freed completely for their
work in the European Parliament. At the present
time the opposite is the case; the national par-
liament takes precedence, and if there is any
time over, we can work for Europe. Today, too,
some of our colleagues are not present because
they have to take part in a division in their
national parliament.
An end must be made to this situation, but you
cannot expect your rapporteur to provide a
'European solution. The solution must be found
by national parliaments. A large number of pos-
sibilities will be apparent to you. For example,
a Member of the European Parliament could
take part in national activities without having
a vote, so that he would not be forced to leave
the European Parliament in order to go and vote
in his own country. A further possibility would
be.for the national parliament to have extra
members engagd exclusively on European work
and therefore in a supernumerary. position_ Or
one might consider a pairing system, which is a
procedure whereby a supporter and an opponent
of a government travel together to the European
Parliament, or if one remains behind the other
does not vote. These are all possibilitieg but you
must not expect your rapporteur to make the
choice. I am only making suggestions to the na-
tional parliamentg.
My next comment relates to the uniform pro-
eedure. Mr de la Maldne has said that if thisproject is blocked by the Council, the reason
will be, for example, that there is no agreement
on the election procedure, and so it will merely
postpone everything. I do not believe thet the
Council intimated at the Summit ConJerence
that it wished to take a decision on the whole
matter. The Council wishes to decide on the elec-
tions. It has not stated that a uniform procedure
is a necessary part of the elections. I believe that
the solution which I have chosen and which the
great maJority of you support is in accordance
with the Treaty. The Treaty does not lay down
anywhere that the provisions of an article must
be implemented at one stroke. If that were the
case, agricultural policy would have had to stand
still for ten years, and no further alterations
could be made to it. No, the Treaty is constanfly
evolving. fime limits have been laid down, but
these have been exceeded by a large margin.
Moreover, in its decision of June 1g?3, pointing
out the dynamic character of the Treaty, the
European bourt expressly stated that a decision
provided for in the Treaty could be taken in
stages. Well, a decision of this kind in stages is
what I am putting before you. Mr D,Angelosante
has made some very interesting legal comments
on this subject. He said that by cancelling Article
138 I had lost the possibility of introducing a
uniform election procedure.
No, Mr D'Angelosante, by introducing Article ?
and by endeavouring to modify the EEC Treaty
we are creating a new obligation- From the point
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of view of consistency it is better to delete from
the EEC Treaty any provision which has ceased
to apply. That is the situation exactly. The obli-
gation on the part of the Council to lay down
the uniform procedure then arises from Article 7
of the Draft Convention now before us, and no
longer from Article 138 of the EEC Treaty.
Mr D'Angelosante has also spoken in this con-
nection about Article 14. Article 14 is not the
provision laying down that the uniform pro-
cedure should be introduced by means of an
amendment to the Treaty. Article 14 is what
Article 235 is in the EEC Treaty, not Article 236,
but Article 235, in which an additional opport-
unity is provided for the Council and the Com-
mission to introduce more detailed provisions if
there are gaps.
I should like, if I may, to mention a fernr
examples. There is the question of the remunera-
tion of Members. I have made no proposals in
that respect. Will it require the conclusion of
a new convention? That may be a matter which
is regulated by Article 14. firen there is the mat-
ter of the expenses to be allowed to national
parties or goverrlments for elections. I had
thought of taking up that point but it is better
that Parliament should discuss it later with the
Council in accordance wih tJre procedure of
Article 14.
There are many things which still have to be
settled, and for which I have provided for a flex-
ible procedure along the lines onwhich we work-
ed when considering budgetary powers, i.e. the
consultation procedure to which reference is
made in the Vedel report on the powers of Par-
liament and in our own proposals and also
Article 203 of the EEC Treaty; we have to con-
sider the interaction between the Council and
Parliament, which enjoy equal rights in the draw-
ing up of the required provisions. Ttris is nothing
new, as in Article 204 (8) of the EEC Treaty
reference is made to agreement between the
Council and Parliament on budgatery procedure.
Mr D'Angelosante also asked why I refer to
national provisions when speaking of the ban-
ning of parties. That is an old provision from
the Dehousse convention. Mr Scelba asked why
no reference was made to constitutional provi-
sions. The banning of parties is not regulated in
aII countries by the constitution. If I have un-
derstood correctly-and if not, my Gerrnan col-
leagues will correct m+the ban on the Com-
munist Party in its old form in the Federal
Republic was introduced by a court in Karlsruhe,
and is not part of the constitution. In Italy the
ban on the Fascist Party is laid down in the
constitution. Under those circumstances Mr De-
housse's old text seemed to me to be very valid,
and I have adopted this point without making
any changes.
In conclusion, I should Iike to make a couple
of remarks about the date of the elections.
Various comments have been made on this sub-ject, and I should now like to refer briefly to
them. Mr Jozeau-Marign6 and others have
spoken in this connection about the fink wittl
national elections. He asked whether such links
should be forbidden. I do not know, Mr Jozeau-
Marign6. Perhaps we shall do so in the uniJorm
procedure, but I can very well imagine that
for reasons of cost or in order to increase the
poll the elections may be made to coincide
with regional or local elections. That is a possib-
ility which cannot be excluded. My Draft Con-
vention is also open with respect to this point.
Mr Kirk asked in the modest way for whictt
he is known whether 1978 is a feasible target
date. Mr Kirk, it is a tremendous challenge
for the European Parliament within the space of
three years to take up the preparations for the
elections with the national parliaments, tJle
national political parties, the Council and the
Commission and everyone else who has a part
to play. We have learnt from the Treaty of Rome
that deadlines can provide a stimulus to push
ahead. The great advantage of the transitional
period in the EEC Treaty is that we are work-
ing towards something, and that at a given time
we shall again have to take a decision. I am
not saying that I am one hundred percent
certain that we wilI succeed by 1978, but it is
up to us, the Parliament and the Council, the
political parties and the national parliaments
to aim at holding the elections in 1978 and to
do everything possible to meet the deadline.
Should we find that it is not possible, we shall
have to reappraise the situation, but at the
present time it is our aim, in accordance with
the wishes expressed at the Summit Conference.
to hold the elections in 19?8.
Mr President, I know that many members
wilI be disappointed by my reply because there
are many important comments which I have
not answered and because I have only given
a general introduction. You must forgive me;
I cannot give replies to 25 speakers. We agreed
to begin the voting at a reasonable time. I still
hope to go into a number of details when we
deal with the amendments.
(Loud, applouse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOIIWER
Presiilent
President. 
- 
The general debate is closed.
Sre shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion.
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On the first six paragraphs of Part I of the
resolution I have no amendments or speakers
Iist€d.
I put these to the vote.
The first six paragraphs of Part I of the resolu-
tion are adopted.
On the preamble to the Draft Convention I have
no amendments or speakers listed.
I put it to the vote.
The preamble is adopted.
On Article 1 I have Amendment No 6 tabled
by Mr Bourges and Mr Yeats on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats and
worded as follows:
'Article I
Ttris article to read as follows:
'Ttre Assembly of tJre representatives of the
peoples ol thd States in the Community shall be
etecleO Uy direct universal suffrage. It shall
constitute the European ParliamenL'
I call Mr Yeats to move this amendment
Mr Yeats. 
- 
The purpose of this amendment is to
alter the text placed before us by the rapporteur
in order that it shall approximate more closely
to the text of the Treaty itseU. It is not intended
to alter the precise intentions of the article
that we have before us, but it does seem that
it would be better to have it is close as poasibl,e
to the relevant articles in the Treaty. Perhaps I
mtght quote Article 13? of the EEC Treaty,
which is as follows:'The Assembly, which shall
consist of representativec of the peoples of the
Statec brought together in the Community, shall
exercise the advisory and supervisory powers
which are conferred upon it by this Tbeaty.'
Otr amendment, therefore, intends merely to
incorporate the wording of this article of the
Theaty, so far as it is relevant, into the Conven-
tion" and I would suggest that it is a relatively
technieal matter which we ought to accept
because clearly we ought to try and adhere as
Iar as possible to the Treaty.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Patijn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
would point out to the movers of this amendment
that if we accept it, we shall have Articie
13? of the EEC Treaty on the one hand and
Article 1 of our Draft Convention on the other,
both of which will tlen state approximately
the same thing. I think that this would be wrong
and not very desirable if we want to preserve
an orderly system of Community legislation.
Furthermore it is concernd with the election
of the representatives and not of Parliament.
I find the text 'The Assembly of the represent-
atives (...). It shall constitute the European Par-
liament' considerably less clear and concise than
my text I would also point out that my text
is the same as that contained in Mr Dehousse's
draft, and I felt it was exactly what was wanted.
It reflects very'clearly what we mean. I should
like to ask the House to reject this amendment.
President. 
-. 
I put Amendment No 6 to the
vote.
Amendment No 6 is rejected.
I put Article I to the vote.
.drticle 1 is adopted.
On Article 2 I have six amendments:
- 
Amendment No 7 tabled by Mr de la Maldne
and worded as follows:
'Article 2
This article to read as follows:
"The number of nepresentatives elected in each
Member State shall be fixed by the Council and
shall be proportional to the population of each
of these States."'
- 
Amendment No 5 tabled by Mr McDonald
and worded as follows:
'Article 2
this article should read as follows:
"fn propnsing the number of representatives which
each Member State shall be ertttled to elect to
the European Parliament, the Parliament shall
maintain the game ratio of representatives per
Member State as currently provided for under
Articles 138 ol the EEC lteaty' 108 of the &tratort
Treaty and 21 of the ECSC Treaty, as ameaded
by Article 10 of the Act of Accession, modified
by Article 4 of the adaptation decision."'
- 
Amendment No 15 tabled by Mr Nyborg
and worded as follows:
'Article 2(1)
This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. Ttre nurnber of representatives eleted ln each
Member State shall be as follows:
Belglum
Denmark
France
Germany (FR)
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Ifingdom
t4
10
36
36
10
36
6
t4
36
l9E"
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Amendment No 13 tabled by Mr Outers and
worded as follows:
'Article 2(l)
'Ihis paraEFaph to read as follows:
"1. The number of representatives elected in each
Member State shall be as follows:
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr Preside,nt, the scope
of my amendment is apparent from its text.
Since I commented on it in my introduction
during the general debate, there is no need
for me to do so again now.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McDonald to move
Amendment No 5.
Mr McDonald. 
- 
Mr President, I should merely
like to say that the proposals in Article 2 should
at least not depart significantly from the Trea-
ties of Accession. I have dealt with this amend-
ment in the general debate. However, as there
is another amendment which I think suits our
situation a little better, I withdraw my Amend-
ment No 5.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 5 is accordingly
withdrawn.
I call Mr Nyborg to move Amendment No lb.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) wtr president, I shouldlike to start by thanking Mr patijn for his
report. I do so now because I did not have
the opportunity to thank him before.
May I point out that not all Danes agree with
the Danish Socialists' standpoint on direct elec-
tions. While I agree with the concept of direct
elections, I am against an excessive increasein the number of Members for the following
reasons.
At present Parliament has 1g8 Members, and allpast experience shows that an increase in this
number will not improve efficiency-the reverseif anything. The debates would certainly become
longer and the work slower and more ineffect-
ive. We welcome any increase in the number
of Member States in the Community, and when
this happens the number of Members will rise
automatically. Both here and in Strasbourg we
have room enough for 1gB Members. The admin-istrative staff and other facilities are also
intended to cater for this number. If we decideto increase the number of Members this will
obviously cost a lot of money. In view of thepresent ecdnomic situation in the CommunityI feel sure that our peoples do not want any
extension of the bureaucracy and that they
expect us to lead the way in exercising moder_
ation.
I find the present distribution of seats in parlia_
ment reasonable and recommend that we retain
the status quo of 198 Members.
President. 
- 
I caII Mr Outers to move Amend_
ment No 13.
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany (FR)
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
15
11
57
67
10
60
6
19
61
306',',
- 
Amendment No 3 tabled by Mr Lautenschla-
ger on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee
and worded as follows:
'Article 2(1)
This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. The number of representatives elected in each
Member State shall be as follows:
Belgium
Denmark
f"rance
Germany (FR)
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
;,,,
- 
Amendment No l7 tabled by Lord Reay and
worded as follows:
'Article 2(1)
This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. Ttre number of representatives elected in each
Member State shall be as follows:
Belgium
Denmark
flance
Germany (FR)
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
These six amendments can be considered jointly.
23
L7
65
7t
13
66
6
27
67
18
t2
74
87
l0
77
6
23
80
I call
No 7.
Mr de la Maldne to move Amendment
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Mr Outers. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my amendment
aims to reconcile several principles. The first of
these is that the nations must be represented
in accordance with the size of their population.
Universal zuffrage is based on and justified
by the equality of aII citizens, no matter to what
country they belong.
The second principle is that, as long as the
elections are held in national electoral constitu-
encies, it is perfectly right to lay down a mini-
mum number of Members for each country.
My proposal allocates a basic quota of 6 Mem-
bers to each Member State and one further
seat each for every million inhabitants.
The third principle is that we must avoid a
situation in which an excessive number of Mem-
bers-and this is the main objection to the
proposal to have 550 Members-makes the
future accession of new Member States more
difficult. The total number of Members is thus
reduced from 550 in the original proposal and
355 in Mr Lautenschlager's proposal to 306.
One last principle is that the new seat distribu-
tion should not reduce the number of seats
currently allocated to any Member State.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager to move
Amendment No 3.
Mr Lautenschlager. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in our
view the compromise proposed in Amendment
No 3 is the one which comes closest to meeting
the wishes of the large countries and tJle expect-
ations of the small countries. If you take a
system of coordinates and plot on it a line for
the representation, you will find that, with the
figure of 355 Members, Denmark, Luxembourg
and Belgium gain slightly, the Netherlands is
on the mean line, and the large countries make
a slight concession on nepresentation. It is my
belief that this sacrifice is worth while, in order
to form a Parliament which can implement
European politics in solidarity and which does
not give the impression that a large number
of seats have been created in order to benefit
some countries. Everything has been worked out
in detail.
We also experimented with a lower number
and found each time that, if the number of
Members is less th,an 355, it is too much to the
detriment of the larger countries, whereas if
Parliament has more than 355 Members, it is
too much to the detriment of the smaller coun-
tries. We thus found, without recourse to party-
political or national considerations, that the
figure of 355 Members was a suitable com-
promise. No-one maintains it is the ideal solu-
tion, but it is the one which comes closest to
satisfying all standpoints.
We also found that, if we take only the national
parliaments and their relationships with the
constituencies, i.e. the relationships between the
individual Members and the constituencies, and
apply them to a future European Parliament.
we will not achieve the result we were aiming
at, namely that in this directly elected Euro-
pean Parliament somethiag new should be
created.
There is nothing comparable in the '\fiestern
world, not even the United States of America,
which can look back on a history of only some
two hundred years; and quite apart from that,
even the House of Representatives manages with
only about 400 members for a population much
larger than that of Europe.
One amusing point, Mr President: there is no
assembly hall in the whole of Europe which could
hold more than 400 Members. Just a point.
(Laughter)
Anyhow, if we do create a large Parliament
on the basis that the European Parliament
should be about as big as one of the larger
national parliaments, the only aim being to
achieve maximum representation, we shall
certainly have a Parliament with loads of pomp
and circumstance, but the self-imposed difficult-
ies would result in this Parliament's becoming
nothing more than a mutual admiration society;
and all of us here would consider this to be
a sad fate for it.
I therefore recommend that the House adopt the
Amendment tabled by the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee, thereby limiting the number of seats
to 355.
President 
- 
I call Lord Reay to move amend-
ment No 17.
Lord Eeay. 
- 
Mr President, I think I shall have
to say something, otherwise my amendment will
not be understood by Members, since I had
no opportunity to speak on this matter earlier
in the debate. My amendment shares the inten-
tion of the Political Affairs Committee's amend-
ment-that is to say, what is now the text of
the report-of applying more closely than the
rapporteur originally did himself the principle
of parity in the ratio between electorate and
elected throughout the Community, but with the
intention of arriving at a lower total.
To do this, instead of allowing one Member
for each additional 500 000 of the population
or part thereof beyond the first million, which
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is now the present text, I have allowed one
Member for each additional ?50 000 of the popul-
ation or part thereof beyond the first million.
Otherwise I have kept the same criteria. The
first million will qualify for 6 seats: no state
will have less than 6 seats; no state will have
less than it has at present In practice this last
provision will only affect lreland, which would
otherwise under my amendment have 9 seats
rather than 10. The main effect is to give a
fairer representation to the electorate in the
Iarger states than \ilas done by the rapporteur
originally or is done in the arnendment now
being moved by Mr Lautenschlager on behalf
of the Legal Affairs Committee, while preserv-
ing a smaller total number. Ttre higher number
in my opinion is far too high, for the reason
which I heard Mr Jozeau-Marign6 give this
afternoon-namely, that it ignores the possibil-
ity of the Community being enlarged in the
future. I think by sorne this point has not been
sufficiently appreciated. If for example you take
only the possibility of Spain, Greecg Norway
and Portugal joining the Community, using tJ:e
current population figurq5 and the same criteria
as now laid dosrn in Mr Patijn's report for
determining individual membership, that would
mean an additional membership ol 128. That is
to say a total membership for the Parliament of
6?8-a figure whieh perhaps in the opinion of
most people would be hitting if not breaking
the limit of what wes considered a reasonable
and practical number for a working parliament.
Mr President, in conclusion tJrere is one thing
that I think I must say. The order of voting puts
me in a difficult position. Naturally enough, I
prefer my own amendment to that oI the Legal
Affairs Committee, although, for the reasons
which I have given, I prefer the amendment of
the Legal Affairs Committee to the numbers as
they now stand in the reporl Now I think that
the Legal Affairs Committee's arnendmenL will
be taken before mine. If that is to be the caseI have decided that I shall support the amend-
ment of the Legal Affairs Committee, thatis to say Mr Lautenschlager's amendment,
although this will reduce the possibility of mine
being reached, in order to try to prevent the
greater danger of the report's being adopted
without any arnendment at dL In return, and
out of considerations of botlr gallantry and togic,
I hope that those who vote for the Legal Affairs
Committee's amendment, in the event of their
e:rperiencing the misfortune of defeat, will
support my amendment when the tirne comes.
( Applouse anil laughter)
Presidenl 
- 
What is the rapporteurls opinion?
Mr Patijn, roqorteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in
my reply to tJle debate I comrnented briefly on
Mr de la Maldne's remarks regarding Artietre 2.
I think tJlat what he is propooing here is wrongl
as Parliament would be giving up its right ol
initiative to the Council. This was the f,irst
point.
And then there is a second point. If no gualantee
is given for a number which we fix or criteria
which we Iay down, there can. be no certainty
for such countries as Luxembourg, Ireland and
Denmark that today's figure will at least consti-
tute the starting point. Mr de Ia MalCne's amend-
also contains the criterion 'proportional to ttre
population'. And my compromise for Luxem-
bourg, i.e. six seats for 350 000 inhabitants, could
theoretically, according to Mr de la Maldne's
scheme, be redueed to one or none, if one takes
a minimum of 500 000 inhabitants as a starting
point. For these two highly fundamental and
hrshly important reasons I recommend tlrat you
reject this amendment.
Furthermore Mr de la MalCne's amendment
implies the deletion of Article 2, paragraph 2,
which provides for the possibility of making
subsequent changes to ttre number of seats. No
provision is made for this in Mr de la Mal6ne's
amendment, so the Treaty would have to be
modified before a change could be made in'the
number of seats. This is another argumentrlor
asking Parliament to reject Mr de la Maldne's
amendment.
I thank Mr McDonald for withdrawing Amend-
ment No 5, which has a similar purpose to that
of Amendment No 15 by Mr Nyborg.
For reasons of econorny Mr Nyborg wants to
keep the existing number of seats..I think ttrEt
is a good principle, Mr Nyborg, Of course,we
must be economical and not a single unit of
accouDt must be wast{ but your amendment
would mean that in large states such ag,the
Federal Republic of Germany and Great Britainit would be necessar5r to o,rganize elections to
elect 36 people, 36 representatives for a popula.r
tion, in the Federal Republic of Gerrneny, of
62 million and an electorate of 2 million p€r
seat! It is moreover in conflict with the bagie
principle that we adopted in the Political Affails
Committee, and with which everyone was in
agreement, namely that we ane on the way to
introducing the 'one maq one vote' prirrciple,
in other words proportionality. You preler to
keep the old s5rs'tem, the compromise based'm
the Treaty. But I think it was one of our funda-
mental' preoccupations, tJlat of the rapporteur,
that of Mr Lautenschtager, that of Mr Outers
and Lord Reay, to guarantee proportionality.
For this reason I would recomrnend that parlia-
ment reject Mr Nyborgis am€adment
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Mr, Outers has proposed one seat per million
bhabitents with a minimum of six. Mr Outers
is juggling the figures somewhat here, because
according to his system the Irish would have
nine seats and not ten. I feel that in Mr Outers'
proposal the srrall states are kept too close to
the present figure, and get too little compensa-
tion. In all the proposals, in the proposal of the
Political Affairs Committee and that of Mr
Lautenschlager, it has been one of the basic
points that the large states must obtain the
greatest number of seats, but not at the expense
of proper representation for the small states. In
my opinion the total number of 306 and the
distribution which Mr Outers proposes do not
satisfy tJrese criteria. Furthermore, with 306
seats we are entering the danger zone as regards
proportionality, if we want to be able to organ-
ize elections properly. Ten seats for lreland.
eleVen seats for Denmark? I know that these
are small differences, but they are important
differences for small states.
I now come to Mr Lautenschlager's amendment,
which I spoke about a few moments ago in my
second speech. The proposal of the Political
Alfairs Committee, as formulated in the Draft
Convention, bffers the best guarantee of propor-
tionality.
You know that I have reservations about this,
but if we assume that proportionality will be
introduced, I think it fair to say that what Mr
Klepsch proposed in the Political Affairs Com-
mittee best satisfies the criterion that I have
put forward. I, therefore, believe that Mr Lau-
tenschlager's recorlmendation implies the same
compromise, in that it gives the small states
more than, they are entiUed to. In Mr Klepsch's
proposal they get a considerably greater number
of seats but the difference vis-a-vis the larger
states is rather greater.
Mr President I think I can apply the same
arguments to Lord Reay's amendment which
is along the same lines as Mr Lautenschlager's
amendment. There is not much difference bet-
ween a total of 355 or 387. But here too the
compromise is to the detriment of proportional-
ity. I do not think I need go into this matter
any further. Atl the Groups defined their posi-
tiohs this morning. Every Member knows what
is involved and f shall now leave matters to thejudgment of Parliament.
President. 
- 
Pursuant to the Rules of Procedure
we shall first consider the amendments which
depart furthest from the Political Affairs Com-
mittee's text.
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
,dmendment No 7 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
Amendment No l5 is rejected.
I put Arnendment No 13 to the vote.
Amendment No 13 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
(Applause)
Following the adoption of Amendment No 3,
Amendment No 17.is no longer necessary.
I put Article 2(1) so amended to the vote.
Article 2(1) is adopted.
I put Article 2(2) to the vote.
Article 2(2) is adopted.
On Artictres 3 and 4 I have no amendments or
speakers listed.
I put them to the vote.
Articles 3 and 4 are adopted.
On article 5 I have three amendments:
- 
Amenrlment No 9 tabled by Mr Liogier and
worded as follows:
'Article 5
Replace the word "compatible" by the word
"incompatible".'
- 
Amendment No 4 tabled by Mr Lautenschla-
ger on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee
and worded as follows:
'Article 5
Thls article to read as follows:
"After entry into lorce of the procedure to be
adopted under Article ?(1) membership of the
European Parliament shall not be compatible with
membership of a Parliament of a Member State."'
- 
Amendment No 16/rev. tabled by Mr Lau-
tenschlager and worded as follows:
'Article 5
This article to read as follows:
"1. Alter entry into force of the procedure to be
adopted under Artide 7(1) membenship of the
European Parliament shall be incompatible
wlth membership of a Parliament of a Member
State.
2. However, mandates held in a national Parlia-
ment at the time of the election of the first
European Parliament elected by a unllorm
procedure may be retained until the expiry
of ttre term of office ol the nattonal Parlia-
ment."'
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 9.
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Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, if my amendment were acceptd,
Article 5 would read: 'Membership of the Euro-
pean Parliament shall be incompatible with
membership of a Parliament of a Member State.'
This total incompatibility seernsi absolutely
essential to me and I am most surprised to find
that in Article 5 of the new Draft Convention
Mr Patijn recommends the contrary, after
declaring in paragraph 3 of the explanatory
statement: 'The increasing problems created by
the exercise of a dual mandate merely emphasize
the urgency of direct elections. The continuously
increasing work load borne by representatives
has long since made it impossible for them pro-
perly to carry out both national and European
duties. This situation adversely affects the na-
tional parliaments and the European Parliament
-not to mention the dependants of the represen-tatives themselves.' I subscribe fully to this
penetrating analysis of the situation and I would
ask you to vote in favour of the incompatibility
of the two mandates.
As for the suggestions made to parliaments of
Member States, intended apparently to mitigate
the disadvantages of this dual mandate, I be.
lieve that they are no more than feeble pal-
liatives. If they were to be implemented in the
present situation, they might yield some slight
improvements in our working conditions, but
they are quite unacceptable in the event of elec-
tions to the European Parliament by universal
suffrage.
There is no question of making do with cut-rate
representatives on the grounds that they re-
present both the European Community and their
own country, whibh has elected them ipecifically
to assume the responsibilities resulting from
their mandate and not to entrust them to third
parties, whoever they may be.
The tasks incumbent upon representatives of the
European Parliament are growing unceasingly,
as you yourselves realize every day. They wiltgrow still further in the years to come. They
are such that they require undivided attention,
which cannot be distracted without the risk of
serious dilution of effort, leading inevitably to
inefficiency, and sometimes even to errors ofjudgment due to lack of time for reflection.
Do we not all suffer, as a result of our dual
mandate, from being confronted time and again
with trying situations owing to shortage of time
and despite our willingnessi to do our job well,
as regards attendance at committee meetings,
regular participation in various projects and
detailed study of the reports we receive as well
as the making of all the necessary contacts.
Do we really think that the dual mandate, na-
tional on the one hand, European on the other,
is liable to create and foster that Community
spirit without which we cannot achieve the great
objective which we have fixed for ourselves,
that of integration?
For these various reasons I would ask the
honourable Members to vote for the amendment
I have proposed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lautenschlager to move
Amendments Nos 4 and 16/rev.
Mr Lautenschlager. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may
I ask you to hold the vote on Amendment No 16/
rev. first. If it is adopted, Amendment No 4 will
become unnecessary, as the first paragraph of
Amendment No 16/rev. contains the same word-
ing as Amendment No 4.
Paragraph 2 of Amendment No 16/rev. to Article
5 merely guarantees that national mandates held
at the time of the direct election of the Euro-
pean Parliament may be retained until the
expiry of the term of office of the national par-
liament. From conversations I have had in this
House it seemed necessary to me to add this,
and I do not believe Parliament will oppose it.
This must be the only exception allowing a dual
mandate to be retained after the election of the
new European Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Gladwyn.
Lord Gladwyn. 
- 
I should like the rapporteur to
answer my question, which was this. Would it
in his view be compatible with the Convention,
during the interim perid which will follow the
first election, taken, as we know, in accordance
with national procedures, for the British Par-
liament, if it so desired, to elect all its 6? mem-
bers and make them at the same time, in its
opinion, members of the national parliament?
The point is that, if I may say so, even though
during this period, in accordance with the Lau-
tenschlager second amendment, it would be pos-
sible for the sitting members to present them-
selves, nobody in fact will present himself, be-
cause in the new Parliament it would be quite
impossible in practice for a Member to have any
dual function at all. Therefore, if it is indeed
desired that there should be some kind of organic
link with the European Parliament, would it, in
his view, be possible for the British parliament
to act as I suggest-during the interim period,
of course, and as a provisional measure?
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's opinion?
Mr Patijn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Now we have
reached the second very important point on
which amendments have been tabled.
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As regards Mr Liogier's amendment I can be
relatively brief. He would like to oblige aII
directly elected representatives, immediately
after European elections, to renounce their na-
tional parliamentary mandates, regardless of the
powers which the European Parliament will
enjoy at that time. I strongly recommend you to
reject this amendment.
I gave some of my reasons for this a few mo-
ments ago. I believe that in the provisional
period, during which, according to my proposal,
the first elections shall take place and we shall
try to create a uniform procedure, a Parliament
with full powers and an executive with fuII
powers, we shall find the link with national par-
liaments very useful. In any case we must in
my opinion not prohibit it. Such a link must be
possible: whether anyone makes use of this
facility is another question. In the light of the
present political situation and the opinions of
all the representatives with whom I have spoken
I must strongly recommend that you reject Mr
Liogier's amendment.
I come now to the two amendments tabled by
Mr Lautenschlager. I can deal with them
together since they relate to the same question.
Mr Lautenschlager is right when he says that
Amendment No 16/rev. must be voted on first.
If it is adopted, Amendment No 4 will become
unnecessary. If it is rejected, Amendment No 4,
which contains the first paragraph of Amend-
ment No 16/rev., will be voted on.
Throughout my report I have avoided as far as
possible anticipating what the directly elected
parliament, subsequently to be elected by a
uniform procedure, may wish to decide on mat-
ters of principle. I may be criticized for not
going far enough. Mr Liogier and Mr Lauten-
schlager may criticize me for not saying that it
is in principle forbidden to hold a dual mandate.
I wish to leave this matter open. The text of
Article 5 of my report does not exclude all this
being-settled at a later date. The rule for-
bidding the dual mandate may, for example, be
incorporated into the uniform election regula-
tions. This is one of the things about which I
do not intend to make a pronouncement at the
moment, and this applies equally to the propor-
tional or non-proportional systems we shall be
discussing shortly when we come to Article ?.
The numerous people with whom I discussed
this matter were all in agreement with my pro-
posal.
There are already difficulties in sight. Mr Lau-
tenschlager at first tabled an amendment con-
taining a new paragraph I of Article 5, and im-
mediately had to table a changed text, because
difficulties had arisen with regard to the na-
tional mandate. I am in principle in agreement
with him: he, too, prefers a transitional period
until the .application of the uniform procdure.
Perhaps by that time the dual mandate will be
considered quite unacceptable. In my proposal I
have tended not to anticipate such fundamental
decisions, which we shall be taking in the coming
years. In views of the arguments I have just put
forward I cannot accept Amendment No 16/rev.
and 4 by Mr Lautenschlager and request Par-
liament to approve Article 5 in the original
version.
I can only partially answer Lord Gladwyn's
question. For the constitution of the European
Parliament only one election is valid and that is
the European election. If 67 Britons are elected
in the European election, they wiII be Members
of the European Parliament. If Westminster, the
House of Commons and the House of Lords- want
to make sure that, by means of a special
procedure, these 67 members hold a mandate in
the national parliament, there is nothing pro-
hibiting this in the Draft Convention nor in the
EEC Treaty.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, since Amend-
ment No 16/rev. by Mr Lautenschlager does,
after all, confirm the principle of the incompati-
bility of the two mendates, I support it and
withdraw my own amendment.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 9 is accordingly
withdrawn.
I put Amendment No 16/rev. to the vote.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear,
a fresh vote will be taken by sitting and stand-
ing.
Amendment No 16/rev. is rejected.
(Applause lrom the European Conseruatioe
Group)
(Protests)
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is rejected.
I put the original text of Article 5 to the vote.
Article 5 is adopted.
On Article 6 I have Amendment No 10 tabled
by Mr Bourges and Mr Yeats on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats and
worded as follows:
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'Article 8(2)
Thts paragr.iph 0o read as follows:
"2. $ubJeci to the enEy into forqe ol tJrs provl-
slons lCld down under Arltcle ?,,the hatlonal
'Par"Iiamqrts sha[ establish the rules Eovern-ing tttc question of incompatibllty."'
I call'Mr Yeats to move tJris amendment.
It[r Ysats. 
- 
Mr President, the purpore of t]ris
amendment is to make a drange which I think is
necesEary in the wording of paragraph 2 of
Article 6 as set before us. firis.paragraph 2 of
Article 6 covers the interim situation which will
grise ,on and qfter tls first election to the
ftreetly-elected Parliement and before the
Couneil has in faet egreed on a uniform scheme
of election for the Nine members of the EEC.
Now, as Mr Lenihan has already pointed out in
the course of the general debate, it is in fact
very likely that not one but perhaps a number
of elections will be held under these so-called
intedm procdures, because the pmspects of the
Councrl's agreeing u+animously on a uniform
9lEtep of election are nqt. good.. So this is a
matter of some irriportance because it relates to
a position wNch may last some time. Now undel
the rapporteur's text the incompatibilities exist-
ing in each national itate will automatically be
extended also to the European Parliament. This
means in the case of my cotrntry, fgr example,
that an electricity worken who is employed
climbing up electric-light poles in the west of
Ircland and is therefore*forbidden to be a Mem-
ber at the same time of the Irish parliament
because he is employed by a state corporation-
this person and many others like him would not
be able to be a Member of the European par-
liament. Now whatever the reasons may be (and
one sometimes wonders whet they are) at the
national level for incompatibilities of this.kind,
they certainly would seem not to apply to the
European Parliament, but under the rappor-
teur's text there is no discretion given auto-
matically: the incompatibilities at the national
level must be carried over to the European lenel,
and the national parliaments have no discretion
to mahe rulm for one and rules for the other.
My amendment therefore zuggests that the na-
tional parliaments should have the discretion
to say, '\Mell, all right, seand-so is forbidden
to be a member of the national parliament but
we cannot see any reason why he should not be
a Member of the European Parliament.'ft makes
the situation more flexible, and I suggest that we
ought to adopt it. I am quite certain the result
would be not that the national parli4ments would
add incompatibilities but that they would delete
a numbar of funcorrpatibilities from the ones that
exist at the national level.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Patiin, rap4,orteur. 
- 
(NL) lhe dlllerence
between the tsrt propoced by Mr Yeats and
my text is that I have dmply stated t}at the
national'prorrisions relatlng to incompatibftrty
with other functions are to be applied. fire pro.
propoeal made by illr Bourges and Mr Yeats on
behalf of the Grcup of European hogresdve
Democrats implies that thry think there b a gap
which must be dealt with by the national pFr-
llaments. If it is said that existtng naflonal
provislons' must be applied snd the national
parliaments lay down no ilch provisions; then
you really can talk of a gap. If the special situa-
tion relerred to by Mr Yeats does arise, namely
that someone should be efigible for the Euro-
pean Parliament who may not be eleeted to the
national parliament, then there is of course no
objeetion to legislating nationally for this. firere
must, however, be a point of departure, and this
must be the existing national legislation- I admit
that the French text is badly worded on thls
point. I quote: '...les disposltions nationales rela-
tives aux incompatibilit6s s'appliquent mutatis
mutandis'. I do not think this is a very good
translation. fire yersions in the other five lan-
guages are in order. I think the French trixt
should read as follows: ',..les dispositions natio-
nales relatives aux incompatibilit6s sont appli-
eables'. This means that it continues to be up
to the national legislators to make special provi-
sions, on the basis of existing regulations, for the
European Parliament. But you must start wlth
something which already exists, to which addi-
tions can then be made. The amendment by Mr
Bourges and Mr Yeats gives the impression that
there are no regulatioru at ell and that they
must be laid down by the national parliamentsin the nine Member States. This is why, to
ensure order and certainty as tq the legal pci-
tion, and in vierr of the arguments I have justput forward, I should prefer to reJect this
amendment by Mr Bourges and Mr yeats.
Presidenl 
- 
I call Mr Scelba.
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(l) The text proposed by the
rapporteur gives rise to truly absurd conse-
quencea as has been pointed out by my colleague
who has tabled the amendment.
As I have already mentioned, in my country, for
example, the mayors of tourns with more than
40 000 inhabitants cannot become members of
the national parliament. In France the opposite
is tnre and yet the provision contained in the
Draft Convention would sanction these contra-
dictions. This is unacceptable.
The amendment goes back to the text of the
1960 draft whieh, on thlc point, was as follows:
'Each Member State shall determine whether,
and to what extent, the incompatibilities laid
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down by its law with regard to the exercise of
a national parliamentary mandate shall apply
to the exercise of a mandate in the European
Parliament.' This was a plain, comprehensible
and rational formula. I would thus recommend
the adoption of this amendment whlch corrects
the irrational text that we have been given and
restores, even if not in the same form, the much
clearer and much more explicit text of 1960.
Prcrident. 
- 
I put amendment No 10 to the vote.
Amendment No 10 is rejected.
I put Article 6 to the vote.
Article 6 is adopted.
On Article ? I have Amendment No 14 tabled by
Mr Bordu and Mr D'Angelosante and worded as
follows:
'Artiele ?
This article to read as follows:
{Ttre elections shall be held ln accordance with
a uniform electoral procedure based on the system
of propo,rtional representation."'
I call Mr D'Angelosante to move thls amend-
ment.
Mr D'Angelosaute. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the
reasons for this amendment have already been
put forrrard. To a certain extent this amendment
rqresents our entire position as already out-
lined during the general debate.
By this amendment we propose that Parliament
should introduce the proportional system and
ellmlnate the two phases, l.e. the immediate in-
troduction of a uniform electoral system.
The rapporteur has countered this opinion of
ours merely with arguments of caution without
however explaining who and what we are to
be wary of. Since this is a question of principle
we insist on this amendment and ask the House
to approve it.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
ItIr Patiin, ropporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
wish that Parliament were able to decide on one
electoral system or the other. My findings are
that Parlia:nent is not in a position to do so at
the moment. F'or these reasons I consider it
wrong and unrealistic to anticipate the nature
and content of this electoral procedure, whieh
we ourselves have yet to work out. I will confine
myseU to this comment and ask Parliament not
to adopt this amendment..
President. 
- 
I call Mr Memmel.
Mr Memmel. 
- 
(D) Mr President, one question
to the rapporteur: the rapporteur has tabled
Amendment No 1, in which he wants to change
1980 to 19?8; in that case, should he not also
change 1980 to 1978 in paragraph 1 of Article 7,
on whieh u/e are now to vote?
President. 
- 
I call the rapporteur.
IUr Patiin, rapporlanr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
Mr Memmel is stating the obvious. 1978 rnefers
to the date of the first elections. 1980, which
appears in Article 7, refers to the drawing up
of a proposal for a unilorm electoral systern. I
and everyone else with me believe, Mr Memmel,
that the first election ln 1978 wlll not, as I havejust told Mr D'Angelosante, be held according
to the uniform electoral system. In this situation
it is realistic to state that a uniform electoral
system, on which study may begin tomorrow
but has not yet begun, will not be drawn uil
before 1978. By taking 19?8 in the text of the
Convention as the date for drawing up a pro-
posal, I might leave Parliament too little time.
That is why I chose 1980.
The European Parliament must draw up the
procedure by 1980. So much the better if we
can draw up the uniform electoral system by
1978, but f want to extend the time limit a little,
beeause we may well need that amount of time.
In any case the system must be drawn up by
1980.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No la to the
vote.
Amendment No 14 is rejected.
I put Article 7 to the vote.
Article 7 is adopted.
On Articles 8 to 12 I have no amendments or
speakers listed.
I put these to the vote.
Articles 8 to 12 are adopted.
On Article 13(1) I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 11 tabled by Mr de Ia MalCne
and worded as follows:
'Article 13(1)
This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. The date of the ffrst elections to the European
Parliament by direct universal suffrage in
accordance with the provlsions of this Con-
venflon shall be fixed by the Europeqn
Council." ' '
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Amendment No I tabled by Mr Patijn on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee and
. 
worded as follows:
'Article 13(l)
Replace the words "May 1980" by "May 1978".'
I call Mr de la Maldne to move Amendment No
11.
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall
be brief as I have no illusions as to the fate
which awaits my amendment. Over the last 15
years I have all too often seen this type of
debate, in which the dates have to be fixed in
advance and are then not retained. This House
proposes Europe, and the peoples and govern-
ments dispose. This is why I have tabled this
amendment, I repeat, without any illusions as
to the fate which awaits it.
At the same time, Mr President, I should like
to defend my second amend,ment, modest in
scope as it is: it requests the deletion of the
adjective 'exact' in the second paragraph of
Article 13, which, at least in the French text,
seems to me superfluous.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Patijn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) I cannot say that
Mr de la Malene made a very spirited defence
of his amendment. I could well make a spirited
counter-remark, but I do not think it necessary.
It is clear that we have to fix the date for the
elections ourselves. I suggest 1978, as can be seen
from my Amendment No 1 on behalf of the Polit-
ical Affairs Comm,ittee. I am prepared to accept
Amendment No 12 by Mr de la Maldne on the
deletion of the word 'exact'. It is a marked
improvement in the text if the word 'exact' in
Article 13, paragraph 2, is deleted, as it adds
nothing to the text.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 11 to the
vote.
Amendment No 11 is rejected.
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
I put Article 13(1) so amended to the vote.
Article 13(1) is adopted.
On Article 13(2) I have Amendment No 12 tabled
by Mr de la Maldne and worded as follows:
'Article 13(2)
Delete the word "exact".'
The rapporteur has already indicated that he
agrees to this change.
I put Amendment No 12 to the vote.
Amendment No 12 is adopted.
I put Article 13(2) so amended to the vote.
Article 13(2) is adopted.
I put the whole of Article 13 so amended to the
vote.
Article 13 is adopted.
On Article 14 I have Amendment No I tabled
by Mr Bourges and Mr Yeats on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats and
worded as follows:
'Article 14
Delete the last sentence.'
I call Mr Yeats to move this amendment
Mr Yeats. 
- 
Mr President, this amendment
seeks to eliminate from Article 14 the last
sentence. This is the article which was referred
to a short time ago by the rapporteur. He pointed
out, and I think that one can certainly agree
completely with him, that it was necessary to
have a general article of this kind to provide
for details which for whatever reason were not
included or foreseen in this Convention, relating
to the implementation of direct elections. It is
necesary, quite clearly, to have an article like
this. But what I and my group fail to see is
why, when considering how the direct elections
to this Parliament are to be implemented, it is
necessary to consult the Commission. Now I
wish to stress that this is not in any seruie
intended as criticism of the Commission. We
have the highest respect for the Commission
and the work it does. But I think one must have
regard to the functions whieh are given to the
Commission in the EEC. In the Community,
Parliament and the Council share the legislative
power.
The Commission is in part the executive, and
indeed the various articles of the Treaty of
Rome which refer to the legislative process
naturally exclude the Commision from this. I
think the rapporteur included this reference to
the Commission through a misunderstanding,
if I may be so bold as to say so in view of the
extraordinarily able job he has done throughout.
I hesitate to suggest such a thing, but in the last
line of his explanation to Article 14, he says this
role is already assigned to the Commission else-
where in the Theaties, for example Article 126
EEC. Now if one looks up Article 126 of the
EEC Treaty, one finds it relates to the Social
Fund, which is clearly a matter directly related
to the activities of the Commission and it is
only right that they should be consulted with
regard to it. But I do not think that we as a
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Parliament ought to concde that on matters
strictly relating to the parliamentary process,
which are strictly a matter between us and the
Council, it ought to be necessary to consult the
Commission. So I would ask the rapporteur to
agree to delete this sentence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scelba.
Mr Scelba. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I call for a split
vote on Article 14, i.e. for a separate vote on
the phrase 'acting unanimously'.
My reason is this: the European Parliament has
always protested against the application of the
Luxembourg Agreement which imposed the rule
of unanimity. Equally contradictory is the fact
that Parliament, which must be heard in
advance, decides on a majority basis whereas
the Couneil woutrd have to decide unanimously.
I therefore hope that Parliament will reject this
rule of unanimity and leave the Council to act
as it thinks best. I repeat that unanimity is
contrary to the attitude of this House.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Patijn, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
Commission is mentioned in two places in this
Draft Convention, namely here and in Article 2,
paragraph 2, which states that the Commission
as well as the Member States and Parliament
may propose to the Council changes in the
number of members of the Parliament. Thus the
Parliament and the Council do not regard the
elections as something which concerns them
exclusively. A short while ago we adopted
Article 2, paragraph 2.
Secondly, Mr Yeats is of course right in saying
that Article 126 of the EEC Treaty relating to
the European Social Fu,nd clearly assigns a role
to the Commission. But I cannot at present
foresee what administrative measures will have
to be adopted jointly by the Council and Par-
liament, for example in the budgetary field or
in the field of institutional or legd provisions,
in the adoption of which the Commission, as
guardian of the Treaty and sometimes also as
administrative and executive body in the Com-
munity, should participate under the terms of
Article 155. The Commission cannot infLuence
agreement between Parliament and Council in
the sense tha't its vote is mandatory. It advises.
In view of the uncertainty with regard to the
measures to be adopted during the coming years,
I find this a very useful provision. Therefore I
should like to ask the House to reject this
amertdment.
President. 
- 
As for Mr Scelba's request to have
separate votes on the two parts of the first
sentence of Article 14, so that the words 'acting
unanimously' are voted on in isolation, I do not
know if it is possible to have two votes on two
parts of the same sentence. I would not have
thought so, and besides no amendment has been
tabled. If Mr Scelba had been consistent, he
would have tabled an amendment to withdraw
the unanimity requirement. But now that there
is no amendment, I think a vote must be taken
on the article as a whole.
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is rejected.
f now put the proposal by Mr Scelba to the vote.
The proposal is rejected.
f now put Article 14 as a whole to the vote.
Article 14 is adopted.
On Article 15 I have no amendments or speakers
listed.
I put it to the vote.
Article 15 is adopted.
On Article 16 I have Amendment No 2 tabled
by Mr Patijn on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee and worded as follows:
'Article 16
This article to be worded as follows:
"This Convention is drawn up in the Danish,
Dutch, English, E"rench, German, Irdsh and ltalian
languages, all setsen texts being equally authen-
tic."'
I call Mr Patijn to move this amendment.
Mr Patiin 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Yeats was
kind enough to point out to me that, since an
official amendment is being made to the Treaty,
Irish will also have to be adopted as an official
language for this Convention. Therefore 'Irish'
is inserted between 'French' and 'Italian and
Dutch'-at least that is the order in the Dutch
text. This must be so because it involves an
official amendment to the Treaties of Rome and
Irish must therefore be included. That is the
purpose of my amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put Article 16 so amended to the vote.
Article 16 is adopted.
On Article 17 I have no amendments or speakers
listed.
I put it to the vote.
Article 17 is adopted.
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I note that we have thus adoptcd a Draft Con-
vention to replace the Draft Convention adopted
on 17 May 1960.
firerefore we c'n now vote on the sixth para-
graph of Part I of the motion for a resolution.
I put it to the vote.
the sixth paragraph is adopted.
Tlre shall now consider Part II of the motion
for a resolution.
I have no amendments or speakers listed.
I put it to the vote.
Part II of the motion for a resolution is adopted.
Sre shall now vote on the motion for a resolu-
tion as a whole incorporating the various
amendments that have been adopted.
I would point out that Mr Sp6nale and a certain
number of representatives of the Socialist Group
have requested that this vote be taken by roll
call.
I call Mr Sp6nale.
Mr Sp6nale. 
- 
(F) Indeed, Mr President, I did
submit a request, signed by ten members of the
Socialist Group and myself, that this vote be
taken by roll call. Ttre importance of this ques-
tion is such that it is desirable to find out the
nu,mber of Mernbers who were present today
to vote on this matter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Memmel
Mr Memmel. 
- 
(D) I support Mr ,Sp6nale's
request for a roll call, partiorlarly because an
old wish of mine was yet not fulfilled today.
I mean that, as during voting on previous occa-
sions when the rezults were close and there was
a risk trhat a quorum did not exist, it was again
only the officials and not we, the Members of
Parliament, who knew the voting results!
Preeident. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to explain his
voting intentions.
ItIr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I shall support the motion.
although it is based on a principle regarding
the number of Members which I find unsatisfac-
tory. I would have preferred to see Lord Reay's
request regarding the number of Members
adopted as a compromise. In spite of this reser-
vation, I shall vote positively in the final vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi for an explana-
tion of vote.
lllr Xomualdi. 
- 
(l) On behalf of the party I
represent in the Itelisr Parliamerrt and thus,in
the Eurorpean Parliament I shall vote in favour
of this motion'for a resolution in the same
spirit as my party did in favour of the Treaties
of Rome fifteen years ego. I think that tltis
important decision, with which I am delighted,
may revive many hopes of European'political
union which seemed lost for ever. As Mr Ortoli
said, this might not dissolve our doubts and dif;
ficulties, but it certainly augurs well for the
future. I am honoured to be called upon, at the
request of trfir Sp6nale, to explain our vote of
approval of this Draft Convention.
President 
-'We shall now take a vote by rollcall.
This wilI begin with Mrs Goutmann, whose
name has been drawn by lot.
The vote may commence.
I ask the Secretary-General to call the roll.
Does anyone else wish to vote?
The ballot is closed.
Here is the result of the vote.
Number of Members voting: 125
Ttre following 106 Members voted i7t tooortt1'
Mr Adams, Mr Albers, Mr Andreotti, Mr Ariostq
Mr Artzinger, Mr Bass, Mr Bayerl, Mr Behrendt,Mr Berkhouwer, Mr Alfred Bertrand, I,o$
Bessborough, Mr Blumenfeld, Mr Boano, Mr
Brewis, Mr Broeksz, Mr Brugger, Mr Carpentier,
Mr Cifarelli, Mr Corterier, Mr Creed, Mr De
Clercq, Mr De Keersmaeker, Mr Delmotte, Mr
Dldier, Sir Douglas DoddsParker, Mr Donde-
linger, Mr Dunne, Mr Durieux, Lady Elles, Mr
Fellermaier, Mrs Fenner, Mr F16mig, Miss
Flesch, Mr Fretrsee, I\[r Friih, Mr Gerladr, Mr
Geurtsen, Mr Giraud, Lord Gladwyn, Mr Van
der Gun, Mr Hansen, Mr H6rzschel, Mr Van der
Hek, Mr Herbert, Mr llill, Mr Howell, Mr Hu-
nauIt, Mr Johnston, Mr Jozeau-Marign6, Mr
Kavanagh, Mr Kirk, Mr Klepsch, Mr De Koning,
Mr Laban, Mr Lagorce, Mr Langg Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Lenihan, Lord Lothian, Mr Lticker,
Il[r McDonal4 Lord Mansfield, Mr Martens, Mr
Meintz, Mr Mernmel, Mr Mittendorfer, Mr WiUi
Miiller, Mr Emile Mul1er, Mr Mursch, Mr Ney,
Mr NoC, Mr Nolan, Mr Normanton, Mr Noten-
boom, .Mr Nyborg, Mrs Orth, Mr Outers, Mr
Patijn, I\[r P6tre, Mr Planta, Mr Radoux, Lord
Reay, Sir Brandon Rhys Williams, Mr Romualdi,
Mr RoFati, Lord St. Os;nrald, Mr Santer, Mr
Scelba, Mr Schmidt, Mr Scholten, Mr Schuijt
Mr Schwabe, Mr Schwtirer, Mr Scott-Hopkins,
Mr Seefeld, Mr Shaw, Mr Sp6nale, Mr Springo-
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rum, Mr Thornley, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Ver-
naschi, Sir Derek Walker-Smith, Mr Walkhoff,
Mrs T[alz, Mr Yeats and Mr Zeller.
The following 2 Merhbers'voted agahrrltl.
Mr Espersen and Mr Norgaard.
The following 17 Members abstaineil:
Mr Ansart, Mr Bordu, Mr Bourges, Mrs Caret-
toni Romagnoli, Mr Cointat, Mr Coust6, Mr
D'Angelosante, Mrs Goutrnann, Mr Hartog, Mr
Leonardi, Mr Liogier, Mr de la Maldne, Mr
Marrag Mr Brsndlund Nielsen, Mr Petersen,
Mr Rivierez and Mr Sandri.
As more than a third of the current Members
of Parliament have taken part in the vote, it is
valid.
The resolution as a whole is adopted. 1
(Louil opplouse)
5. Chonge in the ogenilo
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli, mernber of the Commission of the
European Comrnunities. 
- 
(F, Would it be pos-
sible, in tomorrow's agenda, to place the joint
debate on the two questions on the Community's
dttitude to South Africa immediately after the
debate on item No 298 on the agenda? The
Council agrees with this proposal.
President. 
- 
I put the proposed change to the
vote.
Are there any objectioru?
That is agreed.
6. Agendo tor nett Sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held
tomorrow Wednesday 15 January 1975, at 12
noon and 3 p.m., with the following agenda:
- 
Question Time;
- 
Report by Mr Radoux on the results of the
Paris Summit Conference;
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on
the Committees on Implementing Provisions;
- 
Joint debate on
- 
OraI question to the Council on the Com-
munity's attitude to South Africa
- 
Oral question to the Corhmission on the Com-
munity's attitude to South Africa;
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on
the code of conduct for maritime transport
conferences; -
- 
Oral question with debate to the Council on
the status of women.
fire si(ting is closed.
(The sitting uos closed at 8.10 p.m.)
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2.
Approoal of the minutes
Membership of committees ....
Change in the agenda:
Proced.ural motion:
Mr Rad.ou*
Question Time (Qoc. 434174):
Questions to the Council of the Euro'
pean Cornmunities:
Question No I bY Mt Hougard.g (see
Anner)
Question No 2 bg Sir Douglos Dodds-
Parker on relations utith Canada:
Mr Clinton, Prestd,ent-in'Office of the
Council of the European Communities;
Sir Douglas Dodils'Parker; Mr Clinton;
Mr Normanton; Mr Clinton; Lord
Reag; Mr Clinton
Question No 3 bg Mr Breutis on Com-
pang law:
Mr Clinton; Mr Breutis; Mt Clinton;
Mr Fellermaier; Mr Clinton; Sir Derek
Watker-Smith; Mr Clinton; Mr
Broeksz; Mr Clinton; Mr Brugger; Mr
Cinton; Mr Ortoli, Presid,ent of the
Commission of the European Comrnun'
ities .
Question No 4 bg Mr Albertsen on the
treatm,ent of the Jeusish minoritg in
certain Arab States:
Mr Cl,inton; Mr Albertsen; Mr Clin-
ton; Mr Normanton; Mr Clinton; Mr
Patijn; Mr Clinton; Mr Blumenfeld.;
Mr Clinton
Questions to the Co,mmission of the
Eur op ean C omtnunities :
Questi,on No 5 by Mr Johnston on
grants for studg programrnes for the
UK regions:
t
Mr Sccroscia Mugnozza, Vice-Presi-
dent oJ the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities; Mr Johnston; Mr
Scarascia Mugnozza; Mr Hill; Mr Scc-
rascia Mugnozza; Mr Ghnne; Mr
Scarascia Mugnozza
Question No 6 bg Mr Cipolla (see
Annee)
Question No 7 by Mr Cousti (with-
ilroutn)
Qrtestion No 8 bg Mr Nod (see Annet).
Question No 9 bg Lord O'Hogan on the
balance of pagments of Member States;
Mr Scott-Hopkins
Procedural rnotion:
Mr Fellermoier .. .
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza; Mr Scott-
Hopkins; Mr Scarasao Mugnozza ....
Procedurol motiott:
Mr Fellermaier ..
Time-limit Jor entering tunnes in the
list of speakers on the report on agri-
culturo,l prices
Oral Question with d,ebate: Working
procedures of the Comnfittees on
lmplementing Prooisions (Doc. 417 I 7 4) :
Mr Walkhoff; Mr Clinton, Prestilent-
in-Ottice of the Council of the Euro-
pean Comm,unities; Mr Patijn; Mr
Walkhoft; Mr Clinton; Mr Patiin; Mr
Clinton
Oral Questions utith d.ebate: The Com-
munitg's ottituile to South Atrica
(Docs 421174 and 422174);
Mr Glinne; Mr Clinton, President-in-
Otlice of the Council of the European
C ommunities,' Sir Christopher S oarnes,
Vi,ce-Presiilent oJ the Commission oJ
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the European Cornmunities; Mr Blu-
menfelil, on behalt of the Christtan-
Democratic Group; Mrs Goutmann, on
behalf of the Communist and Allies
Group; Mr Glinne 109
Oral Question uith d.ebate: Code of
conduct for maritime transport con-
fererrces (Doc. 418/7 4):
Mr Seefeld; Mr Clinton, President-in-
Office of the Council of the European
Communities; Mr Ngborg, on beh,atf
of the Group of European Progressiue
Dem,ocrats; Mr Hill, on behalf of the
European Conseroatioe Group; Mr
Scholten, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group; Mr Seetetd; Mr
Norm,anton; Mr Lange lLz
Oral Question utith ilebate: Status of
u)otnen (Doc. 420174):
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli; Mr Clinton,
Presiilent-in-Office of the Councit of
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOIIWER
(Presiilent)
(The sitting utas openeil at lZ noon)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
7. Approoal of the minutes
Presideut. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2.'Membership o! committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Christian-
Democratic Group a request for the appoint-
ment of
- 
Mr Santer as member of the Legal Affairs
Committee and the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment;
- 
Mr Ney as.member of the Committee on
Energy, Research and Technology and the
Committee on Cultural Affairs and youth;
the European Cornrnunities; Mr Glinne,
on behalt of the Socialist Group; Lad.g
Elles, on behalf of the European Con-
seroatitse Group; Mr Riuierez, on
behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gresntse Democrats; Mrs Gouhnann,
on behalf of the Comrnunist anil Allies
Group; Mr Hillery, Vice-Presiilent of
the Commission of the European Com-
munities; Mr Clinton; Mrs Carettoni
Rornagnoli
10. Change in the agenda:
Mr Ansart, on behalf of the Com-
mutist anil Allies Group; Mr Alfred
Bertranil, on behalf of the Christian-
Dem,ocratic Group
lL. Agend.a for the nert ntting
Anner: Oral Questions that coud not
be answered during Questiun Time,
with uritten ansu)ers
126
- 
Mr Notenboom as member of the European
Parliament Delegation to the Parliamentary
Conference of the EEC-AASM Association.
I have received from the Socialist Group a
request for the appointment of Mr Faure as
member of the European Parliament Delegation
to the Parliamentary Conference of the EEC-
AASM Association.
I have received from the Liberal and Allies
Group a request for the appointment of Mr
Geurtsen to the Legal Affairs Committee.
Arethere any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
3. Change in the agenila
President. 
- 
Last week in Dublin I had aparticularly gratifying talk with the president
of the Council, Mr FitzGerald, who told me that
he would make every effort to spend the whole
of today with us.
In the meantime, you will have read in this
morning's papers that the negotiations with the
46 ACP countries have given some trouble but
hold out prospects of a good outcome. As a
result, Mr FitzGerald, to his great regret, willprobably not be able to be here before about
5 p.m.
tL7
124
126
9.
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\Ve have therefore decided, in agreement with
the raplrcrteur, to begin at about that time the
debate on the important report by Mr Radoux
on the results of the Summit Conference.
After the end of the plenary sitting, the com-
mittees concerned will meet for the Luns pro-
cedure in Room 601 of this building.
Until Mr FitzGerald's arrival, the Council will
be represented by its acting President, the Irish
Minister of Agriculture, Mr Clinton, whom I
gladly take this occasion of welcoming in our
midst.
I call Mr Radoux on a Point of order.
Mr Badoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, our individual
cirormstances and commitments being what they
are, can the Assembly be certain whatever
happens-supposing, for example, that the Pre-
sidint of the Council could not come-that this
debate will take place todaY?
Prcgident. 
- 
Mr Radoux, I think that we must
in any case begin the debate at about 5 p.m.
Mr Ortoli, too, will be attending the debate on
behalf of the Commission.
5. Question Tirnc
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is
Question Time. The text of the questions has
been pubtished in Doc.4t4l74.
We shall begin with the questions addressed to
the Council of the European Communities.
Question No 1, by Mr Hougardy, orn the ptolile-
ration of initiatives in the euergy sector, wlll
be answered in writing, since Mr Hougardy is
not here.l
Question No 2, by Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker, is
worded as follows:
'subject: Relations witb Canada
What instructions have now been given to the
Commission to pursue urgelrt negotiations wittr
Canada?'
I call Mr Ctinton to aaswer tJris question'
Mr Clinton, President-in-Otfice of t]@ Council ot
the European Communities. 
- 
Mr President"
before starting to reply, may I express my
thanks to you for your acceptance of the
explanation for the absence of my colleague Mr
FitzGerald? I want to ap,ologize for his absence
and to say that it was quite impossible for him
to be here. As you said, he is conducting these
important negotiations with the ACP countries,
and I think he is very optimistic about tlre out-
come. I think it might do no harm to explain
that I know as much about foreign affairs as he
knows about agriculture. Perhaps I am being
unfair to hin, and I do not want to quantify this;
I am just making it known so that the supple-
mentary questions are not made too dilficult
for me.
At its meeting on 14 and 15 October in Luxem-
bourg, the Council establistred in broad outline
the attitude to be adopted by the Member States
and the Commission concerning the relations
between the Community and Canada, on the
occarsion of the visit of Prime Minister Trudeau.
the Council stressed the importance which the
Community, on the one hand, and Canada, on
the other, attach to the strengthening of their
traditional ties and to the development of their
economic and trade relations.
In view of their common cultural and historical
links, and the majot part they play in inter-
national economic relations and the ensuing
obligations, the Conncil considered that the
strengttrening of ties-in a manner which
remairs to be negotiated between the padies-
would enable relations between the Commun-
ity and Canada, based on their joint member-
ship of GATT and their participation in the
OECD, to be cmsrted and the already esteb-
Iished practice of consultation to be continued
and intensified, thus offering new opportrrnitielfor developing mutual cooperation in the
interests of all. The Canadian Prime Minister
met tJ:e Fresident and Membens of the Commis-
sion on 24 October 1fi4' Followlng these meet-
ings, it was agreed tJlat exploratory discussions
would be continued between the two partier
with a view to finding the mqpt sultable frrme-
work in which relations between the Commun-
ity and Canada could be developed in future.
The Corurcil is to diseuss this question again
on the basis of the report the Commission is to
submit to it on the outcome of the exploratory
talks.
Prcstdent. 
- 
I call Sir Douglas Dodds-Perker.
Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker. 
- 
Mr President,
on befrralf of the whole Parliament rney I
welcope tlre Iristr represehtative to tbc hot
seat fcrr the first time? I am sure th21 hs.will
find foreign affairs in the Parliament less hot
than Irish agriculture, and we look lotward to
hearing him reply on fofeign effairs And any
other subiect which may come uP.1 See Annex.
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While thanking him for his present answer,
which didn't go as far as I hoped it might, mayI urge on him the need for the Commission to
be authorized to negotiate an economic egrets
ment with Canada to effect a two-way exchange
of European investment in Canada and outlets
especially for Canadian natural resources into
the Community?
Mr Cllnton. 
- 
In reply, may I say that, since
the Commission has received the mandate to
commence orploratory talks with Canada, it is
quite free to raise in the course of the talks-
which for the time being do not entail any
obligation for the Community-any subject
which it deems useful and expedient, having
due regard to the wishes of its Canadian
counterparts.
President 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
IUr Normanton. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the
acute difficulties facing the paper and pulp-
products market of the European Community
and in view of the interest of Canada in thrs
particular field, f wonder whether the acting
President-in-Office of the Council can assure
the House that the Council will place very high
on the agenda the importance of the closest col-
laboration in this particrrlar industrial field
between the Community and Canada.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
fire Couneil, I think, must wait
until the Commission's proposals are at hand,
but I certainly will take note of the views
expressed by this Membler.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Beay.
Lord Beay. 
- 
In view of the character of
Canada's economy and its status as an exporter
of raw materials, quite apart from the Iactor
of the cultural ties which the acting President-
in-Office mentioned, does not the acting Presi-
dent-in-Office think that the remarkable inter-
est which the Canadian government has shownin developing its cooperetion with the Com-
munity as such presents the Community with
a very considerable opportunity and that it
would be irresponsible for the Community to fail
to respond, or to delay in responding to this
initiative?
Prci&nt 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
I can only say that the Com-
munity approaches this in a very poritive spirit.
Prcsident. 
- 
Question No 3, by Mr Brewis, ls
worded as follows:
Subject: Company Law
'In view of the need to encourage investment md
economic activity in the Community, when does
the Council expect to approve ttre Second Direc-tive on Compa.qy Law and the Statute of tbe
European Company?'
I call Mr Cliuton to answer this question.
Mr Clinton, Presid,ent-in-Otfice of the Councit
of the Europeon Communities. 
- 
With regard to
the proposal for a second directive on the forma-
tion and capital of limited companies, the com-
plexity of the subject and above all the differ-
ences between the company law of the Member
States has prevented the Council from agttng on
this proposal by I January 1975 in accordance
with its resolution of 17 December 1973 on indus-
trial poticy. fhe Council of Ministers of Justice
emphasized, however, on 26 November 1974 that
the discussions within the Council on the
directive should be completed as soon as
po^*sible.
With regard to the statute of the European
Company, the Council agreed in the above
resolution to begrn examining the proposed
regulation as soon as the Commission, taking
account of the opinions of the European Parlia-
ment and the Economic and Social Committee,
had submitted its revised proposal and to make
every effort to complete this examination as soon
as possible. .dt is meeting on 26 November 1974
the Council took note of the Commission's inten-
tion to put an amended proposal before it early
in 1975.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brewis.
Mr Brewls. 
- 
Mr President, may I hope that the
Right Honourable gentleman's versatility alm
extendB to the complexities of company law. Isit not rather disappointing that the second
directive has already fallen behind its dead-line?
Ttre other directive cannot be consideled until
this has been adopted.
Could the Right Honourable gentleman say
whether, at the meeting of the Council of Min-
isters of Justice, any consideration was given
to worker participation in the European company
and, if so, what condr.rcions were reached?
President 
- 
I call lfr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
May I say, Mr President, that
the Council is working as hard as it can on a
highly complex matter.
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In reply to the second part of the question, the
problem raised by the Honourable Member is
one of those which were discussed in detail dur-
ing the preliminary studies concerning the
statute of the European Company. However,
the Council'itself will examine all the problems
involved when it has received the revised
proposals which the Commission will be submit-
ting to it in the light of the opinions of the
European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the
Council, would you agree that in view of the
Commission's energetic attempts to make pro-
gress in these matters and the fact that Parlia-
ment has fully discharged its responsibilities,
European public opinion has been led to
entertain certain expectations which cannot be
reconciled with the Council's slowness?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, the Council cannot
act until it has the revised proposals of the
Commission, otherwise the opinion of Parlia-
ment cannot be taken into consideration.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Derek \4ralker-Smith.
Sir Derek Walker-Smith. 
- 
Can we assune
that when the Council of Ministers does come
to consider the amended proposal from the Com-
mission, it will take into account not only the
opinion of Parliament, as formulated in various
majority decisions, but also all those constructive
proposals put forward by members of this group
and others which, while giving effect to the
principle of employee participation, would do so
in a way which would make possible the
practical conduct and day-to-day management
of these companies?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I would hope that
all these matters would be taken into careful
consideration.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Broeksz.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have under-
stood that the Commission has not yet sent
its proposals regarding the European Company
to the Council. This surprises me' because we
have, as Parliament, been informed that the
Comniission is ready to adopt our proposals'
We have formed the impression that the Com-
mission was ready with its proposal.
My question is whether this impression iJ cor-
rect and whether the Council has in fact not
received the proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, we have not yet
received it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugger.
Mr Brugger. 
- 
(D) Does the Council intend to
submit the amended proposal to Parliament
again, and, if so, when?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
I reply to that supplementary
question, Mr President, I would say that it
entirely depends on what is in these proposals.
President. 
- 
I call Mr-Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, President oJ the Cornmission of the
European Corwnunities. 
- 
(tr') Mr President, we
have not yet tabled new proposals. This, in fact,
is a tribute to the work done by Parliament'
which has put forward ?0 amendments, some of
them of extreme importance.
Some very hard work will be necessary before
we shall be able to come to a conclusion with
regard to these amendments and, if necessary to
change our position. The matter is too serious
for us to be able to say, Ioday, how many days
it will take us to make new proposals.
Also, finalizing the texts calls for an enormous
amount of translation and legal revision. This is
in hand, and this is why I would repeat that
we cannot hope to make new proposals in the
next few days. Rest assured, however, that our
intention is to make them as soon as ever pos-
sible. My colleague Mr Gundelach will, I am
sure, be able to give all the necessary informa-
tion on this point at an early meeting of Parlia-
ment or of the Legal Affairs Committee.
President. 
- 
Question No 4, by MrAlbertsen,
is worded as follows:
'subject: Treatment of the Jewish mlnority in
certain Arab States
Does the Council intend to raise the question of
safeguarding the human rights of the Jewlsh
minority in certain Arab States during the forth-
coming negotiations with the Arab States?'
I call Mr Clinton to answer this question.
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Mr Clinton, Presiilent-in-Otfice of the Council
ol the European Comtnunities. 
- 
As the Council
has rgeatedly stated, all Member States attach
the gftatest importance to human rights. It does
not appear, however, that the question put by
the Honourable Member could come within the
scope of the dialogue with the Arab States, as
this dialogue concerns only economic problems.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albertsen.
Mr Albertsen 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the reason
for my question to the Council is directly con-
nected with the developments that have taken
place in the Arab States in recent years. It is
well known-certainly to the peoples of Europe
-that a minority of Jews are suffering a tragicfate quite out of keeping with their rights under
the treaties signed by those states. I am very
sorry that the answer I have been given is that
it will be impossible to take the subject up in
the dialogue to be established between the Euro-
pean Community and the Arab States, which in
my opinion is of the utmost importance.
I should very much appreciate it, however, if a
close eye could be kept on this problem. We
have a responsibility, especially when we...
President. 
- 
Mr Albertsen, only a short sup-
plementary question, please.
Mr Nbertsen. 
- 
(DK) I should appreciate it if
the President of the Council could state a
definite position on the problem, but I under-
stand that for technical reasons that cannot be
done for the time being.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I can only take
note of what has been said. There is really noth-
ing more that I can add to the reply I have
already given.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Nomanton. 
- 
Mr President, 1nay I assure
the acting President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers that this House universally deplores
the treatment being meted out to Jewi,sh
minorities in the Arab States and, indeed, to
minorities anywhere.
However, in view of the fact that in the ques-
tion there is a reference to the forthcoming
negotiations with the Arab States, can the Coun-
cil assure this House that if there are to be any
negotiations with these Arab States they will
also form part of negotiations continuing pari
possu with Israel as well and not selectively
with the Arab States as opposed to Israel?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I am afraid that
this is in a different context, and I regret that I
could not give any such assurances.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I assume
from the reply given by the President of the
Council, who says that the dialogue with the
Arab States concerns only economic problems
and not human rights, that the Council's view
is that the past association with Greece was
wrongly put on ice?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
The answer to that supple-
mentary question, Mr President, is 'No'. I think
that the reply emphasizes that the Member
States attach the greatest importance to human
rights.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Can the President-in-
Office of the Council at least give us an as-
surance that, even if he considers that the Euro-
Arab dialogue will only deal with economic
questions, in prepardtion for the dialogue infor-
mation will be given to the Parliament and the
general public on the treatment of Jewish
minorities in the Arab countries and on the
discrimination practised against those minorities
in these countries?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I am afraid that
I can only report these views to my colleague
the Minister concerned.
President. 
- 
We now proceed to the questions
addressed to the Commission of the European
Communities.
Question No 5, by Mr Johnston, is worded as
follows:
'Subject: Grants for study progranrmes for theUK regions
Has the Commission received official notification
from the British Govenrment of the postponement
or cancellation of the studies into industrial and
regional problems in South Wales and elsewhere
in the United Kingdonl an{ if so, what stage had
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negotiations reached when such notification was
received aad what neasons, if ar1y, were given for
this action?l'
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza to answer this
question.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozzt, Vice-Prenilent of the
Commission oJ the Europeon Comrnunities. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, in 1974 the Commission discussed
with the British Government the possibility of
contributing Community funds for a certain
number of studies, the subjects of which in-
cluded South Wales. The discussions were
interrupted by the British Government midway
through last year. However that may be, the
Commission is always ready to enter into agree-
ments regarding such studies whenever the
British Government should so decide.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnston.
ItIr Johnston. 
- 
Mr President, can I take the
opportunity of saying that we are all very
sorry to hear'that Mr Thomson is unwell, and
wish him a speedy recovery.
On the question itself, could Mr Scarascia Mu-
glozza say whether anything of this sort has
ever happened in any otlrer Community coun-
try before? Is it not, in fact, very strange
behaviour for a Member State to reject assis-
tanGe for regional problems? Is it not equally
regrettable that such assistance should bejeopardized and the time of the Commission
wasted because of domestic disagneements
within the United Kingdom?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(l) There have been
other cases, but for purely technical reasons.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hill.
Mr Hill. 
- 
Perhaps it might be as well at this
stage if the Commission could reassure the
British government, because there was a fear
that the regional poticy development program-
me would be controlled from Brussels. Those
who have worked on this Regional Development
Fund know that all regional problems will beput forward by the Member States and will
in no way be controlled from Brussels, except
as regards approval of the percentage of the
Fund which will be applicable to that project.
It therefore remains for the Commission, if it
would, to assure the British Government that
study funds will not be in any way removing
any part of their sovereignty over regironal
po[cy programmes.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
Mr Scrascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(l) Mr Presideat, I
should like to give an assurance that whenever
the British Government should decide to ap-
prove the studieq the Commission will be ready
with the necessery funds.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like
to ask the Commission whether the funds ini-
tially earmarked for these proposed studies on
South Wales have been reallocated to other
purg)ses and, if so, which?
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(l) They are still
available.
President. 
- 
Since its author is not present,
Question No 6, by Mr Cipolla, will be answered
in writing 1.
Question No 7, by Mr Coust6, has been wittr-
drawn.
Since its author is not present, Qesution No 8,by Mr Nod, will be answered- in writing r.
Lord O'Hagan, author of Question No 9, is also
not present. On this point, I call Mr Scott-
Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I wish to depUtize for
Lord OTIagan in putting his question to thb
Commission. You have the request in writipg
in front of you.
President, 
- 
Question No 9, by Lord O'Hagarl
is worded as follows:
'Subject: Balance of pa;rments of Member States
To what extent does memberstrip of the EEC im-
Brove or wosen the balance of payments of Mesr-
ber States?'
I call Mr Fellermaier to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Fellemaier 
- 
(D) Mr President, it is
extremely unusual for a Member of this House
to state that he has taken over a question.
l The Commisslon ol trhe European Communlqes proposedlE lgla tO etltef lnto partnership rf,lth tlte grittstr-covern_
+e+t to caTllr- out these studf,B. ,Now tirer€ ar€ reportsthat tlle Brltish GovernmeDt has decltned to teke ad-van-tag€ ol funds earErartsed by the Comrtlsslon for thlsplrrpqae rnd thet there funds hatrc now been dlrposeal of
elsewhere. r See Aaner.
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According to the rules for Question Tine, the
author of a question must inform the President
of the nasre of the Member to whorh he is
transferring that question. I am not criticising
my honourable colleague, but I believe that the
House should respect the rules it has itself laid
down.
President. 
- 
Mr Fellermaier, before you asked
for the floor, I had already taken note of a
written communication to the effect that Mr
Scott-Hopkins was to deputize for Lord
O'Hagan.
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-Presid,ent of the
Commission of the European Comm,unities. 
- 
(l)
Mr President, I have to point out that last year
Lord O'Hagan put a written question to the
Commission on the problems concerning Great
Britain in 19?3. The Commission gave a full
reply to this question in September.
Today, I am obliged-though not wishing to
do seto read a page of comments by the
Cgmmission concerning Lord O'Hagan's ques-
tion in order to show how difficult and complex
this problem is. After reading this page I
would advise Lord O'Hagan, or whoever is
representing him, to put today's question in the
form of a written question so that the Com-
mission can give the detailed and complete
answer that the complexity of the problem calls
for.
I will therefore read the comments of tlie Com-
rnission:
'An exhaustive reply to the question raised by
the honourable questioner is extremely difficult,
particularly in oral debate. The first'point to
be considered is the comparative diversity of
operations covered by the balance-of-payments
concept: goods, services, incomes, private and
public transfers, capital movements. In addition,
highly complex methodological problems arise
in any attempt to compare the actual trends
in the balance of payments of Member States
with what they would have been had these
countries not been members of the Communit5r.
'But it is permissible to note that there is broad
agreement on the scale and widespread nature
of the trade-geneiating effects to which the
institution of the Community has given rise,
whereas it would appear that any trade-divert-
ing effects would appear to be only marginal.
In that event, considerable difficutrties arise in
any attempt to quantify with accuracy the
overall impact of such trade-generating and
diverting effects on the balance qf payments of
each Member State.
'I shall confine myself to noting, with regard
to trends prior to the enlargement of the Com-
munity, that the total increase achieved by the
Community in trade in goods and services with
third countries remained practically unchanged
after the setting up of the Community. This
would suggest that any changes in individual
Member States' foreign trade position in goods
and services were balanced out among them-
selves.
'The period following the enlargement of the
Community is too short to deliver any validjudgment on the problem raised. The worsening
in the balance of current pa5rments which, for
Member States, coincided with the enlargement
of the Communlty, cannot in any way be
attributed to Community membership. It is due
more to incidental factors, such as the excessive
pressure of internal demand, and above all to
the worsening terms of trade caused by the
escalation in raw materials prices on the world
markets-often aggravated by falling rates of
exchange. However, it does not seem unlikely
that the net influx of capital, enabling the deiicit
on current account of Member States to be
financed, has been prompted in some cases by
the new economic prospects opened up by the
enlargement of the Community.' -
This having been said, Mr President, I should
like to repeat my suggestion that a written
question be tabled on this problem so that the
Commission may give the information requested
in fuller and more detailed manner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Ilopkins. 
- 
Mr President, Lord
O'Hagan informed me that he would not be
able to attend here, and as a matter of courtesy
and so that the Commission should have the
opportunity of answering his question he asked
if a member of my group would put it on his
behalf. That was the sole purpose of my writting
to you stating that I intended to put the question
and nothing else at all.
I thank the Commissioner for his reply but I
had, in point of fact, read the original written
reply and I thought he would just refer to it.
Could he state, just in round terms, .not in
money figures, that this reply does not refer
solely to the new member countries? Secondly,
is it not a fact that trade within the Community
in the last year has increased and that part of
that increase is caused by the trade in oil and
oil products inside the Community?
Presideht. 
- 
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
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Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
- 
(l) It is true that
within the Community trade has gone up. But
I can assure Mr Scott-Hotrikins that, both as
regards those countries which already belonged
to the Community and as regards those coun-
tries which joined it later, this study is parti-
cularly complex and difficult.
President. 
- 
I thank Mr Clinton, Mr Ortoli and
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
Question Time is closed 1.
I would urge the political groups to remind
the authors of questions of the need for them
to be present, so far as is possible, during
Question Time. In my view, Question Time has
a purpose only when attended by as many as
possible of those Members who have tabled
questions.
I call Mr Fellermaier to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, referring
to the Rules of Procedure, I am sorry to have
to point out that this procedure does not cor-
respond to the rules of the House. According
to those rules, the author of a question must
inform the President of the name of the Member
to whom he is transferring his question. You
were good enough to show me a copy of the
letter from Mr Scott-Hopkins indicating that he
was taking over Lord O'Hagan's question. I am
insisting on this point, Mr President, quite
simply because under this procedure any Mem-
ber of the House could, if a colleague were
absent, inform the President on his own initia-
tive that he was taking over the question. I
therefore cordially invite you, Mr President,
to give some thought to the matter.
President. 
- 
The relevant rule says that a
question may be answered only if the questioner
is present or has notified the President in
writting, before Question Time begins, of the
name of his substitute.
If I am informed that the author of a question
cannot be present, and the name of a substitute
is given to me in writing, then, in all honesty,
I believe I am entitled to assume that the
author of the question has indeed asked some
one to act as his substitute and that the request
is conveyed to me on his behalf.
This is the case here; and I thought, Mr Feller-
maier, that I had handled the matter with the
flexibility and at the same time with the cor-
r See Annex: Oral Questlons that could not be answereatduring Questlon Tlme, wlth wrltten answers.
rectness that are often demanded of me simul-
taneously. With that I declare the matter closed.
We shall now suspend the proceedings until
3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The stting w&s suspenileil at 72.45 p.m. anil
resumed, at 3.05 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR BEHRENDT
(Vice-President)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
5. Thne-limit for entering nomes in the list ot
speakers on the report on agricultural prices
President. 
- 
I propose to the House that the
time-limit for entering names in the list of
speakers on Mr De Koning's report be fixed at
6 p.m.foday.
Are there any objections?
It is so decided.
6. Oral Question roith ilebate:
Working proced.ures of the Committees
on lmplementing Prooisions
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is
the Oral Question, with debate, put by the
Committee on Public Health and the Environ-
ment to the Council of the European Com-
munities (Doc. 417174). The question is worded
as follows:'
'Subject: Working procedures of the Committees
on Implementing Provisions
The Committee on Public Health and the Envirpn-
ment of the European Parliament has observed
that despite repeated objections by the European
Parliament, the working procedures of the Com-
mittees on Implementing Provisions (hereinafter
refemed to as 'committees') have been so arranged
by the Council that at least in practice, the powers
of the Commission are undermined.
As is already known, the European Parliament's
reservations on legal and constitutional grounds
were not dispelled by the ans$rer giveq by the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr De Koster,
on 26 November 1969 to Oral Question No 6/69 onthe activities of the committees formed under
secondary Comrnunity legislation. The Council is
therefore asked tlte follcruring questions:
1. On what grounds did the Council feel author-
ized, uqder the committee procedure, to take
the power of decision out of the Commission's
hands and reserve the right of decision to
itself if the opinion of the committee differs
from the position taken by the Commission?
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2. Is tlre Council aware that under this procedure
the Commission is dependent on a favourable
vote by the committee, whose members (offi-
ciais of the Member States) have, over and
above their purely advisory capacity, substan-
tial powers of codecisiorr" thus weakening the
position of the Commission?
3. Can the Council not also see the risk that
under this procedure national self-interest
wili, in the long run, gain ttre u1>per hand over
Coinmunity interests.
4. Does the Council not agree that it is en-
croaching on the executive powers of the Com-
mission when it rules on differences of opinion
between the Commission and officials of the
Member States as it thinks fit?
5. Why does the Council reject consultation of
the European Parliament in the event of the
situation referred to in Question 4?
6. Is t,l.e Council aware that as a consequence
of the weakening of the Commissiou-s position,
the European Parliament's powers of control
over the European Executive and its oppor-
tunities to exercise them are also substantially
reduced?
?. How can the Council explain the contradiction
in its argument that its final decision on mat-
teis of vital interest to the Member States is
essential, while maintaining that participation
by,Parliament is superfluous since only 'tech-
nical implementing provisions are involved?
8. Dclds the Council consider:
- 
that the transfer of powers from the Com-
mission to the Council and to the com-
mittees, on the one hand, and
- 
the by-passing of the European Parliament,
on the other, brought about by the present
committee procedtrre are compatible with
-the institutional balance provided for in the
Treaties, and, if so, on what grounds?
9. In 
.the light of the committee procedure ithas laid down, what is the Council's view
on the objection repeatedly made by the
younger generation tJlat the structures of the
Community, which is made up of democratic
Member States, are so optque that decisions
are never taken where they can be supervised,
with the result that those responsible can
never be identified?
10. Does the Council intend, despite the European
Parliament's reservations, to maintain its po-
'sition, or is it at least considering a solution
whiph will go some way to accommodating the
European Parliament's point of view?'
I call Mr Walkhoff to speak to this question.
lValkhoff. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I shall briefly elucidate this question
on behalf of the Committee on Public Health
and the Environment.
The European Parliament has already been
looking into the problem at issue here for
several years. The committee procedure is in
fact part of many directives adopted by the
Council on a proposal from the Commission.
Unfortunately, the Council and this Parliament
have not managed to reach agreement, despite
repeated discussion of this matter. I therefore
hope that our debate today will prove fruitful.
I cannot, of course, deal individually with all
the points which arise; the speaking-time al-
located to me is too short for that. Instead, I
shall concentrate on a few aspects which seem
important to me.
As long ago .as November 1969, this House
expressed legal and constitutional objegtions
to the committee procedure as it then existed;
the President-in-Office of the Council at that
time, Mr De Koster, and former Commission
President Rey were present on that opcasion.
As Mr Deringer then correctly pointed Qut, in
the early days of the Community the sails were
set for its subsequent constitutional structures.
Institutional equilibrium and democratic,struc-
tures in our Community must therefore always
be preserved. Those are the aims of questions
I and 9.
Allow me to recall briefly, particularly for the
benefit of colleagues from the three new Mem-
ber States, how the Committees on Implement-
ing Provisions work. They consist of represen-
tatives of the Member States with a Commis-
sion representative in the chair. They are au-
thorized to consider all the questions which
arise in applying regulations or directives to
individual sectors.
When the Commission has to consult these
committees on the basic texts in order to be
able to take implemeating measures, the fol-
lowing procedure is applied: the Commission
representative submits a draft of the measures
concerhed to the committee; the committee then
adopts its position on these measures within
a timelimit which the chairman fixes having
regard to the urgency of the matters under
examination. The Commission publishes the
measures and brings them into effect imme-
diately if they correspond to the committee's
opinion; if they conflict with the Committee's
opinion, or if no opinion has been delivered,
the Commission immediately submits a proposal
to the Council on the measures to be taken;
if after three months the Council has not taken
a decision by a qualified majority, the Com-
mission publishes the proposed measures, which
take effect at once.
What, now, are our objections to this proced-
ure?
The Committees are composed of national offi-
cials who exercise a considerable influence on
the Commission. Experience has shown that this
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inlluenee has not dways co[tribut€d to the
benefit of the Community; sometirnea it ts cha-
racterized by national egoism. At all events,
tbere is a risk that the position of the Com-
mispion, the only Community iastitution to be
subject to control by the European parliament,
will be weakened by this influence. Clearly,tf the Commission ls weakened in this way,ihc European Parliament's powers of control
and'supervisory rights over the executive will
also be substantially curtailed. This problem
is referred to in question 6.
The Commission is also dependent on the opi-
nion ol the Committees, whose r6le undoubtedly
goes beyond a purely advisory function. If the
Comrnission's proposals do not correspond to
the oplnion of the comrnittees, the Commission
carmot take the measures it has itself proposed
but ls tependent-fbr a period of three months-
on a decision of the Council. This regularly
oocurs when the Commission, as the guardian
of ttre Treaties, does not agree with tie views
ol the representatives of the Member States.
Generally the questions at issue 6re not tech-
nical, but matters of lundarnental tmportance.
The Council specifically confirmed this in
November 1969, when it stated thet it reserved
the final decision for itself when vital interests
of Member States were at stake.
\trIe asked at the time, and we ask again today,
why the European Parliament is not consulted
on such fundamental questions? Question ? spe.
cifically draws attention to the contradictionin the Council's argument. In my view there
is a clear alternative here: either the interests
involved are really vital, in which case the
matters at issue ere so important that this
Parliament must be consulted on them, or they
are in reality technical questions; then it is not
necessary for the Council to reserve the deci-
sion for itself as it has frequently done in the
past. Examples include the transit of fresh meat
through the territory of a Member State,
methods of inspecting feedstuffs and the transit
of cattle or pigs through a Member State when
cases of certain cattle sicknesses have been
ob6erved.
A further important point seems to me to be
the fact that the Committee procedure increas-
ingly transfers responsibilities in practice back
from the Commission to the Member States.
Experience shows that the lsehnisal decisions
are very often taken in these committees. The
Commission generally only plays a secondary
r6le, even if it has the forural power of decision.
Finally, stress must be plac=d on the disagree-
able fact that tJle younger generation has lost
mueh of its respect for the European Com-
munity. One repeated criHcism of the Com-
munity is that its stnrctures are opaque, that
decisions are not taken in the olren where
they can be scrutinized and that after the
event nobody knows who is responsible for
a decision. If a matter is shuttled backwards
and forwards between the Commission, the com-
mittees and the Couneil, it often becomes im-
possible to know who is really respmsible for
a particular technical decision. This opacity ofthe Committee proeedure is calculated to
heighten the mistnrst felt by young people of
the 'Brusseli technocracy', as it is oftin Jtigtrt-
ingly called.
If young people today are not particularly
enthusiastic about Europe, one important
r€ason, to my mind, is the fact that many
declsioas are taken in the Community in a way
which the younger generatlon cannot under-
stand or follow. That is one of the main reasons
why we completely reject the procedure of
Committees on implementing provisions in their
present undemocratic form.
Finally, let me call your attention to question 10.
The nature of the Council,s answer to ttris
question will show whether it still adopts a
hard line or is ready to compromise and move
at least some way closer to our own position.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, Prenilqtt-in-Otfice of the Councit o!
the European Communities. 
- 
Mr president, I
have listened with very great interest to what
has been said by the Honourable Member and
I wish to reply as follows.
Ihe Council is glad to have this opportunity of
discussing with the Parliament the procedures
which are used in the Committees on Imple
menting ProvisionFthe Management Commit-
tees and Regulation Committees. Thesb pr(rce-
dures form an important part of the machinery
of the Community. Although there was a usefuI
dlscussion on the subject in 1969, we have
several more years of experience to consider
since then. Ttre Committee on Public Health end
the Environment has put down a large number
of questions, but since some of them cover the
same ground it would be more convenient ff f'
were to speak on the matter generally and in the
course of doing so to reply to all the epeciftc
aspects which are raised in the question.
The procedure of the Management Committees
and the Regulation Committees is divided
between the Commission and the Council. The
Commision submits to the committee a draft
of the measrurea which it intends to adopt. The
committee expresses its opinion. In each case
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the Commission enacts the measures if the com-
mittee's opinion is favourable. If it is not favour-
able, there is a difference between the proced-
ures adopted in the Management Committees
and in the Regulation Committees. In the case
of Management Committees, if -an unfavourable
opinion is given the Commission enacts the
legislation but the Oouncil can, within a period
of one month, enact legislation in a different
form. In the case of a Regulation Committee, if
the opinion is unfavourable or if no opinion is
given, the Commission makes proposals to the
Council and if the Council fails to take action
the Commission itself enacts the legislation
which it proposed. You will understand that my
account of the procedure of these committees
throughout this speech is necessarily in very
summarized form. Management Committees deal
with questions relating to the administration of
the organi"sd markets for agricultural products,
while Regulation Committees are concerned in
particular with questions such as the value of
goods for customs purposes, tariff nomen-
clatures apd other questions relating to the
import of goods.
Before we go any further, it might be useful to
examine what is the actual practice in connec-
tion with these committees. It irs clear that the
procedure may lead to action by the Commis-
sion or to action by the Council. Which is it in
practice? The answer is that in the preponderant
or even the overwhelming number of cases
actioh is taken by the Commission, and the
Commission is in no way hampered by the
procedure. In connection with the Agricultural
Management Committees and the Agricultural
Regulation Committees, the total number of
favourable opinions given by the committees to
the views of the Commission was 982 in 19?2 and
1396 in 1973. The number of cases where the
committee was divided and thus expressed no
opinion was 47 in 1972 and 77 in 1973. Only in
one single case did the committee express a
view unfavourable to the Commission's proposal,
and on that odcasion the Commission presented
a revised text which obtained a favourable
opinion. It follows that in no single case in
these two years in respect of these committees
did the Council have occasion to exercise its
powers.
In connection with committees concerned with
the value of goods for customs purposes, tariff
nomenclatures, transport origin and the treat-
ment to be given to goods coming from third
countries, 21 opinions favourable to the proposals
of the Commission were given in the year 1g?2.
No edverse opinions were given, but in one case
the Origin Committee did not give an opinion.
Accordingly, in this one case, the Commission
made itb proposal but the Council wbs unable
to reach a conclusion on it and, as the procedure
provides, it was the Commission which finally
enacted the measure on the basis of this one
proposal. These figures show clearly that the
Commission, in its administration of the matters
entrusted to it which are subject to these com-
mittee' procedures, exercises a very wide range
of competence, and that the action of the com-
mittee or Council interfere very little with it.
It will be seen that in a number of cases the
committee, by a qualified majority, did not
express an opinion. This is also an important
point for the proper evaluation of the procedure.
In the Management Committee procedure, both
in the comrnittee and in the Council a qualified
majoritj must be obtained in order to lead to
action contrary to the wish of the Commission.
In the Regulation Committee procedure, if the
committee is unfavourable or forms no opinion
the matter comes before the Council, but if the
Council wishes to amend the proposal it must
do so by unariimity. A qualified majority means
under the present regime of the Council 41 votes
out of 58.
It is, accordingly, only in a very clear case that
the Council and the committees are likely to
take a position adverse to that of the Commis-
sion.
In the past, the Commission has favoured this
procedure. Indeed, in the debate in the European
Parliament on 26 November 1969, Mr Rey recal-
led that he had spoken in praise of the procedure
of the Management Committees and had just
proposed to the Council that this procedure
should be prolonged after the end of the transi-
tional period into the definitive period of tlre
Community. X'urthermore, on that occasion he
indicated the general satisfaction of the Com-
mission with the systems of the Management
Committees and the Regulation Committees.
In the light of these preliminary remarks, I
would like now to deal more precisely with the
questions which have been raised for this debate.
The Treaty gives the Council many legal powers,
many of these powers in the executive field.It is entitled to delegate them to the Commis-
sion, but it is not obliged to do so. Furthermore,it can delegate these powers on a conditional
basis. It is not, therefore, a question of with-
drawing from the Commission-as the first
question implies-an executive power which
the Commission automatically enjoys. The Coun-
cil, in some instances, has felt obliged to delegate
powers to the Commission but such delegation
is less than complete. Ihe committees are not
given a power of co-decision.
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The decision is taken by the Council, if the
procedure reaches that stage. But practice shows
that the Commission finds it possible to put
forward proposals which, in the great majority
of cases, obtain the approval of the committees,
or at least 
- 
where there is not a majority
among the Member States adverse to the Com-
mission-sufficient approval to bring into play
the procedure by the Council. Similarly, it seems
unreal to suggest that the procedure will
encourage national self-interest, since in practice
the proposals of the Commission have almost
invariably gone through and, in any case, the
Council must achieve a qualified majority or
even unanimity adverse to the Commission if
the.view of the Council is to prevail.
Some of the questions which we are debating
suggest that the European Parliament should be
consulted if the Council is called upon, as in
application of these procedures, to take a deci-
sion. These procedures are always adopted in
fields which are more or less technical. Where
there is a difference between the solution prefer-
red by the Commission and another solution
which might possibly be favoured by the Coun-
cil the matter is likely to be even more technical.
On the other hand, in some matters, the national
services of the Member States are more highly
developed in technical fields than those of the
Commission. Where a substantial majority of the
Member States favours a different solution, the
possibility cannot be excluded that the latter
solution is, in fact, preferable. The Parliament,
therefore, might be in some difficulty in forming
a technical judgment on the matter.
Furthermore, this procedure should work
promptly and the time-Iimits are therefore short.
The Parliament, very properly, prefers that the
Council should not examine a question which
the Parliament is itself examining at the same
time and the introduction of a formal consulta-
tion of the Parliament would render the existing
time-limits unworkable.
For these reasons, it seems to the Council still
inappropriate to provide for the formal consul-
tation of Parliament in those cases where the
Council takes a decision.
The questions which we are debating imply that
the procedure of the Management Committees
disturbs the institutional balance established by
the Treaty.
This can hardly be the case, since the Treaty
provides that the Council is entitled to delegate
its powers but is not obliged to do so, and in
these fields it has, in fact, chosen to delegate
them to a large extent but not completely. Your
own Legal Affairs Committee, in its report of
30 September 1968, page 44, recognized that the
multiplication of committees is not causing a
transfer of powers from the Commission to the
Council, since, in accordance with the Treaty,
it is the Council which can attribute the
exercise of these powers to'the Commission-
Your committee reached the clear conclusion
that the arrangements for the Management Com-
mittees are fully compatible with the Treaty.
In addition, since 1969 the Court, in its judg-
ment of 17 December 1970 in the Costa case,
fully confirmed that the arrangements for the
Management Committees are lawful, and indeed
it said qxpressly that the principles governing
the institutional balance between the Council
and the Commission were respected in the case
under consideration.
One of the questions put by the Honourable
Member suggests that there is a contradiction in
the Council position in referring to vital inter-
ests and implementing provisions of a technical
character. It is true that, in the debate in the
Parliament in 1969, the Council mentioned that
one reason why it might wish to reserve to
itself the power to take a decision was that, in
certain fields such as public health and public
order, competence was divided between the
Communit5r and the Member States who had
vital interests in these fields. There is no con-
tradiction in its wish to reserve to itself the
decision on other rare occasions also, even if the
issues may be technical in character. As to the
consultation of Parliament, the Council has.gone
far beyond the requirements of the Treaty in
establishing a practice of consultation, but it is
doubtful whether the type of question which is
an issue in the Committee procedure is wholly
suitable for such consultation. The Council
would, of course, be willing to answer questions
as to the action taken by it in this field and
would explain the considerations which it had
in mind when taking such action.
One of the questions put suggests that the proce-
dure in the Committees is lacking in trans-
parency, in that it is not clear where respons-
ibility lies for resulting legislation. This accu-
sation, however, does not seem well-founded. On
the contrary, the whole system of committees
was precisely built on the principle that no
legislative action can be taken by the commit-
tees. Such action must be taken by either the
Council or the CommiSsion. Where the Commis-
sion takes action after a favourable opinion of
the committee, or if the committee or the
Council is unable to take specific action, then
normally an act of the Commission is involved,
for which it bears responsibility. Similarly, if
the Council were to take action, the resulting
legislation would be an act of the Council for
which it would carry responsibility. In either
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case the actions by the Commission or the Coun-
cil are trdnsparent. And in any event, the
reasons fon the actions could be enquired into
by the Parliament by means of questions or even
a debate such as we are having today.
I believe that I have now dealt with all the
elements cfntained in the questions put to us,
but it may be useful, very briefly, to draw some
conclusionsl In the view of the'Council, the
procedure through committees has proved most
successful. It has enabled the Commission to
exercise a wide range of powers in a manner
which has not given rise to controversy. Its
exercise otr these powers has been called in
question v(ry rarely indeed by subsequent pro-
cedures in the Council, considering the field as
a whole. the procedure in the committees is
generally favoured by the Commission and has
been explicitly approved by the Court in the
Costa case, which made it possible to examine
this matterr Though the Parliament has not been
brought irfto the procedure in view of the
technical cfraracter of the question at issue, the
procedure ln the committees Ieads normally to
a decision taken by the Commission in the
overwhelming majority of cases. In exceptional
cases it may be taken by the Council. In either
case the matter could be discussed in the Parlia-
ment on ttie basis of a question, and the Court
has approvpd the system as consistent with the
institution{l balance within the Community. I
hope that this account of the matter will satisfy
the Parliament that the system is not open to
the criticisms which are implied in the questions
submitted.
President. -l_ I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I thank the
President of the Oouncil for the unusually long
and very interesting answer which he has given
to the question that has been asked. But I
feel that the President of the Council will not
take it ill gf me if, even so, I make one or two
very criticfl comments. And for the following
reasons:
I am not talking about the consultation of the
European Parliament. I believe, personally at
least, that consultation of the Pailiament with
regard to gases on the agenda of the Manage-
ment Com[nittees is not the most important
point, and I have no intention of taking issue
with the President of the Council on it. As
a rule, as lwe all know, they are dealing with
implementlng provisions with which this Euro-
pean Parliament does not primarily have to
concern itsblf.
The real p$int at issue is the form of delegation.
The Presidbnt of the Council has dealt in detail
with the report drafted by Jozeau-Marign6 at
the time and with the judgment in the Costa
case. However, we should carefully bear in mind
that at the moment there are three different
procedures: first, the Agricultural Management
Committee (the so-called classical Management
Committee) procedure; second, the procedure in
which, if no majority is reached in the Manage-
ment Committees, the case goes to'the Council(the technical harmonization procedure); third
-and this is really the main issuq-the proce-dure that is used for veterinary harmonization.
I will briefly describe this procedure in order
to show where the dilemma lim. According to
this procedure, if no majority is reached in the
Management Committee, the case goes to the
Council and if the Council cannot reach agree-
ment, instead of a decision coming from the
Commission in one month, the case comes to
nothing. Nothing happens and no decision is
taken. In the Costa case, the Court did not give
its view of the veterinary procedure. The Court
gave its judgment on the classical Management
Committee procedure. The so-called veterinary
procedure is incompatible with the Treaty,
because in it there is reference to delegating
to the committee and referring back to the
Council and because, with this procedure, no
decision is ultimately reached'
Now I have understood that there are people in
the Council who would like to introduce this
so-called veterinary procedure-incompatible
with the Treaty-as a procedure for universal
application in relation to the further harmoniza-
tion of legislation. I wonder whether we really
are on the right road in this matter. Once again
our Parliament can have no objection .to the
classical Management Committee procedure and
the so-called Regulation Procedure-the Regula-
tion Committees, as Mr Jozeau-Marign6 called
them in his report. But on the third procedure,
through whicl no decision is arrived at if the
Council does riot want to conclude the Manage-
ment Committee pro'cedure with a decision,
our Parliament has the strongest reservations.
I am convinced that if the Court had to deliver
a judgment on this case it would declare the
procedure to be incompatible with the Treaty.
I am afraid that we may in the present situation
be moving towards this third procedure. I would
appreciate it very much if the President of the
Council would kindly state that he is not pre-
pared to extend the application of this pro-
cedure. It is only to the first two procedures that
I have rnentioned that we can have no objec-
tion, and I hope that the President of the Council
agrees with me on this point.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Walkhoff.
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- 
(D) Mr President, after the very
important and appmpriate comments by trfr
Patijn I shall be brief.
Mr President of the Council, at the beginning
of your statement you showed in great detail
and with the aid of statistics that the com-
mittees have very seldom taken negative votes,
so that the Council too has rarely had the need
to take a decision-a decision, incidentally, which
is reached without consulting Parliament.
Now what you have said may well be correct,
but it does not irnpress our committee a great
deal, because the fact that what to our mind is
a bad system has not yet led to greater prob-
lems cannot change our demand for this system
to be altered, having regard especially to part
9 of our question, to which you gave only a cur-
sory answer, if indeed you answered it at ail.
In that part of our question we tried to show
how unattractive this Europe is to its citizens and
above all to young people if its decision-making
machinery is so opaque that nobody knows who
is responsible for an important decision.
I was rather disturbed by your suggestion that
this Parliament was not in a position to vote
on technical issues. You felt this was a reason
not to consult Parliament. I wonder how the
Council is better qualified to take such a vote?
Like the Parliament and the committees, it is
quite,obviously dependent on an advisory staff
of experts.
Mr President of the Council, f am grateful to
you for showing once again by your observations
how small our powersl are in reality-even if
you diil not say that in sg many words. We must
certainly bear this in mind in our future political
work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I'have listened
with further interest to what has been said,
and it is my impression that when the Honour-
able Members have read carefully the fairly
comprehensive reply which I have given they
will see that all the questions are in fact ans-
wered there. But there are a couple of further
matters that I should like to refer to, as excep-
tions, if I may. The Veterinary Committee
is an exception, and it has not been applied on
any other subject. In this field, the vit'al impor-
tance of animal health in the various Member
Countries has to be taken into consideration. In
practice, the system works to the satisfaction
of the Commission and the Council. Decisions
are taken by one or other of these two institu-
tions, not by the committees themselves. I think
that is quite clear.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patijn. 
- 
(NL) trfir President, I will not tryto draw t.Le President of the Council into a
debate on legal technicalities. But naturally the
problem is that, with the Veterinary Comrnittee,
there is the possibility that no decision is
reached. Why? Because, when the Council can-
not reach agreement, the case is not automa-
tically settled by the Commission, as is the case
with the Management and Regulation Commit-
tees. fn that case no decision is taken, and the
Commission's proposal dissppgsis into one of
the Council's drawers to join the 400 other deci-
sions already there. The course of events in the
Veterinary Committee procedure is whoUy in-
compatible with the Treaty.
I am glad that the President of the Council calls
this an exception. I hope f may deduce ftom this
that the so-called veterinary procedure will
never be applied again. But I do not regard the
answer of the Council as entirely complete on
this point.
I wanted to make this point in addition to what
I said when I first spoke.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
By way of further reply, Mr Pres-
ident, may I say that it is part of the procedure
under the Treaties that if proposals of the Com-
mission do not get the required majority no
decision is taken. And indeed I have seen many
proposals coming from the Commission on which
the Council refused to take a decision.
President 
- 
The debate on this item is closed.
7. Orol Questions asith ilebote: The Communitg's
ottituile to South Atrico
President. 
- 
fire next item is a joint debate on
the Oral Questions put by Mr Glinne, Mr Spena-
le, Mr Broeksz, Mr Dondelinger, Mr Eliimig and
Mr Seefeld on behalf of the Socialist Group to
the Council and Commission respectively of the
European Communities (Docs. 421174 and 4221?41.
Apart from references to the Institutions to
which the questions are addressed, their wordiag
is identical. It is as follows:
'SubJect: The Communtty's attttude to Soutlr
Alrica
During tlte IIN @neral Assembly's recent debate
on a dralt resolution gmnting the EEC observer
status, Mr de Guiringaud, the French Ambassadorto the United Nations, replying to a speech by
Ambassador Edwin Ogbu, chairman of the IIN
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special committee on oprthil, made a statement
on behall of the Community on its relations with
the Republic of South Africa.
He stressed the Community's full support for
the principles of the United Nations Charter, and
assured the Assembly that no negotiations had
been opened between the EEC and the Republic
of South Africa with a view to granting the Pre-
toria government any trade concessions. He added
that the Community auttrorities have no intention
of opening any such negotiatlons with SouthAfrica. He concluded by afltrming that all the
Member States have ratitied the European Con-
vention on Human Rights, which, he said, goes far
beyond the maxirnum demands made by the oppo-
nents of oporthei.il,.
Can the Commission, the Council now answer thefollowing questions:
1. Is it true that after and because of Mr de
Guiringaud's statement no objection was madein the General Assembly to the resolutiongranting the EEC observer status and that the
EEC was accordingly admitted?
2. !q it true that on the initiative of the ForeignMinister of a Member State or some ottrirparty, the President ol the Council and the
Commission of the Communities are at present
considerfurg whether Mr de Guiringaud over-
stepped his mandate in making this statement
to the IIN General Assembly?
3. Can the Commission, the Council conJirm thatthe Commtrnity refuses to grant the Republic
of South Africa any trade concessions, con-demned as these must be, in the forrn of a
special agreement and that it is against thepolicy of oportheid?,
I call Mr Glinne to speak to these two questions.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, dear colleagues,
on 11 October last, at its 2gth meeting, the
General Assembly of the United Nations una-
nirnously adopted a draft resolution granting
the European Community'observer status.
fire request had been made by the Community
itself, through the presidency of the Council, at
that time exercised by France, and by the Mem-
ber States. It was Ambassador de Guiringaud,
as representative of the country providing the
President of the Council of the Community, who
proposed the adoption of the draft resolution in
which the General Assembly, 'desirous of pro-
moting co-operation between the United Nations
Organization and the European Economic Com-
munity', asked the Secretary-Generd to invite
the European Economic Community to partici-
pate in the meetings and work of the Assembly
as an observer, thus allowing it to attend Assem-
bly meetrngs without the right to speak, but also
to take part in committees, conferences or
working-parties.
The purpose of the Community as such was to
acquire the same observer status at the General
Assembly as it has already had for some ti.me in
the Economic and Social Council and in
UNCTAD.
In his introductory address, Ambassador de Gui-
ringaud said, among other things, that the signa-
tories to the Rome Treaty had stated that they
would comply with the principles of tJle United
Nations Charter. He also referred to the close
relations which the Community maintained with
many developing countries that were members ofthe international organization. Ambassador
Ogbu, representative for Nigeria and Chairman
of the United Nations Special Committee on
Apartheid, then made the following statement,
reported in the provisional stenographic record
of that United Nations meeting: 'As Chairman
of the United Nations Special Committee on
Apartheid,' he said, 'I have been impressed by
the unanirnous condemnation of the oportheiil
policy of the Pretoria r6gime. The vigilance of
all Member States to ensure that this Organi-
zation is respected is necessary if our resolve is
to be transformed into action. In this connec-
tion, allow me', he went on, 'to recall Resolution
2927 adopted on 1? November 1972 by the
General Assembly. In paragraph 13 of this Reso-
lution, the General Assembly requests Member
States of the European Economic Community to
take the necessary steps to refuse all trade and
other assistance or facilities to the South African
Governrpent for as long as the latter persists in
its policy of apartheiil and racial discrimination
and eontinues to flout the resolutions of the
Generd Assembly and of the Security Council.'
Chairman Ogbu continued his address in these
words: '... I know that the EEC countries accor nt
for about half South Africa's international trade.
Seventy five per cent of foreign investment in
South Africa comes from EEC countries. f arn
also given to understand that the South African
mission.in Brussels has entered into negotiations
with the Community, or is on the point of so
doing, in order to obtain trade concessions. If
this is sorrect, it would constitute a violation of
the obligations of EEC Member States under the
terms of the Charter. As loyal members of the
United Nations, we cannot approve a situation
which vrould inevitably neutralize the firm posi-
tion of principle that the Organization has
always adopted against the inhuman policy of
opofiheiil.
It is ttprefore relevant, when considering the
requgst that the European Economie Community
be granted observer status, to e:rpress the hope
that the Community will ensure that all United
Nations' resolutions are strictly . observed-I
repeat', he said, 'all the resolutions'.
According to the stenographic record, Ambas-
sador de Guiringaud then replied as follows:
'I should like to reassure our friend and colleague
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the Ambassador for Nigeria. Contrary to what
he fears, there are no negotiations in progress
between the European Community and South
Africa. There is no intention on the part of the
Community authorities to enter into such nego-
tiations wrth South Africa. At the present time
there is no treaty or agreeinent of any kind be-
tween the European Economic Community and
the Republic of South Africa. Conversely, as the
representative for Nigeria certainly knows, 18
African countries are already associated with
the EEC, and 40 countries in Africa, the Antilles
and the Pacific have just begun, at Kingston
last July, broad negotiations with the EEC with
a view to renewing or initiating their associa-
tion with this international organization.
'I do not feel that it is necessary to recall', he
concluded, 'that all EEC Member States have
energetically and on many occasions expressed
their opposition to the policy of apartheid. I
would add that they have all signed and ratified
the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
which goes much further than the extremest
demands of the critics of apartheid. In these
circumstances, I am happy to be able to assure
the representative for Nigeria that the EEC and
the Nine countries that form it will always have
in mind the thought to do nothing which could
be of advantage in any way whatsoever to the
apartheid, policy.'
Following this reply by Ambassador de Guirin-
gaud, the General Assembly unanimously
adopted the draft resolution granting the EEC
observer status, thus conferring a new respon-
sibility upon it which will need to be properly
organized with a view to the next meeting of
the General Assembly, the ?th special session
concerning the economic development of the
Third World and the extraordinary meeting of
UNDP, all of which are scheduled for 1975.
This having been said, my questions are as
follows: certain publications, in particular the
London weekly The Obseroer, have reported
that, following the exchange between Ambas-
sadors Ogbu and de Guiringaud and in view of
the nature of the statement rhade in the name of
the Community by the French Ambassador, at
least one Member State and the Commission
were considering whether the French Ambas-
sador might not have exceeded his terms of
reference by expressing himself in the way he
did before the General Assembly. This point it
is very important to clarify. Secondly, it would
be very important to know whether the terms
used by the Ambassador in the name of the
whole of the Community are now backed up both
by the Council and by the Commission of the
Communities.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, President-in-Oftice oJ the Council oJ
the European Comm,unities. The reply,
Mr President, is in three parts.
The reply to part one is as follows : at the
twenty-ninth meeting of the General Assembly
df the United Nations, the European Economic
Community requested and obtained observer
status at the General Assembly. This status was
granted in view of the widening of the sphere
of common interests of the General Assembly
and the Community.
The reply to part two: the statement by Mr de
Guiringaud, French Ambassador, speaking on
behalf of the Community in reply to a speech
by Ambassador Ogbu, Chairman of the United
Nations Special Committee on Apartheid, was
the subject of prior on-the-spot coordination
between the delegations of the Nine in New
York in accordance with the usual procedure. In
view of the above, question No 2 becomes irre-
levant.
The reply to the third part of the question is
that the Community has no plans for concluding
an agreement with the Republic of South Africa.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Christopher Soames.
Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-Presid.ent oJ the
Commission of the European Communities. 
-Mr President, I really have not got much to
add in reply to the question put so succintly by
Mr Glinne.
On the first question, I would just confirm from
the Commission's point of view that no objec-
tion was raised to the granting of observer status
to the EEC and that the related draft resolution
was adopted by the United Nation's General
Assembly unanimously without any formal pre-
conditions.
On the second question, as the President-in-
Office of the Council has just said, statements
were delivered after consultations in New York
with representatives of the Member States and
of the Commission. So there is nothing to be
added here by the Commission, as what he said
was said after consultation.
My answer to the third question is that the
Community has no special agreement with South
Africa, and where the Commission is concerned
we have no such agreement under consideration.
President 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
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- 
(D) Mr President, I have only
a few words to add after both the Council and
the Commission have explained the facts.
I think I am speaking for my colleagues as well
when I say that Mr Glinne, who, if my informa-
tion is correct, was present at the UN sitting
referred to here, could have ascertained the facts
on the spot, and I fail to see why we should be
discussing this matter at all today.
Perhaps this is being done to see the matter put
on record once again after the UN record already
clearly reflects the facts-namely, that the Com-
munity's observer status was unanimously
agreed, that the French ambassador, Mr de Gui-
ringaud, spoke for the Community and that in
reality there are no relations whatever of eco-
nomic or commercial policy between the Com-
munity and the South African Repub1ic.
Mr President, I asked to speak on behalf of my
colleagues to make the following point.
ft seems to me not entirely without risk-I am
saying this for the benefit of Mr Glinne and his
friends-for us in this Parliament to be once
again levelling accusations against a particular
government in the situation which has been
developing over the past few months in the
South of the African continent, with that govern-
ment making real attempts to improve its rela-
tions with neighbouring states and in bilateral
talks with its neighbour in the north, Rhodesia,
to move towards a solution of the difficult poli-
tical problems connected with apartheid,, elec-
tions and the black majority. You have elegantly
circumvented the real issue, Mr Glinne, but in
reality your political intention is clear. No mem-
ber of this House-Mr Clinton, the Council's
representative has just pointed this out-has
ever spoken in favour of an apartheid policy.
On the contrary, as signatories'of the conven-
tions on human rights and as persons familiar
with the situation in South Africa and else-
where, we are formally and politically opposed
to this apartheid. policy. However, we should not
make matters still more difficult for a govern-
ment which is trying to find a peaceful and long-
term solution to all the historical developments
that have taken place over a period of centuries.
Now that your question has been answered,
Mr Glinne, I think we should do well to leave it
at that and not engage in further polemics.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Goutmann to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Goutm (.t') Mr President, I should
simply like to say, on behalf of our group, how
much we share the anxieties and concerns of
our colleague Mr Glinne with regard to the
statements made by Mr de Guiringaud.
We, too, wished to have further information
from the Council and the Commission. We are
left, however, with our anxieties and concerns,
since, in this Assembly, we have a duty to con-
demn with the utmost vigour anything that
might tend to give recognition to the policy of
apartheiil.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) M President, I wish to point
out that I was not present at the General
Assembly of the United Nations when the debate
in question was in progress.
Everyone will agree that the information given
out by such responsible publications as The
Obseruer was likely to create some anxiety.
I would recall, Mr President, that in little more
than a week's time certain Members of this
Assembly will be taking part in a meeting of the
Joint Committee at Abidjan and then of the
Parliamentary Conference of the EEC/AASM
Association, now about to be enlarged to include
the ACP countries.
I can well imagine the difficult position in which
we might have been placed if the, fortunately
incorrect, press information had not been speci-
fically denied, this afternoon, by both the Coun-
cil and the Commission.
I shall confine myself, at the close of this dis-
cussion, to saying in the name of my group that
we are very grateful for the rectifying state-
ments that have just been made by the Com-
mission and the Council.
President. 
- 
I have no motion for a resolution
on this debate.
The debate on this item is closed.
8. Oral Question tpith d,ebate: Coile oJ coniluct
tor maritime transport conterences
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question,
with debate, put by Mr Seefeld on behalf of
the Committee on Re.gional Policy and Transport
to the Council of the European Communities
(Doc. 418/74).
The question is worded as follows:
'Subject: Code of conduct for maritime transport
conferences
1. Can the Council confirm that on 15 July 19?4
the Commission of the European Communities
submitted to the Council a proposal for a
Council decision on a common'approach by
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the Member States to the United Nations
agreement on the introduction of a code of
conduct for mhritime transport conferences?
If so, will the Council consult the European
Parliament on this important question as soon
as possible in view of the short time available?
2. Does the Council agree that the question as to
whether or not tlre Member States participatein this agreement is of great importance for
maritime transport and the whole external
economic policy of the Member States and the
Community?
3. Does the Council agree that-since it is a most
unfavourable refleetion on the Community that
in the vote on the text of the agreement in
Geneva,.three Mernber States voted in favour
and two against whlle two countries abstained
-in order to avold a situation of this kind inthe future, the Commision should be authoriz-
ed, in partial application of Article 84(2) and
without prejudice to other measures which are
already possible under Article 116 of other
general provisions of tlre EEC Treaty to draw
up proposals for the introduction of a comrnon
maritirne transport po,licy and to ensure that
Member States adopt a colrmon posltion at
international conlerences of this nature?
4. Does the Council consider that parts of the
Agreement conflict wtth the Treaty ol Rome?
5. Does the Council agree that on the basis of
the EEC Treaty, particularly Article 113, the
Agreement should have been neSotiated by the
Commission and not by the Member States?'
I call Mr Seefeld to speak to this question.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in the matter of the code of conduct
for shipping-lines, an extremely important aspect
of shiping policy, the position is becoming so
difficult that tthe whole question should be laid
before the Council of Ministers; that, at least,
is the opinion of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Transport, and I have the honour to
present these five questions on its behalf.
Ladies and gentlemen, if I may repeat the fucts
which are already well known, a United Nations
conference in the framework of UNCTAD has
drawn up a convention containing a 'code of
conduct for shipping-lines.' This convention was
signed on 6 April last year and laid open for
signature by furthel countries until 1 July 1975.
Of the nine Community countries, 3 voted for
the code at the conference, 2 voted against, 2
abstained and 2 were not nepresented. The Com-
mission was only present with observer status.
Mr President, the code contains agreements zuch
as the following, which I shall outline very
briefly:
Firstly: shipping-lines of a country covered by a
conference should have the inalienable right tojoin the conference.
Secondly: the traffic of each country should be
divided in such a way that shipping-Iines in the
country of origin obtain 40 0/o of the total trade,
shipping-lines in the country of destination 40 0/o
and shipping-lines of third countries-the cross-
trad+20o/0.
Thirdly: the conference councils should be public
and certain deadlines laid down for possible
changes.
Fourthly: there should be a compulsory proced-
ure for consultation between the conferences and
the shippers with provision for government
representation.
Fifthly: a compulsory court of arbitration pro-
cedure should be introduced.
Those are the basic provisions.
Some of them involve far-reaching innovations
which may be claimed in some quarters to Iimit
the freedom of the seas. Other observers consider
them to represent necessary progress to take
the edge off competition in shipping. Be tlat
as it may, it should be a matter of concern to the
Community that it gave the impression of the
greatest possible disunity at the internatio,nal
conference in Geneva.
The Commission rightly made an attempt after-
wards to clos6 the gap by submitting to the
Council a proposal for the introduction of a
procedure aimed at either ratification or rejec-
tion of the code by all the Community countrtres.
Unfortunately, the Council of Ministers has not
yet consulted Parliament on this proposal.
It is being falsely maintained that these are
purely progedural questions on which there ie
iittte io say politically. I beli,eve, oir the contrary,
that this matter is extremely political and it
also touches on the rights of our Parliament.
So far the Council has dways consultcd Parlia-
ment even when this was not stipulated in the
Treaties; it has always consulted Parliament
on matters such as this. And in this instance we
are collcerned with nothing less than the begin-
nings of a corrmon shipping policy, which has
frequently been discussed in this House although
opinions on the subject differ.
The Commission has now received an opinion
from its legd services to the effect that the
IINCTAD code conflicts with the Treaty of
R6me. the Commission should therefore notify
all the Member States that ratification cannot
be reconciled with the rules of the Commun-
itv.
Ttre Commission's legal services have also
stressed that the 40-40-20 rule, which I explained
above, infringes the freedom to provide services
and that this arrangement might cause discrimi-
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nation. They apparently also stated that the
conference agreements might entail a prohibited
e:rploitation of a dominant market position and
that the rules laid down in the convention might
favour national shipping-lines; finally, they
noted that on the basis of Article 113 of the
Treaty the Commission and not the individual
Member States should have negotiated the
eonvention.
The latter conclusion is clearly the most
sensational. If the Commission accepts this legal
opinion, we can expect further proceedings
before the Court of Justice as in the case of tJre
AETB and the regulation on social provisions
in road transport.
For all these reasons it would be desirable
to discuss this matter with the Council. If the
European Community is unable to coordinate the
position of its Member States on the question ot
the IINCTAD shipping code, it will once again
be leaving the initiative to others whose interests
may be opposed to our own. The result will be
that the ITNCTAD code will be adopted by a
majority in the United Nations including the
state-trading countries, which themselves have
no interest in the smooth working of the con-
ference system. In almost all cases their state
shipping-lines are outsiders, and they do not
belong to the conferences. Their sole interest in
the UNCTAD code is thet they can use it to
stabilize the shipping-line tariffs at the highest
possible level and then undercut these rates all
the more easily.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, all organiza-
tions recognize the importance of the UNCTAD
code for shipprng policy in general. The Council
of Europe is looking into it and the OECD is
examining whether this code does not conflict
with the OECD's own liberalization code. I
have received lengthy opinions published or
prepared by many different bodies, including
the European Industrial Association, the Com-
mittee of European Shipowners, the German
Chamber of Industry and Commerce and several
others.
All this goes to show that we are not concerned
here with a question of procedure or principle
but-this cannot be emphasized strongly enough
-with an important decision which will affectthe whole future of our shipping policy and
external trade policy. This also makes it
necessary for the Council of Ministers to consult
the European Parliament on the Commission's
proposal to consider not only the procedural
aspect but subsequently also the material provi-
sions of the code itself.
The report of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Transport which I presented here in
December 1974 was admittedly, as you will
recall, rejected by a chance majority during a
night sitting. But even the speakers who on
that occasion were opposed to the shipping
report, in particular Mr Normanton, did not base
their opposition on the assumption that matters
of shipping policy were of no importance to the
Community; on the contrar5r, Mr Normanton
spoke of the 'tremendous importance' of this
matter.
I should like to draw attention to another point
which confirms how transport questions are
apparently often dealt with out of their context
of general economic and external trade policy.
How was it possible on 11 December 1974, one
day before our debate on shipping policy in this
House, for Mr Destremau, replying as President
of the Council to the urgent question put by
Mr Terrenoire whether the Member States daily
coordinated their positions at the IIN and
IINESCO, to say-an'd I quote literally: 'I can
confirm what Mr Terrenoire has just said.'
Perhaps Mr Destremau had not looked closely
at Parliament's agenda, otherwise he would have
made an exception in respect of the ITNCTAD
conference in Geneva. Or does the Council Pre-
sident's confirmation simply mean tJlat the
Member States meet to discuss the possibility
of a common position without any obligation
and that in the event of fuilure to agree no
further efforts are made to achieve a com-
promise by negotiating in the Council or involv-
ing the'Commission? Mr President, for all these
rearnns the Committee on Regional Policy and
Transport decided to put questions to the
Council and to rdquest clarification. The Parlta-
ment atrd the sectors of the public concerned
in this matter await with great interest what
the Council of Ministers will have to say today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, Presiilent-in-Oftice of the Council ot
the European Communities, 
- 
Mr President, in
reply to part 1 of the question, the Council
confirms that in a letter dated 1? July 1974 the
Commission submitted to it a proposal for a
Council decision on joint action by the Member
States on the United Nations Convention laying
down a code of conduct for shipping conferences.
This pmposal for a decision was simply a pro-
cedural one, calling upon Member States not to
take up a stand on the draft convention until
the Council had been able to take a position onjoint action. In view of the nature of the prolrcsal
the Council did not feel obliged to consult the
European Parliament.
In reply to parts 2 to 5 of the question, the
Member States have already agreed to apply the
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proposed standstill until30 April 19?5. The Com-
mission has begun discussions with national
experts to examine the compatibility of the code
with Community law and to discuss the
measures required for possible joint action. The
Council will eontinue its work in this matter in
the light of the substantive proposal which the
Commission, as it announced in.Article 1 of its
proposal of lTJuIy 1974, intends to prepare. In
these circumstances the Council is unable to take
a position on the specific question put by the
Honourable Member.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, Honourable
Members, I should like to say first of all how
pleased I was to hear the Council's reply to Mr
Seefeld. I think it is completely in keeping with
our attitude to the whole question. At the last
plenary sitting, we discussed Mr Seefeld's report
on the introduction of a maritime transport
policy. It was voted down and rejected, and
now it has crept in again by the back door,
which seems somewhat in contempt of Parlia-
ment. It has cropped up again in point 3, and
I quote: 'Does the Council agree that... in order
to avoid a sihration of this kind... the Commission
should be authorized... to draw up proposals for
the introduction of a cornmon maritime transport
policy and to ensure that Member States adopt
a common position...
All I can say is that, if the luestioner wanted
to provide incentives for the United Kingdom's
withdrawal from the EEC-and I can scarcely
believe that-then in my opinion he has been
completely successful, since this is something
that is directly and completely contrary to
United Kingdom interests. The British people
will have less interest in remaining a member
if these ideas receive too much support.
I shall not go into this subject in greater detail.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hill to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Hill. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Nyborg has said
that this is coming in through the back door. I
do know how disappointed Mr Seefeld was
when his report was voted down, but I must
confirm that this Oral Question was drawn up
before that date and therefore it is a continuing
process of thought on the part of Mr Seefeld.
There are grave doubts about this subject,
certainly in the United Kingdom and in Den-
mark. We have not unfortunately here today a
member of the Conservative Party of Denmark,
but f do have a brief from their party, and they
confirm some of the fears that the Chamber
of Shipping of the United Kingdom also has.llhe
UNCTAD code which is being quoted contained
an agreement which gives, as Mr Seefeld said,
40 per cent to the importing country,40 per cent
to the exporting country and only 20 per cent
to third countries. The voting, and I must empha-
size this, was not quite as barren as Mr Seefeld
maintains. Denmark, Britain, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, the United States of America and
Switzerland voted against this arrangement,
whereas Holland and Italy abstained and the
other countries that voted for include Germany,
France and Belgium. So the split is fairly deep.
The Danish shipping interests are afraid that
they will lose a great deal of trade on their
lines service. They say in this memorandum
that the implementation of the code could mean
a loss to them of about 80 million pounds ster-
Iing. They also say that a series of other provi-
sions in the code are equally damaging, for
example the provision that there will be at
least 15 months between each increase, whereas
the rule today is only a 3-month gap between
price increases. In times of severe inflation,
would it be right and proper to hold back the
increase in freight rates for 15 months? The
Council has stated that the Member States have
agreed to a standstill, and the Council has also
said it is unable to take up a position in this
matter.
I think this sums up the uncertainty in most
people's minds at this time of great stress in the
Community when, as Mr Nyborg has said, the
United Kingdom is about to face a referendum.
We are a seafaring nation. \4re live by freight.
Certainly at this time there would be many
unhappy faces in the British shipping industry if
the Council rushed ahead to implement Article
84 (2), whether as a whole or in part. Mr Seefeld
wishes to make progress in the sea transport
field and in the future I certainly see that
this is an area where we can make progress,
where we can have a common policy. However,
although Mr Seefeld's motives are commendable,
I feel that the introduction now of a common
shipping policy is neither practical nor econo-
mically viable and, speaking on behalf of the
United Kingdom and Danish shipping indus-
tries, I think that it may prove a source of
irritation far outweighing the advantages that
could possibly come from Mr Seefeld's good
intentions.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scholten to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
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Mr Scholten. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in connec-
tion with this oral question I should like to
make one or two comments on behalf of my
group, because in the opinion of my group we
have here a particularly important subject on
the agenda.
The whole question of maritime transport policy
is bound up with the question that Mr Seefeld
has raised. The UNCTAD code-Mr Hill has just
referred to this point-has led to considerable
differences of opinion not only within the Com-
munity but also in a large nurnber of countries
for whom maritime translrcrt is important. For
myself I have to observe that, because of its
discriminatory character, the UNCTAD code is
incompatible with the objectives of the Treaty-
namely, the free movement of goods, services,
people and capital. If this code of conduct were
to materialize in its present form, then in
practice it would have a distinctly adverse effect
on the rationalization now in progress in
maritime transport. This adverse effect comes
out even stronger if we consider the integration
that is now developing in transport systems. For
this reason, in my opinion, it is of the utmost
importance that the Community should now take
up a Community standpoint with regard to the
UNCTAD code.
I should now like to dip into the past and ask
why this was not the case at the talks in Geneva
or why initiatives wrongly failed to be taken
in order to arrive at such a Community stand-
point. I merely observe that this great difference
in opinion exists. With an eye to the future, I
would point out that it is of the greatest import-
ance that we should endeavour to bring oppos-
ing views in the Community together. If we
cannot do this-if, for example, one or two
Community countries put their separate signa-
tures to this UNCTAD code-then we can, in
my opinion, give up all thought of a Community
maritime transport policy in the short term.
This would be a very unsatisfactory develop-
ment for the overall objectives of our Com-
munity. Precisely in order to be able to honour
the gentleman's agreement we have apparently
reached not to take a separate stand on this
question, it is of the utmost importance that
we should make haste with our efforts to reach
a common position. I understood that the pro-
posal the Commission made last summer was
rejected in a .certain sense by the Council. I
would call urgently, primarily on the Com,rnis-
sion but also on the Council, to come forward
with new proposals as quickly as possible.
I repeat with the greatest emphasis that the
positions must come closer together. If the great
importance of this UNCTAD code for individual
Member States is not recognized, then there
is a particularly bad development in store for
us which will have a negative effect on economic
policy throughout the Community. For this
reason, on behalf of my group, I wished to
stress the importance of this problem and
request that the position, which I hope would be
a common one, should be taken as quickly as
possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Ladies and gentlemen, I am
grateful to the Council President fcir his reply.
I am also grateful to those colleagues who have
stated their views on this matter. Fortunately,
every Member of this Parliament is entitled to
show in the debates his understanding, or lack
of understanding, of technical matters. Everyone
has the right to say what he chooses; Mr Nyborg
has used that right and I note the fact.
Let me say categorically that I am not minded
to insist on matters which this Parliament has
rejected. I am putting for the second time the
clear decision of a committee, and I note with
interest that there are committee members who
forget in the plenary sitting what they ha'ie
decided elsewhere. They no longer know in
Luxembourg what was agreed in Brussels. If a
member is absent on a particular occasion he
should read the minutes. In other words, there
is no question of an attempt to bring in by the
back door a report which has already been
rejected. Perhaps the colleague in question who
suggested that failed to understand or could
not understand 
- 
I cannot judge which 
- 
that
we are concerned now with an entirely diffe-
rent issue. The question on this occasion is
whether the shipping code of a United Nations
agency infringes the Rome Treaties. The Com-
mission suggested that it might. We discussed
the matter in committee, and I was asked to
put this question on behalf of the committee.
Please do not pretend that this is a pet subject
of mine and that I wish to insist on matters
which Parliament does not want. Ladies and
gentlemen, the importance of this matter was
underlined today by the Council representative
when he said that a standstill was being applied,
and I have recently learned that Commission
representatives and government experts frorn
the Member States will already be meeting-in
Brussels on 17 January to look into the question
whether the code is compatible with'the Rome
Treaty. This amounts to more than the appli-
cation of a shipping policy.
Mr President, ladies and gentldmen, I felt it
important to make these additional observa-
tions. I shall discuss with the committee and any
other interested Members whether the respons-
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ible committees of the European Parliament
should look further at this problem. I should
also appreciate it if the Commission and Coun-
cil would keep us informed of the progress of
their talks.
Prsident. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
lllr Notmanton 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful
to you for allowing me to catch your eye, but I
must confess I am a little regretful that I was
not able to speak before Mr Seefeld, because
then it might have given him an opoprtunity to
reply to one or two points which I wanted to
make and whictr I hope will be a contribution
to the debate we are having this afternoon.
First of all, I must say that I am grateful to Mr
Ilill and indeed to Mr Scholten for the way in
which they have, each in his own way, made
a quick thumbnail appreciatioa of some of the
factors to which Mr Seefeld referred in opening
this debate. But, bearing in mind that Mr See-
feld referred specifically to me, I do fed it
incumbent upon this House to get the record
straight and not to leave it in the form in which
Mr Seefeld presented it in his opening remarks.
The purpose of the steps that I took in this Par-
liament in December was not for his report to
be rejected, but to be given added depth, added
significance by consideration by the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs. The more I
hear about this subject by those who, on the
one hand, are anxious to meet the request of
ITNCTAD and those who, on the other hand, have
perhaps an equally urgmt desire to meet the
important interests of sttipping from Member
States, the more convinced I am of the merit of
the proposal whidr I put to tJlis House. Unfor-
trurately and deeply regrettably, it was the in-
transigence of oae of his colleagues in the
Socialist Group which left no alternative, no
possibility whatever of having a further com-
prehensive discussion on this important subject.
We in the European Conservative Group and one
or two of my other colleagues had no alternative
but to take steps to reject this particular report.
I am grateful to Mr Seefeld for adopting any
means of raising again the importance of con-
sidering IINCTAD and the economic interests
of the Community in the fullest possible depth
and in a spirit of constructive criticism. I do
not feel that this is an occasion on which this
House wotild wistr me or indeed other Members
in this chamber to indulge in a deeply involved
debate of this whole subject; but I would ear-
nestly draw the atteation of the House to the
fact that IINCTAD has not had tlre reputation
of being totally objective in all the decisions and
recommendations which it has made. And I
would quote as evidence the cotton industry
of the developed world. The most irresponsible
views have been put forward in UNCTAD on
future trade in cotton textiles. If those policies
had been adopted; the outcome would have been
the death knell for a major industry of the Com-
munrty. That should be neither the wistt nor the
intention of Mr Seefeld or any other of the
Hortourable Members in this House.
What he wants and what we all want in this
Parliament is to see negotiations undertaken in
depth, in the deepest and firm conviction that in
the end the best interests of the world will be
served by orpanding, md developing trade,
and it is in that spirit that I earnesUy pleaded
to this House to refer back the Seefeld report
for deeper consideration. I hope Mr Seefeld will
accept that these are the facts and tJlat was the
spirit in whictr I made that plea. I earnestly hope
that it will be the common wish of all the Mem-
bers of this House to see the Council and the
Commission go into, in the greatest possible
depth, the economic impUcations of the parti-
cular proposals to which Mr Seefeld devoted so
much time. I hope his eflorts will not have
been in vain. It would be disastrous to him, his
interests and the community at large, were trhe
economic consequences to be ignored before
final political decisions were taken.
(Applowe)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would urge Members to note that
we are not here to discuss a report which was
rejected in December...
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Quite right!
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) We are looking into questions
put on behalf of the Committee on Regional
Policy and Transport concerning the IINCTAD
code of conduct and the behaviour of the
Member States and the Community during this
conference in Geneva last spring.
I shall not comment on the matter at issue, but
would ask my colleagues to keep these two
subjects separate and not attribute to the rap-
porteur and the spokesman for the Committee
on Reglonal Policy and Trans.port intentions
which they do not in fact have.
Secondly, I wanted to inform the House that
without special instructions from the Bureau
-in othei words at ihe initiative of the com-mittee itself-the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs began to consider at its cit-
ting last week, the economic aspect of this met-
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ter and the IINCTAD code for shipping con-
ferences. It will continue to do so, thus com-
plying with the intention indicated by Mr
Seefeld, as author of the question on behalf of
the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port, of enabling the committees concerned to
participate in the discussion. This seems neces-
sary in part to avoid a repetition in future of
difficulties of the kind whidr arose when the
rejected report was debated.
I wanted to make these observations, Mr Pre-
sident, and I would repeat my request not to
confuse the two issues. I say quite categorically
that there is no connection between them, and
to suggest that there is implies attributing
motives to Members of this House which none
of them has.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate on this item is closed.
9. Oral Question with ilebote.' Stctus of utomen
President. 
- 
The next item is the OraI Ques-
tion, with debate, put by Mrs Carettoni Roma-
gnoli, Mrs Goutmann and Mrs Iotti on behalf
of the Communist and Alies Group to the Coun-
cil of the European Communities (Doc.420174).
The queslion is worded as follows:
'subject: Ttre status of women
1. Could the Council state when t}re proposal for
a directive on equal pay for men and women
approved by the European Parliament in Ap4!
t0i4r will be put on the agenda of the C'ouncil
for adoption?
2. What stage has been reached in preparatorT
work on the directive on ttre removal of
discimination against women witJr regard tojob openings and prolessional qualificatlons?
8. What prolrcsals does the Councll wish the
Commisslon to make ia tlre near future to
prevent tJre slow-doqrn in econpmic growtlr
now affecting the Community from adversely
affecting working women?
4. In more general terms, what is the Council'e
view ol the status ol women in the Commun-
itv?
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli to speak to this
question.
Mrs Carettoni Bomagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
I think I can say that all parliamentarians sit-
ting in this Chamber, regardless of their poli-
tical position, hope with all their heart that, at
the opening of this year, which the IIN has
called 'International 'Woman's Year', the Com-
r oJ No c 55 gl 13. 5. rcll, p. 18.
mlssion and the Council can give satisfactory
replies to our question.
In actual fact, apart from the first two ques-
tiqns, which are awaiting detailed replies, the
mljor problem facing all of us is how to cope
in times of crisis with the difficulties that are
prpportionally greater for women workers.
Wp remember in Italy that, at the first signs of
thp recession in 1964, a number of women
w$rking in industry were immediately sent
home. I will say more: these women made no
attempt to register as unemployed, but resigned
thbmselves to resuming their r6le of housewife.
Sthtisties for the past few months show that
in Belgium unemployment, which is fortunately
stlll moderate in that country, has affected
women three times as badly as men.
It is therefore true that recession, unemploy-
mEnt and economic difficulties hit women far
mbre badly than men. Mor@ver, at the trl-
pdrtite conference held by the Trade Union
Cdnfederations on 16 December in Brussels, it
wps stressed that up to now the categories worst
hi[ by unemplo5rment ar+in this order-
women, young people, old people.
This worries us greatly, since we know that
these primarily economic problems have con-
siderable repercussions on the situation of
women with regard to civil rights, in view of
the faei that the relation between employment
arld wdmen's rights is extremely close. Ihci-
dqntdly, we have noted in our experience that
unwritten and written law tends to evolve
rapidly in times of economic expansion and,
cdnversely, to slow down when the economic
situation is less favourable.
Today-particularly in Europe, but in general
in all countries-we are witnessing a great
surge forward on the part of the women's
rdasses. Awareness of women's problems is now
frllly grown in public opinion; in recent times,
very large numbers of women have taken part
in employment struggles and in trades union
shuggles in general. We hav*a new pheno-
menon+een women employed in specific
nlgotiations on matters of-especial concern to
them. I remember, by way of example, the full-
scale battle for day-nurseries in Italy and the
struggle now going on in my country for a new
family code.
Throughout the world we are witnessing the
formation of a whole series of feminist move-
ments.'One may agree, or not, with this way
of 'pre*nting problems (personally I have my
reservations), but dl this is evidence that a new
awareness is taking shape. -
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In recent times, we have seen important changes
in the legislation of various countries. There is,
for example, the introduction of divorce and the
reform of family law that is reaching its final
stages in my country and the legislation on abor-
tion in France. And yet we think that today
there is a danger of a serious conflict between
this desire for equal rights for women, and the
present downward trend. We therefore ask that,
at least in the countries of the Community, this
problem should not be considered as secondary
or separate but that it should be realized-and
here I address my remarks particularly to the
Commission and the Council-that the problem
constitutes a specific and highly important com-
ponent of the economic and civil development
of society, falling within the general framework
of the analysis of the crisis and the remedies
to be applied.
Commission and Council should stop making
statements of principle, which have always been
fruiUess and which today would be completely
futile, not to say mere rhetoric. For \Moman's
Year the Community can do much, even though
restricted to certain limits. Within these limits
it can do something-which the treaty requires
it should-regarding the problem of equality of
pay. In our opinion, the Community can later
act at the social level, framing the programmes
it has in progress with this in mind and pro-
moting the upward levelling of civil rights.
It is often said that, in this field, the Commis-
sion cannot plan its activity in advance. We
say, on the co'ntrary, that a forward and upward
push is possible; it is not true that the Com-
mission should not interfere in legislative
problems regarding women's civil rights. For
example, is it possible to want to uphold what
is unquestionably a feature of the Community
-namely, free circulation of manpower-'without realizing that in tlris sector there are
certain things clashing with, and making
particularly difficult, the feasibility in practice
of the principle of free circulation?
Recent1y, in Italy, the principle of changing
nationality on marriage, about which we have
spoken on so many occasions, was abolished.
Vice-President Behrendt has dealt with the
problem of women's nationality and will well
remember, for example, how the absence of
divorce in our country unquestionably created
an obstacle to this harmonized picture of the
Community.
In the case of the free eirculation of manpower
something can be done, as a contribution to
Woman's Year, about the task assumed by .the
Community of improving the quality of life for
citizens of both sexes. We should therefore like
to know what steps are proposed by the Com-
munity to mark this Woman's Year.
My last duty is to point out-and this morning
we had a very interesting meeting with women
members of the European Parliament's staff in
the presence of practically all the Members of
this Parliament-the need to initiate serious
discussions on \uomen's status in the Community
institutions. It would indeed be strange that
discrimination should continue to be practisedin the Community institutions, which should
be the most progressive in this field. But on tJris
subject, with your permission Mr President, I
shall dwell more fully on another occasion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, President-in-Oftice oJ the Council ot
the European Comrnunities. 
- 
Mr President, in
reply to the first question, may I remind you
that the Couneil recorded its agreement on the
proposal for a directive on equal pdy for men
and women at its meeting of 17 December 1974.
fn answer to the second question, Honourable
Members should note that a proposal for a
directive on the elimination of discrimination
against women as regards access to employment
and vocational training has not yet been placed
before the Council.
In reply to questions 3 and 4, the Council does
not intend to interfere with the right of initiative
granted to the Commission under the Treaty.
The Council points out, however, that it adopted
general guidelines on the status of women in
the resolution of 21 January 1g?4 concerning a
Social Action Programme. The resolution sets
out the need to undertake action for the purpose
of achieving equality between men and women
as regards access to employment and vocational
training and advancement and as regards
working conditions, inctuding pay, taking into
account the important role of management and
labour in this field. It is for the Commission to
submit the necessary proposals to the Council
for the implementation of these guide-lines.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the problem
raised by the oral question is too important
to be left solely to our lady colleagues, and since
the Council of Ministers of Social Affairs was
presented on 17 December with a directive on
equal pay, I think this is the right moment
to put a certain number of questions on this
subject.
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Firstly, is it clearly understood that the principle
implied by Article 119 of the Treaty is binding
in character? If I am correctly informed, it
appears that some Member States of our Com-
munity consider that this is not so, even on the
expiry of the transiti,onal period, and that, there-
foie, ihe effective introduction of equal pay for
men and women could only be the result of a
nerrs action to be undertaken under Article 235'
This view of the situation appears to me to be
particularly incorrect.
Secondly, the text concerning equal pay has not
yet been'drafted in its final form. I am assured
ih"t tt" services involved still have to finalize
various legal wordings' When is it likely that
the text witt Ue really and truly finalized?
A further point, Mr President: the possibility
of a supervisory body has not, it appears, been
foreseen at the level of the preparation of the
collective agreements; but it is precisely there,
in my view, that the most important point is
centred.
Lastly, there are certainly grounds for satisfac-
tion that the principle of equal pay for men
and women should be recognized for work of
equal value, since this even goes a little Jurther
thin Article 119 in that it refers to equal value,
but there must be some regret that no penalties
would appear to have been provided.
I will conclude by expressing, on behalf of my
group, the sincere hope that the second draft
directive regarding equal conditi'ons of work,
and not just pay, will be confirmed, as quickly
as possible, by a positive decision both by the
Council and by the Commission.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, many Members
who were here this morning and indeed many
more t\an those who are here tJris afternoon
will no doubt recall the words of the President
of the Council when he answered a Parliament-
ary question.
He said that the Council of Ministers of the
Member States attaches great importance to
human rights. It must be said therefore to
the President of the Council that at this
morning's session, perhaps slightly more atten-
tion was paid to the fate, undoubtedly a very
real fate, of the Jewish community in Syria
than to 125 million members of the European
Community. And since this question has been
put today, and we are extremely grateful to
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli and her colleagues for
puttirig it, it is of course to the President of
the Council, through you, Mr President, that I
should like to make one or two remarks. Now
it happens coincidentally that it is United
Nations International Woman's Year, which gives
ug for once the opportunity to remind the
President that one of the fundamental freedoms
and human rights enshrined in the Universal
DEclaration of Human Rights in in Article 2,
which entitles all, without any discrimination,
inter alia of sex, to all human rights and funda-
mental freedoms. Members of this Parliament
of all parties who always claim to be strong
devotees of human rights should perhaps also
be reminded of the Declaration on the Elimi-
nftion of Discrimination against'Women, which
was proclaimed by the General Assembly of the
Illnited Nations, at which, of course, all Member
States here represented are also represented.
This declaration was proclaimed in 1967. So far,
many of its provisions have not only been not
implemented but, indeed, have been completely
ignored. And to continue one item-as far as the
legal aspect of this question is concerned-
today's copy of the London Tirnes (I quote Pro-
fessor Mitchell who is a very distinguished
academic lawyer on Community law) states quite
clearly: 'It would be worth noting that, as a
re-sult of the Know1d judgment, for the first
time a generalized concept of fundamental
rlghts becomes enforceable in our courts as part
of European law'.
I hope that the President of the Council and his
colleagues on the Council with their great
devotion to human rights will take note of this
comment. Now I know, Mr President, that no
one is a successful advocate in his own cause,
and I do not claim in any way to be discri-
minated against, but nevertheless there are mil-
lions of people in this Community who are
discriminated against and, as Mrs Carettoni
Romagnoli quite rightly mentioned, even of the
649 women who work in the European Parlia-
fient's institutions, out of 1240, many have very
legitimate grievances which do not seem to have
been looked into.I think we should be reminded
of an old Italian adage which says, Luamore
rsiene iloll'utile, which means that if you're
useful, you're O.K. So I would draw attention
to one or two facts which I hope the President-
in-Office will take note of and on which he
will urge his colleagues on the Council therefore
to take action.
Reference was made in his reply to the Social
Action Programme. Now this was presented, as
I understand it according to the document
before me, on 25 October f973. And it refers to
lack of career guidance and vocational training'
frequent discrimination in conditions of recruit-
ment, interrupted career patterns, etc., etc. I am
sure aII those interested in this will have this
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document. And yet a considerable number of
these matters do not happen to have been dealt
with at all. It even mentions the formation of a
permanent working group to help the Commis-
sion to study problems, and apparently that has
not yet been set up. Interestingly enough, the
Council also agreed to this programme, which
says that proposals will be discussed with the
Standing Committee on Employment. Does that
committee in fact ever meet ? Sre must know
that this does in fact happen. Even in the
Department of Employment of my own country
th*significantly enough, I suppose one must
say-manpower report, paper No 11, says that
women are grossly under-employed and do not
have the opportunities for which they are
obviously fitted. So I think it is not neceisarily
because of being any more incompetent, inef-
ficient, idle or negligent than our fellow human
beings, that we have not got further than we
have.
I would, Mr President, like to draw attention
very briefly to the following points.
First, political. In the Institutions of the Commu-
nity, we do not see a woman member of the
Council of Ministers-in fact, as far as I know
there has not been one since 19b?; there are
no women commissioners on the Commission of
the European Communitiesj there are no women
vice-presidents of the European Parliament--of
course none of us would aspire to the dizzy
heights of being President, but there is not even
a vroman vice-president; there are to my
knowledge no women directors-general in the
Commission; and so on and so forth. Indeed, I
think it would horrify some Members of this
Parliament if I were to cite somebody who was
at this meeting this morning, who is one of our
most helpful people, who helps our travel and
who is still in the same grade after eight years,
devoted service and dedicati,on to her work. AndI can only say, Mr President, that in this age
of so-called anti-discrimination and the fight
for human rights, it is a disgrace to ttre Euro-
pean Community.
Secondly,, as far as the legal position is con-
cerned, there is still gross discrimination with
regard to taxation. Married women are taxed
with their husbands in practically every MemberState, causing great unfairness and social
injustice. The laws on nationality, I would
remind Members of the Council, who after all
as representatives of their govemments have
ratified the UN Convention on the Nationality
of Married Women, have not in fact been imple-
mented by some of the Member States in some
of the provisions to which they have put their
signature. And there is discrimination where a
woman national who marries a man of another
state has to lose, automatically, her nationality
and so loses her chance of having any indemnity
for working outside her own country. Ttrat again
refers in specific cases to people who are
employed within the Commission; I am not
talking even of the thousands of cases which
affect people who are not employed by the Com-
munity institutions.
Ttrere are a good many other things that need to
be said. I hope the President-in-Office of the
Council will take the points I have made into
account and will see that women in the futnre
take part in shaping tJle future of this Com-
munity, because all the economic and financid
decisions that are made in this Community affect
women just as mueh as they do men.
(Applawe)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rivierez to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.
Mr Bivierez. 
- 
(E) Mr President, after hearing
Lady Elles, I realize that a Frenchwoman is
spoiled because she has complete freedom as
regards contraception and, since yesterday,
abortion, and also, as far as the family is con-
cerned, she shares parental control with her
husband; in addition, when she marries she can
keep her French nationality, if she so wishes,
or take the nationality of her husband. I also
know that as far as children borrr out of
marriage are concerned, a Frenchwoman has
parental control; and for some time now she
may, if she wishes, enter national serwice: she
can become a superintendent of police or a sub-
prefect, and as a result we see her ever5rwhere.
I would add that she can be a minister, for we
even have a minister in the person of Madame
Frangoise Giroud, responsible, as is only right,
for the situation of women.
But I must return to the question that has been
very rightly put by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli
and see whether the replies given by the Council
satisfy us.
With regard to the directive, this has been
accepted in principle by the Council, but only
after the latter had waited more than 16 years.
We regret that the terms themselves of this
directive have not been accepted and that it has
not yet been communicated to Member States.
'With regard to the other questions, it appears
that they ought to have been addressed to the
Commission rather than to the Counci]. Allow
me to put forward some ideas regarding the
second question, eoncerning access to employ-
ment and vocational training. Ttris is a very
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big question. It would have been nice to hear
from the Commission in default of the Council
what progress had been made with the work
designed precisely to ensune this access to
employment and vocational training. The point
is that this question links up with that of
discrimination in pay. The problem, incidentally,
was raised by Lady Elles, among others, during
the debates of 25 April 1974, and it will do no
harm to raise it again.
Freedom of access should be declared for all
kinds of work in the public service except those
calling for physical effort that women cannot
make and those which expose the life of the
worker to danger, for it is easy to declare
freedorn of aceess to the public service and tJlen
restrict it. The French ordinance of 4 February
1959 on the public service,'for example, pro-
claims this liberty of access subject to special
measures laid down in specific statutes and
dictated by the nature of the tasks involved.
lVith exceptions like these, the door to certain
types of work can be closed to women; and this
is why a definition has to be found which leaves
the door wide open. The same rule strould, of
course, be brought in for the private sector.
It is clear, however, that womerr cannot do dl
types of work: there are some from whictr thriy
are barred by the provisions it ttre ILO, includ-
ing those entailing night work. A solution will
have to be found to this problem.
A difficult problem that has not been raised
is that of women's acoess to posts carrying
responsibility, the senior managerial posts whieh
seem to be a male monopoly. Of course, there
is no question of imposilrg any limits on the
numbers of women: here again we are up against
a vocatlonal training problem.
In truth it is easy to declare that r*omen shdl
have free access to all professions, with certein
specific exceptions. But they still must have the
nesessary training. Here we come up against
the problem of mental outlook, for their tnaining,
from an early age, is oriented towards the so-
called fem,inine occupations and inclines them
towards this or that vocation, generally badly
paid and without prospects. Attempts should
therefore be made, as has been done in my
country for some time now, to give women a
technical and scientific training enabling them
to do so-called men's jobs, jobs whictr they can
do as well as men. I am thinking of work like
that of eraftsmen, electnicians, mechanics,
electronicians and others requiring a scientific
training. Here they would be competlng with
men on an equal footing.
But you can't change mental attitudes overnight.
A process of education will be necesrary before
it is recognized that women, just like men, can
have'particularly happy careers as a result of
their 
.vcicational training.
T\is problem of vocational training needs study-
inS in greater depth. As was said a little while
agb, we have just begun International Woman's
Yiar. Ttris year, specific decisions ought to be
taken and positive rules of law decided.
Prlesident. 
- 
I call Mrs Goutmann to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Gouhann. 
- 
(f) Mr President, dear col-
le4gges,.I should like, in my turn, to take advan-
tage of this debate to stress that, if we are glad
that the year 1975 has been proclaimed I,nter-
national Woman's Year, it should be made clear
that, far from being fortuitous, this decision is
thb result of a struggle and in particular the
struggle by women, the result of an objective
situation in which the problems of wome'n's
status are current topics in all countries and in
particular in those of the Community
This is due to two important and objective facts:
the first is the massive invasion of the world of
wQrk by women, and the second is the fact
th+t progress in science and technology and
soOial evolution itself are raising, in new terms,
th$ queetion of the r6le and place of women in
th$ family, in production and in social life. They
raise the problem of the sharing of responsibility
in the family and in the community, and the
prbblem of the responsihility of the family and
thO state for the children's education. All these
ard the new problems, now facing all countries,
that have to be solved. And it is because wofiren
have now come into the world of work in large
numbers and have themselves taken part, again
in large numbers, in the workers' struggle, that
we now have International \Voman's Year.
It is therefore the result of struggl,e, and of a
great change that has taken place in dI coun-
tries of the world. Today we are in a position
to make progress, even spectacular progress,
pafticularly since there remains in all the coun-
tries in the European Economic Community a
gap between the words aroused by all the prob-
lems of the status, promotion and emancipation
of women... and reality.
I ddmire the optimism of the last speaker, par-
ticirlarly as regards the situation of French-
urqmen, but I would make so bold as to tell
him, without wishing any offence, that he knows
nothing of the situation of women workers in
tr"rance. Whilst it is true that a number of rights
haye been obtained in legislation and that as far
as vocationd training is concerned there are no
barriers, ile focto barriers do exist. We may have
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a woman minister, but this doesn't alter the fact
that 900/o of women workers have no skills'
And the same is true in all countries of the
European Economic CommunitY.
As, incidentally, has already been mentioned in
this debate, this sort of situation is also found
in the staffs of the Community institutions and
in particular ofthe European Parliament. The
question of the number of women working in
the Secretariat of our Assembly has been raised'
There are 649. Now, three-quarters of the female
staff of the European Parliament are in grades
D and C-that is to say, the lowest grades.
So, whatever is said, there is a d,e tacto barrier,
d,e lacto discrimination, in spite of supposedly
non-discriminatory legislat'ion. And in spite of
the resolve declared so strongly by the Commun-
ity institutions, in spite of all the provisions of
the Rome Treaty, discrimination still exists and
continues to be upheld.
It continues with regard to wages, for, in spite
of the directive that was passed, a recent debate
showed that in aII the Member States. of the
Community there is de facto discrim,inati'on in
this fie1d. It exists with regard to employment.
skills and working conditions. In the majority
of cases, women work in the least-skilled jobs'
but at the same time they have far more
difficult working conditions than their male
counterparts, simply beeause the r6le of mother-
hood is not yet recognized in our society.
On the legal plane, too, in spite of all the provi-
sions to which the previous speaker referred,
whilst considerable progress has been rnade
women still occupy a ile facto positio'n of
inferiority in the community and even still in the
family, and a number of rights continue to be
refused to her.
But what worries us most is that today, with
the crisis affecting all countries in the Com-
munity, the discrimination against which we are
all fighting threatens to become worse. All the
monetary troubles and the persistent escdation
in the cost of living hit, first and foremost, the
.women and the mothers. Again, as environ-
mental conditions worsen, with transport
services becoming slower and slower and hous-
ing increasingly badly built, life is becoming less
and less bearable for all 'u/omen.
But now with the austerity that we are
threatened with, we may expect unprecedented
contraction in the area of community and social
faoilities and in particular in day-nurseries,
infant schools, maternity 'and childeare centres
and all those infrastructures that are precisely
tntended to allow ur'omen to have a better life
and ensure a better education for their children'
Lastly, as my colleague Mrs Carettoni has just
said, it is the women and the young people who
are first hit by threats to jobs and by unemploy-
ment. This is why we are so concerned. We
feel, particularly in this International Woman's
Year, that we must continue the struggle. We
consider that the European Economic Commun-
ity should set an example and take steps to see
that the crisis has no adverse effects as regards
promoting and improving the status of women.
We do not want it to be used as a means of
prolonging discrimination or as a pretext to make
use of women and force them to accept scarcity
and austerity. Since my colleague has just
referred to the situation in France and the
existence of a state secretariat for the status
of women, we would say: this is admittedly a
reason for satisfaction, but appointing a woman'
even if she is supilosed to have a leftist image,
does not automatically settle the problems. On
the contrary, the creation of a state secretariat
for the status of women in France is primarily
an ideological move designed so that women
should suffer the consequences of this crisis.
I will confine myself to quoting the words of
Frangoise Giroud: 'I believe that women's contri-
bution may be invaluable at a time when, if not
scarcity, then at least the satisfaction of our
material needs will have to be organized'. Well,
we are opposed to any approach whose effect is
to use women as a way of dealing with the
crisis, to divide men and women and to set them
against each other, because we do not think that
it is men as such who are responsible for
discrimination against women, but sooiety-a
society of exploitation.
We expect something else from the European
Economic Community, not merely words but
above all measures that are specific, general
measures on living and working cond,itions for
the whole of the population, economic measures
and, lastly, specific measures enabling women to
free themselves, have access to promotion and,
finally, to improve their condition. W'e hope that
the. Community will set an example in this field.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission of
the European Cornrnunities. 
- 
Mr President, f
could very briefly outline the experience of the
Commission in this regard. As you know, Article
119 of the Treaty of Rome covers the question
of equality of treatment of men and women. A
study done by the Commission on the old six
Member States, and more recently on the
enlarged Community, made it clear that the
.application of Article 119 left a great deal to be
t22
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desired, and the Commission immediately pro-
ceeded to the preparation of draft directives. The
first of these was to promote implementation
of equal pay for equal work, and this was, a$ the
Minister has said, adopted by the Council in
December. The second draft will soon go to the
Council from the Commission and will deal with
equal opportunity, promotion, vocational train-
ing, and conditions of work. At the same time,
the Commission is putting the finishing touches
to a programme for women which will be
established as a Commission programme and
sent to the Council as a communication.
As regards the Standing Committee on Employ-
ment, about which Lady Elles asked, this has not
met for two years, but the tripartite conferencein December suggested its re-establishment,
and the Council on 17 December made the neces-
sary arrangements that the Standing Committee
on Employment should meet.
A date was set for 3 February and an agenda
is being prepared, though it will not contain the
problems of women. But I hope that a very
early meeting of the Standing Committee on
Employment would occupy itself with the
prograrnme to be produced by the Commission.
I think the Commission intends to take a very
full part in International \[oman's Year, and I
can tell the Parliament that we will have the
project for a directive and the programme in
a month.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, Presid.ent-in-Ottice of the Council ot
the European Comrnunities. 
- 
Mr President, Ijust wanted to say that I have listened with
very great interest indeed to the contributions
to this question made by the various Honourable
Members.'It is obvious that there is widespread
interest in this particular subject. I shall cer-
tainly bring back to Mr FitzGerald the views
expressed here and the recommendations made
in the course of this discussion. I have made
careful note of all these recommendations for
that purpose.
I Jistened with particular interest to Lady Elles's
argument in support of the discrimination that
she held existed, that there has never been a
lady member of the Council of Ministers. I
understand on reliable authority that at least
five of the Nine Member States have recently
sent ladies to represent them on the Council. The
Danish, the Dutch, the Belgians, the British and
the Frenctr have done this. It may therefore be
a matter for some satisfaction to Lady Elles
that this, at least, is not one of the forms of
discrimiaation against women.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.
lllts Carettoni Romagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President,
the address by the Commission and the reply
that we have had from the Council of Ministers
have deeply disappointed me. With the agree-
ment and, I hope, with the support of our col-
leagues-at all events certainly with the support
of Mr Glinne-we have raised a highly topical
problem, a problem that takes a dramatic form;
and we have had purely bureaucratic replies.
There has not been the slightest sign of a political
ddbate. Ihis betrays complete indifference to our
problems.
After 17 years, the Council of Ministers on
l7 December 1974 examined the draft directive
bJsed on Article 119. It referred it to the Com-
*ltt"" of Permanent Representatives, and so we
find ourselves once again faced with a post-
ponement.
The Social Action Programme provides, as Lady
Elles has justly remarked, for bringing about
equal access to employment; but the represen-
tative of the Commission has now told us that,
in this respect too, progress is very slow.
To Mr Rivierez I should like to say that the
terms of the problem are very clear to us. 'We
are fighting to change the laws and regulations,
but I believe that what needs to be chqnged
above all is the unwritten law, because discrimi-
nation does not come from laws. Competitive
examinations-you, Mr Betrrendt, who have been
President of the European Parliament, know
something about this-are equal for all; no
rqstrictions are placed on women. But in prac-
tice, the openings, the places arrived at, are
di[ferent. Don't try to tell me that among the
sthff of the European Parliament there is not one
wbman fit to hold a Director-General's position.
Don't try to tell me this because it is untrue, just
as it is untrue in any other sector.
I would call your attention, and particularly
that of Lady Elles, to the fact that we, who may
consider in a certain sense that we have got
somewhere because we are able to speak in this
Chamber, should avoid the trap of believing that
problems are solved merely because a few
women have managed to attain certain posi-
tions. This would be a very great error. We
should look at the masses of women really suf-
fering from discrimination, at all those young
women who are starting in jobs and who are
discriminated against, not in principle but in
fact.
T0 conclude, Mr President, I would say to my
colleague who quoted the words of Secretary of
State Giroud that f have had the pleasure of
reading the appeals and recommendations on
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behalf of austerity and the need to inereese
savings that the Heads of State have addressed
to their countries in coaaection with the etrergy
crisis. I have collected a little file, and I have
found that tlrese lleads of Stat+-of all states,
regardless of r6gime-whenever it is a matter
of asking for sacrifices, have called first and
foremost on the womelI. the truth is this: those
of whom sacrifices are most oftelr asked are us,
the women. My file, f assure you, is really
a.musing, because when Heads of State speak of
the glory and suceesses of their country they
address themselves to the population as a whole,
whereas when they ask for sacrifices they call
firstly on the women and then on the men. Ttris
is the unwritten law that prevails fur our coun-
tries and perhaps in the whole world. And it is
this unwritten law, Mr President, that qrg all,
I believe, would like to change.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate on this item is closed.
I thank Mr Clinton and Mr Hillery.
10. Chonge inthe ogenilo
Preeident. 
- 
Ttre next item oa the agenda was
to be a debate on the report drawn up by
Mr Radou:r on behaU of the Political Affairs
Committee on the results of tJle Paris Summit
Conference (Doc.430/?4). I have, however, been
informed that in the view of most political
groups this it€m should not be dealt with today,
as the President-in-Office of the Council is not
present. The reason for his absence is that the
conference with the ACP cotrntries, at which his
attendance is absolutely necessary, is still going
on. I therefore propose to the House, in agree-
ment with the rapporteur, to difer this item until
the February part-session.
I call Mr Ansart to speak on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group.
Mr Ansart. 
- 
(F) Mr President, dear colleagues,
during our last part-session in December, speak-
ing in a short discussion on the Summit Confer-
ence, I protested about the postponing of the
debate in question to our present part-session.
I said at the time that this manner of dodging
the debate when the Summit Conference had
only just finished would not enhance the prestige
of our Parliament. Today-and I must say we
were already afraid of this in December-I and
my friends are sorry to note that the large-scde
debate promised at that time has had to take
a back seat and priority has been given, with
a surfeit of publicity, to the debate on the elec-
tion of tJle European Parliarnent by universal
suffrage. It is now proposed that the debate be
again postponed, despite the fact that at noon
this very day our President was saying that evenin the absenee of Mr FitzGerald the debate
would take place at 5.0 p.m. Formerly we had
a 'social Europe', which became a Europe of
protnises, and now everr the promlses are dis-
apeparing into thin air. I hope that the post-
poning of this debate does not mean that it wiU
never take place at all.
Mr Presidmt, we must be convinced that what
makes the strength and prestige of an Assembly
is its resolve to tackle boldly the real political
problems lacing the world and Europe..Once
again, we regret no place has been found for
this debate. Ttris is a serious refusal to face our
responsibilities, serious with respect to our
prerogatives, about which so much was said
during yesterday's debate. Even if we have to
be the only group to do this, we protest again
and voice our disagreement.
Moreover, in view of the postponement of the
debate on the.Summit Conferencg during whichI was hoping to refer to the very disturbing
situation in the Middle East, I wish to infonn
the Parliament that the Communist and Allies
Group has now tabled a motion for a resolution
requesting an urgent debate in aecordance with
Rule 14 of the Bules of Procedure.
Lastly, on behdf of my group, I ask, in the
hope that we shall not, once again, have
prepared a speech for nothing, that at our
February part-session in Strasbourg the full-
scale debate that we are hoping for on European
po[cy will at last take place when the annual
programme of the Community is presented by
the President of the Commission.
President 
- 
I call Mr Alfred Bertrand to
speak on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group.
Mr Nfred Bertread. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the
words of Mr Ansart are completely to the point.
He has clearly given the reasons why it is better
not to hold a debate on tJre Summit Conference
today. On behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group, I fully agree with the position he has
taken up. We are also of the opinion that a
debate can be held on this subject in February
when the annud programme is presented by the
Commission.
We shdl, at the same time, then be able to judge
whether the Commission realizes the great
opportunities tJmt the latest Summit Conference
has opened up for it-once again to become the
driving-force of the process of European integra-
tion, as the institution which represents Euro-
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pean interests. For these reasons, the Christian-
Democratic Group is in agreement that the
debate be postponed and that the debate on the
annual programme, to be held this February in
Strasbourg, take place jointly with the debate
on the results of the Summit Conference.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal to
place this item on the agenda of the February
part-session.
The proposal is adopted.
ll. Agenila for the next sitting.
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomor-
row, Thursday, 16 January 19?5, with the fol-
lowing agenda:
70.30 a.m.,3.00 p.m. anil9.00 p.m.:
- 
Report by Mr De l(oning on the fixing of
agricultural prices;
- 
Report by Mr Della Briotta on hill farming;
- 
Oral Question with debate to the Commission
on oil companies;
- 
Oral Question with debate to the Commission
on the supply of grain to Italy;
- 
Report by Mr Friih on aid to hop-producers;
- 
Report by Mr De Keersmaeker on the estab-
lishment of a register of olive cultivation;
- 
Report by Mr de la Maldne on fishery
products from Tunisia and Morocco (without
debate);
- 
Report by Mr Baas on the tariff classification
of certain cheeses (without debate).
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting wos closed, at 5.40 p.m.)
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Orat Questions thot cottlil not be answered, iluring Question Time, utith utritten
ong|uers
Question No 7,bA Mr Hougorila:
Subject: Proliferation of initiatives in the energy sector
Does the Council not consider that the proliferation of initiatives in the energy
sector-Community cooperatron, the agency set' up by the Group of Twelve, the
tripartite conference to be attended by industrialized and producing corrntries and
refresentatives of the Third World-is likely to retard tlre fixing ol fair prices for
oil products?
Ansuer:
The Council does not consider that the efforts made or envisaged in tlre energy
sector within the ttrree international spheres referred to by the Honourable Member,
i.e. the Community, the International Ekrergy Agency and tlre Tripartite Conference
proposed by the President of the French Republic, are likely to deJay the fixing of
oil -prices which take account of the legitimate interes'ts of both producers and
consumers.
The purpose of these various measures is directly or indirectly to achieve this goal
as rapi{fy as possible partieularly by furthering cooperation between consumer and
producer-countries. As regards the International Energy Agency and the Tripartite
Conlerence proposed by the French President they are to be or should be envisaged
only in a larger framework than that of the Community.
Insofar as the Comrnunity does not participate as such in the work undertaken in
these spheres and cannot express itself with a single voice, it is important that the
positions taken by its Member States in the course of such work be closely co-ordinat-
ed in order to avoid any divergent approach, which would only delay achievement
of the desired resulL
This is the present concern of the Council and of the Commission. To this end the
Commission, which attends the meetings of the International Energy Agency as an
observer under Article 13 of the Convention of 14 December 1960 setting up the
OECD, intends shortly to submit proposals to the Council with a view to ensuring
co-ordination with regard to the Agency's proceedings, taking account of the fact
that France is not a mernber of it.
Question No 6,bA Mr Ciplla:
Subject: Use of sugar in wines
Does the Commission intend to submit effective and timely proposals to reduce the
legal or illegal use of sugar (of which there is a shortage at present) in the production
of wine, having it replaced by Community-produced strong wines for blending and
stopped and concentrated musts, of which it is feared surpluses are building up?
Ansuer:
The Commissioners assure the House that the Commission is fully aware of the prob-
lem which the Honourable Member raises, The Commission recently proposed an
amendment to Regulation No 816 of 1970 on the wine market, and it adresses itself to
the problem in that proposal.
The proposal provides that subsidies for ttre disposal of grape-must can be granted,
but only if they improve the competitive position of gralr-must, especially in relation
to sugar. As far as the illegal use of sugar for the enrichment of wine is eoncerned,
the Commission proposal fixes methods of analysis to allow the composition of wine
to be determined and oenological practices, including enrichment, to be effectively
controlled.
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Question No 8,by Mr NoA:
Subject: Airline management
Does not the Commission feel that" given the curreqt economic situation, which has
caused the balance sheets of virtually all the airlines in the Community to show a
deficit, those airlines would be well-advised to join together in a iollaborative
endeavour, at least where airspace is concerned, with a view to improving the
management of their resources?
An*oer:
The Commission considers collaboration among the airlines in the Community to
be entirely opportune, especially in an unfavourable economic situation such as
the present.
A form of collaboration among the European airlines already exists, at ttre level
of groups such as KSSU and ATLAS and of organizations such as the AEA(Association of European Airlines).
The Commission, for its part, asked, in the proposal for a decision submitted to
the Council on 21 June L972, to be entrusted with examining, together with experts
from the Member States and from the airlines, measures required at the Com-
munity level for the purposes of
- 
improving the network of regular air services within the Community;
- 
co-ordinatirrg airline tariff policies as between the Member States;
- 
co-ordinating polieies for the development of air services with third countries.
The proposed decision indirectly concerns economic aspects of aerial transporLIt has already been debated by the European Parliament and by ttre Economic
and Social Committee, but has not yet been the subject of any pronouncement by
the Council of Ministers. Any decision on this subject entails application of ttreprovisions of Articlc 84(2) of the Treaty of Rome, which lays down that the
Council may, acting unanimously, decide whether, to what extent and by whatprocedure appropriate provisions may be laid down for sea and air transport.
On tJle other hand, the competent Commissioner personally invited to an informal
meeting, which took place on 26 April 1974, responsible officials of the principal
airlines in the community for an exchange of views on current problems of -air
transpo_rl It is intended, so far as possible, to continue these contacts, which, it
is hoped, will give positive results.
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Are there any corurrents?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Veriticotion of creilentials
President. 
- 
At its meeting today the enlarged
Bureau verified the credentials of Mr Du-val
and Mr Didier and of Mr Ney and }Ir Ssnt€r
whose appoinhnents by the F':rench Senate and
the Luxembourg Chamber of Deputlee reapeet-
ively were announced m 18 Jaurary lg?5.
Debates of the European Farliament
Presldent
Pursuant to Rule 3(f) of the Rules of Procedure,
the Bureau has made sure that these appoint-
ments comply with the provisions of the
Treaties.
It therefore asks tJ:e House to ratify these ap-
pointments.
Are there any objections?
Ihese appointments are ratified.
3. Tabling of a motion tor a resolution and
d,ecision on urgent proceilure
President. 
- 
I have received a motion for a
resolution, tabled by Mr Ansart, Mr Bordu, Mrs
Goutmann, Mr D'Angelosante, Mr Sandri, Mr
Leonardi, Mr Fabbrini, Mr Marras, Mr Cipolla,
Mr Maigaard and Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli,
with request for debate by urgent procedure
pursuant to RuIe 14 of the Rules of Procedure,
on recent statements by Dr Kissinger and Mr
Schlesinger.
This document has been printed and distributed
under No 442174.
I put the motion for the adoption of urgent
procedure to the vote.
The motion is rejected.
The motion for a resolution is referred to the
Political Affairs Committee.
4. Regulations on the ti.ring of ptices Jor certain
agricultural products anil connected, measures
for the 1975/1976 marketing gear
President. 
- 
The next item is a debate on the
report drawn up by Mr De Koning on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture on the pro-
posals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for regulations on
the fixing of prices for certain agricultural pro-
ducts and connected measures for the 1975/1976
marketing year (Doc. 437174).
I would remind the House that we decided on
Monday to organize this debate pursuant to
Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure. You have
been informed of the allocation of speaking
time.
I call Mr De Koning, who has asked to present
his report.
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the Bureau has been kind enough to allow
me a whole hour for tlle introduction. I am
grateful for this and I think this gives me ample
time to deal adequately with the serious situa-
tion in which European agriculture finds itself
and with the Commission's proposed remedies.
The situation of agriculture in Europe is indeed
very grave. There are a number of reasons for
this, firet and foremost the continuing inflation
which is harassing all Member States, albeit not
to the same extent. In some Member States the
pac-e of inflation has increased to a gallop or
looks like doing so. Inflation affects agriculture
on three vulnerable fronts.
First of all, of course, it makes itself felt through
the increase in production eosts resulting from
the rise in the cost of mearui of production. The
figures which the Commission has supplied on
that aspect give a frightening picture of the cost
trend, even if there is doubt as to the accuracy
of some estimate. Taking the years 1973 and
1974 together, cosLs rose by 42olo in France, by
41olo in Denmark, by 47 olo in Italy and by 61o/o
and 66 o/o respectively in the United Kingdom
and Ireland. As against this, we have as favour-
able exceptions-and here we must take the
word 'favourable' with a grain of salt-the cost
increase of approxirnately 22olo in the Federal
Republic of Germany and Benelux. Farming
economy is clearly undergoing a great strain
as a result of this massive rise in costs.
Secondly, inflation affects producers' capital
resources. Producers'own capital fulfils a parti-
cularly vital function in small holdings. If it is
insufficient to cover investment requirements
and financing needs, it has to be supplemented,
and this can only be done by raising loans at
a very high rate of interest. This increases the
financing difficulties of young producers and of
those holdings wishing to modernize. The ulti-
mate result is a slowing down of the structural
improvement of agriculture essential to the
future of that sector.
The third way in which inflation affects agri-
culture is through the rapid rise in incomes in
other sectors. That constitutes a further cost
factor for agriculture because the fast rising
incomes outside agriculture increase the price
of the services it .needs. Moreover, the rise in
non-agricultural incomes brings us increasingly
further away from the ideal that agricultural
incomes should be brought up to a comparable
level. No exact figures are known about the
disparity between agricultural and non-agricul-
tural incomes in 1974, but I am zure the disparity
in the period which has just passed has in-
creased. These then are the consequences of
inflation, which is a strain on our whole eco-
nomy but affects agriculture in particular be-
cause it has zuch difficulty in combating the
effects of inflation.
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In addition, there are a number of factors speci-
fically affecting agriculture which have aggrav-
ated the problem in reeent months. f am refer-
ring first and foremost to the energy crisis with
its repercussion on the prices of fuel, fertilizer,
pesticides, etc. Secondly, I would mention the
rise in the cost of cattle feeds owing to the
increase in the price of maize, soya beans, fish
meal and other ingredients. I should also like
to point out the collapse of meat prices since
mid-1974, from which the meat market has still
not recovered. Then, finally, we have the last
straw in the shape of bad weather during the
past autumn months in north-western. Europe,
as a result of which harvesting was rendered
difficult, cattle had to be brought indoors earlier
and the fodder stocks in many holdings are very
low. AII thses factors have continued to push
up costs.
It is clear that as a result a very tense situation
has now arisen: not only economic gtresses, but
social and psychological ones due to uncertainty
about the future of agriculture. These stresses
also have unmistakable political repercussions.
Today we must therefore subject the Commis-
sion's proposals to very careful scrutiny. TvVe
must consider whether all the interests at stake
have been balanced properly and reasonably
against one another, and whether the Commis-
sion has already succeeded in combining them
harmoniously. We are aware of the difficulty
of the task because it is a great temptation for
us all to select one element from the package
of proposals and base our judgment on that. But
this would be a mistake; preferably we should
base our final assessment on the balance attained
between the various elements and on what we
think of the whole package.
The Council, the European Parliament and the
Commission were alrea.dy aware in the late
summer of 1974 of the problems which have
arisen so unexpectedly in agriculture. At that
time two important decisions were taken; the
most important was an interim 5 0/o linear price
increase for all products. This measure went at
least some of the way towards coping with the
current problems. Secondly, the Council decided
to base the price decisions for 1975/1976 on the
cost trends during the past two years. In this
way the Council has taken into account the
criticism made on previous occasions that the
reference period was too long. It is true that a
longer period is desirable for determining an
average cost increase, but in a time of rapidly
rising costs a longer period produces a distorted
picture.
I need not dwell on the Commission's proposals,
now before us, based on these decisions. They
are well enough known from the working docu-
ments and the press. What is in effect being
proposed is an average price increase of just
over 9 o/o.
In addition, there is to be support for part of
the beef and veal production and aid for young
producers, which is to be gradually phased out
over a five-year period. An adjunct to the pro-
posals is the complete or partial abolition of
monetary compensatory amounts.
Finally, the Commission has coupled its price
proposals to a decision on measures to be taken
with respect to hill farmers. Those are the broad
lines of the proposals on which we are to form
an opinion today.
The discussion of these proposals in the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and elsewhere centres
largely on the following three points: firstly,
the general level of the price increases, as pro-
posed; secondly, the relationship between the
price increases for individual products and,
thirdly, the gradual dismantling of the system
of countervailing charges introduced in recent
years for the purpose of compensating the effects
of revaluation and devaluation on agriculture.
The discussion on these three points is reflected
in the report of the Committee on Agriculture.
I should Iike to comment briefly on each of
these points. First, with respect to the general
level of the price increases, the relevant pro-
posals have been based on the cost increases
during the last two years in modern holdings
and on the trends in incomes outside agriculture.
This would appear to be a reasonably solid basis
for exact calculation, but seems nevertheless to
have given rise to extensive and sometimes
heated discussion, for which there are basically
two reasons. These are firstly the consequences
of the Italian situation. In Italy the sharp fall
in the value of the lira in recent years caused
a very substantial rise in costs, which ultimately
necessitated an adjustment of the rate of the
green lira, and consequently a substantial price
increase in terms of lire for Italian agriculture.
The Commission has not taken the Italian figures
fully into account in calculating the EEC aver-
age. If the cost increase alone were to be in-
cluded, the resulting percentage prise increase
would be unacceptably high for a number of
Member States. If the price increases resulting
from monetary adjustment were to be included,
the resulting percentage would be unacceptably
low for other Member States. The Commission
has taken a middle-of-the-road course which
seers to me to be quite reasonable, although I
realize the arbitrary nature of the decision. The
second aspect of the discussion on this point
comprises the differences between the figures
of the Commission and those of COPA for a
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number of items., They rel,ate to the ,increase
in the cost of tDeans of production, the rise in
incomes outside agriculturg the weighting fae-
tor per country and, in that cqnnection, the effect
of price increases granted in'the past, :'
The disparities between the.Commission's and
@PA's figures are quite small individually,
but in combination they are neverthelesS a fac-
tor of importance. Strangely enough, COPA's
results are consistently higher than the Com-
mission's or, if you prefer,'the Cotnmission's
restrlts are lower than COPA's. This leads us
to q seeond point; COPA has expressed the
wish that the berrcfit of increasdil productivity
due to the bio-technical factor during the past
two years should be passed on to agriculture,
which means that the COPA figures must be
raised by a further 39/0. The result of all these
calculations is that COPA considers a price
increabe of 15o/o to be desirable, while the Com-
mission proposes just over 9/0. The diJference
is therefore quite substantial, and places Par-
Iiament in a difficrilt position.
Moreover, we can only form a limited opinion
of the accuracy of the figures taken partly
bec'ause the 1974 figures happen to be based on
estimates and extrapolation, certainly as far as
the second half of that year is concerned.
After detailed discussions the Committee on
Agriculture reached a majority conclusion that
the figures on which the Commission's proposal,
is based must be regarded as too low.
Consequently the Committee on Agriculture has
suggested that you regard the proposed price
increase as clearly inadequate to allow agri-
culture to attain an income in 1975 comparable
witJl non-agricultural rincpmes and compensate
for the losses incurred in 19?4. The Committee
on Agriculture did not supply another higher
figure instead because it has no exact basis for
calculation.
As regards the proposed price increases for cer-
tain products, I should first like to make a gen-
eral comment. The Commission has taken into
account in its proposals the ,market situation in
the Community and in the world. On that basisit arrives at relatively high price proposals for
cereals and in particular for sugar, and at
modest proposals for beef and veal, wine and
tobacco. As far as milk, vegetables and fruit are
concerned, the market situation is more in
balance, and the proposals concerned are there-
fore closer to the average. Thiis adjustment of
price increases to the market situation is con-
sidered by the Committee on Agriculture to be
the right course taken on its ourn megits, but
it points out that it is in fact the producers of
animal. products who find themselves placed in
t'he lowest income categories of Community
agricrrlture. In acordance with Article 39 of the
Trcaty, that facfi aho,has to be takeq into ac-
count in price poUcy. Partly for that reason the
Csrnmittee on Agrictrlture holds the view that
the price propmals relating ,to some of these
products should be improved.
Our comments on individual produgts 4re
included sufficiently clearly in the motion for
a resolution. I wiII not therefore repeat them
all but only select a few for further comment.
The Committee on Agriculture has pointed out
t}re sharp fall in incomes in the beef and veal
sector and has stated that this can no longer
be corrected by the price policy and the present
intervention meehanism alone. For these neasons
it welcomes'the Commission's proposd for Cotn-
munity support regulations in favour of beef
and veal producers. But we believe that this
does not dispose of the matter, and that in order
to offset the appalling cond,itions suffered by
beef and veal producers additional proposals
will be necessary for common marketing ar-
rangements for beef and veal. Ttre Committee
on Agriculture is of the opinion that the price
increase for milk which the Commission wislres
to introduce in two steps, 6io/o on 1 February
and 4elo later in the year, strould preferably
be imposed as a single increase. Its conclusion
is therefore that the price increase for milk
strould be 10o/o as from I February next. T[Ie
doubt whether it is wise to maintain the present
relationship between milk fat and milk protein.
We fear that the increase in the price of but-
ter, at least in some Member States, will result
in an appreciable decline in consumption.
We agree that in the cereals sector the price
increases for maize and barley should be
relatively higher than those of other types of
cereals.
We wonder whether in the wheat market it
might be worthwhile considering the introduc-
tion of a distinction between feed grains and
bread grains, with a corulequent clear differ-
ence in price levels.
Havrng regard to the Italian economic situation,
the Commission proposes only a relatively
modest price increase for durnm wheat. lVe
would point out on the other hand that there
is a shortfdl of durum wheat, so that if refer-
ence were made to the world market situation
the prices proposed would have to be increased.
As regards the proposed ol,ive oil prices, we
would draw the Commission's attention once
more to the fact that Parliament oonsiders it
neoessary for the support system for olive oil
to be amended, but that will only be faeilitatcd
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if the proposals are such that no fall in the
incomes of olive oil producers would result from
the change in the system.
Broadly speaking, we are in agreement with the
proposals relating to vegetable and fruit pnices,
but we would once mone urge the Commission
to improve the reference prbe system so as to
ensure that the reference prices actually affect
the market and the incomes of producers in this
sector. In this particular sector it is even more
irnportant that the market should be efficiently
managed than that pric.es should be increased.
The Committee on Agriculture has again pres-
sed for the introduction of regulations on the
grubbing up of trees. It is also urging that the
support measures currently in existence at
national levef for greenhouse horticulture
should, in view of the rising fuel costs, be
brought under Communit5r regulations.
With regard to the wine market, we ari facing
a difficult situation. Ttrere are large surpluses
of certain types of wine. We are in agreement
with the Commission's price proposals in this
context, but we hold the view that it will very
soon bi: necessary to take m@sures to improve
the situation in the wine rnarke(.
With regard to tobacco, we have been astonished
by the great differences in the prices proposed
by the Commission. For some varieties of tobac-
co t}re proposed prices are very close to the
average, while in other eases they are far below,
and it would even appear that certain vari,eties
will suffer a negative effect. I should be grate-
ful for an explanatory staternent. We are of
the opinion that the proposals need further
careful review.
The Committee on Agriculture has had an
exchange of views on the position of the United
Kingdom and Ireland. In the light of the changein the market situation brought about by the
accession of the United Kingdom and Ireland a
transitional period was proposed, partly on the
basis of the market situation which existed at
the time. We hold the view that the market
situation has now ehanged to such an extent that
the transitional period for dl products still af-
fected should be brought to an end as soon asi
possible.
And now a few more wordg about menagement
of the market. We know that in applying our
refund policy we must aim at makfurg adJust-
ments to allow for trends in world market prices
in relation to Community prices. We should,
however, like to stress onee more that it is very.
important, notably for trade and for the proces-
sing industry, for the nefund policy to be{cautiously applied to prevent any violent
upheavals.
Finally, I should just like to stress once more
that the price increases proposed by the Com-
mission will admittedly be substantial in com-
parison with those of previous years (it cannot
be otherwise in a time of rapid inflation), but
will nevertheless only have a slight effect on
consumer prices.
If my memory serves me right, Mr Lardinois
mentioned in this connection, in the Committee
on Agriculture, a figure of 0.50/o on the basis
of the Commission's proposals. I believe that it
is worth while, with a view to reconciling the
interests of producers and conzumers, to bring
this figure once more to the attention of Parlia-
ment.
I should like to make a few comments about
the structural measures. The Committee on
Agriculture agrees with the proposed aid tD
young fgrmers. We realize that this contribution
in aid is modest in volume and that, having
regand to the conditions. attached, it will only
be granted to a small nurnber of young farmers.
In my opinion therefore, it is important that
we should be kept,informed on a regular basis,
and by that I mean annually, of the number
of farmers per Member State and per type of
hslding who receive aid of this type. The Com-
mittee can then investigate with the help of
those figures whether th,is form of aid adequ-
ately hglps young farmers in particular over
the diffirulties arising from the capital-intensive
nature of the holdings and the high level of
interest rates.
Mr Pre$ident, f have already spoken about the
linking of the price regulations with the deeision
on eid to hill farmers. Ttre Committee ort Agri-
culture egrees with the need for linking these
two thlngs. It would like to draw the attention
of the Commission and Parliament once more
to the need to adjust the amounts mentioned in
the. directive on structural measures so as to
take into account the decline in the value of
money.
Now I come to the third point, the monetar5r
measures These are perhaps the most difficult
part of the whole package of proposals. I should
like to suggest a few general principles with
respect to monetary compensatory'amounts.
We agree that tlrese compensatory levies are
essential in order to cushion the shock of
revaluations and devaluations on the common
agricultural pr,iees; Until such time as ure suc-
6€ed in bringing about an e@nomic and mone-
tary union, or until such time as we succeed,
prior to that, in maintaining an effective 'snake',
the comtnon agrlcultural policy will need an
instrurnont to cushion the effeets of econorilic
and monetary imbdlances between Member
States.
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These economic and monetary imbalances
between Member States are an inescapable fact,
a reality which wilI also have to be takgn into
account in determining agricultural policy.
Agriculture in the Community fa1ls within two
spheres of influence, firstly the sphere of
national economic development and, secondly,
that of the common agricultural policy. Unfor-
tunately these two spheres are not harmonized
at the present stage of European integration, but
agriculture cannot escape the effects of either
sphere. Monetary compensatory amounts are a
kind of buffer between tlre two spheres. But a
buffer is not a wall, and the countervailing
charges do not hermetically seal off agriculture
in the various Member States from the national
economy; that would be undesirable and
unrealistic.
Perhaps some national budgets can afford an
underdeveloped type of agriculture, but there is
no national economy in which agriculture ean
afford to be an underdeveloped area. It is very
important that agriculture should adapt itself
to the economic development of the various
parts of the Community. Ttris is in the interest
of the agriculture of all Member States and of
the economy of each Member State; it is in the
interest of the common agricultural policy and
of European integration itseE. And it is precisely
for these reasons that monetary compensatory
amounts should not be applied permanently, but
temporarily. They may be a salve, but a salve
is no cure in itself; it can only seal off the
wound, and this will not be healed until the
body adapts itself, after which the bandage can
be removed. In this respect we must also realize
the unique advantages which, precisely owing
to the common agricultural policy, European
agriculture has over other export-oriented
sectors of industry. All sectors of industry, ship-
ping, aviation, the motor industry, branches of
the multinationals, to name but a few, immedi-
ately suffer the consequences of revaluation or
devaluation, and such consequences are often
very painful. The common agricultural policy
makes it possible for agriculture to pass through
a period of adjustment, but that is all. Adjust-
ment must come if we are again to avoid ap-
plying national agricultural policy on the basis
of a sort of national protectionis_m of one's own
agriculture. In this connection, it is just as well
to nail the argument that the abolition of
countervaling charges for agriculture is a neces-
sary correlate to economic and monetary union.
In fact there are two problems. The first is to
concentrate national currencies in a snake ar-
rangement so as to prevent new disparities and
a renewed widening of the gap between cur-
rencies. But this problem must be distinguished
from that of adjusting the green currencies to
the normal exchange rates. That question, the
discrepancy between the green currencies and
the normal currency values, exists now and will
continue to exist, even if an economic and
monetary union is brought about in due course.
It would have been better if we could have
solved that problem earlier, and to that I would
add: the earlier the better. As each day passes
a temporary adjustment becomes more of an
acquired right, a first aid dressing more of a
permanent medical appliance. Every day
increases the risk that agriculture in the Member
States concerned will become a permanent
invalid.
Bearing in mind this argument, and still stres-
sing the adjustment measures for agriculture,
must we then ignore the problems which agri-
culture is experiencing in those Member States
which, because of a healthy economic situation,
are attempting to combat inflation by means of
revaluation? These problems deserve our atten-
tion, as they are very substantial in the agri-
cultural sectors. Of course, even after a revalua-
tion the income from agriculture remains the
same in terms of units of account, and it might
be said that the unit of account remains the
corner-stone of the common agricultural policy.
But we must also give farmers in the Federal
Republic and in the Benelux countries, to men-
tion but a few examples, a chance to maintain
their incomes in terms of marks, guilders or
Belgian francs, and to do this they need time.
They need time to rationalize their farms, to
improve the structure and to adapt the methods
of marketing their produce. fn short, they need
time to do what has also been done in other
sectors of a national economy and has created
the conditions for a possible revaluation and
the cushioning of its effects.
Nor should agriculture enjoy a special position
within the framework of the national economy.
It should play its part in the national economy
as a who1e.
That is why the Committee on Agriculture holds
the view that the time has come to start dis-
mantling the system of countervaling charges.
It is aware of the dilemma of the choice between
short-term and long-term consequences, which
is also a very common one in politics. In the
short-term the abolition of compensatory
amounts means a relative reduction in income
for agriculture in Member States which revalue.
But in the long-term abolition will further the
adaptation of agriculture to the other sectors of
economic activity. Because of this dilemma the
Committee on Agriculture wishes to proceed
carefully. It therefore thinks the Commission's'
proposal is too drastic.
:.1I
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That proposal, which entails a reduction of 50/o
in the monetary amounts applied by the Federal
Republic and 2.70/o in the case of the Benelux
countries, creates too gre'ot a discrepancy
between short-term and long-term interests.
The Committee on Agriculture believes that the
adjustment should take place at a slower rate.
It proposes 3o/o'as a first step for the Federal
Republic and is of the opinion that such steps
cannot be taken at the present time in the case
of the Benelux countries and France.
I should like briefly to outline the reasons for
this view. In the case of France the Commission
proposes an adjustment of 3|0/o with effect from
a date to be chosen by the French,Government
itself, apparently on the basis of a comparison
to be made by the French Government between
the disadvahtages of a negative compensatory
amount in Oommu:rity trade and the advantages
of such a negative compenmtory amount in
keeping down the cost of living. The Committee
on Agriculture agrees that the tirning should in
fact be left to the French Government.
With respect to the Benelux countries, there
are two reasons why at the present time there
should be no gradual abolition of compensatory
amounts. First and foremost, the Federal
Republic now has by far the highest compens-
atory amount, namely 12Pl0, while the Benelux
countries only have 2.7tr10. In our opinion"
abolition should begin with a reduction of the
highest amount.
Secondly, your Committee realizes that agri-
culture in the Netherlands last year had to cope
with a revaLuation of Sp/o and only enjoyed
compensation for a period of one year. It does
not seem to me to be advisable, in the wake
of such a drastic operation, now to expose Dutch
agriculture to the consequences of dismantling
the system of compensatory amounts.
The Committee on Agriculture fully realized
when discussing this matter that it is a question
of compromise between national agricultural
interests and the common agricultural policy. A
middle course had to be found in order to take
into account both the problems of the revaluing
and those of the devaluing countries.
What is needed is a compromise between the
present requirements of the common agri-
cultural poiiey and the prospect of economic and
monetary union, which is not yet. quite within
sight. The Committee on Agriculture has
attempted to find a compromise between the
interests of European agricultural poliey and
those of European integration as a whole. And
those who try to find compromises find it very
hard going.
It is a field where even angels fear to tread,
let alone a Dutch Christian Democrat. But it is
here that we must seek a solution to the tran-
sitional difficulties of the com,mon agricultural
. 
policy and the common basis of European inte-
gration.
Mr President, we are engaged in a debate here
as members of the European Parliament, but
each of us has his own national background,
his own political views. Yet we are prepared
to build Europe together and to sacrifice our
own views and interests for that purpose. As
always in politics, this means a readiness to
choose not the most ideal solution but the least
bad one. In all modesty the Committee on Agri-
culture is of the opinion that it has now in its
report provided Parliament with an opportunity
to reach a compromise, realizing that only a
European institution has sufficient strength to
accept the least bad solution and prevent the
worst from happening. The very worst that
could happen in the process of European inte-
gration would be for it to be dominated by
national interests.
(Applause)
IN TIIE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUWER
President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat, draftsman of
the opinion of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Committee
on Birdgets has been asked for its opinion on
this important matter which will determine the
fate and the standard of living of European far-
mers in 1975.
As there is so little time available,'I have been
asked, at the last minute, to pr.esent this opinion
to you orally. The Committee on Budgets has,
of course, only considered the financial aspect
of the proposals made by the Commission. It
has refrained, accordingly, from makiag anyjudgment on the content or advisability of the
measures proposed and has left this to the Com-
mittee on Agriculture and its rapporteur, Mr
De Koning, to whom I should like to extend
my warmest compliments on the clarity of his
admirable speech.
First and foremost, the Committee on Budgets
has noted, with some satisfaction, the appre-
ciable improvement, compared to previous years,
in the presentation of the financial implications
of the rneasures proposed. This survey embraces
in particular the financial conpequences calcul-
ated on the basis of maximum and minimum
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cstinate, but aho iacludes a detailed explana-
tion of the asscament factorc which tho Com-
misEisn used in order to arrive at ite estimates.
The Commission proposals 
"egrrdiog the 
prices
of products will piobably reult in an increase
in e:rpenditure in 1975 of around 183.5 million
u.a. compared to the figure put forward in the
preliminary draft budget for 1975.
In thts eonnection the Committee on Budgets
qrould llke to remtnd Parllament that when the
budget was voted on, the Committee supported
a proposed modification aiming to restore an
appropriation of 200 million u.a., the whole
point of which was to take account of the
inctease in guarantee expenditure arising from
the fixing of the new agricultural prices. As
this proposed modification was unfortunately
not adopted by the Council, it will be necessary
to draw up a supplementary budget to finance
the increase in expenditure, and we greatly
regret we were not given a better heaning.
Ttre Commlssion proposals will, on the other
hand, also result in a decrease in the arnount of
levies, that is, of Community receipts, totalling
approximately 13? million u.a. This means that
a total 320 million u.a. in zupplementary appro-
priations will be necegsary in a strpplementary
ametlding budget some tlme thls year.
fite Committee on Budgets would like to reiter-
ate its criticism of the use of amending budgets,
ecpecially when they are the result of forseeable
events, such as the inerease in agrieultural
prices.
As for the other aspects qf the proposals made
by the Commission, I must say that opinions in
the Committee were very divided, v€ry diverse,
and may be summarized as follows: certain
members welcomed what they considered to be
a prudent attitude to tbe price increases on the
part of the Commisdon given the inflationary
climate prevalent in the Community. Certain
memerE also felt thet the Commission's price
proposals were likely, to some extent, to allo{ff
the gradual absorption of surplus production in
certain sectors.
Other mernbers of the Committee felt, on the
other hand, that the Commission had been over-
cautious in limiting the price increases for tJle
coming marketing year. Some thought in parti-
cular that these proposals might give rise to
serious unrest among the ferming population:
others felt that they did not take sufficient
account of the probability of food shortages,
which they felt were threatening the population
of the world in tlre short and med.ium term.
fire agri-monetary rheasures proposed by the
Commission also received rather varied recep-
tione from the members of the Cbmmittee on
Budgets.
Finally, the members of the Committee consi-
dered unanimously that the most direct threat
to the achierrements of the common agricultural
policy lay in the dilferent inllatironary f,1ends
and monetary flucfuations affeeting each of the
countr"ieg.
Thus, ladies and gentlemeq Mr President, both
those who voted for tlese proposals and those
who voted againBt them were guided by a
variety of considerations. Finally, on 13 January
the Committee on Budgets votcd in favour of
the Commission's proposals by six votes to flve
with one abstention.
I have attempted to give a faithful account of
the opinion of the Committee on Budgets. I have
gummarized the various observations and com-
ments which were made by the Committee. I
have noted the positions of the various parties
and I have been given the result of the final
ballot, which from trhe purely financial point of
view yielded a slight majority for an opinion
favourable to the proposals of the Commisslon
of the European Communities.
I have not allowed myself the liberty in this
short speedr of grving you my personal opinion.
I was not entitled to do so, since, concerned as
I arn to gee an increase in farmers' incomes, I
am fundamentally opposed to the various
measures which are being proposed to us.
(Apploue)
President 
- 
I call llr Clinton
Mr Clinton, Predileat-in-Otftce of .the Couruil
of thc Ellr.opeon Cqrnmu$ties. 
- 
I[r Preoident,
may I say that I very much value,haviog this
opportunity of attending Parliament today to[sten to the views of the various Members in
this debate on the Commission's proposal on t'he
fixing of prices lor centain agriculhrral producte
for the 1975-70 marketing year? I have had the
o<perienee in the Couneil on three previous
occasions oI partidpating in price negotiations,
and I am fully ewere of the difficulties ot
reaching agreemetrt. Om thi8 occasion I carry
the added responsibility of chairing these dis-
cussions at a time when all the Member States
are' going thmugh an exceptionally dilficultperid. You will appreciate that this does not
malne my task any easier.
Ihe Couacil is well aware of the main objectives
to be attained. Ttrese consist in protecting far-
mer's incomes, which are threatened by ricing
eosts, and giving them as far as possible con-
fidence in the future development of farming.
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The past year has been a difficult one for
farmers. This year, as I see it, we in the
Council have a duty and a responsibility to
make our agricultural arrangements in such a
way as to enable our farmers to return to
a position of reasonable profitability and even
to ensure an element of compensation for losses
suffered during the past year, losses which we
know were very heavy in some areas. The most
important task the Council has to do is to restore
farmer confidence. 'We are all aware of the
degree of pessimism and the loss of confidence
that exists at the present time. I need hardly
mention the economic effects of inflation, not
only on farmers but on all other sections as well.
I am aware of the widespread concern at the
fact that last year's price increases were not
passed back in full to producers, and an effort
should be made on this occasion to rectify this
situation as far as possible.
There is, of course, the other important question
of the monetary adjustments, which must be
seriously considered on this occasion because of
the distortions that have occurred and which
are still occurring in the market. I know that the
Commission has made certain proposals in rela-
tion to this matter, which is a serious one for at
least some of the Member States.
lVe have not been talking for long, but I get the
impression that there is a fair consensus of
agreement among my colleagues in the Council
on most of the matters I have already outlined
and that we are all inspired to the same degree
by a desire to arrive at reasonable solutions in
keeping with the objectives of the Common
Agricultural Policy. It is this feeling which
enables me to look forward with a certain degnee
of confidence to the discussions to be held by
the Council'next week. I also wish to pay tribute,
and think I may do so without failing in my
duties as President, to the remarkable efforts
and breadth of imagination which the Commis-
sion has displayed in the proposals subnlitted
to us. You will understand that at the present
stege in the proceedings just prior to the diffieult
disussions which the Couneil is due to hold on
the nrbject, I cannot, in'my capacity as Presi-
dent, go into the matter, any further. My main
purpose in being here is to hear what you have
to say. That is why I am not going to avail
myself of my option to speak later on But I do
aasune you that I wr[ report to my colleagues
on the opinions expressed in this forum. I re
gret, however, that it will not be possible for
me to remain in the Parliament later than 5
o'clock this afternoon as I have to get back to
Ireland this evening to attend to urgent business.I sincerely hope that by that time I may have
the views of at least a good cross-section of the
Members present.
Mr President, I have said aII that I feel free to
say on this occasion. As is probably known, I
have a second hat which is a different shade of
green, but I feel that I dare not wear it on this
occasion. Finally, may I again say how muth I
value the opportunity of coming here to Parlia-
ment today to listen to the views of various
Members. Thank you, Mr President.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Clinton. I caII Mr
Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois,nentber of th,e Commi,ssion of the
European Commu,nities 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
may I join previous speakers in thanking the
two rapporteurs, Mr De Koning and Mr Cointat,
on behalf of the Commission of the European
Commr.rnities for their reports and accompany-
ing explanatory statements.
I find, however, that I must disagree with them
on a number of points, particularly in t,Le case
of the report of the Committee on Ag,riculture,
but I shall return to this shortly.
I should particularly like to congratulate Mr De
Koning for the seriousness with which he has
studied this matter, and the well-thought-out
arguments he has produced on a number of
pofurts, even if they are not always in agreement
with the Commission's viewpoint. I should
therefore like to consider eertain arjuments
from a different angle, which I consider to be
the correct one.
Mr De Xoning began by saying that there was
quite a, disparity between the figures produced
by the Commission and those produced by
COPA, and that this has caused considerable
difficulties for the Committee on Agriculture,
which does not have at its disposal the technical
facilities neeessary to verify the data. I should
like to state firBt of all that I too regret this.
If it were just a question of taking or not taking
increased productivity resulting from bio-tech-
nical advances into account, there would be no
problem. This factor causes an obvious disparity
totalling 3.3p/o over two years, and everyone eanjudge the question on its own merits. But, as
Mr De Koning rightly pointed out, all COPA's
calculations work out a little higher than those
of the Comrnission. Ihe rapporteur said that
these disparities were not grave in themselves,
but that it was noticeable that the COPA figures
were higher than the Commission's figures in
all cases in which they differed. He regrets this,
but leaves the question open as to whether this
is the fault of the Commission, which might
have had a tendeney to round everything off
downwards, or of COPA, which might have had
the opposite tendency.
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It will perhaps be useful if I go into this in
some detail since it was one of the most import-
ant items under discussion during my last meet-
ing with COPA officials about ten days ago. On
that occasion I clearly pointed out to them
before our experts compared figures that there
were positive and negative disparities between
the figures which we and COPA had produced
from our own respective sources. We then pro-
ceeiled to compare figures. In almost every case
in which our figures were higher, COPA adopted
our higher figures, but did not seem to regard
this as any reason for adopting our figures when
these turned out to be lower.
In other words, COPA did not apply an objec-
tive criterion. The data had indeed been collec-
ted objectively, but were not subseque4tly
presented in an objective manner. I should like
to say that I greatly regret this. If we do not
manage to change this situation in the coming
years, and thereby improve the conditions of
consultation, the basis for this type of consulta-
tion which we are laboriouply endeavouring to
establish will be totally lacking.
As a result of this incident we have agreed
with the COPA officers that in future we will
work out the method for consultation in detail
and put it down on paper before we know the
prices or costs, say before 1 July of the follow-
ing year. I am very glad about this in that it
represents a common effort to avoid incidents
of this kind. I had thought we had a common
basis this year before we began to calculate the
costs, i.e. by deducting the average price
increases introduced in 1974 from the total rise
in costs over 1973 and 19?4. There was complete
agreement about the broad lines of our method.
But then it suddenly emerged that there were
still a large number of differences at the tech-
nical level. Let us hope that our attempts at
least to maintain objectivity on both sides do
not come to nothing.
In spite of this turn of events I am confident
that we will not be obliged to lay two sets of
figures before Parliament on a future occasion.
Nor should what I have just said be interpreted
in any way as a criticisrn of the intentions of
COPA, and it was certainly not intended as a
criticism of its Chairman, who took his leavejust a week ago after four years of concentrated
efforts to make this an actively European orga-
nization at all levels.
I feel that what has happened is a regrettable
incident, but that it does not detract from the
fact that we have been making a joint effort
over the last two years and have reached the
point where we can conduct a sort of 'annual
review' with complete openness on both sides.
I[Ie are now endeavouring to cure the teething
troubes from which this consultation is still suf-
fering. I am fully conJident that we shall be
successful, perhaps on this point more than any
other, since the present chairman of COPA
knows better than any of the chairmen of other
European agricultural organizationp what it in
fact means to undertake annual reviews.
Mr President, I should now like to go on to
a second point. The rapporteur asked me what
effect the Commission's proposals would have
on the cost of living. If our proposals are adop-
ted without modification, the cqst of living will
increase by two thirds of lo/o throughout the
Community, that is to say by an average of
0.661/0. There would be some variation from
country to country, but this would not be as
great as the 50/o which we experienced last
October.
The effect of our price increase for the Com-
munity as a whole will be 9.7ol0, excluding the
monetary compensatory amounts, since these
generally cancel each other out. The average
has been calculated as being exactly 9.?o/o since
account must also be taken of the various dates
on which the price increases take effect.
In the cases of sugar, for example, for which
we propose 16t/0, this mears that the increase
will in fact be a little greater, since half of the
increase will be introduced earlier. In the case
of milk the timing will mean a smaller increase
on the one hand, since part of the increase will
not be applied until 1 September, but on the
other hand 6p/o will be applied before the offi-
cial date of 1 April. In the case of beef the
increase will be applied one month sooner than
normal. These faets must also be taken into
consideration in our calculations; because of the
dates therefore, we will obtain a little more for
beef and sugar, and up to approximately 1olo
less for milk since 1 September is a fairly late
date.
The rapporteur has just said that he hopes the
entire price increase for milk will be introduced
on 1 February. Since the marketing year for this
product begins two months earlier, this would
mean that the figure of l@/o would be consi-
derably exceeded this year-not as regards the
actual level, but in terms of the consequences
for the milk price year. An important objection
to this proposal is, in my opilxion, the effect it
may have on consumption, and therefore on the
development of costs.
A price increase of 1@/o with effect from I
February instead of @/o from 1 February and
4olo from 1 September would involve a cost
increase for the dairy produce sector which in
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1975 alone-and it would probably continue to
affect 1976 as well-would require an extra
expenditure of approximately 125 million u.a.,
which would have to be included in our
amended budget.
One could perhaps consider this further if the
dairy produce sector were not such a major
debit item, but we all know that it is by far the
most costly sector and that it already represents
approximately I 500 million u.a. of our budget.
I think that this too is a good reason why Par-
liament should reject the request that these
price rises be introduced as a single increase,
thereby forcing us to allocate an extra 125 mil-
lion u.a. for this sector. Our proposals have
.kept within the scope of the budget we sub-
mitted to you. The Council of Ministers of
Fiaance has not agreed to our allocating 200
million u.a. for these price adjustments' But
these proposals would not require any more
appropriations for the EAGGF than we origin-
ally requested from Parliament in July and
October.
I should like to point out emphatically to Par-
Iiament that if it wishes to make significant
amendments to the proposals and if these are
adopted by the Council, we shall need a con-
siderable extra budget allocation for dairy
produce.
Mention has also been made of beef and veal.
I am glad that the Committee on Agriculture
has accepted the general terms of our proposals.
This is very important, since the measures for
the beef sector might well be one of the most
difficult matters for the Council to reach a com-
promise on. Views on this matter differ greatly,
and very differing wishes have been expressed'
Moreover, everything seems to iadicate that we
are already past the most difficult stage in the
beef drama. Prices since I December have
returned to a level slightly higher than in 1973
and January 1974, and in most countries at least
a 'slaughter premium' is paid. I do not mean by
this, however, that the situation has returned to
normal, since the guarantee prices or at least
the guide prices have also been increased over
this period.
The general prospects in the meat sector, how-
ever, are fortunately no longer as dismal as
they were about three months ago. Our diffi-
culties are certainly not yet quite over, but the
outlook is somewhat better than most people
think.
The Committee on Agriculture ha.s also
expressed a number of wishes with regard to
horticulture. I shoutd first of all like to say that
we shall draw up a number of proposals regard-
ing horticulture under glass which will most
probably be submitted to Parliament. We hope
that after I July we shall be able both to give
our opinion on the energy policy and to for-
mulate a number of measures which will no
doubt influence supply and demand in green-
house products. The proposals will, I hope, reach
you before 1 April.
In addition, the Committee on Agriculture has
expressed its opinion on the regulations govern-
ing the grubbing up of fruit trees. It would like
to see a new regulation introduced. The Com-
mission has a number of reservations on this
point but I can assure you that I am fully pre-
pared to hold further detailed discussions on this
matter with the agricultural organizations
within COPA. We have already agreed to recon-
sider the matter jointly at the end of February
and the beginning of March. Parliament's wishes
have already been fully satisfied in view of the
improvement in the reference price ,systems
since a significant amendment and improvement
was iatroduced in August. \[Ie cannot continue
chopping and changingi we must gain some
experience of the new system of last July and
August.
f was very pleased at the favourable reception
which our proposals with regard to young far-
mers were accorded by the Committee on Agri-
culture. I might also point out that this, in all
probability, is a regulation which might signi-
ficantly affect approximately 150 000 young far-
mers within the Community, but one must allow
for a considerable margin of about 200/0, depend-
ing upon the rules and scope for the applica-
tion of Regulation No 159 in the nine Member
States. I am also very pleased at the favourable
way in which our proposal on hill farming and
farming in other less-favoured areas was
received by the Committee on Agriculture. f
should like to expre$s my appreciation to the
Committee on Agriculture for its valuable
assistance in formulating this opinion.
This brings me to what is probably the most
difficult question from the political point of
view, and the question which will receive most
attention in Parliament today: I am referring,
of course, to the monetary compensatory
amounts. The effect of monetary compensatory
amounts is to keep price rises down and not
to increase them.
The Members of Parliament will accept these
conditions more readily than price controls. I
might at this stage repeat a number of points
and bring up a few new ideas which, I think,
have seldom or never been discussed in this
context.
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At the moment the actual price level in a
number of Member States, particularly the
Eederd Republic of Germany, is 129/o above the
official Community agricultural price level,
regardless of .whettrer it is expressed in DM,
doLlars, francs or eny other real currency. fn
other Member States prices are 12 to 74olo below
the official level. Let us consider the situation
in the Federal Republic, where the prices are
129/o higher than normal. If the price increase,
rounded off to 1(P/0, is to be applied on the
basis of this figure, this wilI mean an actual
price inerease for the Federal Republic, expres-
sed in DM, of 1@/o of 112, i.e. an increase not
of 100/0, but of ll.f lo in the official agricultural
prices. This is what we can expect this year in
the absence of monetary compensatory amounts.
Ttre same happened last October, last March
and during the previous year. It has been hap-
nening since the beginning ol 1972 when the
first monetary compensatory amounts were
introduced.
You may ask what effect a difference of 10/o
or l.*lo will have. May I then remind you that
the difference between 40/o and 50/o in Septem-
ber and October gave rise to what was pqssibly
the most significant incident between the
governments of the Member States in the whole
of 1974. f must tell you quite honestly that
without. a procedure involving monetary com-
pensatory arnounts for the revaluing countries
f can see no possibilities for fixing common
prices. If Parliament feels that there should
be no procedure involving monetary compen-
satory amounts at all, I see no possibility of
solving the problems facing us, either at Council
level or at any other level.
In addition prices, expressed in DM or guilders
always increase more sharply in one country
than in another. Ttris is what is known amongst
wage earnerp as the oltl question of cents and
percents. If your prices are higher and you
always get the same pereentage on these higher
prices, then in fact you get more in terms of
actual money. Secondly, and more important,
particularly in the longer term, if this system
is retained, distortions in conditions of competi-
tion will increase by leaps and bounds. This
problem should not be underestimated. Distor-
tions of this kind gave rise to a great number
of problems and difficulties in the past year; I
must be very clear on that point. They also con-
tributed considerably to the problems affecting,
inter alia, the Italian market during the past
year.
Perhaps I might sum up my view of this matter
once more. I feel that the system of counterval-
ing charges is essential in the present period,
and cannot, therefore, be abolished. This will
only be possible when we have advanced further
along the road to Economic and Monetary
Union. Let us suppose that the Federal Republic
of Germany, to take just one example, is obliged
to revalue Et a given moment. It must, in my
view, be possible for this revaluation to lead
automatically to an increase in the monetary
compensatory amounts, at least if the German
government itself so wishes.
However, the monetary compensatory amounts
introdueed in that event should not be regarded
as permanent since agriculture can, in the
courFe of time, adapt to the new situation and
this revaluation procedure will make a number
of products relatively cheaper for a revaluing
country than for a country which is not revalu-
ing. But this only happens for a certain period.
For this reason, and once more f must repeat
this emphatically, we cannot do without the
system of monetary compensatory amounts. The
right to apply them Should therefore exist,
although the national governments need not
apply them if they feel that they are unneoes-
sary, or if they think they can provide the far-
mers with alternative temporary assistance.
This was the case in Germany in 1969 and in the
Netherlands in 1973.
However, both Germany and the Benelux coun-
tries adopted the system of compensatory
amounts at the end of 19?1. This system can be
applied in the future too in cases of revaluaticm.
If, however, revaluation leads to less severe
price increases for agrieulture in the country
concerned compared with the other countripg
that factor should, in my opinion, also be taken
into account when calculating prices. I think
that this should be done at that stage since if
it were done at any other time, it would in fact
mean a drop in priceq when expressed in the
currency concernd, whereas during the price
calculations the problem can be solved by not
including part of the price incr.eases expressed
in percentages. I hope that after this clear-cut
account of the basic issues, Pafliament will have
a better understanding of the absolute necessity
for the procedure.we have proposed. It is not
that I am concerned that our proposal on this
matter should be adopted right down to the
last detail and the last 0.1ol0. What matters is
the general direction and the need for a syste-
matic approach. We must be able to produce
clear arguments to support the view that in ayear of crisis such as 1974 the farmers in
Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany have as
much right as anyone else to complete com-
pensation for increased costs, in accordance wlth
the formula agreed with the agricultural organi-
zations. The farmers have a right to this, andI think our proposals will ensune that they are
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not left behind. If anyone oan prove to me that
this is not true or not aompletely true, then I
will be the first to subrmit to the Council dif-
ferent proposals with regard to monetary com-
pensatory amounts for the four countries
involved.
(Applouse)
IN THE CHAIR: MN HANSEN
(Vice-Presiilent)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Martens, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should first of all Iike to say how
glad I am that the President of the Council is
present at this debate, and to note with parti-
cular satisfaction that he is going to take our
viewpoints into account. I am also happy that
Mr Lardinois has given us an explanatory Btate
ment on the Commission's proposals. TtIe should,
of course, also like to thank Mr De Koning for
having accomplished the not inconsiderable task
of guiding such a contentious price proposal
through the Committee on Agriculture with
eleven votes for, one against and five absten-
tions. I should also Iike to congratulate him on
the way in which he introduced his report today.
I have described this proposal as contentious
and I should just like to add a few words on
that seore. I assume that the Comrnission has
made an honest attempt to base its price pro-
posal on objective criteria, i.e. agricultural pro-
duction cost trends, the development of non-
agricultural incomes, the price increases granted
in March and October 1974, the development of
agricultural incomes compared with incomes in
other equivalent sectors, the equilibrium of the
agricultural markets and, finally, the overall
economic situation, which is characterized by
an extremely severe inflationary tendency. No-
one will deny that these objective criteria are
applicable in a more or less stable economic
situation. But unfortunately, developments in
1974 were somwhat chaotic, not only from tJle
point of view of agriculture but also in general
economic terms. If we establish criteria in keep-
ing with these circumstances, I fear that any
proposal based on them would be open to a
certain amount of criticisn, in spite of Mr
Lardinois' explanatory statement. The chaotic
development was, in my opinion, caused by
severe and irregular increases in production costsin all Member States, particularly, for such
items as fodder, fertilizers, capital and fuel, to
name but a few.
The collapse of the beef, veal and pig-meat
market was of no advantage to the corsumer.
The farmers' demonstration which took placein several Member States and received the
sympathy of the eDtire population, the national
zubsidieg the interim price adjustments which
the governments were forced to introduce in
October 1974, in order to soften the blow to
agricultural incomes, the Italian emergency
merulures, the'repercussions of the oil crisis on
industry as a whole and the resultant drop in
consumer purchasing power, the world shortage
of cereals @oth for bread and animal foodstuffs),
oil seeds and sugar, which forced world market
prices up to unprecedented levels, the serious
world hunger problem, the ever-widening gulf
between agricultural and non-agricultural in-
comes, the increasing disintegration of the agri-
cultural markets, resulting from monetary insta-
blity-these are but a few of the many aspects
that I could mention.
Under these conditions, drawing up price pro-
posals to satisfy all concerned was, of course,
a difficult task. On studying the criteria under-
lyrng thg pro1rcsal, we first of all.observed that
the Commission and COPA differed on a nurnber
of pointq in spite of the conzultation which had
taken trilace between them. The Commission
protrrcses an average price increase of almost go/0,
compared with the 15o/o asked by the agricul-
tural organizations, and I think the differences
of opinibn are of two kinft. The Commission
asserts that the proposals are based on the 19?3/
74 production cost trends and that it has taken
the 1974 price increases irrto account. The agri-
cultural organizatioru have worked on the basis
of the same data, but they contest the Commis-
sions' calculations on several points which Mr
De Koning dealt with in detail. A second diJ-
ference of views is that the Commission proposes
to adjust the general price level in such a v/ay
as to ensure a per caput income for persons
employed on a 'modern' agricultural holding
equivalent to that received by persons employedin other sectors, taking into account capital
charges and trends in production costs and pro-
ductivity. The agricultural organizations, how-
ever, point out that only 22olo of holdings are
larger than 20 hectares, and that even a large
pmtrrcrtion of these cannot be regarded as ,mo-
dera' holdings
This means that the average income of the
majority of small farmers is kept low and that
no structural measures can ultimately make
any real difference to the situation Anotherpoint of view is that as long as agricultural
incomes lag behind incomes in other seetors-
and the fact that they do so is generally accepted
-the benefits of increased productivity shouldgo entirely to agriculture.
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The price proposals and calculations strike the
farmers as lacking credibility. The Commission's
calculations, resulting in only a 90/o net increase
in costs, are based on statistical data or even
estimates. The farmer can see from the invoices
he has paid-and I base what I am about to
say on actual accounLs closed on 30 November
1974-that after an increase of 17lolo in 1973,
the cost of animal feedstuffs was still rising at
the end of 1974, and will no doubt continue to
do so in 1975.
The current price is practically 3@/o higher
than in 1972. Fertilizer prices rose by 23olo in
1974 and will continue to rise this year. The
cost of Commission work has increased by
l4.74olo, capital charges by l4.7olo, labour costs
by 23.6s/o and overheads by l2.Tlo. It can be
seen from this that aII costs have risen by more
than 9.60/0. As I said before, these figures are
taken from actual accounts; this is the situation
in practice.
I should Iike to draw your attention to the
Commission's' memorandum of June 1974, in
which it predicted that the oil crisis would have
extremely unfavourable consequences for trends
in agricultural costs.
Even then I had a feeling that the effects of
the crisis would be still greater than the Com-
mission was anticipating.
As I said before, the Commission and COPA
both worked on the basis of more or less the
same data, but reached different conclusions.
. They both came to the conclusion that costs had
developed fairly evenly throughout the Europe
of the Six in 1973. However, the situation in
1974 was different. According to COPA, the
1974 figure was 21olrwith the Netherlands and
Italy the extremes with 6.30/o and 37.9t0/o respec-
tively-compared with an average of 14olo in
1973. The increase in costs for the Netherlands
and the Federal Republic in 1974 was consider-
ably less than in L973, but this did not prevent
Parliament recently, on a proposal from the
Commission, from approving an extension of the
subsidies introduced in connection with the reva-
luation of the guilder and the German mark.
The second criterion is non-agricultural incomes.
As a result of wage increases, these rose by an
average of 17.3o/o in the Europe of the Six over
19?4, ranging from 13.Tlo in Germany to 2lo/o
in Belgium. Price increases were more severe
in 1974 than they had been in 1973, and it is
clear that the 19?4 prices will continue to affect
actual price trends in 1975.
Average figures can in fact lead to a certain
underestimation. COPA speaks of 2l{lo in 1974
and 140/o in 1973; the Commission, on the other
hand, speaks of 180/o in 1974 compared with
l3oio in 1973. It would, thereforg have been
reasonable if the Commission had taken greater
account of the faster rate of increase in 1974,
which will continue to affect 1975, when making
the price proposals.
The third criterion is tJ,.e price increases granted
in 1974. The Commission claims that 8.5o/o in
March and 5.29/o in October represent an effec-
tive increase of 14.50/0.
Yes, one can get away with all sorts of things
on paper. But the Commi.ssion cannot make us
believe that a price increase with effect from
October produces the same results as a price
increase with effect from March! If we calculate
what the price increase of 5o/o granted in October
actually represents over the whole period, it
works out at barely fllo. It is all too easy to
say that 8.5o/o plus 2olo equals 13o/o or even 140/0.
The price increases granted did not even directly
affect the market. In the period from I July
1973 to I July 1974-these data are taken from
the Commission's memorandum-the actual
market prices dropped by an average of 4,7olo
in France, 7.7olo in Germany and 11.4olo in Bel-
gium. According to a study carried out in the
Netherlands by the Agricultural Board, incomes
are as follows: non-agricultural incomes within
the Comrnunity rose by 16 and 17ol0, reaching
6 500 u.a. in 1974. I am sure you will admit that
the average agricultural income is by no means
as high.
We have no definite figures for Germany yet,
but the outlook for that country, and for Italy,
is unfavourable. The drop has been estimated
at 5 to ?o/o in Itance and 8o/o in Belgium over
the period L973174, and we fear that the figure
for this year nray be as high as 20ol0. There has
been an increase of  .Lolo in Luxembourg. The
situation in the United Kingdom is as follows:
there has been an increase for cereal producers,
while the level for milk producers has remained
the same and that for meat producers has shown
a fall. I might quote some further figures: in
the Netherlands -2@/o rn 1973174 and a further
-12olo in 1974/75; in Ireland a considerable drop;
in Denmark -150/0.
All in all, it was not very clever of the Commis-
sion to base its proposals on increased produc-
tivity in agriculture, in view of price trends such
as these, which were further aggravated by the
really exceptionally bad weather conditions in
the autumn. For this reason, I can only applaud
the attitude of COPA. As long as agricultural
incomes remain lower than those in other sec-
tors, all the benefits of increased productivity
should accrue to agriculture itself.
Another criterion is the state of the market for
agricultural products. The situation is characte-
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rized on the one hand by high prices for some
products, particularly bread, cereals and sugar,
and on the other by rather low prices for animal
produce. We support the Commission's proposal
in the end because there are other ways of
increasing farmers' incomes apart from granting
price increases whenever possible. In my view,
there is little point in proposing large price
increases for meat if the market cannot bear
them.
Incomes may therefore be improved by raising
the prices for cereals destined for use in bread
making, sugar and, in *y view, milk, although
Mr Lardinois does not agree with this. I think
I can safely say that developments in the dairy
produce market have been fairly favourable and
I think that the stocks will probably be well
under the 50 000 t mark by the end of March
or April. True, there is the problem of dried
milk, but nevertheless potential outlets do exist.
Too many people think that the drops in meat
prices have only affected the meat producers,
but it is clear that the milk sector and the dairy
cattle sector which needs to sell calves, lean
cattle and cull cows were at least equally hard
hit. We can therefore expect nothing from that
quarter that will improve incomes in the meat
sector.
I read in another Agricultural Board document
that even if the 6 * 4olo is adopted, the actual
price increase for milk in the Netherlands will
only be 5.7olo after reduction or gradual abolition
of the monetary compensatory amounts. If we
compare this with the proposed average price
increase of 9o/0, we find that the effective in-
crease of 5.7olo is 3.3o/o lower than the average
increase in costs. It had been calculated that
every lo/o of the milk price represents a dif-
ference in income of 1 000 guilders; thus 3.3o/o
less represents 3 300 guilders less income for a
dairy farmer, or approximately 2 b00 guilders
less for a farmer working on a mixed holding
with a preponderance of dairy cattle. This situa-
tion will become still worse, since neither the
proposed price rises for beef and veal, i.e. ()0/o
for 'standing' intervention and 4lolo otherwise,
nor the 'slaughter premium' of 30 u.a. per male
animal will be able to do anything to improve
matters.
I therefore support the conclusions reached by
the Agricultural Board. The price proposals are
completely inadequate to cover the cost increases
for the period 1975176 and to narrow the gap
existing between incomes fh tslltZq and 19?a7?b.
The total price increase for milk must be.ap-
plied at once as from February 19?5. The l5o/o
proposed by COPA is the minimum acceptable
figure for cattle farming in the Netherlands, butI should add that if the costs rise to a greater
extent than anticipated in 1975176, an interim
price increase will also be necessary.
The sixt criterion is the general economic situa-
tion. Every year we hear more warnings about
the inflationary nature of agricultural prices,
even now that agriculture has been clearly
shown to have had a steadying influence on
inflation. We should like to stress once again
that, on average, 630/o of the increase in agricul-
tural costs is attributable to the costs of the
products which the farmer must buy, and 37o/o
is due to the cost of increased wages and his
own income. Mr De Koning clearly demonstrated
that the farmer is the chief victim of inflation.
Nothing has been done, either by the Commis-
sion or, worse still, by the Member States, to
combat general price increases, which are
genuinely inflationary in character because
there is no way of reversing them. The food
price index has risen less rapidly than the
overall price index; food prices to the consumer
have risen more rapidly than the prices paid
to the fafmer, and, as I said before, the con-
sumer has gained practically nothing from the
drop in meat prices. The best way to combat
food price increases is to strive for a reasonable
volume of production by paying the producer
reasonable prices.
My remarks concerning the accompanying
measures will be very brief. In general I give
them my full support, although I am sorry to
see that the measures relating to the closure or
modernization of holdings have not been im-
proved and that very little work has been done
as yet in the field of vocational training and
information. In short, the accompanying meas-
ures are not sufficient to make up for the con-
siderable inadequacies of the proposal.
The crux of the matter is without doubt the
monetary measures, about which there is so
much disagreement in the Council and possibly
in the Commission too, though this is not neces-
sarily the case. There are certainly differences
of opinion on this matter within the parliamen-
tary groups, at least the multinational ones, and
between the agricultural organizations in the
various countries.
The monetary measures touch on a fundamental
problem. I would recall the devaluation of the
French franc and revaluation of the German
mark in 1969. It was assumed at the time that
France would have to make up the 1lo/o in two
years and that the 7 or 89/o difference in Ger-
many would have to be abolished in not more
than three yearsi, but no time limits have been
fixed for the monetary compensatory amounts,
which were first introduced as a result of a
currency floating upwards and later downwards.I regard these compensatory amounts as essen-
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tial as long as the currencies remain unstable,
but I also think that we must evolve a system
whereby the date for their abolition is fixed
at the time of their introduction. I can follow
Mr Lardinois' train of thought very well. He sals
that the system must be abolistred once and for
all since it is now causing a complete distortion
in the workings of the agricultural price policy.
SIe are largely in agreement with this point of
view. But I should like to point out that it is
not agriculture which is causing this state of
affairs, and that this proposal has come at a
particularly inopportune moment now that agri-
cultural incomes have dropped so low. I cannot,
however, raise any fundamental objections to
the proposal.
We should nsf rrndsr€stimate t]re usefulness of
ttris parliamentary debate. On many occasions
in the past we have seen the salutary effect
of discussing the Commission's price proposals,
which are drawn up by officials on the basis
of statistical data, in a parliamentary debate
since it provides us with an opportunity of
hearing the opinions of those directly involved.
This does not detract from my firm conviction
that the Commission and its officials have car-
ried out these calculations conscientiously, but
there is no harm in testing their findings against
the actual situation encountered in practice. I
am doing this because on more than one occasion
in the past the Commission has turned out to
have made a mistake.
I will not mention all the proposa^Ls contained
in the Mansholt Plan of 1968; I will merely
point out that if it had been implemented we
would now have a stock of at least 2 million
tonnes of butter which would have cost us more
than 3 000 million u.a. last year alone. One can
observe, however, that the number of dairy
cattle has not diminished and that we have
nevertheless not continually had stocks of this
magnitude.
I should like to remind you that in 1968 and
1969 it was being claimed that the price of zugar
beet would have to be decreased from 17 to 16
u.a. and that sugar production in the six Member
States would have to be limited to 6 300 000
tonnes,
It is fortunate that we did not in fact take this
course of action. It was suggested in paragraph
5 that 5 million hectares of agricultural land
should be used for other purposes, and the Vedel
Plan even went so far as to suggest 25ol0. Mr
Lardinois is now telling us that he could in fact
use 15 million hectares more. Personally, I would
be happy with 5 million. In paragraph 73 it was
said that measures should be taken to discourage
young peopl,e from entering agriculture, and now
we have proposals before us aimed at enstrring
the reverse. Now people are worrJring about the
rapidly increasing average age of persons em-
ployed in agriculture. On 23 March 1971 the
farmers had become so eraElerated at the crip-
pling price policy that they gave Brussels a good
going over. Better prices were introduced thet
very day.
ln 1972173 measures for encouraging beef pro.
duction in the Community were very much to
the fore, since, it was claimed, there was a
world shortage which would coptinue to worsen.
By 1974 we were snowed under with beef!
In 1974 we warned you that the 5o/o price pro-
posal was too low. The Commission wanted to
make the figure 89/0, and finally they were
persuaded- because national measures had
been taken and most probably also on account
of the demonstrations-to add another 5o/0. I am
sayrng all this only to show that it is a good
thing that the Commission and the Council
occasionally get a chance of hearing what is
going on in Parliament.
I hope that the Commission and the Council will
take Parliament's advice and improve the pro.
posals, since.we are faced with en extremely
delicate decision here today; there are substan-
tial differences of opinion within the Council
and within Parliament too. We must keep a
cool head and try to reach a compromise. If we
do not succeed in doing so, we will be steering
a straight course towards a return to nationalism
in agricultural prices, and this will be the last
time we discrrss this matter here; then the edifice
of European economic integration will start to
crumble and difficult times will be in store for
us.
This Parliament has proved its maturity in
recent weeks. I therefore trust ttrat Mr De
Koning's motion for a resolution will be adopted
with a large majority.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak on behaU
of the Socialist Group.
lllr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we shall
eontinue in Dutch for a little, although this par-
ticular bird is going to sing a slightly different
tune from the last.
Mr Group too regards it as a particularly en-
couraging start to the first Irish Presidency of
the Council that the President has chosen to
attend our debate in'person. We feel this is a
welcome development which strould be imitated
in the fufirre. I should also like to thank my co[-
league, Mr De Koning for the work he has done
in drawing up the motion for a resolution and
the lucid menner in which he introduced it.
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The last major agricultural debate in the Euro-
pean Parliament took place in this chamber in
September 1974. On that occasion we had to
come to a decision concerning the notorious in-
terim price increases. These were inevitable on
account of the exceptional increases in the cost
of the major means of production, such as
energy, animal foodstuffs, artificial fertilizers
and peticides, which coincided with the co[apse
gf, inter alia, the meat and pouttry markets, thus
leadirg to major problems in the various pro-
duction sectors, and, as this Ilouse has been
reminded once already today, thece problems
are not yet over.
If the current prices had been maintained at that
time, many producers would have sulfered a
serious loss of income. The diffictrlties facing
agriculture gave rise to a somewhat tense
- atmosphere, resulting in such things as the many
national measures in contravention of tJle Treaty
of Rome. I should like to ask Mr Lardinois today
whether all these measures have now been
completely abolished. The interim measures
were a sort of first-aid treatment, and the price
measures under discussion today should in-
co4rorate the requisite improvements and any
new instruments necessary. It is my task to mahe
a few general rernarks on behalf of my Group
regarding the Commission's proposal. Mr Freh-
see will then discuss a few specific points con-
cerning the consequences in terms of congumer
prices and price increegee for various products.
My Group joins the rapporteur and others in
welcoming tJre reduction of the reference period
for cost trends to two years. This offers the
possibility of determining prices realistically,
which is a good thing, since we must avoid
interim price increases if at dI pomible. This
is a good general guideline. \il'e also support the
proposal that calculations should be based on
the cost trend for modern holdings. We approve
in general of the method of cal,culation used,
particularly the fact that the inflationary situa-
tion in Italy has partly been taken into account;
we know that this sitlration has been com-
pensated for to a comiderable extent by the
application of the repreentative rate of the
green lira.
We also feel that we should adhere to the point
of departure which we approved last year, i.e.
the deduction of increased productivity from
ortside egriculture. We strould not oppose this
with the hardly salient argument that there may
be further increases in the costs of means of
production in 1975 or bad harvests for various
products in various parts 
-of the Community
resulting from unfavourable weather conditions.
If we start reeorting to this kind of argumen!
there is no knowing where it will end. As fur
as this last point is concerned, i.e. weather con-
ditions, we regard them as a normal business
risk, and the farmers, and certainly their orga-
nizatioru, surely regard thernselves as agricul-
fural businessmen who. must secure their in-
com€s lrom the market. I should nerrertheless
add that if there are really disastrous conditions,
such as long periods of rain, heavy hail or
extended periods of drought in certain parts of
the Community or particular Member States it
would, in our view, be right and proper for the
Member States to introduce measures at the na-
tional level. There is nothing in the Treaty of
Bome to prevent their doing so.
Any price increase occurring in 1975 should, in
our view, preferably be reflected in the price
pfoposals immediately following them, accordinig
to the normal methods of calculation.
The Commission has arrived at an average price
increase of approximately 9/0, and I do not
think anyone will be able to deny that this
figure has a certain arbitrary flavour about it.
If one then considers the different financial and
economic situations in the nine Member States
as reflected in their stronger or weaker cur-
rencies, slight or severe inflation, or the different
market situations and the fact that besides good,
modern holdings there are also a great number
of marginal cases, the difficulties beeome obvi-
olls.
The situation within my Group is the same. We
are a Clroup in which various countries are rF
presented, but, in spite of this, we have managed
to reach a common viewpoint, as reflected in
Amendment No 20 which will shortly be
explained in greater detail. For the moment I
should just like to point out that if this amend-
ment is not adopted, it will considerably affect
the final attitude of our Group to the motion for
a resolution as a whole, since for most of us the
present wording of the extremely important pa-
ragraph 1 is too inflexible to be accepted.
My Group would like to complirnent the @m-
mission on not restricting iteelf excluslvely to
price proposals, in that it submitted a package
of price measures, structural and polltical
measures, and agri-raonetary meaaures.
I should like to make a few brief remarks on
these proposds. trlre zupport those concerning aid
to young farmers, but what we regard as still
more important is the fact that the Commission
urges the Council to- approve tJ:e Directive con-
cerning. hill farmers and farmers in less-
favoured areas, Depresenting an area of ap-
proximately 27 million heetares of agricultural
land, at the same time as it approves the price
proposals, and I hould like to draw the attenti,on
of the President of the Council, who is here
today, to this rnatter. Ttrose Members of Parlira-
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ment who find the price increases somewhat on
the low side should also take this type of
structural measure into account when defining
their views on the proposal as a whole. I assume
that the entire Parliament will support Mr Lar-
dinois' proposal that the decisions on the price
proposals and on the proposed measures for hill
farmers and less-favoured areas should be
reached simultaneously.'
Contihuing with the question of structural
measures for a moment, my Group whole-
heartedly supports the paragraph in the motion
for a resolution of the Committee on Agri-
culture asking that the amounts laid down in
the existing structural directives be adjusted to
the devaluation of currencies; we have made a
request to this effect before, and I should like
to ask Mr Lardinois to make a start in this
matter.
Mr President, the European Parliament has
always regarded monetary compensatory
amounts, which are designed to mai,ntain the
common agricultural market by artificial means,
as a necessary evil, and has, therefore, always
strongly urged that they be gradually but
systematically abolished, and has supported the
Commission in any proposals to that effect.
Various things were done last year, but mainly
in connection with currencies on a downward
trend since intervention here is always a little
dasier in practice than in the case of revalued
currencies, because the adjustment of the
representative rate of the currency concerned
then leads to price reductions for the produce: 
.lIt is an established fact that, in the longer term,
revaluation is an advantage to producers, as the
rapporteur himself has just pointed out. We feel,
therefore, that monetary compensatory amountsfor the Benelux countries and the Federal
Republic should in fact be discontinued. But the
question is-and this is a point which interests
my Group too-whether or not the Commission
is asking for a little too much. \trith an average
price increase of 90/o and in view of the political
situation in Germany, 5o/o of the 12olo is perhaps
too much of - a good thing. My Group feels,
therefore, that there is much in favour of the
compromise proposed in the motion for a resolu-
tion. In view of the position of the Benelux
countries, a limit of 3o/o for Germany would
make it reasonable to maintain the monetary
compensatory amounts for them too in the com-
ing seasons, certainly in view of the fact that
in 1973 the Netherlands decided to forego mone-
tary compensatory arnounts after a 5o/o revalua-
tion, which, incidentally, was one of the waysin which it helped to maintain the Benelux
customs union without compensation for the
agricultural sector. In our vieur, the Commis-
sion's 3.5o/o adjustment of the green franc, in
accordance with certain conditions, carr be
increased to 60/o in the light of the current
French agricultural situation. However, I mnst
repeat that my Group wholeheartedly supports
Mr Lardinois' basic arguments with regard to
the system of monetary compensatory amounts.
Many members of my Group cannot agree with
the paragraph in the motion for a resolution
dealing with the milk price. Mr Frehsee will
discuss this matter shortly; I shall merely say
that some members of my Group support the
Commission's proposal, but only with the pro-
viso that, if milk production does in fact increase
too rapidly, as we fear it will, the Comrnission
will not hesitate to make actual use of the
instrument enabling it to extend the milk price
year. I hope Mr Lardinois will confirm this. I
should also add, however, that we regard the
financial consequences for the agricultural fund,
i.e. 120 million u.a. according to Mr Lardinois,
as an extra argument in favour of our rejecting
the wonding of the motion for a resolution as
drawn up by the Committee on Agriculture.
To repeat what many have already said, this
will be a difficult debate, since it involves many
interests, many products and various countries.
Opinions differ within the various Groups and
the Council's job will be no easier. I give my
support to what Mr Martens has said, but if
I do so it is because of my eonclusion that the
European agricultural policy-and a consider-
able part of the Community customs union withit-is in fact at stake. Together, they still form,
and I agree with Mr Martens on this point,
the backbone of the European Community. If
we fall back on our individual Member States,
we can just forget about the common agri-
cultural policy. Producers and consumers would
then discover what the European agricultural
market, with all the inadequacies which we all
know exist, in fact means for the European
Community, and the European producers and
consumers. I think, therefore, that the European
Parliament should adopt a clear opinion on this
matter if possible. We can express the criticisms
which may be levelled at each of the paragraphs
both in our speeches and by the way we vote,
but if in consequence everyone concludes that
he should vote against the motion for a resolu-
tion as a u'hole at the ,end of this debate, we
will be left standing here bewildered and
empty-handed.
Of course, when we come to vote we should
act as we feel we must after considering the
proposals in the light of our own views on agri-
culture and our general political opinions. If the
proposals clash fundamentally with our views,
we must, of course, vote against them; ,there
should be no misunderstanding on that score.
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I hope, however, that the Members will weigh
the matter carefully and that Parliament will
be able to close this debate by reaching a care-
fully considered opinion.
(Applouse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas, to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Allies Group.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is clear that
extraordinarily little changes in this Parliament.
For years now the Commissioner with respons-
ibility for Agriculture has been a Dutchman, and
the language used by the three main groups in
this Parliament to expound their views on this
subject has been Putctr.
Price fixing for certain agricultural products
continues each year to be a cli,max in the PArIia-
mentary debates. The differences of opinion be-
tween the Groups and between the Members
from the various Member States are often self
evident. In the past it has often been possible to
reach a compromise by making a financial
gesture in favour of a particular product or
country after a long marathon, but today the
financial means at our disposal are limited; the
depleted common purses are closed, at least for
this kind of compromise. The citizens of the
various Member States, iaced with high taxation
on the one hand and ever increasing unemploy-
ment on the other, are not prepared to make
further sacrifices and, what is much more
serious, no longer understand the situation.
The governments and the political parties have
not achieved their objectives, neither have they
done enough to make the facts clear to the
citizens. The restructuring of the economy, and
hence also of agriculture, has not become a
reality, and as regards most sectors has scarcely
even been disgussgd. The debate on direct elec-
tions for this Parliament was a highlight. The
consequences will have a great influence upon
the attitudes of many Members. We wiII now
see whether we are indeed attempting to buitrd a
communit5r, or whether we are still trying to
achieve results for which we will be f6ted at
home as protectors of regional interests. Is an
elected Member of Parliament prepared and in
a position to assist in the frequently unavoidable
restructuring which must be undertaken in a
n'umber of economic activities? 'Intakes' of Mem-
bers of the European Parliament have often
clearly not been prepared to do this, to say
nothing of the Council or some members of the
Commission.
If we expect directly elected Members of Parlia-
ment to be prepared to work towards building
a future economic community, history's judg-
ment of the present period in the unification
of Europe will be harsh. Our debates in Parlia-
ment and in the Commission frequently reflect
strong regional preoccupations. In my opinion,
many of us have been playing with marked
cards even in the discussion on prices.
Positions have been adopted and viewpoints
defended. How can one commit oneself to the
idea that prices must not rise too sharply,
because tJlis would constitute a danger to
stability, and at the same time calculate
statistically that farmers' incomes are falling
in terms of real value and in relation to those
enjoyed by other sections of the population?
The attempts to strengthen the impression that
we still have a single common market by means
of price fixing and to determine the economic
yield by means of prices, thereby causing pro-
duction to increase or decrease, are largely
cancelled out by countervailing charges
accompanied by Community and national sub-
sidies, so that we can no longer expect any
restructuring of production. The common agri-
cultural market no longer exists. Anyone who
claims that it does, has either failed to under-
stand the situation or is trying to defend a myth.
We still have free movement of agricultural
products within the Community and industrial
products can still be sold freely subject to
certain restrictions. But for how long? Is the
rapporteur right in claiming in Paragraph 19
of the motion for a resolution, that 'in view of
the divergent cost trends,in the Member States,
the adjustment of certain 'green currencies' in
a number of Member States must be aimed at,
with as a first intermedirate step an irrcrea.se
of around 30/o of the representative rate of the
'green D-Mark' accompanied by an extension by
one year of the direct compensation made
through VAT in connection. with the 1969
revaluation'? Was the VAT compensation sub-ject to a time limit? Is it correct just to speak
about the 'green D-Mark'? Are not the levies
and compensations elsewhere also a danger to
the singleness of the market? Perhaps the
compensations and levies will make us realise
the true nature of the situation. Could not these
obstacles perhaps act as a kind of brake, so
that we need no longer aim for an adjustment
in exchange rates as part of a stability policy?
The clause in the preamble to the motion for a
resolution, 'whereas the adverse effects of the
continuing financial instability on the conunon
agricultural market can only be overeome by
genuine progress towands economic and mone-
tary union', has over the years become a familiar
refrain in this Parliament.
We do, of course, agree with this view, but that
changes nothing. \[e simply cannot believe that
we €rre in fact working towards economic and
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monetary union.' The inereasing disintegration
of the agricultural market,is a reality. The levies
and compensations might perhaps fulfil a func-
tion as a political instrunreat, and they should
not therefore be discontiaued.
I should like brielly tq disc.ttss the comrnent
made by Mr Lardinois to the effect that he had
brought a new element into the discussion, i.e.
tJle problem of the 10/o.In itself this was indeed
an interesting piece of information and as such
was worthy of consideration in the debate, but
Mr Lerdinois did not,tcill ns what abol'ishing the
countervailing charges would entail, or demon-
strate what effects it would have on agricultural
incomes. In other wordi, 'lt has not yet been
proved that restructurlng at the national level
subseqlrent to revaluation will in fact have the
consequences which one would theoretically
expect. Would you like sorne proof? The incomes
situation in German agriculture is the worst in
the Community. These are, in my opinion, the
hard facts which you must take into considera-
tlon, Mr Lardinois. If you want to show what thri
cbnsequences of abolishing monetary com-
pensatory amounts will be, I think you should
also look more closely at the consequences for
incomes than you have up to now. Until we
achieve economic and monetary union we can
e:rpect the revaluing countries to remain in a
sort of perpetuum mobile. Unfortunatelyr we
are always havtng to start all over again. I
believe that the conseqdences of discontinuing
the MCA's for the countri,es concerned would
be much more serious than is implied in the
Commission's proposal. trfr Lardinois is probably
right in saying that unless the monetary com-
pensatory amounts are abolished, there is no
possibility of achieving a common Community
prioe. He is right, but he should consider this
view in the light of the inc.,omes policy. After all,
the price policy continues to be one of the
many instruments which may be used in an
intomes policy, and until there afe some
guarentees. I find it hard to understand how
people can dismiss the question of what the
consequences of revaluation will be, particularly
as regards trends in agricultural incomes, by
referring to the compensation which this bnanch
of industry has received, or on the grounds that
there will undoubtedly be some reorganization at
national level within two or three years.
Why is the conflict concerning price increases
so fierce? I{e must adjust to the radical changes
which have taken place in the world economy.
We approve of the fact that the Community has
made food supply its first priority, but must this
be at the expense of the producers? I should like
to ask Mr Lardinois the questions which were
put to the Dutch Minister of Agriculture a few
days ago: is the Minister aware of the fact that
, I,
the price of wheat in the Netherlands,has now
dropped to the , interventipn level? What
meaaures does the Minieier envisage taking, or
proposing within the context of 'the EEC,.sinceit must surely be regarded as a matter of.,!he
utmost importance that at least the guide price
be obtained for cereals? Does the Minister regard
the high export levy ori wtreat as reconcililile
with the role of tne ffd in'a world stitte"iog
from food shortages? 
.: .rr
I also thoughtryou were not quite right Mr,
LardiaoiB, in puttrng the consequstces ol.a,pg$-'
sihle increese iq milk prrces at e figurp of l2S
rpilliel u.a., It wpuld have been more corrreqt,
towards Parli,ament if you had also cqnsider.ed
the increased revenue resulting from frre &igh
export levy.
The Dutch Minister of Agriculturc was also'
asked the, followirrg question:'Does fhe, Minister
regard it as reasonable for the current market
and price policy to be forcing'wheat producers to
bear the entire cost of building up sbcks for
EEC food supply?'
It can surely not be the intention that in cases
of high or low world market prices the inter;
vention price should be the price received by
the produeer. It would then be logical for costs
to be the only criterion. applied in determining
incomes, but il thett were so, the qubstion of
shortages or surpluses would cehse to ptray a
part in 
.the discussion on price fixing, whlch
would deprive agriculture of the last
distinguishing feature of private €nterprise, i.e.'
the bearing of risks.
It was with approval 'hat I heard Mr Laban say
that the Socialists also feel that the pric.e should
be derived from ttre market situation- Current
trends are, thereforg. a considerable cause fpr
anxiety. These trerds may wqll be of greater
moment for the survival of this branch of
industry as an independent enterprise than price
fixing. If this is so, the step to regional priceg
to prices for particular production units, is no
longer a very large one.
I have no need to go into the question of the
market policy in detail once more. In all. my
speeches in previous years I have continually
pointed out that the market policy has not been
a success. Mr Martens also quoted a number of
examples. I have no wish to attribute all the
blame to Mr Lardinois or the Commission, but
I do feel that Mr Lardinois' department has not
proved capable of reacting suitably to develop-.
ments or anticipated market situations. We
cannot expeet any improvement in this state
of affairs, in splte of all good inbutions elrd
in spite of the proposed measurea with resfxkt
to tlre meat market. The price policy is not
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firncti,onal and the market policy is not effective.
The official machinery reacts hesitantly. This
ts inevitable. If the policy is not clear one cannot
expect the machinery of the Commission to
react at all, let alone exercise a stimulating
influence on the market situation.
I hope Mr Lardinois will deal with this parti-
cular, point, which has for so long been the
subject of such fundamental criticism, when he
comes to give his reply, Snce, in the end, market
policy is one of the factory determiniug the
future of agriculture as an independent enter-
prise.
The world food situation i" a cause for anxiety.
What can the Community do to help avoid
catastmphes, and not merely seek solutlons to
our' own problems under the guise of
hurnanitarian aid? We have a responsibility to
the world of today, but it does not consist of
indulging in excesses at low pr.ices when there
is a degree of surplus, and only beginning to
consider the world around us after we have
assured our own existence.
This may sound somewhat bitter, but if we
were to take our attempts to achieve stability
within the Community so far as to pay little
or no attention to the serious situations else-
where in the world, which make themselves felt
on our television Bcreens but not in our wallets,
we would be acting as if these grave situations
did not affect us personally, and as if the fault
lay only with the indifference or inadequate
reactions of governments elsewhere or wi,th
political gituations elsewhere. Internally, our
Community would remain divided, but we wouldjoin together in shifting difficulties on to the
shoulders of others. I am thinking. for example,
of the question of sugar and wheat.
We hope that if we stop and carefully consider
the agricultural sltuation at this moment within
the Community ahd elsewhere in the world, it
will bring us to our senses. All is not well in
Itrurope. The 4grieultur,al policy is often held
uii'as the great showpiece of European integra-
tion, but it cannot be used as a facade behind
whlch to hide the disintegration which can be
seen all around us. The agricultural sector must
seek neqr initiatives in the market and the
economic yield. Opinions differ on this matter,
diid there are many different political_
approaches but, as far as the Liberals are con-
cerned, these are the beacons that show us the
way.
Rinally, we should like to eKpress our great
appreeiation of the way in which Mr De Koning
has drawn up his report and particularly the
introduction which, from both the technical and
political point of view, was a very accdmplished
lead into an unusually difficult debate. We wlsh
Mr Lardinols much power to his elbow. To us,
our conception of agriculture as a branch of
industry is of greater significance than the
continual discussion over 1, 2 or *lo either way.I have therefore purposely refrained lrom
taking part in such discussions, since we Liberals
feel that the debate should be conducted at a
- 
different level. I therefore hope that the Council
will devote more attention to the point I havejust mentioned than to the question of whether
or not COPA has been juggling with the figures
or whether Mr Lardinois has interpreted the
figures correctly. I might, however, mention the
fact that in the fifties a Belgian cabinet fell
as a result of certain statistics. On this occasion
the Prime Minister said at one polnt, 'We
tripped over statistics and other lies.' Mr Lardi-
nois, the Community data availa,ble to you is,
I am sure you will agree, always open to differ-
ent interpretations. It just depends how the data
are used and what one is trying to achieve. You
said in connection with the negotiations with
COPA that you intended to lay down in an
official document the figures to be used and the
interpretation of these figures. You should, how-
ever, beBr in mind that even that method may
be used to prove what one wishes to prcve!
I hope that Mr Lardinois will deal with thls
polnt slnce I should like to relieve him of the
lllusion that he can make this kind of agree-
ment with a branch of industry and the officers
of a branch of industry. I do not think he is
right in believing this. Eeveryone involved in
the discussions must be free to establish his
own interpretation and even to choose his own
method for assessing prices. These. therefore, are
two factors to be considered. My colleague, Mr
Durand, will shortly discuss a number af actual
figures. Thank you Mr President.
Presidbnt. 
- 
The proceedings will now be
suspended until 3 p.m.
(The sitting tuas suryenileil at 7.70 p.m. ond
resumeil at 3.05 p.m.)
IN TIIE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUWER
Prcsiilent
Precldent. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins for a procedural motion,
Mr Scott-Hoptinr. 
- 
Mr President, this is a
very familiar sight to me. It happens frequently
in my orrn House of Comrnons when we have an
agricultural debate. The benches are fairly
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empty apart from those who are particularly
interested in the subject, and I suspect it may
well be the same thing in the Irish Parliament
too. I regret that the Commissioner is not here
at this moment. I know that he was meeting
with the leaders of COPA, but I hope that he
will be back in time to hear the main burden
of what I am going to say.
May w€ zuspend the sitting-because I do
not want to waffle, which is what I am doing at
the moment-until the Commissioner comes,
because I was going to attack him on the level
of figures and so on? May I suggest that we
have a five-minute suspension until he comes?
President. 
- 
The proceedings will be suspended
for five minutes.
(The sitting uas suspeniled, at 3.70 p.m. and
resurneil at 3.20 p,rn)
Pre.sident. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
The next item is the continuation of the debate
on Mr De Koning's report on agricultural prices.
I should like to take this opportunity to extend
a warm welcome to the President of the Council,
Mr FitzGerald, who has made every possible
effort to attend this plenary sitting. He has had
to conduct lengthy negotiations on the renewal
of the Association. In the meantime the Luns
procedure has taken place with the appropriate
committees.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I am grate-
ful for this short adjournment, because we now
have the honour of having the President of the
Council of Ministers with us. Indeed, I cannot
remember a debate in this House when we have
had such a galaxy of talent honouring us with'
their presence from the Council of Minister's
benches; and now, of course, our Commissioner,
who is always most diligent, is here as well.
May I first of all turn to the speech of the
minister who spoke for the Council of Agricul-
ture Ministers?
I was very grateful to him for coming here and
for 'doing that, and also, of course, for sitting
through our debate now. He made some extreme
ly encouraging remarks. In particular I noticed
one which I think should also be noticed by the
House, when he was talking about the difficul-
ties we have had over the past year as far as
the farmer's income is concerned and stated thatit was his firm intention to see that confidence
was restored in the agricultural industry and
that the losses which had been suffered by
some farmers in some sectors were compensated
for at this coming price review. This can
only mean one thing, that there wirll have
to be an increase, not necessarily over and above
what is being proposed by the Commission, but
a very welcome increase in those sectors where
these losses have been zustained during the past
year. It is extremely encouraging to hear him
say, as well, that he thought there was a large
measure of agreement among his friends in the
Council of Ministers. One knows full well where
the areas of disagreement lie, but neverthel.ess,
as far as prices are concerned, I hope sincerely
that his good wishes for compensation of losses,
for restoring confidence, will be satisfied when
the Council of Ministers eventually-I think it
is the middle of next week-meets to reach
its final conclusions on the proposal of the
Commission as adapted after the debate in this
House. We shall remember, not only in tlrris
House but throughout Europe, the words he has
said here this morning, important as they are,
and I am glad that the President of the Council
was also here to hear them. I now turn to the
speech of the Commissioner and to the report
of my honourable friend, Mr De Koning, whom I
may take this opportunity of congratulating most
sincerely on what he has done, the hard work
he has put in and the extremely well-balanced
report he has put forward. Mr Lardinois, our
Commissioner, when he started, said he did not
agree with the contents of the report. I can
understand that. But he also then launched into
an attack on the farmers'union-that is COPA-
following up the remarks of our rapporteur,
which I sustain. Our Commissioner attacked the
way COPA had been behaving over the past
few weeks concerning the difficulty of agreeing
on statistics. I must say, Mr President, this was
the first time in my short experience of agri-
cultural economics and agricultural politics, that
the two sides--that is, the Commission or the
civil servants (not the Commissioner) and those
very highly qualified economists w,ho work for
the various farmers' unions throughout the
Community, including my country-faiied to
agree on the basic statistics on which a price
review was going to be based. I am not here tojudge, and indeed I cannot possibly do such a
thing, but it does seem that there was, as Mr
De Koning said earlier on, a wide disparity,
when we started looking at these proposals,
between the figures produced by the Commis-
sioner and the figures produced by COPA.
That gap has been narrowed. But I would
not be the one to say that all the fault lies on
the side of the farmers' representatives .on
COPA. I do not think it is fair how the Com-
missioner attacked the fact that COPA were
raising their figures all the time and never
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taking info account any downward changes
proposd by the Commissioner. I have a whole
mass of figures here, recently given to me by
farmers' representatives not only in my own
country but on COPA, on the European situa-
tion.I wiII not bore the House with reading them
out. But there is still a disparity of views on
the starting-point for working out this price
review, and I really do hope that the two
sides can get together on the bare necessities of
deciding how to agree on the basic figures. If
we cannot do that, then it is going to be in-
creasingly difficult for us parliamentarians, as
politicians, to make up our minds on the right
solution to the problem.
This brings me to the other obviously important
problem concerning the efficiency factor, or, as
we are calling it here, the bio-technical factor,
of either 1.5 or 3.3 or 3.4, spread over two years
or one year depending on which figure you take.
There is no doubt about it, it has been very well
argued by Mr Martens, by Mr De Koning and
others, that this figure shOuld have been in-
cluded in this year's price review, that there
Should have been an increase in order to com-
pensate for the appalling conditions which have
been zuffered by the farming industry through-
out the Community and for the sad losses
which have been suffered by many farmers in
the circumstances in which they found them-
selves during this past year. Mr Clinton, when
he was speaking as President-in-Office of the
Council of Ministers, would, I thought, have
underlined the necessity for the Commissioner
to revise his views on this. 'Compensation for
losses'-those were the words he used; and there
obviously has not been a suffieient compensation
for losses in certain sections of the Commission-
ner's proposal in this particular instance.
I do not intend to speak for very long, Mr Presi-
dent, so I will move away from this statistical
mess, which has existed, and which still exists
in my view. I shall merely say that I hope
that that is water under the bridge, that
from now onwards the Conrmission will take
partieular care, and COPA as well-the fault, I
think, lies on both sides, not on one only-to find
an agreed basis from which discussion can flow.
There will probably be disagreement as to the
interpretation. There always is. But let us start
for heaven'S sake from an agreed basis. And I
do not believe we have done that this year.
May I now turn to the issues which I think are
important-that is, beef, milk and the monetary
compensatory amounts. I shall first of all deal
trith the beef situatiorl referred to in my
honourable friend's paragraph No 3. Incidental-
ly, it was interesting to see today the comment
in one of the United Kingdom newspapers about
the attitude of our colleagues in France, who
seem to be recommending that we should move
nearer towards the idea of national aids in this
particular field. There is no doubt that it is the
livestock sector, primarily the beef sector, which
has suffered the greatest losses during 1974, fol-
lowing the escalation of prices which started
in 1973-and when I say escalation of prices,
Mr President, f am referring to the costs of
materials-the input, if one wants to put it that
way.
The Commission, for its figures, has taken the
actual increase in costs-which on the whole
seem to be agreed on both by COPA and by
the Commission as regards the input, although
there is a small disparity here of I or 2 per eent
-over the last year. But at the same time,the figures that the Commission has been forced
to use, and I do not throw any bricks at them
for doing this, in their catcirlation have been
the increases in prices which have been furstitu-
tionally set: target and guide price.
The Commission has worked our the increases
in costs on the one hand, which are actual,
real, and on the other hand, the guide and target
prices; and it has said the difference between
the two, bearing in mind the various additions
that have taken place in 1974, is so much, and
therefore the compensation must be this differ-
ence, or as near to it as is possible. But that
is not what has happened, as the right honour-
able gentleman, the Minister, will know: in point
of fact, in nearly all our countries the livestock
producer has not received anything like the
guide price. In my country prices have been on
the floor. There are special circumstances that I
will not go into. But in his eountry, in southern
Ireland, exactly the same thing has happened,
and in other countries of the Community too. So
there is no relation, or only a very small re-
lationship, between the actual price realized in
the market place by the farmer and the target
and guide price on which the Commissioner has
rightly based his figures. I do not, as I said,
quarrel with the fact he has had to do this. But
bearing in mind what the right honourable gent-
leman has said about compensating famers for
their losses, this particular sector is loing to
need a great compensatory factor built into this
particular price review when the Council of
Ministers finally decides it.
I would suggest to you, Sir, and to the House
that the words which are used in paragraph 3
and in paragraph 4 do in point of fact underline
the necessity for a grbater increase in that sector
than has been proposed, if the compensation is
going to be adequate and confidence is going to
be restored.
Indeed'I would hope that not only will there be,
as it says in paragraph 3, a price mechanism but
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tbere will be a more flexible approaoh as well,
es indeed seerns to !e the French vieu, at this
Eoraent.
Ttrere are other kinds of aid that ean be drawn
upon to support the price mechanlsrn. If that is
rot dong then indeed I think there will be a
further loss of confidence among the beef pro-
ducers.
The Commissioner said in his speech that he
thought prices were slightly moving up in the
beef sector. Indeed t,Ley are. And the reason for
that Is quite simple. lhe lack of confidence has
meant that there has been a tremendous
slaughtering of young stock and young animals,
and, mark my words, It[r Ptesident, by this time
next year there is going to be a tremendous
shortage in the industry. Unless we can restore
confidence now, this shortage is going to be
even more acute this time next year than it
probably will be in the autumn of 1975.
Turning quickly to the subject of milk, I have
found that the case variet from country to coun-
try. I can quite understand the fears expressed
by vanious other honourable gentlemen who
spoke earlier on, particularly the representative
of the Socialist Group, Mr Laban; but we do
not want to have a surpft.s of milk and a
mountain of butter at some later stage. Never-
theless, and here I speak purely with regard to
the dairy producer not only in my country but
elsewhere, there is a grave danger that if we
do not also restore the confidence in that sector,
which affects the beef famer as well, there
will be a further dramatic cutback in the
amount of milking cows throughout the Com-
munity, in the amount of heifers in calf which
are brought into the dairy herds, and this would
be disastrous in the longer term. True, we have
a surplus at present in some dairy products.
Then I would say to the Commissioner, our
disposal techniques in the European Community
need looking at again4isposing from inter-
vention not only in the beef sector, but also rin
the dairy sector. Are we really selling enough
overseas? Are we really getting down to thejob of seeing what can be done with third
countries, what we can do as far as food aid
is concerned with our dairy products if a surplus
is liable to build up? I beli:eve it is essential to
restore the confidence in the dairy sector as
well.
Ttrere are various other matters, Mr president,
which I will very briefly touch upon, such as the
needs in the horticultural sector mentioned in
paragraph 9 of my honourable friend Mr De
Koning's motion for a resolution, and I hope the
Commissioner will come forward with proposals.I am glad to hear thet he hopim by Aprll I to
help the glacshouse produoer by compensating
for the increase in oil pnioes whictr he has hed
to suffer. This is absolutely emential if we ere
going to keep, in the nortlern par! of the Com-
munity, a glasshouse industry. Otherwise these
produoers will be complgtely priced out.
Then'there is the question of the help to young
farmers. This seetor is very small-as ttre Com-
mlssioner aid, only 150 000 people. There are
very few in my own count4r, but neverttfele$Sil you join it on to Directive 721159, this aid
ls yet another small step ln the right direetlon
towards helplng to restructure the lndustries of
agriculture throughout the Community and
helping thos+a very small seetor-who need
trclp particularly.
Turning for a brief moment towards the no-
netary compensatory amountq about which
there has been a great controy€Ny, I stand, andI find that my group stands, slightly on the
outside of tJre main controversy whictr is aqw
going on. Ttrere is no doubt in the figures thsl I
have seen, Mr President, that the German far-
mer has suffered loeses during the past 18
months, notwithstarding the fact tbat, al the
Commissioner ssi4 because of revaluation their
prices are at 112 as opposed to 100. Thqre is no
doubt about that, and that therefore if there werejust a straight increase of 9.7 per cent they
would be getting a higher increase because of
the impact of revaluation. Therefore an adjust-
ment should be made of 1.1 or 1.2 to bring it
down to the required level.
My gmup firmly believes, Mr President, that
as long as we [rave monetary compensatoiy
amounts there will be an imbdance throughout
the Community. This leads to unfair competition
as far as our own farmers are concerned, paf-
ticularly those in eounHes where there has been
devaluation, es the Minister will .know, such as
his country and mine and Italy as well. There
fore we firmly believe that the rnonetary com-
pensatory amou$ts should be reduced. The point
at issue is: how quickly? I go along with my
honourable lriend the rapporteur's view thEt
perhaps the Commission is trying to move just
a little too-fast. firerefore we support the views
put forward in Mr De Koning's repbrt and we
slmll vote for it. f am sure tJrat in prineiple
what the Comnission is trying to do is the right
thing, but until we can abolistr theqe monetery
compensatory amounts, this imbalance will oF
cur the whole time.
In conelusion, Mr President I believe that the
balanoe which is benng produced by the.Com:
missioner is about right. I think the level ol
compensafioa to certain ectorr of the industfy
is woefully lacking in eome resp€cts, and thts ir
why I wish to amend paragraph I of the
motion. I bear in mind trhe words ol the right
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honourable gentleman when he opened his
speech: that compensation iS needed for those
seetors which suffered the losses. This House,
the Commissioner and indeed the right honour-
able gentlemen in the Council of Ministers must
take action that will, after the price review
next week, restore the confidence of the industry
throughout the whole of the Community.
Farmers today are worried, are anxious and are
looking to us all, all the three elements here,
to see that their future, their income, their
livelihood is safeguarded in the years to come.
If we do - not do so, then indeed we shall
be guilty of failing in our duty towards a
very large sector-a very important sector---of
our constituents throughout the whole of the
Community.
(Apploue)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.
lllr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Fresident
ol the Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
proposed increases in agriculhiral prices for the
marketing yeat 1975176 are on this occasion of
exeeptional importance.
The adverse weather of the last few months, the
world food crisis highlighted at the FAO Con-
ference, the structural surpluses which occurred
in animal production as a result of the prolonged
opening of our borders, all these factors have
been prejudicial to the incomes of our farmers,
to the extent that agricultural incomes unfor-
tunately no longer stand comparison with
incomes in the other economic sectors.
This situation even makes the modernization of
farms impossible. To put matters rigtlt it would
surely have been necessary for the Commission
to propose courageous measures providing
encoirragement for our farmers. This is
unfortunately not the cape, for the proposals
are only designed to meet the present situation
and do not form part of an overall policy.
We are obliged to note thsf insfssd of seeing
the tremendous increase in production costs
being offset if only partially, by higher prices,
our farmers have in many cases had to accept
falling prices in 1974.
The very real progress which had been achieved
in previous years in closing the gap between
agricultural incomes and incomes in other socio-
professional categories has therefore been com-
pletely undone by the events of 1974, and the
Commission's proposals do not even provide a
proper adjustment, let alone the necessary
increase in the purchasing power of farmers,
who continue to run up debts at a time when
credit 
- 
at interest rates whieh have reached
dizzy heights 
- 
is practically beyond their
means.
In its calculatior4s the Commission has even
refused to allow them to benefit from the
increase in productivity which they were able
to achieve, i.e. 3 o/o for the two years under
consideration. The Commission has thus con-
fined itself to short-term prospects, market
prospectp, when it should have in fact been
aiming higher and looking further. There can,
after all, be no doubt that we have entered a
period of world shortages which will tend to
spread, and one does not need to be a great
prophet to forecast that these shortages will
become more and more acute in the years to
come.
Logically, these facts ought to have led to the
Community's farming receiving maximum
encouragement, not just to allow it to satisfy its
own needs but to exorcize the ghost of hunger
in the world, too. Our farmers have instead
been greatly discouraged. The price increases
proposed, which represent an ever greater
deterioration in their incomes, are not likely
to put things right. We have read and listened
to most attentively the argumpnts put forward
on the one hand by the Commission and on the
other by the COPA. While we refuse to get
mixed up in the wrangling over figures and
do not wish to analyse their criteria right down
to the last comma, we must in all honesty say
that in our view it is COPA which is right, its
realistic analysis of the Fituation agreeing for
the most part with our analysis. This makes
it unnecessary for us to make a detailed study
of the situation, since our colleagues are in
possession of the relevant documents. ,
This was also the case last year 
- 
and events
proved us right, since it became necessary, in
the course of the year, to make desperate last
minute readjustments as a result of a situation
which was threatening to get completely out
of hand.
Have we forgotten these lessons so quickly ?
In order to justify its point of view, i.e. an
increase of 9.15 o/0, the Commission has been
careful, and it does not deny this, to take only
modern farms into consideration, i.e. those
likely to produce at the lowest costs, in view
of their advanced mechanization, easily work-
able and highly productive land and their large
surface areas which allow loss of time to be
reduced to a minimum.
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Farms like these are, however, still fairly rare
in our Community, but those which do exist
are having enornoqs difficulty just in holding
their own, owing to the increases in the price
of animal feedingstuffs, fertilizers and energy
products alone. What then is the situation like
for the others, the vast majority ?
The Commission does in fact seem to be aware
of the modesty of its increases, at least as far as
beef is concerned, since it has decided to grant
a yearly direct aid of 30 u.a. per animal to beef
producers. I doubt very much whether this aid
will even be a sufficient incentive to maintain
cattle stock at the present numbers, let alone
bring about the increase needed.
Mr Hunault will be telling you in a few
moments what he thinks, and what our Group
thinks, about Community policy regarding meat
in general and beef in particular.
In addition to its price package, and in con-
nection with it, the Commission would like to
see the Directive on hill farming and farming
in less-favoured regions implemented. This
Directive was brought before Parliament in
early May 1973 and at that time I stated the
position of our Group. We are not opposed, far
from it, to the system of direct or indirect
aid, which may take many different forrns.
There is first of all aid which applies to a
particular product, and to all corresponding
producers. But what we have here is more like
a kind of oxygen tent, i.e. useful until a com-
plete package'of measures takes full effect, or
uhtil a situation believed to be temporary and
due to the present economic crisip puts itself
right. This is true for animal breeding. There
is also aid which applies to specific regions,
where, for example, keeping the cattle outside
necessitates the maintenance of the parstureland.
This applies to the premium to grazing cows,
dear to the heart of our friend Michel Cointat.
Finally there is indirect aid, over and above
direct agricultural aid, to less-favoured regions,
which may take the form of structural improve-
ments, improvements to roads, snow-clearing.
water supply, electrical installations, the tele-
phone system, or the promotion of tourism and
commercial, craft and industrial ent€rprises.
All this is not without interest, but requires
serious study which does not fit at all well
with this last-minute, indeed desperate, pre-
sentation of texts which we are asked to vote
on at great speed and which we do not have
time to analy6e as seriously as we should.
f note, however, that the Commission's proposal
of a direct aid of 30 u.a. per male bovine animal
over and above the price increases, is not new,
as a provision to this effect already exists in the
hill-farming Directive which came out in 1973
and which the Commiqsion is takiag up again
today. But I would like to ask the Commission
whether these two premiums for less-favoured
hill regions will be added together. Further-
more, in these regions the goat or sheep stock,
and perhaps also the pig stock, benefited from
the premium according to certain fixed per-
centages. Why has this just provision not been
included in the latest price proposals ? And
why are female bovine animals excluded in
both cases, since it has been proven that in
hill areas breeding is generally mixed, and that
after all cows produce calves whose meat at
least has the advantage of being healthy ?
In any case, all this seems very patchy to me
and suffers from a singular lack of coordination.
Is there not a risk that the long vacuum of the
past may now be replaced by saturation ? I am
referring to this excessive fragmentation, with
aids of all shapes and sizes overlapping and
duplicating each other, while remaining at the
same time differentiated and sometimes having
similar aims and sometimes different ones; I
am referring in particular to the Social Fund,
the Regional Fund, the special fund for hill
areas and less-favoured regions, reulting from
this Directive, and heaven knows how many
more. All this makes one dizzy and forces me to
ask the question how they will be financed.
\Mhat are, in other words, besideB the 'Mansholt'
reserve, for farm structurep, the reserveS
available for these various purposes, and what
others are in prospect ?
As for the prices proposed for the individual
products, we cannot accept them without
betraying the cause of the Community's farming.
In various speeches I have had the opportunity
of ,stating the feelings of our Group as regards
certain products: others deserve our attention
too, since they concern numerous producers.
As far as dairy products ane concerned, it is
beyond question that it would not be reasonable
to tie prices to existing stocks of dried milk,
stocks which could well be considerably reduced
if people were willing to use a little imagination
at a time when our protein requirements are
enormous and when we must also think about
aid to developing countries. Not so long ago
we had the famous 'butter mountain'. The
mountain has sirrce melted and now 
- 
who
would have believed it 
- 
$re are faced with a
shortage. If consumption is stimulated further,
we shall have to stimulate production, which
has become incapable of coping with require-
ments.
A6 regards wine, fruit and vegetables, the situa-
tion is admittedly different. As to wine, the
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representative of the Commission is anxious
about the tens of thousands of hectolitres of
table wine which no one will know what to do
with by the end of the year. It is doubtless a
little early to suggest a figure, but I agree with
him that there will be a surplus. Now what is
happening at the moment ? The merchants are
buying a lot of wine but mainly of inJerior
quality. The cooperative producers who can
testify to this are not likely to oppose it since
they of course want to get rid of their poor
quality wines, those which caurse them the most
trouble as regards conservation and so on, and
to keep their better wiaes. Doing business this
way certainly won't help to promote table wines,
which are already lsubject to too much criticism.
Therefore, if distilling, which as we very well
know will become necessary, does not start in
the very near future, we shall be, and are
already, drinking the poor wines, and we shall
have to distil our good wines to absorb the
surpluses. Surely this is madness. I have already
pointed it out, but I do not think that anyone
has taken the slightest notice.
Furthermore, storage costs money, as you know.
Why then continue to store wine which will
have to be distilled in the coming months ? In
addition, the grape harvest was carried out in
very bad conditions this year, and was only
saved as a result of extensive treatments, giving
rise to a very appreciable iacrease in costs,
which was far from offset by higher produc-
tion and which fully justifiqs the intervention
and guide prices requested by the farming
organizations.
I also believe that Community surpluses are
considerably smaller than those being suggested
at the moment, provided of course that we
refuse to grant import quotas and that, above
all, the surveillance of the Community's borders
is such that they cannot be crossed below the.
level of the reference price. Blending is not an
acceptable ground for this, since it can only be
practised on Community wines and must be
prohibited in most cases anyway.
Our pooition on fruit and vegetables is well-
known, it has been stated enough: properly
regulated charity begins at home. Here border
surveillance is vital, though rather difficult, as
I am prepared to admit. The frontiers can indeed
not be crossed below the reference prices, but
one must conpider two quite distinct cases : for
countries which are not associate members of
the Community, goods must cross the frontier
item by item and the importer must prove that
his purchases, plus his expenses, actually cor-
respond to or are in excess of the reference
price. Otherwise he must automatically pay a
duty .equal to the difference.
But a different procedure.applies to' Mediter-
ranean countries like Greece, which are
associate members of the Community, which,
in additi,on to being entitled to a 50 0/o exemp-
tion from customs duty, require no more than
a declaration by their governments certifying
that the reference prices have been respected
for fruit to enter the Community by the ton.
Now it has been shown time and again that
these prices were not respected, so much so
that the Community's borders were becoming
veritable sieves, with the Community even
being obliged on occasion to introduce special
taxes 
- 
we saw this happen two or three years
ago 
- 
after discovering that fruit was being
sold in the Community at prices well below the
reference prices.
For those fruits controlled by a market regula-
tion, like peaches, pears and apples, the safe-
guard clause may also apply in the event of the
domestic market being saturated.
It would, therefore, appear essential to extend
the market regulations to other fruits and to
certain vegetables.
I am virtually certain that if things were done
exactly in accordance with the regulations
withdrawal,s from the market due to interven-
tion would only affect very marginal and almost
insignificant quantities, compared to the volume
of production. Here too, the increases proposed
by COPA are perfectly reasonable. 
_
I shall stop here, ladies and gentlemen, because
the speakers who preceded me, in particular
Mr Martens, have amply expressed opinions on
most of the other products which are fairly close
to our own.
In conclusion, I should like to congratulate Mr
De Koning on his excellent report, which
reflects his command of the vast subject he
had to deal with. Like the majority of the
Committee on Agriculture, we were unable to
share his view that the Commission's assess-
ments of its proposed price increases were well
founded and reasonable. The Committee on
Agriculture felt that this increase was quite
inadequate and this is what it wished to
emphasize when it voted for the Martens
amendment. Despite the reservations the text
submitted to Parliament is, therefore, capable
of receiving our approval, depending of course
on the eventual fate of the many amendments
tabled.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
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- 
(l),Mr President, ladiee and
gentlemen, I share the view of those speakers
who, this morning and this afternoon, have
underlined that the object of today's debate
is not so much to consider a 2 or 3 0/o reduc-
tion in compensatory amounts as to give due
consideration to this exceptional situation which
cannot be overcome with the old methods and
old instruments of the agricultural policy
hitherto adopted. Tlre problems have taken on
such dimensions that radical changes to the
entire international agricultural policy are being
recognized as nEcessary both inside and outside
the Community. The FAO conference served
as a warning to everyone. Ttre economic, social
and political factors which formed the basis of
the common agricultural policy first drafted at
the Stresa Conference and dweloped by Com-
missioner Mansholt have now changed.
The present economic crisis is causing a world-
wide redistribution of resources and respons-
ibilities, with each nation and each continent
acquiring different tasks in a world which must
now find a way out of the crisis and reestablish
a new equilibrium.
The fact that what we are debating here today
is at complete variance with the magnitude of
these problems has, I beli,eve, not gone unnoticed
by the farming population. When some months
ago we discussed a price increase of 5 0/o in this
House, farmers from every Community country,
represented by organizations of varioup leanings,
came to ask for certain measures to be taken,
including an increae in prices, and to protest
against the worsening of the situation. Now
instead a feeling of discouragement is prevalent
and a lack of spirit as a number of Members,
Mr Liogier included, have pointed out. Even
farmers in - sectors which have traditionally
received more, although still not enough, from
the common agricultural policy feel that this is
not the solution to our current problems.
The Community governments themselves have
requested large-scale changes to the common
agricultural policy. The firpt to seek renegotia-
tion of the basis principles of this common
agricultural policy as regards relations with
third countries and renegotiation of the con-
tributions to the Community budget, was, Mr
Scott-Hopkins, the government formed by the
party which succeeded in defeating yours, this
due in no small way to the Conservative Party's
having accepted the common agricultural policy.
The German government followed suit.
I am amazed that the document drafted by the
German government, which was submitted to
us by the Committee on Agriculture 
- 
and
which severely criticizes the current situation
and proposes what we have been proposing for
years, namely that the pricing policy strould
be supplemented by a policy of direct grants to
low-income farmers and that this policy should
not be limited to producer prices but extended
to consumer prices 
- 
I am amazed that s:trch
a document of such importance, given its subject
matter, proposals and source, should have
received so little consideration in this Parlia-
ment.
I read this morning in the French press, Mr
Houdet, that even the President of the French
Republic, who plans to intervene to help the
farmers, has stated categorically that a pricing
policy is not enough and that a national policy
of aid to farmers is needed, albeit after con-
sultation with the Community institutions.
Forces everSrwhere, even our government, the
various political forces, trade unions and the
Italian farmers' organizations themselves, are
now demanding, some more emphatically and
some more radically than others, that these
radical changes be made in the agricultural
policy, changes for which I have campaigned
on more than one occasion in this Houpe. The
main criticism we Communists have of the Com-
mission, if you will allow me to say so, Mr
Lardinois, is that its price proposals do not take
into account the changed situation and thatit has retained virtually unaltered the policy
adopted up to now. f do not deny that there
have been certain small concessions such as
direct aid for beef and veal or this quaint aid
for young farmers, but the Commission has
stuck rigidly to the same policy wh,ich not oaly
fai}s to help those who have always been poor,
namely the agriculturally less-favouned coun-
tries, such as my own, but even those who
hitherto have reaped the benefits of this policy.
W'e are almost tempted to believe that by
directing tlre Community along the same lines
until 19?6 the Commission is trying to hinder,
retard or even dodge the issue of revising'the
overall Community policy as r€quested by the
Couneil of Ministers following the German'No'
to the 5o/o increase. To this end the Commission
has been asked to present a budget which taker
into account the four aspects whieh we Com-
munists have always insisted on and whlch are
also contained in the Treaty of Rome, namely,
farmers' incomes, coruunrer priceo, cost oI the
sommon agricultural policy and relations with
third countries.
Having said this, I should Iike to draw Merhters'
attention to the fact that the ctrrrent crisis
merely underlineF agriculture's zubordinate
position in comparison with other sectors since
the gap is widening between agricultural and
industrial pricres and producer and consumer
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prices. W'e have in our country a disgraceful
example coucerning durum wheat and pasta,
one of the main constituents of the Italian diet
and one to which Italianp have been returning
en masse following the reduction in per capita
consumption of beef and veal caused by the
measures taken by our government. The pro-
ducer price for durum wheat up to 1971 was
around 80 lire per kg and the selling price of
pasta 130-150 lire. The price producers can novt
obtain is, I must admit, around 150 lire per kg,
but pasta has risen to 400 lire (350 lire for
inferior quality). Thus, the same farmer who
sells wheat to the rnill, manufacturer or dealer
for 150 lire then has to buy his pasta for 400
lire. And the same applies to all products! The
gap between producer and consumer prices has
been widening all the time. The same can be
said for meat. Even recently, we have had what
amounts to an increase in the price of meat of
several hundred lire per kg even though pro-
ducer prices are fixed and well below Com-
munity target prices.
A policy based on the Treaty cannot ignore these
factors. The situation is even woDse if you con-
sider the gap between industrial and agncul-
tural products. Let me give you a generat
example. The figures supplied by the Commis-
sion show that there has been a complete rever
sal in international and European prices for all
vegetable products, i.e. the price of sugar, maize,
rice, common wheat and fodder cereals is higher
on the international market than in the Com-
munity. To keep prices low within the Com-
munity it is necessary, and rightly so, to fix
export levies. For rice, which accounts for a
Iarge part of Italian e>rports, these levies have
reached at times 40-450/0.
Against thiB background, however, we see that
industry, which produces the tractors or fertili-
zers needed to obtain the sugar beet and wheat,
is not subjected to any levy when exporting out-
side the Community. Quite the reverse, govern-
ments do their utmost to encourage it, and if
you want proof I can supply Montedison,s export
figures for fertilizers and Fiat's for tractors. I
imagine the situation is the same for exports
of all industrial products. f am not saying that
we have to reach the level of international
prices but measures taken in one direction only
inevitably widen the gap between industrial and
agricultural prices. I want to see agricultural
pricrs remain stable, not increase beyond allproportion. But something rirust be done for
farmers in the less-favoured zones and with
smaller farms, farmers who cannot be taken
out of production but whoee incomes are insuf-
ficient. Iheir incomes need to be supplemented;
otherwise their ptight vrilI really become
serious.
The very measures taken by governments to
counter inflation, beginning with the increased
interest rates and credit retrictions, are all
rn€asures which increase the farmers' produc-
tion costs. I cannot speak for the other Com-
munity eountries, but in my country agricultural
credit has been practically strangled by the
anti-inflationary measures taken by the govern-
ment. It Bhould not be taken for granted that
farmers should be the sufferers in a crisis and
that after action taken by governments and the
Community their posltion should be even worse.
What good will a 2 or {lo price increase be
when we have a whole string of measures work-
ing in the opposite direction, making conditions
worse for agriculture?
We have already spoken about these measures,
these compensatory amounts which have gone
further than to destroy the unity of the common
agricultr.rral market and relegate agriculture to
an even lower position vis-i-vis other sectors,
especially in countries which have devalued
their currencies and are thus faced with a more
difficult situation. Italian farmers are perfectly
aware that when they sell they are paid in
Italian lire but when they buy they have to
pay in German marks or Dutch guilders. This
situation camot go on, we are all agreed on that.
Nor can we expect that the currency snake will
be restored in an attempt to eliminate these
export premiums which contravene the basic
principles of the Common Market. Who can say
in this House when the currency snake will be
restored? Who can say when the situation will
change?
The system of compensatory amounts is an ill-
chosen mechanism which cannot be justified by
the fact that it applies to the majority of pro-
ducts; it must therefore be abolished. I should
Iike to ask the Commissioner, who made certain
very serious remarks on this zubject, if there
is any justification in maintaining compensatory
amounts for products, such as cereals and dairy
productq for which there is no Community
intervention meehanism. Why must there be
compensatory amounts in deficit countries from
which e:rports are not conceivable? It is
unthinkable, for example, that Italy, which has
inzufficient butter, should export it to Germany.
The l2olo compensatory emount not only affects
certain agricultural products but also the proces-
sing of these produets. It is one thing to fix the
compensatory amount for exporting beef on the
hoof to Germany and quite another to fix the
same 12Vo for beef on the hook, since this in-
cludes the non-agricultural activity of slaughter-
ing. It is one thing to fix the compensatory
amount for the hindquarters, for which selec-
tion is neciessary, and quite another to fix it for
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boned meat or for food products when the in-
crease irr value caused by industry for non-
agricultural activity is rewarded as if it were
agricultural activity. We thus have a mechanism
which has served completely different interests,
interests which have nothing to do with those
whose incomes it was meant to guarantee, i.e.
Bavarian, Sicilian or Apulian farmers.
Finally, Mr President, I was very interested to
hear what Mr Cointat had to say on behalf of
the Committee on Budgets, namely that these
proposals already account for increased expend-
iture by some 300 million units of account. This
will change considerably trade relations between
the various countries and the EAGGF and thus
this situation cannot continue.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this debate
cannot be limited to considering the possibility
of a 1 or fllo increase. Any provisional measure
will only have even more disastrous conse-
quences. If it is our intention to interpret the
feeling amongst the farming population, namely
the demand for a united Europe and stable rela-
tions with other countries which have been af-
fected by the protectionist measures taken by
the Community, this debate must motivate the
Council and the Commission to alter course and
make large-scale changes to the common agri-
cultural policy so as to bring it into line with
current needs. To this effect we have submitted
certain amendments and, in particular, one
which rejects the Commission's proposals, in the
hope that they wilt prepare the way for a new
corlmon agricultural policy in the interests of
country and town workers alike, and in the in-
terests of Europe.
(Applause lrom the Communist and, Allies
Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frehsee to speak on be-
half of the Socialist Group.
Mr Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Mr Laban has
already given a detailed account of the Socialist
Group's views on the Commission's agricultural
price proposals for 1975176, so that all that is
left for me is to stress certain specific points. I
should like to congratulate and thank the rap-
porteur for his very fair, loyal and yet very
definite report and draw your attention to the
following passage in the explanatory statement:
'the Commission proposal endeavours to save as
much of the common agricultural policy as can
be saved and at the same time to do justice as
far as possible to the function of the common
price'. I should like to stress the words 'at the,
same time do justice as far as possible to the
function of the common price'. At another point
in this excellent report, we find 'the cornerstone
of the common agricultural policy is the com-
mon price, the function of which is to allow free
movement of agricultur,al products within the
European Community and to act as a determin-
ing factor in achieving the fullest possible har-
monization of income structures at Community
level. Finally, it should have a regulating effect
on the adjustment of production to real demand'.
My Group, Mr President, is in some doubt as to
whether this price, this common price, which is
one of the main instruments of the common
agricultural policy, has done justice to this aim.
We would point out that the conunon agricul-
tural price has actually only functioned in one
single year since its introduction, i.e. in 1968.
France abandoned the gold parity in the spring
of 1969, Germany came with a massive 8.5o/o
revaluation at the end of 1969 and the common
agricultural price was in ruins. It has not func-
tioned since therq i.e. in effect we no longer have
a common agricultural price. I am not saying
this just to be critical, but merely in the hope
that this should be realized and appropriate steps
taken.
The agricultural price proposals are differen-
tiated, and although this has been said many
times before I should like to recapitulate once
more. First of all there is a basic increase of
9.?o/0, but this means 5olo less for Germany be-
cause of its 12.03p/o compensation for revaluation,
2.7tr1o less for the Benelux countries because
they too have compensation for revaluation and
3.5o/o less for France on account of its compensa-
tion for effective devaluation.
Why, Mr President, has the Commission pro-
posed unequal price increases? It has done so
because of the great variation in cost trends in
agricultural production. In 1973 and 1974 the
Benelux countries and the Federal Republic of
Germany showed increases in the costs of agri-
cultural production of around 21 - 23.50/0. Over
this same period, however, France, Denmark
and Italy had increases of over 4(P/o and the
United Kingdom and Ireland of well over 600/0.
Despite this variatign in agricultural cost trends
we are now expected to create coutmon prices
for farmers in all nine Member States. Since that
is, of course, absolutely impossible the Commis-
sion was forced to take this step which in my
country, too, is extremely unpopular. fire
question is, Mr President, whether the instru-
ment the Commission uses to fix different prices,
which are supposed to take account of the 1:3
ratio in production costs, is the correct one. I
personally very much doubt it.
I also feel that the system of monetary com-
pensatory amounts is a result of the fluctuating
trends in the value of currencies and the varying
rates of inflation.
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It cannot be denied that since the first revalua-
tion of 8.50/o in Germany, i.e. since the end of
1969, prices have dropped by the same per-
centage. On the other hand, France has not in-
creased its prices to the same extent following
devaluation. This has, however, been done in
Italy to the tune of 330/0, in the United Kingdom
by 8o/o and in Ireland by 110/0.
This system of compensatory amounts, Mr presi-
dent, is in my view, contrary to what the rap-
porteur has stated, being used unjustly to rescue
the common price, i.e. the main instrument of
the common agricultulal policy. The conclusion
must be a very unpopular one, so unpopular that
I can hardly bring myself to say it. I am speaking
on behalf of the Socialist Group which proposes
that point 1 should be so formulated that coun-
tries in which agriculture has been subject to
such enormous increases in production costs
should be given more than the Commission pro-
poses, more than this 9.7ol0, and that countries
fortunate enough to have pursued a successfulpolicy of stability and whose agricultural pro-
duction costs have not risen to the same extent
but only by a third as much as in certain other
countries-in this case the United Kingdom and
Ireland-should be given correspondingly lower
prices. This, Mr President, would come much
closer to satisfying the objections of Article 3g
of the Treaty than this artificial solution that
has been proposed, not a real but an artificial
solution, and I futly agree with Mr Baas' com-
ments on this point and to the perpetuum mobile
he referred to.
What are we going to do if this trend continues
and we do not reach a common economic policy
and thus the margins we have had so far for
monetary compensatory amounts are exhausted?
What are we going to do then? We must start
thinking about this problem now. We have been
using pain killers and not curing the ailment atthe source. We must therefore start thinking
about curing the ailment at the sounce. It might
pos,eibly be, Mr President, and here I might fut
a rhetorical question to Mr Clinton as presidlnt
of the Council of Agricultural Ministers, that the
idea oJ a trade adjustment coefficient, which, I
am told, came up at the meeting of agricultural
ministers, offers a solution.
I listened with great interest to Mr Lardinois,
remarks on monetary compensatory amounts
and_I believe you struck a new note this time,Mr Lardinois. I may be wrong, but I shall have
a very close look at these remarks of yours to-
morrow when we have them in print. I heard agreat deal of elasticity and flexibility in your
rernarks and a highly positive approach to mo-
netary compensatory amounts which gives me
reason to hope that you have also realized the
need to find another way, a way out, if the com-
mon agricultural policy is to be saved. Otherwiseit will fall apart. This has been said constantly
in this House, by myself among others, if I may
say so. This development that we are now debat-
ing offers ample proof.
We have concrete evidence that the serious
vtarnings heard time and again as regards the
common price and compensatory amounts, which,I repeat, are the result of the different economic
policies we are pursuing, that these warnings
were justified. Some people thought a solution
might be a common currency such as the Euro-
franc. For heaven's sake, what is the point of
having the Eurofranc, i.e. a common currency
and perhaps a common monetary policy, before
we have a common economic policy, which is
what is needed to produce well-balanced costs,
even in agriculture? The agricultural ministers
and politicians are not to blame for the current
disaster; it is the general economic policies to
which the agricultural policy has been subjected.
At least we cannot blame the instrument that has
been created to make a virtue out of necessity,
to make many virtues out of many necessities.
We have to put the systeryr of compensatory
amounts into perspective, i.e. to a certain extentit is also a virtue in that it is the result of the
situation and we cannot now abandon it. Instead
we must try to find another solution. So much
for that point, Mr President.
I should now like to come back to Article Bg as
regards these price proposalq and I must say
that we in the Socialist Group feel that once
again, I repeat, once again, these price proposals
do not comply fully with the objectives of
Article 39.
It must, however, be admitted that the Commis-
sion's proposals come closer to the objectives of
Article 39 than do the decisions taken by the
Committee on Agriculture. Point 1 of the motion
for a resolution presented by the Committee onAgriculture obviously has hardly taken into
account the objective, laid down in Article Bg,
of ensuring that supplies reach consumers at
reasonable prices. This resolution is designed al-
most entirely on the ba* of an incomes policy.
You, Mr Lardinoig have at least taken con-
sumers into consideration to a certain extent.
Your Commission proposals also contain some-
thing to fulfil the objective of stabilizing mar-
kets, a point barely touched upon by this motionfor a resolution-hence our amendments--and
one which is now to be rectified by means of
many amendments which we once again find
before us. This criticism thus applies bottr to ttre
Committee's motion for a resolution and to the
Commission's proposals.
The Socialist Group deplores the fact that thisjoint responsibility, which was in fact your own
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idea, Mr Lardinois, has not yet been introduced.
You say there is no longer any neces$itS in the
case of butter, nor in the case of milk. We do
not agree. After all we do still have 200 000
tonnes of butter. Admittedly this is no longer
a dangerous surplus, but the 550 000 tonnes of
dried milk cannot be simply dismissed as trifling'
We should perhaps at least introduce the formu-
la, which can then be used when needed. This you
have not done and this we deplore just as we
deplore that so little account has been taken of
consumers' interests.
You say that these price proposals will increase
the cost of living by 0.66e/o. I am glad you
changed the percentage you originally quoted
of 0.5olo. Since the cost of food accounts for about
a quarter of the cost of living this 0.66{/o means
a rise of approximately 3o/o, does it not? We all
know, however, that this is a mathematical and
purely theoretical figure. In spring last year we
raised the intervention price, the support price,
the so-called guarantee price level for agricul-
tural products by 8!/o and assumed that this in-
crease would affect the cost of living by 0.4olo
and food prices accardingly by four times 0.4ol0,
i.e. 1.60/0. However, as can be read in the sum-
mary of the Commission's report on the situation
of agriculture in the Community, food prices
showed an increase last year of. i.Nlo ln Ger-
many, which was tJre lowest figure, 11.@/o in
France, 22.Ulo in Italy and 16.50/o in the United
Kingdom, and so on. We must therefore realize
that market regulation prices are not the only
factor affecting these percentages and indices.
Efowever, when we, and especially non-extrrerts,
hear tJlis figure of 0.66i0/o, we or they must be
aware of the far-reaching effects on the food
cost index of this increase in agricultural prices.
This is why in our amendments we propose that
less strould be done for milk, zugar and wine
than is planned. Mr Labaa.has already given a
part-explanation, but we also have the social
aspect to take into consideration- Quite apart
from the fact that conzumption could be adverse-
ly affected as you, quite correctly, say, we must
not forget the social a{ect. Sugar and milk are
basic constituents of the diet of large families
where incomes have to stretch further, and these
prices are now to come in for particularly high
increases. Is 160/o justifiable for sugar? Judging
by the current costs situation the answer can
only be no. Is 10o/o for milk or, if the increase is
brought forward to I February, even 11o/o justi-
fiable? Having decided last year to raise the
price by 8o/o plus 50/0, i.e. 13t/0, which is just
beginning to take effect, the Commission now
proposes a further increase of llolo, which
amounts to a total of 24olo. Quite apart from the
fact that there are more increases before we
reach the final price to the consumer, the price
of milk will have risen by a third within e year
and that, in our opinion, is anti-social.
Finally I strould like to appeal once more to this
House, which, as we all know, since the day
before yesterday haB taken on increased res-
ponsibility. Sre have been asked to give our
comrnents on these price proposals. On Tuesday
we approved a motion for direct elections to the.
European Parliament. IMe have tlrerefore
declared that this Parliament wishes to accept
greater responsibility, and this declaration must
make us all the more committ€d to vote this
evening in such a way that the result offers not
an artificial, but a real solution to the Council,
which is in a very difficult position and has now
been debating for four days.
I should not be at all surprised if the agricultural
ministers now handed this 'hot potato' to the
foreign ministers and they in turn to the Heads
of Government. It is an extremely grave problem
owing to the fact that tJle variation in economic
trends no longer makes it possible for the com-,
mon price to do justice to the objectives of the
Treaty and to the principles of the conrmon agri-
cultural policy.
(Applawe)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois,member of the Commission of the
European Cvrnmunities. 
- 
(IVL) Mr President, I
am grateful to you for giving me an opportunity
to reply to the statements made by the Group
spokesmen. As I shall have another opportunity
of speaking at the end of the debate I shall be
brief on this occasion. Now that the politicd
groups of this Parliament have stated their
oflicial positions, the European Commission can
also give its official reply to these views, which
are far weightier than individual declarations.
I should like to begin by considering the remarks
made by Mr Martens, who spoke on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group. Mr Martens
said that cost increases in l9?4 were higher tlran
the price proposals we are now making.
He tried to demonstrate this by means of a
whole string of examples and he arrived at an
increase for all products considerably in excess
of the proposed average price increase of g.7ol0.
Obviously this is correct, but we did not base
the price increase on cost trends in 1974.
I hope this will become clearer to Mr Martens,
We based our calculations on cost trends in
1973 and 1974 together, from which we srb-
tracted ttre price increases which occurred in
1974. The two increases together were upward
of l4olu We cannot therefore disagree beceuse
we are using a dilferent basis. The faruing
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organizations agreed to the basis we used and I
thought Parliament had also agreed to it last
September and October.
Generally speaking I cannot help feeling that
Mr Martens is rather trying to disguise last
October's price increase. He does not include
it in the 19?5 increases, and he does not really
even include it in the 1974 increases. He says
that the l9?4 50/o increase was in real terms only
29/0. This is correct, but it obviously does not
mean that this 50/o will have a fuII effect on
price levels in 19?5 and after. So do not let us
copy those who want to make up a general
wage increase but actually postpone it to the last
month of the contract year. This would imply
e 24plo wage increase, but as only one month
is taken instead of the whole year, the wage
increase would in fact only be 29lo instead of
24olo.
This was the case for the year in question, but
this 240/o was obtained for every subsequent
period.
There was something else that disappointed me
in Mr Martens' statement. On other occasions
Mr Martens' speeches have always given me a
great deal of pleasure. But I think that this time
he was well below his usud level' He said, for
example, that it was a good thing there was
still a Parliament which had something to say
about agriculturd policy, because in the past the
Commission had clearly shown that it often got
the wrong end of the stick.
Mr Martens revived some o1d hat from 1968
and talked about cultivable land, a butter surplus
of 2 millions, and so on. These sort of remarks
are really not up to his usual level. If I were
to repeat what everyone here in Parliament
asserted in the agricultural debates of the past
six years, I should have some Xar worse things
to mention than those referred to by Mr Mar-
tens.
Let us be quite fair. The Commission contains
only a few prophets, but still as many as the
Parliament or the farm organizations. Some
people, including the Commission, have made
correct forecasts but in my opinion this was
more by luck than judgment. You should not
say that tJle Commission is always wrong. Par-
liament, the farm organizations, the govern-
ments, and so on, would certainly not do their
homework better. Eeverybody was mistaken, for
example in the beef sector, and when the bottom
fell out of the economy owing to the energy
crisis. The general expectations in Europe, in
the United States, Argentina and J'apan turned
out to be wrong, at least in the short term.
Whether they will ultimately be fulfilled the
obseryers will only be able to tell if there is
an economic recovery around 1980. Mr Liogier
declares, for example, that there will be a sugar
shortage up to 1980. But few if any will blame
Mr Liogier or yourself or anyone else if the
situation 
.changes completely in two or three
years. But pity the poor Commissioner respons-
ible for agriculture, or the relevant ministers, if
they said anything of this kind! It would be
better for them never to mention this product
again.
Mr President, a final rernark about what Mr
Laban said. He asked about the national
measures of last JuIy. I can inform him that the
national measures proposed by the various
governments as a result of the difficulties last
JuIy and August were approved in part by the
Commission. Some of these measures have since
been withdrawn by the governments and the
Commission has still to take a decision on others.
In other words we have not yet taken up any
definite position on some of the measures which
were a temporary expedient, but I hope we
can before long.
iecondly, Mr Laba,n said on behalf of his Group
that he was in agreement with the rapporteur's
opinion on monetary compensatory amounts. I
shall come back to this in a minute when dealing
wittr Mr Frehsee's statement.
Mr Baas again pointed out the dangers of
'regionalism', as he elegantly put it, gschewing
the word 'nationalism'. On the whole I agree
with his approach. He also said with regard to
monetary compensatory amounts that both
income trends and total income had to be taken
into account. He pointed out that farmers'
incomes in Germany were said to be lower than
in any other Member State. I should like to
deny this emphatically. Gerrnan farmers'
incomes may not be the highest, but they are
certainly not the lowest. Of course I do not
agree with the accusation sometimes made in the
German popular press that a furmers' demon-
stration is nothing but a rniltrionaires' demon-
stration. But in genenal I believe that this whole
debate is overshadowed by the difficulties and
poor results obtained by farmers in 1974. It
was a bad year for European agriculture and
politically speaking this is doubly hard after
a good year, or as in 1974, after two good years.
In terms of farming revenue 1972 and 1973 were
two of the best post-war years. When this is
succeeded by a year like 1974 the people con-
cerned with agricultural policy are blamed even
more than when a bad year is followed by
another bad year.
This does not mean that we can take all this
Iying down. But I should like to say why I
think the farmers are taking too gloomy a view
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of things after such a year as 19?4. There is a
subtle difference. As Minister of Agriculture I
have also seen bad farming years in my own
country, and good years as well. But from the
point of view of agricultural policy 1914 was the
worst year ever after a good year and even after
two good years.
Mr Baas also made a few rem,arks on marketing
policy which he describes as a failure. I can
only say that marketing policy can never be a
success, and certainly not if we only make one-
sided demands on it. But if we make balanced
demands, in other words carry out a marketingpolicy aimed not only at maximizing farm
incomes but at striking up a batrance between
supply, consumer demand and the requirements
of the exchequer, the problem will never be
regarded in such a biassed light as Mr Baas did
this morning.
He gave the examp'le of wheat. I know that in
Dutch cereal farming the wheat question is
one which farmers fail to underctand.
I do not wish to answer the questions put by
Mr Baas to the Dutch Minister of Agriculture.
I think he is capable of doing that himseU. Butif I may make a brief comment, as regards
wheat, Holland and Belgium are in the same
clirnate zone. And the yield per hectare is
excellent, the highest in Europe and perhaps in
the world. On the other hand there is the great
drawback. that for baking pulposes, for human
consumption, this wheat is of poorer quality ttran
in other regions, especially the south, the most
important wheat areas in Europe. This wheat
will therefore always yield less than the better
grades of wheat produced elsewhere.
You say that in the present state of the market
farmers are entitled to a guide price. I should
like nothing better, but they are only entitled
to an intervention price. If you can tell me how,
without increasing the intervention pricg a
higher guide price can be obtained under present
market conditions, I should be very grateful.
You must not fall back on a denaturing pre-
mium. I believe that Parliament quite rightly
prevented the Commission two months ago from
introducing a denaturing premium for thi;s year.
We have no more money for this; we had someleft in our budget but Parrliament has deleted
this item. After the extension of parliament's
powers, in particular as regards the budget, this
has become an extremely serious matter for us.
I should also like to say, Mr president, that I
am of the opinion that in the present state of
the market, now we ane well into the winter,
we have more export opportunities than was
evident a short time ago. I also think that,
particularly in the present circumstances, we
must m,ake an additional effort to export more
wheat to the famine areas.
We are working out a special prograrnme for
Bangla Desh, which requires one million tonnes
of wheat by I Jrlly. W'e hope soon to be able
to submit a proposal to the Council in order
to provide half a million tonnes of this, in this
way we shall not only be helping India and
Pakistan, but doing a great deal towards helping
a poor country like Bangla Desh out of its
enorrnous difficulties. Mr Baas said we are
trying to burden others with our own difficulties.
This I categorically deny, and can quote otrher
examples to prove it. The day before yesterday
the Council took a decision on the Commission's
proposal to make available 100 000 tonnes of
skimmed milk powder, i.e. in other words one
thousand million litres of milk, at ha,lf price to
charity organizations operating at international
Ievel and in the EEC.
These are two measures which we wished to
take regardless of the fact that the Ministers
of F'inance called a complete halt to food aid two
months ago, with the result that we had to go
to the World Food Conference empty-handed.In spite of this we believe we,can see pos-
sibilities of making decisions li.ke those I havejust announced.
Mr Scott-Hopkins argued that it was important
for us to find an agreed basis for our price
review. I can tell Mr Scott-Hopkins that just
before the sitting began here this afternoon I
had another long conversation witrtr the board
of COPA. W'e agreed with the new president to
begin setting up in February the technical basis
we need to prevent this year's incident from
recurring.
Secondly, Mr Sc.ott-Hopkins said that there
should be compensation for the losses suffered
in 1974. But some of the losses Mr Scott-Hopkins
mentioned did not result from the Community,s
agricultural policy but often from a failure to
apply this policy. I take it that Mr. Scott-
Hopkins agrees with me that the Community
is not responsible for losses resulting from this
kind of behaviour.
The Community's agricultural policy has a
cruder and more approximate effect than an
agricultural policy of the type which Mr Scott-Hopkins is more familiar with, the policy
formally applied in Great Britain. It followi thatit can be applied more flexibly in good years
and that a somewhat greater divergency is
possible in bad years. If we talk of compensationfor losses suffered in a bad year, we must
remember that we also apply our methods of
calculating price increases after one or two good
r62
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years. Mr Scott-Hopkins said that confidence
must be restored in the agricultural sector and
particularly the dairy 'and beef sectors. I fully
agree.
But I should also like to point out that con-
fidence in certain Community countries,
especially those now in a transitional period, has
' been shaken far more severely than in countries
where the system has been in fuII operation for
years. I hope that it will be possible for con-
fidence to be restored in the new Member States,
where it has been lacking, especially in the past
year.
In his assessment of our proposals Mr Liogier
was very non-committal, not to say negative.
He says we must produce much more, because
the world is hungry. I quite agree with this
in principle. I would also agree to supporting
certain production lines more than we do at
present. But perhaps Mr Liogier will telI me
who is going to pay the farmer for this extra
production. When he says that the Community
must do it, I can agree with him. The Commun-
ity can do more and the Commission has also
proposed this. But this is not the end of the story.
The proposal must also be approved by the
Ministers of Finance. As long as they do not
provide more national or Community funds for
food aid, I consider it responsible to encourage
agriculture to produce more, since there is no-
one to pay for it. Let me put it in a different
way. If famine exists in the world, as it no doubt
does, this is not so much a result of the fact
that no products are available for the famine
areas asi that no money is available for the
people who need the products so badly. For
example, there is still a supply of several million
tonnes of wheat and a large stock of powdered
milk in Europe, enough to prevent a real famine
until the following harvest. But perhaps those
who are clamouring for action can also provide
the money as this is not now available from
public funds.
Mr Liogier also asks whether the premium for
mountain cattle and the proposed premium can
. be added together. This is in fact the intention.
In moutain areas, which are also problem areas,
the pnoposer premium is applicable to beef and
the general premium is joined to it.
Mr Cipolla combined common sense with dema-
gogy, with far too much stress on the latter,
especially in the first part. I thought his views
were sound and sensible and well deserving of
consideration, especially his remarks on the
monetary compensatory amounts and the fact
that they should never have been introduced
for certain products. We must not only reduce
their effect.but cut back the percentage and
even abolish them entirely for certain products.
On this point I fully agree with him. But when
he talks about the existence of an export levy
on rice and the absence of an export levy on
tractors, this is playing demagogue.
Ttrere is an intervention price for rice but
not for tractors. If rice only costs half on the
world market, farmers still receive the fuII price,
but if tractors only cost half on the world market
no government intervenes. Up to now we have
been able to prevent such an absurd state of
affairs, but you never know what may happen
in the future.
May I conclude with a comment on Mr Frehsee's
statement? I gained the impression that as far as
the milk proposals were ooncerned he is in
su;bstantial agreement with the Commission but
regretted that the Commission had laid less
emphasis on its own responsibility than last year.
I should like to say to Mr Frehsee: we did not
repeat our last year's proposal because the
Council more or less threw it out. T'he principle
has been fully maintained, but we have provided
for an extension of the milk price year if this
should prove necessary, and we have also
reserved the right to take supplementary
measures. Actually, therefore, we have certainly
not gone back on our position of a year ago.
Fortunately the situation in the dairy sector is
now a little better. At the end of the winter
there will not be 200 000 tonnes of butter in cold
storage, but 30 000 or 40 000 tonnes at the most.
That is a minimum amount, enough for about
a week. There are however some problems as
regards powdered milk.
We must therefore take a number of further
measures during the next few weeks regarding
restitution and implement certain special pro-
gramme, for example, 90 000 tonnes of powdered
rnilk will be earmarked for 1975. In addition
the Council, as already announced, has approved
the proposal to make 100 000 tonnes avail,able
at half the intervention price to such organiza-
tions as the Red Cross, the Food Aid Programrne,
Unicef, etc. In this way, we hope to find another
way of meeting the urgent world-wide need for
powdered milk, especially for women and
children.
I now turn to Mr Frehsee, who made a few
remarks about monetary compensatory amounts.
I know he is wrestling with this problem and I
gathered from his speech that he understood the
Commission's attitude but did not accept it. I
have the feeling that he would drop his objec-
tions if we storpped using the expression 'mone-
tary compensatory amounts' and proposed a
little more for certain devaluing countries and a
litle less for the revaluing ones. But that is
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exactly what we proposed. The reot is a matter
of technique and presentatioir.
I air glad he intends to make a close study of
my statement this morning. He will then notice,
for example, that the price increases fro,m March
to October, plus the one w€ ane now'. proposing.
Ecfually amount to arouud 3P/o rnore for the
Federal Republic of Gemany than would have
been the formal and oificial increase. I must also
say that we have now oome to the end of what
is called in Germany the green dollar'. I am
convinced that after tJre monetary upheavals
of the last two or three years it is high time we
started working on the basis of the real value
of money and not a fictitious currency which
does more ham than good.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frtih.
Itu Friih. 
- 
(D) Mr President ladies and gentle-
men, in view of the tight timetable you havejust announced I shall have to be brief. There
is hardly time for me to thank the rapporteur
for his valuable work and for the discussions I
had with him+ven though we were finally
unable to rach agreement on all tJle questions.
I should like to come right away to the central
point of my own considerations and of those of
my colleagues by concentrating on the price pro-
posals. Although these are conrmon proposals,
their effects will vary beeause of the associated
monetary measuFeg.
It has become clear that these prioe proposals,
which are based on the cost trends in 1gZ3 and
1974, involve one great difficulty in thet tJle
cost trends themselves have diverged. I need
only recall what Mr F-rehsee said-that the
divergence has become as great as 3 to 1-for
you to appreciate the enorrnous difficulty in-
volved in drawing up the price prcposals. I feel,
however-and I think this must be made clear-
that we rnust not restrict ourselves to consider-
lng only the rise in costs over the last two years,
which was in any cese relatively low in the
Federal Republic of Germany and in the Benelux
countries. In addition to the costg which re
present only one aspect, we must also consider
the trend in producer priceq and the picture
is then very differcnt indeed.
The summary submitted to us by the Commis-
sion states in connection with producer prices:
'The upward trend observed in 1g?Z continued
in all Member States except the Federal Republic
of Germany.' We see that in 1g?3 t}re rise in
producer prices was lowest in the Federal Re-public and highest in the cqrntries with the
highest rise in costs. The surnmarJr also points
out that, as far as the producer prices are con-
cernedr.the trend was reversed in 1974, when
prices fe[. Again according to the Qsrnrnissigrr,
the country hit hardest by this fall in produeer
prices was the Federal Republic.
Summing this up in one sentencg I can say in
1973 the Federal Republic had almgst the highest
rise in costs-only the Netherlands had a slightly
higher rat+and the smallest rise in producer
prices; in 19?4 it had al.most the lowest increase
in costs-it was slightly lower in the Netherlands
-but the largest fdl in prbducer prices. If weconsider these trends in context not simply
taking the increase in costs over the two years,
and if we use them to obtain the famous ratio
of producer price index to price index for meqns
of production, taking 1970 as a basi*and thib
is, after all, what farmers want to know, Le.
how much their producb will buy them in the
way of meFns of production-the situation in
1973 is that the Federal Republic, instead of
coming off best as regards these coefficients, is
at the bottom of the list with a coefficient of
97. The coefficient for France, for instancg is
104 and for Italy 112. Taking only the six origi-
nal Member States for the moment-since tJris
is the system adopted by the Commission-the
average coefficient is 104, while the coefficient
for the Federal Republic is only 97.
I do not feel that these pricdcost considerations
at all justify a revaluation of the'gfeen'Deutsch-
mark, as proposed by the Commission and:I
must naturally say this now-as proposed uni-
laterolly in the report of the Committee on Agri-
culture.
Since time is short, I shall deal only briefly with
a second point. Is it true, in view of what I
have said, that German farmers' incomes are so
fantastieally high? Let me put it from the
la;rman's point of vievr: cost increases only one
third of those in other countries ; prices 1210/o
above those in other countries. This must be a
wonderful state of affairs for these farmers! I
will leave aside the short-term trend in incomes,
as portrayed in the Commission's report on the
state of agriculture, and confine rnyself to the
longer term. Mr Lardinoiq you know that if we
take the incomes in the various countries in 1968
as 100 and then calculate the increase, a6 you
have done in your statistics, we get two eolurnns
of figures, one representing the nominal increase
and the other the increase in real terms. f realize
that I must not trouble you with too many
figures in the short time availab1e, but there are
some which I must mention. The nominal in-
crease in incomes in Germany in the period
1968 to 1973-and I thiDk this is the relevant
period, gince we are reduced to relying on
estimates for 197r!.-was 4Eo/0, whereas the in-
crease was much greaten in all the other coun-
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tries: 10@/o in France, ?(P/o in the Netherlands,
88p/o in Belgium and 1030h in the Unit€d King-
dom. These nominal figures must, however, still
be translated into real terms. The Cornmission
has done this, and we oan see that the real in-
crease in incomes-again taking 1968 as base
year-was 89/o in the Federal Republic, 52Plo in
France and 1S/o in the Netherlands. The figures
for the other countries ar.e also given.
In my view, therefore, these figures by no means
indicate that it is justifiable, at present, to dif-
ferentiate the price proposals by means of zup-
porting monetary measures.
I must infortunately refrain from dealing with
the forward estimates for the incomes trend in
1974, although this is made easier for me by the
fact that, in its report on the state of agricul-
ture, the Commission states that the estimates
of agricultural incomes for 1974 are subject to
a large number of uncertainties, and that all
the estimates it has risked making indicate that
there will be a sharp drop in ,agricultural
incomes.
It is extremely unfortunate that time is so short,
I therefore refer you in this context to the
speech made by Mr Baas, who this morning
clearly illustrated this incomes trend. The report
from the Committee on Agriculture also points
out that agricultural incomes should be seen in
comparison with those earned in other sectors
of the economy. If we take this into account it
must be clear to everyone that the gap between
agricultural incomes and comparable earnings
in other sectors of the population is not the
narrowest in Germany, but almost the widest.
There are reports from one Land that the dispar-
ity will even be more that 50o/o in the current
financial year.
One last point. I refer to the compensatory
amounts, which are the source of much disagree-
ment. I know, Mr Lardinoiq that this is one
item on which your views are completely dif-
ferent. The MCA's are, so to speak, the unloved
stepcilld of the agricultural policy, since they
are the result not of the policy itself but of the
increasing divergences between the currencies.
These divergencies are, however, a reality, and
we cannot make them disappear simply by
abolishing the compensatory amounts. I too do
not consider this the ideal solution, but it is at
present the only one if the common agricultural
market is to be kept alive.
fhere are lots of misconceptions about these
compensatory amounts-for instance, that they
represent a'serious distortion of competition. In
reply to thts, I can only say that the Commis-
sion has not expressed'itself very clearly on this
point in its report. AII it says there is that this
may.well be the case. It states further that the
effects of this distortion cannot be illustrated
in figures. Allow me to quote here the restrlts
of an attempt by the German Goverament to
ctrarify this question. These show that between
1970 and 1973 imports of foodstuffs without
compensatory amounts did not rise more than
imports of foodstuffs pn which compensatory
amounts were levied. \Mhat is more important,
the percentage rise in exports of produce entit-
led to the full compensatory amounts, between
1970 and 1973, was less than the percentage rise
in exports of produce with no compensatory
amounts.
In view of the Commission's uncertainty and in
the light of these findings, I feel that the much-
debated compensatory amounts are likewise nojustification for revaluing the green Deutsch-
mark.
To sum up, let me say that at present neither
the price-cost trend nor the incomes situation
in German agriculture nor the trend in internal
Community trade offer a convincing argument
- 
and this is ,a deciding factor-that the pro-
posed prices should be linked to unilateral mone-
tary measures as proposed in the report.
May I conclude by saymg that, in my opinion
and that of my colleagues, no start can be made
on reducing the monetary compensatory amounts
until there has been tangible progress towards
the Economic and Monetary Union. I am fully
aware that this approach requires more patience,
but it also offers a guarantee for the achieve-
ment of the common agricultural market.
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Howell.
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mr President, I should like'to
begin by addrng my congratul,ations to Mr De
Koning on the excellent work he has done in
presenting this report and the clarity with which
he has presented it. I believe, too, that his
findings are in the main correct.
I appreciate the immense difficulties with which
Mr Lardinois has to cope, ard I think he is
trying to achieve an almost impossible task. I
would say, as a practising farmer in the United
Kingdom, that he is highly respected in agri-
cultural circles there and that we have a con-
siderable trust in his judgment. Yet I am not
altogether convinced that sufficient increases
have been decided upon for the livestock sector.
I am not altogether sure that we have passed
the worst yet as far as beef production is con-
cerned. I think there may be more difficulties
ahead, ind I am not at all sure that the award
wiII be sufficient to ensure adequate milk sup-
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plies. It does not take long for mountains to
disappear; there is no butter mountain any
longer, and milk and milk products may weLl
be in serious short supply. I believe too that
we should take into consideration not only the
huge price increases with which producers have
had to cope in the last year but also the
increases which we know are coming, which are
certain to come in some sectors, particularly in
fuel. I am not in a position to judge whether
the Commission or COPA is right in their assess-
ment of the cost increases, but I am glad
it has been agreed that this machinery will
be tidied so that we have an agrd procedure
before the next review.
I want to concentrate for what time I have on
trying to think of a better way of dealing with
our problems. I have said already that I believe
that the Commission is trying to deal with an
impossible situation. firat ttre complexity of all
the day-to-day decisions covering the whole
spectrum of agriculture is being sorted out in
one Commission is, I believe, quite wrong, and
the Commission shouLd seriously think about
delegating at least the main sectors, the sectors
of cereal production, of meat production, of milk
production and of zugar production. It should
hive them off to bodies which are thinking
about that particular sphere and which are able
to concentrate their entire thoughts in that
direction. And I think that if I sense aright
what nearly every speaker in this debate has
said, they feel that the present system has failed
and that a new system must be devised, and
devised very quickly, to ensure that this concept
of a United Europe is not put in jeopardy.
I think there is a tende.ncy in some quarters
to say, well perhaps we must go for guaranteed
prices. We in Britain perhaps, and possibly the
Irish farmers, are the only people who have had
experience of this. And it failed. I believe we
shall be making a very serious mistake if we
throw up intervention and go back to the system
which prevailed in Britain before we came into
the Market.
I believe both systems have failed and we must
think of another one. In my view, that system is
to have statutory marketing production and
marketing authorities which will each be res-
ponsible for a main sector of agricultural pro-
duction. I base my belief in this on the success
of the Milk Marketing Board in Britain. This
was established 40 years ago, and since then it
has been the bedrock of agriculture in Britain:
it has not only served the producer but has also
served the consumer. Furthermore, it has not
needed any help from the government at all. At
the present moment in Britain there is a con-
sumer subsidy,on milk, but that is for reasons
that the present government understa,nds better
than I do: it is unnecessary because the Milk
Marketing Board has been able to produc'e
a very cheap article, one of the cheapest food
commodities in the country.
I believe that the success of the system is the
fact that it is statutory. It is essential to have
it in a statutory sense, otherwise you would
never get the necessary cooperation voluntarily.
Neither in Europe nor in Britain has this co-
operation occurred in an overall sense, and so
I believe that in order to get the sort of thing
which we have enjoyed in the milk industry in
Britain it must be statutory. For example, all
agricultural producers, not only in Europe but
throughout the world, are wheat-sellers and
must be wheat-sellers, and if they are banded
together in the way we have experienced in
Britain in the last 40 ysffi, they can give them-
selves sufficient support without any govern-
ment aid in the form of special subsidies.
I think this is the way ahead, and it might
also help us in this monetary problem between
countries. I envisage nine separate milk market-
ing boards; nine separate meat marketing
boards, covering the whole field of meat-
pigmeat, beef, poultry and mutton; nine separate
cereal boards; and nine separate sugar boards.
Then the difference which occurs between
countries with divergent economic problems
such as Germany and Italy and Britain could
be solved by a balancing arrangement in Brus-
sels, by a super-organization which coordinated
these nine separate boards. I make this sug-
gestion because I feel it is not enough just to
say that we are in difficulties, that the thing is
, not working. I put this forward seriously as a
way out and a way which would lead to greater
prosperity not only for the agricultural com-
munity but for the Community generally.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I cdl Mr Hunault.
Mr Hunault. 
- 
(E) Mr President, I should llke
first of all to extend my thanks to the Committee
on Agriculture's rapporteur, Mr De Koning, and
to congratulate him on the work he has done
in committee and on the introductory statement
he made this morning.
He set out the fundamental problem thoroughly
and with great clarity; inflation, the energy
crisis, the sharp fall in meat pric+all three
are crucial to this debate.
The facts of the matter may be summed up very
briefly. We have inflation as a result of the rise
in production costs, which varied between 229lo
and 610/o in the years 1973 to 1974, and there has
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been an increase in capital charges and the pro-
vision of services in agriculture.
I make no secret of the fact that I should like
to have congratulated the Commission's repre-
sentative in the same way. Unfortunately I
cannot do so, as I was rather disappointed both
by the reply he gave this morning and the one
he has just given us this afternoon.
He told us this morning that there was dis-
agreement between the Commission and COPA
on the basic statistics to be used in reviewing
prices; that food prices were not inflationary,
which we knew already; and that there were
no problems regarding the pricing of meat, parti-
cularly beef. I must say that I was somewhat
.urprised by all this. 
.
A comparision of the proposals submitted for
each product shows the remarkable extent to
which the Commiqsion has favoured vegetable
products. This was no doubt due to a desire to
stimulate an increase in the production of cereals
and sugar-beet, in view of the present world
shortage.
In fact, the Commission has taken a mainly
short-term view of the problem, instead of out-
lining an improved long-term system which
would take account of the farmer's income and
purchasing power.
As far as beef is concerned, the Commission
believes that the cycle is taking an upward
turn. For this reason, no substantial measures
are proposed. But by failing to take structural
measures or to recommend basic price increases
which would help the cycle to pick up again,
the Commission is actually causing a run-down
of beef cattle and a general drop in capital
investment in this sector. As a result of its
miscalculations, the natural swing of the market
pendulum is being dangerously accentuated.
It is a pity that the Commission did not think
of raising the support lerrel so as to produce the
same effect as increasing target or guide prices.
Intervention mechanisms may be used to con-
trol the market, by ensuring outlets for farm
produce, and enzuring them at prices which are
both fair and profitable.
Instead, the Commission is separating the inter-
vention prices for beef from the guide prices,
thus creating a risk of market manipulation. In
both the beef and pigmeat sectors price measures
should have been backed up by improvements
in the organization and management of the
market.
The farmer is already subjected to the vagaries
of weather and the larvs of the market-what
we must do is to enable him to work in a cli-
mate of conlidence. Arguments over the agri-
cultural budget are not going to be any encour-
agement to him.
At the macro-economic level, having made up
our minds on what we are going to produce
we must plan ahead for a period of many years.
Agriculture has been a victim of continually
changing ideas about agricultural policy and the
administration of the Community. But very
often these changes are due to the practice of
taking the line of least resistance, the cons.+
quences of which are impossible to correct. Only
a few months ago, largescale modernization of
beef production was being recommended, in
spite of the high cost involved and the fact that
the frontiers were left wide open for a consider-
able length of time. As a result, animals for
which there was no consumer demand in the
Community soon found their way to the fre
zers. There, however, the need for increased
capacity had been overlooked.
The producers' Iegitimate strpplies to the market
thus turned against them, triggering off a fall
in prices. This is an intolerable situation which
even puts at risk one of the very foundations of
the European Community, namely, the comrnon
agricultural policy.
The Directive relating to the farm development
and modernization plan, which remains the
cornerstone of our policy, was aimed at bringing
farmers' income into line with that of other
socio-professional categories. But we must face
the fact that the result has been quite the
opposite, and that it is intolerable to the far-
mers themselves. I think that, if they were able
to take part today, they would very probably
adopt a motion of censure of the Commission,
rather than adopt the proposal which has been
put to us.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vetrone.
MriVetrone. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
mgn, there is no doubt that the motion for a
rgqolution submitted o'y the Committee on Agri-
culture on the increasingly difficult problem of
fixing new prices for agricultural products is
extremely well-balanced. In my view, it is the
most balanced of all the resolutions drawn up
to date, since there is an absence of precon-
ceived notrons throughout. Of course, it will not
satisfy everyone, but that is no reason not to
recognize the sincere effort which has been
made, the chief credit for which goes to the rap-
porteur, Mr De Koning, to whom I too should
like to extend my warm thanks.
This year, the Commission has introduced some
new and welcome features, such as the proposal
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to calculate pmduction costs on the basis of the
last two years and+nother important point-
to bring forward the start of the marketing year
to I February. 'We can only hope that the
Council of Ministers too will rapidly reach a
compromise solution, so that this admirable pro-
posal from the Commission does not come to
nothing. In contrast to these changes which, I
rqreat, are useful and likely to dispel----albeit
only slightly- the uncertaint5r created among
producers by the exceptionally high increases
in the cost of the means of production, there
is the farmers' dissatisfaetion about the average
general increase in the prices for 1975/76.
f,he Commission had reached agreement with
COPA on the basis for calctrlating the costs, so
that it was not orpected that the general per-
centage increases would differ greatly. However,
they were in fact different, and as we know,
ihis has greatly upset the producers. The prob-
able reason, however, is simply that different
national sources were used for compiling the
necessary data. One example will suffice:
whereas COPA used the data fnom the official
Italian journal, ISTAT, for its calculations of
production costs in Italy, the Commission cal-
culated them on the basis of the implieit changes
in the costs contained in the national agricul-
tural accounts. Agaiq bio-technieal progresF
estimated at 1.5o/o per annum-was deducted by
the Commission, while COPA has asked that it
no longer be deducted in vjew of the drop in
agricultural incomes. I believe this request to
be justified, if we consider the times we are
going through, which are undoubtedly exceptio-
nally difficult and for which exceptional
measures are needed. Even with the old concept
of a pricing policy based solely on the needs
of modern and efficient farms, the owners of
all the other farms were left dissatisfied, and
this must be even more the case in these days
of higher production costs. These farmers feel
left out in the cold by this policy, which is no
longer able to ensure a fair increase in the
ineomes of even the modErn and efficient farms.
You will say that all this is tnre, but that this
is not the place to discuss the problem-that we
shall be discussing it later, when we take stock
of the common agricultural policy. I hope you
will not maintain that tlre structural measures
are intended to help structurally less well
developed farms, because in that case I should
have to point out that these measures will take
effect only in the medium and long terms,
whereas the.exceptional nature of the present
difficulties requires a short-term lolicy if these
as yet unmodernized farms-which make up the
great majority of the total-arb to be given a
chance to sunrive.
That is why I insist that a start strould be made
on this short-term policy, including-if neces-
sary{irect compensation of losses, by means
of premiums, as was also forseen by Mr Mans-
holt, although the situation at that time was
normal; or indirect aid, perhaps in the form cif a
pohcy of controlled prices for the means of pro-
duction; or else a system of tax concessions
which should of counse not er<clude easier
credits.
As regards the granting of premiums, f must
repeat here what I said in the Committee on
Agriculture with respect to the prices for olive
oil and durum wheat. In the case of the latter,
for which no change u/as announced in the
present market system, the proposal to reduce
the amount by 5 u.a. is rejected, and it is not
even possible to accept a price increase lower
than tlrat for the other cereals. Ttris decision
is contrary to common sense, which suggests
that production strould be encouraged in tihis
sector in which the Community has a deficit.
In the case of olive oil, on the other hand, about
which there has been so much argument in the
past-since the granting of premiums here could
easily have led to strong reactions from those
who zupported the granting of certain premiums
to other sectors in which production in any ease
exceeded demand- a change in the rnarket
system is proposed. Now, no-one is purposely
stirring up preconceived objections, but it is
unacceptable that olive oil should remain out-
side the discussions.
The Commission had undertaken to discuss
changes in the system as part of the general
price discussions. Why then does the Commis-
sion not state specifically the fate of olive oil
-which belongs to the category 'oils and fats'-instead of proposing a new policy affecting all
oils and fats including, of course, butter? In
addition, once stock has been taken of the com-
mon agricultural policy, the Commission should
also consider the repeated requests ftom the
fruit and vegetable growers for euitable changes
to be mede to the present msrket system, in
order to ersure bette'r price support and more
effective Community preference.
As far as tobacco is concerned, I shall limit
myself to pointing out that it is the only pro-
duct-at least among those of interest to Italy-for which the Commission actually proposes
price reductions as compared with last year. The
Commission is aware that there are two t54res
of Community agriculture-Continental and
Mediterranean. Up till now, the two types of
agriculture have not been treated as equals;
there has been an obvious preference for the
Continental type of agriculhrre, yet this is the
system which has created the serious problem
of the inountains' and the resultent financial
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burdens-a problem which has now become too
much for the EAGGF.
In conclusion, however, I should like to con-
gratulate the Comntssion on having supple-
mented this year's price proposals with socio-
structural measures berrefiting young farmers,
on the goodwill shown in the proposals on hill
farming and farming in certain less-favoured
regions, and on the monetary measures-about
which I shall only say that they must be main-
talned if we sincerely wish to preserve the
common agricultural policy.
The restoration of a single market is a common
objective which we all have an interest in
attaining. There is no doubt that it will be an
extremely difficult task, unless we undertakein the meantime to make further progress
towards economic and monetary unoin. Never-
theless, every possible effort must be made to
achieve it if we are to avoid the further break-
down of the common agricultural policy, since
this would deal a mortal blow to the construc-
tion of Europe in which this Parliament-asMr Frehsee, too, reminded us-repeated its
unshakable faith only a couple of days ago,
when it declared by an overwhelming majority
its determination to give itself a demoeratic
constitution based on direet elections.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lagorce.
ItIr Lagorce. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I am going to speak today exclusi-
vely about the problem of prices.
Like the road to hell, the proposal we have
before us is clearly paved with good intentions.
No one can challenge the Commission's wisdom
in basing its price proposals for the marketing
year 1975/76 on the trends in 1973 and 1974
when production costs, as has rightly been stres-
sed, rose at an alarming and unexpeeted rate.
However, the important thing is to know horv
this principle, excellent as it is, may be put into
practice; in other words, what price increases
for farm produce will be finally agreed upon,
for this is what interests the farmers.
The figure of 9r.lo, put forward by the Commis-
sion, is manifestly inadequate for France, where
the trends in production costs and charges,
which the Commission justifiably wishes to use
as a basis, showed an increase of. lPlo in f974
alone. An average price increase of S/o would
prevent French farmers from rnaking a living.;
they would simply have to spend more than
they earned. Ttre same situation exists else-
where, and similar remedies may be applied in
other CommunitSr countries, for example, Italy.
Farmers' organizations in France estimate that
the price of all agricultural products will have
to be increased by at least 150/o if farmers'
incomes are even to be maintained at their
present level. Anything less would mean an un-
acceptable drop in their income.
'W'e can be certain that in the wine-growing
industry, for example, the 80/o increase proposed
will be insufficient. The price of wine in France
today is the same as in 1g60, though production
costs and charges have risen considerably. Many
instanees may be cited; a winepress costing
I 000 Ftr' in 1967 now costs 23 000 FF; and in
my own region the sale of the contents of a
22p-litre barrel was sufficient three years ago
to 1 buy that barrel when empty, whereas
no,lvadays you would have to sell twice as much
wine to buy the same barrel.
There was, admittedly, a sudden but short-
lived rise in the price of wine in 1973, but once
the speculators became involved the wine-
growers themselves were hardly any better off.
This was because distribution channels in the
wiyre growing sector, (and in many other sectors
as well, such as meat, fruit and vegetables), are
organized in such a way t'hat when production
prices stabilize, or even fall, there is often a
completely unjustifiable increase in consumer
prices. There is certainly much tirat needs to
be done if the markets are to be organized to
the benefit of the producer and not simply the
middleman.
I should also point out that the majority of wine
growers in France are smdl farmers, and that
their situation and problems can in no way be
compared with those of the large sugar-beet
and cereal producers of northern France.
There are indeed not insignificant differences
between the problems facing producers of wine
for curnent consumption and those facing pro-
dtrcers of appellation contr6ld.e wines. One may
say that France has not one, but severd agri-
cultures, which does not help to simplify French
regulations in this particularly important field.
In any case, these small producers, these family
firms, are the guarantors of the quality of their
products-a quality often sought in preference
to quantity. For this reasion it is our duty to
enable them to live.
Similarly, as regards the beef and dairy sectors,
where the majority of producers are small
farmers who must be protected, we are quite
unable to agree with our German colleagues
that the increases asked for are too high.
As a result, we have tabled Amendment No 20.
The wording is, perhaps, rather unclear and
might give rise to some confusion, but my main
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intention was to make a distinction between
certain countries, such as France, where, in the
absence of the agTi-monetary measunes sug-
gested in Amendment No 25, the proposed price
increases are generally inadequate in all sectors,
particularly the meat and dairy sectors, and
others, such as Germany, where the situation
is obviously different.
So the problem is ttrat of arriving at the 15o/o
increase essential to our agriculture, but which
some of our partners are not prepared to accept,
without upsetting the equilibrium and unity of
the agricultural common market.
Ttre solution, at least in principle, is provided
by the Commission's own proposal to allow for
the variation in the currencies in each Member
State by passing it on to agricultural prices.
In the case of France, therefore, the agri-
monetary measures would involve a reduction
in the value of the'green franc', bringing it into
line with the French franc whioh was effectively
devalued by an estimated 70/o to 8P/o last year.
In the view of the French farmers' organiza-
tions, which are greatly in favour of it, this
adjustment of the parity between currencies vis-
d-vis the European unit of account would have
the dual advantage of reducing the com-
pensatory amounts which hinder both the inter-
nd and external trade of the Community and
of ensuring that prices rose in relation to pro-
duction costs in the Member States. None of
this would alter the uniform structure of the
common market that I referred to earlier.
The 3.5o/o devaluation of the 'green fi,anc' pro-
posed by the Commission would lead to a 13.5olo
rise in food prices in France, whereas parallel
but opposite measures for Ger,many would bring
about a rise of only 5o/0. In Amendment No 25
we propose a 6{/o reduction in the representative
rate of the 'green franc' which would enable us
to reach the minimum price increase of 15o/o
which has been demanded by the farmers whose
cause we are arguing here. By contrast, the
'green Deutschmark' would be raised by 3o/o so
that we could maintain the equilibrium of the
common market while at the sa,me time satisfy-
ing the farmers.
I shall conclude by saying that the agri-mone-
tary measures proposed by the Commission ap-
pear to us to be the only valid solution to the
problem. And without wishing to seem over-
pessimistic, I fear that if this solution is not
accepted the justifiable despair of the farmers
will create such pressures that we shall be
forced to adopt national pricing systems
incompatible with Community regulations. That
would,signal the end of the cornmon agricultural
market, and I am certain that no one here,
good Europeans as we are, has any desire to
see that happen.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like
to ask Mr Lardinois two questions.
Mr Lardinois, listening to you a short time ago
I had the impression you were ir fauour of
retaining these compensatory amounts. If so,
and if they are a recognized part of the system,
what then is left of your justification? If the
rate of inflation itself is not a valid argument-
e.g. because the price/cost relationship is worst,
is at the bottom of the scale, in the Federal
Republic, and the increase in agricultuml
earnings is also lowest in the Federal Republic-
if this argument cannot be used, there are only
two possible justifications left. One is that trade
is being distorted by these compenmtory
amounts, but you have given us no figures to
back this up. On the contrary, your figures
show that even between the two Member States
with the highest differential in the compensa-
tory amounts-France and Germany+xports
from France to Germany have risen, not fallen.
If the distortion of trade is not a valid argu-
ment either, the only justification teft is that
there has been a new development in the mone-
tary situation. Mr Lardinois, you quite correctly
pointed out that the Deutschmark has again
come under strong pre$iure to revalue. If you
nevertheless insist on reducing the compensatory
amounts in spite of everything that has been
said here and in spite of all the figures and
facts which you and the Commission have pro-
duced, you must give us another reason.
I-et me now deal briefly with the second
question, which is also connected with the
debate on prices.
Hundreds of millions of units of account
iatended for European agriculture have been
hoarded under the European agricultural policy,
and are still held by the Commission as a readily
available reserve. [re demand that these funds
be increasingly integrated into the overall pric-
ing policy and agricultural policy of the Com-
munity. This is something which slras demanded
in the latest budget debate as well-and by all
Groups. I hear that the Commission has worked
out a proposal for a Community regulation to
strengthen marketing bodies-which I consider
to be one of the most important features. My
question is: how far has this proposal progres-
sed, when can we e:rpect this regulation, and
will it be accepted by the Council?
Those were the two questions, Mr President
May I make one final remark.
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Mr Lardinois, in spite of this criticism-and
we have had this for ten successive years-
this House nevertheless agrees that the agri-
cultural market which has been created is in
fact a major success for the Community. This
is borne out by the overall trend in productivity,
in the increase in trrade, in the increasing inte-
gration of the Community and now-from the
consumers' point of view-in the pricing policy.
Notwithstanding all criticisms, I feel I must
make this comment at the end of this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, my colleague, Mr Lagorce, made a
statement centring largely on the subject of
prices. Many points have been raised in this
debate, and I have listened to all the speakers
with due attention. However, there are a num-
ber of comments that I should like to make.
The Community's agricultural policy is based
essentially on prices. That is its point of depar-
ture, that is its method. But the results of this
policy must be evaluated. As the previous
speaker reminded us, there is no denying that -
progress has been made in the agricultural
sphere as a result of Community decisions. The
main problem now, however, is to know whether
the Community's agricultural policy is to con-
tinue indefinitely on the basis of a pricing
policy.
I have three points to make.
The first is that this policy has led to the setting
up of some rather unwieldy mechanisms. Much
has to be done before decisions taken at Com-
mission or Council level, or even parliamentary
level, can be actually put into practice. I wonder
to what extent farmers in any of the Member
States can relate all our talk about guaranteed
prices, target prices, intervention prices, guide
prices, and ,so on, to their own situation. No
doubt this is all a necessary part of the system,
but it is a cumbersome system, which has so
far not helped to solve the problem.
My second point is that up to now this policy
has not solved anything, and that we should
perhaps be looking for something different.
My third, and possibly most important point is
that this pricing policy is unfair. It is unfair
because it is primarily the big farmers who
gain from an increase in the price of a product;
smdl farmers are always lagging behind, simply
trying to make ends meet, or to catch up as
regands their standard of living, purchasing
power and income. This is true in every sector
of the farming industry, and especially the
ceral-producing sector. In other words, this pric-
ing policy merely aggravates natural inequali-
ties which already exist between producers. The
question is whether we are going to enable
hundreds of thousands of small and even
medium-sized farms to carry on, or whether we
are going to solve this problem at the European
level, (of even at the national level in certain
countries, such as my own), by eliminating them.
For this reason, then, we should perhaps be
thinking of something else. I fully appreciate
that, given the nature of the system-for it is
a system<ompensatory amounts are absolutely
necessary. But when I am totrd that to get out
of this vicious circle we must wait until Com-
munity monetary union is aehieved, my reply
is that we are merely postponing the resolution
of these problems to some unpredictable and
distant date in the future.
Given the system we have, what can we do to
improve it? On the subject of currencis, Dy
colleague Mr Lagorce suggested that an adjust-
ment of their parities vis-d-vis the unit of ac-
count might bring some improvement. But what
else might be done? Some say that if we increase
production prices too much we shall speed up
the rate of inflation. The real question is, who
exactly is causing inflation to accelerate? Many
of us are also concerned with the interests of
the consumer, and a lot happens between the
fixing of the production price and the fixing
of the consumer price. Take the example of
France, where the production costs of meat are
stable. There has even been a fall in some of
these eosts, while consumer prices have con-
tinued to rise. So much so that the French
National Assembly has set up its own special
committee to look into the ways in which meat
is marketed. Neither the producers nor the
retailers are to blame for this inflation, which
is caused chiefly by the rather mysterious
system of marketing channels. That is why I
think it would be worttr our while to consider
the idea of setting up a Community body which
would be responsible for making studies of
these problems and submitting them to Parlia-
ment. Such studies would form an extremely
useful element in our discussions.
But, looking beyon'd the present framework, we
can certainly be doing something as regards
structures. The Commission is undeniably trytng
to do so,rnething for young farmers, and we
should be grateful for this, as well as for its
efforts in the sphere of hill-farming.
Nevertheless, we must go further, and break
out of the straitjacket in which we find our-
selves. We must try to see how a new policy
might be evolved, a policy in which the
emphasis is gradually shifted from aid to the
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products to arid to the producer, to the indivi-
dual, and thus to this income.
Tlrose,.Mr President, were the remarks I wished
to make on behalf of the FYench members of
the Socialist Group. Thank you.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herbert.
IlIr Herbert. 
- 
Mr President, the proposals for
agricultural price increasee for the marketing
year 1975-76 are a bitter disappointment to those
of us who had hoped that the Commission would
put forward adequate long-term solutions and
not, half-measures to alleviate a widely-recogni-
zed disaster situation. Costs have continued to
soar. Total incrgases over the past two years
have amounted to almost 40 per cent, while the
price the farmer received for an important range
of production has declined. Future production in
the EEC is seriously threatened by an extremely
grave situation facing farmers. This can be
clearly seen in the case of Ireland, where in the
year just gone by, twice the amount of cows
have been slaughtered than in the corresponding
period last year. All of us in this Parliament
who are concerned about the agricultural com-
munity are well aware of the decline in farmers'
incomes as a result of the present situation. It
is almost impossible for farrrers to modernize
their farms and increase production without
jeopardizing their income or their families' living
standard.
The proposed 9-10 per cent price increase is
clearly insufficient. The Cbmmission would do
well to remember that an important contribu-
tory element to the fall in incomes in 1974
was the fact that the prices fixed in March 1974
were quite insufficient and bore no relation
whatever to the cost increases faced by farmers
either in 19?3 or 1974.
As regards the different sectors, f am amazed to
discover that the Commission is of the opinion
that things are about to improve in the beef
and veal sector. Is it on this basi"s that the Com-
mission has decided not to propose any signi-
ficant measures for this area? By its failure to
propose any basic price increase which might
lead to a revival in this area, the Commission
is bringing about the collapse of beef and veal
prod,uction. In the case of Ireland, a further
devaluation of the green pound is needed im-
mediately to restore confidence amongst pro-
ducers in this sector. At this stage, one can
only hope that the blunders and miscalculations
of the past year are not to be repeated. Recent
press reports would seem to indicate that the
Commissioner is thinking along the lines of
lifting the ban on the importation of beef from
third countries. I would like clarification from
the Commissioner on this point.
In the dairy sector, farmers are experiencing
difficulties also. It has been said that dairy
farmers were doing well in the past year. But
this was only true in relation to the beef-
production farmer, who was then in a crisis
situation. The dairy farmer has been beset with
the same massive increases in costs as every-
body else. Feedstuffs, fertilizers, machinery,
electricity, oil and interest rates have escalated
out of all proportion. At the same tirne, the
dairy farmer has suffered a severe income loss
from the sale of calves and cows. It is trule
to say that in the history of Irish agrieulture the
price of dropped calves has reached an all-time
low; there is evidence that in some parts of
our country calves are being slaughtered at birth
and this, indeed, is a great, great, tragedy. All
of these factors have contributed to a fall in milk
production, a fall last year of 4.5 per cent. Ttris
comes at a time when the dairy industry in
Ireland is calling for errpansion in production
so that demands on the export markets can be
met. Therefore, a realistic price increase for
dairy products must be granted, not only to give
dairy farmers the income they deserve but dso
to maintain and increase the level of milk pro-
duction.
Finally, Mr President, the socio-structural
measures proposed by the Commission are
inadequate. Practically all the farmers, iunclud-
ing those of the most seriously affected regions,
have been forgotten. The promise of an immi-
nent proposal on akl for farmers in mountain
and other poor regions should therefore be
speedily honoured.
(Applawe)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lemoine.
Mr Lemoine. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I welcome this opportunity of
making a few brief comments and should first
like to stress the significance of the debate and
its consequences. Each year, millions of farm
workers in the Community anxiously await the
results of an interminable marathon of inter-
governmental arguing and haggling which vir-
tually always leads to a compromise at their
expense. Ttris year those working in agriculture
are more concerned than ever as they see a
worsening economic crisis affecting all sectors
of activity to a greater or lesser degree.
'We are discussing 1\[r De Koning' report on
the Commission's proposals-the 'package' asit is called-but let us not fool ourselves.
Whether we like it or not, the De Koning repo.rt
is primarily concernd with the fixing of prices
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and incomes in agricultur'e. It is quite ofious
that price fixing i;s not, and can never be, alolu-
tion to all agricultural problems. But today, in
the prgsent context, it is the main issue.
In my opinion, two problems are central to this
debate. The first is that we have to ensure that
farmers'earnings are suificient for them to have
a decent standard of living fgr themselves and
their families. The second is that we have to
ensure that agricultural production in our coun-
tries can play a significant part in feeding a
world which 25 years from now will have a
population of 7 000 million.
f thergfore feel that it is.in the light of these
two factors that we should examine the pro-
pcsals and discuss Mr De Koning's report.
Conditions for farm workerF are clearly getting
increasingly worse, and last year was particu-
larly bad in this respect. The staggering rise
in production costs, in the cost of gattle fodder,
fertilizers and energy, in the interest rate,s on
loans, in the cost of agricultural machinery, etc.
has had a serious effect on production prices.
Moreover, this considerable increase is aggrav-
ated by the fall in market prices for most, if
not all productp. The agricultural prices fixed
for a whole year have not been and still are
not consistent with the rise in costs. The result
is a sharp drop in farmers' income. In France
it is estimated to be more than 15o/o on average,
though it is far higher for those involved in
stock farming as rates in this area are above
the 1972 levels in most European countries.
Never has there been greater disparity between
the prices the farmers get and those they have
to pay. This situation cannot continue. Clearly,if determined and realistic measunes are not
taken, there will soon be a flight from farming.
Thip can only lead to an appreciable rise in
consumer prices. The world market in agricul-
tural products has already entered a period of
relative scarcity. This is hardly an accident.
Clearly, in a system based on the profit motive,
sooner or later high market prices can lead
to surplusqs and thus to renewed depresion of
agricultural markets. However, the present
relative scarcity has lasting causes, which only
shows how drastic the effects could have been
had 5 to 10 millioir hectares of land in the Com-
mon Market countries been taken out of use as
some persons wished not so long ago.
Though it is true that recent years have shown
that the existence of the Common Market has
protected agriculture against world market
prices, it is equally true that at present the same
machinery is being used to resist the effects of
a reversal of the situation in the international
market in agricultural products. In the hands of
governments and monopolies, the Community
machinery tends to keep agricultural producer
prices at the lowest Ievel and at a growth rate
lower than the increase in costs. It has thus
become a remarkable tool for transferring the
major part of the wealth earned in agriculture
to the industrial and banking sector dominated
by monopoly capital.
The result is that every day more and more
farmers see the Common Market in its true
light, that of an institution dominated and
served by monopoly capital. The institutions in
Brussels are thus extremely unpopular with our
falmers.
I should now like to say a few words about the
price proposals and Mr De Koning's report. First
of a1l I think we should bear in mind that the
prices are fixed for one marketing year and that
in the current period of runaway inflation, this
does not provide sufficient protection for the
farmer or for agrieulture.
Moreover, the prices fixed in lg74 were much
lower than the increase in costs would havejustified. I should also add that, except in the
case of cereals, oleaginor:g crops and sugar beet,
the official increase is not automatically reflec-
ted at the production level.
The price proposals before us invite many com-
ments. Some have been made and I shall not
repeat them. It is quite clear, especially in
France, that the increase proposed does not
cover the riFe in costs, and we must protest
most strongly about the shabby treatment of
beef and veal and pigmeat prices. The help
offered to meat producers is, of course, welcome,
but it must be admitted that the changes in the
intervention conditions are not favourable. The
guide price is to be raised by 7olo, the interven-
tion price by 4.50/0, bringing the latter to glo/o
of the guide price as agairlst 9S/e before; once
again we have a declining market price.
Furthermore, while we discuss prices and the
future of agriculture here, there is continuing
disagreement among the ministers. No agree-
ment has been reached. The marathon, the inter-
minable discussionp and, forgive me for repeat-
ing myself, the haggling goes on. Nor are the
farmers standing idly by. ?hey realize that
their massive demonstrations last summer led
to the 5o/o increaBe in September.
Today, once again they are making themselves
heard as they call for guaranteed prices and
adequate incomes. Ttre Communist Group fully
supports them in their refusal to bear the costs
of a crisis for which they are in no way reslrcn-
sible. The current agricultural crisis is due to
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and inherent in the capitalist crisis of our era.
The problems will have to be solved, a new
agricultural policy will have to be developed
and modern farming methods employed if the
economic stability of our countrieE is to be
maintained. Cooperation between production,
processing and marketing of agricultural pro-
ducts should be assisted, promoted and made
more democratic in order to free farmers from
the present restraints and encourage technical
progresF.
This can only be done in a spirit of opposition
to monopoly capitalism. However, this is not the
approach of our governments. It should there-
fore be no surprise that we cannot agree to
a poticy which every year takes thousands and
thousands of farmers over the brink of ruin.
IN THE CHAIR: LORD BESSBOROUGH
Vice-Presr,ilen,t
President. 
- 
I caII Lord St. Oswald.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
Mr President, I had in fact
a modest speech in my mind for this occasion,
but in view of the amount of time already taken
up and the number of speeches made, I shall
restrict myself to one general observation-of
no great originality-and one specific comment
of a somewhat personal character.
Mr De Koning in his opening speech said that
the situation of agriculture was very serious,
and nobody, I believe, is in a mood to deny
that, either the farmer or the consumer. He also
said that agriculture must not become a per-
manent invalid. I would only add that were
this to happen, it would create a sicknesp infect-
ing the whole of the economy. The best that
can be said today is that this danger is now
recognized widely and alertly, even starkly.
I find one other factor worth mentioning with
some optimism. It is a great privilege and a
great satisfaction for my country that after only
two years of membership the new President of
COPA, elected I understand yesterday, should
be British. If I may presume to say so, it also
reveals the excellent judgrnent of the Council
of COPA. Sir Henry Plumb is an agricultural
statesman. That has made him a loyal and out-
spoken, though sometimes critical, European. At
a time when it mattered to Britain that the
farming industry Bhould be told of the virtues
and the potential of the Community, he was
there as President of the National Farmers'
Union to do so. The industry by and large
backed entry, and this was not so during the
abortive negotiations of 1961 to 1963, when I
was closely involved. He follows now in a dis-
tinguished [ine, and I am happy to see that Sir
Henry Plumb is in an office from which he will
derive honour and to which he will lend his
own considerable stature. I feel certain that he
will work closely and understandingly with Mr
Lardinois, the Commissioner, to bring about the
improvement that we need in our present, very
real plight.
President. 
- 
I caII Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinok, rnetnber of the Com,mission of the
European Cornmtsitott- 
- 
(NL) Mr President I
should tike to deal in particular with the com-
ments made by Mr Friih, who again brought
up the reasons for his opposition to monetary
compensatory amounts.
In reply, I should like to make the following
point: if the 1969 revaluation had been cush-
ion$ by means of compensatory amounts'
theii level at the border of the Federal Republic
would now be some 229/o; instead of 12.10/0. If
in the course of the next few years another 5 or
60/o were added to that, we should in fact,
according to Mr Friih, have to learn to live
with a permanent compensatory amount of 25 to
300/0, and this while the principal cost factors
in agriculture are the same everywhere! Arab
oil costs as much in the Federal Republic as in
France or the United Kingdom. American soya
beans cost as much in Germany as in the Bene-
Iux countries, Denmark, or Italy' Machines in
Germany cost as much as or leqs than they do
in the countries to which they are exported.
Fertilizer and pesticides are exported by Cter-
many without export levies or compensatory
amounts. In other words, and I would like to
address this remark to Mr Aigner too, I am of
the opinion that if a revaluation takeB place,
the mechanism must exist for meeting its direct
effects by means of a so-called 'monetary com-
pensatory amount'. But such an amount cannot
be allowed to remain in existence for ever.
It cannot even be allowed-to remain until such
time as there may be a monetary policy. This is
not pogsible. I am convinced that the monetary
amounts or measures having a similar effect
would have been abolished much sooner outside
the umbrella of the Common Market. Do you
really think that at the forthcoming important
international trade discussions in Tokyo agricul-
ture will not be high up on the agenda? Do you
really think that our major trading partners
on the other side of the Atlantic Ocean will
give their blecping to such support measures?
At the moment they can in a certain sense
sympathize with us, because the Community
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has not only positive monetary compensatory
amounts, but also negative ones, and we can
therefore show a sort of neutral face, but you
certainly cannot minimize the resultant distor-
tions of competition in the Community. They
were irt my opinion the principal cause of the
Italian crisis six months ago. When Mr Frtih
says that he has statistics showing that tJle
increase in incomes was lower than in lg?8, he
is quite right, but Mr Friih does not give any
statistics for 1974. In other words I should like
to ask him if he knows that there are such things
as big lies and wrongly interpreted or carefully
selected statistics. And we must guard against
these. Mr Friih was one of the first Europeans
and this is not up to his usual standard. I am
convilced that we shall find a way out of this
maze of difficulties, which are of a politically
explosive nature, especially in the Federal Repu-
blic, and if we get together and examine the
problem realiBtically, I am sure we shall be able
to find a proper solution for it. I am in any
case ready to defend my proposal before any
forum in Germany, even a forum of farmers,
as Mr Friih knows, because it is not detrimental
to German agriculture. Nor would I allow it to
be so.
Mr Howell made a speech in which he speci-
fically defended the idea of marketing boards
at European level. I found his speech very
interesting, and I am bound to add that the
marketing boards in Great Britain have done
some very good work, in particular the Milk
Marketing Board which he mentioned. The fact
that everyone is of the opinion that they have
done good work is proof of their efficiency, but
Mr Howell also knows that not every market-
ing board has been successlul in Great Britain.
There have also been a Tomato and Cucumber
Board and an Egg Marketing Board. These have
not been equally successful, but I admit that
the Commission, however efficient its apparatus
may be, is not able to rule the market and that
induptry, the producers, commerce and the food
industry must bear their share of responsibility
at European level. We shall be making proposals
on this. I hope it will be possible within the
framework of the 'stocktaking, policy to lay
down a definite line in this respect too. I would
not go quite po far as Mr Howell, but what he
has said has encouraged me to go on thinking
along these lines.
Lord St. Oswald once more emphasized the
importance of the appointment of the new presi-
dent of COPA. I entirely agree with his senti-
ments on this. This morning I praised the ex-
President. We can also congratulate him on his
suceessor, who will continue his work.
Mr Lagorce said that there should be a higherprice increase for France than for the other
countries. He knows that in all, i.e. prices plus
supplementary measures pluF monetary com-
pensatory amounts, we have proposed l3.bolo,
almost 140/0, for France. I think that if the Coun-
cil ratilies this in one form or another, our
positions will not be so far apart. In this con-
nection I should point out ttrat we have pro-
posed that no measure affecting the ,green
franc' strould be introduced until this is inter-
nally most convenient to France. In other words
this is not a matter needing to be settled by,
let us say, February.
Mr Lemoine stated once more that the common
agricultural policy is a convenient tool for banks
and monopolies. This is not the first time I have
heard this, but I have never understood it. If
we keep wheat prices at a lower level in the
EEC than on world markets, if we keep sugar
prices lower than on world markets, if we keep
the prices of fodder grain lower than on world
markets, which benefits small stock farmers in
particular, how can these decisions be a toll for
the monopolies, and in particular for an under-
taking such as Unilever? I have never under-
stood this. I should appreciate it very much if
he would explain this clearly once and for all
so that a normal, intelligent person, such as I
consider myself to be, can understand. There
i*s no point in coming here and repeating a few
catch-words which do not mean anything.
I was pleased to hear Mr Aigner say that tJle
Community's agriculturat policy should not only
be a subject for criticism, but also had very
positive gains'to its credit. I am very grateful
to him for this, especially after this debatg in
which I have heard it said on all sides that the
situation is grim, will get still grimmer and will
remain very grim. Ttrere are indeed many
positive aspects of this policy, and while I am
saying this I hope Mr Lemoine is among those
listening.
Perhaps it is one of the most positive types ofpolicy. After all, we do have the increase in
productivity in agriculture, which is in the pro-
cess of developing from a medieval industry,
with all due respect, into a modern industry,
based on the family business, which as regards
methods and efficiency will be fully compatible
with our modern world.
I should like to say most forcibly to those who
are always arguing here in favour of throwing
the system overboard and replacing it merely
with subsidies on income, that they are taking
a tremendous risk if they are going to introduce
a system of subsidies which will create expecta-
tions among many small farmers regarding
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their incomeq which it wiU not be possible to
meet in the long run. Ttris I think is the great
danger of the system proposed by those who
say that we should base our agricultural policy
on farmers' needs rather than on merket factors
If we wanted to cover needs, the time could
come when the cost bec'ame so high that hun-
dreds of small farmers would nrddenly have to
be left to go it alone. And I should like to give
a special warning against this particular risk.
You must not arouse the illusion among large
gloups of farmers whose farms are too srnall
that the governments and the Community will
Iook after them no'matter what state their
farms are in. This is not possible, it is an illu-
sion and it wiII be shown to be an illusion.
I was not surprised that the Government of the
Federal Republic, which only a short tirne ago,
in a number of statements, in particular by the
Ministry for Economic Affairs in Borur, appealed
for alteration of tJle system and for a change-
over to direct subsidies, has decided against this
course! The Cabinet proposals rrere that the
system should remain fundamentally the same
and that the amendments already provided for
in the Commission's dosument of October 1973
should be introduced. I strould like to sound a
note of warning to those who believe that it is
easy to make changes to this system at European
Ievel.
firis does not mean that I think we have found
the philosopher's stone in every question. There
ane marly defects in tJ:e Community's agricul-
tural policy; there is therefore also great room
for improvemen! and I am quite prepared to
accept the need for direct subsidles for specific
groups which get into particular difficulties or
are fundamentally weak. I have certainly not
said that we can do no more in this matter in
the future. From the various proposals which I
have made in recent monttrs, both with respect
to hill farmers and farmers in other less-
favoured areas, and now with respect to young
farmers, and perhaps even other categories in
the near future, you will see that I too am of
the opinion that the market alone cannot make
the policy, and th'at certain adjustments need
to be made.
Mr Carpentier argued in favour of zubsidies.
I admit that the slogan'No aid to the product,
but aid to the man' sottrtds convincing, but it
sounds more convincing that it is and I hope
that he has found an ansu/er to this argument
in my speech.
Mr Herbert asked about our plans regarding
imports of meat and cattle. Well, the Commis-
sion does not plan to restore the old system of
free imports inrthe very neer.future' I believe
in any case, and I think the Commission aB a
whole does too, that there will have to be a
gradual prosess and that this certainly is not
something that we can change overnight. In all
probability we shall grant certain concessions
in the not toodistant fuhrre regarding the impor-
tation of a limited amount of meat into the
Community. \[Ie strall keep t]re sihration under
very close supervipion. The matter does not fall
within the province of the Council: it is a Com-
mission responsibility, and the Council can only
introduce changes by a unanimous vote.
I should like to say to Mr Herbert, who says that
the increase in costs was about 400/o in just
over a year in Ireland, that by 1 February of
this year we hope to have worked into our
system, with the supplementary offsetting
measures plus the monetary compensatory
amounts, a price increase of approximately 400/o
for Ireland.
Mr Hunault regretted the weakening of guaran-
tees in the beef and veal sector' I can quite
understand this, but Mr Hunault must realize
that the premium we are proposing will also
apply to cattle to which the intervention
measures apply, which hitherto was not the
case. Although up to now we allowed the inter-
vention measures to apply to cattle, on the
basis of 939/o of the intervention price, this was
not the case for the so-called 'slaughter pre-
mium'. \Mith this proposal the slaughter pre
mium exceeds the intervention price. The result
is the same, namely the price, 910/0, plus the pro-
posed premium.
Mr Vetrone called the motion for a resolution
well-balanced; I gathered from what he said
that his only quarrel with the reolution con-
cerned olive oil. I think I can reassure Mr
Vetrone insofar as we hope to put a balanced
proposal, as promised, for a new olive oil policy
before the Council in March; this must come
into force with effect from 1 November of next
year.
We were unfortunately not able to include this
in the package submitted before 1 December-
'\Ve promised the Council last year to rectify
the matter by 1 April, and we strall do so. 'We
strall submit proposals concerning not only olive
oil, but relevant regulations for horticulture
under glass, the new hop market and so on.
I think I have exhausted the list of speakers.
I hope that Parliament will not hold it against
me if some of my answers have been a little
sharp.
In conclusion, I should Uke to express my appre
ciation of the particularly intensive efforts made
by the Committee on Agriculture end Parlie-
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ment in connecti(n wlth thcse rgriorltural prob-
lems. Criticism is useful, extremely usefuI. I
hope that you wil\ therefore, interpret the
sharpness of my remarkc as an attempt to pro-
teet my eolleagues, when they came under too
heavy attack, rather than as a criticism of Par-
Iiament.
(Applause)
Pleddent. 
- 
I call Mr Houdet, chairmen of the
Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Houdet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Iadies and
gentlemen, at the end of this genergl debate I
should like to speak briefly as chairmen of
the Committee on Agriculture. I wish to con-
gratulate our rapporteur, Mr De Koning, very
sincerely on his achievement in analysing the
Commission's proposals on the fixing of agricul-
tural prices so fully, despite the very short
deadline, which we agreed to accept as prices
had to be fixed for I February.His speech this
morning ri/as so clear and comprehensive that
those of you who are not members of the Com-
mittee on Agriculture were fully informed of
the extenBive debate which took place there.
Though he only receiv&l the proposals on 28
November, Mr De Koning had succeeded within
a few days in analysirlg them and obtatning
from our Committee thd compromise which he
then put into tJle form of tJre motion for a reso-
lution now belore you. Thank you once again,
Mr De Koning.
I ghould also like to ttrank Mr Lardinois. On
28 November, the day after the Commission's
dec{sion, he cartie perponally to inform our com-
mittee ol its terms. And he has readily accepted
all my subsequent invitations. firough he did
not always manage to convirrce us with.his argu-
ments-sometimes indeed rather heatedly pre.
sented, thereby showing his sincere belief in the
position he is defending, he did a great ded to
help us in preparing the resolutiorxi we now put
before you.
I should also like to thank the President-in-
Office of the Council, Mr Clinton, who has juct
left after following our debate since this Inorn-
ing, particularly as he has assured us that he
will pass on our viewe to his colleaguee ln the
Council. Though it has not been the custom ia
the past, we may now have neason to hope that
major debatee on egriculture wiU in fufure be
attended by the President of the Council of
Ministers for Agriculhrre.
Finally, I should like to thank all the speakers
who have taken part in the general debate. They
haye reflecte{ each in his own way, the various
critical and favourable opinions which, the Com-
mittee on Agriculhrre debated in order to reach
as wide a colutensus as possible in the proposal
before the House today.
I would thus urge Parliament to ensure that
tho decielon it ie about to take reinforces the
three basic principles of our agricultural po[cy.
Indeed, twelve years' experience has shown that
though, like any other human endeavourr it, iie
not perfect, it is more than ever necessary if
tlre tnterestr ol producerr arrd consurn€rg arle
both to be ,afeSuardcd, as unemblguouely
required by Article 39 of the Treaty.of Rome.,
(Applowe)
Presidcnt 
- 
Mr De Konlng, would you'eafe to
say a few words before we wiad up the gmeral
debate?
IlIr lre koning, rolpporteut. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, there are no specific questions for me to
auwer .or ctxnmenta to make that cannot be
made tJlis evening when the emendments ere
lsing considered. I should like to thank Mr
Houdet and otherg for their kind words. I am
very greteful, and I phould also lfte to lnclude
. the Secretarlet ol tlre Committee on Agriculture
in my tlanks.
Alter this aftsrnoon's spceches by the Grotrps
and individual speakers, it seems to me that
there is a basis for broad agreement on the
main leatures of the aftic'trltutal po[cy for the
. 
comlng year. Egpecially now, when it appears
that no progress is yet being made with con-
sultations in the Council, it is most important
for Parllament to state wlth cbnvlctlon and witJ:
a large majority its position on a Community
policy aimed at overcorning the impending crisis
in agriculture end in European integration. I
trurt that this wiII prove to be the case this
evening.
(Aplouse)
Plcltdcd. 
- 
The Eeneral debate is closed.
Thank you, Mr Lardinois.
I$e proceedings urill ncw be ruepended until
8.30 p.m.
I cell Mr ldoudet.
Mr Houdot. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidint, I agree with
your proposal. But may I inst imprt'ss on ytnr
the necessity of considering the De[a Briotta
report on mountain farming immediately after
the vote on the De Koning report" gince bot}
thece qusrtions are conneded? Moroover, I feol
that, in doing this, I am corrplying rrith Mr
Lardinois'wish.
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President. 
- 
Mr Houdet, you need have no fears
on this point.
The House will rise.
(The sitting roos nnpenileil at 7 p.m, onil rewmed.
at 8.30 p.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
W'e shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in Mr De'Koning's report.
On the first three recitals of the preamble, I
have no amendrnents.
I put these texts to the vote.
The first three recitals are adopted.
After the third recital, I have Amendment No 17
by Mr Cipolla and Mr Lemoine, worded as fol-
lows:
'After the third indent of the preamble, insert the
following.new indent:
" 
- 
reaffirming the need for a major change in
' Community policy in favour of agriculture,
designed'to achierre the objectives. laid down
in Article 39 of tJre Treaty of Rome, and which
have as yet not been achieve4 by means of:
(a) a reduction in the increasing aitt"r*."
between the prices. paid by the consumer
and the prices obtained by producers;
(b) a reduction in production costs in agricul-
hrre (reduption io interest rates for loansto farmers, tax exemptions, control of
prices of the industrial products needed
in agriculhrre);
(c) an improvemenl in production and social
structures in rural areas;
(d) the adoption of measures to integrate im-
mediately the revenue of farmers, parti-
cularly in less favoured areas and pro-
ductiorr sectors, in conjunction with a
policy of producer and consumer prices
designed to avoid the accrrmulation of
costly and unjustified surlrluses in certain
sectors and the formation of shortages in
others and to ensure_favourable exchange
rates between all countries throughout
the world and in particular with the de-
veloping countries ;".'
The authors of this amendment are not present.
Amendment No 17 accordingly falls.
On the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh recitals
f have no amendments.
I put these texts to the vote.
They are adopted.
On the eighth recital,'I have Amendment No 27,
tabled by Mr Friih, Mr Aigner, Mr Hiirzschel,
Mr Artzinger, Mr Springorum and Mr Schwdrer,
and worded as follows:
'This indent to read as follows : ,
"having regard to the Commission's endeavours
to restore market unity, by changing the parities
of the 'green currencies', which meets tlre wishes
continually expressed by the European Parlia-
ment, and to t,he fact that, in countries with a
revalued currency, the monetary compensatory
amounts can, however, be abolistred only gradu-
ally and with great prudence if farmers' incomes
are not to suffer".'
On the ninth recital, I have Amendment No 28,
tabled by Mr Friih, IVIr Aigner, Mr Springorum,
Mr Hiirzschel, Mr Artzinger and Mr Schwiirer,
deleting this recital.
I call Mr Friih to move Arnendment} Nos 27
and 28.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) The two amendrnents that my
colleagues and I are putting forward mean tJrat
we agree with the draft resolution as such, which
seeks to restore market unity by changing the
parities of the 'green currencies'. Our only objec-
tions arise when eost increases are involved and
prices bear no relation to these.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position
on these two amendments?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I would have no obj.ections to Amendment
No 27 in itseU, if it did not go together with
Amendment No 28, proposing the deletion of
the 9th indent.
This is, however, the indent on which paragraph
19 of the resolution is based; it is connected
with the beginning of the abolition of the mone-
tary compensatqry amounts. I cannot therefore
accept the deletion of the 9th indent.
I therefore advise Parliament to reject Amend-
ments 27 and 28, in view of their connection.
President. 
- 
I put Amendrnent No 27 to t.I.e
vote.
Amendment No 27 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 28 to the vote.
Amendment No 28 is rejected.
I put the eighth and ninth recitals to the vote.
These texts are adopted.
On the tenth and eleventh recitals, I have no
amendments.
I put these texts to the vote.
Ttre ten'th and eleventh recitals are adopted.
We now come to paragraph 1 of the motion for
a resolution proper.
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On the one hand, I have three amendments
replacing the whole of the paragraph, namely:
- 
Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Scott-
Hopkins on behaU of tJle European Con-
servative Group and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. Approves, in principle, the broad objective of
the price proposals and understands that the
proposed ratio of the price for animal pro-r. ducts to that of plant products is the inevitable
consequence of the altered market situation;
considers, neverttreless, that because of the
actual income situation the price for animal
products must be raised by an amount greater
than that proposed by the Commission; be-
lieves also that there are grounds for wonder-ing whether the accelerirted cost increasesin 1974 have been sufficiently reflected'in
the Commission's price proposals; is of the
opinion, on the basis of thrise considerations,
that the detailed proposals do not tulfil the
. 
criteria laid down, especially with regard to
compen5ating for the increase in costs be-
tween 1973 and 1975 and ensuring the farmer
an income compa.rable to that in other sec-
tors."'
- 
Amendment No 20, tabled by Mr Frehsee, Mr
Laban and Mr Lagorce on behalf of the
Socialist Group and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. Considers that the proposed price increases will
be insufficient for certain countries if they are
not accompanied by agricultural monetary
measures to provide farmers in 1975 with an
adequate income and to eompensate for the
losses suffered in 1974, but that in other coun-
tries the price increases should be slightly
lower in view of the partial imbalance and
stability requirements obtaining in the sphere
of animal products, in'particular as regards
surplus products such as beef and veal and
dairy products;"'
- 
Amendment No 18, tabled by Mr Cipolla,
Mr Lemoine, Mr Maigaard and Mr Hartog
on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group
and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"1. Considers the Commission's proposals inade-quate, particularly in t,Le present situation,
for ensuring farmers' ineomes, for guarantee-
ing consumers fair prices for basic foodstuffs
and for reducing the cost of the common agri-
cultural policy for European taxpayers;".'
On the other hand, I have two amendments
concerning part of the paragraph, namely:
- 
Amendment No 13, tabled by Mr Bourdellds,
Mr Baas, Mr Durand, IVIr Durieux, Mr Houdet,
Mr Jozeau-Marign6 and Mr Premoli on behalf
of the Liberal and Allies Group and worded
as follows:
'In this paragtaph, rqplace the sentence beginning
"in vie$r of" and ending rryith the words ,,animal
produets" by the following text,:
"and demands that the price hierarchy be restored
in favour of animal products;".'
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Liogier, Mr
Hunault, Mr Cointat and Mr Gibbons on
behaU of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and worded as follows:
'In this paragraph, replace the sentence begin-
ning "i4 view of" and ending with the words
"animal products" by the following text:
"this increase must continue to respect the price
ratio which favours animal products in order to
guarantee farm incomes rather than be influenced
solely by world market trends;".'
as well as two amendments adding a new text
at the end of the paragraph, namely:
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Liogier,
Mr Hunault, Mr Cointat and Mr Gibbons on
behaU of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and worded as follows:
'Add the following text to this paragraph:
"considers that the whole of t.he increase in farm'yields attributable to progress in the technico-
biological field should go to producers as compen-
sation for their relatively low incomes, and should
therefore not constihrte a criterion for determin-
ing the general level of prices".'
- 
Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Baas, Mr
Bourdellds, Mr Durand, Mr Durieux, Mr
Houdet, Mr Jozeau-Marign6 and Mr Premoli
on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group
and worded as follows:
'Add t.Le following text to this paraglaph:
"w'ishes, however, that the 19?4 increase in farmyields attributable to progress in the technico-
biological field be reinstated in the Commission's
calculations to determine the general level of pri-
ces, taking into accotmt the poor weather condi-
tions which contributed indireetly to the rise in
production costs;".'
We shall discuss together the three amendments
affecting the whole of the paragraph and the
two amendments which concern only papt of it,
that is to say, Amendments Nos 1, 20, 18, 13 and ?.
We shall vote first on the three amendments
replacing the whole paragraph, beginning with
the one which departs furthest from the text
of the report. If none of these three amendments
is adopted, we shall then vote on the two amend-
ments concerning part of the paragraph.
Having thus dealt with the five amendments in
question, we shdl take Amendments Nos I and
14, which add a text at the end of the paragraph.
I call Mr Brewis to move Amendment No 1.
Mr Brewis. 
- 
Mr President, tJris amendment to
the text has a somewhat different emphasis from
the text of the rapporteur, although both texts
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oontain a nunber. of points in common. fire
amendment does not indlcate an obJection to
the broad princ[iles of t]re Qorqrrinsion's pro-
posals or to a ratiro.between the.price increases
in the various sector. tecarrse, of the escalation
of costs in 19?4 and ttre disastrous returns,
particularly in the beef sector, it seemed right
to underline that the Commission's proposals do
not look as if they vrill fuIfit the criteria laid
down in respect of farm income. This was rein-
forccd by I[r Clinton in hls speech this afternoon
urhen he spoke ol compensation for loss and
rehrrn of confidenc.e. Xhe text of this amendmentI am moving highfights the problems facing
tndustry in a way in whicli the prrsent tert of
paragraph 1 does not, and fry Eroup believes
that 'the House should atrce to, srrbstitute the
text of this ameadment.
President 
- 
I call Mr Erehsee to move Amend-
ment No 20.
trfir Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this is the
decisf,ve passage of the resolution: either we
agree, in principle, dft the prolrcsals on agri-
cultural prices put forward ty the Comrnission,
or we object to them.
Ttre Socialist Gfoup ts unbbl6 to vote for para-
graph 1 of the motioa for a resolution put for-
ward by the Committee on Agriculture. It has
iiery serious obJections to saying that the price
proposals from the Commissioa are 'patently
inadequate for providing farmero ia f9?5 with
an income equivalent 
-to that enjoyed by those
employed in other sectolE'.
That is aa inadnissible gga_greliratiqn. As we
know from today's debdg production costs in
the various Member Steb6 of Urg Community
vary a great deal; and in some of them at'any
rate the price increases pTgposed by the.Com-
mission should b" qoit enoUg,h to offset the
costs that have arisen dudag 19?3 ard 19?4 and
in additiou provide a reasgnable irlcome. More-
over, tJre words used in paragraph I of tJle
motion, 'aD inctne equivalent'to that enjoyed
by those employed in other sectors', do not
square with the wrrdtng ia Artiele 39 of the
Treaty; we wouldn indeeq donbt,ruhether what
is said in paragraph I of f,he Agriculture Com-
mittee's motion is in aocordance with the Treaty.
We cannot vote for this. Articie 39 speaks of ia
fair standed of living', and we fevour e pflcing
policy which leads to a fair'iacome. For theee
rearoul we have objeetions fird yery terious
doubts about paragraph 1 of the motion for a
resolution.
Now one or two comrnents on Amendment No 1,
by Mr Scott-Hopkins, Ohich has just been,moved
by Mr Brewis. For sirnilar. reasons, the Socielist
Group fitrds.itseU unable to vote for this amend-
ment, firis talks about the prices lor animal
products needing to be raised more than those
fot plant products. The Commission has pro-
posed quite deliberately, and in the opirdon of
the Socialist Grbup justifiably, that there should
be different increases in price for plant products
and animal products. The reason for this has
been put forward in the debate, and I mention
this, Mr President, so as to keep things brief.
We have, we know, surplwes of animal pro-
ducts; and one cannot increase the prices for
goods that are in surplus to an extent above
the average. This is the belief held by the
Socialtst Group, which prevents it from voting
for Amendment No I by Mr Scott-Hopkins and
the European Coaservative Group
But this srnendment also says that the cost
increases in 1074 have not been sufficlently
reflected in the price proposals. Here we have
the same objections that we have to paragraph I
of the motion for a resolution: that is not proven,
and one cannot make this statement! The dtua-
tion in tJle nine Member States varies con-
siderably, and for some of them this is not so.
For these neasons, therefore, we reject para-
graph 1 and the amendment by Mr Scott-
Hopkins.
It was with all these considerationS in mind,
Mr President, that we put forward Amendment
No 20. In this amendment, we are proposing
that vre make distinctions, and that price
increases should be based on considerations ofjustice, being larger in those places where
production costs have risen particularly sharply.
We cannot do anything about inflati0n and its '
oonsequenees, nor about the consequences of
the economic poUcy that is or is not being fol-
lowed here. Nor cen we do anythh6 about the
fact that there is no oomraon Europenn economic
polisy. But the effcet d the absence of e com-
mon economic policy is that greatly dtflering
costs have developed, and we believe that in
the interests of those concbrned account inust be
taken ol lhis when ffdng prices. We do not fOel
that we have to hold to the principl+now
become a mirag+of a corrunon price at any
pricr, even that of a loss of livelihood.
These, then, are the reasons for Amendment
No 20, whidr would make possible differcrrtial
price increrses, aqd which sets orlt clearly *hat
the Commission has essentially doue by making
use of exchange rate adjustments which are to
be applied in ditferent ways.
In this amendnent \pe arre also asking, Mr presi-
dent, that account be taken of Article 3g: wherc
there are imbalances, where the market is not
stabilized, there should be lower price incrreases
for those products for which there is no market
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equilibrium. That is the reasoning behind
Amendment No 20, and I ask this House, on
behalf of the Socialist Grrup, to follow the
spirit of what has been said here in the general
debate and to vote for this amendment, reject-
ing the other amendments.
(Applouse ftom the Sociolist Group)
PresidenL 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla to move Amend-
ment No 18.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) Mr President, dear colleagues,
like all of you I followed this afternoon's debate
with great attention. If the minutes of the sitting
were already published I could find arguments
in every speech in favour of this amendment.
I think none of the speakers was convinced that
the provisions proposed by the Comrnission'
were llkely to guarantee farmers' incomes in
the present situation. Everyone, particularly my
colleagues in the Socialist Groupl am think-
ing in particular of the last speech by Mr
Frehsee-but also our Brittsh colleagues, pointed
out that these measures do not guarantee fair
prices to consurners for essential food products.
I would like finally to.mention the masterly
speech made on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets by Mr Cointat, who in an extremely
clear way, quoting the results of an extremely
significant vote, stressed the very point which
we are trying to make now, that these measures
do not reduce the cost of the common agri-
cultural po[cy to European tax-payers but on
the. contrary increase it and increase it by a
figure which is likely to prove enormous.
For these reasons I believe that if this Assembly
fuants to hold firmly to the statements made on
all sides, it should vote in favour of our amend-
ment; the amendment points out clearly that
these measures proposed by the Commission do
nothing to guarantee that the requirements of
farmers or consumers or European tax-payers
will be satisfied.
I would add that this realization makes a
thorough review of the common agricultural
policy even more urgent, as regards consumer
prices and producer prices, as regards the reduc-
tion of producer costs, whidr everyone has
mentioned, and, finally, as regards measures to
maintain farmers' incomes.
For this reason, Mr President, I hope that the
AsSembly will at least give reasons for its vote.
As regards the other two emendments whtch
have just been moved, we understand Mr
f,'rehsee's thinking and we must admit that some
ol his reasons ere very well founded. However,
although we cannot vote against the first of
these, we cennot vote in favour of it either,
because this amendment is only partial, it does
not deal with the whole of the problem and
thereforg might give rise to difficulties tn
iildividuH eountries. As for the other amend-
ment, which agrees with the Commission's pro-
posals, we clearly cannot vote in favour.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durand to move Amend-
ment No 13.
Mr Dutand. (F) Mr President, it is
unanimously agreed in all countries that animal
products are at present penalized, and priority
should therefore obviously be given to animal
products in the prtce hierarchy. That is the
purlrcse'of our arnendment, and it is not neces-
sary for me to go into it at greater length.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to move Amend-
ment No 7.
Mr.Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the purpose of
this amendment is similar to that jrxt moved.I wifl merely say that the farmer, who is
already subjected to the whims of nature and
the laws of the market, is in need of a climate
of confidence. It is therefore essential to main-
tain specilic patterns in the choice of products
for several years. The farmer is a victim of
continually changing ideas in agricultural policy
and Community administration. That is why we
ask that the former attitude, in which the Com-
rnission favoured a hierarchy for aninal pro-
ducts, which we approved, be maintained.
We ask the Commission to maintain that attitude
and not let itself be influenced by world market
trmds. In our opinion, the first object should
now be to guarantee farm incomes by means of
a remunerative price-level, especiFlly for animal
products, which have been affected by this
cyclic phenomenon during recent months.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position
on these five amendments?
Mr De Koning, roporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Preei-
dent, regarding Amendment No 1, by Mr Scott-
Hopkins, I should fike to say that it tends in
the sanre direction as the Qommittee on Agri-
culture's motion for a resolution, although the
underlying reasoning differs somewhat from
ours. Mr Scott-Hopkins says that the Commis-
sion proposals do not fulfil the criteria laid
dowa with regard to compensating foi the
increase in co.sts and ensuring the farmer an
income comparable to that in other sectors,
whereas paragraph I of the motion for a resolu-
tion states that the Commission protrrcsals are
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clearly inadequate if these goals are to be
reached.
The Committee on Agriculture, by a small
majority, preferred the wording used in the
motion for a resolution. Although I recognize
that the aim is the same, I cannot therefore
recommend Parliament to accept Mr Scott-
Hopkins' amendment.
Amendment No 20, by Mr Frehsee and others, is
not, in my opinion, in agreement with the views
of the majority of our committee. The majority
of our committee clearly did not wish to say
that certain price increases could have been
somewhat smaller. The majority also definitely
wants to stick to the basic poliry of Communit5r
prices. For thiS reason, I think that Amendment
No 20 should be rgjected.
I come now to Amendment No 18, by Mr Cipolla
and others. Mr Cipolla lists a number of
objectives which we would no doubt all wish
to achiev+namely, guaranteeing agricultural
incomes and cheaper prices for foodstuffs. Ac-
cording to his views and his explanation, this
means that he at least does not want any higher
prices and aims at lower costs for the common
agricultural policy. These are all fine objectives,
but they cannot be aimed at simultaneously by
our price policy. The amendment is inconsistent.
I would therefore advise Parliament to reject it.
Amendment No 13, by Mr Baas, Mr BourdellBs
and others, regarding the restoration of prices
in favour of animd products, in my opinion
takes insufficient account of the situation on the
world market. Amendment No 7, by Mr Liogier
and others, which is similar, even says so in so
many words. The Commission proposals take
both the market situation and the agricultural
incomes situation into account. I think that
Amendments No 13 and No 7 are one-sided, and
would advise Parliament to reject both of them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carlentier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should
like to add a further comment on Amendment
No 20, tabled by the Socialist Group.
As a matter of fact, it does not differ from
paragraph I as regards the price proposals, but
paragraph I is somewhat blunt and we felt that
it should be toned down in accordance with the
facts.
Prdsident. 
- 
I put to the ,vote Amendment
No 1, which departs furthest from the text of
the report.
Amendrnent.No I is rejected.
I put to the vote Amendment No 20.
Amendment No 20 is rejected.
I put to the vote Amendment No 18.
Amendment No 18 is rejected.
As the three amendments replacing the whole
of the paragraph have now been rejected, I put
to the vote tJle first part of paragraph 1, up to
and including the words 'losses suffered in 1974'.
The first part of paragraph 1 is adopted.
I now put to the vote Amendment No 13.
' Amendment No 13 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.
Amendment No 7 is rejected.
I put the second part of paragraph I to the vote.
The second part of paragraph 1 is adopted.
We shall now take the two amendments adding
a new text at the end of the paragraph.
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 8.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the application
of the criteria generally proposed to the calcula-
tion of the general level of prices implies that
the increase in farm yields attributable to pro-
gress in the technico-biological field, estimated
at 1.5 per cent a year, is deducted from the rate
of increase of prices.
Given, however, the inevitable widening of the
gap between farm incomes and the incomes of
other socio-professional categories in 1974 as
a result of the lower prices received by pro-
ducers, we are of the opinion that farmers
should reap the full benefit of their increased
productivity. The rate should therefore not be
deducted in their case.
I should like to add that increased productivity
often entails additional costs for the farmer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas to move Amendment
No 14.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, since Parliament
in paragraph 1 says that the price increase is
insufficient, but does not say what a reasonable
price increase would be, we have perhaps a
chance to supplement paragraph 1 by saying
something about teehnico-biological progress. In
principle it was initially accepted as an objective
criterion that part of technico-biological progre$t
should be rechoned not in favour of agriculture,
but, as it were, of general economic progress. It
was similarly taken that 1.5 per cent of technieo-
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biological progress should not be included in the
calculations. We went through a period in which
this technico-biological progress amounted to 3
or 4 per cent. A small part of this, at least the
actual progress less 1.5 per cent, was always
included in the calculations, and the rest not.
I think that we as a Parliament should not
tamper with the objective criteria and should
therefore leave this 1.5 per cent. But the situa-
tion in 1974, especially the cost rises in the last
part of 1974 and the general situation in agri-
culture, led us to look for some dccommodation
in the form. of a price rise. In my opinion, COPA
went too far in bringing up technico-biological
progress oyer the last year again. I do not think
we should do that. But there are, perhaps, argu-
ments for allowing something to agriculture in
19?4, over and above the g per cent or so. This
is the background to this amendment. We do not
wish to advocate a possible increase, but just
to give Mr r,.ardinois an argument for the discus-
sion in the- Council, if the question is asked
what agriculture can be offered above the 9 per
cent or so.'There is an opportunity here, we
think. That is why the Liberal Group tabled
this amendment, which I hope Parliament will
support, to give Mr Lardirrois, as I said, a chance
to bring in somg arguments in the discussion in
the Council regarding the realization of r,vhat
we said in the first paragraph-namely, that the
increase is clearly inadequate. Each can then
decide for himself what this is to mean.
I would therefore reiuest you not to withhold
your suppoit for this amendment.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position
on these two amendments?
Mr De Koning rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, in the Committee on Agriculture the idea
underlying Amendments No I and No 14 was
rejected, or at least it was decided by a small
majority not to include this idea in the motion
for a resolution.
There is a'difference between the two amend-
ments. Amendment No 8 leaves aside the ques-
tion whether the bio-technical rise in productiv-
ity is to be assigned to agriculture over one
or two years, whereas the amendment by Mr
Baas and others expressly limits this to 1974.
In my opini,on, Amendment No 8 has the dis-
advantage of unclear wording, at least in the
Dutch text,.where the Commission is asked not
to let this technico-biological progress constitute
a criterion for determining the general level of
prices. The Commission has in fact not done so:it has deducted this. I take it that Mr Liogier
means here that the technico-biologieal rise in
productivity should not be deducted now, but
allowed to benefit agriculture.
In .view of the discussion in the Committee on
Agrieulture, it is not open to me to advise Par-
liament to accept Amendments No I and No 14.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vetrone.
Mr Vetrone. 
- 
(I) In the course of the general
discussion I expressed myself in favour of
allowing producers, as an exceptional case for
this year, an increase in productivity resulting
from bio-technical improvements.
For this reason I intend to vote in favour of
Amendment No 8, by Mr Liogier, which seems
clearer. I should like to ask Mr Baas to with-
draw Amendment No L4 and support Mr
Liogier's amendment, which-I repeat-is more
specific.
President. 
- 
Mr Baas, are you maintaining your
amendment?
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, since this con-
cerns advice for the Commissioner, I am pre-
pared to withdraw the.amendment and join in
supporting the amendment by Mr Liogi€r.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 14 is accordingly
w-ithdrayn.
I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.
Amendment No 8 is adopted.
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 21,
tabled by Mr Frehsee and Mr Laban on behalf
of the Socialist Group and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"2. Doubts whether the present price pro,posals
take account of all the aims of the common
agricultural policy, in particular the supply
of goods to consumers at equitable prices
and the stabilization ol the markets."'
I call Mr Frehsee to move this amEndment.
Mr Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, parAgraph 2
of the motion for a resolution from the com-
mittee says that in view of the minor effects on
consuiners the proposed prite increases are
abceptable. We cannot subscribe to this. We have
made it clear how very much dearer milk and
sugar will become, to mbntion only two products
that are particularly sensitive in social terms,
products that ate popular^and basic foodstuffs.
It 'is also said' that these price.increases are
aceeptable because of the need to combat infla-
tion. This; too, is something we canhot support.
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Betause of lhir we err proposing that para-
graph 2 be rewordedr in thc f,ray lct out ln
Amendment No 21. In moving this amendment
we are erpresslng our bellel that it ls very
doubtful whethEf these price proposals achieve
the aim of Article 39, that of ptoviding the
consumer with foodstuffs at fair prices, and we
also express our doubt whether the other alm
of Article 39 is achieved, that is to say, a stabil-
lzation of the markets. I ask the House to adopt
this Amendment No 21.
Prcridont. 
- 
Wh&t ts the mppof'teuf's position?
lllr.De Koning, rappwtgnr. 
- 
(l!!') Mr Presi-
den! Mr Lardinotu has. steted, titdav that he
estimates.the effect of theee prip6 proposals on
the cost of living at 0.60 per derit. I should have
thought this was Suite in accordance with the
aim of paragraph 2 of. the motion for a
resolution.
I should like to remind thc proposers of thirr
amendment once more that Mr Lardinoic said
in an earlier discussion that the consumer in
the Community is savbg.xrouad 5 thoupand
million dollars a year liecause of the Community
sugar policy alone. I thiJ&'that these ,price
proposats take very reasonable account of wtrat
consumers are demanding, and of the necesslty
to stabilize the markets. lhey also clearly trki
account ol the maftet situAtlon for the variolut
products. I feel I must therefore advlse Pdrlia-
ment to reject AmenflgentNo 21.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ctpolla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
.(\ Mr Presi{e1rt, we have no
doubt that this polrcy propoced by the Commis-
sion will have unfavoureble consequences for
consumers and lcit 'ttre stabiilratton of the
markete, not so much, becaure of tlre price
increese Branted to producers, but rather
beesuse we realize, although we ere only of
'average turtelllgencei as lq Iardinois has said,
that the real beneficiaries of this policy are not
the farmem, but the indwtrial monopolies and
the intermediaries. We are sure that consumers
will have to pay dear\y for this policy, as has
happened in the past. I do not believe that
anyone in this Chamber cru say that the incxease
in the price of sugar-which, in the way it has
been proposed by the Cornmission, mcans in
practice granting industry a price increese on
the product, sfurce tJle harvect is elready partly
over and producers have already received the
price--will have no effect on inflation and the
increase in the cost of Iiving. fire Socialist
Group's amendment exprcs$s thic very doubt.I can see thet tho cttitude of our colleagues in
the Christien-Democrath Glroup ir doctrinaire
arrd ignores that healthy quectioning attitudo
whictr is e;haracterictic of the seculer tradition
of European thought. However, I believe that on
auch a simple question the Parliament should
accept at least thir very rnoderate wording
tabled by the Socialist Group.
(Applause ftom the Corrmunist and, Allies
Group)
Ptecidsnt. 
- 
What is tl.e Commiseion's position?
Mr Latdinois, mentbrn o! the Commisslon o! the
European Communitieo 
- 
(M) Mr President,
lshould ltke to say something about ttrig amend-
ment, espec{ally as I still owe Mr E'rehsee an
answer on flrts pelnt.
Mr Frehsee point€d to the unfavouiable effect
of the proposed price dranges for' milk and
suga& and I. should like'to sqy something on tlfs.
As regards Filk, sre proposed an lncrease ol
6 per cent as irom I February. But I can infor,m
Parliament that the larger part of 'this price
increase has alnxdy [€gn rcalized over. the last
few months in the market especia[y in the
butter sggtp1.-Nof, .hosrever, -in,.th",EiIk-
powder septrir: there tnri shpuld, in fact, havq a
real rise lrom the prici:s proposed for 1 Febiu-
ary. But for butter the i4crease has already b&n
realized. We arq .further' proposqlg to increase
the priqe by another.4 per cut in the autumnn
again mainly,in'the butter sectpr. This wiU gaye
us at leaqt $5 
'r"illiea,u.a, which, we would
otherwise have to pay from Community funds
to store butter for the winter. In this way that
is taken over by the market.
As regards sugar, there is anottrer side of the
picture, vhic\ I should like,to bring out. I think
that in view of the prceent mrrket situation we
should not look only at tJle direct effects lor
producers, but also at the effect on consump.
tion. In the present phase, we want to stimulate
the producer to produce more next year. If the
price is rncreased rryith effect from l'Felruary,
we shall force manufacturers to pay our
producers for last year over the next lew
months, because of the. regulations. Finally, by
this price increase of 16 per cent, which comeg
to 19 per cent because of the earlier application,
we wish to restrain consumption. ''
I should particularly like to make it dear to
Mr Frahsee thet, in tlre present tight market tlle
price also has a function in restraining con-
sumption. Might I, for instance, point out Srat
the Labour ioveromeut in power in the United
Kingdm, a govetnaent which is very seneitfurC
about food prices and considerably zubsidiler
basic'foodstuffg has,neverthd-es allowed the
sugar price to rise by 160 per cent in 0 months,
precisely to influence consumption,.and to lewc
a supply possibility open.
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Praident 
- 
I call Mr Frehsee.
Mr Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I do not want
to go into this matter df sugar price policy norr
in detail, because we are putting fonnrard a
Epecial amendment on this, and the reasons for
this will be given separately. Only one com-
mcnt: sugar prices on the London Sugar
Exchange have in the past week fallen to
t360 a ton. Ttrey have got back to tJ:e position
of September last year. I ean only hope that this
trend will continue, and that the English con-
sumer will again benefit from this.
f don't want to say eny more about this, but
will make a geaeral courment on the amendment.
I asked to speak, Mr President, because of somr
thing that was said by the rapporteur. f am sure
he was mistaken when he said that Mr Lardi-
nois had stated that consumer prices would rise
by 0.66 per cent as a result of this increase in
agricultural prices. This is of course not at all
the case, it is the cost of living that will go up
by 0.68 per cent, while consumer prices for
foodstuffs will be about 4 times. We have talked
about this already; in mathematical terms that is
about 3 per cent, and today in the generd
debate I pointed out that last year's price
increase of 8 per cent led to an increase in con-
suEler prices of 16 and 20 and more per cent,
We cannot work with merely theoretical figures,
we are expressing our views on practicd policy.
This is equally true for the milk sector. It simply
cannot be denied that over the past year milk
has gone up by 8 + 5 : 13 Pfennigs, and that
-so far as f can see, at least-this has been fullypassed on in the case of household milk, and I
suspect that this price increase too, when it
occurs on 1 February, will also be fully passed
on. Thts mearur an increase in the price of milk,
ovef a perlod of 12 month$-if the Council of
Ministers acts that quickly, which is, of course,
the question<f 30 per cent or more, round
about a third. This worries us grcatly, and
because of this worry we are putting forward
this amendment.
Presldcnt. 
- 
I call Mr CipOlla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I thank Mr
Lardinois for the explanations he has given,
and I think I have grasped their m'eaning.
Mr Lardinois claims thet at least part of the
sugar price increase proposed by the Com-
mlssion will not go to the farmers but to the
industry and will serve to reduce consumption.If we really wanted to reduce consumption-
although I do not agree tfiat we should-a tax
could be imposed that wes payable to the state
concernd or to the Commrurity. What Mr Lar-
dinois is proposing is a price increase fur favour
of 'the monopolies: workers, consumers, house-
wiver who do the shopping every day need low
prices. Farmers, too, are going through en
ortremely diflicutt perlod, and therefore it
would elso be a good idea to grant this increase
to the fbrmers, but it is not right that it should
end up in the poekets of the sugar industrialists.
This policy, which helps neither farmers nor
consumeni, is entirely unacceptable.
For this reason we shdl vote in favour of the
amendment tabled by our colleagues in the
Socialist Group, dthough it is not as strongly
worded as the amendment which we tabled and
which wds reiected.
President 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Illr Lardinois, member of the Commission ot
the European Comrnunities. 
- 
I shall be very
brief. I do not know what Mr Cipolla is getting
worked rrp about. What I said was that the price
increase to take place on 1 February must be
passed on by sugar manufacturers to the far-
mers who have grown the sugar. This is what I
said in the first instance. I am repeating it in
the second instance. In other words, the price
increase ls not intended for the manufacturers.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 21 to the
vote.
Amendmdnt No 2l is rejected.
I put paragraph 2 to the vote.
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
On paragraph 3, I have, first of all, Amendment
No 9, tabled by Mr Liogier, Mr Hunault, Mr
Cointat and Mr Gibbons on behall of the Group
of European Progressive Democrdts and worded
as followq:
'Add the following text to the end of this para-
graph:
"considers that in order to encourage beef and
veal prtducerr who are at present crippled by
the sharp fall tn their incomes and to avold a
drop in the corresponding animal populatlon,
these prices must be lncreased substantially and
all tnter+venttoh levels raised in proportton wlt}
the increase in guide prices;".'
I call Mr Liogier to move this amendment.
Mr Llogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Commission
is perfectly aware of the fact that the fall in the
incomes of beef and ved producers is largely
caused by defects in the intervention system.
And what do we find? Instead of an improve-
ment in the system, a relative reduction in the
intervention levels is proposed. It is regretteble
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that no one thought of raising the intervention
levels in proportion to the increase in guide
prices. In our opinion, the intervention system
makes it possible to control the market, and
should play a dual role: not only to guarantee
outlets, but to guarantee them at fair and remu-
nerative prices. ,
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr De Koning, ropportgur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, it is my opinion tt{at this amendment takes
totally insufficient account of the present mar-
ket situation in this sector. It follows from the
market situation that conbiderable price in-
creases will have little or no effect, and I think
the result will be that intervenllgn possibilities
are greatly overestimated.
I therefore think this amendment ought to be
rejected.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No 9 is rejected.
Still on paragraph 3, I have two amendments
which can be considered jointly:
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Liogier, Mr
Hunault, Mr Cointat and Mr Gibbons on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and worded as follows:
'Add the following text to this,paragraph:
"feels that aid to beef and veal producers should
be granted for all animals, both male and female,
so as to avoid giving an unfair advantage to large-
scale specialized stock-farming undertakings to
the detriment of small farmers in mixed hold-
ings;".'
- 
Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Bourdellds,
Mr Baas, Mr Durand, Mr f),urieux, Mr Hou-
det, Mr Jozeau-Marign6 and Mr Premoli on
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group and
worded as follows:
'Add the following text to this paragraph:
"but wishes that it be granted also for the slaught-
ering of cows having a live weight.of more than
3(X) kg;".' 
.
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 10.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in our opinion
such supplementary aid could in no way replace
the price policy itself. We feel that the granting
of a premium of 30 u.a. for male cattle is an
incomplete action and should be extended to
females. Such allocation difficulties also show
clearly the extent to which the system is often
inefficient and unfair, since it precludes farmers
who are in the greatest need from benefitting
from the premium.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durand to move Amend-
ment No 15.
Mr Durand. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my comments
complement what Mr Liogier has said, but f
should like to add that f just cannot understand
why there should be a premium for male cattle
for slaughter and not for female cattle. I am
thinking here of a particular law of genetics, the
Mendel law, according to which the same num-
ber of male as of female cattle are born, and f
do not understand why some farmers who are
lucky enough to have male cattle born should
receive a premium and those who are unlucky
enough-if that can said, since it is not always
a matter of bad luck-to have female cattle do
not receive it. That is why I recommend adop-
tion of the amendment tabled by our colleague.
Presldent. 
- 
I call Mr Zeller.
Mr Zeller. 
- 
(F) I should like to support Amend-
ment No 10 very strongly and to press the Com-
mission to make some arrangements very quickly
for the army of small producers still to be
found in Europ*not necessarily hill and moun-
tain farmers, but smallholders with fifteen hec-
tares and eight cows. A survey in France has
shown that 10 per cent of producers received
investment aid intended for stockfarming. We
in Parliament should also remember that, since
the common agricultural policy has existed, all
the statistics have shown that the disparity be-
tween farm incomes in most countries has in-
creased, and we should say so. Perhaps our ins-
truments should also be checked regularly. That
is why I wanted to give a reply to what Mr Lar-
dinois said at the beginning of the afternoon on
direct aid, to encourage you to act vigourously
towards that end. If not, we shall no longer be
able to accept the common agricultural policy
in our regions as we have done until now.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vetrone.
Mr Vetrone. 
- 
0 Mr President, without the
same enthusiasm and vigour as Mr Zeller, f sup-
port Mr Liogier's amendment.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pres-
ident, tJ:e Community regulation is intended to
give support to fatstock producers and thereby
to provide some compensation for the losses
following the crisis on the beef and veal market.
Seen from this viewpoint, both male and female
animals must come under the regulations. Let
us bear in mind-and I shall be glad to hear
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from Mr Lardinois whether he can confirm this-
that the regulation in fact becomes impossible
to implement, because it is extremely difficult
to distinguish between female animals raised
specially to produce beef and veal and female
animals bred specially to produce milk and then
offered as worn-out milch cows so as to claim the
premium granted on fatstock. Even with the
present regulations, strict control will still be
necessary to avoid all sorts of irregularities in
this respect.
As regards Amendment No 10, I should like to
hote that this regulation in no way favours
specialized big farms at the expense of small
producers. On the contrary, the regulation
applies both to small and to large cattle or fat-
stock farms, and I can only say that over the
last few years the big farms have suffered con-
siderably greater losses than small farms. I
would therefore advise the rejection of both
Amendment No 10 and Amendment No 15.
President. 
- 
What is the Commission's posi-
tion?
Mr Lardinois, member of the Commission of the
European Communities. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
I would be glad to give the rapporteur the infor-
mation asked for, and also to reply to the pre
vious speaker.
We were, in fact, originally thinking of a direct
subsidy of 20 u.a. Then we changed this proposal
internally, since we saw that it would be a bad
thing to pay this to the slaughterhouses, since
experience has shown that there is too large a
chance that part of this money, intended for the
fattener, does not get to him. We therefore
decided to apply the regulation in such a way
that we could pay the farmer. this fattening pre-
mium directly. But we are paying it only on
male animals, so as to be able to keep a check.
If we pay it to the slaughterhouses, we cannot
be certain that this amount will go fully to the
benefit of the farmers.
So it is either one thing or the other. Either we
pay the slaughterhouses, which is definitely less
favourable to agriculture, or we pay the farmer,
but then there must be checks. I 
-can quite under-
stand that perhaps, in certain periods, certainly
in a time of increasing unemployment, the small
stockholder does not get enough under the pre-
sent regulation.
I should also like to aszure Parliament that
especial attention will be paid to this point in the
proposals which we shdl be making in March
for the revision of agricultural policies. I should,
however, like to warn against the taking of such
measures or the giving of incentives lightly,
without ,any distinctions, so that small stock-
holders, at all periods of life, are encouraged to
keep their farms. This might well, in the future,
give rise to increasing difficulties or to expecta-
tions which we cannot, in the long run, meet. I
recognize that the problem of the small stock-
holder who, for whatever reason, cannot expand
his farm is, from a social point of view, one of
the most pressing problems in European agri-
culture. I do not think, however, that we can
deal with this problem by simple measures. We
have to fit the solution to it into a scheme that
deserves broader attention than an amendment
to the prices here.
I once again promise Parliament that I shall
come back to this problem in about a month, but
I would now ask you not to take any overhasty
decisions on this point.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 10 to the vote.
Amendment No 10 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 15 to the vote.
Amendment No 15 is rejected.
I put paragraph 3 to the vote.
Paragraph 3 is adopted.
On paragraph 4, I have, first of all, Amend,ment
No 2/revJII, tabled by Mr Howell and worded as
follows:
'Add the following text to this paragraph:
"and considers that a statutory Meat Production
and Marketing Authority could be useful to create
a workable balance between supply and demand
for meat within the Community and requesB that
urgent study should be made of this subject."'
I call Mr Howell to move this amendment.
Mr Howell. 
- 
Mr President, this is a very
modest amendment. It has been revised, as you
have said, twice-the second time at the sug-
gestion of the rapporteur, who felt he could
support it if I took out the word 'necessary' and
put, 'A meat production and marketing authority
could be useful'.
The real purport of this is that we request
that a study should be made of this possibility.I think lrom all quarters today in this debate
we have heard that it is felt that some changes
need to be made in our system, and I sug-
gest that this particular way of dealing with
our problems should be looked into urgent-
ly: I feel that something useful might come
of it. I don't intend to cover the same-ground,
merely to point out that although I was
grateful to Mr Lardinois for the remarks
he made when I spoke on this subject eaflier
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today, I think he misunderstood me, because f
was tdking about overall statutory authorities
and he was talking obout merketing-boards
generally. I realize that we in the United King-
dom have hed marketingrboards which heve
feiled, but not statutory marketfung-boards. Per-
haps I cotdd explain it better by saying that
completely comprehensive marketing-boards
sudr as those for milk aad hops have been highly
successful, while I fully agree that the other
boerds such as those for cusunbers, tomatoes
and various other things have been unsuccessful.
I want to draw that distinction.
This, in my view, is in the interests of the con-
drrter as well as of the producer, and is a means
whereby strength can be geined by the produeers
working together to enable them to get a
reasonable return and to pmvide a dreap pro-
duct without governmental support. Surely this
is what we are all looking for. I believe that it
would be a very good thing if the Commission
were to make a thorough study of this question
and report on it later.
I hope that I shall get support for this amend-
ment.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
IIr Ilc Koning, repportctr. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pres-
idett, in the tlisc{ssiurs on trhe agriorltural policy
with our British friends, it several times proved
that they are expecting far too much of the
effect of marketing-boards on sales of agricul-
hral products. llrtde experience has been accu-
mulated of this in the United Kingdom, and it
certainly seenrs to me useful to look into this
matter more closely ou the basis of the material
available. I therefore have no objections at all
to the aim of this amendment.
Two questions arise, however. In the first place,
whether we should be so specific in this resolu-
tion as to recommend study ol the effect of the
marketing-board on the meat market in the
Community. Doesn't thls apply to other produets
too? Secondly, there is the question whether
this belongs in this resolutlon: it is, of coursie,
only slightly connected with the problem of
price policies. Mr Howell could bring up this
proposal during the evduition of the agricul-
tural policy, which will teke place shortly-
that is to say, he could withdraw his amend-
ment and keep it for the coming debate, or, of
course, put it to the vote and leave the decision
to Parliament.
I have therefore no objections to ttre aim of the
amendment: I gladly leave the decision to
Parliament.
Prssidlnt. 
- 
I call Mr trIowell.
Mr llowell. 
-.Ttre rcas)n why I have prt it inparagraph 4'is that a study is to be made of the
markeri.g of beef and veal. To me, this is only
a part sf the problem, for other meat affeets the
beef and ved market. Surely, if vre expand pig
productlon too much, as we did beef production
--+ertalnly in the United Ktrngdom we o<pended
beef production much too quickly, by 3E per cent
in 3 years-if we make the same mistake in pig-
meat or in poultry-meat, we ehall cause troublein the beef industry again. One of the mafun
points I intended to make earlier was that the
whole sphere of meat-marketing and production
should be looked into.
Presidenl 
- 
I call Mr Vetrone.
Mr Vetrone. 
- 
(l) It was my intention to table
an amendment asking the Commission to study
this problem. However, I hed never envisaged
an authority, but rather a European bffice'.for
meat, to guarantee the quality and quantity of
market supplies, and at the same time cmtrol
intra- and extra-Community trade.
I particularly have in mind the compensatory
amounB, whtctr I think should be abolishrd,
especially in this sector, and another point which
concerns my own country-that is to say, the
fight against the oligopoly of importers.
I think, nevertheless, that we could be equally
satisfied if Mr Lardinois gave assuranccs that
the problem wiU be studied and will be con-
sidered during the debate on the review of the
common agrieultural policy.
Presideat 
- 
I call Mr Baas.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr Prtsident, I should llke to
advise the Assembly at this stage of the debate
to support Mr Howell's amendment. We are all
convinced that the meat market policy in parti-
cular has left something to be desired in the
period we have just gone through. Any attefnpt
to come to a better organization of this mattet
is to be welcomed. Whether this ought to take
place through a marketing-board with certain
powers or.in another way has been left con-
pletely open in Mr Howell's 
. 
amendment. IIe
asks only-fgr'further study, aod t ttrink that wd
as a Parliament ought to say now that we wan!
this, and that this question too is an essential one
in the possible evaluation of the market ind the
measures that Mr Lardinois is preparirii at'the
mosnent. 
.i
I should htve thought that tt would be a Eood
thing if Parllament et the moment were to sf,cek
ih lavour of a possibtlity lor better functioning
of the.msrket. In the Committee on Agriorlturej
we have also tdked about this several timea, ard
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I am in full agreement with Mr Howell that
further study is urgently necessary on just this
point.
I would therefore ask the Assembly to consider
suiporting this amendment by Mr Howell.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Martens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I, too, have a
lot of sympathy for Mr Howell's amendment. Last
year, in September-or was it July?-I myself
asked Mr Lardinois to makb a study of the farm-
gate price and the price to the consumer. And
we got that.
For this reason, I also think that the question
can be dealt with in connection with the drawing
up of the agricultural policy inventory. I do
object, however, to the fact that both production
and distribution are talked about here. Produc-
tion comes rurder the common agricultural policy,
but distribution is a matter of national policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois,nqnlber of the Commission of the
European Communities. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
during the discussion I did not reject the idea
of marketing-boards, or ir general, the idea of
bringmg in the trade, even into production and
distribution policy. Personally, I find the amend-
ment as worded now too limited. It is merely a
legal authority whieh is mentioned. Even in
'Great Britain, this has not been achieved in the
particular case of meat. Ttre marketing-boards in
Great Britain sometimes work excellently, but
no one has yet dared to set one up for meat in
any country. Can I put it this way: if the amend-
ment is worded more broadly, allowing the in-
volvement of the trade in controlling the markets
for production and distribution, then I wotrld
advise Parliament to accept the amendment. At
the moment, however, I have some objections
because of the narrow wording.
Prerident 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
lllr Lange. 
- 
(D) I must apologize for inter-
vening at this stage of tlre discussion, but there
is a question which concerns the proposer ol this
amendment, which concerns the Commissioner,
and which Goncerns those who support this
idea. Where does the agricultural policy end
where does the ag"icultural economy end, and
how far do these t'hings, perhaps, extend into
tJle commercid sector? And if they do, to whst
extent wiU the commercial sector go on, under
the inlluence of agricultural policy, to distort
other sectors of the economy? This is tJre ques-
tion we need to ask ourselves here, ladies and
gentlemen, and may I remind you that certain
wishes, ideas and measures have caused us to
accumulate a considerable amount of experience
over the past twenty years. f therefore urge the
Commission, if it is ready to study this kind of
thing, to take this viewpoint into account, so
that we do not one day find ourselves with a
motor-car marketing-board, for example-I apo-
logize foi being flippant-beceuse of difficulties
arisfurg in certain eomnercial sectors. There
might well be a great deal of envy and jealousy,
and everything we had ever said about freedomr
of the market and the regtrlating function of
competition would sink without trace. Ttris is the
inevitable result if we do not draw a definite
line.
So I do apk that this be kept in mind. For myself,
I could not even agree to a study being made of
such a proposal
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would not have taken the floor if
I did not consider this problem to be extremely
important.
New ideas always crop up from time to time.I would remlnd Parliament of what was done in
tr'rance in 1936, when the government of the time
set up the Nationd Slheat Board, which was etfirst spurned, mainly in agricultural eircles. Its
purpose was to create order where there was
disorder, and to guarantee the,incomes of lrheat
producers. And then, gradually, it was realized
that in fact it guaranteed the stability of incombs
which were no longer at the mercy of .changes
in the market.
Without knowing the exact scope of Mr Howell,s
proposal, I personally agree to the principle of
setting up a controlling body that will in ttre
long term assure European farmers of guaranted
incomes.
President 
- 
I call Mr Dr.uand.
Mr Durand. 
- 
(E)Mr preeident, I should like to
say, quite briefly that we should not waste gurtime discussing utopias. Mr Monnet, thenSecialirf Minister of Agrtanlture, who created
the Nationd Wheet Board in 1986, also thought
of creating a National Meat Boerd; Hd net wittr
T T_tny:difficultles,,however, that he geve upthe idea.
Without a doubt, the retort to that will b6 that
much water hnq phssed rmder the bridge stnce
tJle creatiou ol ttre National Wheat Board. None-
theless, the difficulties.remein: it is as dlfficrrlt,if not impossible, to stock live products as it is
easy to stdck cereals and the like.
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President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2/rev.Al to
the vote.
Amendment No 2/rev./Il is rejected.
Still on paragraph 4, I have two amendments
which can be considered jointly:
- 
Amendment No 11, tabled by Mr Liogier,
Mr Hunault, Mr Cointat and Mr Gibbons on
behdf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and worded as follows:
' 'Add the following text to this paragraph:
"and asks that the period of application of the
safeguard clause be extended until such time as
prices reach a remunerative level;".'
- 
Amendment No 16, tabled by Mr Bourdellds,
Mr Durand, Mr Durieux, Mr Houdet, Mr
Jozeau-Marign6 and Mr Premoli on behalf
of the Liberal and Allies Group and worded
as follows:
'Add the following text to this paragraph:
"and asks that the period of application of the
safeguard clause be extended until such time as
prices reach a remunerative level;'.'
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 11.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(f') Mr President, before the crisis
we had to proscribe excessive imports of beef
and veal, while at the same time farmers were
encouraged to industrialize their meat produc-
tion despite very high production costs. The
result wis that cattle that did not fit in with
Community consumer requirements were very
quickly uied for freezing. We want to avoid
such mistakes in the future. To encourage pro-
ducers to supply the market, the Commission
must assure them that the period of application
of the safeguard clause will be extended until
such time ai prices reach a remunerative level'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durand to move Amend-
ment No 16.
Mr Durand. 
- 
(F) Mr ?resident, my amendment
is absolutely identical to Mr Liogier's, and I am
somewhat hesitant to speak, since I feel it is
better to listen than to sPeak.
We tabled an amendment on behalf of the
Liberal and Allies Group because one of our
main preoccupations was, if not the hierarchy
of products-I do not want to upset Mr Lardinois
-at least the maintenance of the safeguardclause.
If, in fact, the clause were abolished and we were
faced with large imports of meat, as was the
case last year, no measures to protect stock-
farming would be effective. The situation in this
sector seems to be improving slightly, even
though imports from East European countries are
still flooding our market. That is why we hope
that great circumspection will be shown.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 11 to the
vote.
Amendment No ll is rejected. Amendment No 16
accordingly falls.
I put paragraph 4 to the vote.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.
On paragraph 5 I have Amendment No 22, tabled
by Mrs Orth on behaU of the Socialist Group
and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"5. In view of the importance of milk and dairy
products as basic foodstuffs, considers the pro-
posed price increases excessivg and doubts,
furthermore, whether they bring about an im-
proved market equilibrium for butter;".'
I call Mrs Orth to move this amendment.
Mrs Orth. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, there has been a great deal said already
today about milk, and one would be right in
commenting that milk remains, dI the time it is
being talked about, the European Community's
biggest headache. All the measures that have
been taken to solve the problems in this. parti-
cular sector have not really resulted in the dif-
ficulties being overcome; at most, they have
been prevented from getting worse.
Mr Frehsee has already pointed out that, in the
case of milk in particular, price increases have
had a very severe effect on consumer prices.
When during our debate today we spoke bf
farmers' incomes and about the undeniably sad
state of agriculture, one could often have got
the impression that things would be grim for
everyone working on the land, while for every-
one employed outside agriculture life was a bed
of roses. Perhaps we might give thought for a
moment to the fact that in the Community at
this moment there are more than four million
unemployed, all of whom have had to cut baek
their standard of living in recent months, not
improve it. I mention this in connection with
milk, because milk is an essential foodstuff. It
is beyond a doubt the most valuable part of our
diet, and in a family with small children it can-
not be done without. Yet precisely the families
with small children, who have nothing else to
put in the place of milk, are preponderantly
those with tJre lowest incomes, since these are
young couples and families with a large number
of children; and when we are raising prices we
ought to give a thought to the consumer.
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Perhaps I might offer one further comment: in
my own country, the price of whole milk is at
present higher than that of lemonade and cola
drinks. This means that it is hard to persuade
the consumer to drink more milk; he tends
rather to change over from milk to other drinks
when it is just a matter of feeling thirsty. We are
not against some rise in the price of milk, but
we do feel that the proposed increase is too
much; for the rest, the amendment speaks for
itself, and I ask the House to vote in favour.
(Applause front the Socialist Group)
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pre-
sident, in view of the increasing costs of dairy
production, I think the proposed price rise is
certainly not too large, and also that the Com-
mission has rightly endeavoured, in distributing
the price rises over milk, fat and protein, to
adjust to the market situation.
I therefore think the amendment ought to be
rejected.
president. 
- 
I put Amendment No 22 to the
vote.
Amendment No 22 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
On paragraph 6 I had Amendment No 3, tabled
by Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the European
Conservative Group and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"6. Considers it would greatly assist a better ba-
lance within the cereal market if the market
were divided into 'milling grains' and 'foddergrains' with a single price level for each of
the two categorieg with the exception of
'durum wheat', which is a special category
similar to imported hard Canadian ManitobaNo I wheat and requires similar premium
treatment."'
The author has informed me, however, that he
wishes to withdraw his amendment.
I put paragraph 6 to the vote.
Paragraph 6 is adoilted.
On paragraphs 7 to 9 I have no amendments.
I put them to the vote.
Paragraphs 7 to 9 are adopted.
On paragraph 10 I have two amendments:
- 
Amendment No 12, tabled by Mr Liogier, Mr
Hunault, Mr Cointat and Mr Gibbons on
behaU of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"10. Considers that in the vine sector intervention
and guide prices should be fixed at a
sufficiently high level to ensure vine glowers
a normal income;"'
- 
Amendment No 23, tabled by Mr Laban on
behalf of the Socialist Group and worded as
follows:
'Delete the first part of this paragraph up to and
including the words "type R 1 table wine;"
At the end of the second part of this paragraph,
add the followirrg text:
"cons,iders therefore that the proposed price in-
crease is too high to enable market equilibrium to
be restored."'
I call Mr Liogier to move Amendment No 12.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, having explained
my views at considerable length during the
general debate, I do not feel there is any need
to repeat myself now.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to move Amend-
ment No 23.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall gladly
defend this amendment with definite arguments.
The data are to be found in sufficiency in the
report on agriculture in the Comrnunity for
1974 and in the last wine report. These docu-
ments point out that whereas the surpluses and
shortages used to alternate, for the last ten years
there has been an overproduction of wine in the
Community. The increase in production in the
Community since 1961-62 has been 4.21 per cent
on average, while internal consumption in the
EEC has risen by only 1.14 per cent. Exports
do not reduce this difference much. Moreover,
the surplus has increased still further because
of the slight fall in wine consumption in France
and Italy. These countries eccount for 85 per
cent of Community consumption. This has
caused enormous surpluses of wine. To give an
example: under the Comrnunity regulations, in
France in 1974, 5 million hectolitres of wine
were distiled, and in Italy 3 million, and at
the national level, a further 2 million in France
and 2 million in Italy, making 12 million hecto-
litres of wine altogether. It is clear that this
cannot go on.
The Commission wine report also says that
market equilibrium cannot be restored without
a definite slackening in the rise of production.
It then rightly says that the point is to improve
quality without increasing production quantita-
tively. Mr President, it is clear that f am in
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egreement with this, and this is the reason why
the price rise proposed'lG€Er to us to provide no
incentive to reduce or even stabilize production.
\[Ie therefore ask Parliament to accept our
amendment so as to make at least a small contri-
bution to stabilizing the wine market.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position
on these two amendments?
Mr De Koning, ropporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pres-
ident,'I think that neither amendment takes
much account of t,l.e fact that, in the price policy,
in this sector too, we have to take both the
income situation and the market situation into
account. I think that Mr Liogier's amendment
takes too little account of the market situation,
while Mr Laban's arnendment takes too little
account of the income situation. Special measures
are indeed necessarJr to relieve pressure in the
wine market and restore market equilibrium,
but theee meesures will have to be elsewhere
than in 'prices. I edvise Perliament to reject
both amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vetrone.
Mr Vetrone. 
- 
(l) }Ir President, I am against
Mr Laban's anendment. He has drawn our
attentlon to the quantitlas of wine whtctt are to
be distilled, but he should have gone on to stress
that the Community imports at least 6 mlllion
hei:tolitres of wine. Ctearly Mr Laban is thinking
of Chianti wine, which should normally be made
in Tuscany but whictr according to recent press
reports appeers to be being produced i:n Holland'
If thts iJ ttre kind of wlne he is talking about,
thern we can acrept e rcduction in price, but if
he means authentic dtine, a pr{ce reductlon is
out of the question.
Prcsident. 
- 
I put Amendment No 12 to the
vote.
Amendment No 12 is rejected.
I put Amendment No 23 to the vote.
Amendment No 23 is reiected.
I put paragraph 10 to the vote.
Paragraph 10 is adopted.
On paragraph 11, I have no anendments.
I put this paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 11 is adopted.
Aftcr paragraph 11, I,have Anendment No 4,
tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the
European Conservative Group and inserting a
new peragraph lla worded as follows:
'11a. Believes t}tat the Commission should re-
view the Comrnr.rnity regime lor pig-meat
in view of its lack of sensitive response to
the market treuds, world food prtee levels
and the requircment to relate produdton
to consnrnption at fair and reasonable priees
which would glve a redistic return to the
farmer and stability to the markel'
I call Mr Kirk to move this amendrnent.
Mr Kfuk. 
- 
Mr Preoident, this is a modest
amendment asking the Com.mission to review the
present regime for pig-meat. I do not suppose
there is a single Member of this House who is
satisfied with the present pig-meat reglme,
although we may have differing views as to how
it could be resolved: I think the basic problem
is its laek of sensitivity in responding to outside
factors, particulady feedingstuffs, whieh eccorutt
lor 70 per cent of the totd costs of producing
pig-meat. It is this tJrat has caused the notorious
pig cycle, whictr is neither good for. those who
are producing pig-meat nor good for those who
are consuming it because of the fluctuations
that it has caused. It is absolutely essential that
we should find some way, in the interests of both
producers and consumers, of producing a less
cyclical effect in thts particular sector. All we
are asking for in this amendment is that the
Commission should review the present regime
and see if it can produce one whictr is slightly
more sensitive to trends which'affect the price,
in particular world food price levels and the
necessit5r to relate production to consumption
at fair and reasonable prices. I would not have
thought ttrat any Member could possibly obiect
to this. I a^m sure the Comr.nissioner would agree
that if he could find a solution he would welcome
it as much as I and, indeed, every Member
would. llhat we redly wish to stress in this
amend-ment is the need to have a look at this
problem agiin ana see if we cannot find a
solution,
Plosidsnl 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr DG Koning, raporteu,r. 
- 
(NL) Mr Pres-
ident, Mr Kirk speaks about a modest Proposd.I think ftis is a rather ambitiotls amendment,
since it wants both to stabilize the market for
pig-meat and to guarantee a'realistic return to
the farmer. These are two gods that we have
always been strivirrg for, and are far from
reaching yet.
I am doubtful of the possibility of implementing
this amendment, but I should like to hear Mr
Lardinois' opinion before advtslng Parliamenrt.
Presidmi 
- 
What is the Commission's pociti,on?
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Mr Lardinois, rnem,ber of the Commission of the
European Cornmunities. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
should like to advise against adopting this
amendment. I ean imagine that Mr Kirk has
made this proposal in view of the very bad
experience with pig-meat in Great Britain, and
also Ireland and Denmark, over the last year.
This, however, had, in fact, very little to do
with the common agricultural policy, but more
with the runaway world market prices for
cereals, especially in the new Member States.
Since our r6gime is hardly, or rather not at all,
applied in Great Britain, no good results have
been obtained there. In general, I am of the
opinion that, in the pig-meat sector, we have to
be particularly careful with market regulations,
since, in the case of this product, which is not
based on the land, they may very rapidly lead
to a worsening of the situation and to over-
production, instead of improvements.
I would therefore advise against adoption of this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
On paragraph 12, I have no amendments.
I put this paragraph to tJ:e vote.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
On paragraph 13, I have Amendment No 24lrev.,
tabled by Mrs Orth on behalf of the Socialist
Group and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"13. In view of the evolution of world sugarprices, considers the envisaged increase in
iugar and sugar-beet prices excessive, but
demands that the increase to apply from
1 February 19?5 be passed on in its entirety
- to the producers who supplied sugar-beet
during the 1974-75 marketing year."'
I call Mrs Orth to move this amendment.
Mrs Orth. 
- 
(D) Mr President, here again my
group feels that the sugar price increase has
really antisocial effects, because.it falls on the
consumer alone. Sixteen percent more is being
asked for here, and this will once again hit those
who are financially least able to cope. And
besides, a lot of things have been done for the
sugar-beet grower through Commission measures
in another sphere, such as an extension of the
quotas and the assimilation of B-sugar to A-
sugar.
Mr Lardinois at one time told the committee that
this big increase in the price of sugar was wanted
to cut back demand; but the fact is that the
world sugar shortage that seemed to threaten
us at that time has proved not nearly so bad as
was feared, and the world price for sugar is
now even showing a downward trend. In our
opinion, this paragraph should also say that we
do not agree to the excessive sugar-beet and
sugar prices, although on the other hand we do
want to see producers get the benefit of the price
increase of 1 February for sugar.
President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I think this amendment takes too little
account of the market situation. The world
market price for sugar is still considerably
higher than in the EEC. Nor do I personally
attach very much value to the considerable
short-term fluctuations in the world prices. It
seems to me that they are based more on specu-
lative than on market considerations. Moreover,
in the coming period in the EEC, we need some
supplementary production. I therefore have
objections against the first part of this amend-
ment, and the second part of the amendment
seems to me to be utterly superfluous after
Mr Lardinois' various explanations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) Mr President, on this point
both the Commission's text and the amendment
state that the sugar price increase planned from
1 February 1975 should be passed on to the
producers who supply sugar-beet during the
197 4-75 marketing year.
This statement, in my opinion, is designed to
confuse the issue. It is part of the mess the
Common Market in Agriculture is in, which
Mr Zeller has described. In Italy, a large part
of the sugar which has been produced has al-
ready been consumed. Can we,go running after
the producers after 1 February to pay them the
difference from the previous price for sugar they
have already sold? If the Council of the Com-
munities-in spite of the promise made by the
Italian ministry to our farmers, that in no cir-
cumstances would they agree to this measurF
if the Council agree to the Commission's pro-
posal, the price increase will go to those who
actually possess the stocks of sugar, that is to
say, to everyone except the sugar-beet growers.
This is the truth of the matter. To say that this
increase will go to those who supplied sugar-beet
is a lie. Such a statement is untrue and impos-
sible.
Why not just say openly that the increase is
intended for sugar industrialists? Perhaps, in
addition to the various dogmas of the Catholic
Church, the dogma of the sugar monopoly is one
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of the things which unite the Christian-
Democratic Group.
We are just trying to fool one another if we say
different things.
President. 
- 
What is the Commission's position?
Mr Lardinois,rnernber of the Commission of the
European Comrnunities. 
- 
(IVL) When we talk
about sugar, Mr President, then some southern
blood in this Assembly gets rather hot...
(Vigorous reoctions tromthe Lett)
It is, of course, clear tJrat the price of sugar
which has been sold can no longer be raised.
For the quantity of sugar brought to market
after 1 February, the sugar mills must pay out
a proportionate share to the suppliers of sugar-
beet. That is the regulation and, in tJlis respect,
we have all the milFand there are not too
many of them in the Community-well under
administrative control.
I really asked for the floor since it has been said
that the sugar price may well fall on the world
market. That is true, but we must, of course,
keep things in proportion. Two months ago, the
world sugar price was six times as high as the
guarantee price in the Comumnity, and now it is
only three times as high. There is still a big gap
to be bridged, qnd I am therefore of the opinion
that some price adjustment may well play a
very useful part for equilibrium.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 24lrev. to the
vote.
The amendment is rejected.
I put paragraph 13 to tJre vote.
Paragraph 13 is adopfed.
On paragraph 14,. I have no amendments.
I put this paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 14 is adopted.
After paragraph 14, I have Amendment No 5,
tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins on beha[ of t]re
European Conservative Group and inserting a
new paragraph 14a worded as follows:
'4a. Invites t.he Commission to submit proposals
to zero-rate certain agricultural products in
all Member States as an important aid in
the fight against inllation.'
I call Mr Kirk to move this amendment.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
Mr President, the object of this
amendment is not only to introduce a new para-
graph but to express a certain element of con-
sistency in Parliament's thinking on the question
of the zero-rating of vdue-added ta:r.
parliament urill recall that last year, wlienidls.
dnssing the Gth.directive, we adopted an amend-
ment moved by'Itrr Scholten on. behalf of;the
Christiaa'Denocratic Group which allowed e
zero rate in certain cases on value-added tax.
At thet time, the United l(ingdom, f think, was
the only country within the Community which
had a consistent zero rate on all food products
within the Community. Since then, value-added
tax has been applied at certain rates to c=rtein
commodities in the United Ktngdom. Equally,
however, there are other countries which apply
zero rates to other food products 
- 
most notably
France on beef by a ilAoet of 20 December lg?2.It looks unlikely thct the Council is prepared
to agree to the 6th directive in its entirety. We
think, therefore, that lt is important, particularly
in view of the fact ttrat the Foreign Secretary
of my own country, with whose views I do not
always necessarily agr*, has recently said that
harmonization of value.added tax is likely to
be postponed to the Greek calends. We think
that the Commission should be invited to submit
proposals for zero rating in this field, and it is
for that reason that we have put down this
amendment, which would enable them to do
so, not only because we feel it is right in itself
in the interests of the consumer, but also becaure
we feel it would be a help in the fight against
inflation.
President. 
- 
What is the rapportenr's position?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Fresi-
dent, the proposer of this amendment certainly
is very well aware that the tariJf level is, not
yet a matter of Community policy. Any of tJle
Member States is still free to set its own tariff
level, although a Parliament resolution did leave
open the possibility of a zero tariff.
f realize, however, like the proposer of this
amendment, that in some Member States tlis
will have considerable consequences for t,Le
national treasury. Having rdgard to both thcsa
considerations, I feel I cannot recommend tlhe
adoption of this. amendment.
President. 
- 
trrhat is the Commission,s position?
Mr,Lardinois, martber of the Commission of the
Euro'itean Communiti,es. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
a couple of months ago we made a recommenda-
tion in this direction for a zero tariff on beef
and veal. fire Council did not accept this. I don,t
know whether we ought to riove into th6
vacuum again, but I atree with Mr Kirk tJrat firis
cah fullil e very useful function for some pro-
ducts in somemarket situations.
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hesident 
- 
I put Amen&nent No 5 to the vote.
Amendment No 5 is adopted.
(Applause trom the tBuropeon Cotuqootioe
Group)
On paragraph 15, I have no amendments.
I put this paragraph to the vote.
Paragraph 15 is adopted.
On paragraph 16, I have Amendment No 0,
tabled by Mr Howell and worded as follows:
'This paragraph to read as follows:
"16. Regrets the introduction of the s,pecial aid
measures proposed for young farmers."'
I call Mr Howell.
Mr IIowelI. 
- 
Mr President, I beg leave of the
House to withdraw this amendment. Although
it reflects my views on this matter and I think
it wrong to have demarcation by age, I believe
that this is open to misunderstanding and I wish
to withdraw.
President. 
- 
Amendment No 6 is accordingly
withdrawn.
I put paragraph 16 to the vote.
Paragraph 16 is adopted.
On paragraphs 17 and 18 I have no amendments.
I put them to the vote.
Paragraphs 17 and 18 are adopted.
On paragraph 19, I have three amendments,
namely:
- 
Amendment No 29, tabled by Mr Friih, Mr
Aigner, Mr Hirzschel, Mr Artzinger, Mr
Springorum and Mr Schwiirer and worded as
follows:
'Ttre last part of this paragraph, after the words
"monetary compensatory amounts can be abo-
lished only", to read as follorps:
"if cost and income trends ln the Member States
so indicate; in view of the unsatisfactory income
trends in agriculture in countries with a revalued
currency and the uncertainty in the monetary
sector, considers unacceptable any reduction in
the compensatory arnounts;".'
- 
Amendment No 19, tabled by Mr Martens
and worded as follows:
'Ameqd the end of this paragraph after ttre words
"as.a first irnmediate step" to read as follows:
"h reduction.by one quarter of the remaining mo-
netary compensatory amounts as from I February
197Q, accompa.nied by an extension by one year
of the direct compensation mede by the Federal
Republic of Germana through VAT tn connectiorr
wlth the 1900 rwaltratlon;".'
- 
Amendment No 25han,, tabled by Mr
Lagorce, Mr Br6g6gCre, Mr Leenhardt, Mr
Carp€ntier, Mr Sp6nale and Mr Didier arrd
worded as follows:
'The last part of this paragraph, after the words
"... cost trends in the Member States so indicate;"
to read as follows:
"considers that, in view of t,l.e divergent cost
trends in the Member States, the adjustment of
certain 'green currencies' in a number of Member
States rnust be aimed at with, as a flrst imrnediate
step, a reduction of 6P/o in the representative rate
of the 'green franc' and an incrrase of 39/o in that
of the 'green D-Mark' accompanied by an exten-
sion by. one year of ttre direct compensation made
through VAT in connection with the 106g reva-
luation;".'
On the same paragraph I had also Amendment
No 26, tabled by Mr Frehsee 6nd Mr Laban on
behalf of the Socialist Group and worded as
follows:
The last part of this paragraph, after the words
"... cost trends in the Member States so indicate;"
to reads as follows:
"considers that in view of the divergent cost
trends in the Member States, the adjustment of
certain 'green currencies' in a number of Memlier
States must be aimed at, with, as a first immediate
step, a reduction of at least 3.50/o in the repr+-
sentative rate of the 'green franc, and an increase
of 3o/o in that of the 'green D-Mark' accompaniedby an extension by one year of the direci com-pensation made through VAT in connection with
the 1969 revaluation;".'
The authors have informed me, however, that
they wish to withdraw their amendment.
I call Mr Friih to move Amendment No 29.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Ladies and Gent-
lemen, my colleagues and I propose in this
amendment that cost and income trends both be
taken into account when there is a question of
reducing the compensatory amounts. While the
subsequent text of paragraph 19 works only
from the basis of cost trends, we say that the
cost and income trends in the countries rtith a
revalued currency do not at the present timejustify cutting back the compensatory amounts;
and taking this standpoint we believe-and I
want to stress this, because it forms the crux
of our amendment-that it would be unfair to
reduce the positive border compensation, espe-
cially since we feel that adverse or divergent
cost trends in countries with a devalued cur-
reney can be offset by an alteration of the 'green
currency'rate.
Presideut. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to move Amend-
ment.No 19.
Mr Martens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the aim of
this amendment is very simpl+,namely, to avoid
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the wording of the paragtaph in its present form
giving the impression that it is directed only at
Germany. Here, only 3 per cent for the revalua-
tion of the green DM is mentioned. In our word-
ing we meant the same thing, since 3 per cent
is a quarter of 12 per cent. To avoid any discrim-
ination, we propose that this quarter be applied
to all states which might be involved. This is the
point of the amendment.
President. I call Mr Carpentier to move
Amendment No 2ilrev.
Mr Carlrcntier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the idea behind this amendment is
given in the first paragraph. SIe French Socia-
lists feel that prices should be increased by not
less than 15 per tent. If, taking account of the
9 per cent increase, the representative rate of
the 'green franc' is reduced by 6 per cent, we
have an increase of 15 per cent. That, in our
opinion, is a minimum rate of compensation and
the minimum for ensuring greater equality be-
tween the incomes of farmers and those of other
socio-professional categories.
President. 
- 
\lrhat is the rapporteur's position
on these three amendments?
Mr De Koning, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, as regards the amendment by Mr Friih, I
can point to the introduction .I made this morn-
ing. I devoted a considerable part of it to giving
the reasons why our committee now thinks that
a beginning must be made in abolishing the
monetary compensatory amounts as far as the
Federal Republic is concerned. I therefore think
that Mr Friih's amendment must be rejected.
The aim of Mr Martens'amendment is the same
as-that of the text the Committee on Agriculture
itself drew up. The amendment, in fact, takes
away a certain impression of one-sidedness
which might be created by the Committee on
Agriculture's text. I tkink that the amendment
by Mr Martens is very close to the Committee
on Agriculture's text, and contains an improve-
ment, so that I can take it on my own respons-
ibility to recommend its adoption.
As regards Amendment No 25, by Mr Lagorce
and others, I should like to observe that it is
unfair to make France take such a big step in
adjusting the 'green franc' to the value of the
normal franc. I think we must also bear in mind
the consequences this has for the French
economy. I think this amendment must be re-
jected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(f') I do not think there is
anything unusual about this amendment. It
merely states what is in fact happening to the
Frenctr currency: devaluation is between 7 per
cent and I per cent, and we are requesting that
the representative rate of the 'green franc' be
reduced to 6 per cent.
Mr De Koning, if there is disagreement at
national level, we shall ourselves accept respoDs-
ibility. It is not up to you to say whether what
we are proposing is good or bad at this level.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Zeller.
Mr Zeller. 
- 
(F) I should like to comment on
Mr Carpentier's amendment.
I am very surprised that a Socidist member
recommends such a large unilateral and general
increase in prices. It is known that a very large
price increase merely has the unfavourable
effect of widening the gap between the income
Ievels of the various categories of farmers.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 29 to the vote.
Amendment No 29 is reiected.
I put Amendment No 19 to the vote.
Amendment No 19 is adoPted.
Amendment No 25/rev. accordingly falls.
I put paragraph 19, so amended, to the vote.
Paragraph 19, so amended, is adopted.
On paragraphs 20, 21 and 22, I have no amend-
ments.
I put these texts to the vote.
Paragraphs 20, 21 and 22 are adopted.
Does anyone wistr to speak?
I call Mr Laban to explain his voting intentions.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have already
brought out this morning the fact that the crude
assertion of paragraph 1 of the motion for a
resolution, according to which the price pro-
posals made by the Commission are clearly
inadequate, might prevent part of my group
from voting for the resolution as a whole.
Paragraph t has since been adopted. Moreover,
paragraph 5 is in favour of a total increase in
the milk price as - from 1 February 1975, as
against the Commission's proposal. For tJris
reason I must unfortunately declare on behalf
of part of the Members of my Group present
here that we shall vote against the motion for
a resolution. Proportionally speaking, this would
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have applied to an even larger part of the group
if more members had been present here. You
may take that from me.
President. 
- 
I call on Mr Carpentier to explain
his voting intentions.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(tr') Mr President, it is true
that some members of the Socialist Group have
expressed reservations on some points and voted
against others. It would therefore seem logical
to expect us to vote against the motion. We do
not find it satisfactory-far from it; but we feel
it could be improved and that in any case it does
embody some definite results. Even if the French
are not satisfied because prices are not increased
by 15 per cent, they feel that an effort has been
made, and that is why some of us will vote in
favour of the motion for a resolution before us.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for
a resolution as a whole, incorporating the various
amendments that have been adopted.
fire resolution so amended is adopted}
Thank you, Mr Lardinois.
5. Directiue on mountain- anilhill-torm,ing
and, tarrning in certoin less-taooureil areas
Pregident. 
- 
fire next item on the agenda is a
debate on the report drawn up by Mr Della
Briotta, on behalf of the Committee on Agri-
culture, on the proposals from- the Commission
of the European Communities to the Council for
.I. a directive completing the provisions under
fitle V of the Directive on mountain and hill
farming and farming in certain less-favoured
areas adopted by the Council on 21 January
1974, and
II. eight directives concerning the Community
list of less-favoured farming areas within the
meaning of the Directive on mountain and
hill farming and farming in certain less-
favoured areas adopted by the Council on
21 January 1974
@oc. 439/74).
I call Mr Della Briotta, who has asked to present
his report.
Mr Della Briotta, rapporteur. 
- 
(l) Mr Presi-
dent, dear colleagues, I have been authorized by
the Committee on Agriculture to present orally
the report asking Parliament to approve 8 direct-
ives concerning the Community list of less-
favoured farming areas within the meaning of
the directive on mountain and hill farming and
farming in certain less-favoured areas and a
directive completing the provisions under fitle 5
of the same directive. I hope that this decision
to present the report orally, made necessary by
the Commission's delay in submitting this matter
to us, will be considered as a sign of our Parlia-
ment's political cooperativeness, and pave the
way for its final adoption by the Council.
For years now, indeed for too many years, there
has been talk of the need for Community action
on mountain and hill farming and farming in
other less-favoured areas. Various approaches
have been taken, some of them stressing-as I
and many others have done-that this might be
a beginning, a spur to a new kind of agricultural
policy not based solely on priees. I know that
many would disagree with this view of the
problem, but in May 1973 Parliament unanim-
ously approved the proposal for a directive
recognizing the neeessity to provide Community
and national incentives-based on Community
criteria-to farming in these areas to help it to
overcome specific handicaps. And this is the
point of departure, whatever interpretation one
wishes to give it.
In the text of the basic directive, Articles 2 and
3 indicated a series of criteria for establishing
the boundaries of the three ffies of area-moun-
tain and hill areas, 'less-favoured' areas and
small areas subject to specific handicaps, for
' which a special system of aids was proposed.
It was also laid down that Member States would
communicate these boundaries to the Commis-
sion, which would then put them before the
Council'for approval according to the procedure
Iaid down in Article 43 of the Treaty.
For mountain and hill farming areas the direc-
tive, besides mentioning the accepted fact that
farming is needed to conserve the countryside,
set out the following conditions:
1. They must first of all have an adequate
infrastructure-i.e., access roads, water
electricity and, in tourist areas only, water-
purifying plants, and if they are lacking the
state must undertake to provide them;
2. In the local government districts concerned,
there must be steep slopes which make the
use of machinery difficult;
3. The growing-season must be substantially
reduced by climatic conditions due to altitude.
If one of the last two factors (steep slopes and
reduced growing-season) is less than the limit
laid down, the other must be proportionately
more acute.r oJ No c 32 0f ll. 2. 1075.
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Eot less-favoured areas not included in the first
category, paragraph 4 of Article 3 requires, in
addition to the necessary infrastructures, as for
mountain and hill ar€as, that the following
conditions also be fulfilted:
I. Poor land, lirnited yietd capacity which can-
. 
not be increased except at excessive cost;
2. Poor yields, substantially lower than average;
'3. Low population density, or dwindling popula-
tion dependent on agriculture, such that an
increase in the rate of depopulation wouldjeopardize tJle future of the area.
For other areas not in mountain or hill areas,
.to be treated as less-favoured areas for specific
reasons, the directive merely stipulated that the
,total extent of such areas-could not, in any
,Member State exceed 2.5 per cent of the area
of the state concbrned.
I do not think there is any need'to compare the
teirt approved by our Parliament in May 19?3
"and the one adopted by the Council on 21 Janu-
'ary 1974. I merely point out that the Council
text took our proposals into accdunt, except for
'reservations on the finaneial side, where it was
our opinion that the 'Community contributions
should be fixed at 50 per cent, whfle the Council
left the matter open, stating a minimum of 25 per
cent and a maximum of 50 per cent.
In aecordance, then, with the procedure laid
down in Article 2, we'have received tlre pro-
posals which the governments of 8 of the g
countries (excluding Denmark,'which has chosen
not to use these measures) have submitted to
the Commission, on the basip of the. criteria
which I have mentioned., A first consideration
of the areas reveals thit the factors used by the
states were not homogenepqs on a Community
level. This was a difficult problem, except for
the mountain and hill farming hreas, where
indisputable geographical facts could be use4
such as altitude, or other less certain but still
objectively verifiable factors, such as vegetation.
Leaving on one side the problem of areas suJfer-
ing from specific handicaps as, being of less
iruportance since they,cannot include more than
2.8 per cent of the area of the state, the problem
wis very dffficult for |pss-favoured areas, ttrat
is to say, those whose characteristics are men-
tioned in paragraph 4 of Article 3. The definition
of areas has not yet been completed for Luxem-
bourg, and some problems are still to be resolved
for France.
.The Commission, in agreement with the Council,
has stated the following requirements for moun-
tain areas:
1. Altitudes above 600 - 800 retres, these limits
to be used also to determine the length of the
growing-season, which is also affected :by
the degree of latittrde and ottrer factors. For
instance, for Germany it is , considered that
the growing-season is reduced above 600
metres, and that this limit could be raised
to 700-800 metres in the south of Italy;
2. Average slopes of 20 per cent over at least
2 km.
When one of the two handicaps (altitude and
slope) is lower than the limit, the other must be
proportionatdy more acutp in order to attain
the required overall everage handicap.
For less-favoured arqas, the Commission, stres-
sing the lack of any standards at Community
level or any objective Community criteria except
demographic indices, which are not significant
in themselveq has accepted certain economic
indices used in individud states which, although
different, have nevertheless the advantage of
allowing a comparison of the situations of tlif-
ferent regions in a Member State:
For its part, tJre Commission considers that land
can be considered infertile if yields of grass or,
in exceptional cases, of cereals are lower thr
' the Community average, if the value of the
land is low, or if the index of land values is
considerably betrow the national average.
On the other characteristic-below-average
economic results of farm-the Commission gives
'as economic indicators gross farm income; iret
. farm incomg labour ineome or, as mentioniid,
more complex indicators.
These cfiteria could be discussed ail infialtum,
but the Copmission has chosen those which arg
most easily'indentified.
As requirements concerning low density or
dwindling population predominantly dependent
on agricultural activit5r, the Commission indica-
tes a maxirnum number of 75 pe4sons.per Epefe
kilometre or less than half the natioqd average
population density. Ihese are fairly wide limits,
which the Commissioa justifies by the fact that
it is impossible, in view of the various Sitqationsin the different countries, to;find 2 6ingle Com-
munity criterion. For a dwindling population,
which is an alternative requirement, the rate
must be 0.5 percent per annum, md at the sane
time the agricultural population must be at
least 15 per cent.
tr'or small areas with specific handicaps, the
Commission mentions poor drainage, the ppe-
sence of excessive salinity in coastal areas or
small islands, constraints on faruring due to
public regulations, and high costs of sea trans-
port.
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Naturally, for less-favoured areas too, trlrere must
be adequate colleetive infrastruchrres or a com-
mitment to provide them within a reasonable
time.
The Commission justly attaches particular
importance to this question, because it would
be wrong to consider agricultural problems
separately from more general economic and
social developmenL This duty lies with the
Member States, but the fact of making it con-
ditional on the existence of these requirements
or a promise to provide them, might be an
important incentive and a means of bringing
pressure to bear, which I welcome.
On the basis of these indications each state has
drawn up the areas, using criteria and stan-
dards which seem to be in line with those of
the Commission, though I will not go into them
in minute detail. They could be discussed od
intinitun, very thoroughly, and it would be a
very interesting discussion for those who are
concerned with the problems of economic and
agricultural policy. However, we are not econo-
mists and we must make sure above all that
the result of this division into areas respects
the criteria already approved and has the effects
envisaged by the new Community rules on
mountain areas and less-favoured areas.
We now turn our attention to the effects of the
directive resulting from this division into areas-
that is to say, the agricultural areas involved,
the nurnbers of livestock eligible for compen-
satory allowances, and tJle costs, state by state,
of the application of tlrc directive: all this
information is contained in the financial annex,
which my colleagues can consult.
On the financing of these measures I would
remind you-I have already mentioned this and
I repeat it here-that our Parliament has already
expressed the opini,on that 50 per cent should
be borne by the EAGGF, and we hope this will
be confirmed by the Council, which previously
iridicated merely a minintrm of 25 per cent
and a maximum of 50 per cent.
My dear colleagues, the series of directives on
which I have tried to give you a report could
without any doubt be discussed at great length.
There is probably also room for detailed criti-
cism, based perhaps on personal knowledge, of
the practical effects of adopting individual cri-
teria. I could make some such criticism with
regard to my own country, more especially to
the region where I live, which is largely situ-
ated in a mountainous area, partly a very high
mountain area; but I shall not do so, since I
prefer to give an overall judgement. I would
merely point out that for France reference is
made to a Iist of less-favoured areas which are
not mentioned in the Community list but which
should have no appreciable effect upon the finan-
cial estimates and that the Netherlands have
the same problem, while for Luxembourg a
total arnount is given which, according to the
Commission, will not be dtered.
However that may be, it is, I think, in no one's
interests to complain about this package. It is
the result of a hardfought compromise, and, as
Mr Lardinois has told us, is an integral part
of the agreement on prices.
It is for these reasons that your rapporteur
hopes that Parliament will agree with him in
giving a generally favourable opinion on the
directives containing the list of areas for each
state and, in addition, the financial annex.
(Applouse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vice-Presiilent
President. 
- 
I call Lord Lothian, deputizing for
the draftsman of the opinion of the Committee
on Budgets.
Lord Lothian, ilrdttsmdn of an opinion. 
- 
Mr
President, may.I start by offering you an apol-
ogy from my colleague, Mr Shaw, who has had
to return to London and therefore is unable to
present this opinion on behalf of the Budgets
Committee, which he has asked me to do in his
stead.
Mr President, we only saw the pretty large
amount of documentation on these proposals for
the first time last Monday evening, when it was
too late to present a written report. It was
therefore decided that we should report to the
Parliament orally on the opinion of the com-
mittee.
I might say in passing that I think it is a matter
for regret that these proposals came before us
so very late in the day, because it is an
extremely important matter that we are discus-
sing. However, I shall-in view of the lateness
of the hour-be extremely brief.
As the rapporteur has pointed out, this is a very
widespread problem, and significant and quick
action is essential. Because of the extent of the
problem and the wide range of measures which
are thenefore envisaged to cope with the situ-
ation, the total outlay of just over 1000 million
units of account, although it seems large at
first glance, does not really appear to be exces-
sive. Moreover, less than half of this amount
will be i charge on the budget of the Commun-
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ities. The main measures envisaged are grants
to compensate permanent natural handicaps,
certain investment aids, help to joint investment
schemes, assistance to mutual aid groups, and
so on. The annual cost of the proposals has
been estimated by the Commission to be, I think,
about 339.4 million units of account. If you take
the three years 19?5-??, this adds up to 1 018
million units of account, and of this it is estim-
ated that 482.5 million u.a. for the three years,
or about 161 million u.a. annually, will fall as a
charge on the EAGGF. Refunds will depend on
the amounts spent by the Member States during
a calendar year. Requests are to be submitted to
the Commission before the end of June of the
following year. Thus, the first refunds will fall
to be made by the Guidance Section in 1976, and
will, of course, depend on the amount that the
Member States lay out in 1975. Consequently,
there will be no charge on the budget during
the 1975 financial year.
As I have said, the expenditure envisaged is, I
think, not excessive when account is taken of
the magnitude of the problems to be tackled and
the number of cases involved, for it is estimated
that there will be something of the order of
1 million farmers who will get on an average
less than 200 u.a. per annum for the three years
from EAGGF resources. I think one should
point out that, from the budgetary point of
view, the extent of the proposal and the large
number of cases involved conjure up potential
difficulties with regard to the control and audit-
ing of expenditure, and the wealth of data pro-
vided in the Annexes makes it difficult to check
out fully the financial details involved. However,
the Committee on Budgets, when they consider-
ed the basic draft directive in April 19?3, wel-
comed the proposal, because the situation in the
mountain areas and other poor farming areas
called for action on the part of the Community
-and still does-and it was appreciated thatassistance from the Community would be very
much needed. And I may say that at last Mon-
day evening's meeting the committee again
endorsed the proposed special system of aids to
encourage farming in the less-favoured areas,
and it is our hope that the measures will be
successful.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugger to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Brugger. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in this debate on the new farm prices
we have had a vivid demonstration of what dif-
ficulties there are in continuing with a common
agricultural policy following the abandonment
of the currency'snake'. In 1957, when the treaty
setting up the European Economic Community
was signed, the biggest problem in bringing
about a common agricultural policy probably
appeared to be the widely-differing natnral and
structural conditions governing agriculturd pro-
duction in the various regions of the Community.
One can deduce as much from the objectives set
out in Article 39 of the Treaty. Directives 159, 160
and 161 of 17 April 1972 have made a substantial
contribution to partially achieving this objective,
insofar as this involves an improvement and
alignment of agricultural structures in order to
raise the productivity of farming throughout
the Community. Yet it is impossible to cancel
out the inherent differences that exist from the
outset in productivity and opportunities for
rationalization by recourse to structural mea-
sures alone. For the sake of preserving our land
and our countryside, and indeed of protecting
our environment as a whole, it has come to be
recognized as neeessary-indeed, essentid- to
make full use of farming even in those regions
of the Community where there is no longer any
question of making a real profit. Ways had to be
forurd, therefore, of encouraging a continuation
of farming in these areas, and of doing this
without bringing the income of farmers in these
Iess-favoured arees up to the level of incomes
in modern farming, and yet making earnings
better than in the past.
This is certainly the reasoning behind the
directive on mountain and hill-farming and
farming in certain less-favoured areas. As a
result, all of the structural measures for raising
productivity set out in Directive 159 are, to start
with, to be encouraged by means of substantially
greater backing from public funds, even though
the outcome of this aid will seldom be such as
to put productivity on a par with that of modern
farms. It is, however, having a considerable
effect in raising the working morale and en-
deavour of the farming community in these areas.
The directive furthermore provid€s for per.
manent compensation grants, according to the
area of land under cultivation or the numbers
of stock, for the less-fortunate farms in these
areas; these are intended to compensate for the
permanent natural handicaps they suffer. Even
these grants will not put their incomes on a level
with those on modern farms; but they can still
represent a far from negligible supplement to the
income of farmers who have so far had no
share in the unchecked rise in prosperity but
have remained content, while others in more
favourably-placed areas will have to become
more content, as seems likely from future deve-
lopments.
I often wondered, when this directive was first
discussed nearly two years ago, why the Com-
200
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mission was coupling measures to help mountain
areas with those for other less-favoured regions.
At that time, I would sooner have seen two
separate measures. Now I have come to realize
that the Commission was right. Not all the Mem-
ber States have true mountain areas, but most
of them do have less-favoured farming areas.
Virtually every Member State-with the excep-
tion, I believe I am right in saying, of Denmark
-will draw benefit, even though only a modestone, from this directive. Every Member State
would still, so it seems from our discussion,
like to receive more from the Community than
it gives to the Community. We must, within this
Community of ours, come round to a more
honest, European way of looking at things, and
make an appropriate effort, even if doing so
means sacrifices for us. This directive may,
despite the unsatisfactory outeome of the discus-
sion on farm prices, offer a glimpse of greater
European solidarity in the future. This can be
seen most of all from the financial annex to
the directive.
the Member States with extensive less-favoured
areas, such as the United Kingdom, Ireland or
Italy, have, bearing in mind the meagre funds
available-Iet us admit this-been taken account
of to a more or less satisfactory extent. Yet the
way in which this directive came into being does
present some quite interesting features. W'e
surely all remember what protracted discussion
there was in this Parliament on whether to take
the average agricultural yield of the Community
or that of individual Member States as the basis
for determining which were the less-favoured
regions. In flat contradiction to a truly Euro-
pean agricultural policy, our Parliament at that
iime preferred the average yield of individual
states over that of the CommunitY.
The Council reached very sensible conclusions
from the Parliament's digcussion, and in Article
3, paragraph 4(b), achieved a sound compromise
between the majority and minority views held
in this House. So we must recognize that in this
instance the Council and the Commission showed
themselves prepared to act with a rather greater
sense of European responsibility than did our
Parliamentary majority. This ought, when we
are striving to achieve real powers for the Euro-
pean Parliament, to be a salutary reminder to
us. We seek to be the standard-bearer of pro-
gressive European thought and action, and we
call for the powers needed for putting the con-
cept of Europe-at-Iarge into effect. If, when we
come to actually expressing our wiII, we depart
from this concept, peopl,e are hardly going to
take our demand for real legislative powers
seriously.
There is another interesting fact that needs to
be highlighted in the sequence of approval of
this directive. After the directive had been voted
by the Assembly, the Council saw to it that it
was speedily adopted. That happened way back
on 21 January 1974-that is to say, almost a
twelvemonth since. The directive did not come
into force until the Member States wishing to
make a claim on its provisions had, in accor-
dance with Article 2, informed the Commission
of the less-favoured regions in which the mea-
sures set out in Article 4 were to be applied,
thus providing a proper basis for calculating
the funds that would be needed.
So it has taken a year for all the states involved
to be able to supply this information. The delay
that has occurred is thus not due to the Com-
munity institutions, but has been caused by
those Member States who were the last to give
the Commission details of their less-favoured
regions. As soon as the financial provisions now
before us have been approved by the Council,
the whole directive becomes effective.
There is one further special point I should like
to make. The spheres in which the incentive
measures provided for under this directive are
to apply include part-income farming. It can
be shown, taking examples from mountain areas
in the less-favoured regions, that it is possible
by encouraging additional non-agricultural sour-
ces of income to bring the earning potential from
such part-income farming into line with that of
a modern farming set-uP.
I believe, therefore, that the special atteition
given in this directive to part-income farming
is extremely important. Though the road to
final implementation of this directive may be a
Iong one, it must nevertheless be admitted that
there have been considerable improvements
made in it, when compared with the original
text. fire Commissioner concerned, Mr Lardi-
nois, in particular, deserves heartfelt thanks for
this.
As already indicated, the Christian-Democratic
Group will vote for the entire content of this
part of the overall directive.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brewis to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Brewis. 
- 
Mr President, I want very briefly
to welcome this directive on behalf of my group'
When we had our debate in May 1973, many of
us emphasized the problem of the hill-farmers
and other upland .farmers, and I certainly do
not want to repeat what was said on that occa-
sion. Since then, the Commissioner has obviously
not found it easy to transfer the criteria set out
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ih Article 3 to the actual eUgible areas on the
map. I expect Mr Lardinois would agree that
questions of climate and altitude make it impos-
sible to enforce a rigid Community delinition of
what should be eligible for aid under this direc-
tive. But as far as Britain is concerned, I think
we can be thankful to the Commissioner. Not
only are we likely to be one of the biggest
beneficiaries but, as far as my knowledge goes,
the delineation of the disfavoured areas in Bri-
tain seems to be remarkably accurate.
It is, perhaps, a matter for regret that Denmark
has not decided to apply this directive. Could
the Commissioner confirm that if they ctranged
their mind at some future. time they would be
able to get help from this directivg and could
he give any indication of the sort of areas in
flenmark-for example, the islands, perhaps
even the Faroe Island-that might be eligible
for assistance in that country?
Finally, I want to ask him about the very detail-
ed map he has produced. It is interesting to see
that the north of our Community is nearly all
green, while the south is mostly brown and, of
course, there are small areas of orange as well.
One can see from the key that these are the
areas which come under thb different paragraphs
of Article 3, but am I right in thinking that the
EAGGF contribution, the percentage grant, is
the same whatever the colour on the map?
I would just like to say that this is going to be
a valuable directive. It eomplements the new
Regional Fund, and I believe that it reasserts the
development areas wherever they may be situ-
ated.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) Mr President, dear colleagues,
I shall be very brief.
We shall not vote against trhis resolution, because
we believe that any step forward, however
small and limited, towards a policy for less-
favoured areas should rrot be contested. Tle have
no illusions about this being the beginning of a
new policy, but we prefer to abstain,on a prio-
vision which, in spite of its limitations and delay
in reaching us, is presented as the erowning
glory of a package which nevertheless involves
many harsh and unpleasant features for the
less-favoured areas in the Community, such es
those we mentioned a short time ago.
Leaving aside the shortcomings'of this provision,
we feel that we must express reservations as
regards the method used to define'the'areas.
I was privileged to take part in a..visit to Sicily
with the Committee on Regional Policy. The
ctrairrran, Mr Hill, who is not here today, and
other members of the committee were invite4 by
the Regional Administration to visit some depres-
sed regions of Sicily and, naturally, it chose for
this purpose the areas most likely to demonstrate
to the Regional Policy Committee the real lerrel
of depression in Sicily: this was the area of
Palma Montechiaro, in the south of Sicily; this
was the area chosen by the Sicilian Regional
Government to gle Parliament's committee
first-hand knowledge of the real extent of under-
developrnent, of the difficult conditions and so
on in Sicily.
The visit caused sorne dann. I remember the
statements made bj, the chairrnan, Mr Hill, and
my colleagues ftom other countries and other
groups to the press. And yet that ver5r area does
not fall within the field of appUoation of these
provisions. And it.is a vaSt area.
Mr Vetrone. 
- 
(l) And what has the Region
done about
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) the Region drew the attdntion
of the parliamentary committee to this. But what
I should like to stress is that, by applying the
Commission's .bureaucratic provisions, Luxem-
bourg already receives eve'rything and PaLha
Montechiaro nothing. firis is the point. The
ministry's bureaucraqy has indeed tried to apply
the Community directive, but the results merely
show once more that it is impossible to make
equal laws for all the Community. fite Com-
munity should provide egtremely general gurde-
lines, should help with financid, while the
detailed rules for application should be deter-
mined in practice and adjusted to local situa-
tions by the national administrations of indivi-
dual countries, when they are small countrles
like the Netherlands or Belgium, or by regional
' governments when it is a country of 50 million
inhabitants like Italy.
I do not know how,taris hafDened. Certainly I
feel'that Mr Hill will be astonishdd, ,as.I too was
astonighed as well as all those who were at
Palermo on that occasion and visited thore
areas. I am saying this not to draw attention
to their unfortunate situation, because the pre
sent measures, {rom an economic poiat of view,
represent only a fraction of the su,ms whirh
over thd last 20 years they should.hane received
or have already received ftom the Cassa del
Mezzogiorno without any tangible results, but
only because I'want to stress once more the
political aspects of this problem: it is not pos-
sible, lt is a dangerous 4nd serious illusion-
we see-this in the application of the structural
directives--to centralire the criteria for apply-
ing 'structuml reforurs and the agriculturgl
measurles to be taken at European level I thl$k
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that as regards legislation on mountain and hill
farming, Italy has taken a major step forward
and Mr Della Briotta, who has worked hard on
this report, was instruinental in having the law
on mountain areas approved in Italy. The Italian
Parliament decided that those responsible for the
implementation of the law on Italian mountain
areas should be the local people, the local admin-
istrations, the mountain districts and comrnun-
ities, and that they should democratically put
the development plans into practice.
I wanted to say this, Mr Commissioner, becauseI believe that our Parliament, after voting two
days ago in this Chamber on its determination
to be elected by universal suffrage, should
remember that democracy works at all levels
and that it would be pointless to elect a Euro-
pean Parliament and then prevent, through a
concentration of bureaucratic powers and in
spite of the best will in the world-I know and
respect the officials who deal with these mattersin the Commission-the solution of problems
which are so diverse, so varied in a Community
which is already spread over a wide area and
which we hope will spread even further. Imagine
the situation if within a few months, as we
hope, Greece and Portugal and Spain, if it frees
itself from fascisrn, join the Community!
For this reason I wish to use this opportunity
to explain my point of view and to stress that
we are certainly not voting against but we
cannot vote in favour either.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, mernber of the Cornmission ot
the European Comrnunities. 
- 
(ilL) Mr Presi-
dent, I am grateful to the rapporteur of the
Committee on Agriculture, Mr Della Briotta, for
his report, and particularly for the balanced
opinion he has given on the whole matter. I
would particularly thank him for this, as I know
that it was at a very late stage that he was
asked to act as rapporteur. The very fact that
he is acquainted with the whole problem of hill-
farming and the like has allowed him to get
into the subject so quickly. I should also like
to thank Lord Lothian for the positive opinion
he has givm on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets.
I am also grateful to the others who have
spoken, particularty Mr Birrgger and Mr Brewis.
I was, to be surg disappointed that Mr Cipolla,
despite the last sentence, in which he said what
he was going to propose, spent ten minutes or
a quarter of an hour putting down the Com-
mission and its officials, who have carried out
excellent work. They did not just allocate the
areas from Brussels, but spent nine months
in intensive consultations with the national
capitals. They visited many regions and had
conzultations urith the regional authotities. In
the end, and I should like to emphasize this, not
a single region was put forward without the
express approval of the national capitals. I
should particularly like to thank my people for
this.
If it is not the regional authorities, then it is the
national authorities who, for political reasons,
are exercising a lot of pressure to get the areas
as large as possible. If that had happened, the
whole directive would have missed its aim. If
all you can do is sow venom and grumble about
the bureaucrats and officials in Brussels, and
have no understanding of the real difficulties,
the subtle difficulties, of differentiating between
one region and another, and of the control that
requires in the capitals, if you have no under-
standing of these things, then you particularly
disappoint me. Or are you simply out for dema-
gogy?
This was not the case with the speeches by
Mr Brugger and Mr Brewis, who went tho-
roughly into our intentions, for which I sin-
cerely thank them. They each spoke about areas
and regions, though they are very different ones,
where the real difficulties in the problem areas
and hill-farming occur. I should very much like
to thank them for their contributions, not only
this evening but also during the hard discussion
we had a ye:rr ago, which has been reflected in
the regulations.
Allow me to close by making the following
reply to the question by Mr Brewis: for Den-
mark, the possibility is always open of bring-
ing 2.5 per eent of their national territory under
the directive at a later stage. The kind of areas
a flat country like Denmark could include are
mainly small islands, national parks where agri-
culture is carried on, or agriculture which is
handicapped because of the demands this sort
of area rnakes from the viewpoint of environ-
mental protection. I think this is the first time
that sort of area has come up for this in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) Mr Lardinois, I should like to
reassure you. I have nothing against the officials
of the Commission. I raised a political problem,
not for demagogic reasons but because it is
something I feel deeply, a political problem over
which democratic forces in Italy have fought
for years and decades, the problem of decen-
tralization to the regions in agriculture. We can-
not while carrying out the regional experiment
in Italy envisage a centralization over the heads
of the regions. This is a political question, not
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demagogy, or taking sides against the officials
of the Commission. I can understand that you,
who were born in a country which does not
have the same regional differences asi my own,
in a country in which travel is easy because
there are no mountains, in a country where
there are not the same discrepancies we have
between north and south, cannot realize fully
the situation in our country. I would like to
invite you to visit the areas which have been
declared less-favoured in the Netherlands and
those which have not been declared less-favour-
ed in the south of Itali in order that you might
realize that the principles of the directives are
wrong. I am sure that, faced with an objective
situation, our judgments would be the same.
President. 
- 
On the motion for a resolution, f
have no amendments or speakers listed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
Thank you, Mr Lardinois.
6. Reterence to comrnittee of a report
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baas to speak on a point
of order.
Mr Baas. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, may I make a
remark about the agenda?
After my report (Doc. 44N74) was discussed in
the Committee on External Economic Relations,
a further two questions reached me. It is not
possible for me to answer them this evening as
rapporteur. Can I ask you, on behalf of the com-
mittee, to send this report back to it?
President. 
- 
At Mr Baas's request and in accor-
dance with Rule 26(2) of the Rules of Procedure,
'the report on the tariff classification of certain
cheeses (Doc.44Ol74) is referred to the committee
responsible.
7. Oral Question uith ilebote: Oil companies
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is
the Oral Question, with debate, to the Com-
mission of the European Communities, tabled
by Mr Terrenoire on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats (Doc. 408/74).
The question is worded as follows:
'Subject: Oil companies
We know from its answers to the numerous
questions concerning oil companies put by Mem-
bers of the European Parliament that the Com-
mission conducted an enquiry into the recent
behaviour of such companies.
As a result of that enquiry, we believe the Com-
mission has notified certain undertakings of
irregularities on their part and initiated the
procedure provided for under Article 89 of the
Treaty.
Furtherniore, a parliamentary commission of
enquiry in one of the Member States has jnst
completed a report at national level on the
commercial, financial and fiscal conditions under
which oil companies operate.
The report reveals that the major oil companies
operating within the EEC meet at regular inter-
vals to apportion the various markets among
themselves, agree on prices and work out joint
strategy. If such activities, which stand con-
demned by the jurisprudence of the Court of
Justice of the European Communities, are indeed
taking place, they are in violation of Articles
85 and 86 of the Treaty of Rome, which stipulate
in particular that all agreements between under-
takings and concerted practices whictr may
affect trade between Member States and which
have as their object or effect the prevention,
restriction or distortion of competition shall be
prohibited as incompatible with the common
market.
In view of the above, the Commission is asked:
l. what progress it has made in its enquiry into
the practices of the oil companies and what
conclusions it has reached;
2. whether it might be possible to take into
account the conclusions of the parliamentary
commission of enquiry of the Member State
referred to;
3. how it intends to ensure that the Treaty of
Rome is respected in this matter.'
I call Mr Hunault, who is deputizing for Mr
Terrenoire, to speak to the question.
Mr Huaault. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, owing to their multinational cha-
racter, the oil companies are to a large extent
able to escape from governmental control. The
complexity of their operations, combined with
the complexity of the taxation systems applic-
able to them in both the producer and the con-
sumer countries, allows them an excessive
amount of freedom.r OJ No C 32 of ll. 2. 1975.
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In exchange for their freedom of action the
governments expected these companies to pro-
cure oil for them in sufficient quantities and at
an acceptable price for their traditional econo-
mies.
Because of its predominant r6le in the oil sector,
the United States has tended to become the
arbiter of energy policy in the West; but there
is some ambiguity, for the United States Con-
gress is questioning whether in fact it is not
rather the oil companies that are dictating the
strategy of the United States.
One thing is certain: the major decisions have
been taken behind closed doors at governrnent
and board meetings. Thus, for a long time the
companies' profit-margin on crude oil has been
almost as large as the tax deducted from profits
in the country where the company's head office
is established.
These profits have been used by the companies
to strengthen their position at all levels in the
oil industry and even outside this sector. Their
r6le in the production of energy has increased
continuously since 1945, and will go on increas-
ing if nothing is done.
Such power is incompatible with the democratic
process and considerably undermines it. These
companies have become states without territoryin which the leaders are co-opted and wield
despotic control. The state has little hold over
these agglomerations. Yet, in times of crisis it is
the political power-and only the political
power-which should assume responsibility. It
is surely time that an anti-trust law was enact-
ed-if not at international level, then at least
within the Community-in order to supplement
and strengthen the regulations existing on com-
pany agreements.
At the very least, the activities of these com-
panies must be made transparent. They must
be required to furnish the Commission with full
information on their operations. Transparency
can only be achieved, however, if the producer
countries cooperate with the consumer countries
and agree to supply them with all the details
required to enable them to check those supplied
by the companies.
Now, the OPEC countries do not seem over-
anxious to supply such information. The Com-
mission, indeed, is trying to get the Community
to do so, but action is required here and now
on the basis of Articles 85, 86 and 89 of the EEC
Treaty to ensure that the oil companies comply
with their obligations under the Treaty of Rome.
The major oil companies have the run of the
European distribution market, and by a system
of agreements and concerted practices determine
prices and markets and distort competition. It is
quite clear that the oil companies have abused
their dominant position, in relation both t6 their
competitors and to their distributors and con-
sumers. They have taken advantage of the
energy crisis to increase their commercial power
and their revenue.
They have, for instance, used various methods
to gain total control over the fuel-oil and lubri-
cating-oil market: establishing a strategy within
the profession, eliminating troublesome com-
petitors, adopting concerted practices intended
to restrict competition by agreeing secretly on a
fixed scale of discounts and by sharing out the
market among themselves, putting pressure on
the independent firms and penalizing competi-
tors. The oil companies use the same techniques
with their consumers such as the aviation com-
panies, sharing out the world market among
themselves and imposing a price which cannot
be touched by competition and the laws of the
market.
Nor have the oil companies hesitated to abuse
their dominant position to impose a series of
illegal obligations on their distributors. It is
therefore essential to limit the power ol these
companies and to ensure protection at European
level for the independent distributors and for
the consurners.
Though admittedly quite legatly, the oil com-
panies have made excessive profits, thanks to
agreements and concerted practices. By various
means they have imposed exorbitant prices and
raked in enormous profits. Thus, in order tojustify their price increases, they have some.
times restricted the volume of oil offered to
consumers, who, however, found that they could
get it if they accepted these exorbitant prices,
although the quantity available was said to be
limited to 90 per cent of the demand.
Sometimes, too, deliveries made just before the
price increase have been invoiced at the new
price. Furthermore, in addition to the rises in
price they have imposed Draconian terms of
payment. Thus, up to 1973 the terms of payment
were: 45 days after receipt of the invoice. The
new terms were: within 10 to 15 days after the
fortnight of delivery of the.product, which would
not even have given the companies enough time
to prepare the invoices.
Fortunately, the consumers dragged from the
companies rather easier terms of payment: 30
days after the month of delivery. Apart from
severe contracts and exhorbitant prices, the oil
companies have pocketed enormous profits by
using the taxation system, thanks to extremely
complex price systems for crude oil: for con-
cessionary crude, profit-sharing on crude, refer-
ence prices and posted lists, etc.
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The fiscal grrangcments in Europe must be har-
monized. All in all, the oil companies have not
done too badly out of the elrergy crisis! But the
arbitrary fixati,on of prices Gan no longer be
tolerated. Deliveries should no longer be Ieft to
the goodwill of boards of directors. Clearly the
oil companies must have the means to carry
out research and investments, but there must be
adequate control to ensure that the products
serve the public interebt and not, as is too often
the case, individual interests only.
It is high time that the European Parliament
was inJcirmed of the results of the Commission's
enquiry into the oil companies. and of the mea-
sqres envisaged to ensune that the Treaty of
Rome is respected in this matter. Here the con-
clusions of the commission of enquiry in one
of the Member States can raake a constructive
contribution.
(kpplnwe)
Precident. 
- 
I call Mr Borschette to answer the
question.
Mr Borschette, mertbq of the Commission of
the Eurbpeon Communities. 
- 
(tr') Mr President,
I shotrld first like to answer the question as
to the progress made by the Commission in pre-
paring its report on the oil companies. I would
recall that the Commission decided to carry out
an enquiry in all the Community countries in
December 1973-that is to say, before any Mem-
ber State had thought of doing so. So far we
have carried out 21 enquiries, of which six are
still proceeding. I am anxious to stress here that
the Commission has never before undertaken
an enquiry of such scope, and to the best of my
knowledge no Member State has carried out an
enquiry in this field.
I ask the Parliament therefore to wait for the
Commission's report. \Me are just now taking
action based on the first results of the enquiry,
and the Commission's job is not to give impres-
sions, but facts. It ought not, either, to give you
ineomplete results, sine it is only on dI the
results taken together that we can base our
assessment of the behaviour of the oil companies.
It has also been asked whether we are taking
into account in our report the parliamentary
enquiries carried out in one country and no
doubt, too, those oJ the Kartellamt in Germany.
Yes, we are aware of thesb reports and we are
taking them into consideration insofar as they
can give us useful information for our enquiry.
I should also like to recdl that the Commission
has not hesitated, when it has been notified of a
particular affair, to complain to the oil com-
panies concerned. I havegiven details of this in
earlier part-sessions of this Parliament.
I do not exclude the possibility .thet itn our
re1rcrt we lind that some of the facts observed
are to be attributed not only, or not principally
-indeed, perhaps not at all-to the laws ofcompetition, but to taxation arrangements, etc.I simply confirm for the time being that the
Comrnission does possess in Articles 85 and 86
an adequate instrument. Finally, I wish to stress
that our investigators have so far obtained elt.
the information they wanted.
President. 
- 
I call Mr NoC.
Mr Noe. 
- 
$) I agree fully with what the Com-
missioner, Mr Borschette, has just said: it is not
the job of this parliament to make snap judge-
ments on such complex problems. Ttrese are
problems which musf be dlalt with and discus-
sed with due preparation.
This particular problem comes up continually
every 3 or 4 months. When the Commisgion's
document is ready, we shall be able to make a
thorough analysis. fire difficulties to be over-
come in future exploration in difficult climates,
such as the Arctic, or in very deep seas are out
of dl proportion to traditional difficulties which
have been experienced.
I am therefore in favour of holding a thorough
discussion when the information which Mr Bor-
, schette has promised us is available, and when
we have the information from the OECD in
Paris, especially from the second of its two
directorate-gg1s1els which are due to make a
report on this matter, since it has the particularjob of shedding light on the affairs of the large
oil companies.
What Mr Borschette says, then, is right: an
analysis on a national level is not enough; it
must cover all the countries of the Community
and, if possible, other states too. Only then will
Parliament be able, after adequate preparation,
to hold a complete and detailed debate. Of'corrse
this subject can be brought up again, but not at
such brief intervals and in suctr a fragmentary
way and, above all, not before au Assembly
with suctr a small number of Members present.
President. 
- 
I callMr Lange to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I wanted to
make the comment that we should be thanldul
that Mr Terrenoire.has again drawn attentlon
to tlre problem of the oil companies as intcr-
nationally-active or multinationd concerns. At
tJre same time, however, I would point out tbat
the Committee on Economie 'and Monetary
Affairs did discuss this question at its meefing
of 8-9 January, since ffig Qqmnrrnist Group had
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put forward an amendment at the December
part-session that was referred to this committee.
We could, of course, deal with this by having
another group handle the matter at the next
part-session. The Commission has made it quite
plain, in its latest report on competition, what
it intends to do in this connection. This House
expressed its view on this [5r adopting the report
prepared by Mr Artzinger on behalf of the com-
mittee. In addition, we discussed multinationals
and their way of behaving not all that long ago
-in December, in fact-though on the basis ofa paper from the Commission which we felt to
be inadequate. So we have had a couple of
additions to this, though I am not at all sure,
ladies and gentlemen, whether the Parliament
stands to gain from putting the same questions
on its agenda every four weeks. I think we shall
have to be patient and give the Commission a
chance to put together a paper that will really
stand up and which the oil companies as multi-
nationals will not be able to fault; and here I
mean not only the international operators but
also, like Mr Hunault, those companies that are
state-owned and resort to certain practices that
we eould certainly describe as offending against
the Treaties. The Commission should qompile
the facts that are needed, and where there is
doubt should (if there is enough evidence) fine
the companies concerned or even bring them
before the Court of Justice. But please let us
all be patient, and wait until we have the Com.
mission's report before us.
According to the information we were given in
the Economic Affairs Committee, one can, how-
ever, count on this definitely being within the
next six months, so that then we shall be able
to have a debate based on hard facts and these
companies will not be ablE to put up specious
arguments, as they can at the present time.
There is only one thing I would ask you to
remember: under different circumstances one
national parliament once had a hearing on the
behaviour of a big company operating on an
international scale-you could call it a multi-
national-in the Third World. It came to nought,
because that parliament had no solid evidence;
we must take care that this Parliament does not
end up in a position that could lead to the
public's not taking it seriously when parlia-
ments discuss these things. I should not like to
see this happening.
I think we owe it to our own reputation, and
it is our duty, to work not on suspicions, but onfagt-I would even say, facts that have, so far
as possible, every'i' dotted and every 't'crossed.
Then I would be prepared, even on circum-
stantial evidence, to take facts as proven or
certain things as facts. We come back to what
we have- said about future dealings with these
international companies, that they must he
obliged to operate under quite definite condi.
tions, within a framework safeguarded by inter-
national law and on a basis so legally watertight
that it makes any lapses impossible and prevents
anything verging on the shady. They must be
obliged to be suitably open about all their
activities and about their various connections.
This, however, is something that goes beyond.
the European Communities, and here we G&n
only concern ourselves with the information
that is actually available to the Commission on
the basis of its investigetions and-hearings.
I really would be very grateful if 'we did not
have another question of this kind, or a similar
motion for a resolution, put before us at the
February meeting. The Economic Affairs Com-
mittee will in any case have to put a proposal
to the Parliament on how things should be
tackled, on the basis of the motion introduced
by the Communist Group during the December
part-session and referred to us, so that we shall
have an opportunity to discuss it again, at least
where procedure is concerned. On the whole,
however, I feel that Parliament does not stand
to gain much from it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lemoine.
Mr Lemoine. 
- 
(F) Mr President, honourable
colleagueis, it is half-an-hour after midnight;
however, the fact that there are fewer than
ten Members left here must not deter us from
congratulating Mr Terrenoire on his question
about the oil companies.
We do, however, regret that this debate has
come, so late and been given so little space otr
our agenda. We must recall that our group has
for almost a year now been drawing the atten-
tion of the Council and Commission as well as
of our Assembly to the scandalous behaviour
of the oil companies.
On 23 January last, our colleague Mr Ansart
was asking how the six thousand million francs
exce$s profits made by the French oil companies
thanks to increased oil production squared with
the declared intention of fighting inflation. On
28 February, our group once again asked the
Commission about the illegal practices of these
companies and the measures it intended to take
to control their activities and prosecute them
for abusing their dominant position.
This is r{hy we endorse Mr Terrenoire's ques-
tion, and we hope that the Commission will do
more this time than simply try to pacify us.
'We should like to deal with this question once
and for all, completely and finally. It is too
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serious a matter. It is, indeed, a question of
violations of Articles 85 and 86; but we are also
concernd with repercussions on our future
e@nomies, the standards of living of millions
of workers and, too, as Mr Kissinger has declared
and Mr Schlesinger and President Ford himself
have confirmed, safeguarding world peace.
We must repeat here that the crisis facing the
countries of the Community did not originate
in the increase in prices of crude oil. The
decision of the oil-producing countries to raise
prices accords in our view with an inalienable
right, that of any nation to benefit from and
determine the use of its national wealth. This
decision merely corrected the constant deteriora-
tion in these countries' terms of trade, following
on the rise in industrial prices.
No, the real cause of the considerable increase
in the prices of oil products lies in the behaviour
of the oil companies. It is this that needs to be
publicized and prohibited. In France, a commis-
sion of enquiry has been set up on the initiative
of a Communist group in the National Assem-
bly. It has produced a devastating report on the
practices of the major companies. From it, we
now know that they manipulate prices, speculate
with their stock-in a word, cheat by declaring
that they are purchasing crude oil at a higher
price than they are actually paying. The same
companies twist all the rules-whether national,
Community or international-and agree among
themselves how to share out the markets and
arbitrarily fix prices. Furthermore, these com-
panies, which are able to record scandalous
profits, pay hardly any taxes.
But I should also like to point out that it is not
enough to attack the multi-national oil com-
panies: in fact, they can act only with the
complicity of the different states that support
them. Thus, in France, on top of the 800 million
francs profit they made on their stocks at the
time of the last increase in the price of petrol
and fuel-oil, the state has just presented them
with an additional 160 million francs by reduc-
ing the special tax on certain oil products with-
out passing on this reduction to the consumers.
These practices are extremely harmful, not only
for the small- and medium-sized undertakings,
but also for key sectors of our economy such as
the car industry. Unemplo5rment, austerity and
sacrifices for the workers; profits and tax-relief
for the oil companies! This cannot be allowed
to cantinue. We therefore think it a matter of
urgency-this is why we are being so insistent-
that there should be a debate in this House and
that these questions should be answered.
We must put an end to this state of affairs. We
can do so by inviting the forces of progress, not
only in France but also in Europe, to adopt
measures aimed ,at imposing severe sanctions
on those responsible, abolishing their tax
benefits and levying a special tax on their
turnover for 1974, at tJle same time reducing
the taxes on domestic fuel. It is, in fact, a case
of bringing these companies under national con-
trol, and in this way guaranteeing an
independent supply policy and promoting co-
operation.
In the meantime, we urge the Commission to
press on diligently with the enquiry it has been
conducting since December 1973. Mr Borschette
has just given us some assurances on this. We
are pleased, too, that it is taking account of the
enquiries conducted in the different Member
States, particularly that made by the French
National Assembly. We ask the Commission to
report on the results of its enquiries as soon as
possible. This is, indeed, what we are urging in
the motion for a resolution referred to just now
by Mr Lange, which we should like to see con-
sidered and discussed at the earliest oppor-
tunity.
I shall conclude by stressing-for everything is
interrelated-that in view of the recent declara-
tions by Mr Kissinger and Mr Schlesinger
envisaging recourse to violence against the oil-
producing countries, it behoves our Parliament
to condemn all threats and use of force as a
means of settling international disputes, and to
reaffirm the need for negotiations based on
recognition of the principles of national
independence, the right of each country to make
use of its own resources, and mutual coopera-
tion.
This, Mr President, is what I wanted to say on
Mr Terrenoire's question.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hunault.
Mr Hunault. 
- 
(F) Mr President, just two things:
a comment and a question.
First, like Mr Borschette and the spokesmen of
the various groups, I find Mr Terrenoire's con-
cern entirely justified. I could say more, but
since it is so late, I shall refrain.
The question: Mr Borschette, you said the Com-
mission did not wait until a national parliament
had tackled this problem before doing so itself,
and that you have been conducting an enquiry
since 19?3, and you asked us to wait for the
results of this enquiry; but can you say when
you will be in a position to give us these results?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Borschette.
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Mr Borschette. 
- 
(f') Mr President, I should first
like to say that I agree with Mr Lemoine that
it is a pity that this question has been presented
so late, but let me add straightaway that in one
sense it is premature. I have already said several
times that the Commission is conducting this
enquiry with a very small team of resolute and
conscientious people, and I personally would
not be behaving responsibly if, whenever anyone
questioned me here, I gave partial results,
because then I should not be speaking entirely
objectively. It is not enough after all to declare
that something has been happening; one has to
prove it and then to confront the oil companies
with this proof-and they, of course, can as a
final resort appeal to the Court of Justice.
I therefore entirely agree with what Mr Lange
has just said and ask you, not to push the Com-
mission-you can do that when it presents its
report and then you will be able to say whether
it is incomplete, subjective or objective-,
but simply to give it some time, because I beg
you to realize that it is no small undertaking
to conduct 2? enquiries. in 13 months with a
team oJ twelve men.
tike Mr Lange, theq I should like to propose
that we,return to this question at the end of the
first half of 1975.
Prgsiddnt. 
'- 
Thank you, Mr Borschette.
I hive no motion for a resolution on this debate.
The debate is closed.
8. Oral Question usith itebatei Supplg o! grain
to Italy
President. 
- 
The next item is the OrgI Question,
with debate, irut by Mr Cipolla on behalf of the
Communist and. Allies Group to the Comrnission
of the European Communities (Doc. 423h4).
The question is worded as follows:
'subject: Supply of grain'tb Italy
Can the Commission reveal:
- 
what quantities of grain, and"at ,what price
and under. what conrditions, were sold to the
Italian Government by the EEC in July 1973;
- 
whether conditions were on that occasion
attached to the use of the grain hid whether
the Italian Government raised objections as
to the quality of the grain itself;
- 
whether the Commission has in the interven-
ing period assured itself that the Italian
Government is respecting the conditions
under which the grain was supplied;
- 
whether the Italian Government has asked
to sell this grain at a price below that paid
by the Community, and if so for what
reasons and with what end in view;
- 
whether in the past, in accordance with Com-
munity rules, the Commission has authorized
other countries to sell grain at reduced prices
on behalf of the EAGGF?'
I call Mr Cipolla to speak to this question.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I see that, Mr
Lardinois, who was to answer my question, is
not present in the Chamber.
I will therefore leave you to decide whether the
debate on this matter should be postponed.
President. 
- 
The debate on this question is
accordingly postponed.
9. Regulation on aid to hop-proilucers
for the 7973 ho,n:est
President. 
- 
The next item is a debate on the
report drawn up by Mr Friih, on behalf of the
CommittEe on Agriculture, on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities
to the Council for a regulation laying down, in
respect of hops, the amount of aid to producers
for the 1973 harvest (Doc. 427h4}
I call Mr Friih, who has asked to present his
report.
Mr Friih, rdpporteur. . (D) Mr President I
rise.at this.late hour to present the report 6n
aid to hgn-produc6rs..It will be a short report,
especially since the motion for a resolution has
only one main paragraph, in which the Com-.
mittee on Agriculture gives its approval of the
Commissi.on's proposal. But there are a couple
of comments I should like to add.
We would ask that in the future such reports
should be submitted in plenty of time. This is
not a criticism of the Commission, for we know
how difficult it is to get the necessary informar-
tion out of each member eountry; but it might-
since this, complaint was voiced last year as
well-be possible to make some improvement.
And besides, if the aid is paid out later it is
not fully effective, In the case of last year's
harvest-that is to say, the 1972 cropthe
money was paid out too late.
Now, in addition to the aid to individual
growers, there is aid for groups of produeers, for
hop-growers who have banded together.
Unfortunately, we find that these groups of
growers are not making way as they should,
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and now we see that there is a cut-off dete of
31 December 1975 set for thig ald. It is for this
reeson that we have questioaed whether it might
not be possible to extend the period for this aid,
say, to 31 December 1976.
A completely accurate assessment of income is
not possible, simply because we sti[ do not
know enough about producer costs. It seems to
us that the Commissi,oa prolnsal, in the absence
of basic data, aims at securlng about the same
income for each of t.Le different varieties and
calculating the approptiate amounts on this.
Yet the iroceeds from the different varieties
are to some extent below that of the previous
year, because in the case ol the 1973 harvest far
more non-contract hops had to be sold off, at
poor prices, than in the year before. It is being
found that, iD the prerent situafion on the hops
market, brewers are no longer willing to com-
mit themselves a long way ahead; yet we think
it is important that contracts should be signed.
There are quite wide veriations tn the losses in
profits from one variety to anotrher. Ttre re1rcrt
covenr a range of varietierin feet, lfbecause
the United Kiugdom iB also lndude4 and the
amount of aid will couseguently also have to a
large degree to be varied to suit. There is no aid
to producers for three new British varieties,
whlch are not yet fully in production.
This may appear strange at lirst slght, but aid
c.n be given here for changing tq new varieties
and for reorganizing hop-gardens.
Having studied the facts zupplied to us by the
Commission, your committiee cpnrlders that we
can agree to this Commisdoir propdsd. I urlU,
however, say agaln that we should be glad if the
actual producer costs ctuld be indicated in
luture.
I tlerefore ask the Houre to appnove thir report.
(Applouse)
lileridcnt. 
- 
I call Mr I.ardiaois.
I[r Irrdinoirt fftofltber of tlw Conwnlseion of the
European Commtnitite. 
- 
(NL) Mr Prcsident,
I should partioilarly lilc f6 thatrk Mr f,'riih lor
the rcport he has grven.
It is a particularly corstructiye report, accept-
able to us in every way. the raplnrtcur has
brought up some fundamental qufstions. He has
asked how the recognized'irroducers' groups
stand now. We have announced that ve shall
be re.examining the hops regulation in the not-
too-distant fuhrre. The whob queation of the
producers' groups will be in the centre of our
attention then. The necrssity of makirrg ehanges
which go still turther than this one to the regula-
tion is connected particularly wlth the lact that
there is not yet sufficient rec'oguition that the
trade is putting in the necessary effort to get a
maximum price from the markets. It rnust, there-
lore, be improved again. V/e hope to be able to
do thls at e later etage.
Mr President I should like to assure Mr friih
that the producers' groulN muEt, itr my opiaion,
continue to have a centrrl position in general
in the future too. It must be made clearer,
ttrough, that the efforts the producers make are
also rewarded accordingly.
Preeiilent 
- 
\[re shall now consider the motion
for a resolution.
On the preamble and paragraph 1, I have no
amendmmts or speakers list€d.
I put these texts to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
Alter paragreph 1, I have Amendment No 1,
tebled by Mr Scott-Hopklns oa behelf of the
Committee on Agriculture and worded es fol-
lows:
'Attcr paregraph 1, inrert thc lollowirg aew prr-graph:
"la. Urges that the dero ation to Artide 0 olDtrectve 1696/?1 contalned in Regulatlouqtsl?a" under which the.Unttcd Xtngdom'ina
Srant aid to hop-producers urtil 3l Januaty
1915, rhotrld coaUnue to eovcr woa*r eoar-
pleted tn the United I0ngdom by 31 Decem-
b€r 19?5."' 
.
I call Lord St. Oswald, who is deputizing for
Mr Scott-Hopkins, to move this amendment.
Lord St Oswald. 
- 
Mr President, I would Iike
to thank the rapporteur, Mr Frii\ for the way
in wlitch he has complled thls report. I should
Itke to thank tlie Commissioner tpr his remarks.
trlhat I am here to do, as yori have explalned,
Sir, is to move an extremely simple amendmmt
on behalf of the Committce on Agriculfur€. It
is in no way a controversial anendment. Its
purpose is to engore fatrness and conslstency.
The amendment is belore you. It slmply alnrc f,6
enable Brifish hopgrowers to contisue to receive
the aids they havg been rec€iving gince eeces-
sion.
There has been a ctrtain difficulty--+f nooen-
clature nemely, when is a producer group uot a
producer grqup? these aids have to be paid to
producer groups. lhe problem wal'overcome in
the first instance by derogation, and the amend-
ment stmply arkr that this d6rogltl6n shonld bc
earried forrard to thc same date-to 3f Decem-
b€r'1975-to prt Brltir! hop-grourere on a par
with thei.l colleeguer withtn the Communlty.
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President. 
- 
What is the rapporteur's position?
It[r Friih, ropporteur, 
- 
(D) Mr President, we
have already discussed this proposal, made here
by Mr Scott-Hopkins, in the Committee of Agri-
culture. The amendment was, however, not put
in due form at the time we were discussing the
report, and as you will know we have very
strict rules of procedure, thanks not least to the
efforts of Mr Scott-Hopklns. But it was sub-
sequently agreed unanimourly that this arnend-
ment could, if it were put up next tlme, be
adopted. I therefore recommend its adoption.
Presidont. 
- 
What is the Commission's positlon?
lllr Lardinois, member of the Commisnon oI the
Europeon Communities. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
this is not iuconsidorable derogation from the
Accession Treat;r, whidr provides a posdbility
for certein exceptions up till I February next.
But since I have just announced to you that we
shall be bringing new prog)sals for amendrnents
to the hops regulation forward in March, we
shdl consider, if tJris regulati,on is accepted by
the Parliament, next week in the Council, if 'the
British Government asks the Commission not to
make too many difftcultles, taking tfiis into
account for the present.
Prerident 
- 
I put Amcndment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is adoptcd.
On puagraph 2, I have no amendnents or
speakerr Urted.
I put this text to tlre vote.
Peragraph 2 is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as
a whole, incorporatiag ihe amendment that has
been adopt+d.
The resolution ls adopted.l
I thank Mr I,ardinois.
10, Orql Quectio* wrth debote: Supplg ot
groin to ltoly (eontinued)
Prcsidont. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinols to answer the
qucstion put by Mr Cipolla on the supply ol
Erain to Italy @oc. 4281741.
Mr Lardlnoh,member of the Commission of the
Europeon Communities. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
I must apologize to Mr Cipolla and to Parlia-
ment for the delay in relieving my colleague
Mr Borschette. I should further like to pay my
compliraents to Mr Cipolla for having put this
potnt on the agenda, especially sfunce it is a
political ,point that has had a lot of publlcity,
particularly in Italy. I am, therefore, pleased to
have the opporhrnity to give these clear ques-
tions as clear an answer as possible.
On his first question on the amount, the price
and the conditions governing wheat suppliea to
the Italian Government, I should like to make
the lollowlng answer.
At the request of the Italian Governrnent, and
following internal difficulties with wheat sup-
plies for Italy at the end of June 1973, the
intervention agencies of the otlrer Member States
made 200 000 tons of wheat availrble to the
Italian intervention agencier. Of this quantity,
150 000 tons came from German, 47 000 tons
from French and 3 000 tons from Belgian
agencies. This was not a comraerclal transaction, -
but an accounting transaction for us as the EEC,
wittr the grain transported at the expenre of the
EAGGF.
The terrhs of delivery were as follows: at the
moment of delivery from the intervenflon
agenciqs of the other Member States, the Italian
intervention agency took over responslbllity for
the quantities delivered.
Transport charger were lor the account of the
EAGGtr.,ltr€ price and other terms of cele were
thosG of Rogulation 367, which apply to the
normal sale of eereels lrom intenrention
agencies.
The second question concerBs tlre use.of this
grain, aud the conditions linked thereto. The
Italian Government must, urder the provisions
of this regulation, take the nesesEary measures
to enzure that the wheat sold is used exclusively
lor the prqlaratlon of foo&tuflr for human con-
sumption. The Italian authorlties made no objec-
tions regardlng the quality of wheat supplicd.
The third question by Mr Cipolla is whethcr
since the delivery the Commisgion hrs assu€d
itseU that the Italian Goverrunent is respecting
the condltions under which the grain wes sup-
plied.
Between autumn 1973 and autumn 1974, the
Commission repeatedly pressed the Italian
authorities to observe the terms of the regula-
tlon mentioned above and to Efve all the neces-
sary informetion. On the basis of the information
obtained, it appeared that 60 fi)O tons ol the
200 000 tons of wheat had been sold on the
Italian rrarket in accordance with the terms set.
Furthermore, before December 19?4 tendering
should have been opened for several quantitiesr OJ ilo C 32 ot tl. 2. l0?t.
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of grain. This meant that another 50 000 tons of
wheat were granted, in accordance with the aims
and conditions of the Community regulations.
In other words, of the 200 000 tons, 1tr0 000 tons
were sold in accordance with the provisions.
There is still a remainder of 90 000 tons. Another
bid for the 90 000 tons will be held in January
1975.
Mr Cipolla's fourth question has to do with the
request by the Italian Government to be allowed
to seII at a lower price. At one time, there was
talk of selling the grain on different terms.
Agreements between the Commission and the
Italian Government, howevei, led to the Italian
Government's abandoning this idea and carry-
ing out sales on the normal terms-that is, sale
in 'Italy, exclusively for human consumption,
and at a price equal to the intervention price
plus one-and-a-half units bf account, that is, a
little less than 1.5 per cent.
I would answer question five in the negative.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I thank the
Commissioner, Mr Lardinois, for the answers
he has given. I must admit, however, that I did
not quite grasp the answer to the question
whether'the Commission had authorized other
countrjes on other occasions to sell grain at
reduceL..prices. This was a particularly impor-
taat ques\n for me, because various questions
have been asked in the Italian Parliament about
this episode, which has caused quite a stir in
Italy. The Italian press has also given promin-
ence to this problem, and this shows that public
opinion and healthy political forces wish to
prevent any attempt to evade the proper applica-
tion of Community regulations. This attempt
has been thwarted.
In conclusion, Mr Commissioner, in the review
which has to be made of the common agri-
cultural policy, I would as,k you to take account
of this particular aspect which in the past has
given rise to much' criticism, questions and
protests, particularly as regards storage costs.
In Italy, delays in selling the grain have been
attributed to the fac! that the body which had
the grain found it particularly useful to keep it
in storage, since the profit achieved by the
Federconsorzi on the price established for stor-
ing the prqduct was all the greater. As I recall
from a speech by your predecessor, Mr Mansholt,
this problem of storage costs is a very serious
one for the Community, not only for grain but
also for butter. This is also true as regards the
deterioration of stored foodstuffs which are not
sold . or used immediately. In this connection,
Mr Vredeling and other colleagues asked ques-
tions about milk-powder, butter, grain and other
products which had been sold at much lower
prices because of the deterioration resulting from
long periods in the intervention warehouses.
This, too, is a feature of the common agri-
cultural policy which has giverr rise to much
criticism.
I think it would be right for the Commission,
in the review and the report which it will draw
up, to provide some details about these aspects,
so that a new system can be evolved to avoid
these criticisms.
I should like to thank the Commissioner for
his answer; I must also give credit to the present
Italian Minister of Agriculture-although he is
a political opponent of min+for having held
public auctions, albeit under the pressure of
public opinion, instead of asking permission to
sell at a lower price, as his preidecessor would
have done. I must give credit for this, because,just as it is fairto criticize short-comings, it is
also fair to draw attenfion to positive aehieve-
ments.
Piesident. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois,mernber o! the Comrnission o! tie
Europeon Comm.unities. 
- 
(NL) One more brief
"nswlr, Mr President. I shall do my best to g#eMr Cipolla a written srurunary of what I have
said, niot merely in Dutch, bui also, if poSsi$le,
The delivery of 200 fi)O tons of wheet to ltaly
in August f973 did play an import{ut r6le. Mr
Qipolla will probably still remgmber that at that
time speculation was going bn' which was
brought to an end partly. by. the delivery. This
was, in fact, the most important function of the
overall transfer from the ihtervention agencies
in the north to the intervention'irgdnciEs in Italy.
The grain was then left lying a little'too loirg;
partly because the Italian government was glad
to have a reserve, let us be honest. i don't think
there is anything wrong with that; on the con-
trary, I am of the opinion that we, taking into
account the world situation, should take care
to ensure that everywhere in the Community,
including Italy, we have constant reserves of at
least 1 million tons of wheat. This must, of
course, be renewed every year, but from,the
point of view of normal food supplieg Italy,
preferably at such a stage that the government
can play a part in the decision, should have
1 million tons of wheat in reserve as part of the
Community stock.-Not just 200 000 tons, but
more!
There has been some talk of coincidence. In
particular, when, the world market price for
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maize rose in the autumn, the'Italian Govern-
ment thought of using some of the wheat to put
pressrure on the maize priee. This is something
which has been normal in the entire north of
the Community. It did not necessarily mean
that the price for the wheat would have to be
lower, but it was in conflict with the regulation,
which said,'exclusively for human consumption'.
For this reason we said to the Italian Govern
ment: We are sorry, but the regulations say,
'for human consumption'; we hglped you by an
emergency procedure at the beginning of
August'1973, so please do not start making dif-
ficulties now.
There was some friction, but I think it has been
a storm in a teacup. I am broadly of the opinion
that the transfer from the intervention agencies
in the nortJr to the intervention agencies in
Italy has had positive effects, and has worked
against speculation. On the other hand, I think
we have learnt something about thri whole
subject of maintaining stocks and the difficulties
this may involve. This will apply particularly to
a scarcity area like Italy, if we are soon to be
having to make that country keep stocks of at
least I million tons of wheat,. as part of the
wheat reserve for the whole Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cipolla.
Mr Cipolla. 
- 
(l) | thank the Commissioner for
his explanations. However, I should like to
remind him what the question was about. The
main thing we were protesting about both in
Italy and in this Chamber, with our question,
is that in spite of the fact that there were two
harvests, the grain remained in storage. The
storage system must therefore be changed.
Secondly, the Italian Government's request was
not to be allowed to hold an auction, because
those who bought grain recently are quite free
to use it as fodder, even though tJley paid for
it as grain for human consumption. The previous
Italian Government requested authorization to
sell this grain at a lower price, not to sell it as
fodder. This is the point, and it is a problem of
no small irnportance.
President. 
- 
I have no motion for a resolution
on this debate.
The debate is closed.
I thank Mr Lardinois.
ll. Regulation dn the estnbllshment o! o
Communltg registo of oliae cultiaotion
President. 
- 
The next item on the agenda is a
debate on the report drawn up by Mf De
Keersmaeker, on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculttre, on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for a regulation on the establishment of a
Community register of olive cultivation (Doc.
426h4). ,
I call Mr De Keersmaeker, who has asked to
present his report.
Mr De Keersmaeker, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President this is a proposal the Commission
drew up pursuant to the resolution taken by
the Council at its meeting of 19 and 20 November
1973 adoptirig the principle of establishing a
register of olive cultivation. The mode of financ-
ing was 
.also decided-namely, the retention of
I per eent of the aid given to producers of olives
and olive oil. The Commission proposal is to
draw up a register of olive cultivation in two
stages; a first stage with an aerial survey of
the areas and numbers of olive trees, which
should be completed by September 1976, and a
second phase, to be completed by September
1980, which could entail the expansion of the
survey carried out, with more details on the
various modes of cultivation, the ages of the
groves, and so on.
.I 
have already mentioned the financing, but the
Comrnission proposal goes further and proposes
a second financing by the retention of 5 per cent
during the 1974-75 season. The aim in establish-
ing this register of olive cultivation is twofold:
firstly, to get a picture of the production
structure in this sector and, secondly, to secure
an instrument which can ensure better function-
ing of the Community support regulations. The
Committee on Agriculture spent three meetings
on this proposal, and very quickly came to an
agreement in principle on the need to establish
this register. The committee asked itself and the
Commission of the European Communities a
series of questions, about the detailed rules of
application and the methods of drawing up this
register, including the time table, and about
the basis for estimating the costs entailed in
establishing this register.
The representative of the Commission gave us
an answer at the.various meetings, or at least
tried to do so, and he convinced us of the cor-
rectness, of tle aerial photography system-
apparently the only appropriate method in this
case. IIe told us that this work could not be
carried out in a shorter period. fire Commission
representative did not, however, give us an
ansurer when we asked for further details on
the estimates of the costs entailed in this
proposal.
The Cortrmittee on Agriculture {oo put the
financing system itself under the microscope. A.
DEUatss ot'fte Etqreanr PerltsmHtt
Dc f,ecrrmrclcr
gflreral ,reEervatiqB :!rra! tlct the fina+gigg qf.
tlr& 66tem shouH inqL4 er$ .Itoynbe pn+iudiqiel.
to : t[d , reasonab{e fuBroOr gf c{u"prpr.qaUmn ;Itr,e
thetr acked thq^Seprydrsi$ fe+s,4.e., Fqo.Er ra,
sfud$ gt',tlpp rrtothnit, lppelm--d"ihat: in this,
instance, taking account of the way in ryhich..
the,regulation containing tfrc Community, aid,
rdgdlati'ons is applie0,'{t[ffi?'1itCs. n0t the case.'
There did not, however, seem t6teanyunanirur-
ity on the financing system, nor on the fact that,
bi: co.nstrast with. iqftah'rthnrt:€esilgil'.1 ha;d
posilulated,- 5 per cent':urassimmedltrtely' to be.
fixed es retentitin.fromlther a[d. etlotdedr during
ttre-'f 97,[.?5.s€Eron,,;ntyrptLttlmqrfedtion,ruherh€r
frrer,mrpplewrnntary ftnmiltg .t6.. be'determihed
lder^rwould.,'come from the. GuaDartee S€dtioNr,,
Snce iit' wss hBre a:markdt'mryrdating instru*,
rrcntr, Somu members defeqdedr tbc' pcition that
tris,'.'w.crld Elso,,an:-'n'q,i6ly,'dbe lg, structuml
mudsure; whicli should thns logicatly eorne frun
tbe Grddanee' Section.;Some, mernbeu$ defeaded
t&e,vi,ew t}et in ani,cas*be-rcosb would rire
toa,high .by curnpariscm ,{ri&.ithg result irrtrieh
.orrtrdrrbe expeated:lThat,.qras a minoritiy. A fw
mdmbcrb even -said tlat .theseidrts mrght td ;tte
drlrged b the..I\[ember''Ststes;,Sirce in this case
the projeot con@rnod:rraEt0& per c*t' an ltalist
affairs this reservation had, of-coursg.,oncider..
able 
.importance.
Unanirtrity was,'lii6wever, reaehed on i:he follow-
in[- t'iurilimpoft?nt foints: fifstly, ftdt-it would
ndt be.rdas6nable to pronoiutce bn this financing
rrildel sio lodg as there irvas'hb beJis'for a more
atetirate estimd.te'of the :O"6; jaud secondly,
frrit there was'rt6 sctrsd' in the Comnrissioh'g
makiieg a dbfiriiti"o'e' plonourtbemerit tifore the
proposal for amendiug ttre C6rtriilufrity aid'
regtrlations,'whicih Sorrldl prttbebly be urade in
April by the.Corirmi*iion,,'was lrnown. In the
Iight, of these rdsertationB,"&e 'Committee on
fupierrlture considered it ghould .cshfine itself
tb mphasizing the prflndfrle'of the necessity of
ertabtibhing, thb regiritdf df roliVe .ctlltiiration.
(AWIdise)
N€vettlreldss,,-l 'should lfrE,;tou3ay, to Mr" De
Keersrireeker*ln all'probadflity' thie,'ts not new
to him, in view of the discusrsion he had h6d in
t$9. Cgmtr\ittp orl, Agdp$turg an{lqlsgphere-,
thp!. oliyq:o.4l. 5eg{datio,+s q+4, ey,qr,y.th+g to. do
'"tt','- r. t-
with lhsn at the Eomenr,in tbe w.hotre agriq$'r
tuml pqlicd',arg5;perlrapg ,oqg, of,,tlrg Unqst rop,-
sitiUer pditiqal EFtteTp,we- knorv,' |ftrat rs,.Wh]
We hetgtaf,gn sgflr p?rqF.is,qonsul$rng, on f&e
f&ancing of. the,plivespil regipter",the organiznF
tions of ,the ppl,tivatgqs ,gofieernpd,.especialllf, in
Italy. We,hgve,dpo cq-rtpultd, thq, Qommunityr
wide Olive Ol,$dvisory Conni4tee, lvJtiql+. of
cCw'Fp; coggiptp rneidU'rof-Ilalian,,hul XIso o feau
Frepc[,. cullivators"' . i,, ) ,,, r
to the vote.
fire resolution is adoptg&l . ;
I thank Mr Lardinois.
12 Reglilations d! tlie impor*ntton'ot Nherryg
'. 
. 
. 
proiluck ftom Tualsia ond lrtoroccr 
. ; .,
i'r"*ia"tt. 
- 
The next itein og the adgnda. is
a vote qrithout debate.on the motion tor a resoirr-
tion ccintained iri thL'ieport diawn tip by ttlh"dela MalBne, on bchalf af 'the'Codnniftee orl
Ebrternal Ecoficnic Relations, on.the pioposals
from ttre Comm'i*ion': of ,'the.Europeen Ouu.t
rmuritles.totheCquscilfor l :,, :
- 
i' .: : ,L a rggulalion corseroiqg the,i+porytation..rptq
the Couomunity of qgrtain fiirtq( prodqets
, oqiginqfing in f,unis_ia; an4 :! .: .,:. . .
II. a regulation concenring tre impoftbtionihto
the Community of certain fishery productsj.. origirEtiag,it Morrcco , ;
(Doc. 40U?4).
,', 
. ,;, ,,
I have no speakers list€d.
l\ 
,.,,-,,
Does anyone wish to speak?
I put tt}e, mgtion' 195. q reooluttqn,,te ffi ,.1otcr
ttre retifudbt is'buuptda.{. j'
. 
,r',i'..':'.r'.'i
. -, .i llJ
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13. Agenilolor the nert nfiing
- 
Report by Mr Willi Mtiller on waste disposd;
- 
Oral ouestion, with debate, on parficipation
ffi:il"i;;ffi.?i"'#ff'd#"^1ft?ittf,H;,\'r iii:*h:rr;trs'fsqeP regionar or rocai eree-
agenda:
The sitting is closed.
9.30 o.m.to 72 noon:
- 
Report by I[r DeschamFs on transitiond
measures for the benefit of the Assoeieted -' iStates; Qhe *tting utas elosed, ot 7.20 o.m.)
a
. 
"i
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1.
,
3.
Approuol of runutes
Membership of corwnittees ... .
Comtnunicotion tr orn the Cornrnisston
on transitional meosures in respect of
the Associateil and" Assoctable Stotes -
Consiileration of o report ilrautn up bU
Mr Deschamps on behalt ol the Corn-
mittee on Deueloptnent anil Cogpero-
tion (Doc. 441174):
Mr Borschette, metnber of the Com-
mission of the Europecn Comrnunities;Mr Deschamps, ropporteur; Mr Gi-
raudo, chairmon of the Political Af-
tairs Committee; Loril Reoy, on behalt
of the Europeon Cunsqootioe Grou,p;
Mr Borschette ...
Ailoptiott of the resolution
4. Directioe on utoste disposal - Constile-
ration of a report ilrawn up bg Mr
Willi Mtiller on behalt of the Cornrnit-
tee on Public Health and the Entsiron-
ment (Doc.383174):
Mr Willi Miiller, rapporteur
IN TIIE CHAIR: MT HANSEN
(Vice-Presiilent)
(The sitting was openeil ot g.SS a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
Consiileration of the proposol
ilirectioe:
for a
Amenilment to Artinle I
Amenilment to Article I
Amenilment to Article 74
Loril Bessborough
Consi.ileration of the rnotion for o reso-
lution:
Amenilment to porogroph 7
Ailoption of the resolution
Oral questbn utith ilebote: Pofiiapo-
tion bg Comrnunity migront ur,orkerc
in regionol onil local elections in their
host countries (Doe. 419174):
Mr Dello Briotto
Mr Borschette, rnembet of the Com-
misston of the Eutopeon Cornmunities;
Loily Elles, on beholt of the European
Conserootioe Group; Mr Glinne, on
behalf of the Socialist Group; Loril St.
Osnt;alil; Mr Pisoni; Sir Douglas Dodds-
Porker; Mr Della Briotta; Mr Bor-
schette
l. Approool of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
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Mrs Fenner, un beholt of the European
Conseroatioe Group; Mr Hill; Mr Jahn,
on behalf of the Christion-Democratic
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Commission of the Europeon Cornmu-
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2. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received
-'from the Socialist Group a request for theappointment of Mr Didier to the Committee
on Public Health and the Environment;
- 
from the Group of European Progressive
Democrats a request for the appointment of
- 
Mr Nyborg to the Committee on External
Economic Relations to rerplace Mr Herbert.
- 
Mr Herbert to the Committee on Public
Health and the Environment to replace Mr
Nyborg.
Are there any objections ?
The appointments are ratified.
3. Cornmunication from the Commission on
tuansitional rneasu,res in respect of the
Associateil and, Associable States
President. 
- 
The next item is consideration of
the report drawn up by Mr Deschamps on behalf
of the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion on the Communication from the Commis-
sion of the Europban Communities to the
Council on the transitional measures to be
implemented after 31 January f 975 in the
context of relations with the countries of Africa,
the Caribbean and the Pacific, and the Overseas
Countries and Territories (Doc. 441174).
The rapporteur does not wish to present his
report orally.
I call Mr Borschette.
Mr Borschette, rnember of the Commission of
the European Cornmunities, 
- 
(.F') Mr President,
I should like first of all to apologize for the
absence of Mr Cheysson, who is on an official
visit to Algeria.
I should like to say that the communication from
the Commission to the Council and Parliament's
opinion still remain perfectly valid. The negotia-
tions which took place on Monday and Tuesday
were not, in fact, a failure. They have merely
been suspended for a certain period of tirne.
Only yesterday the President-in-office of the
Council informed the parliamentary committees
responsible of the results of these negotiations
and of the conclusions drawn by the Council
and the Commission from the negotiations and
their suspension.
The time-limits proposed by the Commission and
approved in the report still hold good. However,
in the matter of their application I should like
to ask Parliament to be so good as to give the
negotiators a free hand to a certain extent.
The position is that we would not like to give
the impression that we are exerting political
pressure on our ACP partners by cutting the
time available to them unduly short.
Neither do we want, on the other hand, to give
an impression of indifference by agreeing that
these same time limits should be extended for
too long. At any rate, I should like to appeal
for a calm approach to this whole matter on
the part of Europe. Since the negotiations have
so far resulted in stalemate to a certain extent,
we must show a great measure of understanding
for the position of our ACP partners and not
remain indifferent to their concerns. I should
like to urge the Assembly to see that the Par-
liamentary Conference to be held with the ACP
countries at the end of this month, before the
final phase therefore, adopts the same attitude
towards our partners.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deschamps.
Mr Deschamps, rqpporteur. 
- 
(tr') Mr President,
by adopting unanimously a short time ago the
excellent report drawn up by our colleague,
Miss Flesch, on the negotiations between the
ACP countries and the EEC, this Assembly has
shown the importance it attaches to this ma,tter.
I feel that Mr Borschette's statement also
shows the importance it has for him.
I shall not speak of the present state of the
negotiations, since this has already been done,
but I would only like to say that we also do not
envisage any breaking off of the negotiations,
as certain pessimists had predicted, but are
determined to carry on these negotiations until
the end of the month.
I[Ie continue to hope that without abiding in an
excessively strict manner by rigid time limits,
which could seem to involve the exertion of
pressure, we may be able on the last day of
this month, or certainly at the beginning of
next month, to sign a new agreement in LomH
do not dare to use the terms 'Convention' or
'Association', as these seem to cause some dif-
ficulties--which should unite us to these 46
countries and which is of self-evident impor-
tance.
The Commission has decided to ask the Council
to fix a transitional period. We have considered
this proposal in the Committee on Development
and Cooperation and adopted a motion for a
resolution which we are putting before the
Assembly today.
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Brief1y, what does this transitional phase
involve? First of all, it involves fixing a date,
which by joint agreement has been set for I July
of this year, which will bring the first
transitional phase to an end.
.During this first transitionel phase, the existing
agreements would be simply srtended: in this
case, these would be the AASM agreements, the
Arusha agreement and the Commonwealth
provisions. As far as the new partners to these
negotiations are concerned, their status would
r.emain that of third countries.
At the end of this first phase, a second transi-
tiopal phase will commence, since, unfortunately,
experience has shown that ratification can take
a long time in the various oountries and we
have no grounds for supposing that the proced-
ure will be any more rapid in the case of the
present agreement.
Ttris second phase would be a partial implemen-
tation of the provisions on trade and of a
certain number of technieil provisions of the
new agreements that have already been signed,
but, and this we have stressed in committce,
in reply to certain of our colleagues who were
worried, and rightly so, about national constitu-
tional arrangements in the various countries
concerned, no new projects of any kind will be
financed until such time as this second transi-
tional phase would have e:rpired, that is to say,
until such time as each of the,national parlia-
ments, acting in accordance with its own
constitutional Rules, will have had a chance to
study the matter in detail before proceeding to
ratify the new agreement to be drawn up.
These transitional measures are very funportant,
because any hiatus between the existing agree-
ments which are about to orpire at the end of
this month and the new agrsements would be
highly detrimental, particularly to the develop-
ing countries. It would be particularly serious
for those countries that are least developed and
consequently most in need of continuity in our
technical assistance.
We are all well aware also of how much time
and teehnical preparation has to go into the pre-
paration and the putting into force of these new
agreements. That is why I urge you to give your
unanimous support to this resolution which
approves of the transitionel measiures proposed
by the Commission, so that therc may be no
break in our relations with tJre countries of the
Third V/orld, which it is rather our desire to
strengthen.
Mr Borschette may rest assured that at the
parliamentary negoti{tiond in Abidjan-he hasjust stressed their imlortance and I thank him
for doing so-we shalf see to it that the excellent
climate that prevailed in Mauritius will continue
to be maintained. In fact, we are well aware-
more so, I believe, than public opinion in general
and even more than our national parliamenf,-
of the extreme importanee of an agreement
which unites more than one half of a,ll the
member countries of the Uni,ted Nations Organ-
ization and to which, on the one hand, the
developing countries bring their raw rnaterials
and their natural resources while we, on the
other hand, bring them something which is no
less indispensable for ttrem, namely, our
techniques, our capital and our know-;hour.
Up to the present time the agreement has proved
to be beneficial for both parties, even within the
narrower framework of the smaller group of
countries, and it will be equally beneficial.for
the new and larger Association which.we.intenfl
to create.
It is my hope, Mr President, that by means of a
unanimous vote we shall reaffirm the irnportahce
that we all attach to this mattef, and this is
important from the psychological point of view
also, now that we have reached the final stage
of bur negotiations
President. 
- 
I eall Mr Giraudo
Mr Giraudo, chairrnan of the Pohticat Altalys
Committee. 
- 
(l) Mr President, Since Cbln-
missioner Borschette has referred to ybsterdd!'s
colloquy between the Political Affairs Commit-
tee, the Committee on Dwelopment and C&
operation, the Committee on Externai Econciinic
Relations and the President-in-Office of 
,the
Council, you might like to know that this col-
loquy made it possible to present the President-
in-Office of the Council with all the demands
thought appropriate concerning the nature of
the negotiations and the stage which they:119a
reached. The President of the Council replied
to us in full and, subject to the reseryatisr that
the negotiations are still in progress, I find his
replies satisfactory. He pointed out sorne dif-
ficulties which undoubtedly exist but overall
seemed sure that these negotiations would iome
to a conclusion which we would consider satis-
factory. 'We also talked about the questiori of
the transitional period and the Fresident of the
Council did not seem to have any objections t{
raise on this point.
I therefore feel that, 
-taking account of theinformation given to us this morning and thd
full justifications presented by the President-iri-
Office of the Council yesterday in committed,
we can satlsfy the rapporteur's request ahd
approve his report.
President. 
- 
I call Loid Reay to speak on behatf
of the European Conservative Group.
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Mr President, it was'plainly
desirable that the Commission should make
proposals to enable the provisions of the existing
Association to continue to be applicable between
the expiry ol the present Association and the
adoption and ratification of the new one. But
I should like to say at this stage that, for myself,
I'have never Eeen a copy of the Commission's
proposals.
I, like others in this Parliament, I suppose, have
been dependent for my knowledge of what they
contain on the explanatory statement in Mr
Deschamps' report and on what we have heard
in committee. I understand that Parliament has,
in fact, not yet received a copy of these pro-
posa,ls: no copy was obtainable here this
morning. Whatever the explanation-and I do
not see why it was not 'possible to anticipate,
for this is not an urgent matter that.has come
up unexpectedly-this sort of failure makes our
work very difficult.
The Commission proposed, as I understand it,
that the existing Association should be extended
in its effect until 30 June and that thereafter
the provisions of the new Association, assuming
that there will be a new Association Agreement,
should apply notwithstanding tJle likelihood thatit will not have been ratified by all Member
States at that time. However, this anticipatory
application of the provisions of the new Assoeia-
tion Agreement will be subject to limitations in
order to respect the authority of national parlia-
ments, in' particular insofar asi expenditure
under the European Development Fund is con-
cerned. And this Mr Deschamps points out
himself in paragraph 2.
These limitations will mean, as I see it, that
none of the new signatories of the Association-
and'that means essentiilly the Commonwealth
countries-will be able to benefit from the
European Development Fund until ratification
is completed. Now, on the last occasion-that is,
between Yaound6 1 and Yaound6 2-I under-
stand that it took some eighteen months before
the last Member State ratiJied the new Associa-
tion Agreement. The difference between now
an$ then is that on that occasion, the beneficia-
rlbs under the new Associatlon Agreements
were the same as under the old agreements,
and the countries that used to benefit under the
pqbvious Association Agreement were able to
contirue to do so through the interim period
under disbursements that were made from the
previous fund. But on this oceasion, of coulse,
tbe new ACP signatories would appear to have
to wait some eighteen months before they would
be entitled to receive any payments at all,
because, of course, they would not be eligible
under tJle present fund. I wonder if the Com-
missioner could confirm if this is the case and
could say also if this would be true as well of
loans made by the European Investment Bank.
AIso, on the question of what will and what
will not come under the anticipatory interim
period, if I may call it that-and I am referring
to the lnterim period that will start from 1 July'
-I should like to ask how the parliamentarfinstitutions will be handled, or how it is
proposed that they should be hindled. Will it
be possible for the Consultative Assembly, or
whatever body will finally replace the Parlia-
mentary Conference, if it meets before the last
state has ratified the new Association, to meet
as it may be provided for in the new Associa-
tion, with 
.the membership and attendance of
the new' signatories to the agreement, or will
there simply be a meeting of the Parliamentary
Conference as it now is? Mr.Deschamps in his
report is ambiguous on this point, for if you Iook
at page 8, it says, and I quote, 'The parlia-
mentary organs of the Association... must con-
tinue to function until the date of the effective
entry into force of the new convention'; but
the question is, what counts as the effective
entry into force?
Finally, I should like to ask the Commissioner
' to confifm that the proposals fully cover the
eventuality which is now dmost upon us name\r,
that the new Associhtion Agreement is not,
in fact, either initialled or signed before the
end of this 5;ear. That is to say, will the p:o-
visions qf the present Association continue to
apply to the benefit of the present existing
Associated States, even if a new Association
Agreement has not been concluded by the end
of this month? Of course, all this depends on
a new Association Agreement being arrived at.
Plainly there cannot be anticipatory interim
measures unless there is a new agreement to
anticipate, and I hope that it will prove possible
to conclude one within the near f,uture, notwith-
standing what has happened in Brussels this
week.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Borschette.
D
Mr Borschette, rnember ol the Com,m,ission ot
the European Cornmunities. 
- 
(.E') Mr President,
it has been asked whether the former Associatcd
States will benefit from the new fund in a dif-
ferent way to the new Associated States. I
urould reply to this question in the negative.
They will be placed on a strictly equal footing,
and no financial aid can be granted before
ratification by the national parliaments in the
new countries. As a matter of fact, in the past
our former Associated States were all placed
on a equal footing. However, it is likely that
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these former essocialed States will benefit from
certain residues of fhe old Yaound6 Fund in
the period before the new fund comes into force.
I should like, however, to assure Lord Reay
that the Commission'g departments have already
prepared projects bot[ for the former associates
and for the new as{ociates, so that when t}re
times comes, that is t{ say, when the parliaments
in the new countries have given their ratifica-
tion, the projects submitted by our ACP partners
can be put into operation and can profit from
the new fund.
Ttris brings me finafly to the problem of the
parliamentary institrftions. In this context, I
should first of all {ike to appeal to all the
Members of this .A.,ssembly to bring their
influence to bear on tJreir colleagues in the
national parliaments so that ratification by these
parliaments may riot take the 18 months men-
tioned just now by Lord Reay but that they
may come about wit{rin one year at the very
most. It is a regrett{ble fact that in the past
these ratifications webe held up far too long in
certain national parllaments. In the meantime,
will there be unofficial meetings between the
parliamentary institutions? I do not exclude the
possibility, but I cannot state definitely that
there will be. At any rate, Mr President, I feel
that it is now up to aJl of you to take the neces-
sary measures to bridg about these meetings.
Finally, as to the question of whether this
agreement will be signed before the end of the
month, I would hopQ so, but I feel that it is
highly unlikely. I wpuld hope, however, that
it will be possible to have it signed very soon
thereafter.
President. 
- 
I put tlte motion for a resolution
to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
Thank you, Mr Borsc{rette.
4. Directioe on uaste disposol
President. 
- 
T?re next item is considerati6n
of the report drawn Up by Mr Ttrilli Miiller on
behalf of the Commiltee on Public Health and
the Environment on tlpe proposal from tJle Com-
mission of the Eurogean Communities to the
Council for a directir,fe on waste disposal (Doc.
383174).
I call Mr Willi Miiller who has asked to present
his report.
r OJ No C 32 of rL 2. 10?P.
Mr lTilli Miiller, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, in its programme of
environmental action for the European Com-
munities, one of the measures announced by the
Commission was the directive which we are no$I
called to debate on. Although the absence of
further related proposals promised by{&re Com-
mission is to be criticized, it must be admitted
that in the view of your committee tJlip directive
reaffirms the readiness of the Conifrission to
implement its programme without undue delay
despite the diffieulties which have cropped up
-the energy crisis and the shortage of raw ma-terials for instance.since the progranrme was
submitted.
In its deliberations the Committee on Public
Health and the Environment has perceived that
the tenor of the directive adequately eomprts
hends what needs to be done to improve the
environment in the countries of the Community.
While recognizing the ai,ms of the proposal, deli-
berations in committee have led to considerable
changes to the content of the protrrcsal, as is clear
from perusal of the present report.
I would lile, however, to point out that the
changes made are in no way out of place; rather,
they reflect the sober desire to take account of
the effects of the shortage of raw materials, to
seek practical solutions and to guarantee the
further evolution of measures in this field. In
doing this the committee has made every effort
to consider thoroughly dl the relevant diffi-
culties and problems of waste disposal. With
your permission, Mr Preside'nt, I would Iike to
try once again to give a general irnpression of
what is contained in the report.
The disposal of refuse, or the'residue of our civi-
lization', is a task marked by the diversity and
volume of the refuse. Ailditional problems have
been created by the shortage of raw material
supplies.
As we all know refuse is often harmful and not
infrequently dangerous.
Nevertheless it is usually disposed of in the en-
vironment in an irresponsible way. Unless its
removal is properly organized the effects can be
very serious, causing, for example:
- 
pollution and contamination of ground-water
deposits, inland waters and coastal waters by
seepage, surface contact or direct tipprng of
refuse in rivers, lrkes, etc.
- 
pollution of the air in the form of smells,
slow burning, dust and above all, gases emit-
ted from inadequate incineration plants.
- 
restriction of land use by tipping or erosion.
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- 
impairment of landscalns through unauthori-
zed tipping, random dropping of rubbish and
waste heaps which do not Iit in with the
natural landscape feahrre.
The real victims of such an unnatural develop-
mgrt, liable to cause direct damage to health, to
act as a breeding-ground for vermin and to
release poisonous and dangerous substances are
men, animals and also our plant life.
In too many cas6 inadequate resources have
hitherto been devoted in the countries of the
Community to combating odsting irregularities
in waste disposal. The uumber and capacity of
the plants for harmlees disposal lag far behind
actual requirements. Ttre cost of disposing of
waste has increased so drasticdly that it cannot
be met from the charges made by municipalities.
Existing regulations are out of date or so full of
gaps they they can no longer be enforced. Ttrere
is insufficient plannirig, publicity, forward-
looking rcsearch and development and, not least,
a lack of qualified experts. The funds availabtre
are, as I seid before, inadequate.
Environmental policy plans must be based on
the removal of abuses and their prevention in
the future. Lasting s,uccess will only be guaran-
teed by organizing the weste sector in zuch a
way es to limit the dangerp to hurnan beings and
their environment and to exploit the apparently
valudess nesidue of o9r affluent society.
We must turn away trom the idea that waste
is only to be disposed of and be prepared to
accept and give priority to the waste sector.
Sraste merregement-meaning the reduction of
the volume and structure of 'wast+ is ouraim
in organizing residue from consumers artd pro-
ducers. Production procest€s must be devetoped
which will produce less waste and wsste that
is easier to deal with thaa hitherto. More pro-
ducts must be put on the market which can be
used more than once and the re-ure of arch pro-
ducts should be greatly encouragd. Einally the
process of recycling and the waste dispcal wtdch
will crontinue to be resuird 'to. some extent
in ttre fuilre m,ust be given the neeessary tech-
nical facilities sueh as gdequate incineralors,
improved tehniqges, proper transport fucilities,
increased controls and the classification a^nd
separate treatment of different kinds of waste
as well as a rrrore generous financial fram+
work. The present directive is satisfactory on
tlrese points to a large extent. If some of its
proposals are unspecific at least they do not
stand in the way of steps in the right direction
in the fuhrre.
It was for this reason that the Commlttne on
Rrblic Healttr and ttre Environment decided to
divest the title of iLs modest reticence.
We request the Membene of the of the Eiuropean
Partamdnt to aglee to change the name of tbe
directive on wagte disposal, as it was called, to
the 'direttive o,n tlre waste sector'. This is more
than jtrst a change of wording.
The further major changes made by the com-
mittee to thG text of the propoeal, for whictt the
committee requests the rupport of this House,
can be summed up as follows.
The negative list in Article 2 of the Commis-
sion's proposal has been deletcd, except for
radioaedve wastg which is subjecf to special pro-.
visions. It wes agreed by the committee that the
public rhust not be given the impression that
the areas covered by such a negative list were
to be overlooked in the face of a general con-
s,ensus that regulati,ons are needed. The com-
mittee lherefore binds this amendment to the
hope that the Commission will soon rnake pro-
posals on these areas and submit them to Par-
liament.,
The objectives proposed in Article 3 have been
adjusted to take account of real requirements.
T?re committee's version takes exhaustive ac-
eount of all the elements considered by inter-
national organizations and associations to be
necessary for progressive environnentd policy.
The air4 of the.amendment put forward by the
committee to Artide 10 is'to compel rcsqpnsible
auhorities to draw up plans for waste diqosal
aud declare them to be,binding where the dis-
posal oi particularly dangeroris waste is con-
cerned.,
In this the commlttee has been motivatcd by the
appalling fesults of Membdr Statef' lack of
cauUon'in detrling with, and transporfingi sucll
substances. Ttre committee is of the opinion that
in such casee nothing at all should be left b
chance.
The apendment or rathef cpmbination of
Articlep 12 and 13 follows on what I said about
the prdblem of the recycling and limitation of
certain' types of wast€.
Ttre motion for a rresolution which .thb House
has to tste on-and which was adoptcd unanih-
ously in committee-rqlrecents the net result
of the deliberati,ons of the members of ttre Com-
mittee on Rrblic Health and the Environment.
The report also takea account of the suggeetions
and observations put fonrard by the perli+
mentary committees asked for their opinions.
May I ras rapporteur state-in ordcr to shorten
the procedure and wittr your permisi,on, Mr
President-that .I have no reser?ationr ,on
f,mendments 1 to 4 tabled hry.t& Jehn and Iord
Bessboough.
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If the European pariiament is able to give its
agreement to the proposal for a directive on the
waste sector in its thits amended form we shall
have gone a long wayl towards meeting the hope
cherished by the citizbns of Europe for irnprov+
ment of the quality qf life.
It is up to the governrpents of the Member States
and also-this I would like to emphasize-pro-
ducers and consumeqs to turn the provisions
offered by this directive to the best advantage
for our environment.
Finally, I would likq to thank all those who
have helped, dft theilr specialist knowledge and
enhu.siasrn" to give thq final polish and definitive
lorm to this directivq; the chairman and mem-
bers of the Committeq on Public Health and the
Environment, the offiials of the Secretariat of
tlre Parliament and the representatives of the
Commissioni
I hereby put this report, Mr President, to the
House for its approvdl and thank you for the
patience and attentiqn with which you have
listened to my explanbtions.
President. 
- 
I call f,dm F"orre" to speak on
behalf of the Europeap Consenrative Group.
Mrs Fenner. 
- 
Mr Pfesident, I wtsh to speak
very briefly in Erpport of the report on the
proposal from the Conimision for this directive.
It seems to rhe that this pursuit of the Com-
mission's environmenth poticy is one which we
caq applaud in the Eqropean Parliament today,
rather contrary to the view takeu by us follow-
ing a serigs of ratheq critical questions tabled
by Mr Jahn at the l6st part-session, when ,in
Palliament we expresqed concern about ttre lack
gf progress in some alreas of the Communityls
policy.
Although the propos{ and the report before
us today are concerr{ed with waste disposal,
it does seem to me tfrat the most vital para-
graphs in the motion lor a resolution are para-
graphs 4 and 5. Parapraph 4 draws attention
among other things tp the objectives of pre-
venting wastage of ra'iv materials, paragraph 5
to the recycling and I re-using of waste, andit ip significant that in its opinion the Com-
mittee on Economic aqd Monetary Affairs con-
centrated almost solely on the need to emphasize
the vital necessity trl thiB particular era of
reciamation and recycU[rg of our waste products.
I believe that, as a g{neration, we have been
unthinking and profligate in our use of finite
resources. I notice that there was a'great deatr
of statistical evidence gfven in a very interesting
debate in this ParliamCnt on 22 April last year
foltowing an oral question. Many Members
pointed on that occasion to the present magnit-
ude of waste in the Community, on the domestic
side and in industry. It does seem to me that
we have, as nations, in a booming era, sub-
scribed to policies of planned obsolescence and
that the energy crisis with which we are now
confronted in the wor1d, as well as the crisis
of finite resouices, has forced us to consider
what we must now do in respect not only of
protecting our own environment but also of
protecting the generations which succeed us.
Over the whole range of raw materials at. this
time, we need to be concerned about our profli-
gate use and our lack of intention to reclaim
our waste. An American expert said last year
that in the field of metals, for example, at the
pr6ent levels of demand there are only 22 years
of supply of silver left, 16 of mercury, 17 of lead
and 20 of zinc, and although reclamation has
achieved very good restrlts, we still have a con-.
siderably long way to go in this respect.
Certainly in my own country, in Britain, the
glass industry has achieved a high reclamation
and recycling rate, but there do remain prob-
lems with regaril to contamination of glass.
As with metals and with g1ass, so also we
perpetrate such extravagance in the use of pa-
per. It perhaps comes ill Irom a Member of
this Parliament-when I see around us paper,
paper, mountairs of paper-to recollect that the
consumer as well is very accustomed to a high
and sophisticated.standard af packaging.
Now, in the United r(ingdom we use over 7,5
milIion tons of paper annually, and of this we
only recover about half at the present tirne.
When one corsiders the rate at which wq are
devouring the world's affor*tation to provide
this mountain of w,ogd-pulp, it is Iittle wonder
that we coin such phrases as that used by
Mr Lagorce in yogr last debate on this subject
last year: 'it is a matter of transforming a
society of .squan{erers'.
We have been, in many ways, disappointed by
the progress made in attaining some of the
objectives of the Community's environmental
policy. I noted that in the debate last yeai,
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza referred to the need to
institute research into reclaiming and recycling
waste. He referred to the Commission's rcquest
to the Joint Research Centre to initiate research
into these matters. Now I know that research
is very often a prolonged matter, but I would
put it to the Memberp of Parliament and,
indeed, to the representative of the Commission
today, that we haven't time, and I would ask
that this research be pursued with some sense
of urgency, not only to protect the environ-
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mental quality of the Community but to help
us in our desperate economic need because we
are not recycling our waste material. I would
be very grateful to learn frorn the Commission
that this research is being purzued more exped-
itiously than, regrettab,ly, some of our other
objectives in our envirohmental programme.
lVith those few reservations on the need for a
greater demonstration of intention, I support
the proposal for this directive from the Com-
mission to the Council.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hill.
Mr Hill. 
- 
Mr President, I only want to say
a few words on this because I did take part in
the debate on Mr Jahn's Document 132174 on
the disposal of oil waste in this Parliament last
year, and I see that it is being requested by the
committee that that document should be incor-
porated in this document so as to make a whole.
I suppose every parliamentarian here has sat
through many of these waste disposal and
recycling debates-indeed in our House of Com-
mons it has been a matter of much debate-
and it does seem to me that we get little further
than just debating what is so obvious to every
one. The oil crisis perhaps will be a reason for
expediting Mr Jahn's document on recycling of
oil waste, and Lwould like to ask the Com-
mission just how far this document has pro-
ceeded. It was adopted by the European Parlia-
ment in June last year, and I should have
thought by this time it would be on t\e table
of the Council of Ministers. It is certainly a
matter of absolute necessity that the recycliag
of waste oil should take place asi soon as possible.
Perhaps the most dangerous of the wastes. to
dispme of-and extremely difficult to recycle
-are 
plastics. Any one who has taken a holiday
on the eastern coast of Spain, where there is a
proliferation of plastic bafs and plastic cartons,
will know that these things are virtually indes-
tructible. I think they are the most dangerous
of atl the waste that mankind has created, if
only because animals chew on them. Indeed in
my part of the United Kingdom, in the New
Forest, there are cases practically every week
where deer chewed on plastie bags and, of
courpe, suffocated as a result. A study has been
taking place at Birmingham University, and I
think much information could be obtained from
there. Certainly when we ask for support for
the development of new waste disposal techni-
ques and technology, I think perhaps a word
could be had with this particular university in
the United Kingdom, which has taken such a
great deal of trouble to go into this very matter.
I find that the document lacks a certain amount
of force-if Mr Mtiller would not mind my
saying this. Paragraph 10 says that. the waste
disposal plans.to be drawn up by competent
authorities should be made binding 'in certain
casep'. I think if plans arr drawn up they should
be made binding. I think'in certain cases' Ieaves
far too many loopholes. If the competent author-
ities consider that there is money availale, that
the waste disposal centres exist and that people
are still polluting the environment with this
waste, then there are no cases, I would maintain,
where people should be exempt.
So, Mr President, I welcome the fact that the
problem is sufficiently large now for the Euro-
pean Parliament to recognize that it cannot be
solved at local or regional levels and that a
solulion at Community level is absolutely indis-
pensable. I think in this particular case we could
certainly lead the Nine Member States' govern-
ments to harmony, and this would have an
extremely beneficial effect for the people who
live in the Community.
President. 
- 
I caII Mr Jahn to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Jahn 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Group may I congratulate
Mr Miiller on his report. After some discussion
we fully agree with the content of this proposal.
We also agree to the change of title to 'directive
on the wast6 sector'. Since Mr MtiLller accepts
my three draft amendments, I need not speak
to them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Borschette.
Mr Borschette, member of the Comtnisnon of
the Eurqpean Comlnunities. 
- 
(tr') Mr President
I thank Mr TvVilli Mtiller for his report and I
must begin by sayurg there is no fundamental
difference of opinion between this report and
the Commission's position.
The Commission cannot, however, promise to
submit to the Council as soon as possible, as
Parliament invites it to do in paragraph 7 of
the motion for a resolution, proposals for
directives on waste generated during the extrac-
tion of 'mineral resources and the working of
quarries as well as agricultural wastes. The
position" is that these are priorities which are.
not included in the first environmental pro-
gramme I understand perfectly the rapporteur's.
enthusiasm, but this is such a vast field that
we cannot deal with all the component elemeirts
of it at the same time.
Let us not forget that this directive is a frame-
work directive. The directive on the disposal of
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waste oils recently gdopted by the Cormcil is
the first implementin$ directive. It is not IrRgBSe
iarily therefore, I fef[,end it would not even
be desirable that fhrt dineivtive should be
incrorlrcrated in the ffanework directive, as the
recolution requests ih paragraph 8. At best it
would only be a caF€ of restating an action
whictr, fortunately, fas already been under-
taken.
lLe Commissior, 
".""$t" that the ptans for wastedisposal to be dravtr up by the responsible
bodies are of a restriptive character, dealing as
they do only with tlie disposal of wastes of a
partictrlarly dangerous or difficult nahrre.
Oa the other hand, I must say quite frankly
that it is difficult forithe Commission to accept
the amendments prQposed by Parliunent to
Article 2. As a mattei of fact,.dl the exclusions
rtfer to areas which Fre already the subject of
special provisions. Orf tfre other hand, it fully
accepts the amendmehts proposed to Articles 3,
4 and 10, which only define more precisely the
Com.mission's intentiofrs,
Finally, the Commispion preters, though this
does not seem to me to be very important, its
own wording of Artiths 12 and 13. It finds it
difficult, in fact, to sge any merit in the Euro-
peen Parliament's wofding about informing the
Conmission of any tdraft regUlations 'which
ensorrrage the limitqtion of certain types of
waste'. Ttris wordind saems to it to be too
generd and not suffiGiently regtrictive.
'Slith regara to 
"eseJrch on the re-cycling ofwastes, I am entirel;{ in agreement with Mrs
Fenner; this is a nfatter of great urgency.
Indeed, the Commissidn was so convinced of this
that it set up a speciat departurent for this mat-
t€r within the directlrata-general respousible.
As well as that, I shorfld tell you that ttre Cour-
rnisgi611 is in contact lwith a certaln number o!
unlversity institutes $at are stUdying this very
problem.
Finally, Mr President, the railporter.u ma5r have
found the title of tlelCommission. propcal too
modest, but I can a{sure you that tlre Com-
mission, Iike the radporteur and Parliament
itself, intends to take ihe matter very seriously.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The g"rrJrd debate is closed.
I
We shall now considerf tfr" prop*al for a direc-
five before considerful$ the motion fot a resol,u--
fion.
On Article 8 I have Aaendmeut.No 1 tabledby Mr Jahn and worded as follows:
'Article 8
This article to read as follou's:
'The undertakings referred to in Article 6
shall be inseec{ed at least every six montrhs
by the competent authority to ensure, in
particular, that the conditionc of the permit
are being observed.'
The rapporteur has 
""pro*A e favourableopinion. I put this amendment to tJle vote.
Amendment No I is adopted.
On Article 9 I have A.mendrnent No 2 tabled
by Mr Jahn and worded as follows:
Article I
This artide to read as follows:
'Undertakings which dispose of . tlreir ourt
waste and which collect waste shall be subiect
to zupenrision at least every six months by
the competent authorit5r.'
Tbe rapporteur has extr'ressed a favourable
opinion. I put this amendrnent to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
On Article 14 I have Amendment No 3 tabled
by Mr Jahn and worded as follows:
Article 14
Ibis article to read as follows:
'Each Member State strall draw up a report
annually on waste disposat ln its territory and
shall forward it to the Commission who will
then circulate it to the other Member Shtds.'
Ttre rapporteur has e*pressed a favourable
opinion. I put thb emendrnent to the vote,
Amendment fo e is adoptcd.
I call Lord Besslororrgh
Lord Baqbolough,.- Mr Presideut, I regret thatI was not myself able to be present wheD thie
report was discussed in committee, but sincg
then I have had an opportunity of studying it,
and I tlink it is quite an excellenipigcq of wopk,
on Mr Miiller's part But having considered it,I did think it rrlorth tabling this very simple
and fairly ninor*but nqnetho{,ess I t}iEk
impgtarrt--smendraent. 
.Ttre intention of 'parp-graph 7 of $re rqotion,for a Fesoluti,on is tlrat
the Compunity's policy on waste dispqsal shogld
be,exten{ed as !,oon as possible to. oover agri-
cultural, mining aud quarrying wastq all of
urhich was specifically excluded in Article 2from the scope of the present propcals.
Certainly, we havg no quarrel with the general
intention of paragraph 7, but what we want .to
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do ls to dndure that we are not so earried away
by 'our own'enthusiasrn for improving the
enitiiondent that we act hastily and ineffec-
tively. Therefore, the intention of the amend-
ment is to ensure that, before any specific pro-
posals for the disposal of waste from mines and
quarries are forrnulated, studies should be car-
ried out on the possible methods of disposing
of such waste. Unless such str.ldies are carried
out we shall find that we have simply set up
a complex administrative machine with little or
no benefit to the envirorunent. There is obvi-
ously, Mr President, a great difference between
the methods involved in the disposal of mining
and quarrying waste and those involved in
disposing of agricultural wastp.
Much mining and quarrying waste material is
inert or non-toxic, and rnuch of it is deposited
within or on land adjacent to the mine or quarry
from which it originated. In the Urxited King-
dom, we have gone some way towards removing
and landscaping waste from mining and quar-
rying operations, but much, as the Aberfan
disaster qrill remind us, still needs to be done.It is in order that the Community policy on
mining and quarrying waste may be as effective
as,possible that we propose this simple amend-
ment, and I am very glad that the rapporteur
is prepared to accept it.
President. 
- 
We shall now consider the motion
for a resolution.
On the preamble and paragraphs I'to 6 I have
no amendments or speakers liited.
I put these texts to the vote.
Ttre preamble and paragraphs 1 to 6 are adopted.
On paragraph 7 I have Amendment No 4 tabled
by Lord Besstorough on behalf of the European
Conservative Group and worded as follows:
Paragraph 7 -
In this paragraph, insert after the words
'as soon as possible'
the following text:
'after the necessary studies have been made'.
The rapporteur has exfressed a favourable
opinion. I put this amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 4 is adopted.
I put to the vote paragraph 7 so amended,
Paragraph 7 is adopted
On paragraphs 8 to 15 I have no amendrnents
or speakerrs listed.
Iput these texts to the vote.
Paragraphs 8 to 15 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution
as a whole, indorporating the various amend-
ments that have been adopted.
The resolutio,n, so amended, is adoptd.l
Thank you Mr Borschette.
6. Oral Question utith ilebote: Porticipotiort bg
Commutitg migront anrkers in regional onil,
local eleetions in their host countriec
President. 
- 
The next item is OraI Quesdon
with debate by Mr Della Briotta, Mr'Walkhoff,
Mr Concas, Mr Bermani, Mr Corona and Mr
Glinne to the Commission of the European Com-
munitieg on participation by Community
migrant.workers in regional and local elections
in their host countries @oc. 419174).
It is woi'ded as follows:
Can the Commission confirm the truth of recent
rumours to the effect that when considering
measurqs to be taken in favour of Communit5r
migrant workers, it rejected by a majority vote
the very principle of their taking part in
regional and local elections in their host coun-
tries?
If this is the case, how can the Commissionjustify this very serious decision, whictr will
block one of the few possible practical steps
towards European unity aurd nutlify the initia-
tives now being taken, for instance, in the
Belgian and Italian parliaments where draft
laws for granting limited political rights to
citizens of other Member States are shortly to
be debated?
I call Mr Della Briotta who has asked to speak
to the question.
Mr Della Briotta. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, our question comes at a time when
the question of migrant workers is also a source
of concern due to the economic crisis afflicting
the Community host countries as well as the
countries of origin.
We note with concern that, as unemployment
increases and the number of vacancies falls, the
Iaws and regulations governing renewal of work
permits and residence are being more rigidty
applied in many countries.
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In other words, ouf fears are being realized
and the much vauntdd free movement of labour
is becoming nothing ]more than a hollow phrasein this our Europe which seers to be more
concerned about goof,s than men.
It is certainly difficult to baek up this argument
today. Though were {ll have the immediate con-
cern of the unfavourhble economic situation, we
hoped our question ufould establish whether the
Commission intends honouring its undertakings
to Parliament that it would encourage the social
integration of migraprt workers or whether it
-was going to make flowery speeches from time
to time, leaving thqe workers the victims of
an economic system trrhich does not allow them
to take part in maki{g decisions which concern
them.
Bumour has it that llst November, in consider-
ing measures to asqist migrant workers, the
Commission rejected by a majority the prin-
ciple of participatiorp by mtgrant workers in
regional or local eleCtions. Now we make this
demand once more. I think there may be truth in
this rumour because [he Commission's promises
do not bind it to eilher dates or plecise con-
cessions.
The delay in discussfulg this question may makeit rathei less topical but maybe it will serve
the purpose of reminlding the Commission that
it must honour its un{ertakings. I therefore hope
that it will take ste$s to banish the rumours
which were circulati,$g at the time and affirm
its. resolve to. take ariother step towards Euro-
pean unity.
If it does this, today'p debate will have drawn
attention back to the lot of several million
European citizens whQ, as a result of social and
economic imbalances resulting from historical
causes, the lack of nlatural resources on their
national territory or, more simply, the actions
of the governing cla$ses, have been forced to
leave their own countpy and emigrate in search
of employment and of that human dignity which
should not be left tq the generosity of those
who employ them.
The docurhent which the Commission presented
tb the Council on 18 December does not reas-
sure us. It talks aboub a contradiction between
the goals of political union and the fact that
migr-ants cannot vote. This is entirely obvious
but the document goefl no further than promis-
ing that the Commis$ion will make proposals
which would enable t\e migrants to defend their
interests at a local ldvel when their working
conditions and living lconditions were directly
affected. The documeht then sets the goal of
complete participation by the migrants in local
elections after an initial period, 'ending in 1980
at the latest during whictr tJre use of local con-
sultative committees, already widespread in
certain countries such as Belgium and Luxom-
bourg, would be extended
But this, Mr President, is a very small commit-
ment and the Commission really seems to be
using it as an alibi since no precise dates are
given.
Today, Mr President, Europe was expecting
rather'more. Amongst the millions of European
citizens who have been forced to abandon their
own country, since the end of the last inter-
necine war, there are many who have settled
in their host country and brought up their
children there. Sometimes their children do not
even speak their parent's native language, hav-
ing completely accepted the language of the host
country, and often they have a good amount
of money set aside there. They have moved
from employment as dependent workers to
established and respected activities in the
secondary and tertiary sectors. There is often
very little to distinguish them from their fellow
workers, citizens of the host country. Ihey have
acquired the mentality of the latter and speak
its language, though a few erros may remain,
and share in the trade union struggle+in other
words, they are European citizens.
Despite all this, they continue to live as aliens
in a foreign country. They are forbidden to
exercise their rights as citizens through the
democratic vote, even in local elections. In other
words, they are entirely dependent on the
goodwill of the vbrious organizations or assoeia-
tions which have emerged over recent yeans in
an effort to safeguard the rights of migrant
workers and integrate them into the complete
social environment in which they live. This ap-
plies to aII questions: building a new school.
a crdche or an old peoples'home, assistance to
handieapped people, improvemerrt of public
lighting or simply to try to get the local
authorities to aet more promptly Ihdn usual.
From a political and legal point of 'view, they
are aliens. We could of course take into account
proletariat solidarity, trade nrnion action and
assistance from the parties, particularly those
which represent working class interests, all of
which are largely positive factors for which I,
representing a socialist party in a laborrr-
exporting country, would like to thank my
socialist colleagues in the host countries and all
the leaders of the other parties. But this assist-
ance and solidarity must be backed up by
political and administrative rules and regula-
tions.
It might seem ironic to remind you today of
the Boston tea party nearly 200 years ago, whose
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sl,ogan was 'no taxation without repqesentation'.
But this event had considerable consequences
for world history, consequences which were
probably, taken overall, favourable. This, ladies
and gentlemen, is the crux of the matter-mil-
lions of European citizens, who are cooperating
in and making a valuable contribution to our
Europe, have absolutely no say, absolutely no
legal powers, in running their new society, to
whose growth they are contributing.
Once again, for a good example, we have to
look outside the Community. In Sweden, they
have done without the empty promises and the
dry pompous language in.which our Commission
outlines its vague goals for 1980 and almost
300 000 foreign electors over 18 years old are
to participate in the 19?6 local elections. Of
course, I am fully aware of the probable con-
sequences of a similar decision in the Com-
munity Member States which have a lot of
migration. These problems are.enorlnous but we
rnust be aware of them.
I therefore think that, for an initial period at
Ieast, this right should be granted to citizens of
Community countries with relatively similar
poltical structures. There could be certain length
of residence requirements i;n order to enable all
electors to be generally well informed and know
the host country's laws and to ensure that the
new electors would use their votes reasonably.
The bills submitted in various countries, such as
Belgium, by Mr Glinne and others, are to this
effect and draw on the experience of local con-
sultative committees which have now been
established for some years.
The important thing is to get moving quickly
because, in all the industrid countries of Europe
which have made use of foreign manpower in
the last 30 years, a whole generation of rootless
future citizens anq electors is growing up
without a chance to exercize democratic respon-
sibility. Europe cannot satisfy their demands
simply by giving them a passport.
Will the Commission be able to act as a driving
force, integrating the peoples in such a way
that the migrant workers are not left out? That
is the question.
After looking over the decisions which have
been taken, I do not feel very optimistic. I
compared the original proposals put forward by
Mr Hillery and those which the Commission
eventually discussed. Under the first proposal,
during the first half of 1975 the system of con-
sultative committees was to be extended to
include migrant'workers, the proposal for the
right to local votes was to have been presented
at the end of 1975 and the Commission was to
have submitted the charter for migrant workers
by 31 March 1975.
The text of 18 December to which I refer is
eertainly not lacking in fine promises and glib
phrases in flowery language, but what on earth
are the migrant workers supposed to do with
such a statement?
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Com-
mission should not be allowed to break its pro-
mises. There are certainly difficulties and I have
no wish to hide them but we must take account
of the possible consequences of an angry out-
burst by several million citizens.who have been
shuffled from'one eountry to another without
ever having the right to take part in political
and administrative life.
We. are sitting on dynamite and the resulting
damage could be as great as that caused by the
current economie and energy crisis.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Borschette.
Mr Borschette, member of the Commission of
the Eutopean Communities. 
- 
(F) Mr President,
I should like first of all to say that I am in
agreement with a certain number of the general
principles that have been enunciated in this
rnatter and even with the indignation that hasjust been expressed by Mr Della Briotta.
I should like, however, to begin by questioning
the data upon which he bases his case, because
even though they have been obtained from a
source which is generally a well-informed one,
they are inaccurate.
We have got to face up to the fact that, on the
one hand, these data are not accurate and on
the other hand, that a Commission proposal does
exist and a Commission draft programme, which
is not merely a package of highflown words.
I should like to begin by stressing that, if there
is a goal to be attained by 1980, that does not
mean that this goal cannot be reached before
that date, It certainly does not mean that the
Commission must wait for l980'to arrive before
making proposals on this matter. No, the Com-
mission intends to submit its proposals alt
quickly as possible, but we must not forget that
a Council decision is also required and that the
provisions enacted by the Council must then be
transposed into national and local legislation.
Thus, even if this date of 1980 is perhaps not
over-ambitious, it still seerns to rne to be a'
fairly realistic one.'We must remember, by the
way, that we are not talking here merely of a
superficial participation but, and I quote the
text of the working programme, of a 'full patri-
cipation in local .elections in accordance with
Ircbates o! the euoOeao Parllameot
ry*/
condltlons that'have !V* to be more precisely
defined'.
A ftrither point thatll would like to make is
ttiat thfs progmmmc +atus that in the memtime
Member States should, as of now, be taking
temporary meesures !o enaourage participationby migrants in munidipal affairs by setting up
a rystem of consultati]ve bodies which will give
migrarrts a real inlluehce on the decisions being
taken at this level.
Thenefore, I cannot afree'at dl ttut these are
derely,highllown wQrds on the part of the
fuisgion and I wo[ld ask this Assembly to
,udgd: the Coanmissiofi not only on its work
frcgnarnme which is before the Council at the
present time but also pn the concretc proposals
which it is about to {ake from this work pro-
gramme and elaborate and whictr will certainly
see the light of daV wptl before 1980.
I should like to add that we must interpret the
term 'local' in its widdst sense, as Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza has already uplained. That is dl I
can say about this matter today.
Frcrideat. 
- 
I eall f.a{y OUes to speak on behalf
of the European ConsEvative Group.
Iady Sllea 
- 
It[r Pre{ident, I am very grateful
to llr Della Briotta fo{ raising thls very import-
ant quction. Unfohufately, I think we are all
borpd by the clock an{ nobody urants to discuss
such an important proptem at great length this
rnopniqg: neverthe$ss; I think, with Mr Della
Briotta, that this subj$ct requires much deeper
and longer discussion than will be available to
us now.
Tle are also grateful fpr the reply 0f the Com-
mfusioner. Neverthelesb, we have not seen the
progtamme of the ComFnission yet, and I am not
sute *rat we can entirbly aceept what I gather
has been said in reply by the Cofimissioner so
far, because I think fhere are a great many
qualificafions that must be rnadi with regard
to tnaking participatio{ in loeal elections avail-
able to non-nationals. Therefore, I would just
like to enumerate cer]tain points very briefly
wlthout going into the+n in detail.
First oI all, Mr PreeidJnt, in the Oral Question
with debate there iq reference to migrant
workers. I think we mirst ask who is meant by
'migrant workers'. Doef the terrr cover all EEC
nationals working in a cciuntry not their own?
Mr Della Briotta-{uiie rightln and I under-
stand it-- made refere4ce to the wor*ing class,
but there are a good [rany people w'tro workin the Community anrll I wqrld not say that
they all necessarily corrle within hls understand-
ing of the term 'working class.' 'We start witb
tbe Commission. There ere several thousand
non-nationals working in Brussels. Would they
also have the right to take part in local elections,
or does the term 'migrant worket' merely get
confined to tJrose with a certain t5pe of work,
with a certaia type of income, with a certain
origrn or nationality or with, indeed, a certgin
way of coming into the host country? I think
we would want to be clear as to whet the tertn
'migrant worker' actually means, because other-
wise you would be having gross discrimination
against all those who work very, very hard and
who are, perhaps, not members of a trade union
-or whatever the qualification Mr Della Briottawishes to impose on a person before he votes
in a dountry whidr is aot his own.
Secondly, there appear:s to be no legal basis for
granfng voting rights in any nation et the
moment-zubject, of eourae to any draft direet-
ives that may come fmm the Commission. The
freedom of establishment under the Tteaties is
concerned with economic benefits, not with poli-
tical and civil rights, and one of the few remain-
ing privileges left to a citizen of any country
is the right to vote and stand for election in his
own country. Indeed, the fundamental principle
of democracy-if it is to be maintained-of 'ope
man, one vote' would entail certain changes in
national legislation. I may be wrong, and per-
haps I am subject to confirmation on this, but
the proposal would seem to be contrary to ttds
principle. Let us take the case of Italy, one of
the countries mentioned: the Itdian migrant
does not as I understand it, automatically lose
his right to vote in his own country; he is indeed
encouraged, as far as I know, and always has
been, to rehrrn to vote in his own countfy. The
proposal, if implemented as worded here, would
mean that tlre migpnt worker would be entitled
to two votes, one at home and one'in the host
country, which is not in accordance with the
principles of democracy as we loow them.
A vote also implies the right to be elected:
another democratie principle is the duty to pro-
tect and promote the lnterests and e:rpress the
will of the people who elect you, and it must
therefore be based, to some extent, on mutual
interest and a reciprocity of obligations and
duties. I think this presents a great difficulty
in the case of migrant workers who come for
only a short period of time into a country.
trIh6n they return, their vote will be irrelevant
to them and yet affect the citizens who remain.
Then there ts the problem of demographic
imbalance, where you get a conglomeration-
perforce, by the nature of things<f certetn
nationals in one area who might well outvote
the citizens of that particular area. firat seems
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to me Bgain contrary to the principles of demo-
cracT/ e5 we know them.
We shall, again, have the problem of other
migrant workers from nationalities and coun-
tries outside the Community. Here you are going
to have a great feeling of discontent, quite
rightly based on the discriminatory fact that the
migrant workers fr.om, say, Italy have the vote
while the migrant workers from, say, Yugmlavia
do not. This wiU, I think, lead to many com-
plieations.
Mr President, as long as the structure of the
Community is based on nations and represented
at all levels by nations, I think it is right that
elections at all levels should be confined to
nationals of tJle country concerned. Tttis, indeed,
is in accordance with Article 25 of the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
which I am pure everybody is conversant with
and which begins: 'Every citizen shall have the
right and opportunity... to vote in his own coun-
try and take part in elections.'
Nevertheless, Mr President, I do not want to
appear too conservative or too traditional or
toehow shall I put it?-anxious to block any
process which will lead towards the integration
of Europe, beeause I think we all have the same
object in view: it is the way we go about it.
There may eventually be certain qualifications
-principally of residence, of the intention toremain, of the intention to show allegiance. Of
course, l/Ir Della Briotta's argument about
financial contributions and paying taxes does
not apply in the case of nationals of the Com-
munity, because they take their social benefits
with them whichever Member State they go to,
so that the contributions they have made
towards social benefits are not lost, even if they
move away. And therefore Mr President, as
long as we are based on national elements, f
should like to see a very much easier procedure
for non-nationals to acquire the nationality of
the host countr5r: in this wqy, discrimination
would be removed and the migrant worker,
whoever he might be, would feel he was able
to play his full role in the development of the
place in which he lived.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
lllr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is clear that there are two posdble
approaches to this problem of internal migration
within the EEC.
The first approach is essentially a Boctibl one,
the second is set within the framework of
European political union. The first approach
aime at improving the conditions of migrant
workere, while the second bringo us face to
face with the following fundamental question:
are $/e prepared to establish the principle that
natives of EEC Member States, whatever their
professional position and whether, for example,
they are members of the working class or of
the liberal professions, must enjoy civil rights
iI they live in a country other than their coun-
try of origin? We ar€ deliberately corfling out
in favorr of the secoird approaeh. It is well also
to ?ecatl thdt the reoent Paris Summit has laid
down eertain guidelines in this matter. Ttre
Paris Summit, obviously setting forth tlre
minimum that needs to be done to work towards
a future European citizenstrip, decided that a
working party should be set up to study the
possibility of arranging for a passport union. In
a short time from now, a report will be sent
back to the.governments and I believe that 31
December 1976 has been envisaged as a zuitable
date. The harmonization of national legislations
with regard to foreigners has also been envis-
aged, as well as the abolition of passport con-
trols within the Community. Ttris is a limlted,
but nonetheless interesting and positive,
approach to the problem of the rights appertain-
ing to European citizenship.
The setting up of a further working party, which
concerrrs us directly in the debate we ar€ now
having, has been decided upon. It will be given
the task of studying the conditions and the
timelimits for, I quote the Summit communiqu6,
'grantlng to citizins oi tt e nine Member States
special rights as members of the Commuirity'.
Well, this is exactly what we are talking about.
What are we prepared to do to prant a minimum
of political rights to EEC nationals having their
normal place of residence in a country other
than their country of origin? Mr President, you
know that proposals have been made on this
matter in certain national parliaments, of
which my own is one. But it is no help that
proposatrs, howeVer farseeing or constructive
they may be, strould be made only at the level
of this or that national parliament, because if
you confine consideration of this problem to
the national level, you multiply enormously the
political and constitutional diffieulties. It is
only by arranging for mutual recognition of
new political rights at the level of the Com-
munity as a whole that you can avoid multiply-
ing difficulties of a political and constitutional
nature.
f cannot help calling attention, and particularly
the Gommission's attention, to the fact that, as
far beck as 19?2, at the first Paris Summit irt
October of that year, two Community Heads of
Government, viz., Prime Minister Eyskens, on
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behalJ of Belgium, and Mr Andreotti, the Italian
Prime Minister, proppsed that all nationals of
ECC countries, irrefpective of where they
resided but subject tb certain conditions with
regard to the lengt[ of time they had been
residing in that phde, should be granted a
minimum of politicall participation and should
have the right to lsks,part in local elections and
be eligible to stand aC candidates in these elec-
tions. As representati{e of the Belgian govern-
ment at certain meetings of the C,ouncil of Min-
isters for Social Affairb, I myself had the oppor-
tunity to recall on twg occasion+unfortunately
to no avail-this guidbline which was set forth
by .the Paris Summif of October 1972, even
though no firm deciiion was taken on the
matter. T[Ie now finh ourselves faced with
certain anomalies, anpmalies at the level of
certain of our Member States and anomalies in
the progress being made by certain Community
institutions in the matiter of the political rights
of all our citizens. I shall quote just one example,
Mr President: nationafs of the Commonwealth
are permitted immediately upon their arrival
in the United Kingdoni to exercise all the rights
appertaining to Britis[r nationality, solely by
reason of the fact that they are'Commonwealth
citizens'.
Why is it not possible to arrange for nationals
of EEC countries to be given the same advant-
ages at local level, and I stress at local level,
certainly, that is, if uye wish to indicate that
belonging to the EEC iq just as important politi-
cally as having one's drigin in a member state
of ' the Commonwealthp There is an anomaly
here, and all I am doirlrg is to quote a state of
affairs which is perfec{ly obvious; it should be
quite clear that I aml making no accusations
whatsoever .
,ds far asi we 
""" "orr"J*ed, that is to say, theCommunity i4stitutions, we agreed barely a few
days ago that the first Sunday of May, 19?8,
should be fixed as the date for election to our
European pafliement !y direct universal suf-
frage. But, Mr Presiderlt, we cannot allow our
Member States to legiglate on the manner in
which this election on tfre first Sunday of May,
1978, will be carried out in the regpective
Member States, while fthe Commission stands
idly by.
It is essential that we s[rould be already think-
ing about incorporatinf irito that electorate,
which will be giving ttf decision on'that first
Sunday of May, 1978, thdse EEC citizens residing
somewhere other than id their country of crigin.
As far as this direct eliction to the European
Parliament and recognition of civil rights at
local level in our Member States are concerned.
I feel that progress in these two matters should
go hand in hand, that they should both be
studied in connection with each other and that
they should both be achieved at more or less the
same time,
Mr President, We hope that the Commission
will take pains not to confine its thinltirrg on
this matter to the area -of social progress and
we urge it to do its utmwt to aehieve these
rights for migrant workers, in the interests of
the political union which must bind us all
together.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord St. Oswald.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
Mr Prsident, I rise very
briefly indeed to address through you Mr Della
Briotta-without the faintest hint of reproof,
needless to say, for a man whom f have every
reason to respect, but in one passage of his
speech the enthusiasm of his own political ideo-
logy led him to suggest by a fairly strong innu-
endo that it was only the socialist parties and
their supporters who made welcome and gave
good treatment to migrant workers. Ttris is not
true. I have seen instances of understanding and
sensitivity and instances of insensitivity and
even hostility shown by both the main parties
in my own country and their supporters.
I should say, perhaps a little naughtily, that the
welcome given to the Italian workers in my
own part of Eng1and, in South Yorkshire, when
they came to work in the coal mines of South
Yorkshire, after the war, was not exactly
cordial, either at the hands of their fellow-
workers or the unions, but I mention this in
order to add that this attitude is rare and
diminishing. I find that in general the respon-
sibilities of the host country and the importance
of immigrant workers are taken seriously. Ttrey
are made warmly welcome and long may this
tendency continue! f am sure that it has, in fact,
been.assistea Uy ttre words of Mr Della Briotta
today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni" 
- 
(I) Mr President, I shall also be
fairly brief. I should like to thank Mr Della
Briotta who has given us the chance to return
to a subject of extreme interest to uq particu-
larly since the Commission has finally provided
the relevant action prograrnme. Ttrough this
docurnent should have been presented by March
1974, it only saw the light on 18 December 19?4.
'We are, of course, delighted to see it at last
complete but remain somewhat sceptical about
the times involved and would not'like the delay
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in presenting it to recur in implementing the
measures which it proposes. On the contrary,
we hope that the delay will be made good as
soon as possible so that we can move on more
rapidly than in the Past.
Ttrere are many problems concerning rnigrant
workers and today they are more pressing than
ever before. Ttre importance of the problem
which we are facing today, inherent in the
principle of participation in the life of local
communities, stems from this point. But there
are other equally imprtant matters: the daily
life of these workers, their working conditions
and the continual threat of unemployment hang-
ing, like the sword of Damocles, over their
salaries and stability in eountries in which they
have settled. Eor this reason we too have sub-
mitted an oral question with debate, which has
been placed on the agenda for the next parlia'
mentary part-session. In this question we ask
if nothing can be done on the European Ievel
to counteract the current recession.
But, to stick to the point, the Commission's pro-
posal iF on the whole acceptable to us. At least
it is acceptable as a declaration of intent or
resolve but less promising if considered from the
point of view of dates and praetical action''f
agree with Mr Borschette that there are many
deadlines which we, the Commission and the
Council must all adhere to. The states must then
issue implementing provisions and local bodies
take the necessary action. The chain of events
is therefore rather long but I still regard 1980
as a pessimi,stic deadline, particularly if we bear
the urgency of the goal in mind' Ttre would like
citizeni to be citizens wherever they might be
living. We cannot countenance citizens who
work, carry on their daily life and live in a
certain context being debarred from making
themselves heard at that level or taking part
in allocating services which they will inevit-
ably use. If a man pays taxes he is, by defini-
tion, involved in the life of his local cohmun-
ity and contributes to creating and financing
the services which it. offers him. So we eannot
regard these migrant workers as mere tools or
evin as people who have nothing useful- to
say at this level. It'is obvious -ttiat the retiuest
made iir thd text under ccinsideration also ruhs
into difficulties, for instahce, ire migrant
workers just to have the right to vote or should
they also h'ave thd right'to stand for election?
This point mtist be cleared up but I do not
want to go into it now. Our'national laws
cover a whole series of circumstanees. For
instance, a person who moves from one borough
to another has the right to.vote in only one of
them but in the case of migrant workers it
might almost seem to be right to allow them
to vote in two boroughs.
However, the right to vote is usually held in
only one borough. This point must therefore
be cleared up. I personally feel that when the
move is not a temporary one, for a fixed period,
it should be possible to find appropriate solu-
tions which will enable the people involved to
feel that, in the full sense of the word, they are
citizens of the societies in which they settle.
This is not just a question of social reality but
also of political participation in the changes in
their new society; it involves permitting the
citizen to exercise all his rightful powers and
therefore amounts to making him a political
force within European unity. I feel that anyone
who ends up living in a community on a stable
basis should take part in its life whether he is
Turkish, SIav, Algerian or Moroccan-his race
should be of no importance. It is obviously,
however, not possible to make it possible. for
workers with fixed-term contracts to exercise
their rights. It seems unlikely that citizens who
move about with short-term contracts, whose
residence is accordingly only for a certain time,
would be given many rights because their parti-
cipation is extremely limited. However, when
migration takes other forms and residence is
set up more or less permanently over a certain
length of time, there should be no problems in
giving both the right to vote and the right to
stand for election to any citizen who is in a
particular community at the moment of regional
or local elections.
I also think that it will have relatively little
importance insofar as local communities are
concerned whether or not the person involved
comes from a country of the European Com-
munities.
However, I shall not pursue these poirits further
since they involve going into too much detail
such as whether we should emphasize social or
political privileges or how we define a migrant
worker-these questions will have to be gone
into thoroughly and clarified in Committee.
I should like to conclude by saying that we
hope that the migrant worker will be able to
participate as widely as possible in the life of
the community in which he resides'.. We cannot
countenance some citizens remaining forever
alien therefore outside the choice of policies
which have hitherto ben implemented over their
heads. There is absolutely no danger'that they
will threaten the stability of local structures
or create majorities which will jeopardize local
political forces-f am sure that such fears are
altogether groundless. It seems to me that citi-
zens who work, live their daily life, use public
services and live as all other, citizens ought to
have the right to express their ideas and both
cast votes and stand for election.
?s2 Debatet ot the E\rr@an perltdm€nt
Mdcnt 
- 
I call Sir.Douglas Doddsrparker.
S, tr D.ouglas Dodds-Par[Ua 
- 
I[r President, I
should like to zupport what my colleague, Lord
St. Oswald, said about the Italian workers in
relation to my part of the world too, except for
t[e. Jact that I found they were very popular
with many of the ladi*if that's any consola-
tion to Mr Della Briotta, who fus, I think,
raisgd this very issue. It is not only
of considerable long-term importance but it is
of considerable.political difficulty.
Might I, without arrogance, suggest that the
Commission look-it probably has done so
already-at the 1947 Aat in the United Kingdom,
Iollowing what Mr Gltnne said especially about
the Commonwealth, because we have in the
United Kingdom at the moment some million
Irish and a million Commonwealth citizens, who,
even if they are only visiting, ean get inscribed
in the register of voters on the day of registra-
tion-usually in late October-and can.then vote
in the United Kingdom election*and in their
home country, of course, as well. Indeed, many
of my best supporters in the last 30 years have
had this dual franchise, and I would regret it
myself if they had been denied the ability to
wmk politically in the United Kingdom.It really
works in practice quite easily, beeause every-
body getS registered on this day late in October;
but it is an offence to vote if you are not a
citizen of the United Kingdom, of the Republie
of frehnd, or of certain Commonwealth eoun-
trires as they were in the Empire in 1947. On
the other hand, if you are an American married
to a United Kingdom citizen, you cannot, if you
keep your American citizenship, vote either in
the United Kingdom or in the United States, but
you have to pey taxes at both ends; and'what-
ever Mr Della Briotta says about Boton tea-
partieq this seems to me to be'vltiating the
principle of 'no taxdtion without representation,.
In the United Kingdom we may now have
several categories of cltizenstrlp: the United
Kingdom citizen; then the Commonwealth and
Irish citizens in a second category; the Com-
munity citizens might be in the third; the asso.
cietes of the Community rnight be in a fourth;
and the non-CommunitSr and non-Common-
wealth would be in a fifth catetory. It seems
that this is going rather too ter, but it'is, as I
said, a problem of great difficulty and must be
tackled, I believe, steadily and slowly. In my
own country it's all very parado:dcal, as so
many things are, but somehow it works for these
many people who work and llve, even if only
temporarily, in the United Kingdom, and I hope
the Commision will be able to follow this up
over the years ahead to see that those who work
withinlttr Oommunity heve s6ne poUticdl AE
wtill-as social rights. 
.
Prertdent. 
- 
I call Mr Della Briotta.
Itk IIctra Brlotta. 
- 
tI) Mr Rrdeident, th" e;
missi6ner's feply did not pefisfy me. In fact, .to
be quite frank, I find' ft rathei disappointirg
becatise'he said no ilrore than what wL fmorrl
already. IIe denied the infdrnratlon on which thc
question tablbd by me and other collGa[ues from
my group was lounded ttut eould.hardly deny
the dates to which I referred. In other wordt,
the deadlines have beem posfponed and the
document of 18 December makes no further
mentioh of the precise undertakings made in thepa$. We hope that at a lgter date the Comrnis-
sion will uphold its commitrnents and open dis-
cussions. Then and only then:will we judge it
on this question. I shoultl riot like to leave other
colleagues who harrc spokerr without reply,
especially sinee this may prevent misunder-
standings. Lady Eller expressed doubts on .the
meaning of the expremion,miglant worker,. ButI feel that over the last fifty years even thc
socialist party has ceesed,to be as proletarian
as it was at the end of the lgth century. So it
Eeems a bit naive to wonder whether thir
expression.is just meaat to cover working class
people. Sudr aa attitnde is likely to cause con-
fusion which we strould dt4et even before it
arises. As far as f am concerned, migrant
workers do not include those who go to spend
their holidays in St M6ritz, or other Suirss ski
resorts.
the latter are howe.ver generally urelcomed in
a mubh rhore plgaiant -fashiorr-than migrant
workerp. Farah, Dlba fioes iot have to und-ergo
a medlcal examipafion on arrival in Switzerland
whereas a migrant wgrker who went to work
there would hot only have to hav( 
_a medical
examination but sulier ftom the whole range
of petty diqcrlmintation and humiliating 
"rrroj-ances. 1ll.rgr.etore I. do not think that there ean
be any dtiubt about this pofurt.
It has been pointed out that these workers do
not lose the right to vote inl their horaE coun-
tries. But'wtret ls the point of thie when a
worker has been living abroad urift his family
and children for the last Z) 5reers and no loirger
has either a house or his residi:nce in his home
country?' It is suglwted that they strould be
given citizenship
I should really.like to see all the millions of
migrant workers in Great Britain or Germany
asking for. citizenphipl
Lady Elles knows'Italian literature so I'am suie
she knows the story about the man condemnd
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to die who, on bei'rg asked to make a last wish,
asked to be hung from the tree of his ehoice.
However, obviously, he chose a tree which could
not be found and So was never hung. It is
possible in any case to raise difficulties in order
to avoid tackling the problem. The urge to
change everything is equally dangerous because
you tend to end up changing nothing. Italian
literatuie comes to my aid once agai& and if
Lady Elles does not know fhis book I will gladly
give it to her. We must, tlen, make reasonable
proposals. fire reasonable answer is to demand
a minimum period of residence and require that
the process of integration should already have
begun because we do not wistr difficulties to
arise in the host countries. So, we want reason-
able propcals and no furthen delay-now 1980
is supposed to be the date but probably when
we reach it someone will say that the time is
not yet come.
In the story which I referred to, the non-
existent tree was of great benefit to the con-
demned man but such red herrings do not help
migrant workers who, if this goes on will
continue to be rootless inhabitants of this
great political Europe which Mr Glinne talks
about with such enthrpiasrn, which we all talk
about at every parliamentary part-session, but
wtrich seems an extremely remote possibility.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bsrschette.
Illr Borschette, mernber of the CommL*sion ot
the Etnopeon Communitles. 
- 
(f) Mr Preoident,
I shall be very brief.
First of all, my reply dealt only with social
involvement and not with political involvement,
the problem which Mr Glinne so carefully and
skilfully analysed, for the reason that the
authors of the question dealt only with social
involvement.
On the other hand, I stress once again that there
is a Commission action programme which has
been put before the Member States. firis does
not mean, however, that the Commission will,
in the very near futurg be making proposals
both on provisional participation and on a final
form of participation.
I\rrthermore, this entire debate proves that we
need carefully drawn up documents to enable
us to have a really thorough and wide-ranging'
debate on this matter and also that this prob-
lem, far from being a simple one, has many sides
to it. I refer, for example, to the question of
residence and length of residence, which is
important both for social involvement and for
political involvement.
.ds far as this latter question is concerned, the
time will come when we shall be obliged,
whether we like it or not, f6 dissgss this matter
and to,draw conclusions, and we shall be forced
to do so, firstly by the fact of the passport union
envisaged by the communiqu6 from the Paris
Sumtnit, seoondly by the fact of political union
and thirdly by the fact of European Union.
I feel, therefore, that that Commission will soon
be obliged to draw up proposals which will go
beyond the social field and beyond trocal and
regional problems and take in the Community
as a whole.
President. 
- 
I have no motion for a resolution
on this debate.
The debate is closed.
Thank you, Mr Borschette.
6. Dotes tor neot port-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda.
Ihe enlarged Bureau proposes that our next
part-session be held in Strasbourg from l7 tn 2l
February 1975.
Are there any objections?
That is agrd.
1. Adjournment of the session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the Euro-
pean Parliament adjourned.
S.Approrsol of minutes
PresidDnt. 
- 
Rule 17(2) of the Rules of Pro-
cedure requires me to lay before Parliarnent,
for its approval, the minutes of proceedings of
this sitting qhich were written during the
debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
The sitting is closed. \
(The sitting utos closeil ot 11.25 o.m.)
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